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THE MUSIC IS OUT THERE... FIREWORKS MAGAZINE
PRESENTS 78 FREE SONGS WITH ISSUE #75!
GROUP ONE: MELODIC HARD
ROCK/AOR
1. Lotta Lené - Souls
From the single: Souls
www.lottalene.com
2. Tarja - No Bitter End
From the album: The Brightest Void
www.tarjaturunen.com
3. Grandhour - All In Or Nothing
From the album: Bombs & Bullets
www.grandhourband.com
4. Star Crystal - Destiny
From the album: Follow Me
www.starcrystalband.com
5. Alefla - End Of The World
From the album: End Of The World
https://pt-br.facebook.com/band.alefla
6. Carmyn - Disposable Love
From the album: One
www.carmyn.net
7. Paolo Pellegrini Lexrock - Dreams
Come True
From the album: Dreams Come True
www.lexrock.it
8. Black Aces - Back On The Chain
From the album: Shot In The Dark
Blackacesrock.com
9. Gabriel Sanchez - Victor
From the album: Immortal By Sound
www.gabrielsanchezmusic.com
10. Staring Out The Sun - Where
Are We
From the album: Dawn
http://staringoutthesun.co.uk

22. Maessorr Structorr - Lonely Mariner
From the album: Rise At Fall
www.maessorrstructorr.com

42. Axon-Neuron - Erasure
From the album: Metamorphosis
www.axonneuron.com

61. Zark - Lord Rat
From the album: Tales of the Expected
www.facebook.com/zarkbanduk

23. 21st Century Fugitives - Losing Time
From the album: Losing Time
www.facebook.
com/21stCenturyFugitives

43. Dimh Project - Wolves In The
Streets
From the album: Victim & Maker
www.facebook.com/dimhproject

62. Dejanira - Birth of the
Unconquerable Sun
From the album: Behind The Scenes
www.dejanira.org

24. Darkness Light - Long Ago
From the album: Living With The Danger
http://darknesslight.de

44. Mercutio - Shed Your Skin
From the album: Back To Nowhere
Mercutio.me

GROUP TWO: 70s RETRO ROCK/
PSYCHEDELIC/BLUES/SOUTHERN
ROCK/AMERICANA/FOLK

45. Medusa - Queima
From the album: Monstrologia (Lado A)
www.facebook.com/medusa.musica

63. Sfyrokalymnon - Son of Sin
From the album: The Sign Of Concrete
Creation
www.sfyrokalymnon.com

25. MGM - Sunny Days Gone By
From the album: Sunny Days Gone By
www.facebook.com/mgm.rock

46. Armed Cloud - Wounded Healer
From the album: Obsidian Desert
www.armedcloud.net

GROUP FIVE: MODERN/ALTERNATIVE
ROCK

26. Tempest Kings - Perfect Night
From the album: Riffiti
http://tempestkings.com

47. High Spy - Time Will Tell
From the album: Paralysed and
Hypnotised
www.highspy.org.uk

65. Ed Stones & The BD3 - Turn Up
Your Jeans
From the album: Cook Book
www.edstonesandthebd3.com

28. ThinLine Sid - Cover Girl
From the album: Soft Machine
www.thinlinesid.com

48. Three Days From Retirement (3dfr) By The Power of Grayskull
From the album: If We Keep Walking
Eventually We’ll Fall Off
www.facebook.com/
THREEDAYSFROMRETIREMENT

66. Tikahiri - Get Closer to Me
From the album: Son Of Sun
www.Tikahiri.com

29. Still Square - Hard Rock’n’Roll
From the album: Hard Rock ‘n’ Roll
www.still-square.net

49. The Alchemy - Modern Age
From the album: Modern Age
www.thealchemyuk.com

30. Black Neon Knights - Rise Up!
From the album: Rise Up!
www.facebook.com\therealbnk

50. Atma Weapon - Autumn Leaves
From the album: The Fields Where
Nothing Crows
www.facebook.com/atmaweaponnc

27. Wonderworld - Elements
From the album: II
www.wonderworld.no

31. Wild River - The Last Train
From the album: Burn Your Chains
http://wildriverofficial.com

11. Shiraz Lane -Wake Up
From the album: For Crying Out Loud
facebook.com/ShirazLane

32. Head Holmes - Delirium
From the album: Jewel In The Darkness
www.headholmes.com

12. Magick Touch - Trouble & Luck
From the album: Elecktrick Sorcery
www.magicktouch.no

33. Aged Mother - Hot Booty
From the album: Superhero
www.facebook.com/agedmother

13. The Senton Bombs - Trailblazer
From the album: Mass Vendetta
www.sentonbombs.com

34. The Dues - Moonshine
From the album: Thief of Time
www.thedues.ch

14. V0iD - Keep Fighting
From the album: Keep Fighting
www.v0idonline.com

35. Soulstack - Just Don’t Call It The Blues
From the album: Soulstack
www.soulstack.com

15. Heavy Star - Love N Affection
From the album: Electric Overdrive
www.facebook.com/HEAVY-STAR528181127261252/?fref=ts

36. Robert J. Hunter -Three Shake Fold
From the album: Before The Dawn
www.robertjhunter.co.uk

16. Wild Rose - Summer Girl
From the album: 4
www.wildrose.gr
17. The Defibrillators - Spend My Money
From the album: Sin, Degradation, Vice,
Insanity, Debauchery
www.facebook.com/ragdollrock
18. Sister Rose - King Of Cabaret
www.sisterrose.co.uk
19. Ragdoll - The World You Gave Us
From the album: Back To Zero
www.facebook.com/ragdollrock
20. Ursine Princes - Song For Kate 2011
From the album: Lost Plunder
www.facebook.com/ursineprinces
21. Mördwölf - The Deader The Better
From the album: Machines Of War
www.mordwolf.com

37. Lauren Wolf Band - Rise Up
From the album: Rise Up
www.laurenwolfmusic.com

51. Those Who Ride With Giants - The
Respect for the Old Beast
From the album: Numinous
thosewhoridewithgiants.com
52. Jack Potter - Cat and Mouse
From the album: Celestial Adventures
www.facebook.com/JackPotterMusic
53. None Other - I, Replicator
From the album: Than The
Common Plague
www.spyros-charmanis.com
GROUP FOUR: SYMPHONIC ROCK/
POWER METAL/HEAVY METAL
54. Elvellon - Born From Hope
From the album: Spellbound
www.elvellon.net
55. Age Of Dust - Someday
From the album: Messenger in a
Soulless World
www.ageofdust.es

38. Sands Hall - Rustler’s Moon
From the album: Rustler’s Moon
www.sandshall.com

56. Crystal Gates - Wild Sons Of
The Earth
From the album: A Quest For Life
www.crystalgates.uy

39. Banjo Bones - Barstool Confession
From the album: The Place of
Dead Roads
www.banjobones.com

57. Shades of Sorrow - Parade
of Lunatics
From the album: Ascension
www.shadesofsorrow.ca

GROUP THREE: PROGRESSIVE/
INSTRUMENTAL/PSYCHEDELIC ROCK

58. Simulacrum - Sky Divided
From the album: Sky Divided
www.simulacrum.fi

40. Marquette - The Last Kiss
From the album: Human Reparation
www.marquette-music.com
41. Leap Day - God Of Wars
From the album: From The Days Of
Deucalion, Chapter 2
www.leapday.nl

59. Devil’s Diner - Faceless Authority
From the album: Edelmetal
www.devilsdinerclub.de

64. Chaosmic - Forever Feast
From the album: Sunborn
www.chaosmicmusic.com

67. Hot Hell Room - Spark Until The
Flame
From the album: Architect of Chaos
http://hothellroom.bandcamp.com
68. Stone Broken - Better
From the album: All In Time
www.stonebroken.com
69. Throne Of Eden - House of Fate
From the album: The Final Days
twitter.com/throneofedenAL
70. Left For Red - Reborn
From the album: All Things Known
and Buried
www.leftforred.com
71. Reality Suite - Conspire
From the album: Skinn
www.realitysuite.com
72. Manana Couch - Chasing Vampires
From the album: Pocket Full of Pills
www.MananaCouch.com
73. Ghosts of Social Networks - Love
Potion
From the single: Love Potion /
Mockingbirds
https://twitter.com/gosnmusic
74. Iodine Sky - Eyes Wide Open
From the album: Tides
www.facebook.com/iodineskyofficial/
75. Infinity Process - I Won’t
From the album: Progress Of Elimination
www.facebook.com/Theinfinityprocess
76. Matchstick Men - Numb
www.matchstickmen-band.com
77. Kill Confirm - From The
Darkest Place
From the album: Hell In The Cell
www.facebook.com/
killconfirmedofficial
78. Voodoo Sioux – Damage
From the album ‘Grotesque Familiares’
voodoosioux.wix.com/voodoo-sioux

60. Overlord SR - Full Speed Ahead
From the album: Still Standing
www.overlordsr.com
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I’ve always had a penchant for femalefronted hard rock, done well. Whether
it was Lee Aaron’s ‘Metal Queen’,
Heart in the 80s or Robin Beck’s debut
‘Trouble Or Nothing’, which was on
almost constant rotation for several
years. But a year before Beck’s 1989
debut an album was released that for
me epitomised the marriage of female
vocal with melodic hard rock – and
that album was the self-titled release
from Witness. While the album might
have ended up as a corporate project,
there is no denying the quality on
offer with virtually every track being a
standout from our genre. It was just a
shame that this was their only release,
as the talents of Debbie Davis and Joey
Huffman deserved so much more. In this
issue, Dave Reynolds speaks to both for
a highly detailed look into the origins of
the band and the creation of that classic
album. We’re left with a small ray of
hope for the future…
Dave Reynolds is a legend in melodic
rock circles, and it is with great pride we
welcome him onto our team for future
specialised articles – we already have a
few ideas up our sleeves. This issue also
sees Dave listing his ‘Take Five’ choices,
which next issue will be the turn of our
very own Paul Jerome Smith. With Paul’s
years of experience and wide-ranging
taste, this is sure to make for a very
interesting selection!
Paul has also taken the opportunity to
help us celebrate reaching the 75th
issue of Fireworks, writing a feature that
he has called ‘The First 75 - A Personal
Perspective...’ which takes every issue
in turn and picks out some of the key
details and changes that have taken
place within the pages of Fireworks
over the past 16 years. This excellent
overview is up on the Fireworks section
of our website www.rocktopia.co.uk, so
take the time to go over and have a very
interesting read. Paul has also written
many blogs for the Rocktopia site which
are very informative and amusing.
Of course, one of the major recent
changes for the magazine has been
going from bi-monthly and 100 pages,
to quarterly and 132 pages. Many of
you have written in saying you love
the new look magazine and additional
features, but wish we had stayed bimonthly – or even go monthly! That
was never an option, whereas going
quarterly has afforded us the time
and financial capacity to expand the
magazine to its current format and
engendered a high level of excitement
and accomplishment within the team.
Long may that continue.
Winner of last issue’s signed Autograph
CD was Julian Thomson, from
Bradford. This issue sees another great
competition with a chance to win one of
five awesome Michael Schenker DVDs.
Turn to page 113 for details.
Meanwhile, don’t forget to check out
the PDF on the cover CD featuring many
of the bands showcased as well as
interviews with Romeo’s Daughter and
Stone Broken.
Fireworks #76 will be out on September
15th. Until then, in the immortal words
of Witness, let’s keep rocking and ‘Do It
Till We Drop’!!
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JOE LYNN TURNER
Discusses Sunstorm, Rainbow and a live solo album with James Gaden

It’s a good time to be a Joe Lynn Turner fan. The legendary vocalist is not only at the helm
of a brand new Sunstorm album of all new material, there is also a superb live album from his
shows supporting his classic ‘Rescue You’ record called ‘Live In Boston 1985’. On top of that,
there is a Rainbow release from Turner’s first tour with the band, also recorded in Boston.
Fireworks called the singer a few days after he finished a South American tour.
How did your tour go?
Serafino [Perugino, Frontiers boss] offered me one show in Milan but
Great, I did a bunch of South American dates and the crowd down you can’t rehearse everyone for one show, if you do one show, you might
there were just as amazing as I expected them to be.
as well schedule a few through the UK and Europe.
And you’ve just done Greece too.
Yeah, it was mostly acoustic shows in Greece and it was so much
fun to do a lot of covers. It was mixed in with some Deep Purple and
Rainbow stuff of course, but it was mostly about the influences in my life,
stuff like The Doors, The Beatles, Van Morrison, all kinds of fun stuff, I
did some Free, Kansas, just some great songs.

I think people maybe viewed Sunstorm as a project at first, but
now you’ve got four albums, it’s actually had more legs than a lot of
so called “bands”.
I don’t really see why people turn off from a “project”, if it’s great new
music, it’s great new music, what does it matter whether it comes from a
band or a project? What’s the difference, are you putting a patch on your
denim jacket or something? (laughs)

Is that something you might think about in the future as an
album?
I think Sunstorm is more like a band thing, but then Frontiers
You know what, yeah. A smaller record company approached me will put something out like Revolution Saints where the record is
about doing something along those lines, I want to do it properly in a great, but you know chances of them touring is virtually nil. The
studio… it works well live but
same goes for a lot of releases,
in a studio situation, with some
but Susntorm could be different.
accoutrements, it could be great.
Right, we’re not a “band” but
“I don’t really see why people turn off
In some cases we had a cajon,
there is a common thread tying
from a “project”, if it’s great new music,
which is like a drummer beating
all the albums together and that’s
on a wooden box, sometimes we
me, so you could call it a Joe Lynn
it’s great new music, what does it matter
had a small piano and an acoustic
Turner project if you want, but it
whether it comes from a band or a
bass, but it was just killer.
is an ongoing thing. I did think
project?”
I’d stop at three albums, but I’m
You have some new things
so glad I didn’t, this new one is
out… first off, there’s the Boston
Joe Lynn Turner on the latest
harder, heavier, it’s incredible. I
1985 show when you went out
really enjoyed this record. I think
Sunstorm album
promoting ‘Rescue You’. I’ve
we’ve hit on something here
had this as a bootleg for years
because Sunstorm has evolved,
but I’m glad it’s been given a
that is the key word. You’re right,
proper release, it sounds great. How come it’s only just coming out some projects are done as a one off, but Sunstorm isn’t, it’s evolving.
now?
Cleopatra Records approached me and they have a programme where
Who instigated this fourth record then, did Frontiers talk you
things like this, which have been bootlegged, they make them legal, round?
Serafino told me that these Sunstorm records are successful and it’s
clean them up. They were honest, telling me I was not going to retire
on it or anything, but it was about me owning the material. They would one of his pet projects, because it was he who had a tape of some of my
enhance the sound and make it sound right, and be a better product than songs from the 80s, which was lifted from a drunken night in a hotel
the bootleg and all legal. I was proud they chose it and I think it sounds room. Serafino wound up with a copy and thought the songs deserved
to be heard, and that was how Sunstorm started. We did the same on the
damn good.
second one, but I didn’t give up any of my songs for the third one because
It does, and it showcases the songs from ‘Rescue You’ really well. It I was sick and tired of not getting any publishing for them. This business
showed you weren’t reliant on Rainbow, you only play two Rainbow isn’t like it was, CD sales are not what they were, so if you don’t get your
publishing and your royalties, it’s discouraging. I felt like I was giving
tracks, but it doesn’t matter, the rest of the show is that strong.
Thank you! I agree, we did basically all the album plus ‘Good Girls these songs away. I’m taking nothing away from Frontiers, they have a
Gone Bad’, which I had written for ‘The Canadian Ballet’ which was a passion for this music, but I have other things I’m working on, I’ve got
stripper movie, it was a great documentary about the lives of these girls. I something going with a producer from Sweden who has done very well
had a couple of other songs from that which I should dig out, I was really so I’ve got something there which will see me change my style somewhat,
prolific writing back then. I have been chastised from fans for not playing I’m writing for that.
a lot of my solo stuff and I’ve made a resolution that I’ll play more of my
Is that why you haven’t written on this one, instead leaving most
stuff from now on. I tried to keep Rainbow alive, now Ritchie is going out
with what I will call a cover band… we’ll get to that, but I played in Chile of that to Allesandro Del Vecchio?
Absolutely. Allesandro knew me from Rated X – there’s another band
and I mixed things up with some stuff from ‘Slaves And Masters’ like
‘Wicked Ways’ and ‘Fire In The Basement’, stuff I haven’t done in years, that actually became a project because of what happened to Karl Cochran,
and they went crazy for it. I’m tired of a lot of songs I play, but I still have and with the schedules of Tony Franklin and Carmine Appice we couldn’t
passion for playing so I want to play more solo material. We have a new find three weeks to tour, which I was blistering mad about, because we
Sunstorm out and I’m trying to get support for a Sunstorm tour, we’ve had festival dates that went to hell… anyway… Allesandro and the guys
got four albums of great material, a great band, it would be fucking killer. were doing skeleton tracks for Sunstorm, sending me what they were
4
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doing and then I’d tell them how I wanted the mix and the production.
I was telling him the guitars needed to be up, the harmony needed to be
sparse, whatever. All the guys, especially Allesandro, were fantastic. We
shot a video in Greece for ‘Edge Of Tomorrow’ that looks great, all about
lying politicians, thieving bankers, us all being broke, economic crashes
– you’re seeing it in England, we’re in bad shape. America is having a
revolution, it’s all change. This is the edge of tomorrow.
I was taken aback by this new Sunstorm sound, I was expecting
the 80s style AOR and this isn’t like that, it’s more modern, harder,
and you describe it as trying to blend Rated X with Sunstorm.
Sure, that’s the evolution. When I agreed to do a fourth one, I asked
Serafino for full control of the songs. We must have had twice the material
and I threw out a bunch. I had full approval, I didn’t want stuff thrown
at me. Originally they were pitching me some Mark Free stuff and I
didn’t want to go there, so we
made a contract where I had full
approval. I called Allesandro
and asked him for something
that was between Rated X and
Sunstorm, like my solo stuff,
but with an aggressive edge.
Allesandro was totally behind
it, he knows who I am as an
artist, the guys kept me in the
loop every step of the way and
I think we have a great working
method now. I am really, really
proud of this record.
It sounds like you’re
basically more like the
producer for Sunstorm now
then, instead of the singer
and one of the contributors.
Your role has evolved like the
music.
Perfect – I couldn’t have put
it better, I took these tracks and
tweaked them to be right for me.
I’m not taking writing credits
because I did act more like a
producer, I was picking songs
and “Joe Lynn Turner-ing”
them. These guys took my lead
and it worked so well. There
was a mutual respect and that’s
what it’s about at this stage of
my career. I’ve made an album
I’m really proud of with a team
who respect me and I respect
them. That’s what I want.
On the subject of respect,
I saw the comment Ritchie
Blackmore made about you
regarding the Deep Purple induction into the Rock And Roll Hall
of Fame, where he said you should have been inducted for your
“excellent singing and writing on ‘Slaves And Masters’”.
That knocked me out. Yes, I was unhappy about how things panned
out with him going out with this new band, but that comment was worth
as much as any award. I don’t blame Ritchie for not being there, it’s
a Hollywood cabal and it’s lost sight of what it’s supposed to be, but
anyway, I really respected what Ritchie said.
I know you and he were all set to meet up, and then he tells the
press you aren’t going to be involved because he’s got a new singer
in the form of Ronnie Romero. I thought that was a bit off, he should
have told you first if he wasn’t going to work with you.
As you know, when Ritchie and I talked about meeting, what I wanted
to do was make it an authentic Rainbow reunion with Jimmy Bain, who
FIREWORKS
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we just lost, or Bob Daisley. I wanted to really celebrate the Dio era, all
eras of Rainbow, do it right because people love the band. Make it an
extravaganza. Some people have never seen Rainbow, but love the band.
However I didn’t know exactly what Ritchie wanted to meet for. And
then we never ended up meeting.
I wondered if he was annoyed you had told the press you were
in contact and then decided to go with a new guy in the form of
Ronnie Romero instead. Or maybe he didn’t want to commit to a
lot of shows, which is why he went for lesser known musicians. Or
maybe he feels Romero is better suited to the songs he wants to play,
because he did tell me it would be a lot of Dio material. Regardless, I
think he should have told you first, rather than say you wouldn’t be
involved via the press. I wondered if his comment about the Hall of
Fame was him making amends.
Maybe. I know he does
love ‘Slaves And Masters’ so
that was nice. I was getting all
kinds of shit on the internet
that I was delusional when I
said Blackmore was interested
in doing some Rock stuff and
we were talking about meeting
up. I just said we were going to
be meeting and used the word
“possibility” that we might do
something together. As things
got closer, I changed that word
to “probability” but the internet
said Blackmore wasn’t going
to do anymore Rock, I was
ripped apart and yet here it is.
It’s not with me, it’s with two
guys from Blackmore’s Night,
Jens Johanssen and Ronnie
Romero, and I don’t think that’s
Rainbow, because they’ve
never done a record and a tour
to be considered a Rainbow
line-up. I think he missed the
opportunity to do it last year to
tie in with the 40th Anniversary,
but there you go.
‘Slaves And Masters’
is a great record and I
think it suffered the same
way Deep Purple’s ‘Come
Taste The Band’ did –
that got lambasted for not
having Blackmore, and
Tommy Bolin got all kinds
of criticism, and the same
happened with you for
replacing Ian Gillan. As time
has passed, lots of people are
realising how good ‘Come Taste…’ was and I think more people
are realising that about ‘Slaves…’
Yeah, a lot of people come up to me asking me to sing stuff from it or
telling me how much they liked it. It got panned by people like Simon
Robinson at the time, just because I was on the record, and then you
factor in the Grunge movement, it didn’t get a shot. Some people panned
it because Gillan wasn’t on it, without even hearing it! What is up with
that? I listened to it again recently because I’ve been playing four of five
tracks from it on tour and they’re coming off great, and I think it was
ahead of its time. This band I had with me were killing it, these songs
work. We weren’t trying to appease a bunch of toothless old men, we
were trying to reach a new audience. Yet Jon Lord, God rest his soul,
and Ian Paice, they really wanted Gillan back, so that’s what happened.
Was ‘The Battle Rages On’ better than ‘Slaves And Masters’? Fuck off,
neither was ‘House Of Blue Light’.
SUMMER
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Brian Johnson got a lot of grief when he replaced Bon Scott in
AC/DC, that worked out okay!
Yeah, and look at now! I’m a good friend of Brian’s, I know him
well and I think the current situation is disgraceful. How could you
get a fucking asshole like Axl Rose to replace a guy who has given
blood, sweat and tears for 36 years… the Young brothers should have
just hung it up, it’s not like they need the money. I have ‘Appetite
For Destruction’, that is brilliant, but to wheel him out in a chair to
fill Brian Johnson’s shoes? And before Axl, fans were taking to the
internet suggesting all kinds of people who were either unsuitable or
just terrible singers, like you can just swap Brian out and carry on.
There’s no loyalty. It pisses me off.
Speaking of new singers, there
is a live album from Rainbow
coming out from your first tour
with them, entitled ‘Boston 1981’,
on the ‘Difficult To Cure’ tour,
which were your first Rainbow
shows. It’s great because it spans
your stuff, Graham Bonnet stuff,
Dio stuff and even Purple too.
I assume Ritchie was the guy
choosing the songs?
Yeah, but that was fine by me, I
understood fans would want to hear
stuff from Bonnet and Dio, you
had to include material from past
versions of Rainbow, I’ve never
been someone to refuse to sing
another singer’s song. A lot of them
do, I know Bonnet only really does
his stuff with his shows, but I was
happy to take them on. ‘Love’s No
Friend’ was cool because it wasn’t
a hit song, it was an album song,
it wasn’t like having to go out and
do ‘Since You’ve Been Gone’…
although I did that plenty of times,
I still do it at the Rewind Festival. I
just take the song and try and make
it my own. I had no problem, I
loved the Dio stuff, I loved ‘Down
To Earth’ – although I thought that
had more commercial elements
than ‘I Surrender’, yet I was the
one who got hell for making the
band “commercial”. There’s nothing
more commercial than ‘Since
You’ve Been Gone’, the original is a
pure Pop song! I thought my era got
condemned for being “commercial”
when we actually had a lot of great,
Melodic Hard Rock on the records I
did. ‘Difficult To Cure’ was great, lots
of Blues influences on it… but some
people like different things.

some of the other tracks. We’ll see.
Do you have any specific memories of that first Rainbow tour?
We were all really full of enthusiasm back then, it was a great band –
although I think that was the case throughout my era, we just put out so
much good stuff. I think the line-ups I was in played more shows than any
other, we were really productive and put out some great songs.
I think that’s because you had three writers in the band, with you,
Roger Glover and Ritchie.
Definitely, what I didn’t cover Roger did, vice versa and I respect
that to this day. Ritchie rarely writes complete tracks, mostly he
would jam ideas out, then Roger and I would literally cut the tapes
up into sections to make verses and
choruses, come up with lyrics and
then Ritchie would approve things,
so it was a trinity working together.
Did you have to do any
old Rainbow songs when you
auditioned?
No, the only songs I really
auditioned with were new things
which wound up on ‘Difficult
To Cure.’ They threw the tracks
for ‘Midtown Tunnel Vision’ and
‘No Release’ at me and I listened
through, made up some words and
sang over them. I have what Ritchie
called a “magic lyric bag” where I
could pull something out and just
freestyle and it was my ability to
improvise that helped get me the
job. Then, and I’ve told this story
before, they gave ‘I Surrender’ to me
and they had a backing track which
Graham Bonnet had already cut. I
put my stamp on it and that was it,
I never had to run through any Dio
stuff or anything at that point.

Were there any songs you
wanted to do, that you didn’t, or
any Ritchie wanted you to do that
you weren’t comfortable with?
There weren’t any I bitched and
complained about having to sing, I
looked at them as a challenge. I’m
still singing Dio songs now as a
“I was the one who got hell for making
tribute to Ronnie, I want to help keep
the band “commercial”. There’s nothing his music alive. There were some
more commercial than ‘Since You’ve Been songs we really should have done,
not on that first tour, but we did ‘Eyes
Gone’, the original is a pure Pop song! I
Fire’, it was the epic from my era
thought my era got condemned for being Of
and we only did it once or twice. The
“commercial” when we actually had a lot other one I really wanted to do more
of great, Melodic Hard Rock. “
was ‘Firedance’, I loved that and we
only played that a little. People want
It’s probably partially to do with the fact that some people didn’t the hits, they want familiarity. It happens now in my solo set, if I don’t
like the change from the Dio era, and the fact your era had the play ‘Can’t Let You Go’ I get shit for it! Especially where I’ve just been in
highest charting single and more “hits”, so that is probably where South America, we play that and 2,000 people sing it, I don’t even need to
the commercial tag comes from.
be there, I just hold the microphone out! (laughs)
Yeah, that’s true, some people don’t like change, but some people hang
on to it, won’t even think about trying it again after twenty or thirty years.
I remember saying the same thing to Glenn Hughes, about the
But no, I liked trying to make those other singer’s songs my own, I’d amount of times he must have sung ‘Burn’, he must be sick as hell
usually try and stay true on the first verse and by the time the second verse of it.
came around I was on my own. I’d try and pay respect to the original and
Well it’s a classic – I play ‘Burn’ too! I’d rather sing that than ‘Smoke
then put my stamp on it, I’m not there to ape anyone, I was just trying to On The Water’ if I’m honest. People ask me why I do it in my set because
interpret it. I’d be interested to see if they play ‘I Surrender’ with the new I didn’t write on it or sing on the record, but I fronted Deep Purple, I sang
Rainbow lineup, I think Ronnie Romero is more of a Metal singer and I it with them, we used to open the show with it, and it’s a classic. I have a
think he’ll do great on the Dio stuff, but I don’t know what he’ll do for real affinity for it and if people want to hear it, why not?
6
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ACE FREHLEY
Interview By Mick Burgess

As lead guitarist and founder member of KISS, one of America’s most iconic Rock ‘n’ Roll bands,
Ace Frehley has inspired generations of musicians. Now he’s looking back on his own influences
with his new covers album, ‘Origins Vol.1’. Fireworks caught up with the Spaceman to talk about
his early influences, why he chose those songs to cover and how he felt working with former
band mate Paul Stanley again for the first time in 14 years.
A few weeks ago you were
taken ill. Are you OK now?
I had done three shows in a row
on the East Coast and I had to fly to
California to shoot the video with
Paul on a day off. I then had to fly
back to Atlanta, Georgia and do a
sold out show 3,000 miles away.
That was one of the reasons why
by the end of the leg of my tour
I ended up with exhaustion. I’m
much better now, I just needed
some rest. A lot of people aren’t
aware that prior to the beginning
of my tour in Florida I had done
10 days of press in New York so I
started the tour tired and doing the
video on top of that, then doing a
lot of shows in a row just wore me
out, but I’m feeling much better
now, thanks.
Your latest album ‘Origins
Vol.1’ has just come out and has
landed on the US charts. Are you
pleased with the reaction so far?
I’m very pleased. It’s been
overwhelmingly positive. I’m
surprised it’s doing as well as it is
doing as it’s just a covers record
and there’s no original material.
What made you decide to
record a whole album of covers?
It was part of my record
contract. The label wanted an
album of covers and an album of
original material. ‘Space Invader’
was the first step of the contract and
this was the second. I wasn’t that
excited about the idea initially but
as the process continued to evolve
it became a lot more fun than I
thought it would be especially
when I started to get guest artists
involved.
You kick off with Cream’s
‘White Room’. Cream were the
forefathers of Hard Rock and
one of the pioneers of the music
we love so much. What did they
mean to you as a kid growing up
in the Bronx?
I saw Cream’s first New York
appearance. I cut school one day
8

and went down to a show DJ
Murray The K. was putting on
at a movie theatre in mid-town
Manhattan to see Mitch Ryder and
The Detroit Wheels and lo and
behold Cream and The Who were
opening the show. That was a very
special day and it kind of changed
my life. It was a pivotal point in
my life, especially with The Who,
they were so theatrical and that
influenced me so much. I went onto
be in one of the greatest theatrical
groups ever.

‘Spanish Castle Magic’. We laid
down the drum track first and
John put on the rhythm track and I
doubled it and threw on the solos,
then I added the vocal. It just came
together all in one day.

How did John 5 first get
involved?
I met John 5 when I was
rehearsing for the Reunion Tour in
1995-96. We hit it off right away
and over the years we became
friends and have jammed together a
few times. I thought this album was
There’s a great cover of The the perfect opportunity to get John
Stones ‘Street Fighting Man’. in the studio and it turned out great.
I love the solo he did on ‘Parasite’.
Why did you pick that one?
I’ve always loved that song.
It’s always great to hear
Actually when I was recording
‘Anomaly’ in 2008 we recorded Thin Lizzy. They weren’t as big
that song but it just didn’t sound in America as they were here.
right to me at that point, so it took ‘Emerald’ is the archetypal
me 8 or 9 years to re-track it and Lizzy Celtic epic. How did it
I think this time around I nailed feel recreating those wonderful
the rhythm guitar part and got a trademark harmonies with
nice groove going. I was actually Slash?
It was a lot of fun. Slash is an old
interviewed a couple of months
back by an English chap who friend and once I had decided to do
suggested I do a whole album of ‘Emerald’ I thought Slash would be
Stones covers but variety is the the perfect guy to trade off with on
spice of life in my book. Maybe that song. We solo’d together in the
I’ll do a poll and get fans to write in studio. Actually what I’d originally
and get feedback from my fans. I’m done was already recorded some
already receiving ideas for Vol. 2 so solos and I left holes for Slash to
fill in. We tried doing it that way
we’ll see what happens.
but Slash wasn’t really motivated
You’ve included ‘Spanish so he looked at me and said “Ace,
Castle Magic’ by Jimi Hendrix. let’s just do this live” We scrapped
As a guitarist, what impact did all the old guitar work and just did a
seeing and hearing Hendrix for bunch of passes and what you hear
on the record is the end result.
the first time have on you?
Hendrix was a huge influence
on me, I actually roadied for
What do you think about him
Hendrix in 1970. I set up Mitch being back in Guns n’ Roses?
Mitchell’s drums and was on the
I haven’t spoken to Slash since
stage crew for a Peace concert he did those first concerts with Axl.
at Randall’s Island in New York. So I don’t know what he thinks but
That was pretty amazing to do. I think it’s great for the fans. I’m
It wasn’t actually my idea to sure he’s having fun. It’s always
do ‘Spanish Castle Magic’, my nice to get back with people that
drummer Scott Coogan suggested you started out with. Hopefully
the idea. I didn’t know how to they’ll do a lot more shows. Then
play it. I knew I was going to get I’ve heard that Axl is singing with
John 5 into the studio to play on AC/DC. Will it work? Only time
‘Parasite’ so I told John to learn will tell.
SUMMER
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You’ve always had the knack
of choosing songs that fit your
personality. ‘New York Groove’
and ‘2000 Man’ spring to mind
and you’ve done it again with
‘Wild Thing’.
I’m good friends with the guy
that wrote the song, Chip Taylor.
He actually co-wrote ‘Rock
Soldiers’ with me. I’d met Chip
through a mutual friend. It’s ironic
how we wrote that song together
all those years ago and now I’ve
recorded ‘Wild Thing’, which is
Chip’s biggest hit. Chip’s heard it
and he loves it.
I love the way you haven’t
gone for the obvious Led Zeppelin
song. What’s the connection you
have with ‘Bring It On Home’?
I’ve always loved that riff,
especially when the harmony
comes in. It’s a song that has always
got me. I knew I wouldn’t be able to
sing the verses like Robert Plant so
I got my drummer, Scott Coogan, to
take care of that. I decided to tackle
the front which was much easier to
sing. As I can’t play harmonica and
don’t know anybody locally who
can play good harmonica, I ended
up replacing the harmonica parts
with lead guitar and that seemed to
work.
There’s so many great songs
to pick from a whole range of
incredible artists. What criteria
did you use to draw up your
short list of songs?
I made a big list and started
narrowing down my choices. My
only regret on this record is that
I didn’t do a song by The Who.
Ironically when I was on the
phone to Paul Stanley about what
to record he came up with the idea
to do ‘My Generation’. I love that
song, it is such a great song but I
just thought it was too popular and
it’s been covered so many times.
When you think of a band like Free
you think of ‘All Right Now’, their
big hit. That’s why I chose ‘Fire
and Water’, it’s a song I’ve always
FIREWORKS

loved. With The Who I wanted to
choose a song that wasn’t their big
hit so maybe we’ll do one of theirs
on Vol. 2. However my next record
will be a studio album of original
material to follow up ‘Space
Invader’. I’ve already written a few
songs. I don’t use any formula. If I
get motivated I’ll throw something
down. I have three or four songs
that I’ve been fooling around with
that are new that no one’s heard.
Over the summer there’ll be
several more songs that I’m going
to write. I’ll see what happens but
I’ll probably collaborate with my
fiancé who co-wrote two songs
with me on ‘Space Invader’. We
co-wrote ‘Change’ and ‘Immortal
Pleasures’ together.

recording but I’m going to try to
You’ve played ‘Strangeways’
get Peter on Volume 2.
at your solo shows and not
only has that a great riff but
You’ve covered three KISS also one of you best solos. Why
songs on ‘Origins Vol.1’. ‘Cold did you choose ‘Parasite’ over
Gin’ was one of the first songs ‘Strangeways’?
‘Strangeways’ was a very special
you wrote for the band. What
do you recall about writing that solo. I remember recording that like
it was yesterday. That was one of
one?
Not much! Ha ha! It started off the few solos I recorded standing in
with the riff and it evolved around front of a Marshall stack. I turned it
that. It was Gene that came up with up to 10 and I had these headphones
the breakdown section but he was that cancelled out most of the sound
never credited for that. I offered but it was just so damned loud that
him a credit but he said don’t worry it overwhelmed me. I did that with
about it. I came up with the melody Eddie Kramer in the control room
and the lyrics and Gene reworked in one take. It just turned into one

You were dissatisfied with
the direction of the band with
‘Dynasty’ and ‘Unmasked’
but ‘The Elder’ was really the
last straw. Did hearing the
initial songs that ended up on
‘Creatures…’ not tempt you to
stay and see how the new harder
edged sound developed?
‘Creatures…’ had some really
good songs. I always think that
if Paul and Gene had wanted to
record ‘Creatures Of The Night’
instead of ‘The Elder’ then maybe I
wouldn’t have left the band.
Talking of ‘The Elder’, that
has become something of a guilty
pleasure for a lot of fans. Has
your view of it mellowed?
I was just so against ‘The Elder’
because I thought it was the wrong
album at the wrong time. It turned
out to be our least successful record.
I actually think it was a good record
but just not for KISS at that time.
I have a bunch of solos that were
edited out from tracks written and
recorded for ‘The Elder’. One day
I might release them down the road.

Did you just call Paul Stanley
and ask him if he wanted to do it
or did he ask you?
Originally I tried to get hold
of Gene and he never got back to
me. Then I decided to give Paul a
call. I’m really happy that I did as
he was very receptive to the idea
from day one. The only problem
we had was figuring out what song
to do. He was originally thinking
about doing ‘Little Wing’ but Eric
Clapton’s version of it. We also
talked about ‘My Generation’ like
I said earlier and then I came up
with the idea of ‘Fire and Water’.
He thought that it was a great idea
as Paul is a huge Paul Rodgers fan.
I really think he did a great vocal
on that. I’m really happy it turned
out so well. It has been about 14
years since we last played on stage
together but it didn’t feel like so
much time had passed. It was very
natural and felt great. I didn’t think
Paul was going to do the video at
first but when he agreed to do it I
was very excited.
Do you hope that maybe
this could lead to you working
together in the future on a
project, not necessarily KISS?
I’d love to work with Paul
again. The chemistry is undeniable.
When we shot the video it just felt
like all the years that we worked on
separate projects just disappeared.
It felt very natural and I just felt that
chemistry was still there that we’d
had since day one.

it, once we decided that Gene
should sing it. At that point I didn’t
consider myself a lead vocalist and
I probably still don’t. I’ve been
faking it all these years. I enjoy
singing lead but I think right now
in my solo band, I’m singing too
many songs.

What about Peter Criss? Did
you put out the feelers there
about him playing on your
record?
I haven’t been in touch with
Peter recently. He’s 3,000 miles
away from San Diego now and
that’s where I did most of the

Is your version of ‘Cold
Gin’, now how you originally
envisaged it?
Yeah, but I don’t really stray that
much from the original version.
There’s just an extended solo that
Mike McCready performs. I think
it’s really cool.
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up with the idea for ‘Rock And
Roll Hell’. I didn’t perform on that
record.
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You produced ‘Origins Vol.1’
yourself. What things have you’ve
learned from working with the
likes of Eddie Kramer and Bob
Ezrin that you have brought into
your own production work?
I learned some tricks from Bob
Ezrin but I learned a whole lot
more from Eddie Kramer. As well
as working on all of those KISS
records Eddie Kramer worked with
me on my first solo album that I
did in 1978. Eddie took a special
interest in me. I always asked
questions like “why are you doing
this” and he took time to explain
miking techniques and how to
use compressors and limiters. He
helped me put my studio together
of those crazy solos. I don’t think that I built in Connecticut where we
I’d want to re-record that. I think recorded a lot of ‘The Elder’.
it should stay there for posterity. I
don’t think it should be touched.
It’s been a while since you
played here, back in 2008. Do you
The big surprise of the three hope to come back to the UK to
KISS songs you’ve chosen is play some shows soon?
‘Rock And Roll Hell’ from
We’re trying to put some dates
‘Creatures Of The Night’. That together at the end of the year. I’m
was quite a turbulent time just trying to make the numbers
for you. Why did you go for work. My agent has also mentioned
something from that album?
a festival called Giants of Rock in
The Vice President of Marketing the UK in January that might be
at the record label in The States on the cards. Will it be cold in the
flew into LA to spend some time UK then? We’ll just have to wait
with me to help me choose the final and see but I am certainly hoping
songs for the record and he came to play for my UK fans very soon.
SUMMER
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Dave Bott interviews Dan Reed. Photo by Amanda Rose
The history of Dan Reed Network is something of a familiar story. At the tail end of the 1980s the band seemed to be on the
verge of great things and high profile tours opening for Bon Jovi and The Rolling Stones brought them to the attention of many.
Unfortunately their brand of music was difficult to categorise as it covered so many styles, and genre definition is important
in some media circles. The changing musical climate at the beginning of the 90s compounded the issue and shortly after the
release of album number three, ‘The Heat’, the band split and went their separate ways. Dan shied away from the music scene
for a number of years but recently has developed a healthy solo career and has been a regular visitor to the UK. DRN got back
together for a New Year’s Eve show in 2012 to celebrate their 25th Anniversary and the momentum has been building since then,
resulting in the first new recordings for 25 years, ‘Fight Another Day’. Dan found time between dates on his current UK tour to
speak to Fireworks about the return of DRN and their hopes for the future.
How did the return of the Dan Reed Network come about?
We were invited to play a New Year’s Eve celebration in our hometown
of Portland (Oregon) for New Year’s Eve 2012 and with all the rumours
of the Mayan calendar coming to an end and possibly the world maybe
ceasing to exist, we kind of jokingly said this would be the best time, or
perhaps the only time. We had no idea about it continuing after that but
we had such a great time on stage together that we decided we would
try to bring the live show over to Europe the following year. We received
such a positive reception during all the shows that we decided we would
continue touring, and after a while we figured if we’re going to continue
having such a great time together, then we owed it to ourselves, and
especially the audiences, to try to make a new album.
How did you approach the writing and creation process for
‘Fight Another Day’? Obviously it’s 25 years since ‘The Heat’
record and technology has moved on.
Oddly enough it was very similar to how we wrote and demoed songs
back in the early days, except that instead of living in the same town
and getting together in the evenings and sharing tracks we would send
demos back-and-forth via email, have Skype conversations, or we would
just play stuff for each other when we were on the road. Melvin and
Brion and even Dan Pred would send parts that they would record in
their home studios and I would work them into the demos in my home
studio in Prague. Sometimes Brion would send me some tracks that he
was working on that didn’t have vocals. I would rearrange them, add or
subtract instrumentation, and then compose lyrics and melodies, record
the parts and send it back to Brion to either get his approval or his
thumbs down (laughs).

had to reflect our maturity as human beings who have lived through a lot
pain and joy over the last two decades, and also reflect the world we live
in today and not focus on what a young man is preoccupied with when
he’s in his 20s, which often times is love, relationships, trying to make
sense of the world, etc. In effect the challenge was to make a record
that celebrates life, that parties hard rhythmically, while at the same time
delivers some form of message about finding balance and fostering hope
for the future.
Are the songs all brand new compositions or are there ideas
left over from the older records that have been developed?
There are 13 songs on the new album, 10 of them are all new songs
that were composed by myself and Brion James. Two of them are from
over 10 years ago, one song entitled ‘Heaven’ I wrote with Rob Daiker
and the second song called ‘Sharp Turn’ I wrote. The 13th song is a
track called ‘Reunite’ which originally I was invited to sing on by three
lovely Swedish composers who live in Visby. I reworked a few of the lyrics
and some melody changes here and there, but primarily that song was
composed by them.

Do you have to be in a different mind-set when writing for
Dan Reed Network as opposed to your solo work or does that
just come naturally with the input of everyone else in the band?
Actually yes, when I’m composing for DRN I’m always thinking about
Dan Pred, Brion James, Melvin Brannon and now Rob Daiker and how
the material will translate live on stage. I believe the DRN is known for
being very strong live, a very external energy band, celebrating life. When
I am composing for my solo material it’s much more internalised, calmer
and I don’t have any thoughts about which part a certain musician is going
The overall vibe on ‘Fight…..’ is unquestionably Dan Reed to play, as I am demoing everything completely on my own. But with
Network but with a 21st Century edge. Did you have the band’s DRN it has to be much more involved and with respect, knowing these
legacy in mind when writing the songs or did you just start with guys will be performing these tracks in the studio and on stage.
a blank page and see where it went?
It would’ve been hard to ignore DRN’s past so it was always in the back
‘Save The World’ sees you stepping back into a support
of our minds to honour our history. At the same time we didn’t want vocal role so how did the other guys manage to take the mic
to try and re-create the sound from our past or relive the glory days. away from you for that one?
We also didn’t want to take such a left turn 25 years later that nobody
Brion James had a song on our last DRN record from 1990 called
recognised the sound of the band, and therefore it was important for us ‘Chill Out’ and it was always a favourite of people throughout the years.
to stay true to our roots and create a record that had some strong Rock When I heard ‘Save The World’ from Brion last year I asked him if he
elements, some strong grooves. Most importantly the approach lyrically would like to do it on the new album and sing lead like he did on ‘Chill
10
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Out’, and thankfully he agreed. To be honest
everyone in DRN are massive talents in their
own right and great vocalists.
Blake stepped down from the band
last year but Rob Daiker seems really
comfortable as your keyboard player.
Was it an easy decision to bring him
into the fold when Blake left?
It was an easy decision because we’ve
all had working relationships with Rob in
one form or another through the years. I
co-produced Rob’s first solo album over 20
years ago, Dan Pred and Blake Sakamoto
even played in a band Rob had called
Generator. He co-produced my first and
second solo albums. A lot of those two
albums were recorded in his studio called
The Commune and it is also where we
recorded a lot of ‘Fight Another Day’. He has
also toured with me a lot through Europe in
recent years as the guitarist and vocalist in
my solo band. It just seemed to make perfect
sense since I had already been working with
him on my solo records, Dan Pred had been
doing video projects with him, and when Rob
volunteered to play keyboards with us after
Blake departed from the band we all happily
said yes... This works!
The artwork for ‘Fight...’ is certainly
a striking image. Was it something
you were involved in and what is the
meaning behind it?
The idea and concept for the album
cover was originally mine. I discussed it with
some of the band members and then with
my graphic artist, Graeme Bell, who has
worked on my solo albums. It is supposed to
represent humanity at odds with technology
and how far that can go if it isn’t checked
from time to time. Are we as a human race
willing to continue building walls, building
up our militaries, using fear and violence to
solve problems, or are we willing to go into
the future using compassion as a weapon,
communication, and try to find solutions that
foster peace rather than foster conflict and
war. Of course the cover also has a second
meaning which is us coming back together
being a small miracle, and getting back up on
stage and giving it 110% once more. After all
these years it’s a battle and one that I truly
feel we are up for.
What does all the new Dan Reed
Network activity mean for Dan Reed
the solo artist? Does it just mean you
will be twice as busy?
That’s a good question. My view is that
every other year we will work on and
release a new DRN album and in between
I will release either a solo album or an
album that is a project with other artists,
maybe some kind of collaboration. I’d
also like to produce more band projects
and remain on the go for now. I prefer
to be busy and keep in motion and to
create rather than take long holidays or
vacations... it’s never really been in my
DNA to stop swimming (laughs).
FIREWORKS

Gary Marshall interviews Jem Godfrey
Eight years ago Jem Godfrey put his highly regarded Prog band, Frost*, into a
cryogenic state, seemingly destined to remain there. However, about three years
ago there were social media murmurings indicating work had actually started on a
new album; but then it all went quiet. Now ‘Falling Satellites’ is with us. Fireworks
caught up the Godfrey to find out about it.
It’s been a while since the last Frost*
studio album, why was that?
“I ended up getting really busy raising a
family and working all hours to get three music
related businesses off the ground. That said,
Frost* wasn’t entirely dormant during that
period, we recorded a new song ‘The Dividing
Line’, we did a cover of ELP’s ‘Fanfare
For The Common Man’, played a few gigs,
released a live album called ‘The Philadelphia
Experiment’ and we also recorded and released
a DVD called ‘The Rockfield Files’.” For the
uninitiated, Godfrey has a significant profile
in the world of Pop music too as a writer and
producer. He’s been nominated for Ivor Novello
Awards several times and was the winner in
2006 for writing the previous year’s best selling
single; which will remain nameless. In addition
he has played keyboards for Joe Satriani on tour
which led to him doing the same for Satriani
and Steve Vai on the European leg of their G3
Tour.

tower blocks is demolished. Looking at a local
news story about this on TV one evening, it
got me thinking about the shots of the people
watching. Presumably some of those people
used to live in the buildings that were being
destroyed that day and I wondered how many
of them were sad to see them go or were happy
or even relieved. It got me imagining a man
who was a boy when he ran away from those
buildings for reasons we may never know, but
even so, he has to come back to watch them
being destroyed as it’s the only closure he’ll
get for the pain he suffered there. How many
people were there in the audience that day who
felt like that I wonder?”

I believe John Mitchell was more
involved in the writing process this time
around; was that a conscious thing or just
how it panned out?
“We’d been threatening to co-write for ages
so we finally got together at my studio to see
what would happen. In the past we’d fire files
back and forth but it’s not the same as being in a
room together. We wrote ‘Heartstrings’, ‘Signs’
and ‘Lantern’ together for this album. A great
experience for me as John is extremely decisive
as a songwriter whereas I bugger about a lot.
He helped me commit to ideas so much faster.
I’ll be considering using a specific chord for
ages and while I’m doing that he’s finished the
first verse and written the lyrics leaving me to
wonder how the hell he does it. He’s also a great
singer and lyric writer.”

What brought about the change in
personnel? Why no Dec Burke?
“I wanted to get back down to a four piece
and change the sound. Working with Dec was
brilliant though, he’s since gone on to greater
things, most recently with ‘Audioplastik’,
which is a fantastic album.”

The track ‘Towerblock’ is fairly radical,
what can you tell us about it?
“In the UK it always makes local TV news
when an old council estate made up of a few
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There’s a six song suite that closes out the
album – what’s that about?
“It’s the final hours of our protagonist. He
knows this is it and he’s trying to come to terms
with his impending exit. It doesn’t help that his
heart has stopped in the meantime.”

Do you see Frost* as an on-going/regular
enterprise or something that will inevitably
need to be fitted in with other commitments
and therefore be an intermittent affair?
“Honestly, I don’t know. I’ve finally learned
to control my mouth and not to make grandiose
statements about the future any more.”
We’ve not seen a lot of Frost* live over the
years but you’ve some UK dates coming up,
are you looking forward to those and what
can we expect to hear in the set?
“We’re going to play a fair amount from
the new album, but there will be some old
favourites in there too.”

SUMMER
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Interview by Mike Newdeck

Sweden’s Royal Republic has caused a bit of a stir recently with their entertaining support slot
on the Theory Of A Deadman tour. Mike Newdeck caught up with lead singer/guitarist Adam
Grahn to talk about the tour and find out more about the band’s humour, which extends to their
recently released third album ‘Weekend Man’.
“I’m currently working producing another artist,” he reveals.
“It’s great to do something unrelated to the day job, for people
have to listen to what I think’s good for a change. I can’t say too
much, although he’s a solo artist with the same management as us
and the album should be out in the fall.”
Garage Rock is a moniker that doesn’t particularly offend
Grahn when applied to his day job outfit.
“Well you can call us whatever you like,” he laughs. “I don’t
get all these genres and terms and I certainly don’t want people
thinking I’m a snob by labelling our band in a certain way.
Superman Rock, Garage Rock…whatever, I’m not bothered.
Rock covers everything really, although we like to be known as
Chuck Norris Rock.”
Royal Republic certainly have a certain uniqueness that runs
through their music.
“Well that’s great if people think that,” he muses. “We’ve been
compared to The Hives quite a bit, even more so when we put on
jackets and a bow tie for this record. Danko Jones is another band
that we get compared to along with The Foo Fighters, particularly
after the first album. I think that this album is really the first one
where we feel that we really know who we are musically. In the
past, especially early on in your career, you often try to emulate
other bands anyway and it’s unusual to have specific originality
straight away. Often, as all your influences are added you end
up with something more unique. Whoever we get compared to
we’re fine with that; being compared to The Foos or The Hives is
12
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fantastic. We kind of picked elements we liked from the bands we
like, same as doing a video; the producer would pick elements of
lighting, colour and imagery from different videos and combine
them to get ours.”
The press however are prone to lazy comparisons and so
perhaps Grahn thinks the comparison is unfair at times.
“Well yeah sometimes,” he admits, “because we’re really the
only type of band from Sweden doing this music right now and
so I suppose when you put it like that it’s slightly unfair. Just
as bands play arenas in the UK and we’ve never heard of those
bands over here, it kind of works both ways. In Sweden we don’t
really have a scene like that and the domestic market is different
and that’s why we have to travel to get some of that scene for
ourselves; Sweden is a Friday/Saturday kind of country and it’s
difficult for local bands.”
Grahn however doesn’t really believe that Royal Republic has
been hindered by their nationality.
“It’s a global market and it shouldn’t really affect you,” he
theorises. “The internet has no boundaries and flying to London
or Berlin only takes an hour so our nationality really doesn’t
hinder us at all now.”
Grahn believes that it’s been the press that’s been a hindrance
to them.
“Well they’ve never really wanted to talk to us,” he announces
disappointingly, “and it’s because we don’t really have any
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scandals or back story. We don’t have any jail time, any same sex
orgies or coming out of the closet or drugs or any other mayhem
that would make us interesting. Image was also a big problem
when we first got signed in 2009 when the label said that we
needed to get an image because we were too ordinary. We think
that the important stuff is the music and the shows that we put on,
that’s what people pay to hear and see.”
The irony here is perhaps the image – and anyone who’s
witnessed their live performances would agree with me – is
actually the show and the music. It’s a quirky package.
“Well we didn’t consciously do it,” he offers, “but something
happens when I put on my bow-tie. It’s like a schizophrenic
transformation or, where it’s me but at 300 percent and that’s my stage
persona. I can’t help that. I don’t put on an act, I’m just like that.”
Since the debut album ‘We Are The Royal’, Royal Republic
has evolved in many ways.
“Since the first album we’ve got things a bit more the way that
we want them to sound,” Grahn suggests. “The drum sound is
bone dry now whereas no-one in the past would really get it or
do it for us. This time around we knew what we wanted down to
the very last detail of everything that we did. Musically we’ve
always been a fan of the Pop-Core, if you like, and so lyrically
we have always gone in that direction. It’s also supposed to be
fun and we wanted more of that to come through. It’s not comedy
but it’s entertainment and we don’t take ourselves too seriously;
live I almost believe that I’m a being from another world. In the
studio we worked with a couple of producers and we chose them
because of how they would work with us. We’re not easy to work
with, especially when people start picking our songs apart and we
don’t like people coming in and telling us what they do and how
they’re going to do things. These two guys understood that and
didn’t get in the way and they also gave us help but only when we
needed it. It was more walking us into the right direction rather
than telling us outright. They really helped us to write and record
the best possible songs in the best possible way.”
It’s been four years since the last album. Was the band simply
trying to avoid the long-winded recording process then?
“That’s funny,” he laughs. “It was because of touring really
though. We actually recorded our second album while we were
still out touring the debut, taking a week off here and there away
from the tour to go to the studio. Eventually the stress of touring
took its toll.”
Personal burnout?
“Well yes, that’s right,” Grahn replies honestly. “I nearly had to
be put into a home. I came home and went straight to the doctor
and he said I had some kind of panic/exhaustion/depression ...or
burnout. I was advised to take medication and attend treatment
in an open treatment facility but I really didn’t want to do that.
I hadn’t had more than two days off in a row in five years and
so I said it would be better if I took a month off, got regular
sleep, ate properly and got into a routine. If after that I still had
problems then I would start taking shit. With the help of family
and friends and a good psychiatrist I steadily got better and I kind
of appreciated my own mortality and others. Being in a band is
like being on a ride that you can’t get off, family life goes on
without you, people died and I was away and so couldn’t be there
for them or indeed their funerals. It’s a lot to deal with. Because
of the long break we had time to think about what to do and we
decided that we really needed a new album. Also we decided that
it wasn’t a great idea to do the tour, then make an album, tour
then make an album; we needed to build breaks and family into
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it. To begin with we started writing songs over eighteen months
and it was fucking horrible. We thought that it would be great,
just staying home writing and then socialising in the evenings but
we seemed to lose all our energy...from playing live and touring
I guess. So we’ve been to opposite ends of the spectrum with
touring; too much and too little and it’s a difficult balance. We got
there in the end and this is probably our best record, so it kind of
worked, struggle or not.”
The tour with Theory Of A Deadman in the UK has surprised a
lot of people for many reasons. They’ve been impressed by Royal
Republic and slightly bewildered by the fact that they’re on the
same bill as Theory. A mismatch perhaps?
“Well perhaps people haven’t heard of us because we haven’t
got any explosions,” Grahn offers mischievously. “We love
having a good time on stage and I think we’ve got more to offer
than simply a band that wear black t shirts. People pay good
money and the least we can do is dress up. The moves and the
talking just happen, it’s unrehearsed.
“When we first started out in our career we only had enough
songs for a forty five minute set, including covers, and so we got
into the habit of making jokes and ad-libbing to fill in time. I
didn’t mean it to turn into a comedy thing but that’s kind of what
happened. As I said before it’s about entertaining people and I
suppose the tongue in cheek lyrics of the songs add to that whilst
taking everyone’s mind off the mundane things. Yeah we can do
serious if we want to; ‘Follow The Sun’ from the new record for
example but in the main there are other bands that do serious
better than us. That song is about following something and taking
a long time and then finding everything has changed when you
get there.”
And the tour with Theory?
“I didn’t think we were a great fit to be honest,” the singer
admits. “We were surprised to get the invitation actually as I think
that we’re oceans apart musically and with regard to our attitude
towards people. They seem like a band that take their music pretty
seriously compared to us. That’s not meaning it’s a bad thing, just
different to us. That said, match or not, it was an amazing tour. I
suppose we love being the underdog and playing to people who
haven’t heard of us; it’s a “we’ll show them” kind of thing. Every
support band wants to kick the headliner’s ass.”
As far as the US market is concerned Grahn sees that as
something the band perhaps need to do.
“Well we want to play and sell albums everywhere,” he adds.
“It’s difficult though scheduling it in. We’d like to play the US,
Japan…anywhere really. We’ve already got next year’s summer
festivals booked so our management will have to look at it. I’m not
sure how popular we are across the Atlantic but we’re certainly
not going to work it from the ground up playing to small venues.”
New album ‘Weekend Man’ features the catchy first single,
‘Kung Fu Lovin’’, yet another humorous song typical of the band.
“It’s our drummer who writes all the lyrics,” Grahn muses.
“God knows what’s going on in his head. He wrote ‘Underwear’
and ‘Addicted’ and he’s the go to guy for the tongue in cheek
lyrics.”
A song entitled ‘Full Steam Spacemachine’ from the debut
says it all really.
Royal Republic will next hit the UK at the Download
festival and then as headliners on their own European tour.
They’re well worth your attention.
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Interview by Caesar Barton
In possession of a commanding voice that’s more
than worthy of comparison with his 70s idols and
with a back catalogue spanning over twenty years,
Jørn Lande requires little introduction to European
Rock music fans. On the eve of the release of
‘Hard Rock Radio’, Jørn’s diverse covers album,
Fireworks catches up with the affable Norwegian
frontman to discuss his less-obvious musical
influences, his affinity with crows and of course, the
legendary Ronnie James Dio.

A confession Jørn – having never considered myself
remotely a fan of Kate Bush, your cover of ‘Running Up
That Hill’ is astonishing. It’s my absolute favourite track on
‘Heavy Rock Radio’ – you’ve transformed the song into a
monster Hard Rock anthem! Please, explain this sorcery?
[laughs] Well, I’ve always had the desire to make the songs that
I chose to record for the album a little heavier – to add some Jørnish flavour; if I hear a song I instantly think “that would be great
with some crunchy guitars”! I also think that with certain artists
you really identify with them – if you really love something when
you are young then it’s probably because it appeals to something
authentic in you, it isn’t about what’s perceived as cool or not, and
with Kate Bush I’ve always loved her way of writing, her voice. I
really felt that the song, the energy, could be transformed by having
a male voice, from being somewhat melancholy to an in-your-face
Rock tune.
Listening to ‘Blacksong’ from your 2006 album ‘The
Duke’, one can draw certain parallels with ‘Running Up
That Hill’…
It’s pretty obvious when you know [the similarity]. I’m actually
surprised that I didn’t hear that from other people – you’re the first
guy ever that went back to check it and say this!
You’ve employed similar methodology on your take of
(ABBA singer) Frida’s ‘I Know There’s Something Going On’
to equally fine effect. I didn’t know of this song previously
and could have believed that yours was the original.
Thank you! Once more, the introduction of a male voice changes
the song’s energy, its power. You know, even though I grew up with
Rainbow, Sabbath and Purple, when I write I have influences from
the likes of Kate Bush, ABBA and other scenes. When you do
these other, less identifiable songs they’re more challenging and you
have to sing a style of melody that’s not typical to Metal. It’s such a
unique, strong song and so much credit must go to Russ Ballard (the
songwriter) – I remember when the single came out I loved it, I just
played it over and over.
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I also had to listen to the original of Foreigner’s ‘Rev On
the Red Line’ – in isolation it sounds good, albeit hampered
by a dated production sound. However your version sounds
fresher and far punchier in its delivery.
That song came out really strong – with some 70s songs the
dynamics are very much of their time and so applying a contemporary
feel to it really made a difference. I chose this track because it’s one
of Foreigner’s lesser known songs compared to say their big 80s hits
when they had more international commercial success – it’s a hidden
gem in a way and when people hear it they go, “Oh, I’d forgotten
about that song. I have that album!”
It’s a bit outside of what I normally do, my voice on this one is
cleaner than my better-known style and I realised that if I tried to
sing this one in a heavier tone then it would lose the essence of the
number.
You’re no stranger to covering David Coverdale’s back
catalogue, having recorded terrific takes of ‘Burn’ and
‘Fool For Your Loving’ on 2007’s ‘Unlocking the Past’,
and it’s intriguing to compare ‘Hard Rock Radio’s cover
of ‘Stormbringer’ with the version Whitesnake included
on last year’s ‘The Purple Album’ – to these ears one
example captures the groove on the original whilst adding
an additional, twenty-first century dynamic – the other
categorically does not. Congratulations.
David Coverdale doesn’t have to prove anything anymore; I
have deep respect for everything he’s done and of course he was a
strong influence on me as I was growing up. For me, the essence of
whether you’ve succeeded with a song is if you feel like you’ve given
something special – not just the vocals but the music too. There
needs to be personal expression and I think that’s the problem
with the version you referred to. Unlike David Coverdale I don’t
have to worry about this huge ‘legacy’, I’m just a working guy who
has enjoyed some success and so I’m more concerned with the
end result of the song I’m recording – so in that sense I feel more
freedom and less pressure than perhaps those who came before me.
With ‘Stormbringer’ I think the constellations were working with
me, everything was in place for a great result.
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In my review of ‘HRR’ in this issue of Fireworks I wrote
– only partially tongue-in-cheek, that your astonishing
vocal delivery on Iron Maiden’s ‘The Final Frontier’
could be interpreted as an advance résumé should Bruce
Dickinson choose to one day trade his microphone for an
airline captain’s tannoy – anything to declare?
[laughs] Thanks, of course I would take that call! You never
know, the world is full of surprises and of course that would
be such an honour; everybody loves some Maiden. I remember
listening to ‘The Trooper’ and ‘Aces High’ – it’s a part of me. I just
like a good song and ‘The Final Frontier’ is a great composition
which I thought could be reinterpreted as a Hard Rock anthem.
Regarding the intro’s synthesisers, I wanted to emulate ELO or
Asia in order to bring a hi-fidelity colour to my vision.
Let’s talk about an artist that we both share a love
for: Ronnie James Dio. I came to your music through your
Dio tribute album and immediately recognised that your
interpretation of his work was totally from the heart – you’ve
almost become a living carrier of his flame.
I’m honoured to hear you say that. It’s a mixed feeling as I like
to carry the torch but I also like to be my own artist, to establish
my own thing; the second you stop and accept that you are just
carrying another artist’s legacy is the moment you cease to evolve.
I pay tribute to Ronnie and everything he’s done and I love his
work – he still influences me and will do forever.
What is it about RJD that keeps you coming back to his
body of work?
Ronnie was the complete package: he decoded certain
elementary things, whether through thinking about it or if it
came to him organically; he chose his path, his register and
channelled his voice so powerfully, for decades. When I sing
his songs I feel a better singer; sometimes we perform [live]
one or two of his songs – Rainbow or his solo material – and
over a beer after the show I’ll say to the band, “Isn’t it funny
how when we play these covers it makes us sound so much
better?” When I write my own songs today I usually end up
thinking about his way of singing because he figured out all of
the aspects of being a singer and pulled it off every day, like a
true working-class hero.
Barring a disgruntled former guitarist, all accounts
point to him being a decent man too.
He was a lovely person. In 2000 I was helping out Yngwie
Malmsteen and we spent a month or so supporting Dio on their
‘Magica’ tour. Ronnie was very kind to me and over an Irish-coffee
he’d tell me about his career, what happened with Rainbow and so
on – it was a great moment for me.
The accompanying press release for ‘Hard Rock Radio’
states that you started with a list of over forty songs which
you then whittled down to a dozen, so can we expect
another covers collection?
There are so many artists that I love, both female and male
– there were another couple of Kate Bush songs that I was
considering, also Rod Stewart, David Bowie, Nazareth too and so
I would say yes to that question.
Finally, you have a strong visual identity across your
album’s artwork in the form of the crow – what is the
connection and where did it come from?
I find crows fascinating birds; they’re so very intelligent and
independent. I have a retreat in southern Sweden and whilst we
were renovating it crows often found ways into the roof that they
couldn’t escape from – my wife and I would frequently find them
trapped and in distress. When we rescued and released them,
hundreds of crows would fly up into the skies from this big oak
tree – they were watching us and I can tell you, when you do
something like that for them they never forget it…
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Interview by Alexandra Mrozowska
Danger Danger’s Ted Poley is pretty much the
epitome of the quintessential Melodic Hard Rock
vocalist: good looks, great vocals and fantastic
stage presence, but with a connection to his fans
that goes way beyond the occasional autograph or
handshake. With no new Danger Danger album
likely in the foreseeable future, Ted has taken the
opportunity to record a long-awaited solo album,
which coincidentally will hit the shelves around the
same time as his fellow D2 buddies Bruno Ravel and
Rob Marcello, along with ex-D2 singer Paul Laine,
release their debut release with new band The
Defiants. Ted’s new solo album, ‘Beyond The Fade’,
is out via Frontiers Records and the enthusiastic
singer took time out to chat with Fireworks.
Why did it take you so long to release a follow-up to your 2007
album ‘Smile’?
Nine years…I guess that’s a long time! There are people whose careers
have come and gone in nine years. Time flies, huh? I’ve been doing a lot of
touring which keeps me busy, and of course we released the Danger Danger
CD ‘Revolve’ in 2009. I do music for video games as well as work with a
lot of other artists, so I’ve been doing a lot. I don’t do this for the money,
so for me it’s art and so when I release a “solo” CD I want it to be good. It
takes a lot of time to collect the right songs and when Frontiers approached
me to do a new solo CD, the timing was right. Frontiers hooked me up with
Alessandro Del Vecchio and together we made a killer new album - my
best solo CD yet.
‘Beyond The Fade’ being full of very strong, solid material, do you
think it’s possible for you to pick any highlights?
For me, it’s hard to pick a particular part but what I love most about
the CD is the musicianship. It’s a “solo” CD because my name’s on it
and I controlled the entire process, but the new CD is very much a band
effort and even though the songs are always the number one priority, I
wanted amazing players and a technically great sounding production. So,
a highlight for me would be the amazing guitar leads and wonderful bass
lines, cool keyboard parts and “off-the-hook” drum fills. Oh yeah, the
vocals came out pretty good too.
What was it like to collaborate on the album with Alessandro Del
Vecchio, Anna Portalupi and Mario Percudani?
Alessandro was great. He’s now a close friend and it was a real blessing
to work with him. He turned the knobs and had the ultimate control over
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the sound but he let me pull the strings and dictate every last detail from a
snare drum sound to a delay setting on vocals, even allowing me to make
the band re-record parts that took a lot of time to do – not because the parts
were wrong but because I would hear something that I wanted “more” of
or extend this part or change the feel of the groove. So what you hear is
very much a team effort between Alessandro and myself. He even let me
play a keyboard part because he knew it was fun for me – he could’ve
done the part in a few seconds but he let me stumble through it just so that
I could say, “I played some keys on the new CD.” [laughs] True, I did, but
just a small, simple part. I’ve been playing piano since I was 4 years old
and never played keys on a record. Now I have – fuck yeah! Fun stuff.
As for the musicians, they very much influenced the sound of the album.
They’re incredible players and also my live band for part of the world.
We’re good friends and I love them all! We have a history together and
that’s important – you can hear that in the music. They’re playing their
hearts out to make me happy, not for the money - believe me! [laughs]
What made you renew the collaboration with the song-writing
duo of the Martin brothers, Tom and James from Vega, again?
I love those guys and their songs make me want to sing them, haha.
They know what I like and if I request a song with a certain “feel”, such
as the ballad that I recorded with Issa – a request I made to them for this
CD – they know what I want.
Is it easy for you as an artist to connect emotionally to the songs
written by someone else?
Yes, for sure. As long as I love a song, I connect. A song such as ‘Hands
Of Love’ hit me thirty years ago. I connected so hard that I wanted to sing
it thirty years after hearing Joe Lynn Turner’s demo of the song. Later a
cool band called Blonz covered it, but I always wanted to sing it. I finally
got to put it on this CD – it came out great! Worth the wait.
You’ve just mentioned your duet with Issa, ‘Perfect Crime’...
That song came out fantastic, like a combination of Danger Danger
and ABBA! I hate to take credit for so much but I’ll do so again here. It
was my own idea to sing with a known female artist and since Issa is a
friend and a fellow Frontiers music artist, I thought it would be perfect.
I’m thrilled with the way the song came out. It’s not easy to compete with
Issa on vocals and she really shines on this one. The blend of our voices
is magic.
Are you satisfied with the ‘Higher’ video?
I’m very happy with it. The best part of it was that I scheduled a
show for after I completed my vocal tracks in Italy. Since we had a live
audience, I wanted to highlight them in the video. You can have a lot of
special effects in a video but nothing is better than the smile of a real fan
having a great time at the show. We show a lot of fans and there are a lot
of smiles! And it’s not footage that’s been “cut in” from other shows or
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eras – that was “up to the minute” footage of me, the band, and the crowd
having an awesome time.
Does the album title correspond with the cover art? What’s the
meaning of it?
No, it doesn’t. I just wanted a cool CD cover so I made a sketch for
the graphic artist and together we made a super cool album cover. Well,
actually it does relate in a way – electronics have changed a lot, just like
our music. Now all TVs are flat-screen and radios are satellite-driven
but I’m still making the same music, like an outdated television or radio.
I wanted it to look like all of the old style televisions and radios were
shipped to a junk pile on the moon, but magically some appear to be
working — and guess who is playing on them? Me! Why? Because I’m
as outdated as those televisions but I couldn’t care less! I’m still smiling,
doing my thing, oblivious to any evolution over the years. Actually, I’m
from the same era as those TVs! I am a 1960s model human – even
though I’ve remodelled my exterior with lots of tattoos I am analog era,
not the digital one. The title, ‘Beyond the Fade’, refers to our whole music
genre which I feel has passed its natural “fade” or “sell-by” date. My style
of music died its natural death around 1993 or so, thanks to the horrible,
horrible music fad known as Grunge. Did I mention that I think it was
horrible? There’s not one single song that I like from that era. Pearl Jam
equals toe jam, Nirvana equals acetaminophen. “Fade” is a music studio
term that means to decrease the sound volume until it’s gone. So, what
I am doing now is still in the style of music but long after the “fade”. I
consider the early 1990s to be the “fade” of our style of music. When
Jon Bon Jovi cut his hair, our era was over. I should’ve named my CD
‘Beyond Jon Bon Jovi’s Hair’. I’m still staying true to our genre long after
his split ends are gone, haha.
Any promotional plans?
I have added two of the new songs to my live solo set. It’s fun to play
some new songs. I call those moments a “time for the fans to get a beer or
take a piss.” Nothing puts fans off more than the phrase “and now here’s
something off our new CD” – they run for the bar. I like to just play it and
then say “that was a song from my new CD”. Then it’s too late and you’ve
heard it and you might even have liked it! Next I will sing ‘Bang Bang’
and you can go pee.
Anything else you’re up to at the moment – perhaps something
Danger Danger fans should pay some extra attention to?
Do you mean such as the big announcement that we are working on a
brand new Danger Danger CD? Don’t hold your breath waiting for that
announcement [laughs]. Enjoy my new CD and enjoy the new Defiants
CD too! The big secret is – if you play my new CD on one stereo, and play
the Defiants’ CD on another, side by side, and you sync them up, you will
get the new Danger Danger CD! I was speaking to Bruno yesterday and
told him that – he laughed!
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PAUL

GILBERT

Interview by Mónica Castedo-López. Photo by James Chiang

After
three
awesome
instrumental records, guitar
hero Paul Gilbert decides
it is time to unleash a new
vocal album. Produced by
Kevin Shirley, ‘I Can Destroy’
is a touch more Bluesy than
anything else Gilbert has
ever done in the past, yet
still maintains his trademark
sound and incredible guitar
playing. To discuss the
differences and find out more,
Fireworks got in touch with
the highly respected master
of the six string.
You’ve gone back to your vocal
albums with you singing. Tell us how
you decided to go back to what you
used to do but with a different twist
to it.
I would say from writing I just had a lot
of lyrics. My first inspiration was actually
having a lot of words and that’s a good
situation because to me it’s much easier
to build music around words than the
other way around. It also makes it easier
for my voice because if I have the words
I can find melodies or things to shout out
that feel good for my voice and build the
music around that.
The lyrics are interesting. They are
quite funny as always but this time a
bit different. Is it day to day activities
and happenings that inspire you?
Well, I don’t think I’m all that funny!
Compared to a comedian I’m not funny at
all. I lived in Los Angeles for a long time,
which is a place where you do a lot of
driving, so the very first song, ‘Everybody
Use Your Goddamn Turn Signal’, in a way
is a funny title but it’s actually a very angry
song. I guess other bands get angry and
they do Death Metal; I get angry and I
shout at people to put their turn signals
on. It’s still anger!
Before I listened to the album
I read the song titles first and I
thought you were really angry! Then
I played it and thought it was okay,
you’re back to being Paul.
When I sing the words ‘Goddamn
signal’ I do it with harmonies and it’s a
beautiful chord. The contrast is what
makes it work for me.
18
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What would you say is the main difference between
this album and anything you have done in the past?
Oh my goodness! That is one of the most difficult things
with my solo material: it’s so varied in terms of style. I’ve done
things that are like traditional classical music and I’ve done Pop,
Punk, Heavy Metal, Blues, acoustic ballads. This one has a lot
of variety in the record; the title track is pretty straight-ahead
Metal, the opening track is Progressive angry Funk with these
big vocal harmonies on it, ‘Love We Had’ is an acoustic ballad,
‘’I Am Not The One Who Wants To Be With You’ is sort of an
AC/DC Blues song, songs like ‘Adventure And Trouble’, which
is almost like a Janis Joplin gospel kind of thing... so it’s really
a lot of different things. What ties it together is that it is the
same band and it’s me. The first thing that comes to mind is that
I’m just starting to play a lot more major Blues, which doesn’t
sound like a big step, but for me it really is. I’m looking at the
guitar in a completely different way than I did before. It’s all
connected to Rock, but the note choice is something that my
fingers had never found before. It’s a brand new place to explore
for me. I really enjoy that new sound.

[Laughs] It’s the idea that attraction for another person is a
very intuitive instinctual thing. A lot of times it just happens or
it doesn’t and you can’t really apologise if it’s not there, and if it
is there, it’s maybe not even anything that you did, it’s a natural
thing. So that song it’s like, “I can apologise but that’s just the
way it is.”
This is the first time you worked with Kevin Shirley
as a producer on one of your solo albums. He produced
the last Mr. Big album. How was it to work with him on
your solo material?
First of all, the record we did with Mr. Big, ‘What If’, I really
enjoyed the process and I thought the record turned out really
good, so I was really excited to work with him as a solo artist.
The one thing that I knew is that Kevin really likes to record
live and he is kind of impatient when it comes to overdubs,
and he’s impatient because he doesn’t think it is going to make
it better. He really believes that the best music comes from
playing live, so I knew that I wouldn’t have a chance to do any
fixings or overdubs, and that puts a really good pressure on me
as a performer. So I knew that I had to put a band together that
when we performed it was basically going to sound finished and
good, and we wouldn’t be able to go back and fix anything. That
pushed me to get Tony Spinner and Freddie Nelson as they
are not only great guitarists but they are really good singers,
and that way I could put really good harmonies around what I
was singing. They were singing almost as much as I was on the
record to help me out.

You have Thomas Lang on drums, who you have
played with before, and then you have Kevin Chown on
bass, who played with Chuck Berry, Little Richard, etc.
How did you get him?
I just looked on the website for a club in Los Angeles called
The Baked Potato and this club has all the Jazz Fusion guys in LA
playing there all the time. I knew that anybody who plays in that
club is going to be great at their instrument, a great technical
player. I was looking up on YouTube
all the names of bass players that
“I’m just starting to play a lot
were listed on the website. Of course
more major Blues, which doesn’t
anybody can play but it also has to
be the right style and Kevin was the sound like a big step, but for me it
one guy who had that Rock feel that
really is. I’m looking at the guitar
I need for my songs. I was searching
in
a completely different way than
for a new bass player because Kelly
LeMieux, who did my last record,
I did before.”
joined Buckcherry. Kevin worked out
great, he’s really good and played the
Paul Gilbert
perfect parts.
Talking about style, which is important to you, this
album is more Bluesy. Tell us about that influence in
your life and music.
I grew up listening to my dad’s Blues records. He had John
Lee Hooker, Muddy Waters, BB King and of course most of the
early Rock and Roll has very strong Blues elements in it. Led
Zeppelin are basically a Blues band, but louder. More recently I
tried to get back into it with my guitar playing, out of frustration,
because I wanted to be a better Blues player and I couldn’t solve
the problem by playing faster! It usually solves every problem:
if you have a problem, play faster! That doesn’t work with
Blues, so I had to go into some other direction and learn more
about it. The most surprising discovery to me was that Blues is
really like Jazz, with a certain set of chords. Jazz has a lot more
chords than a Blues song, but Blues is still sophisticated in the
sense that Jazz is and has a lot more dynamics to it. It really is
appealing to me and the guitar is a great instrument for Blues.
Also in a way my voice fits it better. When I was a kid and I was
trying to play operatic Heavy Metal, singers like Ronnie James
Dio and Rob Halford, these guys can sing really high. I can play
the guitar parts but I could never sing that stuff. I tried to sing
the song ‘I Am Not The One Who Wants To Be With You’ on
the album like Muddy Waters. It’s much more appropriate for
the instrument that I am, the vocalist.
I like the pun of that song, considering Mr. Big sang
“I’m the one who wants to be with you”. Is it about
people that get the wrong end of the stick just because
you are friendly to them?
FIREWORKS
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I am delighted that Freddie
Nelson played with you on this
album as I really loved the album
you did together a few years
back, ‘United States’. Do you
have any plans to record another
album under the Paul Gilbert &
Freddie Nelson banner? That
was a fantastic album.
I like that one too. Before I even
think about any more recording I
have to go on tour. The first date that
is confirmed is in Japan in September
and then I’ll be coming to Europe, probably in October. I need
to get the dates confirmed and hopefully the guys will have time
in their schedule.
What is happening on the Mr. Big front? Are there
any plans to record a new album or play some festivals
in the summer?
We have a couple of dates in September in the States and
I’m looking forward to seeing the guys and playing those songs.
Until I finish my tour we can’t make plans to record.
You are also doing your guitar camp, the Great
Guitar Scape, in the summer with Andy Timmons.
Also with Kiko Loureiro and Dave Ellefson from Megadeth,
and Bumblefoot, who’s played with Guns N’ Roses. So it’s
definitely a Rock camp this time. The other times I brought
Blues and Jazz guys. This time it’s a lot of Rock. I’ve also been
really busy with my online guitar school. I think I’ve almost
done 4,000 videos for my students. I really enjoy it and keeps
me inspired with the guitar because I am not just playing by
myself, I’m interacting with other people and seeing what
they’re interested in, what they’re able to do and what they
struggle with. Also, I’d love to see everybody on the road, and if
you’re a guitar player, please come to my guitar school at www.
artistsworks.com

Check for upcoming live dates on www.paulgilbert.com
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STATE OF THE ART - GAETANO DI FALCO
Words: Bruce Mee
When vinyl was king, album artwork was an intrinsically important part of
the package; who can forget the joy of those glorious gate-fold sleeves displaying
examples of stunning artwork or imaginative designs? For me, many a day spent
flicking through album racks in independent record stores in the 80s and 90s
resulted in frequent purchases based solely on superb cover art. For example,
Meat Loaf’s ‘Bat Out Of Hell’ was bought simply on the basis of that cover
before a single note was ever heard. The coming of the digital age might have
made music more convenient and portable, but those little CD booklets pale in
comparison beside their vinyl predecessors, perhaps one of the reasons vinyl is
making somewhat of a comeback in recent years.
Being a science-fiction and fantasy fan, I was always drawn towards covers that
displayed these themes; artists such as Rodney Matthews, Chris Achilleos and
my personal favourite, Luis Royo. When working with the band Ten at Now And
Then Records, we had the pleasure of working with Royo on the album covers for
‘Spellbound’ and ‘Babylon’, while Chris Achilleos provided the artwork for ‘Return
To Evermore’ and Gary Hughes’ awesome two-part King Arthur project, ‘Once
And Future King’. When we signed Ten for Rocktopia Records back in 2014 we
once again wanted a visually striking album cover for ‘Albion’, and remembering
the excellent painted cover on the recently released Johnny Lima album I got
in touch with the young Italian illustrator Gaetano Di Falco. Here I found a likeminded, hard-working, easy going soul-mate who was not only into the same music as myself, but was someone who could take
our ideas and turn them into the most striking realities. Gaetano’s artwork for ‘Albion’ was so magnificent we just had to revisit
those halcyon days and release it as a limited edition, glorious double gate-fold LP. We continued our relationship with Gaetano
for a further three Ten CD covers, all of them striking and helping fuse the combined quality of amazing art with superb music.
With many new bands today looking for striking artwork to help promote their releases, and with Fireworks wanting to
look beyond the latest musical releases, I took the chance to chat to Gaetano about his work and display some more of his
wonderful creations.
For the young Gaetano, it seemed painting was always going to
be his destiny. “I’ve always loved to draw, it was my innate passion.
Since I was a child my favourite “toys” were pencils and markers.
I used to draw everywhere in my house, even on the walls. I
remember that when I was 10, all my classroom mates wanted
drawings made by me, even the teacher was fascinated with
my drawings. I’m born into a family of painters so brushes and
colours were very familiar to me. The art of drawing was always
present in my life, I cannot remember a day in my life in which I
have not imagined an epic scene and translated it on paper.”
To perfect his talent, Gaetano attended art school in the
Castello Sforzesco in Milan, after which he went on to learn a lot
about the business working for books and advertising at a private
studio. “When you work for advertising you have to understand
what the customers want so you learn how to translate requests
from third parties into an artwork as required. It’s extremely
important as an illustrator to be able to understand at once
customers wishes about how the art must be done, especially in
the music business when working for commission.”
To this day Gaetano doesn’t really consider his love of painting
like a business, but more of a deep passion, although the potential
for earning quickly became apparent. “I do it firstly for my own
satisfaction. I think I saw the potential when people started to
ask me to supply work under commission. When I used to work
for big companies illustrating for advertising, at the same time I
always followed my deep love for fantasy and sci-fi art, making
illustrations inspired by my own taste, simply for fun. Some were
very raw sketches or just layouts and I never sold them because
they were for my own pleasure but people loved them. Then I
improved my style very much so that today I feel it’s really my
own and I started to do paid work doing illustrations for rock
bands.”
It had always been Gaetano’s dream to see his work on an
album cover, and he finally achieved his dream. “Music and painting
are the two halves of my soul, my innate passion. I was born as
rocker and I started to buy my first albums when I was only 13
years old. I’ve been fascinated by the illustrations on album covers
and it was a dream to see my own work on such a cover one
20
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day. My very first album cover was for an
Italian Heavy Metal band, not a famous
one, and I did lots of album covers for
underground bands at the beginning. The
first that I did for a famous artist was for
Revolution Renaissance, Timo Tolkki’s
project featuring artists like Michael
Kiske and Tobias Sammet.
Take a look at Gaetano’s web-page
and it becomes quickly apparent that
he shares the love of the female form
with the greats Boris Vallejo, Chris
Achilleos and Luis Royo before him. But
his inspiration runs deeper than mere
female beauty. “Everything inspires me,
even if the theme of beautiful women
has a dominant part in my art. I like
to illustrate mainly beautiful women
because the theme of Amazons and
Valkyries is my favourite one. I could be
considered a pin-up fantasy artist but I
love to illustrate everything, even the
most horrific scenes and sci-fi themes.
I don’t illustrate women just because I
want to represent beauty at its finest.
My women are always strong warriors or
goddesses with a very Heavy Metal and
Rock attitude but there’s also a deeper
meaning in my art that can be considered
in a certain way like an allegory. I love
to illustrate women as warriors because
in history they always had to fight for
their rights; for this reason you can see
their fierce attitude in my art. I’m also
Italian and I love the Renaissance period;
my roots and my taste in art belong to
this awesome period. I love to illustrate
everything and turn even the most
simple scene in something magic, as my
idea of art is to amaze the viewer with
something crazy and breath-taking. I love
everything that is crazy and magic.”
With music being an equal passion,
Gaetano has almost three thousand
albums and listens to them all. A selfconfessed “Rocker to the bone” he
explains how music is really important
to his work. “It really inspires me while
I draw so it’s a very important part of
my creative process. If I have to create
an album cover for a band it’s a must for
me to listen to the sound of the band, or
even better to the whole album on which
I’ll have to work as I want to reflect the
spirit, sound and the soul of the band in
the art. The album cover must translate
into an image of the music and the
feelings of the album itself. When I have
the opportunity to listen to the music I
close my eyes and I try to paint images in
my mind, to feel what the music teaches
me and then I try to do my best to
translate my visions.
“If I have to pick my favourite band,
well, I must say that Aerosmith are the
ones that took my soul since I was a
kid, especially their early work. But I
really love Metal bands like Judas Priest,
Metallica, Pantera, Warlock etc, especially
the 80s/90s period of those bands but I
also love so much music from the 70s.
FIREWORKS

I am a huge fan of bands like Jefferson
Airplane, Velvet Underground, Pink Floyd,
The Who and early David Bowie. They
all wrote such amazing masterpieces. If I
should name a more recent band of today
I really like in the Heavy Metal scene, my
preference would be Within Temptation
— lovely voice and sound. I’d love to make
an illustration for them one day.”
Like most artists, when asked to name
their favourite piece of work there is no
immediate answer. “This is a very hard
question and usually I always answer that
my favourite album cover is ... the next! I’ve
had the pleasure to work and collaborate
with so many wonderful artists, every
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album cover and/or collaboration has
something special for me, or taught me
something. I had the pleasure and the
honour to collaborate with artists like
Manowar, Hellion, Ten, House Of Lords,
Robin Beck among others. Usually I give
my best when I have complete control
over the artistic process. I can understand
by the style of the band and by the sound
of the music what would be the perfect
illustration to do, but too often things are
imposed on me even in every detail.”
Computer illustrating certainly seems
to be the way of the future, as compared
to the old brush and canvas method. As
Gaetano strongly attains, “They simply
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cannot be compared in my opinion. There are illustrators and
there are painters. I do love both schools and both need a lot of
patience, techniques and dedication. I use a pen tablet as all the
illustrators do and there’s no photo manipulation in my art; for
example, the hairs of my models — whose bodies are totally
illustrated and not photos — are painted one by one; it’s really
an exhausting thing to do but you achieve an amazing result.
They are two different jobs and ways to make art, both amazing
and fascinating. I still love to make drawings with my pencils
even if I never show them, I keep them for myself and often I
mix the old fashioned style with the versatility of the digital art
in a way to obtain something fresh and amazing. Art is always
about experiments but if you have to work on album covers or
other kind of commissioned work today, people want you to
work in digital as the timelines are always frenetic and changes
on the art must be done quickly, even a few minutes before the
delivery of the final art — something that is impossible to do
if you work with brushes. An old-fashioned paint job is almost
a take it or leave it, whilst an illustration with digital airbrush
can be adjusted and perfected every time. It happened to me
that a band wanted, after the art was already approved and
only one day before the delivery, the main figure in the scene
moved from the left to the right. How can you do that if not
in digital?”
With such a crazy amount of talent and passion, we really
should be seeing a lot more of Gaetano Di Falco’s work in the
business. Anyone wishing to contact him can visit his website
at www.gaetanodifalco.com or www.gaetanodifalco9.wix.com/
illustrations and send an email using the contact section or
write to gaetanodifalco@hotmail.it, where Gaetano will always
respond very quickly . His website is the only place to see all his
artworks and illustrations, and at the bottom of the page you
can find a Facebook icon link to his personal profile. Any band
looking for some quality artwork should head over there right
now …
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THE EXPERT’S GUIDE: MARK/MARCIE FREE
The connoisseurs’ AOR singer, Mark - now Marcie - Free’s peerless voice has graced countless Rock gems for
over thirty years, as Caesar Barton discovers…
Blessed with a voice equal parts honey
and thunder, Mark Free first came to Hard
Rock prominence on King Kobra’s 1985
debut ‘First Strike’. Carmine Appice, band
leader and macho-moustached drummer
extraordinaire, shrewdly recognised that
the young Indiana-born singer had the
vocal charisma to differentiate King Kobra
from the sea of big-haired, superstratwielding hopefuls that followed in the
wake of success stories such as Dokken,
Quiet Riot and Ratt.
King Kobra’s debut’s comparative
heaviness for the genre, especially
standout number ‘Hunger’, made the

Soft Rock of 1986’s follow-up ‘Thrill
of a Lifetime’ sound so unexpected –
apparently at the behest of a record label
keen to recoup on their investment.
Unsurprisingly the cynical ploy failed,
though the record certainly isn’t without
its charms, with minor success arriving
on the back of the theme song ‘Iron Eagle
(Never Say Die)’ written especially for
the titular cheesy action flick.
After leaving King Kobra, Free
resurfaced in 1989 on ‘Loud & Clear’,
which was the sole album from Signal
– a fine piece of work that was to be

overshadowed by what came next…
With redoubtable producer Beau Hill
at the helm alongside a stellar quartet of
Toto-esque session musicians, Free at
last had the chassis to match his startling
engine; a quarter of a century on, Unruly
Child’s debut sits alongside Giant’s ‘Last
Of The Runaways’ as one of the genre’s
all-time ten-out-of-ten releases.
In what was to become a familiar
pattern, Free was to depart during the
demo stages of UC’s second album –
though happily a number of previously
unreleased tracks, along with formative

SCORCHING
Unruly Child - ‘Unruly
Child’ (Interscope) 1992
Arriving on a driving
cybernetic beat with Free
hollering like a velvetvocaled banshee, ‘On The
Rise’ wastes no time in establishing Unruly
Child’s debut at the pinnacle of Free’s recorded
catalogue. Bursting with more hooks than
Hellraiser’s Cenobites – as exemplified on the
swaggering ‘Criminal’ – much credit must go
to producer Beau Hill (of Ratt/Winger fame)
for the album’s electrifyingly crisp mix. ‘Who
Cries Now’ is perhaps the standout track –
too muscular to be called a ballad, it radiates
electrifying emotiveness, while closer ‘Long
Haired Woman’ weaves alternating acoustic
and bombastic strands into an exquisite
musical tapestry.

Mark Free
‘Long Way From Love’
(Now & Then) 1993
If the key-drenched
majesty
of
opener
‘Someday You’ll Come
Running’ sounds familiar, it’s because AOR
aristocracy FM also recorded the number on
1989’s ‘Tough It Out’. The peerless perfection
of ‘Stranger Among Us’ is the album’s highlight,
and possesses an uncanny ability to transport
the listener to the arena stage – complete
with involuntary “chain pulls”!
Originally issued by Now & Then records, the
2 CD reissue by Frontiers is worth seeing out
for the ten tracks recorded in Manchester as
part of the 1993 ‘Gods of AOR’ festival, along
with six bonus studio tracks, including the
sublime ‘Smoke And Mirrors’.

Unruly Child
‘The Basement Demos’
(Frontiers) 2002
Dismiss the word
“demo”, as the tracks
presented here are
anything but rough & ready. Seven of the
sixteen songs went on to make the debut
album and it’s fascinating to compare these
cuts with their more familiar counterparts;
‘Rock Me Down Nasty’ morphed into ‘Take
Me Down Nasty’, while the prototypal ‘Let’s
Talk About Love’ and ‘On The Rise’ are the
equal of the finished versions, albeit sounding
tantalisingly different.
‘Forever’ would emerge on UC’s belated
follow-up, 1998’s ‘Waiting For The Sun’
(featuring Kelly Hansen on vocals), though it’s
clearly in the shadow of Free’s stunning original.

SIZZLING
King Kobra
‘Thrill Of A Lifetime’
(Capitol) 1986

Unruly Child
‘Worlds Collide’
(Frontiers) 2010

Intentionally lighter than
its predecessor – due to
label Capitol’s insistence
on emulating Starship’s success – the keyboardladen ‘Thrill…’ fits the description of guilty
pleasure perfectly. Opener ‘Second Time
Around’ is perfect for Free’s voice and features
a spine-tingling chorus, while the lush keys of
‘Dream On’ further distance this record from
King Kobra’s brawny debut. ‘Iron Eagle (Never
Say Die)’ – the title track of the 1986 Top Gun
rival, is notable for the preposterous video
that sees the band shorn of their lustrous
locks during boot camp training! The album
ultimately bombed, the band were dropped
and Free promptly departed.
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King Kobra
‘Ready To Strike’
(Capitol) 1985

As far as pre-launch
singles go, the emotive
yet punchy ‘Very First
Time’ was a perfect choice; Marcie Free
sounds fantastic – a conscious decision
that her voice remained unaltered during
gender reassignment, while the production
by Guy Allison and guitarist Bruce Gowdy is
staggeringly good. Larry Antonio’s prowling
bass combines with the sparking keys of Allison
to propel the dynamic ‘Neverland’, while a
rich huskiness is now evident in Free’s singing.
‘When We Were Young’ is as refreshing as a
Saharan ice-bath, while introspective moments
such as ‘You Don’t Understand’ were surely
influenced by Free’s personal travails.
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The pedal-to-the-metal
title track lays down
drummer/band leader
Carmine Appice’s statement of intent, with
its tightly picked riff and Mark Free’s diamondcut vocals leading the charge. The colossal
‘Hunger’ – originally recorded by Canada’s
Kick Axe for the 80s Transformers animated
film – is the album’s zenith and aptly showcases
Free’s startlingly formidable roar. ‘Tough
Guys’, by contrast, is far more reflective than
its title would suggest and features one of the
record’s finest guitar melodies, while the near
six-minute long ‘Dancing With Desire’ preempted the Hard Rock unplugged movement
by over half a decade.
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versions of songs that ultimately made
the debut, were made available on ‘The
Basement Demos’ a decade later.
The solo albums ‘Long Way From
Love’ and ‘Tormented’ emerged either
side of Free’s announcement in November
1993 that Mark was now Marcie, the
singer having long battled with gender
dysphoria. Quitting the music business
for the remainder of the nineties and the
next decade, Free re-emerged as part of
the reformed original Unruly Child lineup for 2010’s ‘Worlds Collide’. Now the
band’s frontwoman, Free had thankfully
chosen not to alter her voice which still
soared majestically, though now with a
welcome hint of barrel-aged maturity.
So, here’s to Marcie Free, owner of that
voice and - quite possibly - the ultimate
Rock survivor.

TOASTY
Signal
‘Loud & Clear’ (Capitol)
1989

Unruly Child
‘Down The Rabbit Hole’
(Unruly Records) 2014

Marcie Free
‘Tormented’ (Long
Island Records) 1995

Opener ‘Arms Of A
Stranger’s radio-friendly
guitar hook sticks in your
ear like chewing gum to the seat of your
jeans, while the arresting ‘Does It Feel Like
Love’ arguably represents a high-watermark
moment in any Mark/Marcie Free playlist, as
sparkling keys give way to crashing powerchords before the epic chorus delivers aural
ambrosia. ‘Wake Up You Little Fool’ is a
classy, brooding number which has shades
of Def Leppard’s ‘High ‘n’ Dry’ album about
it. Signal would only record this sole studio
album, but happily Mark Free’s next move
would prove to be his finest…

A seven track minialbum, Unruly Child’s
second release after
regrouping with Free delivers an assuredly
mature sound far removed from their
debut’s Hard Rock roots, though it’s done
so consummately that one cannot fail to be
seduced. Opener ‘This Is Who I am’ sees
an unapologetically defiant Free build on
the autobiographical blueprint previously
explored on ‘Worlds Collide’. The dreamy
‘She Can’t See Me’ shimmers like the metallic
fuselage of a dragonfly, while the spirituallycharged ‘Kindred’s electronically-flavoured
chorus sounds like the thrilling offspring of a
Daft Punk/UC collaboration.

The victim of a shifting
musical climate, Unruly
Child’s scintillating
debut failed to match its critical acclaim
in sales. Label-less, the quintet renamed
themselves Twelve Pound Sledge and set
about writing a tougher set of songs for
their follow-up. While that failed to last,
many of those sessions were resurrected on
‘Tormented’. Schizophrenic best describes
a collection that tries to remain true to
UC’s melodic roots whilst adding a heavier,
quasi-alternative edge; ‘The Devil Knows
Your Name’ and ‘High And Dry’ exemplify
the changing musical direction on what is an
interesting yet flawed curiosity.

TEPID
Signal
‘Signal Live’
(marciefree.com) 2000
Even for the most
committed Mark/
Marcie Free fan, ‘Signal
Live’ represents an unessential acquisition.
Recorded in Lincoln, Nebraska on 17th
of June 1990, the album’s eleven cuts
unsurprisingly feature live renditions of
eight out of the ten numbers from ‘Loud
& Clear’, Signal’s sole studio release,
including ‘Arms Of A Stranger’ and ‘Does
It Feel Like Love’, along with a live take of
the previously unreleased song ‘Nobody
Gets Out Alive’. A patchy sound quality,
dedicated guitar and bass solo tracks and
serious scarcity relegates ‘Signal Live’ to the
status of unexpected bargain-bin find only.
FIREWORKS
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Who Cries Now
Unruly Child

Very First Time
Worlds Collide

On The Rise
Unruly Child

Stranger Among Us
Long Way From Love

Hunger
Ready To Strike

Someday You’ll Come Running
Long Way From Love

Criminal
Unruly Child

Does It Feel Like Love
Loud & Clear

Neverland
Worlds Collide

Forever
The Basement Demos

Kindred
Down The Rabbit Hole

Dream On
Thrill Of A Lifetime

Second Time Around
Thrill Of A Lifetime

Rock Me Down Nasty
The Basement Demos

Smoke And Mirrors
Long Way From Love
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Interview with Doro by Carl Buxton

The ‘Strong And Proud –
30 years of Rock and Metal’
release features the Wacken
show from 2013 and two
shows from Düsseldorf on
the 30th anniversary tour in
2014…
Yeah, two shows; one show
with the orchestra and one with
the full Metal show. Each show
was three and a half hours long
so for the DVD I had to kick off
some songs. The producer said
I can’t have eight hours so I said
okay, kick out some songs where
maybe the lights weren’t great
or we had some technical issues.
Because I love them all I had a
hard time taking any song out of
the sequence but I tried to leave
the best ones in.
Can you remember which
songs you took out of that
show?
Yeah, I think ‘Fast As A Shark’
we took out because I couldn’t
remember all the lyrics [laughs]
and then a couple more Accept
songs – ‘Balls To The Wall’,
‘Princess Of The Dawn’ and then
I thought, ‘Oh man you can’t
kick out ‘Balls To The Wall’ or
‘Princess Of The Dawn.’ ’ And
then a duet I did with Udo many
26

years ago called ‘Dancing With An
Angel,’ – but I know many fans like
that. It’s hard to whittle it down
from a three hour show. If they’re
not your own songs it’s like, Ha!
Okay, I love that song, but it had
to be done well! Some songs we
taped twice or three times like in
Wacken, Düsseldorf Opera and
Düsseldorf Metal Rock show, so
we definitely kept the best ones.
Talking of Lemmy, you
were very close to Lemmy. I
wonder if you could give me
a few of your thoughts about
him?
I first met Lemmy in England in
1983/84. I had do this showcase…I
was in London by then with
some other musicians so I did
some rehearsals with the other
musicians and then I had two to
three hours to chill out before the
gig. Then I met Lemmy for the
first time and we instantly became
friends. With Lemmy, he was easy
to talk to and we were drinking
whiskey and cola and after a few
hours Lemmy said, “Don’t you
have to work, don’t you have to
do a gig?” and I thought, “Oh my
God! Oh yes!”. Lemmy’s there,
“Oh God you better hurry”, so
I got out [of the pub] and I was
SUMMER

completely wasted. I was so drunk
when I went on stage that I forgot
all the lyrics and I just stopped on
the drum riser, waiting for the
band to finish their instrumental. I
thought “Oh, you’ve just wrecked
your career, your life is over” and
I told people I’d just got drunk
with Lemmy and everybody just
laughed so hard. The next time
I met him was in 1986 at the
legendary Monsters Of Rock
festival at Castle Donington. I
was so nervous, but I remember
he gave me a little kiss on my
forehead and said, “It’s okay to be
nervous.”
The last time I saw him was
in November last year. He came
to Düsseldorf and I was going to
England the next day to do my
UK tour. Nothing was packed
and I wanted to say hi to him
but the guys said, “Hey, you will
see Lemmy next year,” as there
were already some gigs planned. I
said, “you know what, I want to
see Lemmy today”…and then…
I was so glad that I did. I wrote
him a couple of text messages on
his birthday. I always texted and
Lemmy was always funny and a
really great texter; when I texted
him Happy Birthday that was
the first time he didn’t message
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straight back and somehow I had
a really weird feeling. I’d heard he
was not so well and I thought oh
well, he’s probably celebrating and
I’ll hear from him a week later but
then I got the sad news. I got a
phone call – I could feel there was
something wrong. Usually Lemmy
would ‘take it’ even if there was
something not right with his head,
like a couple of days later he would
say I’m back on the road again. But
that time I really broke out in tears
because I knew something heavy
would maybe happen. Then the
next day I heard and it was awful.
I went to the funeral and, yeah, it
was heavy, it was hard. Everybody
was there. It was great to see all
the Rock and Metal people he
loved that were there, but it was
very hard. I couldn’t even talk I
was so shaken up by it. We all miss
him – I miss him so much.
I can imagine. So it was
an incredible set-list for
the Wacken show and the
amount of guests you had
on was extraordinary. Sabina
Classen from the classic Holy
Moses who formed in 1981,
for you to share the stage
with Sabina must have been
amazing (for ‘East Meets
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West’) because you’re both
from the same era.
Yeah, I know. We always knew
each other and were great friends.
In England there were just a couple
of female bands like Girlschool
and Rock Goddess and I just knew
Sabina.

driver) just reminded me that there
were never ever any concerts
played at that venue – it was used
for other stuff but the Mayor, he
supported the idea that we would
have a Rock concert at this venue
(can you Imagine that happening in
England?) Such an expensive venue.
The carpets were top quality and
the venue had very expensive
wood, so everybody was a little
bit nervous but everything was
okay. Nothing got destroyed so
everything went well. We didn’t
burn down the place!

That was pretty much
it for Europe pre 1982. Of
course you had The Runaways
in America that gave us Joan
Jett and Lita Ford, who hit
big shortly afterwards as solo
artists.
Yes, of course! I remember
I think you are Düsseldorf’s
seeing The Runaways in magazines first lady in that case.
but then of course I met Lita
Ach, well, it depends. On
Ford later on several occasions. occasion but if people like Rock,
I met the girls of Rock Goddess even better. There are some other
and Girlschool. We did a
charity single one time, we
met everybody: Slade was
there, Motörhead, Venom,
Girlschool, Rock Goddess, so
many other female musicians,
there was a young girl – I
forget her name but it was a
charity single and it was the
first time I’d met the whole
UK Metal scene.

You’ve been in America
for a long, long time now.
You moved to America when
Warlock broke up and you
tried keeping the name but
you had to go through a lot
of legal problems, didn’t you?
You got awarded the rights to
the name in 2011…
Yes, yes, I got the rights to the
name back. I never wanted to do a
solo thing. It was very unfortunate
because our first manager, he took
the name. He was the best guy
and he used to be a great friend
of ours but he got a little bit above
himself and when the first hint of
success came, you know, he lost
his fucking mind and then he took
the name Warlock. Meanwhile
we had many line-up changes, but

Pretty much from your
era too at Wacken you
have Chris Boltendahl
from Gravedigger and
Hansi Kürsch from Blind
Guardian…
Yeah, Lordi and younger
Metal guys like Joakim from
Sabaton.

the name, so I will do it in all our
names,” like the five guys in the
band and his name…suddenly we
had to go to court, he’d just done
it in his name. The judge - she was
so unfair and that was the first
time I saw unfairness. That can’t be
true, he stole the name, he stole
our name…I started kicking and
screaming in the courtroom and
then I was removed. A couple of
minutes later, the name was gone.
We didn’t have enough money
to hire another lawyer. To have
another case you have to bring a
lot of money upfront. That was
the end of the name Warlock
for many years. But he died. He
got killed in church. A guy from
Aardschok magazine in Holland,
Metal Mike, he called me and said,
“Hey, did you know that
your former manager got
killed?” I tell you, it’s like in
the beginning he was good.
He got us the Monsters Of
Rock festival, the Judas Priest
tour…he was not all that
bad, but just when it came
to money and the name,
suddenly people can go crazy,
it’s human nature. But it was
a disaster for us to not use
the name Warlock, it was
very, very difficult.

The DVD/Blu-ray is
going to be released on
June 24 with three discs
– Wacken, Düsseldorf
“I never wanted to do a solo thing. It was very
and the ‘Behind The
unfortunate because our first manager, he took the
Curtain Inside The Heart
name. He was the best guy and he used to be a great
Of Doro’ documentary.
friend of ours but he got a little bit above himself and
Maybe you can tell us a
You
have
some
interesting
people
I when the first hint of success came, you know, he lost his bit about that?
It’s very human. Yeah,
hadn’t heard of before
fucking mind and then he took the name Warlock.”
there’s crazy stuff on it but
like ‘Frau Schmitt’ and
there’s some really honest
Eric Fish from Subway
Photo: Tom Row
DORO
stuff on it too. I tell people
To Sally for example and
that I’m always suffering
Corvus Corax.
Yeah, I was always invited to musical groups from Düsseldorf, that was the reason we didn’t tour from stage fright and stuff, so
Corvus Corax’s concerts and like Die Toten Hosen. They are so anymore with the name. I’ve got it’s definitely the honest truth.
Eric Fish from Subway To Sally - big, like number one. I’m number the rights to the name back now, Everybody’s talking, the band do
stuff, some joking around. I think
he invited me a couple of years one for the Metal Heads though. but it was a while ago.
it’s something behind the scenes
ago. I forget which anniversary it
Do you take an interest in
was but it was in Leipzig around
Would we have heard of you’d normally not see and the
camera guy came with us for
Christmas time. Anyway, I sang at the Düsseldorf Metal scene?
him?
Sure I try but sometimes it is
their show and then I asked him
No, he was just a dear friend. almost a whole year, so there are
can you come to Wacken for us not so easy when you are away for He was the guy that was always bits and pieces from everywhere:
for our 30th anniversary and he a year. When you are touring or coming to rehearsals but he didn’t from South America, Russia,
said yeah.
whatever, it’s hard to keep up with play an instrument, so he said, everybody had something to say.
the local scene. I always try and I “Okay then, I can be the manager.” I think it’s a good music movie
What was the name of the support the Wacken foundation [laughs] Many times with a band and it’s very real, very down to
venue that you filmed the (helping young musicians). I check it you are either a soundman, lighting earth; it’s not nice nice, it’s how
two shows at in Düsseldorf?
every day and people from all over guy or manager. So he became the it is. Sometimes you see the
It was the Stadthalle - the City the world - as long as they can get manager and I really liked him - we people when they just get out of
Hall. (Congress Centre Düsseldorf) It support they can take money for all liked him but when Warlock bed, climbing out at 2 o’clock in
was pretty packed and how can I a tour or an album. I see many was getting a little bit successful the morning with a hangover, me
say, a little bit more chic. It was a new bands and stuff directly from then suddenly he lost his mind. without make-up…yeah, we are
good place to film the celebration. this foundation. I don’t live here Actually at first he said, “I have to all human.
Marcus (Doro’s companion and anymore like I did in the 80s.
make sure that nobody else takes
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We all have albums tucked away in our collections that we consider unappreciated classics, or albums that we believe
should have been so much bigger. This feature will ask Fireworks writers and names within the genre to choose five
albums from their collection that they believe should have found a wider appreciation and tell us a little about them.
This issue, journalist Dave Reynolds shares his selections...
BACKSEAT SALLY
‘BACKSEAT SALLY’
Atlantic, 1983
The late 70s/ early 80s were
significant for the fact that it
was an era when an exciting
number of female fronted acts
appeared, encouraged by the
success of Debbie Harry and the
emergence of Pat Benatar. Yet
there’s one name that is hugely
overlooked when discussing the
cream of the period’s female
fronted hard rock genre and
that’s Sally Cohen of Rochester,

NY band Backseat Sally.
Formed in the late 70s, Backseat Sally released one of the best
female fronted Hard Rock albums of, not only the period, but
maybe of all time. However, the LP (originally released in 1983)
slipped under the radar, mainly due to only being available as an
import in Europe and the fact that the record company totally
dropped the ball.
Featuring guitarist Jeff Gilhart, bassist Gary Cummings, keyboard
player Casey Filiaci and Sally’s husband Dave Cohen on drums, the
band had seriously paid their dues on the club and bar circuit prior
to gaining a record deal and Dave Cohen once told me they had
accumulated three albums worth of material - some songs much
quirkier than others - when it came time to record their self-titled
debut.
Although the slightly Thomas Dolby-ish keyboard infused
‘Chemical Reaction’ was possibly part of the more quirkier batch
in the band’s arsenal, the rest of the album comprised of material
as far away from novelty items as you could get, dealing with the
usual array of relationship related material (‘Trouble On The
Line’, It’s Not A Game’, ‘Nothin’ From Love’), but also, as with Pat
Benatar’s ‘Hell Is For Children’, child abuse (‘Keep It A Secret’)
although in BSS’ case the subject is delivered in a hardly subtle
manner.
Yet let’s not forget the first track. The driving and gargantuan
sounding Hard Rock of ‘Get In Line’, is one of the best opening
songs on any album EVER and set the tone for an album that
highlights not only the fact that Sally possessed one helluva
voice, but also that her cohorts were all superbly adept at their
craft; Jeff Gilhart particularly, surely on a par with such six-string
contemporaries as G.E. Smith and Neil Giraldo!
Although the group opened for the Kinks and the Romantics,
and the video for ‘Prove It’ (I’ve always loved the reference to Carly
Simon’s ‘You’re So Vain’ in the lyrics) gained a bit of exposure on
MTV, a ludicrous decision by management and the label to wait for
the album to hit it big before signing with a touring/booking agency
left them absolutely nowhere when the album didn’t sell through
lack of promotion. After recording demos of 18 new songs for a
proposed second album, Atlantic passed and the band broke up.
Sadly, almost as if Atlantic still want to keep this band buried,
despite attempts to finally get the album released on CD, licensing
the record has been difficult to say the least. Yet I sincerely hope it
does surface at some point in the future.
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THE START
‘SHAKEDOWN!’
The Label/Geffen, 2001
Back in 1998 Huntingdon
Beach, California’s Human Waste
Project re-ignited my interest
in music when it had hit an alltime low. The debut album,
‘e-lux’, rarely left my CD player.
Despite being linked with the
Nu-Metal movement, the band
was something way more than
a Korn clone. While there was
a certain harshness about their
sound, they also possessed truck
loads of melody and were fronted by a singer of real character. Her
name was Aimee Echo.
However, despite increasing popularity (especially in the UK)
HWP were dropped by Hollywood Records on the eve of their
appearance at OzzFest that summer. The next anyone ever
heard of the individuals concerned they had split into two camps;
Professional Murder Music and Hero. The latter included Aimee
and drummer Scott Ellis, who were joined by guitarist Jamie Miller
and bassist Jeff Jaeger.
Having cut a superb four track demo, yet forced to change the
band name to The Start, the quartet signed to Atlantic imprint 143
Records. But label politics meant that the debut album, originally
recorded in 1999, wasn’t released for another two years and on
The Label, a subsidiary of Geffen, after 143 had been bought out!
‘Shakedown!’ was produced by the band alongside Josh Abraham
(the vocalist with fellow L.A. outfit Orgy that also included ex
Rough Cutt guitarist Amir Derakh in the ranks) who was seriously
beginning to make a name for himself as a producer in the Alt-Metal
genre at the time. It is an absolutely stunning slice of melodically
inclined, guitar and synth laden Hard Pop Rock with just a touch
of Punk.
I’ve often likened The Start to a cross between Missing Persons,
The Cure and Siouxsie And The Banshees, and by returning to
HWP’s ‘e-lux’ you can see exactly what steps Aimee made to
progress musically. However, her sense of melody remains the link
between the harder edged swaggering musical sword play of HWP
and the beautiful melodic Post-Punk Pop Rock offered by The Start.
The album, which opens with the raucous title cut, is fully
sound-tracked by Jamie Miller’s wonderful guitar and synth work,
underpinned by the rhythm team of Jaeger and Ellis. Meanwhile,
Aimee Echo – sounding often like a cross between a Hard Rock
version of Clare Grogan and a more tuneful Dale Bozzio – allows
her voice to further shape tunes like ‘Gorgeous’ (written, Aimee
admitted to me, about The Cure’s Robert Smith), ‘Glimmer Man’
and ‘Hang On Me’ that will be swirling about your head for days.
Having been dropped again, an ensuing six track EP was released
no less than three times, with the final version (re-titled after lead
track ‘Death Via Satellite’) being issued following the band’s signing
with the Nitro label. Nitro would release the long awaited second
album, ‘Initiation’ during 2004. Only Echo and Miller remained by
this point, and although still active, the group released their (so far)
last album, the even more melodic ‘Ciao Baby’, in 2007.
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TRUST
‘REPRESSION’

CAROLYN MAS
‘MAS HYSTERIA’

CBS, 1980

Phonogram, 1980

Although
there
were other French
Heavy Metal outfits
around in the late 70s
(Shakin’ Street, Ocean,
Silvertrain, Karoline),
Trust were unarguably
the real pioneers,
paving the way for an assortment of other bands –
Sortilege, Warning, Blaspheme and H-Bomb being
by far the best of the rest - to establish themselves
on the map in the early 80s.
It’s interesting that these bands never sounded
better than when delivering the goods in their
native tongue. Indeed, despite the efforts of Sham
69’s Jimmy Pursey to anglicise Trust for more
international consumption, they sounded way more
volatile when frontman Bernie Bonvoisin delivered
his message in French. And that message was deeply
political. Where other bands were happy to sing
about dungeons and dragons or sex, drugs and
rock’n’roll, Trust raged against authority (especially
the police), protested about censorship or actively
supported the underclass. This was Punk Metal!
Having cut their ’79 issued self-titled album in
London, Trust returned for the sophomore release,
enlisting the support of Dennis Weinreich, who
was one of the main recording engineers at Scorpio
Sound and had mixed the debut. ‘Repression’ is by
far the band’s best record. Centred upon ‘Nono’
Krief’s guitar, ably backed by the trusty rhythm team
of new bassist ‘Vivi’ and drummer Jeannot (who
would be replaced by Nicko McBrain for the ensuing
‘Marche Ou Créve’ album), Trust came up with a
very distinctive, bluesy wall of sound. The perfect
backdrop for Bonvoisin to add an almost spoken
narrative style to the likes of ‘Monsieur Comedie’
(written about Ayatollah Khomeini, who had been
living in exile in France prior to his return to a newly
Islamified Iran) and especially ‘Les Mitard’. The latter’s
introduction is taken from a poem by the infamous
career criminal Jacques Mesrine while incarcerated
in Fleury-Merogis prison. After managing to escape,
he was later shot dead by armed police in November
1979. Mesrine appears as something of a heroic,
Robin Hood character in Trust’s world, and he is also
the subject of ‘Instinct de Mort’.
The later Anthrax cover of ‘Les Sectes’
(focussing on Jim Jones and the mass murder/
suicide of his Guyana based Peoples Temple cult in
November 1978) is often forgotten thanks to their
more famous rendering of Trust’s best known song
‘Antisocial’, but the New Yorkers would never get
to grips with the vitriolic delivery of the original. In
fact Pursey’s translation of the song for the English
language version of the album lacked real punch
anyway. The version anglaise of ‘Repression’ is, like
the two other subsequent album releases in English,
only really worth having if you’re a completist.
‘Repression’ was a double platinum success in
France. It led to greater recognition internationally,
but they were never truly as successful abroad as at
home, where they would continue to take a stand
against the establishment. Indeed, ‘Fatalite’ was
about unemployment in France’s towns and cities in
1980. As Bernie would point out twelve years later,
the song was still relevant. It still is today.
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BLACK ROSE
‘BLACK ROSE’
Casablanca, 1980

The fact that New
York born singer/
songwriter Carolyne
Mas remains closely
attached and interested
in the music business
after all she has been
through is utterly
astonishing. Take the album we’re focusing on here,
for example. Despite having released two albums
through Mercury that were poorly promoted
in the States, Carolyne had gained a following in
West Germany, where she had first toured in
1979. ‘Mas Hysteria’ was originally released in
limited quantities as a promotional album over
there to publicise her impending live debut on
the legendary in concert TV show ‘Rockpalast’
in January 1981. It went on to gain a much wider
release than originally intended. Indeed, the album
was re-released a number of times over the years
and has sold in excess of 250,000 copies. It’s
Carolyne’s most successful album ever, yet she has
never received a penny from it.
Her rhythm section on ‘Rockpalast’ included
bassist Ivan Elias (Scandal) and drummer Bobby
Chouinard (Billy Squier), while keyboardist Charlie
Giordano would later join Pat Benatar. Elias and
Giordano both appear on ‘Mas Hysteria’, the six
tracks of which were culled from a full length show
originally broadcast by WLIR-FM from ‘My Father’s
Place’ in Roslyn, New York in July 1980.
Often described as the female Bruce
Springsteen, possibly because of the inclusion of a
saxophonist and a more than capable piano player
in the ranks, there really is more to Carolyne than
simply ripping off ‘The Boss’, as she sits comfortably
alongside contemporaries as Ellen Shipley, Laurie &
The Sighs and, yes, even Pat Benatar. Four of the
six tracks on offer here are penned by Mas, with
the remaining duo (including the infamous ‘Sittin’
In The Dark’, on which Carolyne and band tear
through varying degrees of light and shade on a
twelve minute musical masterpiece) written by
Carolyne’s friend, guitarist David Landau (ironically
the brother of Springsteen’s manager Jon Landau).
The opener ‘Hold On’ is the title track of Mas’
then just released second album, from which ‘Stay
True’ and the endearing Pop Rock of ‘Running From
The High Life’ are also culled. The latter and the
closing ‘Quote Goodbye Quote’ are the closest
Carolyne comes to playing Pat Benatar at her own
game, and it’s worth noting that the chugging guitar
introduction to ‘Thomas Dunson’s Revenge’ (also
from ‘Hold On’) was surely the inspiration for
Stevie Nicks’ ‘Edge Of Seventeen’ intro!
A third studio record for Mercury, the Jon
Astley co-produced ‘Modern Dreams’, was
released later in 1981, but the label failed to back it
when Carolyne refused to give them her publishing
in return for tour support. Enjoying something of a
renaissance in the late 80s, as German interest was
reawakened with the release of a trio of albums,
Carolyne was sadly worn down by the business
once more, and disappeared off the radar for a
full decade before focussing on purely self-released
product ever since. Go to www.carolynemas.com
for full details on this remarkable lady.
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Although Cher was
accused of jumping
aboard the Rock Chick
bandwagon by teaming
up in 1980 with then
boyfriend Les Dudek to
form Black Rose - the
banner of a band name
an inevitably futile attempt to divert attention away
from the fact the lead singer was already a world
famous superstar - her involvement certainly made
her seemingly overnight move into the world of
Hard Rock all the more curious.
However, if you were to dig deeper Cher had, in
fact, been hanging around the fringes of Hard Rock
for some time. Having previously cut an album with
ex husband Greg Allman (‘Two The Hard Way’
under the handle of Allman & Woman), there was
more than a hint of the lady wanting to rock out
a bit more on her two albums (‘Take Me Home’
and ‘Prisoner’) recorded for Casablanca in the late
70s. She had, of course, been dating Kiss’ Gene
Simmons at the time after all.
With Dudek handling guitar duties alongside
Ron ‘Rocket’ Ritchotte (later to team up with
David Lee Roth), Black Rose was completed by
keyboardist Michael Finnigan (from the DudekFinningan-Krueger Band), backing vocalist Warren
Ham, bassist Trey Thompson and drummer Gary
Ferguson (the latter duo later reunited as Channel’s
rhythm section). The group was supplemented in
the recording sessions – overseen by producer
James Newton Howard - by Toto’s David Paich and
Steve Porcaro.
Only one of the songs on the album (the
Dudek penned ‘You Know It’) was written by a
band member, but there’s no doubting the quality
of the material, when you scan the credits and see
names like David Paich on opener ‘Never Should’ve
Started’, Bernie Taupin and Mike Chapman (the
mean and dirty ‘Julie’), Carole Bayer Sager (the
raunchy ‘Take It From The Boys’) and Johnny
Vastano/Vini Poncia (‘We All Fly Home’, which
is perhaps the only song Cher has ever recorded
where she uses the ‘f’ word!). Cher, as ever, is in
glorious vocal form throughout, and trades lines
with Dudek on the sprightly rocker ‘You Know It’.
Despite limited (if any) promotion from
Casablanca, the band attempted to push forward,
making several live appearances on US TV shows,
playing dates opening for Hall & Oates as well as
on a mini headlining tour of their own. Sadly, press
reaction was almost inevitably negative (accusing
Cher of trying to be ‘New Wave, Jeez....). Black
Rose quietly dissolved after Casablanca announced
they had no interest in releasing a second album the
band had begun recording. One of the proposed
new tracks, ‘Don’t Trust That Woman’, was later
recorded by Les Dudek, but significantly also by
Elton John for his ‘Leather Jackets’ album.
In 1982 Cher signed to CBS for the release
of her equally overlooked ‘I Paralyze’ album, but
having switched her focus to a successful movie
career, it wouldn’t be until 1987 and her liaison
with Richie Sambora and Bon Jovi that Cher’s
rock’n’roll credentials would be seriously taken into
consideration with the release of ‘Cher’.
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Your first album ‘Cold
Winter Night’ is probably the
one that at this moment in
time is most well-known to
our readers, yet it is twenty-six
years old now. I know you’ve
never stopped working and
you’ve recorded many albums
since the debut, so can you tell
us a little about your career
since ‘Cold Winter Night’.
Well after the ‘Cold Winter
Night’ album I toured intensely in
Sweden and also made several PR
tours in Europe and Asia. I released
two more albums with the same
producer and after that I made
two albums mainly for the Japanese
market. So this new album is my
sixth album, not counting several
compilations and special editions
with bonus tracks.
The new album ‘Deaf,
Dumb & Blonde’ seems to
take up just where ‘CWN’ left
off. How long have you been
working on it?
I have been working on ‘DDB’
for about a year now but a few of
the songs were written a decade
ago. Also, it was delayed for about
fifteen months due to legal issues
with a former producer that held
us back.
The title of the album
surprises me a little because
after hearing the music you
are definitely not deaf and I
sincerely doubt that you’re
dumb, though you are blonde.
So what does the title mean?
Did you get criticism for being
a woman in a predominantly
male orientated world?
The title is a sarcastic one. I
came up with it because I think I
was a pioneer in a very much maledominated genre and even though
there are a lot more females in the
genre now compared to say 25 or
30 years ago. The title is just my
piss-take on that era.
Tell us about your launch
party for the new album which
took place on the 25th of May.
Did it go well?
The launch party was held at
the Hard Rock Cafe in Stockholm
and was a great success, beyond
everyone’s expectation. We had
fans queuing up from as far away
as Germany and Texas. How cool!
If you follow me on Facebook or
Twitter you can check out the
picture taken at the event.

that’s a tough question. What I
think a song needs is to be sincere
if it’s to work. I write from the
heart so you always get a piece
of me in every song and this has
become more and more important
over the years.
I’ve named my favourites
on the album, do you have any
or does it change from day to
day or depend on what mood
you’re in?
It changes, but if I had to choose
right now it would be ‘Sleeping
With A Memory’. I love the raw
melancholy in that track. That song
just pokes me in the soul.

An interview by Ian Johnson
Many of you will remember fondly Erika’s 1990
release ‘Cold Winter Night’. It was an album of high
quality Melodic Rock that still stands the test of
time all these years later. Well if you do remember
her, then you will also be happy to know that she’s
back with a new album entitled ‘Deaf, Dumb &
Blonde’ which picks up pretty much where ‘CWN’
left off. Fireworks caught up with Erika to ask
about the new album, being a female singer in a
supposed man’s world and what she’s been doing
for the last twenty years.
do you have a writing partner?
I have co-written every song on
‘DDB’ except for ‘Warhoney’, that
was written especially for me by
Leif Edling of Candlemass. I write
the lyrics myself and co-write the
music. I especially enjoyed cowriting with Jesper Strömblad (In
Flames, Hammerfall); we have a
similar melancholic outlook in our
tunes, and also he is undoubtedly a
bloody genius – all the classics he’
s written, wow! So what’s not to
love about that collaboration!

I know you’ve written songs
for a lot of other artists over
the years, so do you prefer
the writing side of things over
performing or do the two go
hand in hand?
Did you write all the songs
I do love performing but I love
for the new album yourself or working in the studio even more.
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The studio is the place where I’m
the happiest, work wise. Writing
for myself or other artists does not
matter really, I just love the creative
process.
I’d like to ask you about a
couple of songs now if I may.
‘Suckerpunch’ is my favourite
it’s so full of attitude, as is
‘Warhoney’. Do you think as a
writer that a good Rock song
needs a lot of attitude if it’s
going to work?
‘Suckerpunch’ was written by
Jesper Strömblad, Daniel Flores
(Mind’s Eye, Murder Of My Sweet)
and myself. I love the vibe in that
song and it is the one that actually
kicked off the process of making this
album. I had so much fun recording
the demo that I finally agreed to do
another album. Attitude or not,
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You co-produced the album
with Alex Angleflod and it
sounds wonderful. Are you
pleased with the results?
I love the results! We aimed for
exactly what we got: a somewhat
rough, unpolished sound that is
almost a bit “live” at times. We have
left some bloopers intentionally on
the record which you‘ll have to
listen out for.
You’re signed to a British
label, Escape Music. So will
that enable you to come out
and tour the UK at sometime?
Since the album was delayed due
to the legal reason I mentioned, we
haven’t had any time to book any
concerts yet. But I would love, love,
love to tour the UK! I love going
there and spent my last vacation in
London, for the umpteenth time.
So yes, we’d love to come and play
there.
As I mentioned at the start
of the interview, ‘Cold Winter
Night’ is twenty six years old
now. When you recorded it
did you ever think all these
years later that you’d still be
making music? Was that all
you ever wanted to do?
I had no inkling of what a
tremendous impact ‘Cold Winter
Night’ would have on my life,
and still has on the music biz. Let
me tell you that I worked with a
producer a couple of years ago and
he had just finished an album for a
major record label who wanted “...
the vibe to be like Erika’s first two
albums”. How cool is that almost
30 years later?! I am still very proud
of that album. All I ever wanted to
do was write Hard Rock, Metal,
AOR, but it turned out I was one
hell of a Rock Star as well, so there
you go. I still haven’t grown up and
gotten myself a day job and I guess
it’s too late now [laughs].
FIREWORKS

Woody interviews Nick Workman
British Rockers Vega have just unleashed their stunning fourth album so Fireworks caught up with
vocalist Nick Workman to discuss just ‘Who We Are’!
Harem Scarem’s Harry
Hess came over to the UK to
produce the album. How did
this come to be and what was
it like working with Hess in the
flesh?
We hooked up with Harry at
the Frontiers Fest back in 2015.
We were nattering away and it
literally went like this: “Hey, you
should produce our next record.”
“Hey, I’d love to.” “Okay, lets Skype
next week.” “Okay.” [laughs]. Harry
was great. He is so chilled and
really knows what a song needs
and what it doesn’t. We got around
a piano before each track and made
sure we were all happy with the
structure and arrangements and
just went for it.
‘Who You Are’ is the band’s
fourth album and yet again
you have surpassed the impact
of your previous album. When
you were writing the album
did you ever get nervous that
the next batch of songs would
fall short of your fan base’s
high expectations?
Yeah, we started off a little
nervous because ‘Stereo Messiah’
had gone down so well. But to be
honest by the time we had written
a few songs we knew it was going
to be okay. I came up with the
chorus to ‘White Flag’ the morning
after Frontiers Festival and was
singing it to Tom at the airport. He
had the music from that idea down
the next day and I finished it off the
day after that. ‘For Our Sins’ and
‘Nothing Is Forever’ were already
written as they came too late for
‘Stereo Messiah’.

and frequently use ambiguous
lyrics to allow listeners to
make their own connections
or meanings up. Can you
tell us about the inspirations
about a couple of the songs’
lyrics, especially ones you may
feel people will mistranslate
from your original idea on the
new album?
That’s a toughie cos they all
make sense to me! [laughs] Let’s
see, ‘White Flag’ is about not
surrendering. It was inspired by
things like the Invictus Games and
seeing people overcome the things
that could be the reason they
would normally give up. We all go
through crap on different levels but
if you can come out the other side
you will be stronger for it. Most of
the songs are about the fight we
are all in at the moment. ‘Explode’
was a little simpler, it’s a love song
with attitude and a hand grenade!

I’m a massive fan of the
band and the new album is, to
me, even better than the last.
I’ve tried not to repeat myself
in my review so rather than
going nuts declaring it the best
album ever, I’m trying to focus
on why I think it surpasses
your other albums. One of
those things I feel is your
vocals are more diverse than
previously, there’s a couple of
vocal melodies or styles you’ve
thrown into the album that
are not typical of you. This
album does see your finest
overall vocal performance –
did you push yourself more,
experiment more or was this
just naturally how it came out?
Nick, as a lyricist you always
Wow, thanks mate. Once again,
like to work outside the box it’s just how it comes out, but at
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the same time I am always inspired
by different types of music and
vocalists, not all from Rock, so that
will have an impact. Don’t get me
wrong, my fave singers are people
like Ray Gillen, Joe Elliott, of course,
and Dan Reed etc, but you can’t just
copy what these guys have done. I
also love singers like Seal and Pink.
During recording I was taken into
hospital and out of action for three
days. This meant that when it came
to my vocals I couldn’t fuck about
as time was precious. I am quite
obsessive in my pre-production
though so I was well prepared.
Each song was recorded in about
forty-five minutes to an hour and
then me and Harry put together
the best bits. But you know what
the biggest help is? I bloody love
doing this and loved the songs, the
band and my brothers in the band.
All bands declare their
latest album as their greatest,
even if it’s a steaming pile of
poop! But from your angle,
what is it about ‘Who You
Are’ that you think makes it
your best album to date?
Easy. With each album we won’t
even think of going into the studio
until we know in our hearts that
we have twelve songs better than
the last album. We can only go off
our own quality control really. We
can’t predict what people can like,
all we can do is our passionate best.
I’ve just seen the video for
‘White Flag’. I know you guys
always put a lot of effort and
money into creating as high
quality videos as you can. Why
do you find it important to
produce a pro video, in a time
when it can be quite cheap to
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get a video up on YouTube?
It certainly wasn’t cheap in this
day and age but when I discussed
this with Joe Elliott, he told me that
the food budget alone for the ‘Let’s
Get Rocked’ video was double
what we paid! We just thought that
the song deserved some special
treatment. Who knows if it will
make any difference but we really
are at a stage where we just want
to do things that we can be proud
of. If it fails, then we have failed
delivering something special in our
eyes. We will always continue to
keep raising the bar for ourselves,
working hard and enjoying what
we do.
Vega have always played live
a lot and have toured, played
festivals and even supported
some big name artists like
Joe Elliott, Magnum and FM.
Is it important to you guys
as a whole to perform live
regularly, especially as touring
can be very expensive?
For sure, playing live is where
the fun is. We write the songs
so we can play live. Yes, it is an
expensive game but playing live is
what being in a band is all about.
I said it before, but we love doing
this. That’s why we do it. It can’t
be about #1 records now and all
the stuff we dreamed about back
in the 80s and 90s. The industry is
unrecognisable from those times
now. We have to enjoy what we
are doing in Vega because that is
what makes Vega Vega. We don’t
intend on recording anything new
now for two years, we just want to
tour and gig as much as we can in
that time and see where we are at
the end of it.
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You’re regarded, especially
by the fine people that read
our magazine, as one of the
most respected Rock singers
working today. Yet even
though you have sung and
worked on albums that our
readers adore, you’re not,
shall we say, a very prolific
artist. Do you adhere to
the tenet of quality before
quantity?
Probably it’s more to do with
laziness than anything else! No, I
wrote and recorded a good few
Heartland records with Steve
Morris and I felt we sometimes
carried on writing and putting
those records out, whether or
not we had something new to say
or not really. That’s not to say I’m
not proud of a lot of that material.
Just that it was beginning to feel
like a production line and with that
comes the danger of repeating
yourself. I try to space things out
now and write when I feel inspired
and have a real appetite for the
work.
‘Dream Machine’ sees
you working with Tommy
Denander who you co-wrote
the album with – apart from
one song. You seem to have
gelled together as a writing
team and it really shows on
the new songs. How did the
two of you first get together
and how does the writing
actually work between you?
I met Tommy when we
recorded the vocals for ‘Rhyme
And Reason’ a few years back. I
went over to Stockholm to his
studio and really enjoyed the
relaxed way it all came together.
We had written the record much
the same way as this one; he
sending me musical backing track
ideas and me manipulating them on
my recording system here at home
to fit any melodic structures I may
have come up with. Usually the
backing tracks would be so strong
that I would get on a roll pretty
quickly. Tommy is an impressive
ideas man and there’s very little fat
on what he sends me. He knows
what makes a strong musical song
structure and that makes my job a
hell of a lot easier.
Tell us about the new
album, how long did it take
you to write and record it?
It’s hard to be accurate with
the amount of time it took. I
had some of the material for the
record already rough recorded.
Ideas that I’d been working on
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heard the musical backing track
for the song I thought it was very
uplifting… Optimistic. It was an
idea that was easy to run with and
I hope the final recording does
justice to his original idea.

Interview by Ian Johnson
You’ve all heard the name Chris Ousey. Singer
for such acts as Heartland, The Distance,
Virginia Wolf and also a well respected solo
artist. Well he’s back with a brand new album
entitled ‘Dream Machine’ and he recently talked
with Fireworks about it, song writing, live
appearances and much more.
that just needed a tweak or two
to bring them up to standard
for the recording. When Escape
Records suggested it might be
time to have a go at another album
I was surprised to find I had a fair
amount of strong ideas waiting in
the wings so to speak.
What’s the most important
part of a song for you? As a
singer is it the lyrics that you
work on first or is the song’s
melody all important?
I think they go hand in hand
really. When I listen to a musical
idea it’s that first hearing that’s
often the most important. I tend
to get a good idea what the
emotional content of the song
needs to be, based on the mood
of the music. If I want the song
to develop slightly differently I’ll
sometimes just record a rough
vocal idea and move the backing
track around a little to come into
line with the ideas I think will work
best.
The new album is full of
strong memorable melodies
and the songs all have big
choruses, but it is also, to my
ears anyway, harder in tone
than I was expecting it to be.
Do you like your music to
have a hard edge to it?
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Not always. The song kinda has
a life of it’s own and directs me
vocally, as to how I should perform
it. I like a song to mean what it says
from an emotional point of view. I
want to wring everything I can out
of the thing! I think real energy in
a performance is a very important
thing.
In my review I mention
that the vocal’s on title track
‘Dream Machine’ are a lot
more aggressive than we’re
use to from you, more Metal
in attitude if you like. Was this
a deliberate singing choice
or just what the song itself
demanded?
It was just one of those tunes
that gave me the space to let rip
a little. I enjoyed recording the
vocals for that particular track.
Again the track decides at the end
of the day what it’s going to sound
like.
The song ‘Better Time
To Come’ was written with
the late Christian Wolf and
Tommy Denander. Tell us
about it because it shows,
I think, what a great loss
Christian is to music.
Yes I couldn’t agree more.
The guy was extremely talented
and greatly missed. When I first
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When we spoke about the
Ozone album, I asked if touring
for that album was possible.
You and Steve (Overland) said
that you were both very busy
and if it happened it wouldn’t
be an easy thing to pull off.
So again I’m asking if there is
any chance that Chris Ousey
and his band will be touring or
doing one of the Festivals?
It’s a possibility. I’m pretty close
to going into the studio with the
boys from Snakecharmer to record
our second album, so that’s gonna
keep me busy for a while I guess. I
tend to concentrate on whatever
project I have in front of me at any
given time and let the future work
itself out…‘the plans of mice and
men’ and all that!
Now a question I was
asked to put to you by a great
friend ours here at Fireworks/
Firefest, Ozzie Adenborg.
She is a massive fan of yours
and loves Heartland and
Virginia Wolf. And she, like
all of us, would like to know if
there is any chance of those
acts getting together again to
work on new material?
I think a little too much water
has gone under the bridge for a
Virginia Wolf revival, but I wouldn’t
completely rule out another
Heartland outing in the future,
though I have no immediate plans
for that. Would be interesting to
give some of those songs a live
blast at the very least. There’s
plenty of tunes there to choose
from.
Finally Chris, what do you
have next in the pipeline?
Another band project or are
you just concentrating on the
new album? Hopefully it won’t
be four years until the next
one.
Ha, ha! Yeah I suppose four
years is a pretty long time. As I
mentioned, the Snakecharmer
record comes next. Got most
of the material roughed out and
looking forward very much to
recording with our newest band
member, guitarist Simon McBride.
We played our first show with new
line up a couple of months ago and
it was great fun. All bodes well for
the future!
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Interview by Steven Reid
Putting his heart on the line for a lingering painful kiss.
Robin George arrived on the 80s Rock
scene with a bang, a solo chart hit single and
collaborations with Robert Plant, Glenn Hughes
and Phil Lynott merely scratching the surface
of an amazing career. David Byron (Uriah
Heep) was an early friend and influence, while
time spent with Sean Harris (Diamond Head)
and Pete Haycock (Climax Blues Band) led to
hugely impressive albums. Add in being half of
an unusual two guitar configuration of Magnum,
an ever evolving solo career and having had more
than 260 songs published, and the versatility
Robin has shown over the years has seldom been
matched.
To the outside world it seemed as though
Robin George appeared from nowhere, his debut
single ‘Heartline’ breaking into the UK charts
in 1985 and leading to Robin gracing the front
cover of the then fortnightly Rock bible Kerrang!.
However like all “overnight success stories”, the
truth is somewhat different.
“I was recording at the Old Smithy studios
in Worcester, and in return for downtime I would
engineer and produce sessions,” Robin says as he
begins unravelling his early years. “I was working
with drummer Dave Holland (Judas Priest) and
bassist Pino Palladino (The Who) when in walked
Daniel Boone,” who had penned the transatlantic
hit single ‘Beautiful Sunday’ a few years earlier.
“He liked what he heard, so soon I was coproducing his songs, and he mine.” However as
Robin tried to focus on a solo career, fate was
transpiring that his smash hit debut would have to
wait. “Dave was made an offer he couldn’t refuse
from Priest, and the rest is… history! In fact we
were recording the ‘History’ album when Pino
started having hits and tours with Paul Young, so
Dave brought in Pete Wright from Trapeze. Next
Dave introduced Terry Rowley on keys, Trapeze
again, so it was Trapeze except me! When Dave
left for Judas Priest he recommended Stevie Bray
of, surprise surprise, Trapeze, so it was looking
like a reunion was a happener, when I was finally
offered a deal on ‘History’. All the guys had other
irons in the fire, so no problem…in fact we’re still
in touch to this day.”
Having nearly taken his turn on the Trapeze,
the detour that arrived next came in the shape of
legendary ex-Uriah Heep man David Byron.
“Daniel asked me to mix and add guitars to
one of David’s singles. We got on really well,
and decided to form what became The Byron
Band, with Mel Collins (saxophone), Roger
Flavelle (bass), Bob Jackson (keys), and John
Shearer (drums). David was a superb showman
and excellent frontman. We made the ‘On The
Rocks’ album to great acclaim, so decided to do
a club tour to warm up for larger gigs and TV
shows.” Although as Robin remembers, incident
was never far away. “The tour was going great,
then the riots arrived. Every gig was a nightmare
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“They were all chances too good not to take. Regrets? I’ve had…
well quite a lot actually.”
ROBIN GEORGE
to get in and out, and of course a lot of fans stayed
away, but an amazing amount of faithfuls showed
up and had a great night out!” Sadly however,
the tour would end in shock. “The last gig was at
the London Marquee. It was a sellout, packed to
the rafters, then disaster struck. David collapsed
on the high note of ‘July Morning’. His fans
were distraught as he was being stretchered out,
shouting ‘We love you David’ and he was even
waving to them. I’ve heard many times that he
was drunk. He wasn’t; I know, I was right next to
him. He had an epileptic seizure. We didn’t know
about his condition, so it was a complete shock to
everybody.”
It was a whirlwind time, Robin touring with
Roy Wood of Wizzard and recording with Noddy
Holder of Slade, before hitting the road as second
guitarist with Tony Clarkin and his band Magnum.
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Magnum’s Bob Catley with Robin

“I had done some engineering/production
work with Tony, so we knew we could work
together,” the ever versatile musician remembers.
“Mark Stanway, the keyboard player, and me were
good mates, so when a guitar player was needed,
I got the offer.” Although that unusual two guitar
configuration of the band was never intended as a
long-term move. “It was a one off; a tour I really
enjoyed, but I was following my own career as
priority after that.” And who could blame him,
the 1985 debut album ‘Dangerous Music’ and hit
single ‘Heartline’ announcing Robin to the world,
before his controversial Kerrang! cover slot
fuelled the fire. Everything seemed to be going
superbly well, but as Robin explains, troubles
were just around the corner. “What hampered my
career was that, just as the album was charting
worldwide, Bronze Records went broke. Gerry
Bron told me he wasn’t gonna hold me to our
contract, which was such a gentlemanly thing to
do, but I was left in limbo for too long.”
Robin was already getting a reputation for
working with some of the biggest names in Rock,
but people really sat up and took note when Phil
Lynott lent his talents to his ‘Dangerous Music’
album – something which eventually led Lynott
to invite Robin to reform Thin Lizzy with himself
and Lizzy drummer Brian Downey.
“Brian and I were in, and thrilled to be
asked.” Robin says still sounding quite amazed
by the prospect. “Phil and I had been writing and
recording, and it was good. We flew to do a TV
show for Phil’s single ‘Nineteen’, and the show
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Phil Lynotts’ final TV appearence

that statement is underplaying things somewhat…
“Particularly is nowhere near strong enough,
fecking well pissed off is closer. Glenn has always
skirted around the issue, he’s convinced he was
not singing well on it…his singing is fantastic.
Yes, we tried to stop it, but once it’s on the net…
no chance! I have the proper masters in my vault,
and it sounds excellent. The thing is, we had
made a really good deal, and re-recorded all the
songs in a fabulous residential studio. My house
was better, where Glenn was really professional,
on-time, singing great. His vocals were powerful
and imaginative. But once we hit the opulence of
company funded, no expense spared studios, he
binged on fantastic food and allegedly fantastic
drugs – I don’t know, I don’t do them – and his
vocals became turgid and lifeless. As Gary Moore
once said, ‘If you put a bass guitar and a Mars Bar
in front of Glenn, it ain’t the bass he’ll go for!’
I think this big budget recording is the version
Glenn must have heard. I went to LA to master the
Notorious album, and when I got back, the suits
had shipped in some session muso’s. I don’t know
why and I never will; great players, but no feel,
heart or soul…heartbreaking!”

the time for guitar ‘Cock Rock’ was past, so,
he completely changed his mind and went with
samples and synthesizers. He’d told me instead of
session fees he’d get me a house in the country
when the album was a hit. I believed him, so all
that work was for absolutely nothing and another
dream shattered.”
The best known song from those sessions,
‘Red For Danger’, appeared on Robert’s ‘SixtySix To Timbuktu’ album, but even that happy
event is tinged with frustration for Robin.
“Robert didn’t actually co-write ‘Red for
Danger’, but when he put it on the album, as his
version was so different from mine, I offered
him a share of the writing. He said, ‘No, it’s
your song, not mine,’ which was very honest of
him. Unfortunately for me, a company based
in London dishonestly claimed all the royalties
and are still doing so. I’ve never earned a cent
from it!”

went well. On the flight home Phil popped the
question, and we said yes, of course! I had been
staying with Phil at his home in Kew, and was
leaving to go home for Christmas. As we were
getting in the car, he said, ‘Hang on a mo, I’ll
come for the drive’. As we reached the station,
Phil asked me for the only version of the tape
I’d compiled so he could work on it over the
holidays… Then came the fateful call, we had
lost Phil. I was devastated. I knew he wasn’t well,
he confided in me during a video shoot that he
wasn’t on top form, but it was a terrible shock.”
Somehow, as all this was going on, Robin
The whole Rock world was stunned by the news,
found time to form the band Notorious with Sean
but for those working with Phil it must have been
Harris of Diamond Head.
devastating. “It was,” Robin confirms sadly. “I,
“I knew Sean from producing Diamond
like so many, still miss Phil and his music, but I
So what’s the logical thing to do when the Head, so I arranged a meet, and I said, ‘we both
was lucky enough to have been his friend.”
project you’re working on with a huge legend know enough to make a great Rock album, sell it
of the Rock world grinds to a halt? Well, start to the highest bidder, then move on.’ We finished
Considering the bang Robin’s solo career working with an even bigger legend.
our version of the album, and made the amazing
started with, there’s an argument that all this
“Robert Plant’s people contacted my people deal I had foreseen. Then came the ‘suits’ again.
‘extracurricular activity’ took the wind out of its to say he was looking for a guitar player/co-writer Studios from London to LA, with Denmark in
sales somewhat…
to work with. So, of course I met with him. We between, months of rehearsal, a high budget video
“Looks like it, doesn’t it?” Is Robin’s honest worked together for many months and I got to to distract us, we slowly heard our work become
assessment. “But they were all chances too good know him quite well. Contrary to some reports, homogenised and soulless! Having the legendary
not to take. Regrets? I’ve had…well quite a lot he’s a very nice guy. Socialising with Robert A&R guru John Kalodner travel to meet me at
actually.”
was always a surprise. One night a top London my home was an amazing compliment, and later,
restaurant, the next a Balti in Ladywood Road, to see the sights of LA with him driving, was the
However, another of those chances was just Brum, then the next, an excellent Chinese in stuff of Rock dreams. He thought the album was
about to arrive…
Soho… Robert also claimed travelling through gonna be a smash, whatever we thought. Then
“I met Glenn Hughes when he showed up to a London on a bus was the best way to get around. the deal between Warners and Geffen went sour,
‘Dangerous Music’ gig in London and came back I preferred the tube or cabs, but I have to say so the record was pulled. The recent release of
to the dressing room to say he’d enjoyed the show. that riding round London on a red bus with ‘Radio Silence’ on Angel Air is exactly how Sean
The owner of the previous venue had given us a Robert Plant was pretty surreal! However one and I wanted it to sound.”
big bag, and I mean big, of ‘Peruvian Marching day Robert gave me a lift home in his fabulous
Powder’ to thank us for a great night. Glenn Merc. We listened to the album on repeat all
If Robin and Sean were Notorious, when the
asked if anything was around, so I asked our tour the way from London to Wolves and agreed, it guitarist teamed up with ex-UFO bassist Pete
manager to hand over the stash. Me and the band sounded great.” The food may have been good Way, Uriah Heep/AC/DC drummer Chris Slade
went for a pint, and when we got back, the sack and the transport arrangements unusual, but the and Quireboys frontman Spike, the quartet went
had gone…I don’t mean snaffled, I mean snoofled. sessions were equally productive. “Robert had into Damage Control. Although Robin remembers
He’d snorted the lot.” The pair got on famously, decided he wanted to sing my songs instead of the band having inauspicious beginnings.
with the subsequent recording sessions being, co-writing, which was an honour indeed! Some
“I was booked to mix and master an album
as Robin describes, rather laid back affairs. “We of his interpretations were absolutely fantastic, so by Pete’s band Waysted. I was in the studio one
recorded the master demos at my home studio… it’s such a shame he’s decided to sit on them. It day when I noticed what looked like a homeless
Glenn sang the whole album in my kitchen, often was all going really well until Robert was advised person, clutching a can of Super and banging on
with a sarnie at hand! It was very relaxed, and
some great songs were written and recorded with
home comforts.” However the mention of these
sessions does raise a prickly subject; the sneaked
out George/Hughes ‘Sweet Revenge’ album.
“This is something I’ve wanted to put straight for
a while,” Robin says determinedly. “I’ve listened
to that album and I’m appalled at the quality.
Sneaked out is a right on description…a low
quality version was sent for appraisal, as is the
norm. The next thing I knew, it was bootlegged
with awful artwork nicked off the net.” There’s
long been talk, much though their fans have
a soft spot for it, that neither Robin or Glenn
were particularly happy with the way the album
Damage Control: Robin George, Pete Way, Chris Slade and Spike
portrays what they did together. It would appear
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the window…it was Pete Way! He came in every
day to sit in on the mixes, which was fun and
would randomly grab one of my beautiful guitars
and start hammering out great riffs. Pete invited
Spike along and one day he was singing along
to my lead vocal. It sounded cool, so I suggested
he sing a couple of tracks, ghosting my vocals.
Next thing I know was the whole album had been
“Spiked”, so I mixed what became ‘Damage
Control’. When the record was released, Chris
said it was the best drum sound he’d had for years.
That may be because I mixed the drums, in fact
the whole album, ‘dry’, in other words, as it was
played with no tricks or effects! The real deal,
radical or what?” However a couple of years later,
as Robin explains, a lot of those songs reappeared
in different form. “The ‘Raw’ album is the original
version sung by me with Pete singing a few songs.
After ‘Damage…’ was released, Pete suggested
we release our unique take on it, so this is ‘Raw’,
as we intended it, and raw it is. Recording Pete’s
vocals was a mixture of a nightmare and a wet
dream. He’d scream into the mic for a couple of
hours, then open another beer and leave me to
pick up the pieces. Imagine the hardest jigsaw
puzzle in the world…it doesn’t even come close
to piecing together a Pete vocal. But the end result
is all that counts, and I really enjoy his company; a
generous, gentle soul. The wild man of Rock? No,
the wild man of poetry corner!”

in Rock is something no burgeoning musician
would do. However with his debut album and
single proving he could have massive success
under his own name, the question still remains,
why did it take over two decades before Robin’s
‘Rock Of Ageists’ album appeared?
“I’ve never really considered myself a
singer,” Robin says surprisingly. “So I decided to
work with the best vocalists around. Eventually
I realised my takes on my songs had a value, so
I started putting out my own versions again. The
‘Crying Diamonds’ and ‘Rock Of Ageists’ releases
are more or less the same album. ‘ROA’ never
really saw the light of day…I’ll never understand
why labels sign stuff, then never release it
properly, what’s the point? So I re-recorded most
of the album and called it ‘Crying Diamonds’”,
while recent years have seen Angel Air Records
release a host of vault albums, such as ‘History’,
‘Dangerous Music II’ and ‘Radio Silence’, from
Robin’s vaults. “It’s been fascinating to re-visit
and re-master all these albums; an opportunity
I couldn’t refuse, a chance to breathe new life
into old material. Peter Purnell and Angel Air
have been really supportive…without them, who
knows? There is other stuff in my vault, but time
to move on I think.”

many moons ago. The first artist to cover it was
Soul diva Ruby Turner and it’s been recorded by
many others since. I mentioned to a mate I was
thinking of doing a mix featuring all the artists
who’ve played on the track, and he said, ‘Do it
for charity’. Next time I looked, the album was
in the can!” ‘LovePower & Peace’ going on to
become a stunning, star studded affair that tested
Robin’s studio craft and business patience to the
maximum. “It was a fascinating way to record,
done 90% over the internet. Downloading artists’
superb performances I was always amazed by the
talent, emotion and virtuosity of the performances.
But… difficult doesn’t come close to describing
the mayhem that ensued! I called all the musicians
I knew and had worked with as I wanted this to be
a bringing together of all the fabulously talented
people I´d collaborated with over the years.
Then a chain reaction ensued. Drummer Pete
Thompson sent Pete Haycock my number, who
then called me. It was a dream come true to be
back in touch. I asked him to play on one track;
he played on ten. He was that sort of a guy! And
his superb contribution added so much to the
album. Thanks, mate. Then Pete introduced me
to a bunch of LA musicians who made fantastic
contributions. And don’t forget, nobody except
the charities earned a penny. Anyone who asked
One of the ways Robin has moved on for payment was removed from the record. They
was through the excellent charity album know who they are!”
‘LovePower & Peace’, a topic still close to the
As Robin described previously, turning down songwriter’s heart.
Having worked so closely with guitarist Pete
the opportunity to work with the biggest names
“‘LovePower & Peace’ is a song I wrote Haycock on ‘LPP’, the pair teamed up for the

The Byron Band
‘On The Rocks’ (1981)

Robin George
‘Dangerous Music’ (1985)

Co-writing all the
songs with Uriah
Heep legend David
Byron, Robin
immediately looked
and sounded right
at home in this
exalted company.
An underrated album that has stood the
test of time remarkably well and one
that deserves another day in the sun,
‘On The Rocks’ stands tall and proud in
an era where great albums seemed to
arrive almost daily.

The album that
really announced
Robin’s arrival. Yes
it has the wonderful
Pop-Rock single
‘Heartline’ at its
centre and yet with
great guitar work
and hooks appearing throughout, ‘Spy’,
‘Shout’, ‘Hit List’ and ‘Shoot On Sight’
prove equally inspired. A simply great
album. It’s no wonder Robin found
himself in great demand after its release.

Damage Control
‘Raw’ (2009)

Robin George/Glenn Hughes
‘Sweet Revenge’ (2008)

Robin George
‘LovePower & Peace’ (2011)

The original and
Spike-less recordings
of Robin, Pete Way
and Chris Slade
under the name
Damage Control
finds a real rough
and tumble set of
songs packed with energy and verve.
If you’re looking to hear Robin let
loose on guitar and peeling back some
of the polish his work is known for,
this is where to head. You won’t be
disappointed.

We all know
that Robin and
Glenn Hughes
would rather we
forget about the
unauthorised and
despised by its
protagonists ‘Sweet
Revenge’. However this is as close as
we might get to hearing what the pair
created. There’s no denying it’s pretty
fantastic. Put simply ‘Sweet Revenge’
finds two great performers on top
form. Oh for an official release!

Ken Hensley, Pete
Way, Sean Harris,
Brian Tatler, Conny
Bloom, ‘Fast’ Eddie
Clarke, John Wetton,
Spike, Chris Slade,
Chris Thompson,
Pino Palladino, Jaki
Graham, Ruby Turner and, amongst
others, Mel Collins, come together to help
raise money for good causes by putting in
some scintillating performances on some
of Robin’s best known songs. ‘Cocoon’,
‘King’s Call’, ‘LovePower & Peace’ and of
course, ‘Heartline’, given fresh impetus.

11 albums
which should
be heard by
any true
appreciator
of the
artist’s
work...
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Robin presiding over the ‘LovePower & Peace’ charity album sessions

wonderful ‘Broke Heart Blues’ album.
“I first met Pete way back, we stayed in touch
and in late 1979 he invited me to co-produce/
engineer the new Climax Blues Band demos.
During the week, Pete brought a guitar he had just
bought from Slade into the studio. It fascinated
me. It was a BC Rich Bich ten string and I’d never
seen or heard anything like it before. After a bit of
friendly cajoling he sold it to me at mate’s rates
and it became my trademark guitar throughout
the 80s. My marketing campaign for my first
album featured Bich shaped picture discs, badges,
earrings, shirts and even foam Bich guitars…
great for gusset scrubbing! When I chatted with
Pete about the Bich, he said he was delighted to
have helped launch my brand. He was that kind
of friend.

“After we released the ‘LovePower and
Peace’ album I started recording a new project,
‘Broke Heart Blues’. Amazingly, Pete wanted to
be in the band with me and was becoming more
and more enthusiastic about the way the music
was progressing. When Pete heard the mixes, he
called me to say that, at last, he wanted to re-claim
his heritage as the founder member and owner of
the Climax Blues Band name. Pete was ready to
reclaim his legacy with this fantastic work. He
made me a 50% partner in the name not long
before we lost him. But without Pete, what’s the
point? We´d nearly finished recording the album
and had been looking forward to touring with our
superb band which Pete envisaged as the new
true Climax Blues. Then, out of the blue came the
shattering news that we had lost Pete.”

Understandably it took Robin some time
to move on from those tragic events, his most
recent album, ‘Painful Kiss’, both looking back
over his career and to the future. “I figured so
many of my songs have been covered by great
artists, maybe people will be interested in how
I hear them,” Robin says, clearly enthused
by his latest record. “The songs I chose are
the most covered, plus some new stuff I like.
If ‘Heartline’ was a hit all those years ago,
‘Lonesome Daze’ should be a hit now,” he adds
quite rightly. Thankfully, this new album has
seen Robin getting a taste to work on more new
material. “I’m writing new stuff all the time,
and plan to start recording very soon,” he says
clearly excited by what’s still to come.

Notorious
‘Radio Silence’ (2001)

Life
‘Cocoon’ (1997)

Robin George
‘Crying Diamonds’ (2006)

Originally released
eponymously in
1990, ‘Radio Silence’
is how the pair of
Robin and Diamond
Head frontman
Sean Harris
envisioned their
collaboration should sound. Free of
record company interference, the bright
choruses and tough guitars combine
quite magnificently. The title track,
‘The S’Walk’ and ‘It’s Energy’ prove
irresistible. Few albums marry Pop and
Rock so confidently.

One of the less
celebrated albums of
Robin’s career is, for
those in the know,
one of his best. This
time it’s Nick Tart
– also of Diamond
Head – that proves
to be the perfect partner, the duo
making a mature Rock album. ‘The
Language Of Love’ suggests a tougher
edge than might be expected, however
with ‘Oxygen’ once more having ‘should
have been a hit’ written all over it, all the
bases are covered.

Having been
disappointed by the
manner in which
Zoom Club records
handled his ‘Rock
Of Ageists’ solo
comeback album,
Robin set about
re-recording the songs under the banner
‘Crying Diamonds’. The song itself (a cowrite with Phil Lynott) and ‘King’s Call’
(another Lynott/George composition)
are highlights of any of Robin’s solo
releases. Often forgotten, ‘Crying
Diamonds’ is an undiscovered gem.

Robin George
‘Dangerous Music II’ (1985/2015)

Climax Blues
‘Broke Heart Blues’ (2015)

Robin George
‘Painful Kiss’ (2016)

One of the many
retrospective
releases from
Robin’s early career
recently liberated by
Angel Air Records,
‘Dangerous Music
II’ was meant to
be the follow up to his debut album.
With record label issues delaying the
release, Robin moved on, resulting in this
excellent set of songs sitting on the shelf
for 30 years. ‘American Way’, ‘Machine’
and ‘Red For Danger’ as good as anything
from Robin’s stellar catalogue.

The tragedy of
the death of Pete
Haycock, just as his
reemergence under
the Climax Blues
name was being
readied for release,
overshadowed an
album that finds long time friends on top
form. It also shows yet another side to
Robin’s songwriting, a Bluesy and even
Jazz side found in amongst an excellent
selection of Rock music.

Long known for the
wonderful versions
other artists have
created of Robin’s
songs, ‘Painful Kiss’
is the man himself
showing exactly how
he’s imagined these
songs should sound. It’s a revelation
and a wonderful listen from start to
finish. ‘The Rubicon’, ‘Bluesong’ and
‘World’ show the varied approach that’s
prevalent throughout Robin’s career,
while some new songs hint at what may
come next, which is rather exciting!
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What a fantastic album
‘Introvertigo’ is! Having seen
you play live, the dynamics of the
album are reminiscent of those of
your shows with different tempos
and moods, from the heavy opener
‘Run’ leading up to ‘Still Wanna
Be Your Man’, which is fabulous
with an amazing guitar solo. How
do you find writing an album
and making sure you get those
dynamics in?
I think it’s really important. For
me it’s all about the light and the
shade in an album. As you say, the
intense and the quieter moments are
playing off each other, so for me it’s
almost like a formula that you kind of
have to follow. So when I’m writing
for an album I’m looking at writing
more ballady, slow, less intense songs
and obviously the other end of the
scale too. So I write as many of those
as I can and pick the best ones and
put them in an order that makes the
most sense. For me it’s all about that
yin-yang dynamic.

Interview by Mónica Castedo-López
Hailing from South Africa, in the last year Dan
Patlansky has managed to be on the radar of
Blues Rock lovers around Europe as he spread his
unique guitar and vocal tone on tour supporting
guitar maestro Joe Satriani. The singer/guitarist/
songwriter is ready to return after his critically
acclaimed 2015 ‘Dear Silence Thieves’ album and
does so with another jewel, ‘Introvertigo’. Fireworks
picked up the phone to converse with a blissful and
down-to-earth Patlansky and find out more about his
thoughts behind his writing.

Do you write a large number of
songs to pick the best ones for the
album or do your record pretty
much what you have written?
On this album I’ve got ten tracks
and I think I wrote thirteen. When I
was writing I really thought about
it to make sure that it was in the
right direction for the album and
was hoping that the producer, Theo
Crous, would agree with me. There’s
nothing worse than spending a few
weeks in the studio fighting with the
producer the entire time. Luckily that
wasn’t the case.
Your previous album, ‘Dear
Silence Thieves’, was a great
album too. How does the new
album compare?
For me it’s quite similar in
many ways but different in many
ways also. The similarity is that I
used the same producer, the same
studio and the same writing process
leading up to the studio; but I think
it’s almost a continuation of ‘Dear
Silence Thieves’. I started writing
the songs after that album was
released but the subject matter of
the songs is slightly different. I want
to see an album as a time capsule
of where you are at that particular
time and I think every album you
do reflects the different place you
are in, mentally, musically, the
whole bunch. I personally prefer
‘Introvertigo’ to ‘Dear Silence
Thieves’ because I think it has a
rawer edge to it and a slightly less
produced edge to it, which I think
is due to me working with the same
producer for the second time and the
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plays. That is actually one of the
things I strived for, trying to get a
particular sound that is associated
with me. In ‘Dear Silence
Thieves’ I found we got close to
it, maybe slightly different to other
Blues Rock albums out there, so
obviously I wanted to keep that with
‘Introvertigo’ and I think I learned a
lot from Joe Satriani in that sense.
How much importance do you
place on lyrics?
I believe in modern Blues: when
you are writing the lyrics it should
be more relevant to modern day
happenings and modern day life. I
believe that it doesn’t matter what
style of music you’re playing, lyrics
in music tell a story. I write about
personal experience and the way I
see life, social commentary, and that
is really important to me because it
is my little way of trying to get my
point across and hopefully get people
to think slightly differently on topics.
Obviously this wasn’t always like
that for me: in early albums it was all
about the guitar playing, lyrics were a
secondary thing for me.
Do you have a favourite song on
this album?
My favourite song on this album
is ‘Still Wanna Be Your Man’. On
every album I’ve ever done in my
life I’ve always had at least one slow
minor Blues. I really love playing
that and it’s the easiest way I can
express on the guitar and lyrically. On
‘Introvertigo’ the slow Blues is ‘Still
Wanna Be Your Man’ and definitely
my favourite on the record.

whole process is more streamlined
and natural.
Also from the last album to
this one, you have gained a lot
of experience in Europe playing
headline shows and supporting Joe
Satriani. How does that experience
reflect on the album?
I think it’s quite big, especially
the Satriani tour. We spent six
SUMMER

You’ve been playing again in
the UK in May and June, doing
headline shows and before that
supporting King King.
I certainly am. It is the official
UK launch of ‘Introvertigo’. We
started that tour with King King, who
are a fantastic band. I’ve been a fan
of King King for quite a while now
and I’ve met Alan and the band a
few times and they’re great guys. I
think Alan’s and my style of Blues
Rock are different but I think they
complement each other. So I’m really
excited to be on the road with him.
After that, we are doing a bunch of
weeks all across from Eastern headline shows on our own, the full
Europe to London. It has been an kind of shows.
incredible experience working with
Which songs off the new
a guy like Joe, who has a world of
experience behind him and he’s a album are you incorporating on
leader in the guitar world. He was those live sets?
When we do our headline shows
a big inspiration for consistency —
playing consistently every night, it will be the entire album plus some
which is something I noticed — of the older songs. On the King King
and he has his own sound, he’s tour we were probably doing eight
unmistakably Joe Satriani when he songs off the new album.
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Interview with Jyrki 69 by Steven Reid

The 69 Eyes have teamed up once again with producer Johnny Lee Michaels, the Finnish band looking to recapture
their shared days of angels, devils, blessings, Paris and Goth n’ Roll. ‘Universal Monsters’ is the creation sparked into life
by band and producer and it’s no exaggeration to suggest it is a towering achievement that celebrates The 69 Eyes’ past
while driving them forward. Fireworks tracks down singer Jyrki 69 to reveal his vision for what lies ahead…
Four long years have passed since the ‘X’ album, 2012’s offering from
The 69 Eyes. From the outside, people had begun to wonder if the band
would ever return from their hibernation… “To be honest I didn’t even
realise how the time passed!” the band’s charismatic frontman muses.
“We’ve been touring and playing like always. Houses have been full and
I’ve actually been thinking of adding a couple of new songs from the latest
album to the set. About a year ago fans started to write to our Facebook,
‘We want new music!’ By then we had already started writing new material but I think we could have easily just continued playing around the
world and people would have been happy, since we already have all those
songs they want to listen to from our back catalogue. But we are a very
lucky band because our fans want new music from us and they want to
hear it live as well. There are enough bands whose fans don’t want them
to make new music anymore and not play it live, just their classics. A
couple of years ago The 69 Eyes celebrated playing together for 25 years,
so we released ‘Best Of Helsinki Vampires’ and our older records were
re-released because they seemed to be sold out, but again, we didn’t pay
that much attention since we are playing live all the time!”
Those reissued albums,’Blessed Be’, ‘Paris Kills’, ‘Devils’ and ‘Angels’
had one thing in common – well other than being rammed with The 69
Eyes Goth n’ goodness – producer Johnny Lee Michaels, a man integral
to the band creating their signature sound. “Johnny was involved with all
those albums but importantly he and the five of us in the band worked
together on the albums ‘Blessed Be’ in 2000 and ‘Paris Kills’ two years
later,” the singer enthuses. “That was when he really stepped in to be
the sixth member of the band and brought keyboards to what we do…
and the well-known 69 Eyes sound was born. When we work together
with him he’s not only just a producer but engineer, mixer, keyboardist,
percussionist and backing vocalist. No hours counted, the result must be
larger than life! So after some ten years he stepped in again and we did
the whole record together, and I think that can be heard.”
Indeed it can, that signature 69 Eyes sound firmly fixed in its glorious
place. A fact Jyrki 69 is rightly proud of. “We have always been outsiders.
We are a Metal band, not a Goth band, not a Hard Rock or Glam band
either. We really don’t belong straight up to any particular scene and that
has kept our music timeless.” However in a fit of honesty you don’t often
hear from a musician so talented, Jyrki expands on the theme. “We are
not very original but neither were The Stones or Zeppelin, however,
somehow we sound only like ourselves. Unfortunately there not that
many bands like ours left anymore. I have no idea how we ended up
sounding like this – some of it has to do with my vocals and cultural
themes, some from our diverse musical backgrounds. I’m like the fifties
rocker and the rest are punks, metalheads and hard rockers.”
In more ways than one, The 69 Eyes are a band harking back to values
we don’t see very often these days, the bespoke art on ‘Universal Monsters’ part of the album’s overall concept and atmosphere. This release is
an honest representation of exactly where and who The 69 Eyes are…
“I’ve just put my recent adventures, dates and ideas into this album. You
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know, I partied in Rome, got drunk in Marseille, met two Rock n’ Roll
ghosts in New York, cheated death and woke up in Jerusalem,” the singer
reminisces as he takes a stroll through some of the lyrical themes on his
new album. It’s these personal experiences which have also shaped the
overall ethos of ‘Universal Monsters’. “I had a huge hangover after the
SXSW Festival weekend and visited the monster wax museum. It really reminded me of those classic movies and their monsters. Monsters
that were created to scare people as entertainment have become loved
through the years and have ended up on people’s skins as tattoos. Somehow this imagery perfectly portrayed our quarter of a decade old band;
we have become Rock n’ Roll monsters. Maybe some fine day we will end
up in a wax museum next to New York Dolls and KISS…
“I also wanted to do many things totally differently to all the other
bands which use a template to release an album; they announce a long
tour, use the album artwork as a backdrop and then after a while repeat
the same cycle.” Instead Jyrki and his band want to lay themselves bare
and show their Rock n’ Roll scars for all to see. “I want to go back to the
beginning. Simple black and white photos without any effects or make-up
on our album cover showing our years on the road – the very thing which
has made us look like monsters. On stage we will have just our amps and
drums, nothing special, just like The Ramones and Motörhead used to
do. We have the songs and music and that’s why the people come to our
shows. That’s rock and roll! We’re outsiders who don’t really belong and
more than ever we’re outside of trends. We’re doing this for our fans,
that’s all. There’s absolutely no commercial expectations anymore, we’re
right back where we started, a cult band from Helsinki.”
However, while Jyrki and The Eyes are known for songs based on
real life, yet portrayed through escapism and abstract imagery, ‘Universal
Monsters’ possesses a possible lyrical first for band. “‘Jet Fighter Plane’
sounded musically to me like an 80s dark Rock song,” the captivating
frontman suggests correctly. “So I wrote some Cold War related retro
lyrics for it. All of a sudden the term Cold War was used again and overnight our song turned into a current political song. That was very interesting to have a strong song evolve in such a way and I’m very interested
in that possibility in the future!”
An institution in their homeland of Finland, the fact that The 69 Eyes
could now be seen as a classy cult act here in the UK and further afield
is worn as a badge of pride by a band who have survived and thrived for
over a quarter of a century. “We had our moments in the USA, and UK
as well, some ten years ago. However the music business is not like it was
back then,” Jyrki says pragmatically. “I’m glad we had our chance to roam
around the world when it was still possible. However I really love where
our band is at the moment; we can do whatever we find interesting. We
had it all, now it’s time to chill.” Although there’s undoubtedly life, mischief
and intrigue still to be found in these old horror monsters, Jyrki 69 leaving
us with a tantalising parting thought… “To me it feels like yesterday we
started this adventure. It sure was a wild trip. But now, it’s time to do
something totally different…”
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Br eaking Ba nds

STEVEN REID RECOMMENDS FOUR BANDS MAKING EXCITING NEW SOUNDS

BANSHEE

BLUEMINDED

COUNTRY: UK (Scotland)
YEAR FORMED: 2011
WEBSITE: www.bansheeofficial.bigcartel.com
GENRE: Modern Rock/Electro-Pop

COUNTRY: The Netherlands
YEAR FORMED: 2012
WEBSITE: www.blueminded.nl
GENRE: Melodic Progressive Rock/AOR

RELEASES TO DATE:
(as Life On Standby)
‘Set the Sail’ EP (2012) (Independent)
‘Masquerade’ EP (2014) (Independent)
(as Banshee)
‘Say My Name’ EP (2016) (Independent)

RELEASES TO DATE
‘Blueminded’ EP 2015 (Independent)
‘Seize The Day’ 2016 (Independent)
BAND MEMBERS
Rob Rompen – Lead Vocals,
Jörgen Koenen – Guitar,
Franco Millevoi – Bass,
Loek Aalders – Keyboards,
Sander Korff – Drums
WHY YOU SHOULD CARE:
Well because Blueminded have, with their maiden release, shown to be
one of the most melodically gifted bands the Dutch have ever given us.
In fact considering their debut EP and follow up album have been self
released, self produced outings, the results verge on amazing. Loose
reference points come in the shape of latter day It Bites or John Payne
era Asia, however Blueminded have a keener eye on melody and hooks
and some seriously slick Rock licks, allowing the AOR roots of this band to
shine prominently.
Their debut album (reviewed this issue) seals the deal by featuring some
brand spanking new, and more varied, material alongside the songs that
made the debut EP so special. The future looks bright, the future looks
Blueminded.

BAND MEMBERS:
Erin Donnachie – Vocals,
Gavin Williams – Guitar
Gianluca Demelas – Drums,
Liam Walker – Bass
WHY YOU SHOULD CARE:
Banshee play sharp, incisive, memorable Rock with a Modern twist. However
at the heart of everything they do is an aggressive hook laden irresistibleness.
Front-woman Erin Donnachie combines elements of Lzzy Hale and Joan Jett,
and she alone should be enough to grab your attention. New single, ‘Say My
Name’, from the EP of the same name has the bite to satisfy traditional Rock
fans, however it also contains enough mainstream nous to suggest this lot
may be one of those bands you can smugly tell your mates you cottoned on to
long before they were famous.
In a previous life they were known as Life On Standby and were invited to
record at Red Bull Studios in London, before performing at Download. After
sharing stages with Fearless Vampire Killers and Marmozets, the music
has moved into an impressive place where modern meets traditional via an
electronic edge – it works a treat.

DENNER/SHERMANN
COUNTRY: Multi-National – Denmark/USA/Sweden
YEAR FORMED: 2014
WEBSITE: www.dennershermann.com
GENRE: Classic Metal
RELEASES TO DATE:
Satan’s Tomb (2015) (Metal Blade)

COUNTRY: Brazil
YEAR FORMED: 2014
WEBSITE: www.facebook.com/horyzon.official
GENRE: AOR
RELEASES TO DATE:
Horyzon EP (2015) (Lions Pride)

MEMBERS:
Michael Denner – Lead Guitar,
Hank Shermann – Lead Guitar,
Sean Peck – Vocals, Snowy Shaw – Drums,
Marc Grabowski – Bass
WHY YOU SHOULD CARE:
It’s not often that legendary names reunite, however with the twin axe attack
of Michael Denner and Hank Shermann back together again, fans of Mercyful
Fate have real reason to get excited. They may be best known for their time
fronting a band featuring the vocal talents of none other than King Diamond,
but with Cage and Death Dealer frontman Sean Peck bringing his vocal
expertise to the party, Denner/Shermann have what it takes to make a mighty
impact on the Classic Metal scene. Add in drummer Snowy Shaw, whose
CV includes time with Dream Evil, Dimmu Borgir, Sabaton, Scheepers, King
Diamond and, of course, Mercyful Fate and bassist Marc Grabowski (exDemonica) and no one can argue that D/S don’t have the might and muscle to
explode with power and precision.
Introducing themselves last year with ‘Satan’s Tomb’, a fiery four track EP,
the Metal world sat up and took notice once more. Admittedly the guitar pair
have teamed up numerous times and under numerous guises over the years,
however in the band bearing their names, Denner and Shermann look to have
struck gold once more. Their debut album, ‘Masters Of Evil’ due on June 24th
should be very tasty indeed.
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HORYZON
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BAND MEMBERS:
Daniel Vargas – Vocals,
Ari Gomes – Bass,
Leandro Freitas – Keyboards,
Wagner Alexandre – Guitar,
Rod Marcus – Drums and Backing Vocals
WHY YOU SHOULD CARE:
Due to the fact that Horyzon specialise in classy, convincing AOR with
hints of Work of Art and H.e.a.t, yet which harks back to the classic days
through touches of Giant. The band themselves throw out the likes of
Kansas, Toto, FM, Survivor or Journey as influences, and those aspects
are indeed in evidence. In truth, Horyzon maybe aren’t hitting those heights
quite yet, however their three track self titled release is as promising an
AOR debut as you’re likely to hear. Singer Daniel Vargas truly understands
how to draw emotion from his performance and with guitarist Wagner
Alexandre given the room to add scintillating solos and darting riffs to the
classy keys of Leandro Freitas, their concoction is AOR-tastic.
Signed to emerging Danish label Lions Pride, Horyzon look set to build on
the momentum their first outing is slowly creating through live shows and
further releases. Hopefully we’ll see them in Europe soon and get a full
length album from them at some point during 2016.
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Words: Dave Reynolds
Amongst the many projects for Rock Candy that I have been fortunate
to have been involved in, there are a few that have frustratingly (thus far)
never been released. A planned reissue of the Witness album is such an
example of one of those albums that, due to licensing issues, has so far
got away. With the kind permission of RC Master of Mayhem Derek Oliver,
here is the intended essay for what would have been a hugely popular
addition to the Rock Candy stable.
If ever you wanted an example
of a band being signed to a major
record label, with top executives
cooing sweet nothings in their
collective ears as to how they were
going to be stars, only to discover
that the reality was vastly different
then it can be easily digested in
the story of Witness. Here was
a band that quickly discovered
that the music business can be a
ruthless beast, after their first and
only record had been handled by
two different producers, most of
their own songs had been rejected
for material brought in from
outside writers and a great deal
of the actual recording had been
handled by an array of top session
musicians, including members of
Journey.
The Witness self-titled debut
was originally released by Arista
Records in 1988. It immediately
made a big impact in the UK and
Europe as a top selling import
and, as with anything that grabbed
me at the time, I wanted to find
out more about this band with
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an extremely strong frontwoman
and the kind of connections that
had led to Journey stalwarts Neal
Schon and Steve Smith to play on
the record, in addition to Night
Ranger’s Brad Gillis, Danny
Chauncey (of Mistress/Billy
Satellite/38 Special fame) and
top session guitarist Tim Pierce.
Sure enough, a glowing full page
feature appeared in the pages
of ‘Kerrang!’ in October 1988,
derived from an hour long phone
interview I had conducted with
the utterly endearing Miss Davis a
week or two earlier.
Despite only featuring three
songs co-credited to band
members - and two of those were
co-written with Journey’s Neal
Schon (‘Borrowed Time’ and
‘Back To You’) - the quality of
the material on offer was just as
good as the contributions from the
inky quills of Michael Bolton and
Martin Briley (‘Am I Wrong’),
Frankie Miller (‘Do It Till We
Drop’) Billy Steinberg and Tom
Kelly (‘Desperate Lover’), the
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former A&M signed Pop-Rock
band Mayday’s main-man Steve
Johnstad (opener ‘Show Me What
You Got’) and the mysterious
triumvirate of Kidd, Swing and
Nahoo (‘You’re Not My Lover’).
As a result, the record has taken
on something akin to legendary
status in Melodic Rock circles
over the years, especially the
original CD release that tends to
command a healthy premium over
the less scarce vinyl version. Still,
its reputation certainly comes
as something of a nice surprise
to Debbie Davis and keyboard
player Joey Huffman, the two
main players in the Witness story.
Yet it’s something that doesn’t
prevent them from having mixed
emotions about its conception and
the band’s all too quick demise.
“I was a bassist to begin with,”
reveals Joey when I catch up with
him at his home in Atlanta, “but
I could never find a keyboard
player. It was expensive to buy the
equipment, so musicians tended
to gravitate to guitars or drums,
so I taught myself how to play.
SUMMER

I became very interested in the
instrument and was influenced by
Ian McLagan of the Faces, Billy
Powell from Skynyrd and Chuck
Leavell’s playing on the 80s
Rolling Stones records. I only got
into synthesizers because I had to.
They were in vogue at the time but
I prefer being a keyboard player in
the traditional sense.
“What would become Witness
originally started as a PopRock cover band in 85/86 doing
Journey and Loverboy songs,”
he continued, “but also writing
our own tunes that we’d put into
the set as well. Although we were
based in Atlanta and played a
great deal in a club called Charlie
McGruders, we got to play all
over the South East. We were
called Native at that point and
kept the name right up until we
got the record deal.”
The band was originally
formed by Huffman alongside
drummer Eddie Boyd and a young
female vocalist from Mississippi,
via Louisiana – the one and only
Debbie Davis.
“Singing was just something
I wanted to do,” notes Debbie
when I catch up with her twenty
one years after we last spoke for
the aforementioned feature on the
band. “I was used to singing in
church, but it was my sister who
encouraged me to take it further.
I was a big folk music fan at first,
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in order to get songwriters to write for. We
should’ve been writing for ourselves, but we
were struggling to get our own songs heard.
The songs we were being given to record were
great, but we wanted to record our own. And
we actually had a full album of ten songs that
we had written for the record. But we were
on a major label now and going to have to
compete with songs written by Jon Bon Jovi,
Richie Sambora and Desmond Child, so it
was kinda tough.”

Joey Huffman
listening to Joan Baez, but by the time I was
13 or 14 I’d started listening to the FM radio
broadcasts that aired songs by Heart and
Toronto. I always thought Holly Woods was
an awesome singer.”
The fact that she was a fan of Toronto
makes a great deal of sense when you listen
to ‘Am I Wrong’ on the Witness record. She
sounds so uncannily like Holly Woods it’s
unreal.
“I was in a band called Bitter Sweet back
in Mississippi and also in another band called
The Touch, but when I moved to Atlanta and
started playing music with a bunch of people
I met Joey trying to find good players. We
played the clubs, wrote songs and we’d gained
Charlie Brusco, who managed The Outlaws,
as our manager and he invited a bunch of
record labels down to a showcase gig.”
With several labels seemingly interested, it
was Arista Records, headed by the legendary
music impresario Clive Davis that eventually
signed the fledgling group.
“Clive Davis came down to see us and
signed us. He told us we were going to be
stars,” Joey recalls. “To have the head of
a label personally take an interest in us like
that was an honour at the time. I remember
that we went to his room at the Ritz Carlton
hotel and there was this big spread of food.
I helped myself to what I thought was some
hors d’oveurs, but the food I’d taken was
actually from his dinner plate! He never said
anything....”
“We began demoing material and Clive
sent us a bunch of songs to work on. That
seemed to be his modus operandi. Sign artists

Eddie Boyd
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Ah, yes! Bon Jovi, Sambora and Child!
How could they possibly be connected to
the Witness album when there is absolutely
no mention of them in the credits? Well, if
it wasn’t for the fact that ‘You’re Not My
Lover’ had previously been recorded by the
Swedish Melodic Rock band Dalton on their
‘The Race Is On’ album a year previously
then no one would’ve been any the wiser, but
as the Dalton album credited the track to the
aforementioned trio then there was certainly a
story that required some investigating.
At the time Debbie had no idea that
the song had previously been recorded by

Debbie Davis
anybody else. It was a real surprise to her, but
she quickly divulged what had gone on...
“What happened was that we were
negotiating with the publishers and it was
eventually decided that Bon Jovi and Co would
use fake names in the credits. I guess they felt
they were becoming too over-exposed in the
States. It is their song. It just surprises me that
it had been recorded by another band.”
“The thing is,” says Huffman, “we were
pretty green back then. It was a frustrating
time because while all the politics were going
on and we were waiting to record, the rest of
the band had to do cover gigs in order to keep
the money coming in for them to pay the bills.
Anyway, when it came down to who would
produce the record Clive Davis decided to
hook us up with Kevin Elson.”
The former soundman for Lynyrd Skynyrd,
Kevin Elson’s stock as a producer had been
rising steadily through the 80s thanks to his
work on records from Europe and especially
Journey, with whom he also worked as their
live sound engineer. The involvement of
Journey men Neal Schon and Steve Smith was
clearly at the invitation of Elson.
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Damon Johnson
“We were certainly excited about working
with Neal Schon. A bit star struck actually,”
admits Huffman.
“Neal had heard about us via a tape Kevin
Elson had played him,” Debbie told me at
the time of the ‘Kerrang!’ piece. “He became
really interested in working with us, so much
so that he wrote songs with us too. And Brad
Gillis was between commitments to Night
Ranger, so we asked him to come down and
play with us too.”
To the horror of all concerned, when Arista
heard what was intended to be the finished
album that they had toiled on with Kevin
Elson at the helm they rejected it!
“The label just didn’t accept the initial
version of the album that Kevin Elson
produced in its entirety,” recalls Huffman.
“They rejected a quarter of it. They decided to
bring Bill Drescher in for his Pop sensibilities
(thanks to his work with Rick Springfield,
Nick Gilder, Richard Marx and The Bangles).
So Bill re-recorded some of the songs. I never
spoke to Kevin about it, but I think it just
shows that the label were second guessing
and attempting to put the emphasis more on
Debbie in terms of selling the thing.”
It’s no surprise that, with Drescher’s
involvement, session guitarist Tim Pierce was
asked to play on the record. Indeed, with the
number of session players brought in to play
on the bulk of the material, it was certainly a
testament to Huffman’s ability that he was the
only keyboard player on the album.
“That’s true. I did get to play my own
parts. I was pretty green, but I matured as a
player and I’m certainly glad they didn’t bring

Eddie Usher
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someone else in. I even got to play had split by the time he and Usher
guitar on one track!”
joined Witness. Marc Phillips
joined a band called Boardgames
Debbie’s recollections of the and Tommy Calton moved to New
recording process are that she did Orleans to pursue further musical
feel that the label was interfering projects.
too much in the making of the
“The Witness album cover was
album. Back in October 1988 she shot in a place south of Atlanta,”
was adamant that the fact so many recalls Huffman. “That shoot
session musicians and outside took all day. They hired the bikes.
songwriters were involved in the Eddie Usher looks so out of place
record was not something that sitting on that one bike though.
would happen again. Of course, That’s so funny!”
she had no idea that Arista would
“We spent three days doing
certainly agree by not allowing the photos for the album and loved it,”
band the chance to actually make Debbie had told me in ’88. “Those
another album!
old bikes were the idea of Arista’s
“In retrospect, I really wish we art department. We wanted that
had done things differently, but we more down to earth image rather
just wanted to get the record done. than the Glam Rock look other
We didn’t want to lock horns with bands tend to have.”
Arista over it.”
Nor did they have any Southern
Still, they did succeed in Rock leanings either.
heading off Arista from turning
the band into another Femme
Fatale (who had also released their
one and only album that year).
“In Witness we don’t go for
the sex angle, this is a band,” she
asserted at the time. “All I’ve ever
wanted to be was a singer in a
band and that’s all I am.”
You may wonder where
guitarist Damon Johnson and
bassist Eddie Usher fit into the
story. Well, it turns out that
although they appeared on the
album cover and subsequently
toured with Witness, neither of
them played on the album. They
both joined the band after the
record was completed, having
previously been members of the
Birmingham, Alabama based
band Split The Dark.
Initially known as Split The
Dog (the all important addition
of the ‘l’ in ‘Split’ was clearly
designed to ward off copyright
infringement claims from Bob
Carolgees....) this band evolved
from the Calton Phillips Group
that had been forged around the
duo of guitarist Tommy Calton
and keyboardist/vocalist Marc
Phillips, both former members
of the MCA signed AOR group
Hotel. Indeed, Usher had also
been a member of Hotel after the
release of their second and final
album (the truly fantastic ‘Half
Moon Silver’) and just prior to
that particular band’s demise.
Split The Dark had recorded a
6 track EP, ‘Keep It To Yourself’,
in 1984 before Damon Johnson
joined them in 1987, but the group
FIREWORKS

“The majority of people who
hear that we’re based in Atlanta,”
continued Debbie in that old
‘Kerrang!’ feature, “expect us
to sound like Skynyrd, but we
are more West Coast in sound,
probably because of all the people
we worked with and the fact that
we recorded most of the record in
California.”
Still, that didn’t stop manager
Brusco putting his young
charges out as the support
act on the Lynyrd Skynyrd
Tribute tour (Charlie had taken
over management duties for
the Southern Rock legends’
comeback).
“Those were huge gigs,”
Debbie recalls. “One show we
played in front of something like
ISSUE 75

20,000 folks. That was a real more records, but the outcome of
education for me.”
the whole situation with the label
was exactly the same as I had
Still, despite the Skynyrd tour experienced with Witness.”
and other shows with the Georgia
“Witness was really at the tail
Satellites when the album was first end of the mass appeal of that
released, Arista bizarrely failed to type of heavy Pop music,” notes
capitalise on the exposure being Debbie. “The Grunge thing started
given to Witness.
to take over the music scene once
“We became victim to a lack Nirvana came on the scene. Joey,
of promotion from Arista and Damon and I reconvened in
having a manager that wasn’t Atlanta and wrote, recorded and
on the same page,” claims Joey. submitted new material to the
“We should’ve been sent out label, but it just didn’t work out.”
to do radio shows and the like
for interviews and promotional
Following the band’s split
shows, but there was none of Debbie went solo and performed
that despite the fact that we were on a regular basis at ‘Rupert’s’,
opening for Lynyrd Skynyrd on a popular Atlanta club for a few
the ‘Tribute’ tour when the album years before getting an offer she
first came out. We did some dates could hardly refuse.....
with Blackfoot and were supposed
“After Witness broke up I
to go on a Loverboy tour, but that was very fortunate that I had
fell through. The whole thing just connections and began singing
jingles for commercials. I returned
to the club circuit singing in
various things for a year and a
half before being invited to go on
the road as a backing singer with
Lynyrd Skynyrd. I tell ya that was
the most dancin’ I’ve ever done in
my life!
“There’s something to be said
for having zero responsibility!”
Debbie laughs. “I dealt with a lot
of the business in Witness, so it
made a nice change to be getting
paid a lot of money for having
the time of my life. I had no
complaints. And Dale Rossington
was great to work with.”

fell apart after we did a tour of the
North East and we had returned to
Atlanta to do some demos.
“The aftermath of Witness was
probably the worst experience
of my life. You had Clive Davis
telling us that we were gonna be
stars one minute and then, after
putting all this work in, to write
for a second record and have it
rejected was a total shock. The
funny thing about it was that after
Witness broke up I found myself
in a very similar situation in a band
called Drag The River. The band
was fronted by a female singer
(Michelle Malone) and signed to
Arista. I did a record with them
(‘Relentless’, released under the
banner of Michelle Malone And
Drag The River, in 1993) and did
more touring, probably sold a few
SUMMER

Debbie wound up marrying
Lynyrd Skynyrd guitarist Mike
Estes and, having left the band
at the same time as her husband
to start a family, now works
for a film production company
in Nashville as well as being a
“mom and housewife”. Joey, on
the other hand, continues to be
extremely active as a musician.
Besides the record he cut with
Michelle Malone And Drag
The River, he has also recorded
and toured with an impressive
resume of artists that include
Soul Asylum, Lynyrd Skynyrd,
Matchbox Twenty, Hank Williams
Jr., Izzy Stradlin’, Collective Soul,
CeeLo Green (better known as
the singer from Gnarls Barkley),
Drivin’ ‘n’ Cryin’, Meat Puppets,
Indigo Girls, Mick Jagger and
Shawn Mullens.
“I had got a job working with
Keith Richards as a keyboard
technician for Ivan Neville on his
‘Talk Is Cheap’ tour when I met
Soul Asylum. I owe my musical
career to Keith, as he was totally
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cool with me sitting in with the opening band playing keyboards for
them in addition to doing my tech job. I joined Soul Asylum just at
the right time, just as Grunge was taking off. I approached the gig like
Benmont Tench plays with Tom Petty. I was that kinda keyboard player.
I was with them for seven years. I recorded their second major label
album ‘Let The Dim Light Shine’ with them and stuck with them right
up to 98.
“I met Matchbox Twenty when they were recording at a studio I
was a partner in back in Atlanta for the first album. They hired me as a
keyboard player when they could afford to hire one and I did a promo
tour with them.”
All in all, Joey has played on around seventy five records since
Witness broke up and, when we spoke, was about to audition for the
vacancy in Lynyrd Skynyrd left by the all too early passing away of
Billy Powell.
Of the other band members who feature on this record, in a
playing capacity or otherwise, Damon Johnson is, of course, the
most well known. He went on to form the rather more successful
Brother Cane, recording three albums for Virgin Records between
1993 and 1998 (Joey Huffman played on the second album ‘Seeds’,
and the ensuing ‘Wishpool’). He then formed the Birmingham,
Alabama based Red Halo (also featuring former members of Virgos
Merlot and Mars Electric), but despite writing and producing their
debut CD, ex Virgos Merlot guitarist Marchant succeeded him as
frontman.

Interview by Mark Ashby
Lita Ford’s “new” album, ‘Time Capsule’, is exactly
that: a collection of songs ripped straight
from 1988, laid down in some spare studio
time following the recording sessions for her
platinum-selling self-titled release of that year,
and featuring guest appearances from Rock
royalty such as Gene Simmons, Robin Zander,
Rick Nielsen, Dave Navarro, Billy Sheehan and Jeff
Scott Soto, dusted down and issued, in her own
words, as “a gift to the fans”. Fireworks tracked
Lita down to the wilds of Wichita, Kansas, to find
out more...

Another of Johnson’s post Brother Cane projects was the very
Stone Temple Pilots flavoured melodic grunge of Slave To The System
alongside Brother Cane bassist Roman Glick and the Queensryche
duo of guitarist Kelly Gray and drummer Scott Rockenfield. A selftitled album was released through Spitfire Records in 1996 (Damon
has subsequently toured with Alice Cooper and has long since joined
Black Star Riders). Eddie Boyd, meanwhile, now has his own lighting
company.
At the time we spoke Huffman was still in contact with Johnson
and, as the gods of melodic rock would have it, through tracking him
down for the Rock Candy project, he re-established contact with Debbie
thanks to his ex-wife finding her phone number. It brought back a wave
of nostalgia for all concerned.
“It amazes me that people still talk about the record after all this
time,” exclaims Joey. “I see it mentioned frequently on the internet. I’m
proud of it as a body of work, but I must admit that I think it sounds a bit
dated. Still, I feel honoured to have people talk to me about it.”
Debbie’s thoughts on the album twenty years on are, like Joey’s,
extremely positive.
“I had been removed from it for a long time, but I returned to the
record when I was putting a demo tape together of the material I had
sung on and I was really shocked at how much I liked it. Because it had
been such a hard time for us after we had been let go by the label I’d set
it aside, but I really liked it. There is some really good playing on there.”
Interestingly, when I bring up the subject of a possible Witness
reunion Debbie is extremely enthusiastic.
“I would be there with bells on!” she bellows in her wonderful
Southern drawl.
Joey Huffman is equally positive towards the idea, although reveals
that they actually sold the rights to the name to another band after the
Arista experience, so where that would leave them should a nostalgic
reunion occur is very much open to debate!
Still, whatever the future may hold for Debbie and Joey they can be
justifiably proud at creating not only one of the best Melodic Hard Rock
records of 1988 but, as fans of the genre have clearly voiced, one of the
finest examples of the genre of all-time even if Debbie couldn’t really
take in the fact that anyone outside the US would be “buying a record
that’s got a little Mississippi gal like me on it!”
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Why dig into the archive and release these tracks almost
30 years after they were recorded?
I just felt they needed to be heard. They’d been sitting in my closet
for so many years and it just felt like the perfect time to bring them
out and transfer them from analogue tape to digital. We transferred
everything over to digital and re-mixed them, just to give them a fresher
sound, and it literally is a piece of Rock and Roll history in a time capsule.

festival in Wales early next year: with this in mind, have you
any plans to play any of these songs live?
Oh yeah, we will, we will. I don’t know which ones yet, but we will
for sure. When we go in for rehearsal we’ll pick some out.
‘Time Capsule’ captures one particular moment in your
long career which, of course, stretches back further into the
mists of Rock history when you were one of the first pioneers
as a woman in what was traditionally a male-dominated field.
So how does it feel being an inspiration to so many women
who have followed in your footsteps in the world of Rock and
Metal?
Oh God, I try not to think about it, I just try to go about my business.
But, on stage, when we play ‘Living Like A Runaway’ or ‘Cherry Bomb’
or one of the Runaways songs, I can’t help but reminisce back and
[remember] how hard it was in the very beginning for women in Rock
and Roll. And men, you know, not just women, but men too! It was a
tough, tough business and still is. But somebody had to carve that path
and somebody had to make that road for others to walk and others
to go down, and I feel like The Runaways did that! Especially me, being
the lead guitar player: lead guitar players were the toughest, they were
the hardest ones to bring to the surface, and bring to the forefront in a
testosterone-fuelled world you know!

Were there any overdubs, or was anything re-recorded to
make it sound more up-to-date?
Nothing, no. We didn’t overdub anything on purpose. We wanted it
to be fresh, we wanted it to sound really real. We didn’t want to start
overdubbing layers and layers of this and that and we kept the original
sound. I’m really happy with everything on it, and the musicians that are
on it – they were under no pressure from record companies or anybody
when we recorded it – it was just purely done for the sake of doing it,
just to have fun, just because we had the studio time and we had these
great musicians who were all available. They were all just there, and it
all just worked itself out, you know. [Like] Dave Navarro playing guitar
and mandolin; he was just there, in the studio next door. Someone
came running into the studio and shouted, “Lita, Dave Navarro’s next
door!” and I said, “Well grab him and bring him in here, we’ll put him on
something.” Dave was very gracious. Robin (Zander) and Rick (Nielsen)
were at my house at the time; we were writing songs and while I was
in the studio recording I said, “Hey guys, do you wanna sing back up
In 2013, you recorded a Christmas song with fellow former
on this track?” and they came in and sang on ‘The Killing Kind’, which Runaway Cheri Currie. At the time, both of you talked about
was great because we had such a great engineer who engineered both the possibility of the two of you recording together again, but,
sessions – so I knew we weren’t gonna sound bad!
apart from a brief guest appearance by Ford on Currie’s 2015
‘Reverie’, you don’t seem to have
Well it’s almost impossible to
progressed much further…
“My manager has said to me, “If you
sound bad with a line up like that,
Well, we’ve been working so much
girls can’t get along over a dinner it’s
isn’t it? How did you hook up with
and we’re both in different parts of the
Gene Simmons?
not going to happen [and] you’re never world – but I don’t see why not! I’d love
Gene and I were gonna write a song.
to work with Cheri again! [We had a]
going to get a reunion together”… and Hell of a lot of fun doing that single… we
We had thought about it, so we decided
he’s right. If you can’t have dinner
to write a song together. We began
had a lot of laughs…
working on a song that he had already
together then there’s no way you’re
started, which was ‘Rotten To The Core’;
you like to involve Joan
going to do a world tour. But I pray for JettWould
he had it in his back pocket, it was [just]
in some sort of project, if it ever
it, and I hope that one day we can.”
an idea – a bass line and title – so we
came about?
finished it, and boom, it was done! He
I don’t know about Joan, because it’s
played bass on it and Bruce Kulick came
really
up to her management, and her
Lita Ford discusses The Runaways
in and ripped out the rhythm guitar and I
management and my management don’t
doubled him, put my guitars with his and
get along that well… so, I don’t know. I
put the solo down. It just came about,
think Joan needs to put her foot down. It
you know. It wasn’t something that we all forced and rushed.
needs to be something Joan wants to do, you know. She needs to come
Let me see who else we have… we have Billy Sheehan, who played forth and say “I want to do this; I want be with Lita and Cheri.” You
on a few tracks. Billy was just a friend of mine and I asked him if he was know, my manager has said to me, “If you girls can’t get along over a
busy at that time, he wasn’t and I said to him, “Do you wanna go into dinner it’s not going to happen [and] you’re never going to get a reunion
the studio and record?” He said “sure, let’s go record - you know, that’s together”… and he’s right. If you can’t have dinner together then there’s
what we do… we love it.” Billy played bass on a few tracks. Jeff Scot no way you’re going to do a world tour. But I pray for it, and I hope that
Soto sang on ‘Where Will I Find My Heart Tonight’. He sang his heart one day we can.
out on that song and it turned out to be a great ballad.
And so, no doubt, do a lot of Runaways fans. With that
‘Time Capsule’ does have a very loose and organic feel. possibility looking like it’s some way off over the horizon,
When you revisited the tapes was it obviously important for and you just having opened the ‘Time Capsule’ into the past,
you to keep that feeling by not messing about with them too are there any plans for any more solo recordings? After all,
much?
it has been four years since the “comeback” ‘Living Like A
Oh definitely, definitely. I think when you do something too much Runaway’ album…
you start to lose that original feel and it starts to become sterile, and
Yeah, we’ve been writing. We have about half the album written, we
we didn’t want to do that with these songs because we weren’t under just need to get through this year, because this year’s crazy: we’ve got
any sort of deadline or pressure, so we were able to get in there and so many shows, we’ve got the book [her recently published memoir, also
leave them as they were. We had fun with them; they were meant to be entitled ‘Living Like A Runaway’]. So with that, the new ‘Time Capsule’
real and they were meant to be fun.”
record, this tour that we’ve got going on now, the shows we have in
the summer – and I’m hoping that we can do the tour again in the Fall
Are you sorry you didn’t release them at the time?
– hopefully we’ll have time to finish a few more songs for a new album
No, I’m not - which is why I’m calling the album ‘Time Capsule’ to be released in 2017.”
because it really is a piece of Rock and Roll history in this time capsule.
‘Time Capsule’ is out now on Steamhammer/SPV. Lita
You’ve been touring the States and it has been announced Ford returns to the UK in March 2017 to headline the HRH
that you is going be headlining the Hard Rock Hell AOR AOR festival in Pwllheli.
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Wolf Gant interviews Jim Muller
We always hear so much these days about the struggles that accompany the early careers of
young bands, and we’ve seen many fall by the wayside, even here in the pages of Fireworks. I’d
hazard a guess that one or two could do a lot worse than research the career of youngsters Kissin’
Dynamite, a band who started back in 2008 (with the singer and guitarist’s father as ‘manager’)
and worked hard, got themselves a ‘development’ deal with AFM Records and have gone from
strength to strength with true and more experimental releases (‘Money, Sex And Power’ – 2012 and
‘Megalomania’ – 2014, respectively).
Things have clearly moved on quite significantly in KD land though – the management situation
has changed twice in two years and the band is now a hard-nosed, hard-working touring band with
many miles on the clock – so it’s time for a new album, entitled ‘Generation Goodbye’.
How did you approach the new album?
We never aim to do the same album
twice so we talked a lot about where to go
after ‘Megalomania’ and actually came to a
conclusion pretty fast. We wanted to sound
more guitar based, with less synth but still
in a modern ‘young’ way. Also many things
happened personally in the last few years,
so we were able to write a more serious and
darker album, though it’s still very much
fun to listen to and with the typical Kissin’
Dynamite humour.
What’s really special about it is that we
totally produced it ourselves. We wrote the
songs, recorded it all and Hannes (Braun),
our singer, then finally did the mix. It’s a very
personal album, honest to the core.
You apparently took everything in
house as well, parting company with your
management, who had nurtured your
career since the very earliest days of the
band.
Well, actually our ‘manager’ from the
very beginning was Hannes and guitarist
Ande’s father, so it wasn’t a big issue. He
had taken really good care of us; showed us
the ways of Rock ‘N Roll without forcing
us to do anything we didn’t like. As things
got more professional he was searching for
a more professional manager himself for us.
We split with that professional manager two
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years ago mainly because we were already
doing most of the stuff ourselves; and it
wasn’t a big deal. In this band everybody
has his own job to do. One guy takes care
of merch, another takes care of social media
stuff etc.”
You’ve had two very busy years
– a significant amount of touring for
‘Megalomania’
certainly
cemented
your live reputation – but when did you
actually sit down and decide a new album
was appropriate?
We actually started a year ago basically,
just talking through a few musical ideas and
starting to compose. Some of the songs were
even written on tour in the bus or in stinky
dressing rooms. Hannes wrote most of them
this time and Andi (Schnitzer), our drummer,
wrote the lyrics. They form a strong unit
when it comes to writing, so it’s just seemed
right.
The bio we got with this mentions a
full complement of personal involvement;
Hannes as producer, Andi as lyric writer.
So where did/do you stop? Did you try to
bring any outside influences in at all?
Not really. I used to write more songs in
the past myself, but this time I’ve just started
studying pop music in Mannheim, where
Hannes also studied, so I didn’t have as much
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time for writing. I contributed to the guitar
riffs and of course my guitar solos, but my
job for this record was basically to film the
documentary for the special edition, do the
cutting for that and edit and cut the two live
videos for the DVD that goes with the special
edition.
Hannes’ vocals have clearly matured a
lot here – the tone is significantly deeper.
How much maturity do you think has
carried through to everyone else as well?
A lot, but I totally agree with what you
say about Hannes. I think he sounds really,
really true. I mean, you believe every word
he sings. He recorded alone, and that’s
probably why he just sang how he personally
felt at that moment and it comes across how
he heard it and then produced it, and not how
a producer outside the room might feel it.
We’ve certainly all got a little wiser over
the years and better in how we do things I
think. Not just when it comes to playing our
instruments. It filters through into who we
are, how we want to be seen and just being
more efficient in general.
A stable line up must have helped with
this record? Just how important is it that
you’ve all known each other for so long?
I think this is one of the main reasons for
our success. We have a strong brotherhood.
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Knowing each other for more than ten years has really helped us to
talk more freely about our feelings within the band and discuss them
without getting into a fight at all. At our shows, people see and feel a
band on stage and not just five musicians getting paid for their job, if
I might be blunt about that.”
Let’s talk about some of the tracks. The title track has a
very strong title itself. Do you really feel you’re part of a ‘lost
generation’?
There’s so much shit going on in the world at the moment, but
people who feel ‘safe’ just seem to care about nonsense things, like
Facebook likes and Twitter messages - they don’t see the “small”
things happening around them. The message we wanna spread is:
reduce your digital , at least a little, and live your life in the real
world. It’s all about meeting awesome people, talking about awesome
things, hearing great stories, etc. For me, this is having a worthwhile
life.
Kissin’ Dynamite is known as a good old-school German classic
Power Metal band to many, so do you feel that the ‘messages’
you’re talking about in that track, and in single ‘Hashtag Your
Life’, will come across and be understood by your fan base?
Absolutely. From the very early days Kissin’ Dynamite was
always a band playing in front of three generations. There are the old
guys, loving the big choruses of the 80s; their kids – because we are
young and doing a crazy show – and the guys in between. As those
generations are getting older and learning from their kids about new
stuff – Facebook nowadays is really quite old, with a lot of adults
learning it off their children – I think many people can understand
what we’re trying to say. So many know the posers and wanna-be
heroes on the internet. Everybody knows about going to concerts
where there are always all these dudes with mobile phones texting,
filming shitty videos with horrible sound or doing other things other
than enjoying the show. There’s nothing worse than being on stage as
a band, full of energy, seeing someone texting in the front row!
Give us just a flavour of the background to songs such
as ‘Hashtag….’, ‘If Clocks Were Running Backwards’ and
‘Masterpiece’. They’re all very different…
I think those songs perfectly illustrate the range of songs we’re
capable of. ‘Hashtag….’, as I just said, is a socio-critical song whereas
‘If Clocks Were Running Backwards’ is a total love song, musically
transposed in a way, like a classic German/Scorpions Classic Rock
style. What’s really special about ‘Masterpiece’? Well this song is
written in the style of a duet. We were searching for a female singer
and found Jennifer Haben of Beyond The Black, really good friends
of ours. She just fitted that song perfectly.
Later in the album there’s tremendous riffs in ‘She Came She
Saw’, ‘Highlight Zone’ and ‘Under Friendly Fire’, which has a
really aggressive edge! So is this a sign of what’s to come from
you guys in the future, or just summing up where you are now?
I’m really excited about the future. We are not really sure where
this journey will lead right now but I love those songs. At the moment
we’re just focusing on touring in the autumn and having the chance to
present these new songs to an audience. It’s exciting as hell and the best
part of being in a band. The songs just cry out to be live classics for me.
It’s not just about performing your songs though, it’s about meeting
friends and fans all over the world and travelling with my best friends
to the awesome places we get to visit. In the near future, after the tour,
we will sit down together again and talk about future material. But one
thing is for sure: Kissin’ Dynamite won’t get boring.”
I saw the European tour dates yesterday and still you’ve not
managed to get over to see us here in the UK? Do you think this
might be possible with this album finally?
I absolutely hope so! We are actually planning support shows at
some point for you guys, so let’s see what the future brings.
‘Generation Goodbye’ is released here through AFM Records
on July 11th 2016.
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Paul Sabin interviews Jeffrey McCormack
Before Grunge raised its ugly head in the late 80s,
the Seattle Metal scene was home to quite a number of
hard-working bands, where for every success story like
Queensryche and Metal Church there was a Fifth Angel,
Invader, Rail or TKO lying by the wayside. Another band
who never quite broke the big time but are still widely
revered is Q5, formed in 1983 by guitarist Floyd Rose
(inventor of the famous Floyd Rose Locking Tremelo
System). Floyd essentially took three members from
TKO to join himself and fellow C.O.R.E. member, vocalist
Jonathan K., the resulting Q5 recording the minor classic
‘Steel The Light’ in 1984.
After 1986’s follow up, ‘When The Mirror Cracks’, Floyd
left and the remaining members formed Nightshade in
1987. Nightshade, however, never achieved the same
cult status as Q5, and following some very well received
reunion festival appearances in Europe over the past
few years, the decision was made to re-launch Q5 and a
record deal was quickly inked with Frontiers.
Fireworks gets the lowdown from drummer
Jeffrey McCormack…
Your new album ‘New World Order’ is the first Q5 album
in nearly 30 years. What led you to reform and get back in
the studio?
In 2009 Nightshade was asked to perform at the Headbangers
Open Air Festival in Germany. I was the original drummer for
Nightshade in 1991 but when I had to leave they brought in drummer
Frankie Rongo, and eventually Evan Sheeley would join them. The
promoter asked, since there were three original members of Q5
in the band, if they would consider doing two sets at HOA; one as
Nightshade, the other as Q5. The band agreed and the response
was fantastic.
In 2014 they were asked to perform as Q5 at the Sweden
Rock Festival. For this show they recruited guitarist Rick VanZant
(currently with Metal Church) in Floyd’s position, and the crowd
response was so overwhelming that the decision was made that Q5
would officially return. Once they came back to the States, however,
Rick VanZant returned to his duties with Metal Church and Frankie
Rongo returned to his very successful physical training career. Frankie
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then contacted me and asked if I would be
interested in being the full-time drummer
and I accepted. We eventually found Dennis
Turner through a friend of ours and the band
was set. We immediately started writing and
rehearsing, then Frontiers Music contacted
us asking if we would do an album for their
label, and of course, we agreed immediately!
The new line up with Rick Pierce
and Dennis Turner on guitar duties
sounds awesome. Did your original
guitarist Floyd D. Rose have any input
on the new album?
Rick, Jonathan and Evan have a great
relationship with Floyd and Gary (Thompson,
original drummer),but they were not
involved in the new album. Both of them are
so busy with their successful businesses that
they weren’t interested in reuniting but they
have both expressed their blessings for what
we are doing.
Dennis
was
really
a
remarkable find, he really was
the missing link. His amazing
talents and personality fit in so
well and truly cemented the Q5
sound! He and Rick are truly
the perfect complement to each
other and it is really amazing to
watch and hear them live!
Where did you record the
album and who produced it?
‘New World Order’ was
recorded at PLUM TREE
STUDIOS
in
Stanwood,
Washington, and it was
produced by Q5, along with
our amazing engineer Richard
Williams. We chose Richard as
he has a very long history with
members of the band and has
become like family to us. He
really knew ‘Steel The Light’
very well so knew exactly the
sound we were going for and
was passionately invested in the
music, something that was really
crucial to us.
Did you have material already
written before you entered the studio
or was it a case of jamming and seeing
how things flowed?
The material was all written and ready
to go before we went into the studio,
only minor adjustments were made while
we were recording. The writing process
happened mostly in our rehearsal studios
in Seattle where each member brought in
ideas, whether in pieces or full song ideas,
and we spent a great deal of time as a full
band manipulating and moulding them into
Q5 songs. It was such a comfortable and
fun experience, really. Very little was left on
the cutting room floor and we’re all so very
proud of the final result.
You’re heading back to Germany in
July for the ‘Headbangers Open Air’
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festival but do you have any plans for
any other European appearances?
At this point, there are numerous offers
on the table, but we’ve yet to confirm them.
We are like horses at the starting gate when
it comes to playing…we are wanting to play
as much as we can, anywhere that will have
us, so we anticipate a very busy year! As we
confirm more and more we will, of course,
post everything on our official social media
pages so fans will know about them almost
as quickly as we do!
We can confirm the ‘Keep It True’ festival
in Germany in April next year and are very
much looking forward to it. I personally
played the Festival in 2006 with Heir
Apparent, and in 2010 with Fifth Angel, and
it is an extraordinary experience. It is so well
run, and their passion for the music and fans
of the music is so evident that I know it will
be a more than amazing event for Q5! We
are so excited to play and meet with the

fans! The European fans are so dedicated to
Metal and so passionate, so it makes for such
an extraordinary magical experience!
Thinking back to the beginning, how
did the original group come into being?
Q5 was the brainchild of Floyd Rose
and Jonathan K, who were playing together
in a popular Seattle band called The Core.
They wanted to form a band similar to Led
Zeppelin and AC/DC, so they recruited
members Evan Sheeley, Rick Pierce and Gary
Thompson from another very popular Seattle
band called TKO. The band’s first album was
first released on Albatross Records, a label
owned by their manager. Later it was picked
up by England’s Music For Nations label, and
then released later as a double CD along
with their second album ‘When The Mirror
Cracks’ on Polygram/Squawk.
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Your

debut

album

‘Steel

The

Light’, is seen by many as a bit of an
undiscovered gem; why do you think
that is?
Well it’s a gem because it’s a fantastic
album! And I can say that since I didn’t play on
it [laughs]. I think it really appeals to a wide
audience. As far as it being “undiscovered”
that’s likely because it wasn’t promoted with
anything like the ferocity of other projects of
the time. Bouncing it from label to label, I’m
sure, didn’t help much. And when it finally
landed on Polygram it was coupled with
their second album which was much more
of that label’s focus.
Amazingly though, the dedicated Metal
fans know how to find their music and it’s
certainly held its own! Its music has definitely
proven that it can stand the test of time.
When we played in Greece a while back the
audience were singing the lyrics louder than
we were playing! Q5 fans are truly hardcore!
You toured with Y & T,
Twisted Sister and Lita Ford
in the 80s. Do you have
anyone you’d love to tour
with now?
As I said earlier we are
chomping at the bit to get out
there and play, so we’d love to
play with anybody! But of course
bands like Saxon, Scorpions
... and heck, I’ll throw it out
there... Ritchie Blackmore, if
you do a full tour with Rainbow
give us a call! Here’s an idea,
how about Queensryche/Metal
Church/Sanctuary and Q5, the
“Take Back Seattle” Tour? Not a
real thing but a cool idea, I think!
What
music
has
influenced you?
Me personally, I grew up
in a musical family so I was
constantly surrounded by all
different kinds of music. Once I
found my own musical interests
I became obsessed with Led
Zeppelin, Kiss, Bowie, Billy Joel, Iron Maiden,
Saxon, Judas Priest, Scorpions, Dio, and
really, just about anything Ken Mary has
played on! There are a lot more, but that’s
a decent selection. Currently I’m listening to
Amaranthe, newer Dream Theater and my
favourite artist currently is Devin Townsend!
I don’t want to be cliche but it is fact that I
list John Bonham as a top influence — there
is and never will be anyone like him...
Any plans for a follow up album?
Absolutely! Q5 is most certainly back!
We continue to write and exchange ideas.
2016/2017 is going to be a crazy and fantastic
year, but once we get some miles from ‘New
World Order’ we will definitely do more…
and more! There is an energy in this band
that is extraordinary and undeniable. We
have found a great rhythm in all the things we
do and all of us are hungry to do everything
we can! We’ll sleep when we’re dead!
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Ant Heeks talks to Claus Lessmann
Phantom 5 is an all German project from Frontiers Records and their self-titled debut album is the
first release to feature vocalist Claus Lessman since his acrimonious departure from Bonfire in late
2014. Teaming up with his one-time Bonfire colleague Michael Voss (Casanova, Mad Max, Michael
Schenker), the band is completed by guitarist Robby Boebel (Frontline), bassist Francis Buchholz
(Scorpions) and drummer Axel Kruse (Jaded Heart), and the album is a nostalgic trip back to the
Melodic Rock 80s with a style that encompasses the very best of the former bands of every member.
Though eager to find out more about Phantom 5, we at Fireworks were interested to hear Claus’ side
of the story regarding what happened with Bonfire…
It was a shock to hear about what happened with you and
Bonfire, but so far we have only really heard Hans Ziller’s
side of the story where he stated that he wanted to carry on
with a brand new line-up because you didn’t want to record
any more. What happened from your perspective?
Well that’s partly correct, what he said, but it’s not completely
correct. The problem was, it’s like being in a long marriage,
things drift apart and we really had a problem sitting down
together like men should and talking things over to sort things
out – where we were going wrong – and that’s what we didn’t
do. I don’t want to say that it’s Hans’ fault or it was my fault, it
was just happening. It was like a poison going through our veins
and nobody realised what was really happening. Somehow we
reached a point where we just couldn’t carry on, there was no
way to sit down together anymore because Hans didn’t want
to, he just made up his mind to carry on without me, and that’s
what happened. I said at one show we did in Essen that this
would be my last show, but meaning that this would be the last
show because we have to talk, because I didn’t want to carry on
the way it was. Writing an album was also a problem because I
just wanted to sit down with my guitar player and create songs,
he’d just give me an email or a cassette with riffs on and said
I should create some melodies for them. That was not the right
thing for me to do. There were many little things that led to the
split at the very end, everything went in a very sad direction, but
hey, here we are now.
But you own half of the Bonfire name, don’t you?
Yes I did, but after Hans made his decision to kick me out
of the band only the lawyers were talking and they sorted out a
deal where I handed him all the rights to Bonfire including the
name. He paid some money to me, that’s the way things go with
the business. Now I’m out of it and that’s about it. I still own
the rights to the songs I’ve written, but it’s his band now and
he can do what he wants. Of course I’m upset and angry about
it but things happen and there’s no way back. We’d reached
the point of no return and you have to act like a reasonable
man and act like gentlemen, even if it’s hard. I can remember
when I got divorced, my lawyer said, “You always have to think
about the good times when you split apart. When you go your
separate ways just think about the good times you had and that
makes it easier for everybody and not as harmful.” That’s what
I tried to do when Bonfire split, we should treat each other like
gentlemen because everybody gets hurt, that was my position,
maybe Hans did it in a different way, but I will always try to
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look after my old friend because we’ve been friends for a long,
long time.
So all of this has led you to this new band, Phantom 5.
When you had the idea of forming the band did you always
intend to join up with your old Bonfire colleague Michael
Voss?
Actually it was not my idea and it wasn’t Michael Voss’ idea,
the idea came from Serafino Perugino at Frontiers Records. One
day he just gave Michael a call and told him of an idea for a
new band and mentioned some names, and asked if it would
be possible for him to form a new band with these members.
He said he would give it a try, then one day my phone rang
and it was old friend Michael Voss asking me if I would like
to be involved in a new band with these members and doing
a Melodic Rock album. It didn’t take me very long to think
about it because they’re all nice guys and great musicians and
the direction he gave us was “You can do anything you like
as long as it’s a Melodic Rock album!” This is exactly what
we’re all good at, writing good Melodic Rock songs, so I said
yes and everybody else jumped on board. We started writing
songs in February last year. The only thing I was really thinking
about was that people were already talking about a new “AllStar German Band” or “Supergroup” and I wasn’t really feeling
good about that because we hadn’t even written a single note or
recorded anything, but then I thought if we do our best and just
let things happen their own way… and it’s happened in a very,
very good way.
I know Michael Voss was a touring member of Bonfire,
but had you ever recorded with him before?
Oh yeah! After Hans left the band after the ‘Point Blank’
sessions back in ’88 or ’89 we went out on tour in Europe and
the guitar player that was Hans’ replacement was Michael
Voss. After that album we wrote and recorded together for the
‘Knockout’ album, we wrote a fantastic song called ‘Take My
Heart And Run’. The chemistry between us was very, very
good, and it was amazing to see none of that chemistry between
us had disappeared when we started writing together for this
album twenty-five years later, this was a very good inspiration
for us.
Did you specifically set out to write songs in the style of
Bonfire?
No, there was never the idea to write in the style of Bonfire,
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the only direction we had was to write good Melodic Rock
songs. Maybe it is a little in the style of Bonfire but it’s also
in the style of Casanova because of Michael Voss, or even
Frontline because of Robbie Boebel. Maybe especially it’s
the voice that will remind you of Bonfire but it was never our
intention to write in that style. It was also a good experience to
write with people who never had anything to do with Bonfire
because I had got used to how to work with certain types of riff,
so it was very interesting for me to write with different guys.

demand to see a band live on stage then it’s very important that
we would get to know each other in a proper way through the
good times and bad times, this is the way a band goes, out in
the tour bus and playing in clubs or on a big stage, all that stuff
that we’ve all been used to over the years. Everybody would
love to see Phantom 5 become a band and go out and play live,
only time will tell. We will wait and see what the reaction from
the fans will be.

Would you say that this album was your statement to the
world that although your time in Bonfire is over you’re still
very much active as a singer?
I don’t know if it’s a statement at all, it’s just what I’m doing
right now and what I’m able to do. I think we did a good job and
we’re surprised every day that a lot of people seem to like it.
As a songwriter I must say, if you write a song and there’s just
one person that likes it then you’ve already reached your aim
with that song, because you’re not only writing for yourself,
you’re writing for other people out there. That’s the reason you
write songs, that’s why you started out to be a musician and a
Rock’n’Roller.

If you were to go out on tour would you include any
Bonfire songs in the set, or is that an era that you would
prefer to leave behind now?
No, not at all because I think Bonfire belongs to my history
like Casanova belongs to Michael’s history and The Scorpions
belongs to Francis’ history; there’s no reason to hide anything.
Some people do that if they’ve played in a band before, they
refuse to play their old songs but that’s where I came from, I
came from Bonfire, people loved the songs so why shouldn’t I
give them some songs when we play live? There’s no reason not
to. Maybe even some songs that have never been played live
before, that would be good. If there was a live situation there
would definitely be some material from Bonfire and Casanova.

Obviously all of the other members of the band are
involved in other projects, so will you be able to keep
Phantom 5 going as a full-time band?
You never know, because we’re not even talking about the
band right now, to us it’s still a project, you know? If there are
a lot of people who love Phantom 5 and enjoy the album then
there would be no reason not to go out and play as a band and
make it more than a project. As you said, the other guys all
play in different bands who are out on the road, if there’s a

If you also included some Scorpions material you will
have one hell of a set-list!
Oh yes! It’s kind of hard though if I had to sing some
Scorpions stuff, that would be a little strange but it is something
we would definitely try out in a rehearsal. We do already have
some unplugged shows that we call Phantom 2, that is just
myself and Michael where we definitely will include Bonfire
and Casanova songs along with some of the new material.
That’s what we want to do and we will take it from there.
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Interview by Mike Ainscoe
‘The Mountain’ was the suitably grand title for the 2013 album from London based Prog Metal
outfit Haken, which proved to be something of a landmark in their career so far. Now, Haken
singer Ross Jennings talks to Fireworks about how their love of the eighties and unleashing their
suppressed desires influenced the astounding follow up, ‘Affinity’.
By Ross’ own admittance, “the critical acclaim that came from ‘The
Mountain’ was unexpected,” and as for feeling any pressure about
following up that album or whether it gave the band more confidence
in what they were doing, he admitted, “It’s a bit of both to be perfectly
honest. We found our fan-base expanding rapidly and this opened many
doors for us in the industry. Receiving so much positive feedback gave us
a huge confidence boost and it would be a lie to say that we didn’t think
it was a tough one to follow. We felt that the only way around that was
to avoid repeating ourselves and persist in finding a unique sound for the
next album.”
Not only a unique sound, but one which emerged from a new way
of working: “For the first time at the initial writing stages, we actually
created compositions from scratch as a band. That might sound like an
odd statement, but the truth has always been that Richard Henshall was
the sole creator of our initial ideas on the past records. These would be
fleshed out and arranged by the band later but it always started from him.
On ‘Affinity’ the ideas came from all of us resulting in a more eclectic
mix of songs.”
The band have also adopted an 80s Prog influence/inspiration on
the new album. What Ross calls: “a platform on which to base some
of our lyrical themes. Between the lines we are referring to the race for
space and the integration of computing into our lives. These ideas and
our chronological reference points inspired a cross section of sound
design one might relate to that era. We wanted to pay homage to some
of our favourite 80s Prog records as well as exploiting some of the more
stereotypical synthesised sounds, without coming across too gimmicky.”
One influence which is mentioned which might not be on too many
Prog fans’ wavelength is ‘Transformers – The Movie’. “We’ve been
long time fans of composer Vince DiCola’s work for as long as we’ve
been a band, regularly including tracks on the tour bus playlist. When
approaching this project it just happened to be the ideal outlet for us to pay
tribute to that sound. It’s been ingrained in us since our childhoods and a
suppressed musical desire of ours... until now!”
A lot of fans will naturally be drawn to ‘The Architect’, the 15 minute
epic of the album featuring Einar Solberg of Leprous. “We’ve become
friends with the members of Leprous ever since our UK tour together and
huge fans of their work long before that. Our longer tracks take a journey
through different music styles and we found ourselves with a segment that
required some of those harsh vocals that Einar is a master of. It just made
sense to us to get him on board, and he was extremely keen to be involved.
We merely laid down a guide and let him free to put his stamp on it.”
Aside from ‘The Architect’ there’s lots of great shorter material
which might dip under the radar. “We felt it was important to have a
more even balance of long and short on this record. These shorter pieces
are strategically placed to provide a desired overall flow, while serving
purposefully as stand alone playlist tracks for simple enjoyment. ‘Lapse’
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and ‘Earthrise’ are my go-to tracks for passive non-analytical listening
pleasure.”
“When it came to choosing a ‘single’ we wanted to choose our stronger
shorter songs that didn’t give a false impression of what the album is,
because for all the talk of the 80s concept, that really only plays a part on
two or three of the tracks, whereas there is as much attention on a more
current Metal sound and an integration of modern electronic music on
‘Affinity’.”
A couple of tracks, ‘Initiate’ and ‘The Endless Knot’, were teased ahead
of the album release. “Those two tracks seemed to be the best options in
order not to reveal our big guns either. I would still advise people not
to pass full judgement until they’ve heard the entire record though, as
there are many alternative elements to enjoy which is the only issue with
eclectic records like this.”
Lyrically, the loose theme about connection might be viewed as a more
contemporary topic which seventies, and even eighties proggers, might
not have been able to explore with not having today’s technologies. “I
think the focus in the past may have been more on human connection in
the spiritual sense as opposed to the perils of technology. I guess the point
of this record is that very statement. In the 80s, home computing was a
revolution, albeit in a primitive form; no-one could have predicted what it
would grow to become. It governs our lives and there is plenty of science
fiction that has been written about where it might lead. I believe Artificial
Intelligence is still in its infancy. If we can simulate intelligence, can we
someday simulate the human spirit? Is there a formula for the soul? For
existence? Are machines the next stage in our evolutionary chain and how
does that impact what it means to be human?”
Jens Bogren has been involved in mixing and mastering again, and
Ross explained the relationship and his influences on Haken’s work:
“When we started the band we were already acquainted and fans of his
work on Opeth and Pain of Salvation records. He was top of our list to
mix ‘The Mountain’ and he was absolutely the perfect man for the job. He
understood what we wanted and his interpretation of our performances
exactly reflected our vision. It involves a lot of trust to pass your baby onto
a third parent in order to give it a personality and Jens has the experience,
the vision and the know how to achieve that.”
Gig wise, the band have some European dates lined up including a
couple scheduled for the UK plus another adventure on the high seas.
“It’s always great playing to the home crowd! We’re going to make these
upcoming UK dates special but there’s still so much of the world we’ve
yet to play to, so we’re working on that too. Plus we’ve just been invited to
our third cruise in just over three years, so it seems we’re certainly starting
to make a habit of it!!! It’s quite simply the ultimate festival for artists and
fans to bond; that’s the great thing about the Prog community that you
can’t put a price on... although you do have to buy a ticket”
‘Affinity’ is available now via Inside Out Records.
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Epic won’t be that well
known a name to our readers,
yet. So can you give us a potted
history of the band Tanya?
We formed in about 2011 and
there was at first the usual comings
and goings of musicians you get
when you start a band. Then after
some trial and error we settled on
a firm four piece line-up. Actually
Mario Agostine (guitarist) and
I have been working together
for more than twenty years. We
started out together as very young
musicians, so our history predates Epic by some time. We have
written a lot of music together
over those years and we even
released a Rock album online.
The band itself now has four full
time members and we’ve been
working towards this album ever
since then.
I’ve read reviews online
where your music has been
compared to that of Heart,
Toronto etc. Yet as I listened
to the album, I heard a lot
of British influences and one
in particular, a band named
Dante Fox.
That’s a new name for me and
I will have to check them out.
If you listen to our music and
the way I sing you can hear that
I’ve obviously been influenced
by Ann Wilson, she is my role
model. Saying that, I am more
of a male vocalist lover. Guys
like David Coverdale, the music
of Whitesnake, AC/DC and Led
Zeppelin because of the power in
their music, that’s what I like as
a singer. Steve Lee and Gotthard
are another big influence on us, I
could go on. As a singer though
it’s the bands with powerful
singers that I/we admire the most.
You’ve been together, as you
mentioned, since about 2011 as
Epic. So are the songs on the
album newly written for the CD
or are they a mixture of new and
old tracks?
It’s as you say, a mixture.
We’ve been working on these
songs and towards this album
since we got together as Epic.
We’re always writing and if an
old song idea fits with something
we’re doing now then we’ll work
on it to get it right. Actually we’re
working on the new album right
now, writing new material but if
an older song fits with what we are
doing today then that will be used.
Lets put it this way, when you’re
writing a song you never know
how it will turn out until it’s done.
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Oh yes, we are very, very happy
with the result. Alessandro is a
dear friend who has helped us so
much. He’s such a good soul, he is
so professional and has worked so
hard for us that we can’t thank him
enough. The same goes for Chris
who has also worked his magic
on the album. We are so, so happy
with how the album turned out for
us, it’s like a dream come true and
we also have to say a big thank
you to Escape Music for all their
hard work as well. The good news
is during our time working with
Alessandro he told us he had some
songs we might like to use on our
new album so we’re hopefully
going to write something with him
for the new record.

E P I C
Ian Johnson interviews Tanya Rizkala

Epic are a Hard Rock band made up of members
who come from as far a field as Canada, America
and Lebanon. Yet even with such an eclectic mix
of nationalities, the band play a very US/European
style of Hard Rock. Fireworks talk’s with the Epic’s
singer Tanya Rizkala about the band’s influences,
what the music scene is like in her native Lebanon
and much more.
If it doesn’t work at that time you a female singer, these days that
put it away and maybe come back invariably means a Symphonic/
to it later on.
Gothic style of music – I fell into
that trap myself. Was this ever
I’m calling you at your home considered by the band as an
in Lebanon and I was wondering option or were you always going
what the music scene is like over to play Hard Rock?
there. Is Rock a big thing?
You know that seems to be
Well here in the Middle East what a lot of people think. They
as you can imagine Rock isn’t the see a female as the band’s singer
highlight of the music scene as it and of course that means they
is in the West, it’s instead a part of are Symphonic. We never ever
our music culture. We have a very thought of going that way, we are
diverse musical culture here, with a Melodic Hard Rock band and
everything from French music to that’s what we always wanted to
R&B, Jazz and Blues to Pop and be. Don’t get me wrong, those
talk radio all being big here. There bands who play that kind of Rock
are surprisingly a lot of Rock fans are all great but as a singer who
as well. We also host as a country loves other vocalists with big
a lot of music festivals which draw powerful full throated voices,
artists from all over the world, all I ever wanted to do was sing
which may surprise your readers. Hard Rock. That said I am also a
Scorpions, Slash and many more trained Opera singer and I could
bands have played here over the sing in that way but I chose to sing
years, so Lebanon isn‘t such a like my heroes, Coverdale, Plant,
bad place for music really. We Wilson.
were actually going to support
Whitesnake who were scheduled
You produced the album
to play here during the summer yourselves with Alessandro Del
but let’s say events took their toll Vecchio mixing it and Chris
and that won’t happen now.
Jones handling the mastering.
Are you happy with how things
When you see that a band has turned out?
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As you’re all based in
different parts of the world
will it be hard for you to get
out on tour?
To tell you the truth, no. The
plan has been from the start to
tour Europe because there is no
other way for a band to get their
name out there except to go out
and play live shows. We’d love to
do our own tour but hopefully we
can get a support slot with a big
band touring this year and show
everyone what we’re made of.
Also Mario and I are Canadian
citizens and our drummer Souheil
Moukaddem is American so we
could play there as well. Playing
live is what any band wants to do,
that’s what it’s all about, playing
your songs to a live audience.
We’re also trying to get on some
of the Summer Festivals in
Europe and we have a small tour
in Germany to do this year as well.
To give ourselves a ‘plug’, Epic
are available for dates if there is
a nice promoter who wants us to
help us out (laughs).
What’s next for Epic then
Tanya?
Well that’s in the hand’s of
the Gods Of Rock ‘n’ Roll. We’ll
just keep on doing what we are
doing and hopefully it will all
pay off. As I said, we’re going to
promote this album which we a
very proud of and we are already
working as hard as we can on the
new one. I think that over the last
ten or fifteen years Rockers/Rock
music fans have had it hard but
there seems to be a lot more going
on in the scene nowadays with
a younger generation who are
falling in love with Rock Music
again. Hopefully Epic can be part
of this and we will never give up
on our dream.
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DOOGIE WHITE
Interview by Duncan Jamieson

Doogie White has been the go-to vocalist for guitar greats such as Ritchie Blackmore,
Michael Schenker and Yngwie Malmsteen. He chats to Fireworks, explaining why he’s
returned to La Paz, the Scottish Rockers who he made his first bid for stardom with back
in the 80s, as well as discussing their new album ‘Shut Up And Rawk’. Plus Doogie gives his
take on Rainbow rising again.
Why was the time right for La
Paz to get back together?
Tom Russell in Glasgow, who you’ll
know from the radio, was organising
an anniversary do and had got bands
like the Almighty, Gun with Toby
Jepson, The Sensational Alex Harvey
Band and I think Thunder. He asked
if Chic (McSherry) and I would do an
acoustic set. Chic hadn’t played Rock
for years and years – he’d got into
Flamenco guitar. He wasn’t in music as
he was committed to his work in the
business world. So we did a few La Paz
songs, some Rainbow, Deep Purple and
Queen’s ‘Love Of My Life’. We had a
great time. We then recorded eight
songs and Metal Mind Productions
said if you give us another four we’ll
put out an album. We did and that
became ‘Granite’. The follow up ‘The
Dark And The Light’ was completely
unexpected. Chic told me he had
another album of songs and was ready
for kicking us back together. He loves
having projects to focus on. Chic
records his parts in his farm studio. It
was difficult with me being on the road;
I was gigging six nights a week back to
back and on the seventh day, like the
good Lord (laughs), I needed time off.
In September/October last year we got
‘Shut Up And Rawk’ done.
How is it different playing with
the guys now, than it was back in
the day?
Here’s the thing, you never get that
feeling with another band, no matter
how good they are, that you get when
you’re all travelling together in a transit
van or staying in the room above the pub.
That way of being you never capture
again. I went to Big Al Carmichael and
Andy Mason’s weddings and all of that
stuff. Paul McManus came and went
with us, going off if he got a better offer,
which he did with the band Glasgow. He
never did all that stuff ; falling into the
sea at Dunoon and the rest. The music
comes from Chic, melodies and lyrics
come from me. I don’t know what Chic
listens to at all these days. I know he’s
great at arrangements; he’s a very clever
writer and good at production.
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You moved from Scotland
after La Paz to go to London
with Midnight Blue. What do you
remember of that time?
I got on a bus one morning with a one
way ticket. I remember it cost me seven
quid. I went to Chiswick, which isn’t far
from where I am now. The whole of
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Midnight Blue were in a flat together.
There was no room for me really so I
had a sleeping bag at the front door, with
all my stuff in a cardboard box. We were
really scraping the bottom of the barrel.
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When did things start to change?
Our break came when we played
FIREWORKS

with Lita Ford and Bon Jovi at the
Marquee and we went down really
well. Whenever we played there again
we were sold out. It was a very short
period of time, that scene in the 80s.
The record labels already had Thunder,
Quireboys, Little Angels, The Almighty
and Gun so there was no room for us.
Al (Dickson) got a phone call from Gun,
off he went and Midnight Blue were
over. Al was the focal point, this hotshot
eighteen year old guitarist.

lawyers get involved in band stuff. I said,
“I speak English, you speak English, just
talk to me about it.” Ritchie said, “She
(Candice Night, Blackmore’s now wife)
is my right-hand and if you don’t like it,
you can fuck off.” I thought he was a
funny, charming guy and I’ve got nothing
but good thoughts for him. He did his
ten things, his practical jokes. Would I
have preferred that he hadn’t put a bowl
of piss under my bed, or not thrown
meat cleavers at me? I knew the stories
about him. It wasn’t unexpected. I knew
who the boss was.

like Clapton etc. have had but he didn’t,
he said, “I know how good I am.”
Have you heard Ronnie Romero,
the new singer?
I’ve met him, the new Ronnie. He’s a
lovely lad. I wish him well. I heard his
band, Lords Of The Black. He sounds
great.
Did you have any advice for him?
No advice. He asked me what age I
was when I sang with Rainbow. I said
I was 34, the same as him. We had a
similar path.

You got the Rainbow call thanks
to you handing Deep Purple’s tour
manager Colin Hart a tape of you
How was playing with Rainbow
singing backstage after a concert. different from what you had done
You went from out of the frying
Did you really think you’d end up before?
pan, into the fire, going from
singing in Rainbow at that point?
It was much better to be able to play Ritchie to Yngwie Malmsteen. How
You never know. In life you’ve got to on that kind of scale. The first tour was similar were they?
take a chance. Here was an opportunity. everything I had aspired to; my foot on
They weren’t like each other at all
I was down on my luck and I asked the monitor and a big spotlight on me. personality wise. I knew the situation
the BMG guy for Purple to get me a It’s all about the spotlight! [Laughs]. We with Yngwie Malmsteen. I wasn’t going
backstage pass. He was like, ‘Don’t get could put up the same stage each night, to be writing with him. For six and a
drunk and embarrass me.’ I recognised in each place. It was living the dream. half years it was good fun. On the road,
Colin from the album promotion. We were playing to between two to ten eight weeks with anyone can fry you. It
Ritchie was with Deep Purple so
got tougher. He brought his wife
I never even considered Rainbow. I
and kids which changed things but
was thinking if they give Joe (Lynn
I never had a problem with Yngwie.
Turner) the push, I could step in
“Would I have preferred that he
for Purple!
You made a couple of great
hadn’t put a bowl of piss under my records
with Tank in ‘War
bed, or not thrown meat cleavers
Then you got the call
Nation’ and ‘War Machine’.
from Ritchie. What do you
How did that come to an end?
at me? I knew the stories about
remember of auditioning?
We had done about six songs
him. It wasn’t unexpected.
He was in Germany and so
for a new record and I was touring
I knew who the boss was.”
was I because I was going to
with Michael (Schenker) so they
be in the band Pink Cream 69.
had to wait for me. They had a
I arrived shortly before Ritchie
record to deliver and I couldn’t do
Doogie White on Ritchie
came in wearing a West German
it so they went out and got a new
Blackmore
football tracksuit. He fired up the
singer. I spoke to them and said,
Marshalls and we did ‘Man On The
“Thanks for letting me know!”
Silver Mountain’. I knew all the
They said they meant to tell me!
Purple stuff too. He just wanted fresh thousand a night, indoors. I just loved it. Cliff (Evans) and Mick (Tucker) are good
blood. I had a voice that could sing very It ended. I didn’t know what to do.
friends of mine so there’s no animosity
varied material; I was able to go off at
there at all.
a Bluesy tangent or the Ronnie ( James
Were you disappointed you
Dio) stuff. And, I think he quite liked me didn’t get the Rainbow job for their
How’s playing with Michael
forthcoming shows?
so I was in the band.
Schenker?
It never crossed my mind. I thought
I’m having more fun with Michael
Ritchie is often portrayed in the it would’ve been Joe (Lynn Turner). than I’ve had for twenty years.
press as being difficult. What’s Without stirring up all sorts of things, Michaels’s quiet and keeps himself to
Ritchie does what Ritchie does. As a himself. I don’t need to ask him about
your opinion?
When you’re famous and talented like fan I have an opinion. As an ex-member UFO and his past. When we do spend
Ritchie everyone wants a piece of you. of the band, I’d get slaughtered. I’ve got time in each other’s company, it’s good.
Everyone sometimes has off days and no cravings or ambition to work with We do it his way because he’s the boss
someone says ‘This guy was an asshole Ritchie. A Ritchie Blackmore evening but he values my opinion. He’ll ask if
to me’ and that’s what gets reported. when we all come on and do the songs I can do this or that. The Temple Of
I got on really well with him. We only from the different eras like we did for Rock live shows have been great. The
ever had two conversations that were Jon Lord would be good but that’s first time we toured there might have
heated. One was over in a blink of an showbiz and Ritchie’s not interested. been half-filled shows but on the recent
eye at a gig in Denmark. He’s a creative He’s in it for the music not the glory. He tour we sold out everywhere except
guy and you’ll find with guys like him if sold out the gigs before he had a band. Nottingham Rock City and Inverness.
they get bored they just go away to do If he said, “Will you come and do three For four years we’ve done end of the
something else.
shows?” of course I would. As a fan, it’s year shows in London. We’ve got 2016
not Rainbow until they do their own off touring. We started the last tour in
How did you feel about the end new stuff. Ritchie’s the constant, that’s 2014 and it went up to February 2016.
what it is. I asked Ritchie if it bothered We need to recover and the promoters
of your tenure with Rainbow?
I don’t like it when managers or him not getting the best guitarist awards and fans need some time off too!
FIREWORKS
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FATES WARNING
Ian Johnson interviews Jim Matheos. Photos by Stephanie Cabral.

One of the best kept secrets in Progressive Metal return with their
new album ‘Theories Of Flight’. The band in question are Fates Warning
who have a history that spans more than thirty years and over that
time have made some of the most interesting and engaging music that
can be found in this genre. Jim Matheos talks with Fireworks about the
new album, its lyrical themes and darkness, why there are two Fates
Warnings at the moment and also why they don’t play in the UK…
I’ve been listening to the
new album ‘Theories of Flight’
for a while now and I’m sure
that it isn’t a concept, instead
it seems to have songs built
around a theme – and this
theme is all about flying,
escaping and running away.
You’re exactly right, it isn’t
a concept that tells a story
from point A to point B. What
is strange is that the theme you
picked up on about flight/flying
came about organically and
when Ray [Alder, singer] and
I got together to compare song
ideas, we found that we both
had come up with songs that
dealt with this idea of flying
or escaping and also making
changes in your life, either by
your own choice or by someone
else’s influence. Also when
we were writing the music for
the album we tried to add in
recurring musical themes that
you could pick out during the
different songs as they play.
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I read that at one time the
album was actually titled ‘The
Ghosts Of Home’ but whilst
looking for cover art for the
album you came across a
painting called ‘Theories Of
Flight’ and you were drawn to
it and I think for the first time
ever you changed the name of
an album. What was it about
this artwork that influenced
your choice?
What usually happens is you
get a designer in and you give
them the title of the album and
they will work something up
around that. This time around I
decided instead to look at pieces
of art myself and find something
that was visually appealing to
me and go with that. So for
about a month or more I looked
at artworks and talked with
various artists until I saw this
piece by Graceann Warn which
just jumped out at me. What
was strange however was that
it was only as an after-thought
SUMMER

that I actually noticed that it was
called Theories Of Flight. When
you see the cover, nothing has
been added or changed, it is her
painting with her lettering and
everything exactly the same as
the first time I saw it. Then when
I noticed what the painting was
called it just leapt out at me and
I thought wow! It works so well
with the theme we’ve come up
with for the album and it fits the
lyrics, so for the first time in our
history we did indeed change the
name of the album.
You mentioned that you
and Ray work independently
from each other at first when
writing songs then get together
to work on them. What is your
main focus as a writer, do you
concentrate on the music as
you’re the band’s guitarist and
Ray the lyrics or is the writing
equally shared out between the
two of you?
I don’t want to make it sound
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like the lyrics aren’t important
to me but at first I concentrate
on the music. However saying
that, Ray and I spend a hell of a
lot of time on the lyrics, which
I do think are a very important
part of Fates Warning’s music. In
no way are they an afterthought
slapped on at the end of a writing
session. In the end though I draw
a lot of my influences from the
music I write. The music I feel
actually dictates where the lyrics
will go and what they will be
about.
I’ve also noticed that you
and Ray love to tell stories with
your songs rather that just
writing about being in a Metal
band or how many girls you’re
going to have on a Saturday
night.
[Laughs] That’s a great way
of putting it. When I write I try
to come up with something that
is personal to me, something that
might have affected me on the
news or in a story I might have
read or heard. I hope the way
we/I write helps our fans to get
something from our songs rather
than a ‘Hey Babe, I love you’
lyric. Which is fine if you like
that sort of thing but I don’t think
it’s for Fates Warning. I just hope
that if I give 100% of myself as a
writer that someone somewhere
FIREWORKS

gets a kick out of what I come
up with, an emotional response
because that’s what I look
for in the music I listen to, a
connection that makes me react
in a certain way, which all good
music should.
Your last album, ‘Darkness
In A Different Light’, was
quite dark both musically and
lyrically but ‘Theories…’, for
me anyway, is lighter in tone.
Do you when you’re writing
like to change things up and
move things around to get
different textures into your
music?
Yes of course, we always try
to do things a little differently,
make things interesting and
challenging. Having said that
though I still think, especially
lyrically, that this is a very dark
record with an edginess to it.
I do understand where you’re
coming from with it being a
more melodic record. That I
think is all down to Ray Alder’s
performance and the way he
has put a lot of melodies into
especially the choruses. This I
think gives the songs that lighter
feel, whilst the lyrics drive home
that darkness you spoke of.
Talking
of
Ray’s
contribution,
I
recently
talked to Nick Van Dyke of
Redemption and he said the
reason that Ray sounds so
good these days is all down to
you and Fates and the amount
of work both studio and live
that you’re doing, which seems
to have made Ray’s voice
stronger and better. Do you feel
then, to use a sports analogy,
that Fates have in Ray Alder a
home-field advantage when it
comes to making music?
Definitely. Ray, I think, is
one of the best singers of Rock/
Metal music working today. I do
agree with Nick that his voice
has gotten better and stronger
over the last few years but I’m
not sure if that’s because of all
the live/studio work we’ve done.
I think, and I’ve talked with the
guys in the band about this and
we’re not sure what it is either,
but what I think has happened is
that Ray has just entered a sweet
spot when it comes to singing at
the moment. A lot of it I think is
coming to terms with what he
can and cannot do vocally. He’s
not trying to reach those notes
so high that only a dog can hear
them anymore, well not all the
FIREWORKS

time anyway [laughs] which
has put him in his comfort zone,
which is great for us.
Recently you put together
a Mark 1 version of the band
that has you and original
band members/friends such as
John Arch, Frank Aresti, Joe
DiBiase playing the ‘Awaken
The Guardian’ album in it’s
entirety for the first time. In
fact I think you played your
first show only last week at
The Keep It True Festival in
Germany. What was behind
this idea and what was it like
for you to get back onstage
together?
Well we have always kept
in touch over the years and
stayed friends. We actually get
together a couple of times each
year, whether it’s for dinner or
a family picnic with all the old
guys and their families and that
includes all the crew members
who are also part of the Fates
Family. The idea to get together
and play some of the older stuff
came out of those meetings. The
show we just did was fantastic
even though we hadn’t actually
played together as a band for
almost thirty years but after a
couple of songs everything just
felt right. Also playing to our
fans in Europe who never got
to see this line-up or hear this
album being played live was
just wonderful for us. I think it
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was a special show and the fans
seemed to love it and we’ll be
doing it again at Prog Power
USA in September. We also
filmed the first show and we’ll
do the same at PP and then
we’ll look through the footage
and see what we can do with
it; hopefully it will turn into a
DVD at some point.

do other things, other projects.
Unfortunately this holiday from
the band lasted way too long, as
you said, but we’re back and we
want to keep on working together
for as long as we can and as long
as there are people out there who
want to hear our music and want
to come to our shows, then we’ll
carry on doing what we do.

What about either version
of the band getting over to the
UK for a tour Jim?
The honest answer is
probably not. Around the world
there are small pockets, places
where people just didn’t take to
us or our music and sadly the
UK was one of those pockets.
I just don’t know why because
we love the UK and personally
I love Scotland and I would love
to come over and do a tour. Sadly
if there isn’t a promoter willing
to bring us over then there isn’t
much we can do about it, which
is a real shame.

Finally Jim, ‘Night Of
Broken’ is thirty-two years old
now. So when you made that
album way back in 1984 did
you ever think you’d still be
around and making music all
these years later?
The honest answer is no.
I probably thought I’d be
doing
something
musical,
hopefully working as a musician
somewhere, but still with Fates
Warning? No, that probably
didn’t cross my mind back then.
I think as long as I could make a
living as a musician then I would
have been happy. Oh, we all
talked about it back then, what
the future would hold for us all
but who would have thought
that when we were writing
‘Awaken…’ that thirty years
later people would still want to
hear it. You have no idea how
things will turn out but I’ve been
very lucky to have been able to
do what I love to do for so long
and it’s all down to my fellow
band members and the Fates
Warning Fans.

Back to the new album,
the gap between ‘FWX’ and
‘Darkness…’ was over nine
years but happily ‘Theories…’
has come along only a couple
of years later. So will Fates
now be recording albums on a
more regular basis?
Well hopefully, that is our
intention. After ‘FWX’ we’d
always planned to take a hiatus
from Fates Warning and go and
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P.J. FARLEY
Interview by Alexandra Mrozowska

A familiar name for anyone who’s ever been into 80s Hard Rock, P.J. Farley, bassist in the
Jersey-based band Trixter, goes solo with ‘Boutique Sound Frames’. Fireworks caught up with
him to find out more...
Your overall experience in the music
business mostly encompasses band work.
How does it feel like to step out solo?
I’ve always wanted to be part of a band –
I’ve never strived to be the focus of a band.
That’s not to say I didn’t think I had enough to
offer, I just always liked playing a very capable
supporting role. That being said, I’m comfortable
contributing riffs, lyrics, song ideas, arrangement
ideas, editing thoughts and so on for whatever/
whoever I’m working with at the time. When
I write or complete songs, I come from a very
genuine place and I don’t force them to fit any
particular project. Over the years I’ve managed to
build a little catalogue. Releasing this record and
having all the focus on me is a pretty new mindset
for me but at this point in my career I’m ready for
just about anything. The point of releasing this
record isn’t to “step out” per se because I’m not
leaving Trixter or turning away opportunities to
play with other people, I just felt it was time to
reveal other sides and capabilities of myself.

What was the songwriting process for
the album like? Was there a difference in
preparing songs for yourself rather than for
a band?
It was basically just me playing guitar, finding
a riff or chord progression that felt good. After
that if I got that “magic melody”, it kind of wrote
itself and I just went along with it. If I’m writing
for a band, I will probably limit how much I
finish, so that I can bring it to the table.

Do you think this ‘do-it-yourself, onestep-at-a-time’ approach will prevail on your
future solo albums as well?
It probably will just because I don’t really
demo songs, they go from my head to the track.
I usually have all the parts worked out in my
head as well as far as drums and guitar. Not to
say I wouldn’t like to bring in a drummer every
now and then. My drumming is limited but I
know what I want. I don’t get to practice drums
so there are just things I can’t do. On this record
I managed okay but I know there are certain
tempos that I can’t play and I wouldn’t attempt to
(laughs). Same goes for guitar. I can’t play fast,
intricate solos so I’ll always need some assistance
should a song call for it.

Do you think there are some musical
similarities between ‘Boutique Sound Frames’
and your previous output?
I believe a good portion of the record could be
associated with the newer Trixter sound but there
are certainly aspects that bring it into different
dimensions – lyrically as well. I’m influenced by
such a wide variety of music and I think it reflects
in the record but I also feel that I did my best to
express those influences through my own voice.
It took you more than a decade to complete
the material for ‘Boutique Sound Frames’.
However, it sounds very cohesive – was there
any concern it might not? What did it take to
mould all the songs stylistically?
It’s exactly that concern that made me wait so
long to release it! I knew that the songs had legs
and that I wasn’t chasing a fad or anything, so I
knew I could release them at any time without
sounding contrived or dated. I have so many
other songs that didn’t end up on the record
because I wouldn’t restrain myself from writing
something that didn’t fit a certain “type”. I did
want the style to be within a decent radius of
what people know me most from. I think I have
a good balance of that along with pushing those
boundaries a little.
What’s inspired ‘Boutique Sound Frames’
in terms of music and lyrics?
I do tend to draw from personal experience
lyrically – or at least a personal thought or idea.
Not much of a storyteller. Whenever I’m writing
it always kind of starts on its own and then I
somehow start writing about how I feel or think
as opposed to making up a story. I’d like to do
that someday though.
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so many responsibilities at the same time?
It never got overwhelming because I wouldn’t
be spending “lock out” studio hours in the studio
and stressing. I would basically lay down a click
and a scratch guitar, and scratch bass track, then
go bang out the drums. A week later I’d put down
some guitar tracks and textured tracks. A week
later I’d do vocals and then come back and put
an actual bass track and some percussion etc.
Ironically bass is the last thing I write and record,
I feel that writing the bass line after the vocals
and everything are tracked really lets me see what
I have to work with and where I can go with it
without stepping on anything .

How personal did the songs get for you?
Do you think there are any limits as far as
revealing your inner self to the audience is
concerned?
The record is very personal but I think I wrote
the lyrics in such a way that anyone listening can
relate and place themselves within the context.
I’m not overly concerned about revealing too
much. I wanted to shed some light and insight
after all.
You’ve written and produced all the
material and performed a majority of
instrumental parts on the album as well as
singing all the songs. Was it easy to cope with
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Speaking about assistance, guest musicians
who lay down a few parts were your current
and former Trixter bandmates – Steve Brown
and Mike Luciano. Why have you decided to
collaborate with both of them again?
I recorded everything at Steve’s house and
sometimes I was hearing things that I just can’t
play on guitar. See, I’m a jack of all trades and
master of none! (laughs) Luckily, I would have
him there and I could say, “I need a cool slide
solo here or I need some actual guitar solo.” My
guitar solos are melodic and not complicated –
it was great to have access to a ringer! (laughs)
Having Mike Luciano on ‘The Fallen’ was easy
because Steve, Mike and I were recording songs
at the time anyway so it just made sense. He gets
such a great tone from the drums with the way he
hits so I was stoked.
What are your current plans and what is
Trixter up to now?
My plan is to get as many people to hear the
album as possible. I have no shows planned but
I’m not opposed to doing some and probably
will! Trixter is busy doing fly dates all year as
usual. We just got back from our first European
show in Italy. There’s a bunch of shows in June
and throughout the summer in the USA but we’re
looking at the UK in October!
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D A R E
Interview by Ant Heeks

First coming to attention as keyboardist in Thin Lizzy in 1980, Darren Wharton formed his own band Dare in 1985,
and their debut album ‘Out Of The Silence’ has long been regarded as an AOR classic. Though the Dare sound shifted
towards a more Celtic influence with the release of ‘Calm Before The Storm’ in 1998, the return of guitarist Vinny
Burns and bassist Nigel Clutterbuck sees three fifths of the original line-up reunited for their excellent new album
‘Sacred Ground’, and a slight return towards a Rockier sound thanks to the sublime guitar playing of Vinny Burns.
Fireworks got in touch with Darren Wharton to find out more…
The last time we spoke was when you had re-recorded the
‘Calm Before The Storm’ album and you hinted that the next
album could be a blend of the ‘Blood From Stone’ and ‘Belief’
albums…
Well, I always try to listen to what people say. To me, when we did
‘Blood From Stone’, we sort of did it for the wrong reasons. We were
criticised a little bit that ‘Out Of The Silence’ wasn’t heavy enough,
there were too many keyboards etc, and we sort of knee-jerked a little
bit and made that album heavier, but we sort of went over the top with
it really. We were almost trying to prove a point, but looking back
now that was a mistake. We were young and we thought “we’ll show
them how heavy we can do it”, but we weren’t really being true to
where we stood musically at that point. We’re very proud of ‘Blood
From Stone’ but I just think we overdid it; I tried to sing in a way that
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wasn’t natural to me. But when we got round to ‘Belief’, that was
our first album on my own label and it was a direction that felt very
natural to me at the time as a keyboard player and a writer. I do like
the orchestrated arrangements. I can sit and write ballads all day long
but there comes a time when you’ve got to realise what works well
on stage and generates the excitement. To be honest, we’ve done so
many live shows, for some reason we keep getting asked to do bigger
gigs as the band’s maturing, we’re doing bigger shows than we’ve
ever done. We’ve done Firefest where we went on after Jeff Scott
Soto and W.E.T., we did Sweden Rock last year, which was a massive
crowd. We had such a good time, it’s one of my favourite gigs ever…
it’s those moments when you realise you need a bigger impact, you
think, “I wish we had a song with a bigger bang!” With that in mind,
you kind of re-evaluate the content of the albums a little bit for that
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environment, and all these things come into play when you’re writing
your next album. I think because we’ve been doing so many live
shows and we’ve got a lot of big festivals coming up this year, that
was in the back of my mind when we did this album, I thought about
what would really work live. It’s a learning curve all the way…I’m
sure another two albums down the line I’ll still be learning.
That’s what is really noticeable about this new album, it’s a lot
livelier than the previous few albums with only one real ballad.
Yeah, ‘Every Time We Say Goodbye’, I really like that song; it’s
one of those melodies with lyrics that are quite poignant to me. I’ve
been on the road for two and a half years and you start to think about
other things, a lot of that time away from home made quite an impact
on me. You start to think about things that you value and what’s
special to you, and hopefully that’s what comes through.

pursue those areas, and we were getting more into the live situation
where the acoustic guitar wasn’t being featured as much in the
productions and it felt more right to get Nigel back in on the bass
to make it stronger live. It was a natural progression, there was no
animosity or anything.
Obviously having Vinny in the band is one of the factors that
has pushed this album to an even higher level.
Oh, I think so. Vinny isn’t just a guitarist, he’s like a rock. He’s
there, he plays in his own unique style, and when you’ve got someone
like Vinny playing those guitar parts, the need for the acoustic begins
to dwindle, and that coupled with all the live shows, you realise that
as far as the instruments that you’re going to structure your songs
around, it became obvious we had to make the songs a little more
gritty. As I said, you listen to the fans, whether subliminally or
consciously, I listen to what people say and they wanted it to go a
little rockier. I always said I didn’t want to go back to the ‘Blood
From Stone’ days, but I do understand that we’re a Rock band and
we need to be in that Rock genre. If that’s what the fans are asking
for, then you mould the songs into a certain environment to please as
many people as you can without compromising the song-writing or
the direction or vision of the band.

One of the highlights of the album is the first single ‘On My
Own’, I have to ask, were you listening to The Eagles when you
wrote it?
[Laughs] You could say it’s bit Eagles-y. I think it’s to do with the
tempo and the vibe. It has got that Country Rock feel. It’s a feel-good
song, it’s nothing like ‘Walk On The Water’ or ‘Calm Before The
Storm’, it’s just a light-hearted summer song. We didn’t really go
Throughout all of your albums, your lyrics have always
out to choose that as a single, it was just the one that Paul Anthony
at Planet Rock liked off the album. He played it to the head of the followed a similar theme. Where do you actually get your
station and they said they loved it and wanted to Playlist it. It’s very inspiration from?
It’s difficult to say. I suppose I’m
Radio-friendly, it’s got that instant
a romantic type of guy really, I’m
impact. That’s been really nice, it’s
a bit of a softie. I just love mainly
given us a lot of confidence for the
“To be honest, we’ve done so many
what I’m talking about in the songs;
release of the album.
live shows, for some reason we keep
earthy things, mountains, nature.
getting asked to do bigger gigs as the
I love the stars and things about
You had always intended that
space…I’m a real nature freak
this album would be titled ‘7’ so
band’s maturing, we’re doing bigger
really, but I’m also quite spiritual
why did you decide to go with
shows than we’ve ever done.”
in a way. I’m not religious but I
‘Sacred Ground’ instead?
suppose I’ve got other things going
‘Calm Before The Storm 2’ was
Darren Wharton of Dare
on like what life’s all about and
the seventh album we released, but
different types of attitude to why
I didn’t really consider it as the real
we’re all here and everything else.
seventh album because it was a rerecording. It didn’t feel right, but it confused the issue. I did put the If you knew where I lived, I live right in the middle of Snowdonia
‘7’ on the bottom of the new album cover, but changed direction and National Park, I’m surrounded by mountains and trees and nature…
it’s a beautiful part of the world, the whole area’s got a very Celtic
went with ‘Sacred Ground’ as the title.
feel and it’s so easy to get wrapped up in that.
The picture on the cover is like an updated version of the ‘Out
And how much of your creative influence do you owe to Mr.
Of The Silence’ cover, was that intentional?
Yeah, I wanted to feature the band on the cover. We’ve become Phil Lynott?
The main thing that I like to think I got from Phil is his sincerity
such good buddies over the past few years with all the shows we’ve
played, and of course having three of the original line-up with in his lyrics and his integrity in as far as what he was trying to do
Vinny back, and Nigel (Clutterbuck), the original bass player back, I musically. I think there’s a lot of bands these days that waffle on about
thought it would be nice to get them on the cover and reinstate that. things, like they’ve picked a lot of lyrics out of different songs and
It’s got that earthy feel, we’re up in the mountains in North Wales, whacked them all together with a load of superglue! Philip always
the album’s obviously based on being at home, not just for me but had a certain sincerity about the way he was as far as his music
for most people who are away from home in that environment – it’s was concerned and the way he was personally. ‘Dancing In The
always great to get back on your home turf. The lads all came down Moonlight’ was Phil, ‘Don’t Believe A Word’ was Phil, that was his
a few weeks ago, we went up in the mountains, we’re just beneath character, it came out in his songs. He was one of the boys, ‘The Boys
Snowdon which is quite poignant for me because I love it up there, Are Back In Town’ was Philip. Take the songs he wrote and you’d
we spend a lot of time up there. It’s great to have that on the album see Philip in those songs, if you love the songs then you would have
loved Phil. He came out in the songs, that’s the person he was. That’s
cover, it feels right, it belongs with the title.
what I’d like to think about with Dare – I’ll never write a song that I
As you’ve mentioned the line-up, why is your previous don’t feel is sincere to me, everything I try to sing about is how I feel
inside, that’s really the person I am. And I think every writer should
guitarist Richie Dews no longer in the band?
Richie had been on and off in Dare for a long time; he had a lot have that element, if they’re going to write a song it’s got to be true
of different projects he was doing. He was never really 100% Dare to their hearts, it shouldn’t be something that they’re making up as
all the time. Richie was part of the live situation but he had his own they go along, it’s got to come from the heart. That’s what I hope I
agenda and it was one of those things where he felt that he wanted to got from Phil.
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Tarja is such an evocative name in the symphonic
world of music. A huge superstar in her native
Finland, it’s hard to believe sometimes that her solo
career has now extended beyond the time she was
in Nightwish. It’s been several years since Fireworks
last interviewed Tarja so it is fitting we discussed the
impending release of not one but two new albums,
her first for three years.

Interview with Tarja by Carl Buxton
Photo by Tim Tronckoe
The prequel album, ‘The Brightest Void’, is
coming out a few days before the ‘Rock On Green’
festival in London.
Yes, exactly. I’m very happy to be able to go to the UK
again. I mean it’s been a while, so it’s about time.
I’ve been to both solo shows you’ve done in
London in the recent past – your silhouette behind
the iconic screen that dramatically dropped down
in the first show was certainly memorable.
Of course with the new album always comes changes
– I don’t want to repeat myself, not in a musical sense or
production wise, so we’re gonna put up some screens
and make a bigger production [on tour]. So it’s a nice new
challenge again ahead of me.
So you’re planning something special for this
festival I would imagine?
Yes, it’s a very nice thing that I can start my show in the
UK. There is also something special happening – a showcase
happening right after the festival, so I will be staying in the
UK for a little bit longer. Then the festivals start for the
summer and then the tour itself. I will be going back to the
UK later on, but those dates haven’t been confirmed yet.
On ‘The Brightest Void’ you have guests and
you’ve done some covers, for example ‘House Of
Wax’ from Paul McCartney and Shirley Bassey’s
‘Goldfinger’ – I know you said this is a sweetener
before the main album, because the tour is coming
and the main album won’t be released until August
– is this a kind of present for the fans to listen to and
appreciate before the tour?
No, the real reason behind releasing two albums – socalled two albums even though I don’t name them as the
two albums, I mean the first one’s a prequel – but I felt
like the first album is really presenting the sound and song
direction of ‘The Shadow Self’, which is coming at the end of
summer. The songs, one way or another, they are connected
with the same concept behind ‘The Shadow Self’ album. The
reason to release two albums was that I had so many songs
written. I was writing songs for a longer period of time, it
usually takes me a long time with the touring and stuff and
I need to really focus on the song writing when I am in an
environment that is peaceful enough to do that. I gather
around ideas for the songs along the way if I see something
that inspires me. The amount of good songs was so huge
that I just didn’t want to wait for their release, and I also
didn’t want to give them away for different territories, which
is usually the way, because they are very strong, they are
my babies [laughs]. It has happened before, that some songs
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have been released in America or Japan, that the European people won’t
ever even get to know about. It’s a little bit weird in that sense because
they are personal to me and important to me in every way, so I didn’t
want to have that kind of thing happening. I was talking with my label
and we ended up working on two albums and, yeah, the first one is ‘The
Brightest Void’ that is coming in the middle of summer. It gives you the
direction and the sound world of ‘The Shadow Self’, and they are good
songs, but also I have, then, the chance to use these as something nice.
I made these cover songs where I really enjoyed the collaborations, for
example with Michael Monroe, who is my dear friend. It is a song that I
don’t think I would have put it on my album because it’s such a different
kind of song in general, the song that we wrote together (‘Your Heaven
And Your Hell’) – it’s really rock ‘n’ roll in that sense, too much of rock
‘n’ roll for me [laughs] but it’s a great song. So ‘The Brightest Void’ gave
me also that chance to use it in a fun way. There is a lot of music that
would not be there without this opportunity of releasing two albums,
so I think it’s also interesting for the fans – I hope.

when I had the song finished with my vocals down, I felt there was
something that I really needed. I needed a push from someone very
strong vocally and she was the first one that I was really thinking about
calling in, and luckily she said yes and did a great job. She used her
growling vocals but she also used her clean vocals which I wanted her
to do. I gave her a lot of freedom and it’s a perfect song for two very
strong girls rocking it! [laughs]. We will hopefully perform together in
the future in a live situation. Such a wonderful, wonderful collaboration!
[laughs]

Yeah, I actually really worry about Alissa because she uses
her growling voice with Arch Enemy, so I’m worried that she
will ruin her clean voice by doing this.
She has a really beautiful clean voice, so I really definitely hope that
that is not going to happen. I have no idea about the growling itself;
technically, I am Mrs Nobody in that field, but I do know about the
clean voice a lot and so I really wish that she’s well. She knows what
she’s doing but it’s not easy when you are touring for long periods of
Thinking about many bands over the years that have time, your body gets tired, your voice always gets tired, so, hmm, yeah.
written lots of songs and have nailed it down to a final ten
or twelve songs for the album. When they come to do the
You’re no longer working with Mike Terrana…
next album, usually on a two-year cycle, they never seem to
No, I’m not working with him anymore, no.
go back to the songs that didn’t make the previous album
because they’ve moved on from that period in time. Was that
I don’t know what happened but I remember you released
a little bit of your thinking as well, that you were worried if ‘Beauty And The Beat’, which I thought was absolutely
you went back to those songs you may think, ‘Actually I’m not amazing. From a fan point of view it was very sad when I
feeling them now and so I don’t want to release them’?
heard you two guys had parted ways. I presume it was quite a
You know what, it has… as I said, I ended up writing a lot of dark time for you – I don’t know if you’re able to say anything
songs. However I also took some demos that I found in my computer. about that?
Sometimes when you are checking up some files and searching for
Yeah, not too much… we parted ways. I wish him well. He was
inspiration - I wanna go back! I always wanna go back to what was there working with me for seven years – a long-time collaboration but I think
many years ago even, and maybe you find some jewels in the middle it was time for a change. I mean for him, for me; we kind of parted along
of all the junk that you might have in there [laughs]. But you know, I the way. We have this beautiful project together, which was really, really
found really good stuff. I found two or three songs that I re-worked for beautiful and very successful, and, in a sense, very challenging vocally for
this album. I’ve been working on these demos from ‘My Winter Storm’ me. I really enjoyed those concerts because they made me work hard
back in the beginning of my solo career, which was very interesting. on my voice and I love those kind of things. I really keep on training hard,
So I really took those songs and I finished them and I’m super-proud and there is always something new to learn but yeah, with me and Mike,
of them because, now with the experience of song writing, and with you won’t see me going along with him on tour anymore, no. He’s on
having the great team of musicians working with me, things have gotten some of the songs on the record. He recorded those songs a really long
easier, obviously. Production-wise, I’m taking my productions to where time ago, but he’s there, definitely.
I really feel my music should be presented, and where it should really
sound. I’m super-proud of how the things have evolved through the
So ‘The Brightest Void’ is coming out on June 3rd and then
years. Those songs now they feel like they needed to feel now, not then, we only have a couple of months to wait until ‘The Shadow
but it’s interesting how things are always changing. You discover things Self’ comes out. You’re saying the songs are linked musically,
so what can we expect from ‘The Shadow Self’?
along the way.
First of all I really feel it’s the heaviest album so far in my career. I
don’t know where that really came from. I really wanted to take it there
Yeah, exactly. So how did you get Chad Smith involved?
Well, this guy definitely comes along with Kevin Chown, my bass in that sense but you still wouldn’t refer to it as a Heavy Metal album.
player. Kevin has been playing with me for many, many years already - on As you know, my music is very diverse and I think that on this album
the tours and also on my records, along with Doug Wimbish. Kevin has it’s even more diverse - I took it even further in that direction, but it’s
a band with Chad, it’s called Bombastic Meatbats [Chad Smith’s Bombastic really rocking. I kind of felt the need to get a sound like a ‘bad feeling’ on
Meatbats], a fusion band in America. They are playing there from time many of the songs, so that like the first single, ‘No Bitter End’, it’s really
to time and generally having fun, and so they know each other very rocking from the beginning until the end and it has a very energetic
well. So I think it was Kevin that started talking about Chad and saying, feel and drive. So we are playing songs like that, which are also quite
“Come on Tarja, you just need to tell me if you would be interested - I progressive in that sense. But yeah, I feel that it’s dark and heavy – the
can ask him to play on your record” and I said, “Haha, you kidding me? album itself, without forgetting, of course, the Symphonic side that is
Really?” [laughs]. It started like that, chit chatting, then it became real always very present in my music. I still use the same people from the
and he ended up recording five songs on my album, so actually I have movie soundtrack world with me, and I never wanna lose that because
five…if I’m not wrong…five drummers on these records altogether, so it’s where my knowledge in music comes from, it is my first love in
a lot of musicians. That’s why the list of names is huge on these records. music – the classical side - and it will always be there. But yeah, it’s a
Of course I am using musicians that have been there for me for many dark, dark album with some very positive lyrics [laughs]. The elements
years already, but also there are many new names. It’s because I feel very that I’m using more or less are the same as on the ‘Colours In The
privileged in that sense, and I have this beautiful freedom as a solo artist Dark’ album, the path that I took with that album I’m still going along.
to really work with people that inspire me, or people that I share a trust Of course there are shocking elements and surprises for my fans as well
with. It’s an incredible freedom that I can direct the songs to people - they are there because, as I said in the beginning, I don’t want to repeat
myself. I’m not going to do that, at least not a lot, haha. Sound-wise it
who I really feel are capable of doing what I like to hear.
sounds heavier than before because this time I was super-happy with
So who else can you tell me about that appears on your Tim Palmer [who mixed Tarja’s previous album], I finally got the sound
in the guitars and in the band in general that I was looking for. I really,
records?
Alissa White-Gluz for example. She sang a duet with me for a song finally did that. I worked with Tim very hard this time but it was worth
that I wrote [‘Demon’s In You’ on ‘The Shadow Self’]. It’s quite heavy and it, it was really, really worth it.
FIREWORKS
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The last time I interviewed Dare main-man Darren Wharton was at the time of the re-recording of the ‘Calm
Before The Storm’ album; he hinted that their next studio album could be a blend of the ‘Blood From Stone’ and
‘Belief’ albums. They are poles apart in style, but my two personal favourite Dare albums, so naturally my enthusiasm
was piqued. ‘Sacred Ground’ doesn’t, in fact, follow that blueprint, it’s merely the natural succession to ‘Arc Of The
Dawn’, yet it’s actually the finest album to bear the name since the classic ‘Blood…’
A bold declaration, you might say, but I believe the prime reason for this assessment can be aimed solely at
one factor; Vinny Burns. Though Burns returned to Dare in 2010, it was solely as a touring member, this is his first
recorded work with the band since the aforementioned ‘Blood…’ album. With all due respect to previous guitarists
Richie Dews and Andrew Moore, it’s Burns’ scintillating guitar performance that raises this Dare album way above
their previous, more recent, output. Musically it’s the atypical classy Dare we’ve come to expect, but it’s the way
Burns’ sublime, mesmerizing guitar melodies weave through Wharton’s lush, elegant soundscapes that elevate this
album to a higher plain.
It is very similarly paced throughout, but overall it maintains more sense of urgency, with a little more bite in the
riffs and solos, while Wharton seems to be singing with a tad more conviction than of late. Indeed, once ‘Home’
kicks into gear, it’s by far the liveliest opener to a Dare album since the mighty ‘Wings Of Fire’ in 1991, while ‘Every
DARE
Time We Say Goodbye’ is, unusually, the album’s only real ballad. ‘Strength’ is a darker-sounding number more in
‘SACRED GROUND’
the vein of the ‘Calm…’ release, ‘Until’ casually dips its feet into the Celtic style that dominated the gorgeous ‘Belief’
(Legend) MELODIC ROCK
and treading slightly new ground is ‘On My Own’, which could easily pass off as a bright-n-breezy Eagles-ish Country
Rock song.
Reviewed by Ant Heeks
If you fell out of love with Dare when they took a different direction with the ‘Calm…’ album back in 1998, then
‘Sacred Ground’ is the album with which to rekindle that relationship. For long-term fans, it’s a wonderful addition to an already superior back catalogue.
...and the award for most fully-rounded concept album of this millennium goes to… (pause for effect, as
everyone shouts “oh get on with it” at their TV screens)… ‘The Clockwork Fable’ by Gandalf’s Fist! (rapturous
applause, followed by knowing nods of approval and close-ups of the stars whispering, “who the hell are Randolph’s
Tryst???”, while silently cursing that they haven’t won). Yes, it’s an unlikely tale. So much so in fact, that GF probably
wrote it, although there’s maybe not enough ferrets, badgers or woodwind cake-launchers involved for their taste!
In all seriousness, what we have here is quite an achievement, and one that works on many levels. Three discs, an
intricate tale masterfully told with oodles of off-the-wall humour, and the intricate brushstrokes of a true storyteller.
In total, you get roughly two hours of stunning Progressive Rock which runs the gamut between traditional seventies
fare, Neo-eighties newness, and sharper new millennium maturity, alongside a further hour interspersed with not
just narration, but top notch “radio play” quality dialogue. The acting talent involved have featured in ‘Dr. Who’,
‘Gremlins’, ‘Downton Abbey’ and much, much more (Mark Benton, Zach Galligan, Bill Fellows, Paul Kavanagh, Tim
Munro, Paul Barnhill, Alicia Marsh and GF bassist Chris Ewen are your cast). The results genuinely could be a BBC
radio play and, dare I say it, beyond ‘War Of The Worlds’; it’s hard to think of a time this style of thing has been done
with a sharper understanding of how to blend story and music, and still hold the listener completely.
Each character also has a singing voice; Fist front-man Dean Marsh playing “the people of Cogtopolis” (the
GANDALF’S FIST
fictional underground city that the human race has been forced to inhabit since consigning the Earth’s surface to
‘THE CLOCKWORK FABLE’
wintery, dark death), and Luke Severn, “the singing voice of the Nightkeepers” (those who live only to ensure the
(Independent) PROGRESSIVE
residents of the city harbor no desires to think of returning to a surface still believed utterly dead and uninhabitable).
Reviewed by Steven Reid
In addition, the singing cast contains no less than Arjen Lucassen (Ayreon), Blaze Bayley (ex-Iron Maiden, who has
NEVER sounded better than he does here), Dave Oberlé (Gryphon), and finally Dying Seed and recurring GF guest
Melissa Hollick. The story follows the fight to discover whether the Earth’s surface is now bathed in sun once more; the forces of “dark” and “light” pitted
against one another in a fully-realised world with its own religious factions, alphabet and folklore. All these aspects are investigated in the beautiful
accompanying booklet (which comes housed in a stunning four panel digi-pack), and with the design and look every bit as impressive as the intricate story
the album revolves around, ‘The Clockwork Fable’ really is a rare beast in terms of scope and, crucially, execution.
Musically, the songs, which run from short bursts of energetic Maiden or Saracen-inspired bombast, to lengthy Progressive epics, are nothing short of
stunning. The intricacy and eye for detail are not forgotten in this vital department, as drummer Stefan Hepe combines with Marsh, Severn and Ewen
expertly; while Matt Stevens (The Fierce And The Dead) adds ambient guitars and sound effects. If you love seventies Prog with an eye for Jethro Tull, Genesis
and the Pop leanings of Greg Lake, the eighties update the likes of IQ, Galahad or Twelfth Night provided, or even the more pointed stabs of Porcupine
Tree, you’ll find them all here. As you will a slice of Prog Metal technicality and hefty helping of intrinsically British NWOBHM fret fury – and obviously the
storytelling of ‘…Worlds’.
If I was searching high and low for reasons to complain, then the sheer breadth and scope of what’s been created by Gandalf’s Fist on this, their sixth and
(by far) most ambitious album, is something so finely worked that it may never, through length and complexity, be a casual listen. Or that with the content
spread across three discs (you need the physical version to really immerse yourself), opting out of the spoken parts isn’t really an option. However, these are
minuscule niggles when balanced against an album that genuinely deserves to be given the accolade of current and future classic. Conceptual, Progressive
Rock genuinely doesn’t get any better than this.
I’m known for being a massive fan of British Rockers Vega and whilst other opinions until now have been quite
divided, with some within Melodic Rock circles not “getting it”, I have always gotten what the band are about and
their three previous albums have been the most played albums amongst my collection. With each album I have felt
the band have one-upped themselves and ‘Who We Are’ yet again takes things to a higher level in my opinion; I
personally think this is an awesome album and certainly Vega’s best yet.
The principal song-writers of the Martin Brothers and Nick Workman appear to really bring out the best in each
other, but as a writing team they also they create a unique sound which is unmistakable and something which you
don’t hear in their other bands.
Once again, they have filled their songs with so many hooks – through the vocals, guitar, harmony or keyboards
– that every song has the potential to grip you and get a reaction in one form or another; whether it’s a raised fist
or lip tremble… they know how to write songs that get under your skin.
I am also of the opinion that this album will reach out to traditional Melodic Rock fans, more so than they have
in the past. Whilst “commercial” has always been part of their brand, this time there is a smoother and brighter tone
which will make it easier for traditionalists to enjoy. I find it hard to imagine that anyone wouldn’t feel the need to
bounce off the walls to ‘Explode’, sing-along loudly to ‘Every Little Monster’ or strut their stuff to ‘If Not You’. If not,
VEGA
the question has to be asked as to whether you actually like commercial Rock music?
‘WHO WE ARE’
I think there are a few songs on here that deserve highlighting, like the immensely powerful ‘Hurts So Bad’
(Frontiers) HARD ROCK
(which is now currently my latest favourite anthem) and the heartfelt ballad ‘Nothing Is Forever’, which are songs I
Reviewed by Paul Woodward
feel could win awards or at least nods of respect from their song-writing peers. Workman has taken a lot of criticism
over the years and I think with his performances on this album, I hope many will re-evaluate their opinions, as for
me it’s Workman’s most diverse and impressive album to date.
As a diehard fan, I am happy to say I think this is pretty much Rock perfection.
FIREWORKS
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ALBUMS HIGHLIGHTED IN BLUE CONTAIN A TRACK FEATURED ON THIS ISSUE’S COVER CD
2 WEEKS
‘LIVE YOUR WAY’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

Hailing from the New York City area,
2 Weeks have only been on the scene for
two years, but have already independently
recorded this debut slice of Hard Rock and
Metal riffage. Created by Italian/American,
vocalist/rhythm guitarist, Gina Donadio
and lead guitarist Robert Neal after they
became friends (when Donadio joined
the band that Neal was gigging in at the
time) they soon embarked on their own
project by writing and demoing songs,
and playing together acoustically until
they found the right players to augment
their band. Step forward Donadio’s twin
brother on bass, after various musicians
failed to commit to the project and, after
a fruitless search for the right permanent
drummer, the lady herself then decided to
play drums on the album.
All the songs are short, snappy, and
not without merit. Neal is a very good
guitarist; no doubt dedicated enough to
learn all the Iron Maiden riffs, as his love
for the band shines through. That’s not to
say he’s a plagiarist; he’s just adapted his
style to suit a modern Hard Rock band, as
Donadio’s vocals take you far away from
any notion of a “Maiden by numbers”
love-in. She is also quite the talented
musician; vocally very clear without any
vibrato, and playing the drums, although
it’s not clear if she contributed rhythm
guitars to the album or whether she just
plays guitar live to augment their sound.
Their debut video release (single in
old-school terms) is the title track and it’s
suitably raucous and energetic. They’ve
since followed that up with ‘The Strength
To Be’; a solid Rock song with suitably
impressive Maiden-type riffage. ‘Save
Yourself’ is harder and more dynamic with
a slightly edgier snarly vocal from Donadio.
Although there’s plenty of heavy riffage
on ‘Bury Me’, the Maiden guitar sound
and song structure is very evident on ‘Take
Control’ and ‘Wrath Of The Mini Ninja’ –
their closest attempt at an epic sounding
item. I love the melodic tone to Neal’s
guitars on the mid-paced, riffy ‘Watch
You Burn’, and the faster, more urgent
‘Hold On’. Donadio’s drumming is solid
if not spectacular and her vocals are very
engaging, whilst twin brother Joe’s fingered
bass picking keeps the back line chugging
away quite nicely. They even have time
to do an acoustic Pop Rock number with
Country overtones on ‘Detached’.
In summary, a very fine effort! What’s
not to like?
Carl Buxton

4 BAJO ZERO
‘ANTIHÉROE’
(Rock*CD)
HARD ROCK

They say that Rock is a universal
language, though so often that only
seems to be entirely true if artists express
themselves through the medium of the
English language. Personally, I enjoy a
bit of linguistic and cultural variety, so it
was nice to be asked to listen to 4 Bajo
Zero’s new album ‘Antihéroe’. They are,
in fact, the first Spanish band I’ve got
my ears around since the early days of
Barón Rojo – though I must confess that
I remember them more for being Spanish
and slightly madcap than for their music
(I don’t seem to have anything by them in
my collection). So, can 4 Bajo Zero make
an impression for all the right reasons?
Hailing from Valencia, they were formed in
2013, and consist of four musicians with
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long histories in the Valencia Rock scene;
‘Antihéroe’ is their first full album.
Initial listens reveal it to be a solid ball
of rock (to pinch a phrase). It’s a gutsy,
Female-Fronted, Classic Rock affair that
owes much to the influence of eighties
Metal. They have a tight, compact sound
that Metal aficionados will find easy on
the ears; they also have bullets, though
as far as ‘Antihéroe’ goes, they fire most
of them early. The strongest tracks are the
first three; with the lead work of guitarist
Gonzalo Lorente giving the songs an
extra leg-up. Manuel Mocholí’s bass is
prominent and Rebeca Montón’s firecracking vocals add a bit of fizz. ‘Nada
Es Verdad’ is a fiery, energetic opener,
‘Quiero Más’ is notable for Lorente’s
smooth, melodic lead work, and ‘Dame La
Respuesta’ (the pick of the bunch) has a
catchy pre-chorus and features another
striking solo from Lorente and a main
riff that tips its hat to Motörhead’s ‘Deaf
Forever’. ‘Reacción’ and ‘Jaula De Cristal’
also just about pass muster but thereafter,
the remaining tracks do little more than
tumble along in the groove set for them by
their predecessors.
Unfortunately, that means that despite
the early promise, and the inclusion of the
eyebrow-raising ‘Recta al Infierno’ (let’s
leave that to the professional translators,
eh?), the album as a whole doesn’t
quite ignite. Solid sound, good effort,
but inconsistent song quality means that
overall the project falls just short. It’s nice
to hear some Spanish though!
Michael Anthony

ADELITAS WAY
‘GETAWAY’
(Independent)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Oh how the mighty have fallen. After
being lucky enough to hear the ‘Interscope’
demos prior to the release of their major
label debut on Virgin Records, I predicted
great things for Adelitas Way. With a frontman exuding charisma and presence with
songs to match, AW seemed destined for
the same success enjoyed by the likes of
Theory Of A Deadman, Shinedown and
Halestorm.
Indeed, second album ‘Home School
Valedictorian’ spawned the huge hit
‘Alive’, which seemed to be sending the
band on an upward path. Needless to say,
in the world of record labels, it ultimately
marked the beginning of a decline. A new
trend for organic production was ushered
in to displace the polished sound that
had dominated. To that end Adelitas Way
brought in producer Nick Raskulinecz for
the third album ‘Stuck’; it didn’t do well
commercially and the band were dropped
by Virgin, and left to go it alone through a
fan-funded “Pledge Music” campaign. This
resulted in an EP, shortly followed by this,
the fourth album.
Lead singer Rick Dejesus has more or
less admitted that he was fed up with the
direction that the band had been going on
the first two albums, and wanted to move
away from it. Artistic integrity is to be
admired, but with a burgeoning fan-base
and a huge radio hit, surely it was cutting
off your nose to spite your face. Hooks
and great song-writing, I’m afraid, have
been ditched on ‘Getaway’, which follows
a similar path to ‘Stuck’, which favours a
raw Indie style sound, forgettable songs
and a distinct lack of hooks.
I really can’t find anything to like
about this album whatsoever, and I’m
saddened that a once great band has
entered a downward spiral that is simply
irrecoverable.
Mike Newdeck
SUMMER

AILAFAR
‘NO LIMITS’
(AOR Blvd)
MELODIC ROCK

Greek guitarist and song-writer John
Tzortzis is the brains behind the band known
as Ailafar. His music will be of interest to
those of you who like your music to be of
the AOR-flavoured variety, with a big nod
towards eighties Rock. The line-up consists of
three female vocalists; Tatiana Oikonomou,
Alexandra McKay and Olga Katsenidou who
handle the bulk of the vocals, but also helping
out on a few songs are Stephan Kammerer
(Frontline), Paul Jackson (Roadhouse, Pete
Willis Band) and David A. Saylor (Push
UK). It’s the diversity in the vocal styles of
all these singers that makes this album a
pleasure to listen to.
‘Live For You’ is a smooth and classy
way to start off the record, and bodes
well for what is to follow; it’s catchy and
memorable, with a subtle understated
guitar solo that lets the song do the talking.
‘Flood Of Love’ and ‘Further The Road
Signs’ follow and have a kind of Romeo’s
Daughter meets Space Elevator thing going
on. Again, Tzortzis’ understated guitar work
shines through and the sheer amount of
melodies that he has poured into these
songs is impressive.
The wonderful ballad ‘Faith In Love’, with
its laid-back vocals and emotional lyrics,
is this one of the album’s standout tracks.
‘Two Roses’, featuring Kammerer on vocals,
is an up-tempo song with a big chorus and
enough keyboards to keep any of the “Pink
& Fluffy Brigade” (Copyright Derek Oliver)
more than happy. ‘Tell Me Why’, ‘Way To
Your Heart’, ‘Greatest Treasure’ and ‘Out Of
The Blue’ continue this fine trend of hookfilled melodic AOR. Rounding off the album
in style, we have the second big ballad,
‘More Than One’, and the Rockin’ ‘Heartlands
Ground’; whilst the former does have a few
cheesy lyrics, the two songs are still a great
way to close out the album.

Summing up, I would have to say that
Tzortzis, even with his Greek background,
has written and recorded a decidedly
English/British sounding AOR album. One
that the many and dedicated fans of this
genre should check out as soon as possible,
because there is a lot of very enjoyable music
on ‘No Limits’ for them to discover.
Ian Johnson

ALBANY DOWN
‘THE OUTER REACH’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

Defining the term “Contemporary Rock”
emphatically, Albany Down’s third album
contains many of the ingredients that, in
similar genre-specific hands, might sound
familiarly clichéd; the woah-woah’s that
TV ad men are falling over themselves to
incorporate into commercials, along with
the Southern Gospel-Blues vibe that the likes
of Rival Sons and Black Stone Cherry have
cultivated to great success. The simple fact
is, this London-based quartet have put the
clothes on the emperor so decisively, the end
result being tracks such as ‘Look What You’ve
Done To Me’ and ‘Mr Hangman’ – the latter
“dust-imbued, dirt track ditty” sporting a
Southern-fried swagger that Firework’s last
issue cover stars, BSC, would surely have
been delighted to have penned it themselves.
Opener ‘Feeding The Flame’ manages the
art of sounding, in a good way, very familiar
on just the third listen. It’s an excellent choice
to kick proceedings off, as it represents the
band superbly without sounding derivative;
the string (or synth? – either way it’s
excellent) enhanced riff and Middle Eastern
flavoured centre-passage make it especially
strong. The brass-bolstered ‘Supersonic
Girl’ is great fun; riding on Billy Dedman’s
propulsive bass line, Paul Muir displays a
talent for Pop vocals, alongside his Rock
chops on the buoyant, “radio-ready” chorus.
‘Revolution’ is among the album’s top
picks; not least due to the perceptive lyrics

ACE FREHLEY – ‘ORIGINS VOL 1’ (Steamhammer/SPV) HARD ROCK
Historically, covers albums are hit and miss;
they rarely add much to the original, and after
one spin generally get tucked away to gather
dust. This collection from former Kiss guitarist
Ace Frehley may possibly be an exception to the
rule.
‘White Room’ (Cream) has Frehley putting his
distinctive spaced-out vocals to great use; the
guitar playing has a real force to it, and only
the drum work lets it down. Both The Rolling
Stones’ ‘Street Fighting Man’ and Jimi Hendrix’s
‘Spanish Castle Magic’ remind us of the roots
of Frehley’s playing. He tackles both with slick precision; the spoken-word
vocal on the latter gives the song a new flavour, although guest John 5 offers
little. The song that really knocks things out of the ring is ‘Magic Carpet Ride’
(Steppenwolf); the choppy guitars and trippy vocal effect mix together and
sound like a bunch of drug-damaged cadets on a space mission. The misfires
are The Troggs’ ‘Wild Thing’ (featuring Lita Ford) which just sounds like a lame
pub band and, despite having Slash as guest guitarist, Thin Lizzy’s’ Emerald’
lacks the original’s finesse.
Kiss fans might be interested in Frehley revisiting his past, but ‘Parasite’
(featuring John 5 again) and’ Cold Gin’ (with Pearl Jam’s Mike McCready) tread
so close to the originals that they offer nothing fresh – new takes on Kiss’ ‘Talk
To Me’ or ‘Dark Light’ (without their eighties production) would’ve been better
received. Scot Coogan supplies a superb lead vocal on Led Zeppelin’s ‘Bring It
On Home’, while Frehley is left to play some seductive guitar.
Tackling ‘Rock ‘N’ Roll Hell’ by Kiss is a masterstroke; it originally featured on
‘Creatures Of The Night’, and although Frehley’s face may have adorned the
cover, he had little or nothing to do with this album having left the Kiss ranks
by then. The classic big drum sound that Eric Carr made famous is retained,
with a much improved guitar solo to the original. If Gene Simmons had sung, as
was rumoured, then this would have been even more special. Fortunately, Ace
Frehley did manage to get Paul Stanley to add his charismatic voice to ‘Fire And
Water’ (Free). It’s a joy to hear both these Kiss legends on song again, and is
one of the golden nuggets on offer.
Kiss fans will lap this up, though there is little to entice a casual fan curious
about this legend.
Ray Paul
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that support what is, let’s face it, an overused
song title. The swelling keys that open the
pacey ‘The Drop’ are reminiscent of those
employed so deliciously by AOR deities Giant,
while ‘I Need You’ confirms the industryinsider trick of putting the weakest track
second from last. Closer ‘Sing Me To Sleep’
is startlingly similar to UK Blues upstart Ben
Poole’s more reflective material – absolutely
no bad thing.
Making music for the love of it is clearly
Albany Down’s incentive. On the strength of
this body of work, let’s hope they achieve
recognition and reward, too.
Caesar Barton

ANDERSON/STOLT
‘INVENTION OF KNOWLEDGE’
(InsideOut)
PROGRESSIVE

Any album featuring Jon Anderson will be
compared to his former band, Yes, because
of both his distinctive voice and idiosyncratic
lyrics; however, this collaboration with Roine
Stolt (The Flower Kings, Transatlantic) has
avoided the pitfall of aping the classic Yes
sound and has produced something that will
stand on its own merits. I credit Stolt (maybe
wrongly), who’s created a musical landscape
that steers, for the most part, away from the
ubiquitous “Yes” sound. Of course there are
hints in this direction, but not too many. Mind
you, why not play “spot the Rick Wakeman
keyboard solo”?
The idea blossomed during the Progressive
Nation At Sea Cruise in 2014. Over eighteen
months the pair swapped ideas, then refined
them until March 2015 when Stolt gathered
an ensemble to create the music live in
the studio; this being Tom Brislin and Lalle
Larsson (keys), Jonas Reingold and Michael
Stolt (bass) and Felix Lehrmann (drums);
backing vocals are by Daniel Gildenlöw, Nad
Sylvan, Maria Rerych and Kristina Westas.
The nine tracks are bracketed together
to form four suites: the three-part title
piece, the two-part ‘Knowing’, ‘Everybody
Heals’ (three more), and the solo ‘Know…’.
‘Invention’ is a cheerful song that has a great
refrain, and feels mighty, thanks to orchestral
touches and the glorious backing vocals.
Stolt’s guitar solo is delightful. Considering
Anderson’s previous health issues, he sounds
on top form and powerful. ‘We Are Truth’ has
a TFK vibe to start with, but the vocals give
it a different feel; again, the closing guitar
solo is superb. ‘Knowledge’ maintains the
melody quota at max – the richness and
depth of the music is extremely impressive.
‘Knowing’ has a wistful opening but picks
up pace developing into a multi-faceted, yet
cohesive number.
‘Chase And Harmony’ is different because
it’s piano led; the melodies are wonderful, as
is the following ‘…Heals’, which makes me
think of TFK in structure. ‘Better By Far’ is
a short piece that features the piano again,
while ‘Golden Light’ has some delicious bass
notes that will gladden the heart of any
Prog fan. The expansive vocal arrangement
and harmonies are wonderful, and the Keith
Emerson-ish piano outro is lovely. ‘Know...’
closes the album with a slight ethnic feel
crossed with soft Jazz undercurrent.
This is a delightful and beautifully
constructed album where melody is
paramount; one can simply immerse oneself
and enjoy.
Gary Marshall

ANDY FRASCO & THE U.N.
‘HAPPY BASTARDS’
(Independent)
ROCK

A new favourite artist, maybe? This spikyhaired Californian has produced the album
of the Summer… perhaps. They are on the
fringes of what is, in this hallowed mag,
something classed as retro Soul shtick, but
so are the Bellrays and Nathan Ratlieff…
FIREWORKS

and we love them.
And you’ll love this too. ‘Happy Bastards’
is more eclectic, and more accomplished than
previous albums, good though they are. This
has a fine crop of great tracks; from Vintage
Trouble Soul revivalist ‘You’re The Kind Of
Crazy I Like’, a Daft Punk vocoder and sexy
Funk in ‘Doin’ It’ (bringing to mind Mamas
Gun when they were good), whistling, almost
Reggae ‘When You’re Lonely’ and a possible
chart hit with tight AOR ‘(Oh My My) Can’t
Get You Off My Mind’. These are brilliant.
Not forgetting the adolescent Marc
Bolan riff of ‘Mature As Fuck’, the Disney
Jazz trumpet break in ‘Let’s Get Down To
Business’ and the tightly Funky horns of
‘Blame It On The Pussy’ (ermmm…). These
are stupendous too.
Andy Frasco & The U.N. have produced
an honest, open and fun album which
relentlessly confounds and regularly
surprises. It should be celebrated; he and
his band may be, but spend time with this
album and surely you’ll also be a “Happy
Bastard” too!
Steve Swift

ASTRAKHAN
‘ADRENALINE KISS’
(Dead End Exit)
PROGRESSIVE

What’s in a name? Especially one as
provocative as Astrakhan. Well, here are
a couple of definitions for you. Firstly,
“Astrakhan” is, apparently, the “tightlycurled fleece of the foetal or new-born
karakul (also spelled caracul) lamb”.
Secondly, it’s a “city in southern Russia”
which caresses both banks of the river Volga.
“Why are you telling me this?”, I hear you
mutter; well, both definitions are quite apt
really as Astrakhan, the band, manufactures
a soundscape that begins from an almost
foetal, embryonic state, then gradually
propagates to the magnitude of a sprawling,
imposing city.
Despite being yet another band from
Sweden, these guys buck the trend set by
many of their peers, and deliver “not” hookladen Melodic Rock, but deep, powerful,
and often foreboding Prog that may just
have your grandma shaking in her surgical
stockings! Having said that, Alexander
Lycke (vocals), Per Schelander (bass),
Martin Larsson (drums), Jörgen Schelander
(keyboards), and Marcus Jidell (guitars)
inject and maintain a sense of congenial
melody throughout the nine songs on offer.
‘Adrenaline Kiss’ follows on from their 2013
debut ‘Retrospective’, and despite a lack of
info, this sophomore effort feels somewhat
conceptual/thematic in nature.
Beginning in a somewhat elegiac style,
‘Hear Me Now’ really does display the
parameters this band are operating within;
light and shade, heavy and semi-acoustic
come and go with seamless ease. ‘Wisdom
Of Massdestruction’ and ‘Silver Dreams’
continue the trend; the latter, at eight
minutes, is the longest track on the opus
and could be interpreted as the band’s
own “Music” (John Miles)... exquisite!
The title track has a distinctive seventies
Classic Rock aura about it, whilst ‘Gravity’
incorporates oddments of Blues guitar.
Lycke, without question, is the star of the
show, and it’s no surprise that his impressive
vocals have landed leading roles in ‘Jesus
Christ Superstar’, ‘Hair’, ‘American Idiot’ and
‘Les Misérables’ all over Europe for the last
decade. He certainly has the power, but he’s
equally as effective when delivering more
tranquil passages, as ‘Alive’, ‘One More Day’
and album closer ‘Stockholm’ (delivered in
his native tongue) perfectly showcase.
Astrakhan’s ‘Adrenaline Kiss’ will be
released early June. It’s not the sort of
album to accompany your candlelit soirees
(or maybe it is?), but it does confirm, yet
again, that the Swedes are up there with the
best regarding musicianship. It’s not instant
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BEYOND THE BLACK – ‘LOST IN FOREVER’ (Universal)

SYMPHONIC

Beyond The Black is a fabulous Symphonic
Metal band from Germany who appeared to
have taken Within Temptation as their template
when they crashed successfully onto the scene
in 2014. A cute, diminutive female singer with an
amazing voice, backed up by an all-male band?
Check. Wonderful songs starting out with a Folk
Rock flavour, before erupting into heavy, epic
grandeur? Check. Occasional grunting vocals?
Check. Movie quality promotional videos shot in
atmospheric natural surroundings? Check. But
hell, when it’s done this good one can forgive
a little unoriginality. ‘Lost In Forever’ is their follow-up to 2014’s debut ‘Songs
Of Love And Death’, and with both albums heavily influenced by producer
Sascha Paeth (Avantasia), the sonic quality is beyond reproach. Married to
the wonderfully talented song-writing on display, this is a relationship that is a
winner straight out of the gate.
Title track ‘Lost In Forever’ opens the album in an urgent gallop of guitars,
keyboards and drums, before Jennifer Haben’s powerful vocals kick in to
deliver a stunning example of the Symphonic Rock genre. But, the following
two tracks lift the band to a higher commercial level; ‘Beautiful Lies’ is a
delightful Folk-influenced song that reminds me of Stormwitch (circa ‘Beauty
And The Beast’) but with a harder edge, while ‘Written In Blood’ combines all
the successful elements of Female-Fronted Symphonic Rock with one of the
catchiest choruses this side of an ABBA convention... simply glorious!
Elsewhere, it’s pretty much more of the same. ‘Beyond The Mirror’ could have
come straight off WT’s ‘Mother Earth’, whilst ‘Dies Irae’ feels like something
from the Omen movie soundtrack... on speed. When we come to the counterpointing growling vocals on ‘Forget My Name’, something I’m not usually a great
fan of, it’s actually enjoyable hearing something a bit different. Also different is
the closing ‘Love’s A Burden’, a delicate acoustic ballad show-casing Haben’s
vocals to the fore.
Bottom line, this is one truly amazing album, and one which, if WT hadn’t got
there first, everyone would have been proclaiming as the next big thing. Check
them out on YouTube, then go get the albums. Anyone with wolves in their
videos is okay by me!
Bruce Mee
gratification by any means, but repetitive
absorption will reveal its undeniable
splendour.
Dave Crompton

ASTRALION
‘OUTLAW’
(Limb)
POWER METAL

Finnish fret-fiddlers Astralion have two
things that make them memorable; one, they
make spell-checkers change their name to
‘Australian’ whenever possible… and two,
they are a very good Melodic Metal band.
Hopefully, the second is what they will be
known for best, but I feel the first will crop
up an awful lot as well. Two years after the
well-received self-titled debut, ‘Outlaw’
sees Astralion taking what isn’t broken and
not fixing it, if you catch my drift. Aiming
squarely between the eyes of fans of Sonata
Arctica, DragonForce and their ilk, the band
fire dramatic, guitar-fuelled widdle fests that
pretty much all hit the target.
This band don’t seem to be able to write
a three minute single and the ten tracks
here come in at about an hour, including
the ten minute closer ‘The Great Palace Of
The Sea’; a jaunty track that injects a bit of
Folk into the mix to great effect, and adds
a Nightwish vibe to the other influences.
Throughout the album there’s some cracking
guitar from Hank J Newman, but that’s par
for the course with this type of stuff. Vocalist
Ian Highhill has a lower register than many
Melodic Metal singers, but he can certainly
hold a tune whilst battling against the
furious energy of his bandmates. Like many
people, when I first heard ‘Through The
Fire & Flames’ (DragonForce) I knew it was
something special, and it’s arguably become
a benchmark for bands trying a similar type
of thing. It’s not a case of “can they better
it?” but “how close can they get?”; in all
honesty, Astralion certainly get closer than
most, due to the sheer energy they pump out
at every opportunity.
Melodic Power Metal (to give it the full
title) is all about filling the listener with
energy and joy, and ‘Outlaw’ has plenty
of both. There may be a strong whiff of
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“nothing new” happening here, but what
there is, is solid as you could want.
Alan Holloway

BALFLARE
‘DOWNPOUR’
(FastBall)
POWER METAL

If ‘Downpour’, Balflare’s fourth effort,
is any indication of the state of Hard Rock/
Melodic Metal in Japan, then as music
lovers we have nothing to worry about, and
everything to rejoice!
It’s an album that resonates with power,
melody and voice. Coupled with percussive
runs at light speed, blistering guitars and
scorching keyboards, it’s no wonder that
these five are considered one of Japan’s top
Speed Metal outfits! They combine their fast
playing with exploring the Neo-Classical
music plateau.
The result being a constant wall of sound,
that is immersive and amazing. The music
that lies in these groves is intense; even
to the point that the group’s lead vocalist
seems to have some difficulty in keeping
pace. However, that is such a small thing, as
each member just kicks it on every number.
A well-balanced forth effort, to be sure, and
it should bring more international attention
to this band.
If you crave excellent melodic power in
your Rock, then look into Balflare. They are
Japan’s juggernaut; worthy of your attention,
and expanding the frontiers of Melodic/
Speed Metal from their home country.
Bruce E.J. Atkinson

BELLADONNA
‘THE ORCHESTRAL ALBUM’
(Belladonna)
SYMPHONIC

There’s no denying that I found the 2014
album from Italy’s Belladonna an intriguing,
intricate struggle. The classy, but not Classical
voice of Luana Caraffa being the undoubted
highlight of an album heavily reliant on the
impassioned piano work of Licia Missori.
However, the quandary I was left with was
exactly who would buy into a Symphonic
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Rock album that never really Rocked, or a
Melodic AOR record with Pop leanings that
refused to be catchy or instant?
Not content with all the genre blending
their previous release witnessed, ‘The
Orchestral Album’ reveals all in its title;
the guitars from Dani Macchi, other than a
couple of well-placed and executed solos,
are safely belted into the back seat. Gone
completely is Missori’s piano; instead, a
fourteen-piece orchestra becomes the
basis of the Film-Noir-esque sounds on this
album. Comparisons to the Symphonic Metal
movement are definitely in evidence, and
yet there’s no bombast, or pompous chestbeating – instead, poise and passion lead
the way.
Caraffa’s deep, resonant tones are
positively alive as they meld with the
orchestral themes. On the down side, things
often slide near to maudlin, although when
the soaring, yet melancholic violins are
pitted against a steady, controlled, Metallic,
almost Industrial drum beat, the effect
suddenly becomes intoxicating. It doesn’t
happen often, however, ‘Morning Star Blues’
is completely and utterly captivating; the
beauty of Caraffa’s voice accentuated to
stunning effect by the depth of the music.
Just as with their previous album,
Belladonna have left me scratching my head
as to why so much of what they do seems
to meander, to the extent that it almost
completely passes you by, even when your
sole intention is to concentrate on it. That
said, when they get it right, they get it so
absolutely spot on that they shock, startle
and amaze. The high points on ‘The Orchestral
Album’ are breath-taking, but they’re all too
few and far between, and therefore once
again the overriding emotion Belladonna
leave you with is one of frustration at what
might have been.
Steven Reid

BIG BIG TRAIN
‘FOLKLORE’
(English Electric)
PROGRESSIVE

Since the introduction of new vocalist Dave
Longdon on their 2009 album ‘The Underfall
Yard’, the band’s profile has risen inexorably,
to the point where they should be considered
a “must have” for any self-respecting Classic
Prog fan. That said, ‘Folklore’ doesn’t offer
up its delights immediately, as was the
case with their preceding albums ‘English
Electric Parts 1 & 2’. This one is a grower
that necessitates your attention over a few
plays to really draw out all the wonderful
melodies, and both the depth and skill of the
incredible arrangements. As ever, the songs
are rooted in British culture with superbly
told and evocative stories; the band’s raison
d’etre and a massive part of their appeal and
charm.
A slight change this time around is
the influence of Rikard Sjoblöm on song
structures, as he injects a few Beardfish
sensibilities into proceedings; notably
Hammond Organ passages and the
occasional gritty burst that takes the band
into different, new territory. Some of the
guitar solos certainly have his stamp on them
too. Flute also seems to play a bigger part
than hitherto. Song subject matter includes
a tree observing the history of London, a
journey along an ancient highway, a giant,
the astronomer Patrick Moore, a heroine
homing pigeon, motor-racing and bees
– all of which are utterly compelling and
beautifully told.
‘Folklore’ commences with a fanfare,
before bursting into a rousing romp with
infectious themes and chorus; a gig opener
if ever I heard one. ‘London Plane’ is a
lilting tear-jerker with Longdon producing
an emotive delivery; midway through, a
Beardfish style instrumental section takes the
song off on a tangent. ‘Along The Ridgeway’
sweeps, soars and captivates with violin and
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BLUES PILLS – ‘LADY IN GOLD’ (Nuclear Blast)

ROCK

This is the much-anticipated second studio
release from Sweden’s Blues Pills; the dynamite
debut album and live release that this follows
took the band from minor support slots to
headlining tours in a very short space of time.
This will be the studio debut of drummer Andre
Kvarnstrom, who joins bass guitarist Zach
Anderson, guitarist Dorain Sorriaux, and singer
Elin Larsson. The addition of keyboards and
backing vocals has given this album a much
fuller and better produced sound, courtesy of
Don Alsterberg.
Title track ‘Lady In Gold’ reminds us why
Larsson is regarded as one of the most soulful and original singers to emerge
in years, and the song grooves in all the right places. ‘Little Boy Preacher’ is
infused with an energetic Gospel flavour, and the music Rocks hard; it’s truly
an ambitious piece that has the band creating a whole new musical world for
BP. Sorriaux’s playing continues to blossom; slick, professional and soulful, he
breathes life into every song. ‘Burned Out’ smoulders under his slide guitar
playing, whilst Larsson’s vocals weave around the song’s musical tapestry. ‘I
Felt A Change’ is a commanding vocal, and Larsson, accompanied by only a
keyboard, takes complete control of the mood as her voice cuts deep into your
heart.
BP created their musical foundations upon a Blues Rock formula, and ‘Bad
Talkers’ and ‘Won’t Go Back’ take us back in that direction, with impressive
results. The pulsing darkness of ‘Gone So Long’ reminded me of Jex Thoth’s
more esoteric work, complete with dark and vivid fantasy elements. ‘Elements
And Things’, a Tony Joe White cover, will be familiar to anyone who attended
recent shows; here it arrives with a little more polish. ‘...Back’ is a whirlwind of
hair-raising vocals, and a journey through Rock ‘n’ Roll adrenaline. Take a quick
breath, then ‘Rejection’ follows suit; pounding rhythms lock into the guitars as
they take off in a blur of emotion.
Without sacrificing any of the band’s musical thunder, Blues Pills have
recorded a more cerebral and beautiful album than their first release.
Ray Paul
brass all playing their part; it segues into
the largely instrumental ‘Salisbury Giant’,
which hints at Steve Hackett and early
Genesis. ‘Wassail’ is another foot-tapper
with a monumental chorus, while ‘Winkie’
is a multi-part suite telling the true “Boy’s
Own” story of a pigeon that saved a bomber
crew in WWII; bizarre maybe, but brilliantly
realised. ‘Brooklands’ is the album’s longest
track where speed and pathos are conveyed
by both the music and lyrics. The vocal
arrangements across the album are stunning.
‘Telling The Bees’ is a beautiful poignant
song to end proceedings.
I’d need far more space to do this album
justice; suffice to say, Big Big Train have
delivered another gem.
Gary Marshall

BILLY SATELLITE
‘II’
(AORHeaven)
MELODIC ROCK

Billy Satellite’s debut album, released
in 1984, is considered something of a cult
AOR classic, though truth be told it’s actually
more of a straight-ahead Rock album. The
band found themselves as the opening act
with Night Ranger during their ‘Midnight
Madness’ tour, before linking up with
Starship later on; it seemed Billy Satellite
were destined for bigger things. Sadly, the
preparations for the second album did not
start well; producer Keith Olsen (Whitesnake,
Pat Benatar, Ozzy Osbourne) wanted changes
that included replacing bass player Ira Walker
with Randy Jackson. The band resisted this,
though agreed on bringing in keyboardist
Bill Cuomo (co-writer on Steve Perry’s ‘Oh
Sherrie’). After six weeks working on the
release, front-man and guitarist Monty
Byrom received the news that the band had
been dropped; with the album shelved, they
walked away, never expecting anyone other
than themselves to hear what they had
created twenty years ago... until now.
‘You And Me And The Night’ fires off
some cutting-edge guitar supplied by Danny
Chauncey, backed up with a super-charged
chorus; the music is not unlike some of Eddie
Money’s better work – a terrific opening
number and a statement of the band’s
musical intentions at the time. The influence
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of Bryan Adams and Huey Lewis is all over
‘Sorry’, a song that covers all the bases –
choruses that shoot from the heart and
infectious grooves to kill for. Admittedly
the awful synth drums on ‘Fantasy Girl’ rob
the song of its potency as it could’ve been
a real Rocker. ‘Secret In The Heart’ has a
glossy commercial sheen, and sounds like a
song that might’ve been used in a Michael
J. Fox movie. ‘Slipping Away’ is a deliciously
lush, soulful Rocker with a truly heartfelt
vocal whilst both ‘Final Stand’ and ‘Turning
Pages’ are infused with melodic Blues Rock
– made for moonlit nights in LA.
AORHeaven should be applauded for
giving this little gem a new lease of life.
Though the production values may sound
somewhat dated, the music contained
within takes us back to a time when
Melodic Rock ruled the airwaves.
Ray Paul

BLACK ACES
‘SHOT IN THE DARK’
(Bad Reputation)
HARD ROCK

From the moment the first power chords
ring out you know that this listening
experience is going to be pure joy! This
Black Aces debut album is unashamedly
good time Rock ‘n’ Roll. You’d be forgiven
for thinking that they’ve simply copied
fellow Aussie countrymen AC/DC, but
there’s more to them than that. In fact, they
are more akin to Airbourne with their fastpaced delivery and a raw edge just waiting
to make your ears bleed.
The title track, first of the thirteen here,
has Tyler Kinder putting life and soul into
belting out a wicked vocal whilst making
his lead guitar work scream equally well.
‘A Girl Like You’ and ‘Back On The Chain’
both pound out a freight train rhythm and
show how tight the band are, with Jarrad
Morrice’s rhythm guitar and Alex & Pete
McMillan on bass and drums respectively,
locking things down. ‘I’m Your Nightmare’
brings in some imaginative fret-board work
from Kinder, but also sees a strained vocal
performance in the first half, although
things get back on par after a stunning
guitar solo. Kinder’s voice is very youthful
with oodles of power – imagine Bon Scott
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taken up a semitone or so. It certainly fits
these surroundings perfectly.
The albums subject matter of girls,
partying, highways and lust are standard
Rock foundations, but here, exuberant and
dynamic delivery bring each track alive
without resorting to fancy effects or multitracking. This is grass roots Rock at its best!
Embracing their high voltage, counter-parts
song construction techniques, sees ‘Burning
Up The Highway’ taking the stage as the
twin brother to ‘It’s A Long Way To The Top’
and holds its ground brilliantly. If you’re not
banging your head to this one, then you’re
probably dead! All too quickly the last track
‘Wanted Man’ (or ‘Problem Child’?) comes
around, leaving you yearning for more.
There’s nothing out of the ordinary
here, but with not a single bad track on
the album, what is abundantly clear is that
Black Aces’ passion for what they do comes
across in their sound. Each song has an
infectious beat, blended with a powerhouse
of a voice, that will knock you out. If back to
basics Rock is your thing, then get yourself
‘Shot In The Dark’ as they could well take
up the mantle where others have fallen by
the wayside!
Paul Sabin

BLACK RAIN
‘RELEASED’
(UDR)
HARD ROCK

The French Alps seem an unlikely
birthplace for a Sleazy Hard Rock act,
but such is the case with Black Rain, a
quartet celebrating their tenth anniversary
with ‘Released’. Recorded between their
adopted homes of Paris and Los Angeles,
‘Released’ actually represents their fourth
full-length album; however, it is the first to
garner industry buzz by attracting attention
from legendary producer Jack Douglas
(Aerosmith, Cheap Trick, Alice Cooper),
whose talents are used to give this album
a massive boost in the sonic department.
This recording is the culmination of years
hammering it out on the smaller stage
and maturing into a band that demands
notice. The album features thirteen tracks
of high-octane Hard Rock that delivers big
attitude and even bigger hooks. BR is every
bit as competent as their contemporaries
Crazy Lixx and Crash Diet, yet would be
equally comfortable playing alongside the
old guard, including Ratt, Firehouse and
Scorpions.
The overwhelming highlight of the
album is ‘Puppet On A String’ – this song
has that quintessential sing-along and
party-hard vibe which absolutely embodies
everything that is fun with this music. ‘Eat
You Alive’ is not only another cracking track,
but it reveals the band’s humorous side by
quoting the famous circus music melody,
‘Entry Of The Gladiators’. Their cheekiness
continues on one of the concluding tracks
entitled ‘Rock My Funeral’; it’s a fistpumping ditty that will have many a corpse
rolling in their graves and wishing they had
this song as their send-off.
It’s always great to learn of bands with
formidable talent focusing their energy
on writing and recording in this style, and
BR seem to do it with ease. They possess
the image and songs... and can now enjoy
increased exposure with the support of
a reputable label in UDR Music. If that’s
not enough, Black Rain has an incredible
opportunity to deliver their raucous music
to the masses with a slot at this year’s
Download Festival in Paris. This, coupled
with the experience they have garnered
thus far, could very well represent a
breakout moment and afford them the
momentum they need to reach out to a
larger audience.
Brent Rusche
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BLAZE BAYLEY
‘INFINITE ENTANGLEMENT’
(Independent)
HEAVY METAL

It’s hard not to admire Blaze Bayley, who
has come a long way since informing us that
all hell was breaking loose down at little
Kathy Wilson’s place. A short, unappreciated
stay with Iron Maiden resulted in him being
spat out onto the mean Metal streets with
nothing but a solid reputation and pure
determination to get him back on his feet.
A man who is one of the most intense
performers I have ever seen, Bayley has
molten metal running through his veins, and
a new album from him is always welcome,
especially after a four year wait.
‘Infinite Entanglement’ is definitely not
the usual fist-pumping Metal album you
might expect from Bayley. This time he’s
decided to enter the world of the high
concept album, treading the well-worn
path of science fiction, in what is promised
to be the first in a trilogy. Essentially, what
this means is more of a focus on smart lyrics
and the throwing-in of short spoken word
interludes that are handled extremely well.
The story itself is about living for a
thousand years and buggering off in search
of new planets. Okay, it’s a bit more complex
than that, but you’ll have to study it yourself
for the full, immersive effect. As this isn’t a
Prog album, the music doesn’t divert much
from the Bayley template of Metal for
Metalheads, although there are a few slower,
more reflective moments, as well as the
acoustic, Folky ‘What Will Come’. Elsewhere
it’s business as usual, with powerful riffs,
widdly solos and Bayley’s gruff, effective
vocals. A wise move has been using the
chaps from Fury UK to back him, and this
results in a solid musical framework with
excellent guitar work from Chris Appleton.
It’s easy to knock Blaze Bayley, but easier
to see him as the little Metalhead that
could… if he were unencumbered by record
company politics; he makes some of the most
honest albums out there and always gives
his all. ‘Infinite Entanglement’ is, for me, the
best thing he has yet to release under his
solo banner. The sheer power and passion
displayed throughout is nothing new for him,
but the addition of an intelligent story pushes
the album to stand taller than any before it,
and I look forward to hearing what happens
next. The future is indeed bright…
Alan Holloway

BLESSED HELLRIDE
‘BASTARDS & OUTLAWS’
(Rodeostar/SVP)
HEAVY METAL

Blessed Hellride, just by the type of genre
of music their background is from and the
band name, shows there is definitely a big
connection to Zakk Wylde and Black Label
Society. Their debut album screams power
groove and Heavy Rock. Having fired out two
EP’s (‘Evil Side Of Life’ and ‘Booze ‘N’ Roll’),
now they have finally released their debut
album, titled ‘Bastards & Outlaws’.
With their intro track leading to
‘Hellorado’, you know this album is going
to be full of character that displays the true
meaning of what it means to be a “boozy,
biker, American Southern Heavy Rock”
type band. They have one powerful rhythm
section, and the guitars are the core to
making their groove so fierce, gritty and
chunky. No flamboyant guitar solos, and
lead getting ahead of itself; it’s how tight the
rhythm guitar parts should be... exhilarating!
Tiny Fuel’s vocals are key to Blessed Hellride,
as he imprints their own identity. They aren’t
vocals you would forget. In ‘Overdrive
Junkie’ he creates suspense and radiates
Thespian qualities, melodrama and comedic
value. ‘Dead Man Blues’ would be another
example, and it could possibly be the theme
tune of ‘Ghost Rider’.
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Groove is the muscle behind this band;
their mid-tempo style enables them to
achieve an excellent solid rhythm unit
that holds its own. ‘Moonshine Saloon’ is
significant of this. There is definitely a nod
to the work of Pantera and their ‘Cowboys
from Hell’ era. Sadly, the drums from
“Captain Hellride” are lost way behind in the
background for such a power groove album.
The norm is drums at the forefront, fiery and
ablaze, but they feel tense and ridged; he
needs to sit back and enjoy the groove and
work with the bass. Had they done this, they
would have, without a doubt, nailed it.
It is an album that brings back the old
Heavy Rock philosophy; grab a double
whiskey, ramp up the volume, and be
prepared to be entertained.
Lara Kisel

BLUEMINDED
‘SEIZE THE DAY’
(Koenen)

underpinning thrumming bass and Rob
Rompen’s honed, but honest vocal tones –
he lands somewhere between John Mitchell
(It Bites) and Morten Harket (A-Ha), which
may sound like an odd destination, but boy is
it worth revisiting time and again.
Stretching the influence borders ever
wider, the floating keyboards of ‘See The
Light’ brings the collaboration of Jon and
Vangelis to mind, although the chorus is
much more fun-filled. Add in the more
melancholic build of ‘Lead Me’, the pensive
‘Dead Man Walking’ and its eighties Saga
vibe, and the sparkly brass-led, fret-less
bass throb of ‘Turn It In’, and the manner in
which Blueminded meld instant catchiness to
intelligent Progressive-based themes really
fires up the imagination.
The band who provided the best EP of
2015 have lived up to expectations. This
full-length debut is sure to vie for the title
of 2016’s best.
Steven Reid

PROGRESSIVE

It’s always a pleasure to let a good
friend hear a new band, and watch on as
they sit in wonderment at what they’ve just
experienced. The last time it happened to
me was when I pressed play on the debut,
self-titled EP from Dutch outfit Blueminded,
then grinned broadly as my good friend (and
Fireworks adviser) Paul Jerome Smith sat bolt
upright, face agog at the glorious sounds
that met him. Fair to suggest that I’ve been
awaiting this full-length debut, ‘Seize The
Day’, with bated breath.
Blueminded have certainly rewarded that
patience. In place are re-mixed versions of
the four impactful EP cuts; these immediate,
hook-laden and memorable Pop-Rock-Prog
offerings still as irresistible as the day they
were first heard. ‘All In One’ bounces along
on smart guitars and sparkling keys that
remind me of eighties Yes, while ‘Move
On’ illustrates the adult Pop Rock sheen
this band do so very well. Cleverly in this
longer format, Blueminded show a few
more colours; an eighties Pop mix given a
Progressive edge, resulting in a selection
of slow growers which complement the
catchier fare perfectly. ‘Love Is Motion’ brings
the album to life; a jangle of early U2 guitars

BONFIRE
‘PEARLS’
(UDR)
HARD ROCK

When vocalist Claus Lessmann departed
Bonfire back in 2014, rather than bring in a
new vocalist, guitarist and main-man Hans
Ziller simply took his David Reece-fronted
side-project EZ Livin’ and renamed it Bonfire.
A rather cynical move in my opinion; and
one which resulted in all EZL’s gigs that year
being cancelled. For sure, Bonfire is a bigger,
better known name than EZL, and a bigger
commercial enterprise, but it was a move
that left a bad taste in my mouth having
been a massive Bonfire fan since the eighties.
Now, for the 30th Anniversary of the band,
Ziller has decided to re-record a selection of
the band’s previous works, split between two
discs; ‘Rock Pearls’ contains a selection of the
band’s more Rocking moments, while ‘Classic
Pearls’ contains re-arrangements of nine of
their ballads... with orchestral backing.
The press release describes this collection
as “all the classics”, but this really is quite
disingenuous. Of the thirteen tracks on disk
one, nine of them come from only two albums;
1999’s ‘Fuel To The Flames’ and 2001’s ‘Strike

CHRIS OUSEY – ‘DREAM MACHINE’ (Escape)

MELODIC ROCK

Singer/song-writer
Chris
Ousey
has
performed with acts such as Heartland, Virginia
Wolf and The Distance, as well as many guest
appearances along the way; he’s certainly kept
us all enthralled and entertained for many, many
years. So it is with some surprise that I find
myself reviewing an album that is only Ousey’s
second solo release to date; and in a career that
spans some thirty years... that fact is just wrong!
Once again he’s surrounded himself with
some of the best Melodic Rock musicians
working today; here you’ll find Tommy (of course
I’m here) Denander, Adam Wakeman, Lars Chriss, Andy Loos, Ged Rylands
and the late Christian Wolf all playing their parts on this album. However, the
thing that stands out the most for me is, unsurprisingly, the wonderful vocals
of Ousey himself. His powerful, heartfelt voice, filled with just the right amount
of emotion, helps to bring out the best in the songs on ‘Dream Machine’. As I
listened, I found that his voice gave the songs that undefined elusive element;
the one that makes you want to come back to an album time and time again.
‘This Is The Life’, ‘Another Runaway’ and ‘War’ (no, not that one!) are the
perfect introduction to the musical world of Ousey; these are classy Hard Rock
songs played with aplomb. The title track follows this killer start, and whilst
having a slightly harder edge to it than what’s come before, is still a great song
– mainly because it shows a different side to Ousey’s voice.
Around mid-point, we come to ‘Tearing It All Down’ which has a stunning hook
and a superb guitar solo from Denander, that sets us up nicely for the second
half of the album. As good as the first half is, songs from ‘…Down’ onwards
are to die for. ‘Into Your Dream’, the fast-paced, catchy as measles ‘Moment Of
Madness’, ‘Gone Long Gone’, ‘A Better Time’ and the wonderful ‘Return To Me’
pass so quickly that your left breathless and wondering why Chris Ousey isn’t
making albums like this on a more regular basis.
If you like those unmistakeable vocals, and his discography to date, then I
think you’re going to like this album. It has some great songs on it, some stellar
performances, and fabulous production by Chriss and (Escape’s own) Khalil
Turk. All in all... a winner!!
Ian Johnson
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Ten’. From their classic ‘Fireworks’ album
only two Rockers are utilised – ‘American
Nights’ and an interesting re-working of
‘Sweet Obsession’ with some cool additional
guitar. Of course, both those tracks appeared
on 2015’s ‘Glorious’ album – I’m guessing
the reason for this must be something to
do with publishing rights, but the omission
of true classics such as ‘Ready 4 Reaction’,
‘Champion’, ‘Hot To Rock’, or anything off
‘Point Blank’, is frankly quite ludicrous. How
can fillers such as ‘Heat In The Glow’, ‘Can’t
Stop Rocking’ and ‘Good Time Rock ‘N’ Roll’
be described as classics?
While I can understand the commercial
reasoning behind including covers of
Skynyrd’s ‘Sweet Home Alabama’ (originally
covered on ‘…Flames’ so it’s a cover of a
cover!) and ‘Loaded Gun’ (from Reece’s
previous outfit Bangalore Choir), to have
them here on a disc celebrating the 30th
Anniversary of Bonfire is totally preposterous.
Reece does a good job however; surprisingly
so on the ballads, where the song choices
are a little more representative. Although to
hear him singing ‘Proud Of My Country’, with
the opening line about being “just a little
German boy”, is really quite distracting.
Impeccably performed, wonderfully
produced, but a woeful song selection and
ultimately rather pointless. A curiosity(!)
Bruce Mee

CANDLEBOX
‘DISAPPEARING IN AIRPORTS’
(Eternal Sound/Membran)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

‘Disappearing In Airports’ is definitely
an album that doesn’t want to be defined
by words. This is Candlebox’s sixth album,
a silky blend of genres that embodies the
definition of “Contemporary”.
‘Only Because Of You’ starts smooth,
deep and golden like treacle, rippling with
a rhythm section gently howling with its
own voice; still complementary to the lead,
but it adds another dimension. The single
‘Vexacious’ has an infectious staccato
rhythm that builds into a short and sweet
chorus. Candlebox’s Grungier past breaks
out in the bridge, though it doesn’t fit in
the realms of clean, smart production.
‘Supernova’ kicks it up a notch; reminiscent
of Funk band Jamiroquai – this Jazzy sound
suits the band, and the added contrast of the
harder chorus works better. ‘Alive At Last’ is
slower, but that doesn’t stop vocalist Kevin
Martin (the only original member left in the
band) from throwing a bit of grit into the
vocals – and it only gets grittier from here.
‘I’ve Got A Gun’ is modern Soft Rock; the
vocals admittedly more boy band than Rock
band, but Mike Leslie’s “in your face” guitar
sound is the kind of enlivenment the album
needs. ‘The Bridge’ is what older fans might
be looking for. The sound is more akin to
‘Lucy’ (1995) and is straight-forward, catchy
and definitely has more edge. ‘Crazy’ dips
into a darker sound, but increasingly lives up
to its name, and you should love it all the
more for that.
The band sounds better when they seem
to be losing it a little; Jazzing up the sound
with elasticity so it never sounds messy, only
skilful and emotional. ‘God’s Gift’ gets even
closer to a straight-up Hard Rock sound,
though the surprising shift in pace for the
chorus doesn’t do the track too many favours.
‘Keep On Waiting’ has more depth in texture,
more distortion in guitar sound, whilst ‘All
That We Got’ breaks out in uplifting melodic
lines and a contemporary blend of Rock-style
vocals with soft, cushy guitar.
All in all, it would be wrong to cast
Candlebox’s sound as one thing or another.
The album is tightly performed; it’s laidback listening that doesn’t intrude too
much – there are no extremes here! It’s
not as heavy or as wayward as their older
stuff, which fans may or may not like. In
summary, ‘Disappearing In Airports is ear-
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pleasing, sometimes surprising, but still
rarely invigorating.
Sophie Brownlee

CATE ROX
‘MIND VS HEART’
(LimeLight)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

From Halestorm to The Pretty Reckless,
Beth Hart to Grace Potter, and Within
Temptation to Delain; there’s never been a
better time to be a female Rock musician.
That said, young hopefuls will need to show
something extra special to stand out from
such an impressively diverse crowd. Enter
Cate Rox, a German singer/song-writer
whose genre-busting musical tapestry could
well separate her from the pack.
‘Mind Vs Heart’ is an impressive debut
from a songstress who already boasts
a sharply defined sonic identity, with a
prevailing sound of riff-driven Electro Rock
in ‘Flames’ and the bubble-gum Pogo Punk
of ‘Let It Go’ that recalls Republica. ‘Magical
Girl’ channels Shirley Manson’s seductive
allure, whilst the title-track apes Garbage’s
penchant for darkly delicious Goth Pop bijous.
From that base Rox spreads her eclectic
wings further. The Grunge riff of ‘Breaking
The Surface’ screams Hole, ‘On My Mind’
imagines Marina And The Diamonds covering
PJ Harvey, the hazy vibe of ‘In The Dark’ is
pure Mazzy Star whilst ‘Keep Climbing’ has
renaissance flourishes that could well be
Florence Welch fronting Blackmore’s Night.
Drawing on a melting pot of seemingly
disparate influences could have produced
an unfocussed mess, but Rox’s thematically
cohesive storytelling creates a consistent
mood that glues everything together. With
a fondness for introspection, she pirouettes
from vengeful to vulnerable, empowered
to fragile, and optimistic to tortured in a
complex emotional dance that’s part angstridden, part cathartic. Her commanding
and dexterous voice also provides a focal
point that anchors the music. With a range
that glides between devilish baritone and
angelic choir girl she unfurls a treasure trove
of deceptively infectious left field melodies.
There are flaws, though, as her rhyming
couplets are often too predictable, and over
enunciating them makes for telegraphed and
mechanical pay-offs. Others may find her
emotionally wrought, brooding too bleak
and self-indulgent.

For those who dig a little soul searching,
‘Mind Vs Heart’ is a densely detailed listen
that reveals more with every spin. It’s wellproduced, superbly paced and heralds the
arrival of a promising new talent. In fact, you
could say Cate Rox isn’t so much a name as a
fitting description of the lady herself.
Simon Ramsay

CHALICE ‘N’ CROWN
‘CONFESSIONS’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

A band whose origins stretch back to
1992 can now proudly boast of “finally”
producing their first album; progressing from
a swords and sorcery, fantasy lyric-based
band (how could they be anything else with
their name) into one which has both feet
firmly planted in the melodic Power Metal
field, and one whose themes now lie in more
contemporary issues and global topics.
There are plenty of Classic Rock, Prog
Metal and darker Metal influences amongst
this five-piece, who make an immediate
mark with ‘Fight’. Lulled in by a staggered
and swaggering opening, it develops into
a melodic showcase for the twin guitar
pairing of Arnd Kohn and Tommi Korndorfer,
all contained in a suitably stomping chorus
and fist-clenching bravado. One thing which
makes an immediate impact is the fact that
the album sounds fabulous. It’s really full and
chunky, well-mixed and really does justice to
the material – a pat on the back to Andre
Hofmann! It soon becomes apparent that the
general feel of the songs on the album is that
they fit what might be termed “anthemic”;
generously punctuated with Richie Samborastyled guitar squeals, and probably reaching
a peak with the sing-along chorus of ‘Seven
Sins’, perhaps the album’s “token lighter
moment” with its stop-start rhythm, yet still
what you’d label as infectious.
Not that CNC are one trick ponies; they
are bold enough to let the songs run their
course, be it three and a half minutes or into
extended workouts. ‘Confessions’ is a seven
minute plus journey through an atmospheric
middle section with a protracted instrumental
break, all combining to tick the Prog Metal
box. ‘Desert Rain’ opens in more restrained
fashion, before the more familiar dynamism
kicks in and you’re back in the comfortable
Chalice ‘N Crown zone. It has to be said that
they have a knack for churning out songs

COLD TRUTH – ‘GRINDSTONE’ (Blue Rose)

HARD ROCK

This is the third album from this four-piece
Hard Rock outfit from Nashville, who have had
the same line-up since 2000. It’s a delightful slice
of Southern Rock (a la Lynyrd Skynyrd or Black
Stone Cherry) with influences of seventies
Hard Rock, such as Free and Bad Company,
and its roots, Memphis-style Blues. It’s quality
musicianship and heartfelt authentic Blues
Rock, with many moments of sheer beauty; the
vocals and guitar on ‘Take Up’ and ‘Give It Time’
being just some of many examples.
Songs like ‘Livin’ Hard, Livin’ Free’, ‘Where The
Music Takes Me’, ‘Hands On The Wheel’, ‘New Horizon’ and ‘The Long White
Line’ are American road music at its best, and makes you want to strap on a
helmet and travel thousands of miles surrounded by beautiful wilderness. It’s
the sort of music to live a heroic life by… and should be a staple on any Rock
band’s tour bus; these guys are musician’s musicians. ‘Leave Your Leather On’
is a modern kind of love song; filthy, but in a great way! Probably belonging in a
strip club, it’s the stuff of dreams (if you know what we mean). ‘Free Man’ is an
anthem for freedom and what America stands for at its best.
Vocalist Thane Shearon has a voice that makes you think grand thoughts of
man’s struggle against the universe; such is its nobility and character. ‘Last
Man Alive’ suggests this is not exactly unintentional and, as witnessed by title
track ‘Grindstone’, this is workin’ man’s music. It’s rebellious stance and sheer
power are the reason many of us, with an individual frame of mind, were drawn
to and continue to love Rock and Metal with a deep-lying passion. It’s about
the gut not the head; “baby if you don’t feel it, you can never understand”…
democratic and awe inspiring – the stuff of legends.
I love this album, and can happily say that you should do yourself a favour
and buy it; you won’t regret it. Enough to warm the cockles of a true music fan’s
heart... it doesn’t come much better than this.
Dawn Osborne
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with seductive hooks and coating them with
a Hard Rock glaze.
This is a band who have gone through
their fair share of line-up changes and
experimentation – even Female-Fronted at
one stage – but have settled into a solid unit.
While it might not be particularly unique,
what they do is take the basic and do it
well. ‘Confessions’ turns out to be an album
which ticks the sonic appreciation box, and
will have a real appeal to fans of Classic
Hard Rock looking for someone new to come
along and grace the genre.
Mike Ainscoe

CIRCA:
‘VALLEY OF THE WINDMILL’
(Frontiers)
PROGRESSIVE

Billy Sherwood must write songs whilst
sleeping! Joking aside, I can’t figure out how
he finds the time to record and release such
a plethora of quality-laden albums. Over the
past eight months Sherwood has released
a well-received solo concept album, a live
album with cohort Tony Kaye, played bass for
Yes on their US and European tour, and now
we have a new Circa: album – the man is
a workaholic! ‘Valley Of The Windmill’ is the
fourth album from Circa:, who were formed in
2007 and initially featured Sherwood, ex-Yes
keyboardist Kaye, Yes drummer Alan White
and guitarist Jimmy Haun. The band released
albums and toured the US sporadically and
with little publicity, hence they may be
unknown to many of our readers.
Clocking in at fifty minutes, and
containing only four tracks, ‘…Windmill’ is a
Prog fan’s dream! Opener ‘Silent Resolve’ is
almost fifteen minutes long, and begins with
a haunting keyboard introduction before
an Eastern sounding guitar and keyboard
liven up the proceedings. The pounding
bass lines are typically Chris Squire-like, and
methinks that Sherwood supplies them, even
though Rick Tierney is credited as the bass
player (maybe he’s going to play bass on
live shows?). Kaye adds lots of Hammond
Organ and Sherwood’s vocals are layered
with multi-harmonies. Sherwood also adds
a couple of wonderful guitar solos and the
song is very reminiscent of late eighties and
nineties Yes.
‘Empire Over’ will have fans of Yes
(who love the ‘Topographic/Relayer’ era) in
raptures, as it is a little left field in places,
but still manages to retain the Circa: sound
with lots of harmonies and powerful
drumming from Scott Connor. The bass
lines are once again dominant throughout,
and Sherwood adds another sublime guitar
solo. At seven and a half minutes the title
track is the shortest song on the album!
It is a lighter number with lots of acoustic
guitar and plenty of Hammond, and lovely
Sherwood harmonies. Final track ‘Our Place
Under The Sun’ is a nineteen minute epic; it’s
one of the most powerful tracks that Circa:
have recorded, with trademark harmonies,
different styles of guitar, and surprise(!)...
more Hammond Organ.
If you enjoy all the different eras of Yes,
including those that featured Sherwood and
Kaye, then you will really dig ‘Valley Of The
Windmill’.
Az Chaudhry

CODA
‘CODA’
(ZRecords)
HARD ROCK

Well, what a mighty mash up this is! Not
only legendary vocalist Paul Sabu, but also
stalwart of the British Rock scene Vince
O’Reagan, late of Legion and many other
projects and groups. Let’s be frank here, I
like both musicians (even if some would
like to burn O’Reagan at the stake) and was
looking forward to seeing what could be
produced. The result? A resounding “nothing
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special”… oh dear.
First up, the matter of Sabu’s vocals should
be addressed, because he doesn’t sound all
that good. Every song sounds like he’s one
note away from rupturing his vocal chords,
and that once great voice now has absolutely
nothing to make it stand out from any other
gruff-voiced singer on the circuit. It’s not
terrible by any means, but it just doesn’t soar,
and as a result the songs don’t either.
The songs themselves are a rather
pedestrian bunch; the usual chest-beating
Power Rock that O’Reagan specializes in,
livened up at times by seriously widdly
guitar. The production is a bit messy which
doesn’t help, but even so, there’s nothing
that especially stands out or sticks in your
mind. It really is the guitar solos, such as the
one in ‘Tell Me Why’ (probably the strongest
track here) that are the only thing that makes
the album come alive.
I’m loathed to pour any scorn on two
such talented blokes, but Coda just doesn’t
work to any degree that justifies investment,
emotionally of monetarily. In the end, it’s
a pretty run of the mill Hard Rock album
that should really have been released on
Zzzzzzzzzz Records, not Z Records.
Alan Holloway

CRAZY LIXX
‘SOUND OF THE LIVE MINORITY’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

Here we have it, the first live album
from Swedish Rockers Crazy Lixx, after
four albums and a decade of performances.
Vocalist Danny Rexon has called it a
“milestone for every Rock band”, and it’s
hard to disagree when this album sees the
end of the band’s current line-up, with the
recorded show being guitarist Andreas Z
Eriksoon last, before leaving for Inglorious.
The album is a nice mix of hits and fan
favourites. ‘Rock And A Hard Place’ kicks
off in a rowdy Stadium Rock style with
big sounds, plenty of punch and crowd
contribution. Chris Laney mixed the album
(Europe, Crashdiet) and has come up with
a sound very true to CL’s live shows, losing
none of the intimacy or rawness that
comes with a Hard Rock performance.
The key change is less than enjoyable
in ‘Lock Up Your Daughter’ with Rexon’s
voice not at its best in the higher register
on any of the tracks. Nevertheless, this
is a minor point, and you can’t fault the
sheer fury with which Rexon dives into
every note. There’s plenty of clean, shiverinducing guitar work on ‘Blame It On
Love’, before we add further fuel to the fire
heading into ‘Sound Of The Loud Minority’.
There’s something special about
hearing a crowd on a live album; they
bring a sense of atmosphere to tracks
that are so often heard in clean-produced
circumstances. This lot have certainly
been treated to a riot of a show with little
talking, big backing vocals and, on the
album at least, a very balanced sound.
Other highlights include a furious ‘Riot
Avenue’ and ‘My Medicine (R.O.C.K.)’,
with the bass rippling in the undergrowth
and guitars flitting in and out effortlessly;
there’s also a tight, anthemic performance
of ‘Heroes Are Forever’. This is the only
track with a drawn-out ending too – a
minimum of these is always a positive!
It’s not a perfect show; there’s huskiness
that sounds like recorded backing vocals,
and some timing issues, but these are
bulldozed aside by the relentless energy
of the songs, the seductively Sleazy sound,
and the band’s unflagging spirit simply
oozing through their style of playing.
Finally, we have a release that
showcases Crazy Lixx’s talent for live
performances, and one that brings
together the best of their tracks into a
high-octane, pulsing album.
Sophie Brownlee
FIREWORKS

D GENERATION
‘NOTHING IS ANYWHERE’
(Bastard Basement)
HARD ROCK

Disappearing as the nineties turned into
the noughties, D Generation are probably
best known for being the band Jesse Malin
cut his teeth in before embarking on a
successful singer/song-writer sting. Reunions
in 2008 and 2011 whetted the appetite for
more and promised new music, but until
now, the final DG album remained 1999’s
‘Through The Darkness’.
This release brings together the longest
established line-up of the band; Malin
(vocals), Howie Pyro (bass), Richard Bacchus
(guitar), Danny Sage (guitar) and Michael
Wildwood (drums), and I have to say that
the fresh fruits of their labours, ‘Nothing Is
Anywhere’, had me scurrying back to the
early albums for comparison. In my memory,
this ramshackled bunch of Rock Punksters
were far more jarring than the sounds
created here. In a way it’s an observation
that stands up to fresh scrutiny, but in many
others it doesn’t.
Malin, in the long years between albums,
has been an associate of the likes of Ryan
Adams, so maybe it shouldn’t be a surprise
that a toughened style of the Americana
(that Adams does so well) should find its way
here. However, so does a pinch of Tom Petty
and some choice cuts of Cheap Trick. The riffs
and aggression are, for the most part, kept in
check and yet in the same way Hanoi Rocks
somehow managed, there’s still more threat
and force carried in this set of songs than the
more aggressive scene chasers could ever
muster.
‘21st Century Blues’ thrums with energy
and anger, and yet it doesn’t feel the need
to rip or roar. ‘Mercy Of The Rain’, while
sounding like the bastard child of The Rolling
Stones and Alice Cooper, knows exactly how
to take a ramshackle groove and make it one
of the most vital things you’ll hear all year.
‘Queens Of A’ proves that knowing when to,
and when not to hit with everything you’ve
got, is a skill too many bands lack these days.
We live in the era of the comeback, the
remake and the reboot. If every one of them
was as vital and effervescent as D Generation
we’d all be in a much better place.
Steven Reid

DANGER ZONE
‘CLOSER TO HEAVEN’
(Pride & Joy)
HARD ROCK

That Danger Zone’s new album sounds
like something straight out of the classic era
of Melodic Rock should come as no surprise,
seeing as guitarist Roberto Priori started the
band way back in the early eighties. After
an abortive attempt to make a success in
California was cut short by the explosion of
the Grunge movement, the band was forced
to return to their native Italy. However, the
creative juices still simmered, and 2012 saw
the release of their first album of all new
material since 1989’s ‘Line Of Fire’. Jump
forward four years, and with the current
song-writing producing a much more
melodic feel, the band brought in current
Whitesnake keyboardist Michele Luppi and
Perfect View’s Pier Mazzini to add that extra
flair. The end result is something truly special
and quite possibly the best Italian Melodic
Hard Rock album I’ve heard.
Vocalist Giacomo Gigantelli has more
than a hint of a young Claus Lessmann to his
voice; that slightly accented vocal with added
grit coming across so similar to what Bonfire
were producing on their debut and classic
‘Fireworks’ album. Just listen to opening
track ‘Turn It Up’… damn, that’s classic
Bonfire right there! The opening bars of the
following song ‘Go!’ evoke memories of the
classic Bonfire ballad ‘You Make Me Feel’,
before turning into a wonderful Melodic
FIREWORKS

DAN PATLANSKY – ‘INTROVERTIGO’ (Independent)

BLUES

Despite having put out six records in his
homeland of South Africa, Dan Patlansky only
started getting major recognition elsewhere
when he released the album ‘Dear Silence
Thieves’; a great record which saw him land a
support slot with Joe Satriani, and was voted the
“Best Blues Rock Album” by Blues Rock Review
in the US, beating the likes of Joe Bonamassa,
Rival Sons, Philip Sayce and The Black Keys.
That puts a lot of pressure on ‘Introvertigo’ to
deliver, but as soon as ‘Run’ kicks in, you know
you’re in safe hands. The opening riff, booming
drums and gritty vocals all channel the best moments from ‘Dear…’, and the
Blues vibe of ‘Poor Old John’ works particularly well. The unusually titled
‘Sonva Faith’ also keeps the Patlansky flag flying, with the distinctive style of
reverb-drenched, bottom heavy drums underpinning the Jimi Hendrix-inspired
riff work.
Patlansky also sounds better vocally on this album to my ears; more confident
and assured, particularly on the slower, piano-led ‘Loosen Up The Grip’ which
boasts a great chorus and could easily be on the radio, if the radio actually paid
attention to what was out there, rather than simply playing what they are paid
to play by major labels. The cheerful ‘Bet On Me’ is another highlight, there’s a
Funk vibe about the energetic ‘Stop The Messing’, while ‘Still Wanna Be Your
Man’ delivers in classic Blues fashion.
Dan Patlansky has played it smart; he’s taken everything about what made
‘Dear…’ such a success and incorporated the same elements here, without
making the same record twice. Indeed, I think he’s improved vocally and
in terms of strength of material, I’d say the two albums are very close. An
accomplished follow-up, and well worth your time.
James Gaden
Rocker in its own right. Elsewhere, ‘T’night’
is a glorious amalgam of Gotthard at their
Rocking best and Bonfire’s ‘Fireworks’, while
closing track ‘Hard Rock Paradise’ invokes
the spirit of Night Ranger during the ‘Dawn
Patrol’ era.
My only slight criticism would be a
somewhat lack of variation in the songs with
virtually all of them being up-tempo Melodic
Rockers – no ballads or tracks with a harder
edge. Maybe there is too much of a good
thing? But really, when the songs are this
good and this catchy then that would be a
rather petty complaint. However, if the guys
would take this into account for the followup, then maybe a merely great album could
become a true classic!
Bruce Mee

DARK AVENGER
‘TALES OF AVALON: THE LAMENT’
(Rossom)
POWER METAL

It’s the name of a computer virus writer;
but, perhaps more worryingly, add an “s”
and it becomes a current Marvel comic series.
No wonder Brazil’s Dark Avenger, who were
after all around first, are not tripping off the
tongue; especially after dropping several
albums, with this one coming out in 2001.
So why now? Well, that was another ‘Tales
Of Avalon’. This is the ‘Lament’ you see; tied
up with Arthurian legend and mixed with all
chunky intention by Michael Wagener. Glad
we cleared that up!
The music here ain’t bad though; because
it takes us back to a time when Prog Metal
wasn’t called that. It was a time when it
was Metal with a grandiose sweep; call
it “old-school Prog Metal” if you like.
Sometimes this sounds like those wonderful
granddaddies of ‘em all – Queensrÿche. In
fact, Mario Linhares sounds uncannily like
Geoff Tate on the most successful tracks here,
and there’s nothing wrong with that. The airy
verse and lyrical chorus of ‘The Knight On The
Hill’ and ‘Broken Vows’ are just great, solid
Metal. They also throw in some other ideas
too; the latter parts of the album mainlining
Battle Metal styles, breast-beating as horses
gallop among the thin synths of ‘Dead, Yet
Alive!’, and screaming through the narrative
of ‘Sicorax Scream’, which sadly is not as
good… in fact it’s a bit hackneyed.
Dark Avenger are loved by many, and
not just because they conform to a certain
style. There is much to like here, including
Hugo Santiago’s pushy, exciting solos and an
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attempt to capture Queensrÿche’s quality in
their pomp; in fact, it’s led to ‘Rage For Order’
being back on the player for the first time in
ages – no bad thing either.
The Marvel Dark Avengers inhabit a
parallel works where Norman Osborne
has allowed others to take the personas of
the Avengers; ordinary people acting like
superheroes. This Dark Avenger is not super
but neither is it ordinary.
Steve Swift

DARRYL WAY
‘MYTHS, LEGENDS AND TALES’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

Given that we had to wait twenty years
for Darryl Way’s last Rock album, 2014’s
‘Children Of The Cosmos’, it’s pleasing that
the former Curved Air man should follow
it up so quickly. ‘Myths, Legends And Tales’
is described as “a mixture of instrumental
Symphonic Rock and songs”; and while
the songs mix observations on modern life
with stories and events that Way clearly
finds significant, the inspiration for the
album’s instrumental pieces comes from
Greek Mythology. “As a Rock violinist,” he
says, “I have always been searching for that
elusive sound, turn of phrase and means of
expression that would give the electric violin
a legitimate voice in the idiom of Rock music.
With this album, I feel that I have come closer
than ever before to achieving this goal”.
I have no doubt that at the very least
he has succeeded in that endeavor, though
whether he needed to in the wake of Fairport
Convention’s ‘Liege And Lief’, Bob Dylan’s
‘Desire’, John Cougar Mellencamp’s ‘The
Lonesome Jubilee’ or Gorky Zygotic Mynci’s
‘Barafundle’ (to list a few examples) is
debatable. Similarly, Way’s insistence that he
is flying the flag for the “neglected genre”
of Progressive Rock seems blissfully ignorant
of its recent revival, and the breadth of
application that the term currently enjoys.
Taken on its merits, ‘Myths, Legends and
Tales’ is an interesting and varied listen. It’s
certainly full of surprises – from the burning
abrasiveness of opener ‘Apollo (Racing
Against The Sun)’ through the part Indie/part
Radio Rock feel of ‘Whatever Happened’,
to the rowdy, almost Honky-Tonk Blues
of ‘Dove Of Peace’. Elsewhere, ‘Crusader’
builds impressively; its melody augmented
by marching drums and atmospheric keys,
while the upbeat, almost danceable rhythms,
occasional lounge feel and quirky violin fills
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of ‘Helter Skelter’ also score big with me.
Pick of the crop though are the instrumentals
‘Orpheus And The Underworld’ and
‘Prometheus Chained’; both of which are fine
examples of evocative musical story telling.
To be sure, not everything here is as striking;
‘The Ice Man’ and ‘Strange Goings On’, for
example, are relatively bland affairs, and the
vocals are often no more than adequate.
Darryl Way’s violin playing is, as always,
exemplary, elegant and tasteful; and it’s
great to see an old hand so creatively
inspired. He has gifted us an intriguing and
enjoyable album – but one that’s a bit hit
and myth(!).
Michael Anthony

DAVID FOSTER
‘DREAMLESS’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

For those unfamiliar with the name;
David “The Dave” Foster is an accomplished
guitarist, perhaps best known for being a
founder member of the Prog Folk band Mr
So&So. But his affiliations don’t stop there;
in 2014 he joined Welsh Progsters, Panic
Room, with whom he contributed in no short
measure during their 2015 ‘Wildfire’ tour,
then on their acoustic album, ‘Essence’; he’s
also an associate of the Steve Rothery Band,
and both his electric and acoustic attributes
have left a complimentary mark on each.
In addition to being an excellent musician,
he’s also a self-effacing individual. One look
at the provocative cover art and you’ll notice
a deficiency of personal details (not even the
album title is on display). This is no oversight,
as Foster prefers artistic merit over personal
gain (although a extra few quid would please
him!). I recently asked him, “What were you
aiming to achieve with Dreamless?” His reply
was typical – “If it only sold one hundred
copies I’d be delighted…”
‘Dreamless’
follows
the
2010,
instrumental-dominated ‘Gravity’. However,
it moves away from your archetypal guitarist
album, and embraces a group-like dynamic,
with Dinet Poortman and Anne-Marie Helder
(PR, Karnataka) on vocals, Yatim Halimi (PR)
on bass, and Stuart Browne (MS&S) on drums,
to name but four. Poortman has the lion’s
share of the vocals though, and her lush,
evocative tones are an idyllic juxtaposition
alongside the deeply captivating soundscape.
You can really feel Foster’s blood, sweat and
tears slowly emanating from each carefully
crafted composition; none more so than
on ‘Amitriptyline’ and ‘Black Sunrise’ – the
former, a foot-stomping, drum-driven sojourn
through depression, whilst the latter is a
dark, tribal and enthralling epic; both songs
feature mesmeric guitar breaks from Foster.
Poortman also delivers two semi-acoustic
ballads in ‘New York Rain’ and ‘Lingering’;
both feel like a freshly laundered onesie
on the coldest winter’s night. When Helder
takes the mic on ‘Counting Clouds’ (a duet
with Foster) and ‘Brahma’, the high standard
is maintained with miniscule deviation from
what’s gone before. The title track sees
Foster on vocals; his Steven Wilson-esque
delivery is simply soothing. Finally, ‘Morphine
Sleep’ typifies its title, and allows Foster full
instrumental control to bring proceedings to
an impressive conclusion
Remember “I’m Mandy Fly Me”? This
album should be subtitled “I’m Prog Try Me”.
Highly recommended… Prog lover or not!
Dave Crompton

DEGEN
‘DEGEN’
(Independent)
SYMPHONIC

‘Degen’ is an album brought to you by
the guitarist of German Rock band Three
Wishes, featuring vocalist Sammy Barry of
the same group. Both musicians have their
own independent projects, and this album
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sees Barry bring some growling oomph to
Degen’s playful guitar style.
Sound-wise, the album is quite similar to
TW, though makes more use of Symphonicstyle strings and is generally a little heavier
too. ‘Fallen’ brings Evanescence to mind,
but the album certainly has more diversity
than that. ‘No More Tomorrow’ shows off
what makes the album; uniting the sounds
crammed into the tracks to make pacey,
catchy songs. Highlights include ‘She’s
Evil’ – a deceptively honey-tongued track,
similar to Mike Tramp, but with darker lyrics
– and ‘Break Me Down’ which demonstrates
how Degen is adept at driving the tracks
with guitar, but without dominating them
unnecessarily; a Funky bass line balances out
the emphasis on strings and vocals.
In one word the album is powerful. If not
every track, at least every other one packs
a punch with a jam-packed texture, rich in
paces and rhythms. Melody isn’t always
a strong point; ‘More Than You Can Take’
and ‘No Surrender’ stick to a pretty vanilla
tune but there are still tidy guitar solos and
twinkling keyboards to enjoy. If anything,
it might be good to hear Degen go more
extreme on one sound, such as more power,
to avoid landing in the middle-ground on
some songs with a sound so busy it becomes
a bit vapid.
‘Degen’ is an inventive and interesting
album, especially suited to fans of Symphonic
Rock and perhaps even Power Metal. But,
if you like your senses to be tickled by a
melting point of smoothly-produced sounds
swirled into the form of rumbling tunes, then
this is worth a shot.
Sophie Brownlee

DESERT DRAGON
‘BEFORE THE STORM’
(Independent)
ROCK

This is the band’s third release, behind an
eponymous album and an EP (‘Desolation’);
it’s the first with new singer Joseph Michael
(Witherfall, Midnight Reign & White Wizzard)
and a fine album it is too. I don’t know how
our Reviews Editor is going to categorise it,
as there is a wide variety of styles employed
across the eleven tracks; that could be a
negative, but not here. I enjoyed the album
immensely. It’s got a great sound quality
too; no surprise really, when one learns
that James “Jimbo” Barton (Queensrÿche,
Rush….) was behind the control desk.
The title track opens the album; it’s an
instrumental, and like the best of its type has
a great melody. ‘Save My World’ has a NeoProg feel not unlike Riverside, while ‘Desert
Horizons’ starts out with an IQ vibe before
moving in a Metal direction, with little hints
of Iron Maiden and my old mates Balance
Of Power. ‘We The People’ changes the tone
and moves things into Melodic Rock territory
with its really strong chorus whilst ‘Take It
Easy Now’ throws in the next curve ball, as
it’s a Blues track straight out of the Jimmy
Barnes school. If nothing else it demonstrates
the band’s versatility, and Michael’s ability to
adapt to any genre seamlessly. ‘Flying High’
is a full-on AOR number with an infectious
chorus and lovely crisp drumming whereas
‘Slow Groove’ has just that; it starts off with
a Sleazy feel before switching to a more
Melodic Rock style.
‘My Sunshine’ makes me think of midperiod Europe, with the vocal inflections
being not unlike Joey Tempest. It’s a more
than decent power ballad with an added
surge of energy at its conclusion. ‘Kicking
Down’ is another Bluesy track; whilst by
no means a poor song, it’s not the most
memorable of those on offer. ‘Loving You’
has a Country Rock feel thanks to the
guitar refrain, but in essence it’s another
Melodic Rock song. ‘Call An Angel’ closes
the album with a lighters-in-the-air moment;
I can imagine the scene at a gig every time
I hear this song – it’s a ballad with all the
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DAN REED NETWORK – ‘FIGHT ANOTHER DAY’ (Frontiers)

ROCK

This is Dan Reed Network’s fourth full-length
release, a mere twenty-five years after the
third, ‘The Heat’. I never thought I would see a
new album from the band but the momentum
has been building and building since they reconvened for a 25th Anniversary reunion show
on New Year’s Eve in 2012.
Opener ‘Divided’ is the only new song that was
previewed on the recent UK tour, and it blended
seamlessly with the more established material.
It has a great tempo and the hook embeds itself
without the listener realising. It’s immediately
apparent that Reed’s vocals don’t have the same urgency or intensity as they
used to, but it’s a sublime performance that suits the material perfectly.
Those looking for comparisons to DRN’s eighties work will not be disappointed,
because ‘Give It Love’, ‘B There For U’ and ‘The Brave’ are the distant cousins
of ‘Get To You’, ‘Rainbow Child’ and ‘Ritual’ respectively. The vibe is similar
and the nuances and musical subtleties are very natural rather than forced or
fake. The slower and more laid back tracks are imbued with a sense of wonder
associated with Reed’s recent solo output; an indication he may have been
responsible for exerting extra influence in guiding their direction.
‘Infected’ ramps up the Funk, giving Dan Pred (drums) and Melvin Brannon II
(bass) the opportunity to lay down a mesmerizing groove. ‘Reunite’ builds from
humble beginnings and is an infectious mix of Rock and Pop with a brilliant
hook. Guitarist Brion James doesn’t over-play, content to weave magical
patterns in and out of the melodies with some neat solos and cultured riffs.
Credit must also be given to new boy Rob Daiker; his keyboard textures are an
essential feature, and his engineering skills have also given a contemporary
edge to the signature DRN sound.
If you like your music to be graceful and sophisticated, played by consummate
professionals then there is so much to appreciate here. This is a more mature
Dan Reed Network, re-defined for the 21st Century. They were not as successful
as they should have been first time round, despite big arena tours with Bon Jovi
and The Rolling Stones, due to the fact their brand of Pop/Rock/Funk could not
be easily categorized. Why should it have to be? Expectations were high prior
to this release – mission accomplished, with radio potential across the board.
Welcome back guys.
Dave Bott
hallmarks; the swaying beat, huge chorus,
and a wonderful guitar solo which bizarrely
fades out too quickly... huge mistake.
‘Before The Storm’ is a fine album
covering a number of genres; but is none the
worse for that.
Gary Marshall

DETH ENEMY
‘UNMOVEABLE’
(Big Sky Song)
HARD ROCK

When I was given this to review, my first
thought was, “Oh dear, it’s one of those overthe-top, Metal albums, one with copious
amounts of screaming and growling and a
thousand drum beats per second type-ofthing. That certainly would fit with the name
Deth Enemy, and that outcome would have
come as no surprise at all. However, this was
not the case.
What came out was a really good,
intelligible Rock song with ‘C.O.D.’ (Call
Of The Devil). I discovered that the band
originate from Australia, and was formed
by brothers Al (guitar/vocals) and Frank
(drums) Caiulo; both augmented by bassist
S.T. Morrison. Now, the thing you probably
need to know regarding me is that when I
listen to an album, I always do it by listening
to the music first. Once that has sunk in, then
I start listening to the words. So, I did exactly
that, and I admit, I was impressed all the way
through.
‘One Thousand Years’ is a slower-tempo
song with some neat harmony string bends,
while ‘Wicked World’ has touches of Alice
Cooper (vocal wise), as does ‘The Hammer,’
although Al Caiulo doesn’t try hard enough
not to sound like Cooper, when he says
“Welcome to Hell”. ‘When An Angel Falls’
is a cigarette lighter song, and does feature
some impressive high-pitched wailing, while
‘Devil’s Playground’ has a touch of Prog to
it, with a pinch of Ian Gillan, and is almost
their ‘Comfortably Numb’ guitar wise. Closer
‘Open Your Heart’ has taken quite a bit from
Journey’s ‘Raised On Radio’.
Now, what the smarter among you may
have already realised by reading the song
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titles, is that these guys are a God-Rock band
(something I hadn’t realised). But, does that
matter? Well, not really, but I’m one of those
people that think Heavy Rock and religion
make uncomfortable bed fellows.
I know there will be a lot of people who
will see the devil mentioned on a couple
of tracks and start planning black masses
for the weekend. Those individuals may
feel unhappy about being preached to by
people who they believe dress in black, and
have piercings in the weirdest places. I have
known stranger things; and that really would
be a pity, as this is quite a good album.
Andy Brailsford

DEXTER WARD
‘RENDEZVOUS WITH DESTINY’
(No Remorse)
HEAVY METAL

Originating from Greece and named after
the H.P. Lovecraft Novel ‘The Case Of Charles
Dexter Ward’, this quintet was formed
by former Battleroar duo, Mark Dexter
(vocals) and Manolis Karazeris (guitars),
with ‘Rendezvous With Destiny’ being their
follow-up to 2011’s debut ‘Neon Lights’.
With titles like ‘These Metal Wings’ and
‘Metal For The Light’, you know exactly
what you’re going to get... Metal; that of
the denim and leather, horns-in-the-air, oldschool variety, with one foot firmly planted in
the NWOBHM camp, and the other in a more
European Power Metal department. The twin
guitar melodies undoubtedly bring to mind
Iron Maiden (sort-of circa the ‘Powerslave’
album) and Judas Priest, while the European
influences come courtesy of the likes of
Helloween and the brash pompousness
of Manowar; there is also a hint of early
Savatage in some of the more dramatic
passages.
Musically
it’s
accomplished
and
impassioned, if not occasionally a little
pedestrian and somewhat predictable; too
often drifting into plodding territory when
you really want it to kick into life – truth
be told, it’s the twin guitar breaks that are
the album’s real underlying attraction. The
vocals are where my real apprehension
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lies, as Dexter’s delivery sporadically sways
towards a pompous and over-dramatic style,
accompanied by some oft-wacky harmony
vocals. For sure, it somewhat fits with the
nature of their lyrics on the likes of ‘Knights
Of Jerusalem’ or ‘Stone Age Warrior’, but
sometimes you’re not sure if they’re just
taking the “proverbial”, or maybe Greece
are so far behind their Northern European
counterparts that they believe this kind
of music is still in vogue; highly unlikely
when you consider the output of bands like
Firewind and Innerwish.
‘Rendezvous With Destiny’ is at its best
with the livelier Metal anthems like the
title-track, the highly melodic ‘Fighting For
The Cross’ and their self-promoting ‘We Are
Dexter Ward’. ‘Ballad Of The Green Berets’
isn’t actually a ballad, but a cover of a
song written by Vietnam war veterans, thus
creating an unusual addition to the album’s
finale.
Ant Heeks

DION BAYMAN
‘DON’T LOOK DOWN’
(Independent)
MELODIC ROCK

The multi-talented Australian Dion
Bayman is back with his fourth release, and
the follow-up to 2014’s critically acclaimed
‘Afterburn’. Fans of ‘Afterburn’ are going to
love this new album, which continues in a
similar AOR/West Coast style, albeit a tad on
the heavier side.
Multi-talented is a description often
over-used. However, not in Bayman’s case
as on ‘Don’t Look Down’ he writes all the
songs, handles all the vocals and plays all
the instruments. He’s also responsible for
recording, producing, mixing and mastering
it and the production is first-class, even if
a little over-compressed. With ‘Don’t…’
Bayman has once again highlighted his
exceptional song-writing skills, which
embodies big melodies, huge choruses, loads
of keyboards and crunching guitars.
Bayman showcases ten original, top class
songs, and you can hear influences from a
plethora of classic AOR/Melodic Rock artists.
The album kicks off with arguably Bayman’s
heaviest song to date, the ultra-catchy ‘One
More Reason’, a Bon Jovi style Rocker. ‘24
Hours a Day’ continues in a Bryan Adams/
Brad Darrid style, whilst the ultra “radiofriendly” ‘Keep Coming Back’ tips its hat to
Rick Springfield. ‘For You’ has a Richard Marx
style, and any AOR album of this magnitude
would not be complete without a Journey
influence, and ‘This Time’ is that track.
My favourite is the magnificent ‘Had To
Let You Know’, with its massive keyboard
riff; this should be huge, and could have
massive crossover appeal in the Pop market.
‘Open Your Heart’ and ‘Last One’ have a
more contemporary sound similar to Goo
Goo Dolls and Matchbox Twenty respectively.
They are a complete contrast to ‘It’s Only
Love’ with its eighties style synthesisers that
give it a real retro feel, but rarely detracts
the listener from another wonderfully wellwritten song. That just leaves the glorious
piano-driven ‘Before My Eyes’ to conclude a
truly fantastic AOR album.
Dion Bayman is another artist who would
have been ruling the airwaves had this been
1986. ‘Don’t Look Down’ is a “must” for all
West Coast/AOR/Melodic Rock fans, and
surely the summer soundtrack for 2016.
Mark Donnelly

DIRTY ACTION
‘BEST OF VOL.1: THE SINGLES
COLLECTION’
(Red Stone) HARD ROCK
French Glam Rockers Dirty Action
originated back in early 2014, when singer
Tommy Karlson teamed up with three former
members of French band Pink Rose; guitarist
Fabrice Fourgeaud, bassist Pierre Bremond
FIREWORKS

and drummer Thierry Gaulme. There are
twelve feel good, simple (I don’t mean that
in a detrimental way) but highly addictive
Rock ‘n’ Roll tunes on this record, the band’s
tongue-in-cheek-titled debut album.
‘Ringmaster’s Speech’ is just a spoken
intro leading into the Rockin’ ‘Welcome To
The Electric Circus’. Karlson’s slight accent
works well with the style of songs that bring
to mind classic Glam Rock bands of the
seventies, such as T-Rex, Queen, Slade and
even early Kiss – all blended with a Modern
Rock style.
‘Bad Boys #1’ and ‘Hell Is Without You’
have the Sleaze factor evident with lots of
Glam songs, whilst ‘Listen To The Radio’
has an AOR vibe. The crude ‘Porn Revenge’
(pronounced ‘Pawn Rivange’) is one that will
fix itself in your brain for days after only a
few listens; not the greatest song in the
world, but very catchy.
A change of pace is delivered by the
Poison-style ballad ‘It’s Over Now (Song For
Ale)’. The band continue to produce short
punchy songs like ‘Sexy Lady’, ‘Tonite’, ‘I
Wanna Be Loved’, ‘Rock This Place’ and
‘Work Hard’, similar to early Motley Crüe
or The Ramones in attitude, but with far
more melody and a more seventies Glam
Rock delivery. But of all twelve offering, my
personal favourite is the cool ‘Just A Rock ‘N’
Roll Band’; a song that one can imagine will
be a stalwart of their live set.
Dirty Action proves the age-old adage
that Rock ‘n’ Roll does not have to be
complicated. The band produced the album
themselves and it certainly packs a punch. It
is hard to listen to this album without a smile
on your face.
Mark Donnelly

DOOMSDAY OUTLAW
‘SUFFER MORE’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

Now THIS is a find! An album that is deeply
rooted in traditional seventies Southern
Rock (a la Lynyrd Skynyrd, Blackfoot etc.)
whilst also incorporating the more modern
approach of the likes of Whiskey Myers and
even the dirtier, heavier side of the genre that
Black Stone Cherry do so well; even some
guitar phrasing owes much to Zakk Wylde
and Black Label Society. They’re also unafraid
of straying outside the Southern restraints by
throwing some hefty doses of Grungy riffs
and Blues into the mix. What’s even more
impressive is the fact that, although this is
so embedded in the US Southern heritage,
Doomsday Outlaw hail from the UK, Derby to
be precise. ‘Suffer More’ is the band’s second
album, following 2015’s ‘Black River’.
What is so great about this album is the
extent of different styles and moods that run
through it; such as the crushingly heavy BSC/
Led Zeppelin-hybrid stompers like opener
‘Walk On Water’ and ‘Jericho Cane’, or the
lengthier Blues-drenched ‘All That I Have’,
‘Blues For A Phantom Limb’ and ‘Tale Of A
Broken Man’. There is also the slow and dirty
Grunge of ‘Wait Until Tomorrow’, and the
livelier Rock ‘n’ Roll of ‘Fallback’, ‘Saltwater’,
‘I’ve Been Found’ and the awesome Skynyrd
at-their-most-commercial ‘Bring You Pain’.
The fifty-one seconds of ‘Pandemonium’
however, is a blast of fiery Motörhead that
seems at odds with what surrounds it.
They know how to slow it down and
alternate too; the mournful ‘Suffer More’
certainly wouldn’t sound out of place on
an Alter Bridge album. ‘Running Into You’ is
classy acoustic simplicity while the beautiful
‘Standing Tall’ is Southern balladry at its
finest; swaying from serene acoustic picking
to soaring guitar solo, complete with a
powerful vocal delivery from Phil Poole, who
displays a deep timbre on the heavier parts
of the album but can also push his range
to the maximum. When he really lets fly he
reminds me a little of Stevie Westwood from
another highly promising UK act, Bad Touch.
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Though there are fifteen tracks on the
album, some of them fairly lengthy, ‘Suffer
More’ doesn’t outstay its welcome at all;
such is the myriad of different styles and
moods throughout. You’re actually tempted
to hit “play” and take it all in again; and
that’s as good a recommendation as you
should need.
Ant Heeks

DUST BOWL JOKIES
‘DUST BOWL JOKIES’
(Rodeostar/SPV)
HARD ROCK

You’ve gotta love the eclectic mix of Rock
bands coming out of Sweden; and whilst
there’s certainly a plethora of quality AOR,
there’s also a healthy Sleaze Rock contingent
as well, with Dust Bowl Jokies edging their
way to the forefront with this, their second
release.
The album kicks off with a proper stab at
eighties Sleaze; ‘Mama Cocha’ could have
been all over MTV in the bad old days. It’s
punchy and riff-heavy, more L.A. Guns than
Poison, brimming over with attitude, helped
by vocalist Alexx (gotta have the extra X
boyzzz!) and his impressive pipes. He’s
floating around the sort of range favoured
by Axl Rose and Steven Tyler; suffice to say,
it perfectly suits the type of music the band
deliver. Mix that with tracks that don’t all
sound the same, and you’ve got quite an
impressive album of low slung guitars and a
big “fuck you” attitude. They even manage
to get away with a horn section in ‘Old
Fashioned Country Canvas’, whilst ‘Son Of
The Son’ has a decidedly Mexican feel; yet
they never lose the identity of the band. Nice
trick if you can do it.
Dust Bowl Jokies play refreshing, riotous
Rock & Roll that will cheer up any Sleaze
aficionados out there. Cool guitars, catchy
songs, and nasty (in a good way) vocals
combine to great effect on an album that
exists purely to please. Some may find it a bit
too retro in feel, but I have to say I thoroughly
enjoyed the time I spent with it, and hope to
hear more from the band in the future.
Alan Holloway

EDU FALASCHI
‘MOONLIGHT’
(Pride & Joy)
ROCK

In the immortal words of our lord
John Cleese “…and now for something
completely different” … well, kind of.
Gaining much deserved international
recognition when he stepped into the shoes
of original Angra front-man Andre Matos
back at the dawn of the new millennium,
Eduardo “Edu” Falaschi had already left
his mark on the Brazilian domestic Power
Metal scene with bands like Venus and
Symbols. His tenure with Angra lasted a
little over a decade, but the four studio
albums it encapsulated – ‘Rebirth’ in
2001 through to ‘Aqua’ in 2010 – not only
cemented his reputation as a world class
talent, but also produced some of the best
music of their career.
Since leaving Angra, he’s concentrated
his energies into his own band Almah (a
project that initially started out as a solo
vehicle back in 2006); a band which whilst
influenced by his former employers, tends to
operate in a much darker realm.
To celebrate his twenty-five years in the
business, Edu Falaschi has put together an
album that he feels encompasses some
of the highlights of his time with Angra
and Almah. However; and here’s where
the “completely different” bit comes in,
these tracks have been fundamentally reinterpreted and are presented in an acoustic/
piano-led environment, peppered with the
odd orchestral flourish. I’ve always believed
that the sign of a great song is one that still
works when you strip it right back to its
bare bones, and it’s devoid of all the pomp
and ceremony that a full blown electric
interpretation lends, tracks such as ‘Angels
And Demons’, ‘Rebirth’, ‘Wishing Well’ (love
the melancholic sax overlay) and ‘Bleeding
Heart’ work remarkably well.
Less overtly intense, yet still dynamic and
emotionally-charged, the contemplative
simplicity (very Magnum like at times in truth)
of these new versions affords you, the listener,
opportunity to hear and allow for the subtle

DEAD LETTER CIRCUS – ‘AESTHESIS’(Rodeostar/SPV)

MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

If, like myself, you’ve had your head buried
in the sand over the past few years, then you
may not have heard of Dead Letter Circus, the
Australian Alternative Rockers hailing from
Brisbane. Formed in 2005, the band have scored
great success in their homeland releasing two
albums, ‘This Is The Warning’ (2010) and ‘The
Catalyst Fire’ (2013). They have also toured with
the likes of Karnivool, Muse and Linkin Park.
Okay, so history lesson over, what is their
third album ‘Aesthesis’ like? Well, I’ve got to
admit I absolutely love it! Produced by Forrester
Savell and Matthew Bartlem, and mixed by
Chris Lord-Alge (U2, Muse, Green Day etc.) the album sonically sounds great.
‘In Plain Sight’ starts off with an acoustic-based intro with vocalist Kim Benzie
painstakingly singing about break-up and trying to save a relationship, before
crashing guitars from Luke Palmer and Clint Vincent change the tone of the
song; a great way to open the album.
‘While You Wait’ has a subtle Dance Rock feel to it and definitely has you
nodding your head and tapping your foot. Benzie again adds atmosphere with
some multi-layered vocals and the rhythm section of drummer Luke Williams
and bassist Stewart Hill add a great groove; Hoobastank and Lifehouse spring
to mind. ‘The Burning Number’ is my favourite of many cracking tracks on the
album, with a great chorus and guitars jumping in and out all over the place – I
can imagine air guitaring and jumping around to this in a Rock club!
‘Show Me’ begins slowly, Benzie oozing emotion on this track, which veers
slightly into an Electronic music style again, with the rhythm section doing a
fabulous job of holding the beat together, and the guitars adding subtlety and
power in equal measures. ‘YANA’ again starts off slowly and builds up into a
hybrid of U2 and Muse, with Benzie in angst with the way we treat our planet.
‘Silence’ is a sombre sounding number with haunting keyboards whilst ‘The Lie
We Live’ again gives Benzie the opportunity to show off his impressive vocal
range, and contains guitar with dark undertones. All of the remaining tracks are
just as good as anything that has preceded them, and there a couple of bonus
acoustic tracks too.
If you have broad tastes which go beyond typical Hard Rock/Metal, then give
‘Aesthesis’ a spin; you will be pleasantly rewarded.
Az Chaudhry
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melodic nuances, that you probably never
even thought about, to really shine through.
I’m not an acoustic fan in the main – most
West Coast stuff bores me to tears after
twenty minutes to be honest – but albums
like this that strive to present great songs in
a radical new light are generally the exception
to that rule and ‘Moonlight’ is no different.
Great music to unwind and chill to…
Dave Cockett

ELECTRIC BUFFULO
‘KEEPIN’ IT WARM’
(Boomerang Discos)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

This is Southern Rock with an Americana
slant. The three-piece, surprisingly from
Spain, do a good job of creating the sound
of the big country here on their second
album. The band’s promotion suggests a
sound shared with Gov’t Mule. That is true
up to a point; both bands are happy to put
a bunch of styles such as Rock, Soul, Blues
and Country into their melting pots. However,
Álvaro Bárcena has a softer vocal style, more
akin to Neil Finn of Crowded House, than
Warren Haynes’ more lived-in Southern
Rock voice. This gives the band their own
flavour. Unfortunately, one aspect that they
share with GM is the fact that both bands
tragically lost their bass players; Alejandro
Espina passed away this year, adding extra
weight to this album.
The Southern Rock tag often suggests
tough riffs and vocals, but this trio play it
with more subtlety than that. Their sound
is one that is closer to, say, Little Feat, than
to the Rockier Molly Hatchet end of the
spectrum. The style shifts from track to track;
‘Wide Screen’ Rocks, but doesn’t suggest
urgency, and there’s pedal-steel on ‘Your
Reasons’, which comes with a vocal that
makes you think of a Rootsier CH. ‘Walkin’
On Thin Ice’ is Rockier with some fine slide
playing, ‘Hotel Bar’ is a plaintive Pop Rocker,
while the Bluesy ‘Road To The Cliff’ is a
frantic, almost Punky shuffle. The album is
rounded out by ‘Drive Drunk’, a cool, topdown, Bluesy groover that has, ironically,
sobering lyrics. The acoustic ‘Wait For Us’
shows the band are versatile, and can play
all the shades of Americana.
With only eight tracks, none of which go
on too long, you could possibly feel a little
short changed. But this is a decent listen
for fans of Rootsy Rock, but with the loss of
their bass player who knows what the future
holds for the band.
Duncan Jamieson

ELECTRIC CITIZEN
‘HIGHER TIME’
(Rising Easy)
HARD ROCK

You just know on hearing the thunderous
Doom-laden riffs that herald the opening
track ‘Evil’, that this is not the sort of thing
you`d bring along to a light-hearted summer
party, unless of course that party was a
gathering of “Psychedelic Stoners”.
‘Higher Time’ is Cincinnati-based Electric
Citizen’s second release after their debut,
‘Sateen’, that came out over two years ago,
and it continues down the riff heavy route of
its predecessor. If titanic, sludging riffs, and
some dirty Hammond Organ with Siouxsie
Sioux-style wails delivered by Laura Dolan
float your boat, then this band might just be
for you. The hypnotic, driving riff on ‘Misery
Keeper’ and ‘Devils In Passing Time’ show
guitarist and main song-writer Ross Dolan,
along with bassist Randy Proctor, know how
to pen a riff or two; something that may have
Dave Wyndorf looking over his shoulder.
Although individually each song stands
proud, as a collection they tend to become
a touch samey. With more experience in
the song-writing department that will
undoubtedly come as their confidence grows,
then the dynamics and ebbs and flows that
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can bring real character to a song may well
turn a decent album into a great one.
Mick Burgess

some simple, honest, well-played Rock ‘n’
Roll, and this fulfils that brief perfectly.
Ant Heeks

ELECTUS
‘THE DARK’
(Independent)

ELVENKING
‘THE NIGHT OF NIGHTS’
(AFM)

HARD ROCK

POWER METAL

In the heart of the West Midlands,
Birmingham and the Black Country have
been known for presenting some fantastic
bands, of many differing styles, over the
years. The latest to add to that list are
Wolverhampton’s Electus.
Offering a raw, riff-driven, straightforward Classic Hard Rock style that has its
roots in the seventies, yet still maintaining
a contemporary edge, Electus’ debut album
is one that encompasses a vast number of
influences without leaning towards any
specific act or genre. It neatly avoids any
Rock clichés, and manages to slip in a few
surprising twists along the way, such as the
how the serene instrumental intro ‘Shelter’
gives into the shuddering, cascading riff
of ‘18’. ‘Sunflower’ gives the impression
of a Bluesy, meandering ballad until the
Ramones-style riff kicks in and the pace is
swiftly raised.
Elsewhere, the mid-tempo ‘Morning
Psalm’ is seemingly ordinary until after
a few plays, then it truly gets under
your skin. The impressive first single
‘Rider’ drips with a dirty guitar riff, while
‘Aphrodite’ offers another choice of single
as it heads in a more commercial direction.
‘Babylon Brother’ cruises along around a
grooving rhythm until the mid-section bass
breakdown, but when the guitars kick back
in it emanates a hugely cocksure swagger
not unlike early Guns N’ Roses; the only
downside is the song fades out, when I’d
happily accept a couple more minutes of
the stunning solo.
Front-man, founding member and rhythm
guitarist Russell Peake’s voice is perfectly
adequate; he’s probably unlikely to ever
feature in any “Top Vocalist” polls, yet like
Mick Jagger and The Cult’s Ian Astbury,
there’s something about his understated
delivery that warrants attention. Lead
guitarist Ross Kane weighs in with a series
of wonderfully tasty licks and solos.
Of course, there’s nothing totally
ground-breaking or completely essential
here; but sometimes we all need a dose of

A pet hate of mine in this medium we
call reviews, is having to do one with only
half of the package available. Here’s what
the record company biog said of this release
from Italian Folk Metallers Elvenking –
“‘The Night Of Nights: Live’ took place in
Pordenone, Italy. The magic of this very
special night was captured perfectly and it
comes as a DVD/2CD digi-pack, incl. the full
show (twenty-five songs and over two hours
playing time) on both DVD and CD. The DVD
also includes the six official Elvenking video
clips as bonus”.
Now all that sounds amazing, and as a
big fan of the band I was looking forward
to watching and reviewing this album/DVD
for Fireworks. But, and it’s a big but, no DVD
arrived – only the audio promos. I feel a
special show like this needs to be viewed to
get the most out of it.
Of course, musically this works on so
many levels as Elvenking are all wonderful
musicians and the set-list is superb; ‘The
Manifesto’, ‘Trows Kind’, ‘The Wanderer’,
‘Runereader’, ‘Pagan Revolution’, ‘She Lives
At Dawn’, ‘Jigsaw Puzzle’, ‘Elvenlegions’, ‘The
Cabal’, ‘A Prayer To Cernunnos’, ‘Moonbeam
Stone Circle’, ‘Symohn’s Bash’, ‘From Blood To
Stone’, ‘Skywards’, ‘Disillusion’s Reel’, ‘Elven
Aftermath’, ‘Seasonspeech’, ‘Through Wolf’s
Eyes’, ‘The Divided Heart’, ‘Neverending
Nights’, ‘The Winter Wake’, ‘Era Theme’,
‘The Loser’, ‘The Oak Woods Bestowed’, and
‘Pagan Purity’ are all here. Yet (and this is
not a condemnation or complaint against
the band), without the visuals this lacks
something.
The reason being is that as you listen
to Elvenking playing through some of their
best back catalogue songs, you can hear the
fans react to things happening on stage;
there’s cheers and audience participation,
and from pictures I’ve seen, costume and
set changes going on during the show, but
without the DVD all you hear is the crowd
going mental as the band play, but not
knowing the reason why.
If you’re a fan you will, like me, already

ECLIPTICA – ‘ECLIPTIFIED’ (Mars Music Productions)

HARD ROCK

On first glance this had all the hallmarks of
a Gothic Metal release, from the name to the
male/female dual lead vocals, but nothing could
be further from that, a fact proved as soon as
opening track ‘Welcome To The Show’ blasts
forth from the speakers. If your tastes veer more
towards spandex and big hair, rather than black
trench coats and flowing lace, then there may
well be plenty to enjoy with ‘Ecliptified’, their
third full release, and their first since 2012’s
‘Journey Saturnine’.
Although dual male/female vocals are
nothing new, there’s not many Hard Rock bands
with this approach outside of the Gothic field. Sandra Urbanek’s powerful,
smoky voice has a touch of Doro meets Lzzy Hale to it; not a bad pair to be
compared to. Markus Winkler, on the other hand, has a forceful Sebastian Bach
approach with an Axl Rose timbre (particularly on ‘Hate The Pain’) and just a
touch of the power of Dio thrown in for good measure. Together they make
quite a combination. With a distinctly eighties vibe focussing on big riffs, huge
choruses and plenty of swagger, this will come as a welcome relief to those
tired of the more serious approach to music these days; one that harks back to
a time when Rock music was bold, brash and, above all, fun.
There’s a good spread of Hard Rockers; from the gloriously titled ‘Rock ‘N’ Roll
Medication’ to ballads including ‘Need Your Love’, and a gorgeous ‘For Good’,
where Urbanek could almost be auditioning for The Bangles. It is perhaps the
sky-scraping melody of ‘Road To Nowhere’, which may be the biggest chorus
Desmond Child never wrote, or the sultry commerciality of ‘Round ‘N’ Round’,
that may catch the attention, and even make a break through on mainstream
radio.
Ecliptica may not score top marks for originality, or break new ground; but
who cares when the music feels this good.
Mick Burgess
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have this on order from your favourite online
store, and you’ll be looking forward to
watching the DVD and getting the most out
of this release. I’m probably being way too
harsh about the live audio discs, but this is
actually billed as a DVD/2CD package rather
than the other way around.
Ian Johnson

EPIC
‘LIKE A PHOENIX’
(Escape)
MELODIC ROCK

When this album fell into my lap, the
cover imagery, and the fact that it was
Female-Fronted, had me deciding (wrongly)
that I was going to be listening to another
Gothic Rock album. So to say that I was
very pleasantly surprised when Epic (who
are a band made up of members who come
from as far afield as Canada, America and
Lebanon) turned out to be an act who played
music which showed a deep abiding love for
Classic Hard Rock from the seventies and
eighties, would be an understatement.
In their favour are two things; firstly, in
singer Tanya Rizkala they have someone who
clearly has the pipes, presence and attitude
to help them go a long way; secondly, for me
they have the all-important songs. Now I’ve
read online that they have a similar sound
to Toronto, Headpins and Heart; I know that
Rizkala has a love for all things Ann Wilson
but as I played this album I found myself
(favourably) comparing the band’s sound
and vocal’s to our very own Dante Fox and
Romeo’s Daughter (no bad thing).
‘Love Will Find A Way’, ‘Angels’, the
wonderfully paced ‘I Need You’, ‘Like A
Phoenix’ and ‘Save A Little Love’ are all prime
examples of what I’m referring to; melodic,
catchy and full of great musicianship,
showing just what Epic are all about. Despite
the fact that the band are from all points
of the compass, there is a real Britishness
to their style of Rock. This can only help
them in the future as it separates them
from the many other bands trying to sound
as American as they can. For me personally
though, where the band really shine is on
their ballads. ‘My Everything’, ‘I Can Take
You’, with its soulful melody and ethereal
edge, and the beautiful ‘Sleepless Angels’
are songs where Rizkala’s warm, emotional
vocal’s tug at the heart strings that, when
combined with the complimentary guitar
playing of Mike Agostine, helps to make
these tracks barnstormers.
I have to say that as debuts go, this one is
pretty damn good – I like it a hell of a lot. So
give Epic a chance, as they have everything
needed in their musical locker to hopefully
take that next big step up the Melodic Rock
ladder.
Ian Johnson

ERIKA
‘DEAF, DUMB & BLONDE’
(Escape)
HARD ROCK

Do you remember the singer Erika? –
born in Skelleftea, Sweden, and whose
1990 album ‘Cold Winter Night’ went triple
platinum in her native country (selling well
in other territories also)? No? Well, those
of you that do (and liked that album) will
be very pleased to know that Erika is back
with a brand new release on Escape Records
entitled ‘Deaf, Dumb & Blonde’.
This album sees her ditching the Modern
Rock style of music she’s been working on
for the past few years, and in its place she
has decided to go back to, shall we say, a
more Classic Rock-orientated sound. Helping
her out on the new album you’ll find various
members of Europe, Candlemass and In
Flames, as well as Tommy Denander and
a host of session musicians and singers...
but it’s the songs I know you’ll be most
interested in.
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Well, they are, for the most part, a great
bunch of catchy as hell Melodic Rockers,
full of Erika’s strong vocals and some great
musicianship. ‘Killer’ kicks proceedings
off and it promises excellent things to
come. When you can follow such a strong
start with songs as up-beat and enjoyable
as ‘Heroes Of Heartbreak’ (my personal
fave), ‘Suckerpunch’, the wonderful semiballad ‘Hearts Gone Bad’, the fast-paced
Rocker ‘Sleeping With A Memory’, ‘Once
Upon A Time’, the sing-along that is ‘Start
Your Engine’, and finally the hard-hitting
‘Warhoney’, you’ll get why Erika, in my
humble opinion, has been away from our
scene for far, far too long.
This isn’t really a comeback album, but
more of a welcome back to Erika. So if you
have any love for ladies who sing AOR/
Melodic Rock songs with impressive hooks
and strong melodies, then this album
should be added to your shopping list as
soon as possible.
Ian Johnson

FAB BOX
‘2’
(Art Media)
MELODIC ROCK

Whilst Italy has become one of the
hot beds for Melodic Rock releases with
the renowned Napoli-based label having
just completed twenty plus years in
the business, the country has not really
produced too many home grown bands who
have achieved international critical acclaim.
Bands like Edge Of Forever, Hungryheart and
Danger Zone have, in recent times, made a
mark, but you would be hard pressed to
name too many more.
As the title may suggest, ‘2’ is the
sophomore album from Italian duo Fab Box,
and a long awaited follow-up to ‘Music
From The Fab Box’, which was released
back in 2009. The band consists of Massimo
Bozzi and Fabrizio Ugolini who use session
musicians to complete the task. Bozzi
(known in Italy as a Pop producer) and
Ugolini (ex-vocalist of Metal band Revenge)
are probably best known in Melodic Rock
circles for their co-write on Danny Vaughn’s
‘From The Inside’ album.
‘...Box’ was very much West Coastoriented, but with this album they have tried
to steer more towards AOR. If you listen
to the separate parts of ‘2’ they all appear
to be there but when you put them all
together, err... it just doesn’t work that well
to be honest. I can’t fault the music per se;
tracks start and give you that expectation of
something great, but fall apart as soon as the
vocals appear. The vocals are not bad, but
they don’t appear to fit the songs in many
cases. Often too many words are used, and
they could in all honesty get someone in to
look at their English and rephrase some of
the lyrics.
The mix isn’t great, but I almost feel guilty
with this review as I feel the album shows
a great deal of promise, but gets lost along
the way and lacks a deal of direction. Tracks
such as ‘Something Is Coming Your Way’ and
‘Freedom’ have all the musical content of
good AOR songs, but end up giving you that
flat feeling.
The solution might be to bring in an
outside producer more familiar with the
genre and who could give the duo much
needed direction.
Steve Price

FAITHSEDGE
‘RESTORATION’
(Scarlet)
HARD ROCK

Whether you are a long-standing reader
or new to Fireworks magazine, it’s a near
certainty that you’re familiar with the pivotal
Hard Rock renaissance of the eighties. A
time where, particularly within the scene’s
FIREWORKS

FATES WARNING – ‘THEORIES OF FLIGHT’ (InsideOut)

PROGRESSIVE

When Fates Warning made their triumphant
return after a nine-year hiatus with ‘Darkness
In A Different Light’, many (myself included)
thought that they had made one of their most
complete albums so far. ‘Theories Of Flight’, in
my mind, therefore had a lot to live up to; and
boy does it do just that… and so much more!
Progressive, highly melodic, deep, dark, intense
and powerful are just some of the superlatives
that could, and should be used to describe what
FW have come up with on this release.
However, that would only be half the tale; it’s
really the dramatic and passionate way the songs play out which makes this
new release one of their best ever albums. The songs are built around themes
of “escape and flight” and lyrically they are as dark and haunting as only FW
can do, the amount of melodies that Jim Matheos and Ray Alder have been able
to pour into every niche and crevice on this recording is astonishing to hear. Not
a square centimetre has been left without a hook, and it’s this that makes the
music on ‘Theories…’ so unforgettable.
‘White Flag’, ‘Like Stars Our Eyes Have Seen’, the breathtaking ‘The Ghosts
Of Home’, Seven Stars’, ‘From The Rooftops’, ‘SOS’, ‘The Light And Shade Of
Things’ and the title track can be listened to in any order. Their sheer musicality,
depth and zeal will transport you each and every time to a different musical
world. The musicianship on each song is outstanding, especially Matheos’
guitar work, which holds all the other diverse instrumental elements together;
though the real star of this album is singer Ray Alder. His vocals are easily some
of the best I’ve heard from him (and that’s saying something), but it’s also the
way his exciting and thoughtful delivery pulls every emotion and feeling from
the songs thus making his performance very special indeed.
‘Theories Of Flight’ is Fates Warning’s “Goldilocks” moment. The songs, the
production, and the musicianship are just right; and come the year end Top
Ten’s, this album will surely be on many a list, and deservedly so. Superb!!
Ian Johnson
epicentre – the mile-and-a-half long Sunset
Strip – the likes of Van Halen, Mötley Crüe
and Dokken were genre pioneers. You
probably also recall that around the time of
that scene’s accelerated demise (circa 1991)
a host of latecomers who brought nothing
new to the party were washed away too...
In 2016, Faithsedge would appear to
be playing such a role in relation to the
modern wave (predominantly Scandinavian)
of Hard Rock superstar acts such as H.e.a.t
and Reckless Love. So what precisely do
they bring to the post-millennial Hard Rock
party? Well, vocalist Giancarlo Floridia can
carry a fine melody, ably demonstrated on
the chorus of ‘Jennifer’; so why does he
spend most of ‘Restoration’ singing with
a forced, aggressive edge? Opener ‘Never
A Day’ is a case in point, with Floridia’s
laboured delivery contrasting oddly with the
prominent keyboards of ubiquitous producer
Alessandro Del Vecchio.
There are decent moments; ‘You Cannot
Give Up’ is the album’s highlight, thanks to
a combination of guitarist Alex De Rosso’s
crunchy riffs, a strong performance by
Floridia, and a memorable chorus, while
‘This Is Everything’ and the aforementioned
‘Jennifer’ both have their charms – the latter
in particular delivering a fine AOR ambience.
The album’s musical extremities, the ballads
‘Faith And Chris’ and ‘Let You Breathe’,
alongside its heavier tracks, ‘This War’ and
‘Her Way Back’, unfortunately fare less well,
due to a uniformly heavy-handed delivery
and general lack of originality.
This is Faithsedge’s third album, so there
are clearly fans out there; however, to these
ears ‘Restoration’ doesn’t have a single USP
in what is now a minority genre already
brimming with mercurially talented acts.
Caesar Barton

FEATHERSTONE
‘NORTHERN RUMBLE’
(AOR Heaven)
MELODIC ROCK

Those reading the band name and album
title might be forgiven for believing this
is a release from the wastelands of West
Yorkshire, but actually it’s those pesky
Swedes again!
The founder and cornerstone of this
Melodic Hard Rock outfit is Rikard Quist
(guitarist, bass, keyboards, backing vocals,
FIREWORKS

song-writer and producer); the rest of the
band is made up of vocalist Lars Boden,
drummer Niklas Österlund, along with lyricist
and Englishman Jon Wilde. After writing for,
and playing with other bands like Gypsy
Rose, Don Patrol, Last Autumn’s Dream,
White Wolf and Bangalore Choir, Quist
decided to record some of his own original
music and I, for one, am pleased that he did.
Here, Featherstone have produced an album
of ten original, quality Melodic Hard Rock
songs with a Classic Hard Rock sound of
bands like Thin Lizzy and Whitesnake, mixed
with the archetypal melody that is a prerequisite with all Scandinavian artists.
‘I Need Myself The Most’ sets the ball
rolling, and it never loses momentum
throughout the ten classy tracks on offer.
Several guest musicians make an appearance,
including Paulo Mendonca, who provides the
guitar solo on the melodic ‘Freedom Call’.
The heavy ‘Leave Me Be’ is similar to Black
Star Riders, whilst ‘Look Into My Eyes’ picks
up the pace even further and is bordering on
Metal, and intelligently juxtaposed to the
incredible Blues-fuelled ballad ‘Hole In The
Heart’ featuring solos from Peter Hallin, who
also appears on the commercial ‘Silhouettes
On The Shade’; the latter is reminiscent of
Irish Rock band No Sweat.
I really like Boden’s Bluesy raspy
vocals, which are really highlighted on
‘Hold On To Love’, and they bring to mind
underrated British band Kiss Of The Gypsy.
Anders Börjesson provides the guitar solo
on the mid-paced ‘Scandinavian Rose’.
‘Fear Me, Save Me’ has a cracking foottapping riff and is the most European
sounding of the songs. This just leaves the
brilliant AOR of ‘Part Of Me’ to conclude yet
another sensational debut album from our
Scandinavian brethren (with the assistance
of an Englishman).
Mark Donnelly

FIRST SIGNAL
‘ONE STEP OVER THE LINE’
(Frontiers)
MELODIC ROCK

I still rate the First Signal’s debut as
one of the very best of Frontiers Records’
project albums. Created by the nucleus
of Harem Scarem’s Harry Hess and Pink
Cream 69’s Dennis Ward, it also featured
a stunning guitar performance from the
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unknown Michael Klein with song-writing
contributions from Vega’s Martin Brothers,
James Christian and Mark Baker, acclaimed
producer Bob Marlette and the ubiquitous
Erik Mårtensson, along with a couple of
cracking Richard Marx covers. It was a
perfectly balanced Melodic Rock album that
brought Hess back to singing AOR in the
style of the early Scarem records while also
containing some contemporary overtones.
Naturally I was excited that there would be
a second album.
There’s no Ward this time; this project is
overseen by Daniel Flores (The Murder Of
My Sweet), somebody I rate highly due to
his excellent Find Me albums, with guitar/
bass duties now handled by newcomer
Michael Palace. In any other circumstance
I’d be proclaiming this as a pretty faultless
collection of songs, however when compared
to the debut, it loses some of its lustre
somewhat. The keyboards have been pushed
considerably to the fore with the guitars
making way, significantly diluting the
punchy, anthemic sound the debut had, and
favouring a more simplistic AOR approach,
thus dispensing with the contemporary
sounding compositions. The album doesn’t
flow as well either, due to the song
sequencing – three of the ballad-orientated
numbers are lumped together early on and,
while not bad at all, are missing that spark
that makes good songs great songs.
The really great tracks are the up-tempo
offerings; Alessandro Del Vecchio’s ‘Love
Run Free’ opens proceedings with the big
chorus you would expect, while ‘Love Gets
Through’, from Charming Grace’s Pierpaolo
Monti and Davide Barbieri, is another
massive anthem. The real highlight comes
halfway through, with the punchy ‘Minute
Of Your Time’ (written by Pete Newdeck
and Ian Nash – Tainted Nation), though
I still think the keyboards overwhelm
proceedings. The guitars are finally allowed
to really shine on the riff-orientated
‘Pedestal’ (written by Three Lions’ Nigel
Bailey); more of this approach would have
been very welcome.
The production’s great, Hess is singing
just as good as ever, the instrumentation is
perfect, yet I feel something’s missing. By
no means is ‘One Step Over The Line’ a bad

album, but I just can’t see myself returning to
it as regularly as I did with the debut.
Ant Heeks

FRAYMED
‘OUT OF THE FIRE’
(PMG)
ROCK

‘Out Of The Fire’ is Australian band
Fraymed’s debut release. The Power Rock trio,
consisting of Mark Johnson (guitar, vocals),
Pete Ball (bass, vocals) and Gary Habgood
(drums), began their musical journey in 2014
as a Rock covers band in New South Wales.
The band’s set included music as diverse as
Queen and Green Day, with other Classic Rock
staples such as Led Zeppelin and Thin Lizzy as
set favourites. The band also used these shows
to showcase their own music, incorporating
some of the songs that helped give them the
impetus to record ‘…Fire”.
The album starts with ‘I’m Feeling
Strange’, a straightforward Rocker that
has a mid-eighties vibe to it, and straight
away you pick up the band’s influences
shining through. The playing is pretty solid
throughout, and you know these guys have
spent years learning their chops. ‘...Fire’ is a
strange mix of tunes with a constant change
of style; my favourite tune being the Rushinfluenced ‘This Time’, but we have GD, TL
and even Jethro Tull sounding tracks during
the course of the album.
‘Out Of The Fire’ is not a bad album, and
it’s a pleasant listen; but what it lacks is its
own identity, with the constant variation in
sound leaving the listener guessing what
band is coming next. Fraymed are good solid
musicians, and should be able to use this as
a platform to develop and polish their own
trademark sound, and not be too reliant of
the sounds of others.
Mick Parry

GABRIEL SANCHEZ
‘IMMORTAL BY SOUND’
(Independent)
ROCK

I liked this when I first heard it a month
ago, and love it now. A personal ten year
labour of love, this is well worth it. It’s a

FROST* – ‘FALLING SATELLLITES’ (InsideOut)

PROGRESSIVE

It’s been eight years since we heard a new
Frost* studio album. In March 2011 it seemed
Jem Godfrey had called it a day and disbanded
the outfit, only to post a few months later that
a third album was underway – well, it’s finally
arrived! Changes see Craig Blundell (drums) and
Nathan King (bass) coming into the band, with
John Mitchell making up the rest. Dec Burke isn’t
involved this time, although Joe Satriani makes a
guest appearance.
After many listens it occurred to me that, at
times, the album sounds as if it’s borne out of
Mitchell’s highly acclaimed ‘Lonely Robot’ release from last year; his involvement
in the writing clearly being a factor. It wouldn’t be a Frost* album if certain
aspects weren’t challenging, even to those heavily invested in the Prog genre.
In this instance it’s the track ‘Towerblock’; this one leaves me very confused,
and I have no idea what’s going on. There’s an extended breakdown section that
sounds like a combination of Club music and a skipping CD (I have a download,
so it’s not that!). If I’m hearing the lyrics correctly it might be trying to represent
chaos; however, it’s far too random and annoying for my taste. At times things
do get a little frenetic with too much going on. ‘First Day’ is a short introduction
piece; it’s atmospheric with shimmering synths and ethereal vocals. ‘Numbers’
is energetic, with a terrific drum pattern and a superb vocal arrangement,
particularly on the chorus.
‘Signs’ certainly has the Mitchell vibe, with mid-paced verses and a chorus that
hurtles out of the speakers, and the power increases towards the end. ‘Lights Out’
takes the tempo right down, developing into a somewhat ethereal male/female
duet. ‘Heartstrings’ races along on the back of several strong synth refrains, with
a chorus that puts me in mind of recent It Bites material. This segues into ‘Closer
To The Sun’, a song of two parts; soft and breathy to start with, followed by an
upbeat instrumental section. ‘The Raging Against The Dying Of The Light Blues’
chops and changes across its eight minutes, whilst ‘Nice Day For It…’ could be
a modern Genesis instrumental, for the most part. ‘Hypoventilate’ is a swirling,
atmospheric interlude before the album concludes with ‘Last Day’; a simple,
poignant song of piano and voice.
Gary Marshall
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journey through his influences, but seldom
is it just a series of examples. Expect
big, Rocky stuff, Stevie Salas dirty guitar
Funk, downbeat ghostly offerings, Bayou
blustering, Sleazy Crüe Rock and a Beatles
Psychedelic workout on ‘Inventing God’ – all
mixed with a cleanliness your local hospital
would be proud of. Sanchez has a plaintive
voice and some impressive instrumental
skills; he did all the stuff himself. Clever boy...
Best thing here? Almost all of ‘em. Oh,
okay then… Bluegrass-like ‘Backwoods’ lets
the harmonicas free, then dusts off the porch
for Led Zeppelin to take a seat while ‘Victor’
is Funky with a flanged monster of a solo. ‘Oh
My My’ is undeniably seventies fare, with just
enough organ to make it worthwhile. Again
though, this is only a smattering of the talent
here; just a flash of glory.
To get the whole feeling, have a listen to
this album; not immortal, perhaps, but pretty
unmatched this month.
Steve Swift

GENERAL GREED
‘RECTIFYING FOR JUSTICE’
(Mountain Side)
HARD ROCK

I instantly liked the look of this album,
with its snappy cover featuring a rather
slutty, blind Lady Justice done in a smart
comic book style. It hinted at something a
little rebellious, maybe angry at the world,
maybe putting shit to right. Such high hopes
are often dashed, however, and General
Greed aren’t really angry young Swedes at
all. Shame, as a little righteous fire is always
entertaining.
Whilst the band is credited as the
brainchild of Andreas Rosen and Richard
Loow, in reality it’s Loow who writes all the
songs, sings and plays guitar, whilst Rosen
contributes the bass. Hopefully he had more
of an input than that to get his picture in
the booklet, but that’s the only credit he
gets. Both come from the band Looks Like
Lucy, but this spin-off project lacks the fire
of LLL, who are credited with some great,
passionate tracks.
Loow himself has a low vocal range that is
hard to really enjoy, similar to the bloke from
The Misfits but without the charm. ‘Rectifying
For Justice’ is musically quite basic, with a
fair pinch of melody and a hint of attitude
in a few songs, but ultimately it’s not very
interesting. Tracks like ‘Endless’, ‘Angels’ and
‘Never Free’ have a decent pace and definite
replay value, but they are counterbalanced
by dull songs like ‘Sweet Insanity’, which
made me want to kick the nearest wall or
furry animal.
In the end, ‘Rectifying For Justice’
doesn’t have enough interesting content to
make it worth checking out, and even the
best songs wouldn’t stand out on a better
album. Personally I don’t find the vocals
very entertaining, but it’s not like Loow is
a shouter or anything, he just doesn’t click
with me. So it’s a thumbs down from me,
although I would frame the cover art, if that’s
any consolation.
Alan Holloway

GIN LADY
‘CALL THE NATION’
(Bilocation)

GENE THE WEREWOLF – ‘THE LONER’ (Independent)

As silly band names go, Gene The Werewolf is
up there with the silliest. Apparently the name
refers to the hairiness of the band’s front-man,
unsurprisingly called Gene. Say what you want,
it’s a name that you remember, as I certainly
did from way back in 2009 when I heard their
brilliant ‘Superhero’ single and goggled at
the accompanying (quite mental) video. Fast
forward, and it’s been four years since their
‘Rock & Roll Animal’ album for Frontiers; four
long years without any Gene – thankfully the
drought is over! Existing fans should know
straight off the bat that GTW haven’t messed about with their sound. It’s still
a grand mixture of Rock and Roll boogie that sometimes skates close to AC/
DC territory; absolutely stuffed to the gills with an infectious energy that’s often
missing from many bands.
The album kicks off with ‘The Walking Dead’, a jolly little song about… um, a
zombie apocalypse, and features Reb Beach (Whitesnake/Winger) on guitars.
The horror theme continues with ‘Boogeyman’, which has no guest stars, but
features a rollicking chorus instead. The hits that will never be hits just keep
on coming, with no soppy ballads or “life changing” lyrics that will make you
turn vegetarian or vote for unscrupulous politicians. My personal favourite is
the title track, a simple song with a chorus that sets up camp in your brain and
refuses to move out.
You don’t get guitar heroics with Gene The Werewolf and whilst Gene himself
is a man possessed of a fine voice, he’s not going to win awards or make Steve
Overland worry about his career choice. ‘The Loner’, however, is an album that
defies the notion of having a “best” track, as it’s so unbelievably catchy and
fun all the way through. This is music to sit back and enjoy, simply for what it is
on the surface; a bunch of competent musicians who have taken their time to
make sure that you get ten tracks of the best that they could deliver.
This, children, is Rock ‘n’ Roll – low down, dirty and more fun that a raccoon
in a tumble dryer.
Alan Holloway
GL are the real thing; great Rock and
Blues, with a hardened edge. These five
young men are rooted, and rooted deeply, in
the traditions which have made this music
great! Guitars, bass, drums and keyboards;
instruments that constantly texture great
songs, and GL do so masterfully. Yes, every
performance will take you back, but with
a fully-fledged modern sensibility. The
licks, harmonies, and back-beats will spur
you to just keep dancing, raising your fist
in the air, and reaching for that lighter,
getting ready for the encore. This whole
album mesmerises, and Magnus Karnebro’s
vocals bring forth the authenticity of each
performance, keeping their passionate flame
burning brighter and longer. Klas Holmgren’s
keyboard talents mesh ever so perfectly with
the stringed flourishes of Joakim Karlsson,
while continually driving the energy of
each song is Fredrik Normark on drums and
bassist Anthon Johansson.
These five are also true live musicians.
They record off the floor; it’s a pure sonic
pleasure hearing real drums and the nuances
of electric guitar filling the atmosphere.
Each instrument bristling, each member
Rocking out like there is no tomorrow. From
the opening track, on through to the closing
chords of ‘I’m Coming Home’, every song is
an FM wonder; if only we had real FM Radio
again!
Gin Lady’s ‘Call The Nation’ is certainly
calling all of us citizens of the nation of pure
Rock home, and it’s a call that we should
certainly heed!
Bruce E.J. Atkinson

ROCK

GLITCH CODE
‘GIFTED_DAMAGED’
(Basilica)

Okay! Where am I!? Oh yeah... it’s 1979,
and I’m driving down the highway at sunset
listening to real FM Radio and listening to
some real Rock with ‘I Can’t Change’, the
sparkling new song from Gin Lady. Wait a
minute; isn’t GL a band from Sweden? Yup,
and it’s 2016, is it not? Most certainly, and
‘Call The Nation’ is this five-piece band’s
latest? Right again! The opening track ‘…
Change’, and every song after on this record,
takes you back to the greatest musical decade
of all; the seventies era of Hard Rock, the
most prolific period in recent musical history!

A debut that has taken over two years
to write, perform and produce, Glitch Code
opens up Electronic music to new vistas and
heights! When listening to this album, I’m
not sure what moves me more; the heavenly
vocals of Rachel Harvey or the combination
of electronic and acoustic instruments. It may
very well be the haunting atmosphere created
by the two main artists involved – both Harvey
and song-writer/producer Paul Kirkpatrick
fully immerse themselves in the writing and
performing of this debut ‘Gifted_Damaged’!
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The band weave intricate tapestries that
float over deep and (at times) dark rivers
of sound, coaxing the listener to totally
submerge themselves in to each journey. It’s
a resounding success, as ‘Gifted_Damaged’
is a body of work from a proper band, made
up of highly gifted supporting musicians
who are just as dedicated as Kirkpatrick and
Harvey. As this review goes to press, you
should be able to see this brand new group
from Northamptonshire performing across
the UK. Now, back to the album ...
Upon first listen, you will be compelled
to follow each song, listening intently and
shutting everything else out. The sirenlike vocal style of Harvey, silky smooth but
somewhat dangerous, seductive but yet
powerful, continually beckons you into the
soundscapes, lingering on every lyric and
every note. The music created follows along
on the same paths; powerful undercurrents,
swirling about your ears, and completely
drawing you deeper within. Lyrically, this
album can become a little disturbing, but
not offensive. Serious subjects are presented
here, much aligned to the title of this work.
The whole of this musical creation will keep
you engaged until you reach an apex of sonic
brilliance!
From this debut, the promise and
potential of Glitch Code’s music will indeed
make for a live experience like no other; one
that will be absolutely immersive, filled with
a life-time of memories of a musical epic
not seen before, and thanks to this debut,
memories that you will be able to revisit time
after time!
Bruce E.J. Atkinson

GOO GOO DOLLS
‘BOXES’
(Warner Bros)
ROCK

Over the last few years an increasing
number of older Rock acts have been struck
down by the debilitating disease known as
the “Bon Jovi Syndrome”. Symptoms include
a pathological fear of loud guitars, coupled
with a desperate need to ride the zeitgeist
train to trendy city, intent on seducing a more
youthful fan base. Following in the afflicted
footsteps of Matchbox Twenty’s Rob Thomas,
Buffalo superstars the Goo Goo Dolls are the
latest victims of this merciless condition.
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Now a duo after drummer Mike Malinin’s
acrimonious departure, John Rzeznik
and Robby Takac have fashioned such an
unashamed Pop album that many fans will
be yelling “find an antidote” when exposed
to the blandness of ‘Boxes’. Making a Pop
album isn’t a crime if it’s a good one… if
it excites. This isn’t and doesn’t. Where the
guys previous release (2013’s ‘Magnetic’)
was a superb Pop Rock hybrid that melded
their trademark aesthetic with a fizzing
contemporary sound, ‘Boxes’ relegates
Rzeznik’s characteristic guitar work to a
supporting role as synths, programmed
drum loops, piano and electronic flavours
dominate the over-produced sonic
landscape.
Without that six-string drive nothing
ignites, while a lack of rousing choruses
compounds the dullness, crippling ‘The
Flood’, ‘Pull The Pin’ and ‘Long Way Home’
as their flat, repetitive hooks lack the
soaring dynamism of past glories, such as
‘Here Is Gone’ or ‘Big Machine’.
Although ‘Over And Over’ and its
bouncing anthemics deliver a more uplifting
refrain, take away Rzeznik’s singing, and it
could be any generic act like One Republic
or The Script. Unfortunately, his wonderful
rasp is saturated with reverb throughout,
and filtering it through a vocoder on the
dance-floor chorus of ‘Reverse’ makes him
sound like Cher; not cool eighties Rock-chick
Cher, but nineties granny-disco Cher! That
lack of identity defines this album. Only the
beautifully romantic title track comes close
to matching their finest moments, although
‘Souls In The Machine’ and ‘Takac’s Free Of
Me’ are both maturely woven Pop efforts
that can hold their heads high.
‘Boxes’ isn’t as cringe worthy as Thomas’
recent attempts at Pop stardom; but if
someone were to label it the worst album
of the band’s career, even Johnny Cochran
would struggle to make a case for the
defence.
Simon Ramsay

GRAND MAGUS
‘SWORD SONGS’
(Nuclear Blast)
HEAVY METAL

You can’t accuse Grand Magus of
standing still. They may be twenty years and
eight albums in, but their subtle musical
changes show just how they have soaked
up what is out there and what they are
supposed to be.
For this album is redolent of the Viking/
Battle Metal which many crown them with.
They have come heavy with ‘Sword Songs’,
the backing relentless and chunky, the riffs
hard and fast – rather like the front line of
an All Blacks rugby team.
Opener ‘Freja’s Choice’ is almost
frightening with the size of the riff, ‘Forged
In Iron – Crowned In Steel’ even has a
chorus of “Viking Metal”, the attack can
be as sharp as a stiletto and as neat as
Felix Unger’s flat; this is clearly a very good
thing and is what Grand Magus mainman Janne “JB” Christoffersson said they
would do.
But there is so much more than this. The
songs may be ringed with steel, but they
occasionally lift the swords to show you the
vibrant colours and warmth within; some
lovely Thin Lizzy (‘Verangian’), some simple
but enjoyable soloing (‘Last One To Fall’), a
seventies Hard Rocker which almost rides
the Rainbow (‘Every Day There’s a Battle To
Fight’) and the heaving, Classic Rock (‘Frost
And Fire’).
They have never been content to be
what they say they are or are expected to
be; Stoner, yes, Metal, sure, seventies lovers,
undeniably and Viking Metal stars, with
some force. All this and more.
This Magus has some wisdom...
Steve Swift
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GRANDHOUR
‘BOMBS & BULLETS’
(Rock Rawk)
HARD ROCK

This album has been a long time in the
making, as husband and wife Jason and
Nicole Hawkins decided that the only
way to do it justice was to build their own
recording studio, so that’s exactly what they
did. Jason Hawkins (an acoustic designer,
builder & qualified audio engineer) and
Nicole Hawkins (a qualified graphic designer,
illustrator & photographer) spent over seven
years building their own commercial quality
recording studio. They also started their own
record label, Rock Hawk Records, and in their
newly finished studio the next two years
were spent recording and producing this
debut release. Their aim was to produce a
catchy, hook-laden, chorus-orientated album
that, in the tradition of the Classic Rock
records of the seventies and eighties, was
a pleasure to listen to from start to finish.
They have achieved the latter in spades,
and despite being an album that definitely
fits the Rock genre, I believe it’s commercial
enough to cross over into the mainstream.
The band is naturally based around the
excellent vocals of Nicole Hawkins, and
although she contributes guitar (and writes
all the songs) this is far from a one-woman
show. Husband Jason Hawkins (Taxiride
touring guitarist) handles lead guitars,
his brother Mark Hawkins is on drums,
Jerome Smith on bass with Chris Lugton on
keyboards and rhythm guitar making up the
rest of this very tight band. There is great
depth here, and some interesting subject
matter within the songs.
The album kicks off with the Halestormlike ‘All Or Nothing’. The title track, with
its spoken commentary (similar to Def
Leppard’s ‘Gods Of War’), and the gloriously
catchy ‘Scar By Scar’ exhibit the band’s
social conscience. The modern, Alternative
Rock of ‘Take Back Your Words’ includes a
piano intro, thumping bass and even a horn
section. ‘All I Planned (Catch Me If You Can)’

is pure Romeo’s Daughter, whilst ‘Beneath The
Surface’ and the evocative ‘Truth Of A Lie’ are
the sort of excellent output that you would
normally reserve for the likes of Pat Benatar
and Neil Geraldo. ‘Domino’ is an emotive
ballad, and ‘Grey Skies’ is yet another song
that captivates. The final song on the album,
and my personal favourite, is the riff-tastic
‘Come Fighting’, which could easily have been
on the last Nubian Rose album.
This sensational debut sits nicely
alongside other Female-Fronted Rock acts
such as Halestorm, NR, RD and Benatar.
Mark Donnelly

GRAVE DIGGER
‘LET YOUR HEADS ROLL: THE
VERY BEST OF THE NOISE
YEARS 1984-1986’
(Sanctuary)
HEAVY METAL

This double disc album covers the first era
of the German Metal band Grave Digger. The
band, having reformed in the nineties, is still
going strong, but that’s another story.
This compilation of songs from the four
albums with Noise Records shows a change
of style even within that short window.
Starting with tracks from ‘Heavy Metal
Breakdown’, the band sets its stall out as a
no-nonsense Thrash Metal band with gruff
vocals very much in the vein of Lemmy
Kilmister; opening track ‘Headbanging Man’
is still convincing to this day, whereas the
track ‘Yesterday’ has a much slower pace and
shows depth to the band. The tracks from
follow-up album ‘Witch Hunter’ continue the
theme, and the title track is very much the
standout with its memorable chorus. Indeed,
the third album ‘War Games’ kept the Metal
theme very apparent and the Grave Digger
brand became established.
Apparently bowing to commercial
pressure, and the chart success of more
commercial Hair Metal, the band changed its
name to Digger, and softened its style to a
degree. What is noticeable is that the names
of the tracks from fourth album ‘Stronger

HAKEN – ‘AFFINITY’ (InsideOut)

PROGRESSIVE

Jon Landau famously once said, “I saw a
Rock and Roll future, and its name was Bruce
Springsteen”. A vision which turned out quite
prophetic, and one which springs to mind when,
for many, Haken similarly carry the hopes for a
Progressive Rock future.
A band who did what they’d been threatening
with the release of 2013’s ‘The Mountain’, now
viewed as a landmark album in both Prog Rock
and in their career path, the critical success
providing the platform from which to build.
Yet Haken aren’t a band to repeat themselves;
something which must be hard to resist when
you hit a winning formula, but the MO seems to have shifted for ‘Affinity’.
For starters, singer Ross Jennings has described the writing process as “the
most collaborative we’ve ever been on an album”. Developing the idea lyrically
of “how we are connected” as a bit of a loose theme, and taking inspiration
from the eighties work of Yes and King Crimson, ‘Affinity’ is a vision which
producer Jems Bogren has helped the band to realise. None more so than in
the fanfare of the aptly titled ‘1985’, which unashamedly tributes that period
– very Crimson-like cascades of guitar notes, and outbreaks of synth in an
arrangement which echoes classic Dream Theater. Technical and complex, it’s
the antithesis of something like ‘Lapse’ and ‘Earthrise’, which show the band in
a more relaxed and accessible place.
The album opens with a slow-build into the lead track/single ‘Initiate’ – what
the band have called “a combination of the atmospheric and contemporary
elements of our sounds”. All dynamic shifts of tempo and energy, it’s Haken
in a nutshell; a scene setter which possibly even understates what’s to come.
This includes fifteen minutes of ‘The Architect’, where Haken get to construct
something mouth-wateringly epic as well as feature Leprous singer Einar
Solberg. The nutshell is expanded and strewn far and wide, at times brutal and
pummelling, but never less than absorbing and intense.
Whether it’s the more concise or the adventurous, perversely for Prog fans,
it may be that somehow the less complex numbers are competing with the
traditional lengthy numbers. At the risk of polishing the rose-tinted glasses
and verging on the nauseatingly flattering, it’s safe to say that the (to quote
‘Earthrise’) “two steps back, one leap forward” approach guarantees that
the Progressive future is bright, and the Progressive future could very well
be Haken.
Mike Ainscoe
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Than Ever’ show that shift and are more
about love than the Alpha-male sensibilities
of the first three albums. The tracks are
strong, and vocalist Chris Boltendahl
adapted his voice well to the softer tone
of the band, but to no avail with the band
splitting soon after. However, we are left with
this well-presented reminder of mid-eighties
(on the whole) Metal mayhem.
Rob McKenzie

GREENLEAF
‘RISE ABOVE THE MEADOW’
(Napalm)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Formed in 1999 as a side-project for
some of the members of Swedish band
Dozer, Greenleaf has now become the main
focus for everyone involved. The line-up
has changed constantly from one release
to the next with the exception of guitarist
Tommi Holappa who is also the principal
song-writer. ‘Rise Above The Meadow’ is
Greenleaf’s sixth full-length album and their
debut for Napalm Records.
Opening track ‘A Million Fireflies’ arrives
amidst a barrage of drums and some very big
Black Sabbath style (‘Paranoid’ era) riffs. The
Psychedelic edge to the vocals and the fuzzbox effects are like an acid trip through your
parent’s record collection, yet the focus is still
essentially on melody-driven music; ‘Funeral
Pyre’ and ‘Howl’ continue the trend. The riffs
are big and at the heart of each song are
Sebastian Olsson’s drums weaving in and out,
keeping the time and filling the spaces with
some cool patterns and a forceful intent. The
song structures have a Progressive quality
that brings Jethro Tull to mind, whilst leadsinger Arvid Jonsson sounds uncannily like
Jim Morrison at times, thus emphasising the
overall retro feel. ‘Golden Throne’ (current
single) has a thumping beat and is a mini
anthem that dances along like a Queens Of
The Stone Age tribute; part one of ‘Levitate
And Bow’ caresses and soothes, before part
two hammers home the hook – guitars and
drums again to the fore. This is the longest
song on the album (over seven minutes) and
highlights the Greenleaf creative mantra
really well. Producer Karl Daniel Liden lets
the music do the talking and for all intent
and purpose, ‘Rise…’ could have been
recorded live in the studio.
Greenleaf’s brand of “Stoner” Rock
comes across well in the live environment (I
have witnessed this first hand) and though I
haven’t heard any of the previous five albums
I am reliably informed this is their best so far.
‘Rise Above The Meadow’ comes dressed in a
pair of denim flares and a cheese-cloth shirt,
with a twelve inch doobie in each hand. It is
unashamedly retro, but certainly still relevant
in 2016.
Dave Bott

HABU
‘INFINITE’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

When it comes to power trios, there have
been one or two decent bands down the
years. Even across the spectrum of Rock, for
every shining star that is Cream, Rush, ELP,
The Jimi Hendrix Experience and Muse, there
will be a whole host of contenders who lay
claim to being a member of an exclusive club.
So where do Habu stand? Although their
hometown of Ipswich might not be the
epitome of a fashionably cool European city,
they do boast a Mark Wilkinson designed
logo which adorns the subtly dark plain
cover of this follow-up to their debut release
‘To The Stars’. A broken sand timer spills
its contents, from which a bud emerges
heralding an album that ponders the
question posed by the title. A single word,
‘Infinity’, and its relevance in the context
of time and consequences of our actions,
thus edging towards a more Progressive
SUMMER

approach, and the musical content bears out
the expectation.
The trio – Alex Body (bass and vocals),
Andy Clarke (guitar and vocals) and Alex
Dunbar (drums) – give themselves plenty
of opportunity to veer off into suitably
Prog instrumental passages. Nothing over
ambitious or indulgent, but shifts in moods,
and the most agreeable sound of some
deep, chest-rattling bass from pedals or
keyboards throughout the journey to the
closing title track, which sums up the album
pretty well. The odd jerky time signature here
and there, and the occasional cryptic lyric,
remove the safety net from the material.
They add a couple of instrumental exercises
in ‘Eat The Sun’ and ‘Isn’t This Where We
Came In?’ to show that they are possibly
more comfortable and confident in their
instrumental skin rather than in the songwriting aspect.
‘Heavy Chains’ doesn’t quite match the
vibrancy or punch of some of the stronger
material, best realised in ‘Measure Of
A Man’, which combines and maintains
their more convincing features. Ultimately,
they may be most reminiscent of a certain
Canadian power/Prog trio (listen to the start
of ‘A Thing Called Evil’) with all sorts of nods
to Prog heavyweights (contemporary Spock’s
Beard springs to mind), while there’s a strong
element of a relaxed Pink Floyd-y vibe in
‘Grain By Grain’.
Habu maybe new kids on the bloc, but
there’s enough potential in ‘Infinite’ to
suggest that they may be challenging for
some honours amongst exalted company.
Mike Ainscoe

HANDS LIKE HOUSES
‘DISSONANTS’
(Rise)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Every band has “that” album within
them; the album where everything clicks.
Australia’s Hands Like Houses previous
albums, ‘Unimagine’ and ‘Ground Dweller’
were good, but merely served as the hors
d’oeuvre to the main course of ‘Dissonants’.
If you’re someone who gets excited by
Modern Rock, with plenty of crunch and a
liberal sprinkling of melody, then ‘Dissonants’
should be an album that you should be
adding to your shopping list.
Superior song-writing, James Paul
Wisner’s sharp sonics, together with high
quality vocals (minus the need to rasp, growl
or scream) make this an essential release.
With not a clunker in sight, you simply
can’t fail to be impressed by the keyboard
sprinkled ‘Colourblind’, the aggressive
‘New Romantics’ (one for the mosh pit), or
the chiming ‘Division Symbols’. The songs
are well structured, the choruses bold
and melodic. Check out the anthem that
is ‘Degrees Of Separation’, the execution
perfect, and whilst Hands Like Houses might
be cut from similar cloth to bands like Asking
Alexandria or Mallory Knox, in terms of
quality this is simply streets ahead in every
way. One of the albums of 2016.
Mike Newdeck

HARDREAMS
‘COUNTDOWN TIME’
(Perris)
MELODIC ROCK

When thinking about music markets
particularly renowned for producing good
Melodic Hard Rock, Spain might not be
your first choice. However, there are several
names that surely ring a bell; from the
classic eighties outfit Sangre Azul, to a
handful of later and more contemporary
acts like 91 Suite, Secret or... Hardreams.
They especially proved to be a continuous
force within their local scene, and are
anything but short-lived, as they’ve
released four albums between 2004 and
now. The most recent, entitled ‘Countdown
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Time’, saw the light of day this year.
Embarking on the recording process for a
new an album, it would have been an act of
folly to change the formula that has worked
so many times before. Hardreams seem to be
quite aware of this fact, and consequently
they don’t introduce fans of their previous
works to the musical experiments that
may go awry. Instead, they deliver a usual
portion of bombastic, keyboard-driven
Melodic Rock up-tempo numbers (‘Fire
Child’, ‘Into Our Dreams’, ‘Countdown
Time’, ‘Soul Mates’) alongside AOR-ish midtempo pieces (‘More Than One Life’, ‘Best
Days Of Our Lives’, ‘Give Me’, ‘Crying’), all
occasionally embroidered with a dose of
very conventional, albeit charming balladry
(‘A New Beginning’, ‘Lights And Shadows’).
Perhaps it would have been better to have
the former prevailing on the album; the more
convincing incarnation of the Barcelonabased quintet since the days of their first
album. Otherwise, a listener has to face a
relatively uninspired piece here and there.
This fact, however, doesn’t mean that
‘Countdown Time’ is a disappointing album
altogether. There are certain highlights to it
as well. There’s an irresistibly catchy vibe to
tracks such as ‘…Mates’ or ‘…Child’; each
perfectly embodying the meaning behind
the word “melodic”. Emotional outpouring
of the dramatized, soaring final piece ‘…
Shadows’ brings the best power ballad
tradition to mind, whereas ‘Summertime’ still
has potential of becoming this year’s summer
anthem for Melodic Rock aficionados.
One thing is sure, with the fourth album
now under their belt, Hardreams are far
from letting down those whose hearts were
won over with “The Road Goes On...” or
“Unbroken Promises”. This fact alone means
they did a great job in the recording studio.
Alexandra Mrozowska

HEADLESS
‘MELT THE ICE AWAY’
(Mighty)
HARD ROCK

Odd – adjective: strange or unexpected.
Both of which could apply to Headless’
sophomore effort. Odd in the fact that ‘Melt
The Ice Away’ answers a question that few of
us would have thought to ask; namely, “what

would a blend of Eclipse and Metallica, plus
a drop of modern Prog, sound like?” Before
we continue, “odd” doesn’t necessarily mean
bad (give me an unusual album to review
over a wearily predictable effort any day).
Opener ‘So Much Of A Bore’ arrives like
the lovechild of Queen at their seventies
pomp and pre-‘Operation Mindcrime’
Queensrÿche, while the unconventional time
signature immediately brings to mind Rush.
Swede Göran Edman, vocalist for Yngwie
Malmsteen in the early nineties, sings with
a distinct accent; though thanks to the sheer
wealth of brilliant post-millennial Rock
emerging from Scandinavia it’s less of a
distraction than would’ve previously been
the case. On ‘Good Luck Resized’ (what’s
with these song titles!?) he presides over one
of the record’s more straight-ahead Rockers
– it’s a serious grower with a sumptuous
chorus.
The title track’s down-tuned vocal
harmonies evoke thoughts of Alice In Chains,
while the shimmering guitars, courtesy of
Walter Cianciusi and Dario Parente, intricately
weave throughout ‘Frame’, especially on the
Joe Satriani-like outro. ‘A Senseless Roaring
Machine’ alternates between wistful verses
and pulverising Prog-Metal bombast, while
the melodically hard-charging ‘Stillness
Of The Heart’ comes closest to the Eclipse/
Metallica comparison alluded to earlier, and
features some excellent guitar melodies; in
particular, the muted picking underlying
the chorus. Closer ‘When Dreams And Past
Collapse’ draws stylistic comparisons to
Michael C. Dragon’s ‘Dragon Of Transylvania’,
as both Rock out with a Funk-imbued strut.
Disregard the art-project cover of ‘Melt
The Ice Away’ and the out of perspective
band logo, as Headless have succeeded in
delivering an interesting and thoroughly
different kind of Rock album... and in 2016
what are the odds of that?
Caesar Barton

HEADLINE MANIAC
‘ROCK ‘N’ ROLL THUGGERY’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

Featuring three members of Eddie & The
Hot Rods, Headline Maniacs debut album
includes songs that were originally written

HELL IN THE CLUB – ‘SHADOW OF THE MONSTER’ (Scarlet)

HARD ROCK

Italian band Hell In The Club are back with
a third album, and it’s definitely their best yet.
I found their sophomore album ‘Devil On My
Shoulder’ a bit of a let-down after the raucous
debut ‘Let The Games Begin’. ‘Shadow Of The
Monster’ has sparks flying, harmonies singing
and a rhythm section ready to let rip in every
track.
‘Dance’ is the perfect opener; a party piece of
furious Rock with a touch of Sleaze. ‘Enjoy The
Ride’ shows just how melodic this band can be,
with lively vocals and ad-lib from vocalist Dave
“Damna” Moras. He has an attitude reminiscent of Josh Todd of Buckcherry
fame on ‘Hell Sweet Hell’, a punchy track with a dirty texture. So much goes on
in these tracks that you would think you might have a hard time distinguishing
anything, let alone a melody. However, HITC has perfected a rough but wellbalanced sound that crams plenty in. They show it off on the softer ‘The Life And
Death Of Mr. Nobody’ with well-timed drum fills and pauses, while Moras gives
another emotional and stylish vocal performance. The title track is unruly and
wild, as befits this energetic band.
‘Appetite’ gets a little Fatal Smile-esque with ghostly keys and plenty of
backing vocals, but it’s a fun touch to an album already bringing plenty to
the table. This vein continues in ‘Le Cirque Des Horreurs’; an amalgamation
of creepy fairground sounds before a truly likeable riff breaks out and we’re
back up to speed with staggered backing vocals and an urgency you often
only find in Power Metal. ‘Try Me, Hate Me’ is like a sped-up Reckless Love;
it wouldn’t hurt having a touch more diversity in terms of melody, but it’s fun,
relentless and totally engrossing. The final track is a cover of The Brains’
‘Money Changes Everything’; it’s slower than the original and moodier than
Cyndi Lauper’s version, but HITC bring their own unruly style to it, ringing out a
heart-wrenching guitar solo and crashing drum accompaniment.
You’ll never be bored with this album. Hell In The Club have come into their
own, and it’s great to see them produce an album so explosive and diverse, yet
so full of their staple Sleazy sound.
Sophie Brownlee
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and recorded by bassist Ian “Dipster” Dean
for that band. After deciding that they
wanted to do something as a side project,
those songs were kept and used for HM.
There’s nothing modern or contemporary
about this album at all, as you perhaps
would expect from a unit that stems,
through its many guises, from 1975. It’s
rough and ready Garage Rock that wouldn’t
be out of place frequenting any public
house. That’s not to criticise it in anyway,
because with the wealth of musicianship
and experience on offer, it’s clear proof that
although you can teach an old dog new
tricks, sometimes why bother when it all
sounds so good like this.
Opener ‘Idiot Me’ rallies along like a
more mainstream The Clash, and although
the appreciation of early British Punk is
there for all to see, with the swagger and
the jaunty pre eighties drum sound, there’s
incomparable melody and structure on songs
like the chugging ‘Someone Like You’, or the
Rolling Stones-esque ‘Don’t Stop Doing What
You’re Doing’. The guitar tone and playing
of Chris Taylor is one of the highlights of
‘Rock ‘N’ Roll Thuggery’; natural and grooveorientated, it brings a joyous feeling to the
superb ‘I Want All Your Love’ or the Bryan
Adam’s sounding ‘Millionaire’.
Put it this way, Headline Maniac’s music
is perfect for the raft of summer festivals
coming up, where I’d wager not many people
would remain seated, and many would insist
that they stole the show.
Mike Newdeck

HEAVY STAR
‘ELECTRIC OVERDRIVE’
(Perris)
HARD ROCK

This first album from Italy’s Heavy Star is
an interesting debut, and well-targeted at
fans of classic Hollywood Metal. At times it
reminds me (e.g. on ‘Higher Than The Sun’)
of the work of Birmingham Rockers Lovebite
and their excellent debut ‘Lock ‘N’ Load’,
which is recent European Metal successfully
pitched. It’s melodic, but unashamedly oldschool and relatively heavy, so would be
appreciated by fans of bands like Guns ‘N’
Roses, Skid Row and Ratt.
The nasal whine of vocals on ‘Love And
Affection’ (the opener) leaves us in no
doubt we’re in for an offering full of attitude
and swagger. There’s plenty of room for a
featured high calibre guitar solo too; but the
next track ‘Blessed’ gets stuck in straight
away and showcases skilful guitar playing
that we associate with players like Slash,
where there’s feeling as well as dexterity.
There’s “groove” as well as “hard” on tracks
such as ‘Blessed’ and ‘Electric Overdrive’;
they are seventies-influenced, with an
underlying eighties vibe. There’s some
nineties sensibilities too, with influences from
bands like Terrorvision in ‘Wicked Seed’; thus
showing the band are not confined to the
eighties (although it’s also combined with a
traditional eighties Rock solo, designed to be
a Hair Metal crowd pleaser).
I’m not sure of the reason for including
Kiss’ ‘Love Gun’. Of course, all people
interested in a release of this sort are going
to love Kiss, but other than a bit of harmless
fun it’s difficult to see what it brings to the
party, and it would have been nice to see
the confidence exhibited by an additional
original release. Closing track ‘Serena’ is a
quality, and traditionally eighties ballad...
and it’s my favourite track. I particularly
liked the Axl Rose style Falsetto vocals;
tender and tortured all in one poignant
scream to the universe, plugging right into
human love gone wrong in a touching and
tragic way.
‘Electric Overdrive’ is an album with
definite high points. It’s a worthwhile listen,
and nice to see Metal like this still being
produced in 2016!
Dawn Osborne
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HEEL
‘THE PARTS WE SAVE’
(Independent)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

London band Heel have had much praise
thrown at them for this, their debut album.
Being a sort of Pop-Punky band with a pretty
(and talented) lead singer doesn’t hurt, and
Heel will certainly appeal to people who
miss Paramore being good, and think Gwen
Stefani should go out and buy back her old
guitars. I think you get the idea...
Opening with the single ‘An Apology’,
it’s immediately apparent that ‘The Parts
We Save’ isn’t for those of a more Metaloriented disposition. Sure, there are guitars,
but this is essentially Pop music with guitars;
the sort of thing that should go down
well with girls under twenty-one. There
are certainly no problems with the band
themselves, and in Margarita they have a
singer who can hold her own with others in
the genre, even if she does (at times) allow a
Christina Aguilera-esque whine to creep in.
Occasional guitar solos are well-played too,
but a fluffy production robs many tracks of
any real oomph. The hooks are pretty good in
the main, and the song structure ticks plenty
of boxes, but despite repeated listens I found
it hard to give that much of a toss either way,
with the album going in one ear and out of
the other, barely pausing to wipe its feet on
the way. The standout track is easily ‘Cool’,
where the band lull you into a false sense
of security with a slow, dreamy opening and
then come in with a bounce. This is followed
by ‘Keep Running Back To Me’, the most
interestingly aggressive track here. Worst
song, again easily, is ‘Streets Full Of You’, a
decidedly dreary choice of album closer.
Heel will no doubt find a decent following,
purely because they have a style that appeals
to a certain demographic, and they play it
well. I am very sure that they would be a
great band to see live; but in the end, the
songs just aren’t all that special and that
means that I won’t be holding my breath for
a tour just yet.
Alan Holloway

HIGHLORD
‘HIC SVNT LEONES’
(Massacre)
POWER METAL

The title of this, the eighth album from
accomplished Turin-based Power Metallers
Highlord, is something of a misnomer.
Literally translating from Latin as “here are
lions”, ‘Hic Svnt Leones’ was later adapted
by medieval cartographers into “here be
dragons”, to represent a designation for
uncharted territories on a map. Unfortunately,
it proves to be something of an albatross for
the Italians, as they definitely do not explore
any new topography on this unadventurous
retracing of the genre’s landscape.
The album starts well enough, with the
orchestral thematic of ‘Time For A Change’,
initially suggesting the band are exploring
more or less the same path as countrymen
Fleshgod Apocalypse, certainly in terms of
bottom-ended heaviness. But any suggestion
that this is going to be Power Metal on an
epic and grandiose scale soon disappears
as ‘One World At A Time’ immediately takes
things down the more Classic Metal route,
which characterizes the rest of the album.
In fact, without the occasional death-growl
vocal interjections, and the somewhat muted
background keyboard effects, you would
swear this was an album regenerated from
the NWOBHM era, rather than rooted in the
Euro Metal tradition.
The performances are solid enough
though. The rhythm section of Massimilano
Flak (who produced the album at his own
studio) and Luca Pellegriono is tight and solid,
while Marco Malacarne produces a neat line
in licks, harmonies and melodies. The most
disappointing aspect of the collective is that
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IMPERIAL JADE – ‘PLEASE WELCOME IMPERIAL JADE’ (Lengua Armada) HARD ROCK
With a name like Imperial Jade you could be
mistaken for thinking that you were about to be
listening to the latest offering from a Prog Rock
outfit; but no, what we’ve got here is a Spanish
Hard Rock combo who have come up with a
rather dandy line in retro, Bluesy Rock topped
off with a dash of the likes of The Temperance
Movement and Rival Sons thrown in for good
measure.
A young band in terms of age, the members
range from eighteen to twenty-three years old,
but their tender years belie the fact that they
play a mature brand of Rock that more seasoned players would be proud of.
Borne from the ashes of the band Blackway, IJ released an EP in 2014 before
releasing this – their full debut album at the back end of 2015.
The opener ‘Satyr’ sets things off in excellent style with a song that swaggers
along and offers up some chunky sounding guitar with vocalist Arnau Ventura
giving it his all. ‘Mr Rock ‘N’ Roll’, albeit not the most imaginative title, still belts
along with a real Southern feel to it.
At times I was reminded of a young Aerosmith, with the album’s busy sound,
authentic sounding seventies’ riffage and some real catchy hooks too; this is
evident in particular on the track ‘Highway’ and the eight-minute long ‘Camel
Ride’. The latter is the most impressive piece that showcases the band’s
prowess and real atmospherics, giving a sense that the band has really studied
the seventies Rock scene and taken on board all the positive influences from
that golden era.
Never sounding derived, Imperial Jade has really hit the spot with this album;
there’s nothing over-fancy on display as it is good time Rock and you sense the
band had a ball recording this. Even when they slow things down with ‘Electric
Lady’ it comes across with a real maturity and a touch of class as well as a top
notch solo from lead guitarist Alex Panero. The album is bought to a close with
‘Fire Burning Sound’, complete with a seventies sounding Hammond Organ –
top stuff.
My knowledge of the Spanish Hard Rock scene is limited at best, but I think
I might be tempted do a little more investigating if this is the standard being
set. A very pleasant surprise indeed. I’ll be watching out for these boys in the
future.
Malcolm Smith
of vocalist Andrea Marchisio; he has a good
vocal, but it’s very atonal, and lacks both the
gravitas and the range to do true justice to the
potential of the material on show. ‘Let There
Be Fire’, for example, is a good Hard Rock
song which could have been much better with
a vocalist capable of delivering an eviscerating
scream on the cusp of the chorus.
‘Hic Svnt Leones’ is a pleasant album,
and that is not meant in an insulting way.
But, at the end of the evening, it offers
nothing new to an already over-populated
sub-genre and will probably be (by and
large) ignored by many outside the band’s
inner circle of fans.
Mark Ashby

HOLLOW ILLUSION
‘HOLLOW ILLUSION’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

This Norwegian band, who started
life releasing two albums as Hollow,
and feature the intriguing identical twin
pairing of Magnus Mikkelsen Hoel and Ove
Mikklesen Hoel, now return in their new
guise... Hollow Illusion.
The twins take care of bass (Ove) and
vocals (Magnus), relying on pulling in guests
to fill out what would otherwise be a pretty
narrow sound; one that has a familiar Hard
Rock core which fans of the classic era will
enjoy dipping into. Yes, there are elements of
Judas Priest, Thin Lizzy, Iron Maiden et al, and
a vocal style which might even owe a nod
to the Prince Of Darkness himself – nothing
wrong with wearing your influences as well
as your heart on your sleeve.
Opening with the classical-themed drama
of ‘Mercury Rising’, the short intro acts as
an overture into ‘God Of Rock’ which pulls
the majority of those fragments together in
one place. ‘Lights Go Down’ similarly has a
combination of all the HI elements in one
go; the big melodic opening giving way
to a leaden-paced stomp and a bout of
guitar gymnastics. You can probably even
picture the shapes the guys are throwing
too! There’s no doubting that HI have been
ardent and passionate students of their
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Hard Rock heritage. Things slow down a
gear with ‘Mountain On Solid Ground’,
a modestly overblown, arms aloft swayathon, and the acoustic-based album closer
‘Come Back’, with the lyric “bring me back
to yesterdays” sounding out a lament to
being young and innocent – happy days!
Ove Hoel’s instrumental workout ‘Can’t
Stand Still’ works well, and is one of those
tunes you can imagine getting picked up
for some incidental music on Top Gear or
something similarly manly, although the pick
of the album may be the groove which runs
through the brooding depth charge that is
‘Voodoo Medicine Man’.
There’s a handy back-up team of the Wig
Wam guys and Trond Holter (the guitarist from
Jorn Lande’s band) on production; Holter also
acts as co-writer with the twins on virtually all
the album. With mastering taken care of by Roy
Z, who can count: Priest, Halford, and Bruce
Dickinson on his CV, it’s quite an impressive
pit crew, all pulling together to make the debut
Hollow Illusion record one which shouldn’t fail
to make a mark.
Mike Ainscoe

HOLY DRAGONS
‘CIVILIZATOR’
(Pitch Black)
HEAVY METAL

So, here’s me thinking Holy Dragons are
a new discovery; well, these guys formed
in 1992 and ‘Civilizator’ is actually their
fourteenth studio album – this shocked me,
as I’d never heard of these guys before. The
fact they are from Kazakhstan may be part of
the reason they are not more widely known,
because you don’t produce this many albums
over so many years without a loyal and
dedicated fan base – which they must have
in their homeland. That level of experience is
evident on this release; these guys are not
raw recruits or budding musicians honing
their craft, they are in full flow, with full belief
in the musical talents and song-writing.
HG have strong NWOBHM influences,
which they express loudly in their
compositions, but they have a more
aggressive, heavier modern sound than
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that tag would imply. So they’ll appeal to
fans of that genre, but they won’t alienate
listeners by being too retro or sounding like
a tribute band to their heroes. There are also
elements of Thrash, especially in the guitars,
which triggered comparisons to Megadeth in
my mind on a couple of occasions. So, they
are essentially a Power Metal band with
crunching fast-paced guitar riffs, interspersed
with melodic guitar solos and licks akin to
Iron Maiden. Their vocalist also has a Bruce
Dickinson style “air raid siren” voice that
intensifies the comparison.
It’s in the guitars where the band show
their strengths, and where the album
appeals to me most. There is some amazing
talent in HD, because it’s these licks and
solos that draw you back to the album for
repeated listens. I like a lot of the fantastic
soundscapes they create with Symphonic
elements, as heard on ‘Through The Wall Of
Lies’, which I found thoroughly enjoyable.
There are a couple of instrumentals on
the album, and I particularly liked the very
melodic ‘The Long Earth’, which softens the
sound momentarily.
‘Civilizator’ is nowhere near as
commercial as I usually like my Metal to be,
but I found myself air guitar noodling on
many occasions, as well as rewinding and
re-listening to some of the lusher Symphonic
musical pieces. I think fans of NWOBHM,
Thrash and, of course, Power Metal should
keep an ear out for Holy Dragons, as it may
surprise a few people. It’s guttural, visceral
and dark Metal, designed to break your neck
and melt your face!!
Paul Woodward

IAMTHEMORNING
‘LIGHTHOUSE’
(KScope)
PROGRESSIVE

Russian Prog act Iamthemorning was
formed in 2010 in St. Petersburg and
now return with their sophomore release
‘Lighthouse’. Built around the wonderful
talents of composer and Classically-trained
pianist Gleb Kolyadin and singer Marjana
Semkina, Iamthemorning play an ethereal
and darkly emotive style of Prog Rock,
infused with delicate musical passages that
are aligned with shadowy hues and poignant
lyrics. And this combination will take you,
as it did me, many listens to understand.
Take the time needed, however, to find this
understanding and you’ll find yourself in a
landscape full of dramatic musicality not
found on your usual Prog release.
The main instrumentation on the album
is Kolyadidn’s grand piano, which was
recorded at Mosfilm Studios Moscow, the
largest and oldest studio in Russia, and it
is the way Kolyadin weaves his piano lines
in and out of the songs that gives the music
found on ‘Lighthouse’ its melodramatic
feel. Personally, however, I feel what really
breathes life into the Iamthemorning songs
are the enigmatic vocals of Semkina. Listen
to ‘Too Many Years’, ‘Clear, Clearer’ or the
absorbing Gothic ‘Libretto Horror’ and
marvel at how easily this young lady, with
her otherworldly voice, draws you into the
world of Iamthemorning. Personal favourites
of mine include the melodramatic title track
(featuring Marius Duda of Riverside), the
Kate Bush-like ‘Matches’, ‘Chalk And Coal’,
the wispy as a spring morning ‘Belighted’,
and the stunningly beautiful ‘I Came Before
The Water II’.
Summing up, I would have to say that
if you like your music full of guitars and
“in your face” riffs, then suffice to say
Iamthemorning won’t be what you are
looking for. If, however, you like listening to
music that is a little bit different from the
norm, a little bit lighter in texture but with
a real depth running through it, then I can
heartily recommend the ‘Lighthouse’ album
to you.
Ian Johnson
SUMMER

IAN PARRY’S ROCK
EMPORIUM – ‘SOCIETY OF
FRIENDS’ (Escape)
HARD ROCK

He fixes them all with a gaze and, slowly,
so they can hear every syllable, intones “I
shit bigger than you”. This is, of course, Curly
in ‘City Slickers’, played by the gorgeously
grizzled Jack Palance; the feeling being that
he has much more life experience than those
pallid youths in front of him. And surely
there’s no replacement for actually having
done it, even though seasoned colleagues
may be passed over for a more youthful offer.
Ian Parry [not the Fireworks writer of the
same name – Ed], Liverpool born but set for
the annals of Hard Rock, is not elderly you
understand, but nonetheless has twenty-five
years in the business with Elegy, his own
Consortium Project and a plethora of work
with Rock ‘n’ Roll luminaries. And now he
has joined up with some whippersnappers
to produce an album with love to the Hard
Rock of the seventies and eighties... and it’s
mostly brilliant.
Who could quibble with Parry’s soaring
voice and the warm but vaguely itchy opener
‘Stone Cold Fever’ or the Journey delight of
‘Society Of Friends’? In between, you’ll have
souped-up Blues with Hammond infusion
and a choral corker in the stunning ‘Ministry
Of Rock’, the rising Deep Purple ballad ‘Skin
Deep’ and synth riding, Hard Rock pushing
‘Crazy Fools & Madmen’. Okay, it’s not all
great and it has rather a soggy middle, but
this is gloriously un-ironic seventies and
eighties Rock that we all will enjoy, rather
like Joe Lynn Turner’s fabulous Rated-X…
and that was a killer.
It’s said you can’t teach an old dog new
tricks, by when the old tricks are this good,
who cares?
Steve Swift

ILLUSTR8ORS
‘PHOTOPIA’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

So…“Bizarre Name Change Of The Year”
award goes to…Bristol’s BlackWolf, who
now go by the name of Illustr8ors; this,
undeniably, makes them sound like the sort
of Indie band hipsters (and such like) who
start a band for five minutes before getting
back to wondering who stole their socks.
Personally, I was worried, because I bloody
loved BlackWolf, and if any band didn’t
deserve to be declawed it’s them. So let’s just
say I was not expecting what I got, because
what I got was the second BlackWolf album.
Phew…
Yep, ‘Photopia’ is an immensely
satisfying Heavy Rock, Blues-based album
and heavy as hell, featuring soaring vocals
with guitars to match. Straight from the
opening chords of ‘Something Biblical’, this
is not so much an album as an aural kick
in the nuts. Vocalist Scott Sharp still retains
one of the most powerful young voices in
Rock, and throughout the album it’s used
to great effect, displaying passion and rage,
love and loss.
Every single track grabs you and shouts
in your face, each with a depth that those
willing to pore over the lyrics can plumb, but
also with an immediate enjoyment from the
simple fact they are great Rock songs. The
one I kept coming back to was second track,
‘Your Animal’, mainly because I love the way
Sharp sings the chorus and I wish I could
do it half as well. Special mention must go
to the closing track ‘Citizen’ as well, where
the band slows the tempo down without
sacrificing any of the passion.
‘Photopia’ really should have carried on
the good name of BlackWolf because it’s far
too good to be by a band called Illustr8ors.
Suffice to say if you liked BlackWolf there is
absolutely no reason to be wary of the new
image/name, as this is a powerful, catchy
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album that will stay with the listener for
years.
Alan Holloway

IMPERIUM
‘DREAMHUNTER’
(AOR Heaven)
MELODIC ROCK

It’s that oddity of oddities, a drummer
album! We all know that drummers don’t
always get the respect they deserve, and
that they sit at the back dreaming up all the
brilliant songs their band could be doing,
but no one listens to them – AND they make
“stupid drummer” jokes. So yeah, drummers
can be a seething cauldron of resentment
and deservedly so!
Joking aside, Imperium is a side project
from Strike drummer, Mika Brushane, who
wrote all the tracks and drafted in singers
and guitarists to do the bits he was unable
to. Smart guy, as knowing his limitations has
helped him deliver what is a very enjoyable
AOR album.
As the title track starts the fun, it is clear
this isn’t a “fluffy” Melodic Rock piece;
although there’s melody aplenty, it’s tied
up in serious riffage and pounding drums,
complemented by well-placed keyboard
interjection. It’s a great opener with a fast
pace and ridiculously catchy chorus.
The following track, ‘Heaven Is Falling
Down’, just makes the grin on your face
bigger, as it’s AOR-friendly with a chorus that
just won’t leave your head; it’s something
with more of a Brother Firetribe vibe than
anything else, which of course… is a good
thing.
Throughout the album, Brushane flirts
with Pompy AOR and Melodic, almost
Power Metal genres alike, and does both
equally well. His three chosen vocalists
(Pasi Rantanen, Markku Kuikka and Nisse
Nordling) are good enough to carry the
material, if not anything too special, but
the material is good enough for any decent
vocalist to work with.
‘Dreamhunter’ is certainly a pleasant
surprise, thanks to Brushane’s ability with
melody and pacing, and a willingness not
to stuff the album with songs that sound
the same as each other. This does mean that
your own taste will favour certain tracks over
others (in my case the more Poppy, catchy
ones), but it also means the listener has more
to dig into as none of the songs are actually
bad or boring.
A sterling effort that will be enjoyed by
anyone who likes a dollop of melody and
power mixed by a master.
Alan Holloway

perspective they’ve always hit the bullseye!
Coming a little over two years after the
raging sonic firestorm that was ‘Rise Of The
Hero’, latest studio opus ‘Titancraft’ – their
ninth new album release in two decades –
shows IS have no intention of compromising
their core principles. Yep, you guessed it;
strafing riffs and thunderous rhythms most
definitely rule the roost once again but when
combined with strong, surprisingly hooking
melody lines, as is the IS way, they hit with
all the force of a nuclear enema!
Take the frenetic ‘Beyond The Horizon’
for
example; kerosene-fuelled
riffs,
belligerent vocals and galloping bass/drum
lines are elevated way above the norm
by an insistent melody that reminds me of
Helloween one minute and Grim Reaper
the next. Occasionally they lower the tempo
a notch or two (only one or two mind) on
unstoppable juggernauts like ‘Brother In
Arms’, ‘Gunsmoke’ and the atmospheric ‘I
Surrender’, but for the most part it’s the tried
and tested scorched earth approach that
sweeps all before it. If anyone tells you that
up-tempo Power Metal is one-dimensional
noise, just give ‘em a blast of diamondhard tracks like ‘Beyond The Horizon’ or
the ferocious ‘Way Of The Blade’ to prove
otherwise.
Classy and intense, bold and dynamic, the
expertly controlled melodic brutality of Iron
Savior hits a home run once again!
Dave Cockett

JARTSE TUOMINEN
‘UNTOLD STORIES’
(Sledgehammer)
INSTRUMENTAL

Long gone are the days when cross-genre
recordings and combinations of elements
from the two distant sides of the musical
spectrum used to leave the audience in a
state of shock. These days, we can safely
assume there isn’t a musical hybrid we’re
not used to. It has to be admitted, however,
that the seemingly uneasy alliance between
Rock/Metal and Jazz is particularly charming
and it doesn’t really take much, or to be a
sophisticated Jazz-oriented music lover,
to find it enjoyable. A Finnish guitarist and
composer, Jartse Tuominen, seems to be
aware of this fact as his new album ‘Untold
Stories’ blends both genres in style – and

HARD ROCK

Spinal Tap, Bad News, Tenacious D and
Steel Panther. All projects which have
shown Heavy Metal’s natural desire, like
practically no other musical genre, to
(affectionately) take the piss out of itself to
HARD ROCK

‘Guilty By Design’ is the twelfth album from
a band who’ve been called a “German Hard
Rock institution”. In fact, since the recruitment
of singer Johan Fahlberg and guitarist Peter
Östros in 2005 and 2006 respectively, it’s more
accurate to call Jaded Heart a German/Swedish
band. With the departure of drummer Axel
Kruse, who was replaced by Bodo Stricker (exCallejon), and the recruitment of live guitarist
Masahiro Eto, Jaded Heart have come through
a period of change that the band believes has
left them “stronger than ever”. Michael Müller

POWER METAL
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JIM BREUER AND THE LOUD
AND ROWDY – ‘SONGS FROM
THE GARAGE’ (Metal Blade)

JADED HEART – ‘GUILTY BY DESIGN’ (Massacre)

IRON SAVIOR
‘TITANCRAFT’
(AFM)
Initially put together as a studio
project about twenty years ago by band
masterminds Piet Sielck, Kai Hansen and
Thomen Stauch (Gamma Ray and Blind
Guardian respectively), Iron Savior were one
of the first post-Grunge European Power
Metal acts to gain traction on the back of
the unprecedented success story that was
HammerFall, and I suppose to a lesser extent
Rhapsody.
Heavily influenced by classic Brit Metal
acts Judas Priest and Iron Maiden, the
“project” quickly grew into a fully-fledged
band in its own right, their riff-strewn full-on
Metal assault – think GR meets ‘Painkiller’
era Priest – soon elevating them from the
rest of the chasing pack. By rights they
should have ridden those early waves of
success to the same levels of international
renown as the aforementioned HammerFall
and Primal Fear, but due in no small part to
the ever busier schedule of Sielck, they’ve
kind of underperformed on that score...
although thankfully from a purely musical

there is even more to it than that.
The tracks on ‘…Stories’ are expressive
and elaborate, each of them leaving much
space, not only for Tuominen’s shredding,
which is the obvious driving force behind
the album, but also some other interesting
instrumental passages (such as the
percussion solo in ‘Hybrid Fusion’). The Jazz
influence is indeed prevailing and it is easy
to be abstracted within tracks such as the
aforementioned ‘…Fusion’, ‘Yeah Right’ or
‘Simppa Goes To Töysä’, but nevertheless it
is not dominant. On the album there’s also
a place for guitar-driven, catchy melodies
(‘Mesa’) or captivating, dramatized pieces of
instrumental balladry with strong cinematic
potential to them (‘Time To Go’, ‘Untold’,
‘Farewell’).
There are also other flavours to
Tuominen’s music – a certain passage in
‘…Töysä’, for instance, gravitates towards
Classical music, whereas the short but
intense ‘Trouble Shuffle’ draws heavily from
Fusion, Blues and old-school Rhythm & Blues.
In ‘Nine Lives’ Jazz and Blues blend into a
fascinating mixture, which brings back the
vintage sound aesthetics of the seventies.
Overall, the album is cohesive but without
one dull moment; a perfect balance between
coherence and stylistic variety.
Jartse Tuominen might not be a name
recognized worldwide but it is undeservedly
so; not only does he manage to deliver an
expressive, exquisite performance as a
guitar player, but also genre-wise he comes
up with very interesting combinations. This
makes ‘Untold Stories’ an obvious testimony
to his shredding talents, but also to his
sensitivity and broad perspective. You may
be a fan of guitar-oriented Rock, Jazz Rock
or Blues – it doesn’t really matter as you’ll
enjoy at least a few “stories” on this album
either way.
Alexandra Mrozowska

continues on bass.
‘Guilty…’ features twelve tracks with a running time of just over fifty-five
minutes (the digi-pak runs to just over sixty-four and contains a couple of bonus
tracks; ‘My Farewell’ and ‘My Own Way Down’). “From head to toe,” says the
band’s press release, “this album is a Melodic Metal masterpiece full of energy,
emotion and attitude!” It’s a claim worth exploring.
Certainly, there’s energy, as the band fair romp through the goodies on
offer, with up-tempo Rockers aplenty (‘Godforsaken’, ‘So Help Me God’, ‘Torn
And Scarred’), striking riffs (‘Watching You Die’, ‘Bullying Me’) and fluid and
tasteful soloing (‘No Reason’, ‘Seven Gates Of Hell’). There’s attitude of sorts
too, exemplified by the recognisable Metal themes and imagery of song titles
and lyrics, the weight and power of thunderous opener ‘No Reason’, and epic
sounding tracks like ‘Salvation’ (“the band’s heaviest song to date”) and ‘This Is
The End’. Emotion comes not just with the power, but with melodic hooks (check
out, for example, ‘Remembering’, ‘Godforsaken’ and ‘Salvation’) that harness it
and give it more tangible significance.
Is it a “masterpiece”, though? The term is commonly overused, and, in truth,
it is overused here. ‘Guilty By Design’ is solid, competent, enjoyable Metal for
those who love a good head-bang and a bit of a tune. To go further, however,
would be to stretch the point. It is good driving stuff – but it is best experienced
with expectations set at decent levels.
Michael Anthony
SUMMER
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a logical conclusion, in one form or another.
Along the way, various comedians (some of
them involved in the aforementioned acts
of artistic anarchy) have jumped on the
bandwagon, mixing their own comedic skills
with their love of Metal. In the UK, Bill Bailey
is a prime example.
Now, US stand-up Jim Breuer – perhaps
best known as the legendary “Goat Boy”
on the iconic ‘Saturday Night Live’ (one of
the few prime time shows which has shown
respect to Rock and Metal acts over the
years) – has thrown his hat into the ring with
this debut album, which places the emphasis
more on the element of pure enjoyment of
listening to Metal, especially from a certain
era, than merely taking the piss out of it for
the sake of it.
‘Songs…’ is an album which is very
much rooted in Jim Breuer’s genuine love
for the genre which he grew up listening
to. It works because it is a Heavy Metal
fan who happens to be a comedian rather
than the latter choosing to take the
piss out of a genre. Opener ‘Thrash’, for
example, is a tale of middle-aged angst let
loose, with a beautiful parody of Ozzy and
Sharon Osbourne smack in the middle and
its message of “I don’t care what you think
of me”. ‘Raising Teenage Girls’ turns the
whole Nu-Metal subgenre on its head with
its Alice Cooper-esque mock malevolence.
Musically, the album touches on everyone
from AC/DC to Judas Priest, from Green
Day to Anthrax, via Bill Hicks, and their
song titles and lyrics – ‘Old School’
namechecks nearly every important
eighties’ Metal anthem – a suitably inane
pastiche done with style and affectionate
sophistication.
‘Songs From The Garage’ is a homage
to the genre from an artist, and one with
no previous baggage in that regard, clever
enough to pick out its idiosyncrasies and
treat them accordingly. It’s a genuinely
fun album made all the more so by the
fact that it is not intended to be taken
seriously but listened to and enjoyed for
exactly what it is.
Mark Ashby

JIMM
‘IN(CAN)DECENCE’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

You start playing an album and the first
song explodes through the speakers, the
guitar intro has you smiling in anticipation,
and then the unthinkable happens! The
singing completely undoes all the joy and
all the potential, making the whole thing
difficult to fully listen to. The singing can
simply be meagre or it can be in a foreign
language, either way this just doesn’t seem
to work for me personally. Perhaps it’s
bearable for one song, but when you have
a whole album’s worth of material it can be
mighty distracting.
Nicko McBrain’s previous band, Trust,
suffered outside of their native France as a
result of Bernard Bonvoison’s Gallic hues.
It’s a shame because this album from French
band, Jimm, is actually pretty decent. The
sound is thick, courtesy of Jens Bogren’s
(Opeth, Soilwork) production, and the songs
are a potent mix of Punk and Metal. The
guitar work is exceptional, from the huge
riffs on offer on ‘Jour de Gloire’ through to
the solo work evident on opener ‘Jamais De
Treves’, and these songs set the tone for the
whole album.
Indeed, the jack-hammer riffs are
comparable to anything Tremonti has
recorded on his solo outings, especially the
superb ‘Occident Oxydant’ or the speedy ‘Le
Miroir’, and the guitar playing is good enough
alone to justify buying this album; just don’t
expect to sing along to the choruses unless
you speak fluent French.
Mike Newdeck
FIREWORKS

JEFF HEALEY – ‘HEAL MY SOUL’ (Provogue/Mascot)

BLUES

Losing one’s vision as an adolescent is a
traumatic event that many a person would have
difficulty ever overcoming. Jeff Healey, however,
is one such person whose disability was no
match for his massive talents. Responsible
for taking his sight as well as the cause of his
untimely passing back in 2008, cancer refused
to loosen its grip on Healey’s health. That did not
stop him, however, from becoming one of the
most recognized guitar talents when he blazed
onto the scene with the release of the debut
Jeff Healey Band album ‘See A Little Light’. This
resulted with features in every major guitar publication and received massive
exposure when he was cast in the Patrick Swayze movie ‘Road House’.
Since those salad days, Healey is a name that has not captured much of
my attention and I shamefully only discovered his passing when given this
assignment. His legacy, however, is getting some long overdue recognition with
‘Heal My Soul’, the first collection of all previously unreleased material in over
fifteen years.
The material contained on this “lost album” of sorts was recorded during
his creative peak spanning much of the nineties. Not only do these recordings
carry major significance, but every song is quality work and worthy of inclusion
on this collection. Healey’s impressive talents on the guitar are nowhere better
featured than on ‘Moodswing’ where he squeezes every last drop of emotion
from those strings. ‘Love In Her Eyes’ showcases his talents on both electric
and acoustic instruments. Healey really fires on all cylinders with the Rockers
‘Daze Of The Night’ and ‘Please.’ He is also never apprehensive to show a more
sensitive side as found with the delicate ballads ‘All The Saints’ and ‘Baby Blue’.
Eleven of the twelve tracks are originals, with the lone cover being Richard
Thompson’s ‘I Misunderstood’. It is every bit as good as the original and features
some of Healey’s inimitable guitar work. ‘Heal My Soul’ is proof that Jeff Healey
maintained the highest level of musicianship throughout his life, never allowing
his health to obstruct his musical vision. What’s more, this album is further
proof to the musical community that they should never forget his contributions
to the modern day, Blues Rock style and is a must for everyone who fancies this
bucolic musical sensibility.
Brent Rusche
JOE LYNN TURNER
‘STREET OF DREAMS BOSTON 1985’
(Cleopatra)
ROCK

After a long stint fronting Rainbow for
three albums and world tours, Joe Lynn
Turner found himself with the opportunity
to strike out as a solo artist when Ritchie
Blackmore put Rainbow on hold in order to
reunite with Deep Purple. Turner, a skilled
song-writer as well as singer, had no qualms
about going the solo route and issued the
excellent ‘Rescue You’ record in 1985. This
release captures him on tour promoting that
album.
While ‘Rescue…’ is rightly deemed as a
classic, unfortunately no follow-up album
came about. This was because, according to
Turner, producer Roy Thomas Baker’s liberal
use of the label’s budget to make the record
left very little for promotion and as such, a
planned second album was shelved, with
Turner joining up with Yngwie Malmsteen
instead. This recording gives an intriguing
look at what might have been if things had
turned out differently.
The show has been available as a bootleg
for years, but this is an official release, and
a very welcome one. The audio has been
given a proper overhaul with professional
mastering and sounds sublime, allowing
you to enjoy a really first rate performance.
Turner’s confidence is obvious, from the easy
manner at which he addresses the audience,
through to the fact that over the course of
seventy minutes and thirteen songs, he only
plays two Rainbow tracks – ‘Stone Cold’ and
‘Street Of Dreams’. Almost everything else
comes from his debut solo effort and the
songs work wonderfully live.
Opening with the anthemic ‘I Found Love’
(which bizarrely never made ‘Rescue…’
and turned up years later on the second
Sunstorm album ‘House Of Dreams’), Turner
sets the bar high, and is equally at home with
Rockers like ‘Feel The Fire’ and ‘Good Girls
Gone Bad’, or the slower numbers like ‘Soul
Searcher’ and his popular ballad ‘Endlessly’.
His band, consisting of Foreigner’s former
keyboard player Al Greenwood, guitarist
Bobby Messano, bassist Barry Dunaway and
FIREWORKS

ex-Rainbow mate Chuck Burgi on drums, nail
everything and it’s a pity this group never got
to stick together for more studio records and
concerts.
Closing with a superb cover of Buddy
Miles’ classic track ‘Them Changes’, this
recording is a reminder of what a consistently
great live performer Joe Lynn Turner is, and
acts as the perfect companion piece to those
who love ‘Rescue…’. Long overdue and well
worth the wait.
James Gaden

JOEY SYKES
‘CLASSIC NEW ROCK’
(Purple Virgo)
ROCK

The simple fact that you’re reading this
intimates that you’re a lover of Rock music,
whether it be Hard Rock, Melodic Rock,
Heavy Metal, Progressive Rock; the list goes
on. The minute, however, I mention “singer/
song-writer”, I’ll guarantee many of you
will immediately scurry to the next review
– please don’t! Irrespective of which Rock
sub-genre you lean towards, we all should
embrace something a little more “demure”
from time to time; it’s good for the soul,
you know! So, ladies and gentlemen, for
your delight and delectation Joey Sykes
has produced an album that is worthy of
your interest. “Joey who?” I hear you ask.
Well, Sykes is no stranger to Rock; he’s an
American singer, song-writer, guitarist,
and producer who has created a plethora
of work for film, TV, and of course for the
musically-minded fraternity (some may recall
his involvement with The Babys too). The
list of associate musicians on this album is
vast, but all are dutifully supportive towards
Sykes’ vision.
Despite its self-indulgent, self-celebratory
album title, ‘Classic New Rock’ is an album
based on a simplistic format; introspective
songs dealing with life-affirming issues such
as love, loss, family, positivity, and survival –
each one taking you on a journey (if you fully
embrace the lyrics, of course). The overall
sound is an amalgam of sixties’ legends such
as The Beatles and The Hollies et al, mixed
with modern-day Power Pop. For example,
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‘That’s American Life’, ‘Hide’, ‘I Broke My
Baby’ and ‘Go All The Way’ (originally by
The Raspberries) all give a huge nod to John
Lennon and Paul McCartney. ‘I Go There’,
‘Finish Line’ and the catchy-as-a-fertileflu-bug ‘In Case You Wanna Know’ up the
tempo considerably, whilst still maintaining
the “radio-friendly” ambiance that dictates
throughout. Although Sykes is the principal
guitarist, he never exaggerates his abilities;
however, ‘Everything Must Go’ and ‘Just Like
Us’ are the heaviest tracks on offer, and both
prove he’s no slouch when it comes to the
guitar. Even the slower tracks, ‘When Life
Goes Right’, ‘It Isn’t Easy’ and the sublime
‘He Never Cried’ (about a young boy’s
separation from his dispassionate father) are
beautifully constructed and will subliminally
worm their way into your psyche.
Trust me, Joey Sykes’ devotion and
aptitude have certainly paid dividends here,
as ‘Classic New Rock’ is an album that will
soon have you smiling, singing along, and
even reflecting upon your own existence.
Totally gratifying.
Dave Crompton

JOLLY JOKER
‘HERE COME…THE JOKERS’
(The Fish Factory)
HARD ROCK

Lock up your daughters, mothers and
sisters, ‘cause here they come. Horny and
overexcited even in their “boobalistic”
Manga-like comic cover artwork and their
Sleazy/nasty postures, this band from Spain
is also absolutely enjoyable when talking
about their musical profile. Jolly Joker’s
sound is definitely caught in between a
Faster Pussycat scratching fever and a Zodiac
Mindwarp Love Reaction, though classic
folkloristic hints of Mötley Crüe and Skid
Row surely don’t go amiss either. ‘Rocking In
The Stereo’, the album’s first track (as well as
the first video clip), very much represents all
the spirit of these five hombres; that’s to say
loud guitars, biting choruses and hot chicas.
Next, it’s ‘Hey You’, with its essential
lyrics and Punkish attitude that reminded

me somewhat of a more commercial version
of T.S.O.L., a cult band from California that,
after a primitive Punk scene involvement,
converted themselves to a more
approachable Sleaze Rock exploitation. ‘No
Way Out’ revs up and whirrs like Nashville
Pussy would but with the Melodic Punk
attitude of The Backyard Babies.
By the way, this new album was mastered
at Seawolf Studios in Helsinki (one of the
capitals of the renewed Street Rock scene)
and maybe some of the sound slickness is
derived from that peculiar environment,
as well as due to the large experience this
group gained while touring around Spain
in support of very influential bands like
Warrior Soul, Adam Bomb, The Quireboys and
Hardcore Superstar. The style of the latter can
be easily detected in the effervescent melody
of ‘Full Of Beans’ and ‘Perfect Life’.
Nevertheless, don’t get me wrong and
don’t think Jolly Joker isn’t able to show off
their personality, which is absolutely capable
of standing out by itself. You can clearly
feel these Valencian blokes are supremely
confident, ready to hit the stage and raise
hell at any time, not to mention the fact
they created a perfect connection between
their image/artwork and their music, which
is quite indispensable in this genre. After all,
who wouldn’t love a band whose drummer is
called “Kickstarts”?...
Enrico Navella

JOSH & CO – ‘TRANSYLVANIA
PART 1: THE COUNT DEMANDS
IT’ (Mostly Autumn)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Bryan Josh has been the heart of Mostly
Autumn since the band’s inception in 1995.
As well as being the lead guitarist and co-lead
vocalist, he is the principle song-writer and
decision maker. This is the second album to
bear the Josh & Co logo, the first being ‘Through
These Eyes’ (2009), and it is essentially a solo
release with contributions from Alex Cromarty
(all drums), Olivia Sparnenn-Josh (one lead
vocal) and some “carnival” instrumentation
from Troy Donockley.

JØRN – ‘HEAVY ROCK RADIO’ (Frontiers)

HARD ROCK

In the rarefied world of coveted collectable
cars there exists an elite niche of automotive
alchemists who, upon taking an established
classic such as the E-Type or 911, re-work
the car’s dynamics, streamline the styling
and, naturally, add a liberal dose of extra
horsepower – all at a price of course. Similarly,
Jørn (Lande) revisits his irrepressible talent for
re-imagining existing compositions on this, his
second full volume of covers; his first being
2007’s ‘Unlocking The Past’. In contrast with that
album’s pure Hard Rock selection, ‘Heavy Rock
Radio’s biggest surprises originate from some unexpectedly left-field choices.
Nestled amongst acts that are tailor-made for “Jørnification” sits… Kate
Bush?! Believe it, as Jørn’s vision of ‘Running Up That Hill’ is a melodic
monster! By taking the skeletal structure of the original song and adding his
own muscular bodywork Jørn transforms it into a biblical anthem. The surprises
don’t end there though, as album opener ‘I Know There’s Something Going On’
was originally recorded by that legendary Rocker, ABBA’s Frida! Again, Jørn
makes it his own, adding a menacing, brooding vibe to the donor song’s existing
framework.
Other highlights include Jørn’s take of the lesser-known Foreigner number
‘Rev On The Red Line’, which, if anything, motors along with more energy than
the now-dated sounding 1979 original; likewise, were you to place a copy of
Whitesnake’s ‘The Purple Album’ in front of a set of speakers blasting out Jørn’s
version of ‘Stormbringer’, it would surely disintegrate like a cinematic vampire
exposed to daylight.
There’s a distinct impression that, via his cover of Iron Maiden’s ‘The Final
Frontier’, Jørn is submitting his résumé to the British Metal institution should
Bruce Dickinson choose to one day permanently trade his microphone for an
airline captain’s tannoy. ‘Don’t Stop Believin’’ and ‘Hotel California’ are delivered
with further consummate craftsmanship, though, due to their ubiquity, one can’t
help but feel that ‘Separate Ways’ and ‘Life In The Fast Line’ would have made
more dynamic and discerning Journey and Eagles covers respectively.
Given Jørn’s well-documented admiration for Ronnie James Dio, not to
mention his plethora of previous covers from The Legend’s back catalogue,
‘Rainbow In The Dark’ and Black Sabbath’s ‘Die Young’ are handled with the
love of an adoptive father and round off what is a truly superb body of work.
Caesar Barton
SUMMER
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JULY REIGN – ‘HERE COMES THE FLOOD’ (MelodicRock)

HARD ROCK

July Reign are the brainchild of guitarist
Sheldon Scrivner who, having heard Evidence
One, contacted vocalist Carsten “Lizard” Schulz
to enquire if he was interested in collaborating
with Scrivner and long-time cohort drummer
Mark Duran. The evidence of that conversation
is what we have here. July Reign was signed by
Andrew McNeice’s MelodicRock Records and
‘Here Comes The Flood’ was born; the record is
produced by Scrivner and Rolf Munkes and is
due to be released the second quarter of 2016.
After a brief intro, the album kicks in with the
immense ‘Inferno’; a full-on guitar-led Rocker featuring fantastic work from
Scrivner, a guitarist with whom I am not familiar but would love to hear more of.
Anyone familiar with last year’s Carsten Lizard Schulz Syndicate release ‘The
Day The Earth Stopped Turning’ will know what a great set of pipes Carsten
has and this is highlighted on ‘Rage Of Pain’ and ‘Rest In Ruins’ – two powerful
hitters.
The album continues in more or less the same vein with Scrivner’s guitar
work really standing out, not forgetting the powerful drumming of Duran. This
gives the sound an amazing depth, particularly on the track ‘Heart Of The Sun’,
a beast of a song and my personal highlight on the album. The sound on this
release is very tight and far better than most debut releases, non-more so than
on the title and final track, ‘Here Comes The Flood’, a beautiful song capturing
a trio of musicians putting in there A-game; a great way to end the album and
the cue to hit play again.
This really is an excellent debut release that showcases the talents of the
three parts. It is well written, has great playing and the production is of the
highest order. This is as good as Melodic Hard Rock gets and, in a year with so
many great releases out or due out, it deserves its chance to stand with the big
boys. A great new addition to the MelodicRock Records roster; here’s hoping
for more Reign (but not in July).
Mick Parry
As the title suggests, ‘Transylvania’ is
conceptual in nature and is predominantly
musical. A spoken narrative is used as a story
arc, adding to the conceptual depth, whilst
the vocals and lyrics provide a colourful sense
of theatrics. It concerns a character called
Bryan and his journey from “the back lane”
into the heart of Transylvania, a beautiful
vampire, her evil but enigmatic father, and
various other creatures encountered by the
hapless Bryan on his journey.
The tracks, in the main, do not feature
the usual verse/chorus structures and
though the arrangements allow plenty of
room for Bryan Josh to indulge himself, his
playing and singing are always in context
and never at the expense of the material.
‘In For The Bite’ is one of the few proper
songs and Olivia Sparnenn-Josh (The Count’s
vampire daughter) gives such a spellbinding
performance I’m disappointed she doesn’t
figure with more prominence.
One of the highlights is the lengthy (over
eight minutes) ‘Carnival Of The Rotting Sun’
(the album’s only co-write). It showcases
some signature Donockley musicianship
alongside Bryan Josh’s guitar and has a very
Celtic feel in both mood and tempo. On some
tracks the music is reminiscent of Pink Floyd
during the more reflective passages (‘The
Dead Sun’ especially) and this is enhanced
by Bryan Josh’s vocal delivery and guitar
tone. The use of strings imbues a sense of
melancholy that doesn’t seem out of place
amongst the tracks of a more urgent nature;
it actually gives everything a nice balance.
I’m sure the likes of Arjen Lucassen or
Tobias Sammet would have enlisted the
services of countless guests to give the
characterisation more identity, but Bryan
Josh handles the separate roles well.
Different in many ways to MA yet still
comfortingly familiar, there is certainly much
to admire and appreciate on ‘Transylvania’
and it will keep me happy until the next MA
release later in 2016.
Dave Bott

JUICYFUR
‘JUICYFUR’
(Misty Mountain)
HARD ROCK

Juicyfur are a band now bursting out of
Norway with their self-titled debut album.
Kicking around since 2010, they bring the
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Hammond Organ centre stage in their
Bluesy blend of edgy Hard Rock and smooth,
Psychedelic tones. The technicality of the
Psychedelic genre isn’t present but the rich,
velvety texture makes for an invigorating
debut.
Opener ‘Another Kind Of Story’ blasts out
rough riffs, weaving in out of the honeyedtones of the Hammond. One might go so
far as to call it a “juicy” sound… Vocalist
Martin Frøland is almost soulful, playing with
pitch and booming out in all the right places.
He isn’t afraid to delve into heavier genres
either, pushing out a scream in ‘The Stranger’
and growling out angry verses in the short
‘The Horde Is My Shepherd’.
‘Once By The Beach’ shows that while
organ is far more prominent here than in
most bands, it by no means dominants
unjustly. This atmospheric track conjures
up the desert, with a Western twang and
shimmers of guitar licks like a mirage. The
title track embodies Juicyfur’s sound the
best; Hammond Organ as the bedrock of the
riff with edgy guitar waltzing all over the top,
the two joining together for oft-staccato,
though sometimes repetitive riffs. It’s a
simple sound; both guitar and organ lack
particularly complex or memorable solos or
riffs but the music is spiced with grooves,
vocal licks and changes in texture.
‘Rock ‘N’ Rolla’ is one of the more
conventional but enjoyable tracks on the
album, rollicking and edgy, but again relying
on riffs that soon become dragging on the
melody. ‘Enoument’ is melodic and haunting,
a sound that suits the Hammond well, as
guitarist Daniel Dahle Johansen slithers and
slides in and out of Frøland’s increasingly
anguished vocals. ‘Resolution’ closes the
album as it opened, with Church-like organ;
an ode to Juicyfur’s use of this versatile
instrument but not exactly a tribute to the
wild abandon poured into their music.
There are better examples of technical
skill out there, and how to use a Hammond
Organ, but this band sure shows a fun and
furious way of incorporating keys into Hard
Rock. Juicyfur go for it with no bounds or
barriers on their sound, flicking between
instrumental tracks, Screamo and straightup Rock ‘n’ Roll. Fans of Deep Purple might
enjoy the obvious influence here, but a shot
for anyone who likes a bit of Hammond in
their Rock.
Sophie Brownlee
SUMMER

KARIBOW
‘HOLOPHINIUM’
(Progressive Promotion)
PROGRESSIVE

It’s difficult to know exactly what number
album ‘Holophinium’ is for German Proggers
Karibow, given the band, or more accurately
multi-instrumentalist and singer Oliver
Rüsing and a collection of collaborators,
have worked under various names over
a good number of years. This double-disc
effort is the fourth in the band’s “German
Rock & Pop” award-winning return to their
Progressive roots, with Rüsing being flanked
by talents no less than Saga’s Michael Sadler,
Unitopia’s Sean Timms, Corvus Stone’s Colin
Tench and Errorhead’s Karsten Stiers.
In an era of many star-studded projects,
cast-lists like that don’t always ensure
top rate results, however, while there’s no
denying the influence of Timms and Sadler,
the strongest impression you get here is
that the standards Karibow reach would
be remarkably high whether “names”
were involved or not. Fusing a penchant for
Marillion (both eras), Saga and Toto into a
latter day It Bites sound, what Karibow do
is Modern Retro Prog with lavish helpings
of melodic goodness. You could argue
that, in terms of style, ‘Holophinium’ is
far from breaking new ground, however,
if one of the genre leaders came up with
the seventeen tracks Karibow have here,
we’d be hailing them heroes. So let’s admit
that what this band specialise in is a little
derivative and be thankful that they simply
do it very, very well.
In essence we have two albums; disc one,
subtitled ‘The Fragments’, leaning heavily
into the more melodic, if no less virtuosic,
side of the things. ‘E.G.O.’ is a sprawling epic
that fills every second of its ten minutes with
hook-laden choruses, ear-snagging guitar
solos and shimmering melody. ‘King’ proves
this band can head in a more straight-up Pop
Prog direction and still captivate, as the title
track adds drama and atmosphere to the
mix. Sadler shows up for ‘River’, the results
almost embarrassingly Saga-like and yet, if
you like Saga, you’ll love it.
Disc two, ‘Letter From The White Room’,
heads in a more overtly Marillion direction.
Steve Rothery, often used as guitar touching
point, Mark Kelly an influence on the

keyboards for the intriguing concept of how
astronauts have their world completely
changed (some for better, some for worse),
by having spent time in space and having
seen the planet we all live on from a distance
most can only imagine. It’s an interesting
topic and one used to make much broader
comment on the human condition through
the pensive ‘Walk On Water’, the subtle
brightness of ‘Orbital Spirits’ and the
jaggedly bullish ‘Lifelong’.
To release one disc of excellent Melodic
Prog would be enough for most bands, but
to create two simultaneously is just plain
showing off. I personally prefer the ‘…
Fragments’ disc, however, that I would still
heartily recommend this beautifully packaged
and presented release on the strength of my
less favourite of the two “albums” should tell
you just how good it all is.
Steven Reid

LACUNA COIL
‘DELIRIUM’
(Century)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

I have been an admirer of Lacuna Coil for
quite a few years now, having seen them and
interviewed them numerous times, but when
I first heard this album I didn’t like it. I felt
that the band had transformed from a mainly
Melodic, Female-Fronted band, to something
a bit too Death Metal, mainly due to Andrea
Ferro doing far more growling, and I have
never liked growling. It was track one, ‘The
House Of Shame’, that I based this opinion
on, heard in the car as I was driving to work,
which is where I listen to most of my music
these days. Then, as usually happens in
such cases, I started to hear things I was a
little more appreciative of, in the middle of
things that I still hated and were still there.
‘..Shame’ wasn’t really what I was expecting
on first hearing.
‘Broken Things’ actually sees Ferro
singing at the beginning, before Cristina
Scabbia takes over and there’s a touch of
Arabia in there. ‘Blood, Tears, Dust’ actually
has a Techno start, and Ferro growls again,
but the chorus is infectious and reminds me
of something, though I can’t think what. I
understand that the band was going for
a heavier sound with this album, which
is okay, but I began to realise that, whilst

KATATONIA – ‘THE FALL OF HEARTS’ (Peaceville)

PROGRESSIVE

The dark Progressive Swedish band Katatonia
are the musical equivalent of a cold fog drifting
through the woods on a dark winter’s day.
Melancholic certainly, but there’s a depth and
beauty here that is hard to find in a lot of Modern
Metal. Jonas Renkse’s voice seeps into you like
prescribed medication, he rarely sings over a
whisper but it complements the music. Renkse’s
voice has continued to develop nuance; his
early grunting style which left him with throat
issues forced him to sing cleanly. A twist of
fate that has helped propel Katatonia’s sound to
where it is today and helps separate them from the Metal crowd. Following on
from the acoustic ‘Dethroned And Uncrowned’, which was itself a re-imagining
of the preceding plugged-in ‘Dead End Kings’, the mood is similar only this time
there’s a full band to add weight in places. It only takes about ten seconds into
the first song ‘Takeover’, before you feel yourself sinking into their gloom.
The acoustic ‘Decima’ could have been lifted from their previous album,
whereas the track that follows ‘Sanction’ sees them adopt an altogether
heavier approach to the instrumentation. New guitarist Roger Öjesson gets to
show what he can do on three tracks and new drummer Daniel Moilanen adds
the right amount of percussion. It is deeply ambient in places, and those who
need to be consistently hit over the head by thunder and lightning in their Metal
will get restless. Those with more patience will be enthralled.
On the lead single ‘Old Hearts Fall’ you have couplets such as “the corrosion
of time”, lines like “I hear the sound of another day in this vanishing life,
returned to dust” or “I sense my grave way below the mire”, which give you
an indication that this springs from a dark Swedish soul. If this catches you in a
certain frame of mind, it burrows deep.
Few bands’ have a sound that has evolved as much as Katatonia’s, going
from their Death Metal origins to music that the Prog crowd can stroke their
beards to and claim as some of their own. Katatonia is one of Metal’s genuine
innovators and those into Opeth and Anathema will lap this up.
Duncan Jamieson
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FIREWORKS

achieving that they had found a sound that
they were happy with, guitar wise, and
stuck with it throughout, with really no
variation. Ultimately, this slightly detracts
from the songs themselves and puts them
all on a similar level. Some are better than
others; ‘Claustrophobia’ is quite anthemic
in parts while ‘Downfall’ (which features
Alterbridge and Slash vocalist Miles
Kennedy) and ‘Take Me Home’ are two of
the best on here and closer to the typical
LC sound I am used to.
I always think it is a bit of a risk to change
the sound that you got noted for as you don’t
know how it’s going to be received by those
who already like you. Admittedly, it didn’t
do Within Temptation any harm, and maybe
that’s what Lacuna Coil is trying to do. So,
subsequently, I liked this a lot more than
when I first played it, which I suppose means
they have succeeded in their task.
Andy Brailsford

LARS LIND
‘SOUL KICKER’
(Shredguy)
INSTRUMENTAL

Lars Lind, a guitarist from Norway, has
created a superior and very listenable
instrumental album entitled ‘Soul Kicker’.
Accompanied by John Macaluso (drums),
Simon Fitzpatrick (bass) and Jan-Fredrik Heier
(keyboards), the album provides a tour of
Heavy, Prog and Melodic Rock. The formula
is simple; Lind provides an underlying riff
(incessant but catchy) on which he overlays
his quick and nimble soloing. The keyboards
also play a significant part and provide
alternative soloing.
It is hard to label the album as there is
a change of pace and style within; the title
track is not representative as it has a Bluesy
edge to it. Whereas the opener has shades
of seventies’ Prog or Classic Rock, there are
also some fast, bouncy and incendiary tracks,
such as the aptly named ‘Ignite’.
Well-produced and well-paced and
another guitar virtuoso to be aware of.
Rob McKenzie

LEE AARON
‘FIRE AND GASOLINE’
(Big Sister)
MELODIC ROCK

Lee Aaron’s 1982 debut album, ‘The Lee
Aaron Project’, contained a “who’s who”
of the local Toronto Rock scene including
members of Moxy, Santers and Triumph; it
created such a buzz that she was invited
to play that year’s Reading Festival for a
memorable performance! But it was 1984’s
‘Metal Queen’ that really established Aaron
as one of the premier female vocalists in the
Hard Rock scene. The years that followed,
however, saw Aaron moving further and
further away from her roots, moving from
Pop/Rock to Jazz, with her releases at the
start of the century being as far from Rock as
could be imagined.
So now, twelve years on from her last
release ‘Beautiful Things’, and five years
after rediscovering her Rock credentials
at Sweden Rock, Aaron releases ‘Fire And
Gasoline’, which while not quite turning the
wheel full circle, certainly sees her Rocking
again. It’s still not the Aaron we remember
and love, however, as she tries to reinvent
herself as some older, wiser version of Rockmoppet singers like Avril Lavigne. Songs with
titles such as ‘Tom Boy’, ‘Bad Boyfriend’,
‘Wanna Be’, ‘Heart Fix’, ‘If You Don’t Love Me
Anymore’ and ‘Popular’ sound like they have
been written for some teenage wannabe
Rocker, not a singer with the history and
class of Aaron.
There are still signs of the girl we know
and love on the title track and the aforementioned ‘Bittersweet’, but closing track
‘Find The Love’, where Aaron does her
best Alanis Morissette take-off – with
FIREWORKS

considerable success I may add – shows us
where she wants to be in 2016, and it isn’t
revisiting the halcyon days of ‘…Queen’.
Back in 1982 Lee Aaron posed topless for
men’s magazine ‘Oui’, a decision she later
regretted after concluding it damaged her
musical credibility. While her musical ability
certainly cannot be questioned these days,
her career trajectory over the past twenty
years has certainly left her Metal credentials
in tatters. Maybe one day she’ll give us what
her long-term and long-suffering fans really
want. Until then, the most I can say about
‘Fire And Gasoline’ is that it’s a big step in
the right direction.
Bruce Mee

LOVE AND A .38
‘NOMADS’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

Love And A .38 are a four-piece who all
share a common goal – to play Rock ‘n’
Roll. They descended upon Los Angeles from
different parts of the US and have been
together since 2009. They put out a self-titled
EP the following year and several singles over
the next couple of years. They’ve also toured
the States incessantly and subsequently have
built up a healthy fan-base.
‘Nomads’ is their first long player and
was recorded and self-produced at their
own Blushing Cad Studios (the touring
must be paying off) in the City Of Angels. It
features ten powerful and energetic tunes.
Album opener and first single ‘Oh My God’
hits you straight in the face with its Bluesy,
Rock and Roll swagger and its military style
drumming courtesy of Clark Skelton. It’s very
representative of the album and a sign of
things to come.
‘Went Away’ is full of attitude and
wouldn’t go amiss on a Velvet Revolver
album. ‘Abre Los Ojos’ is totally Foo Fighters
and regularly has passers-by thinking “who
is that nutter?” when they see me bopping
away to the song whilst driving to work! If
you want a “raise your fist and punch the
air” number, then ‘Big Leg Betty’ is right up
your street and contains a blistering guitar
solo from Domo Domaracki.
‘Holy War’ has great vocals from Ryan
Hudson whilst Domaracki nails another solo!
‘I Won’t Wait’, according to Hudson, is the
band’s “anthem”; a song about perseverance
and defiance, which are two traits that really
define what the band is about, that being
big, loud and angry. He’s not wrong – once
again it is right in your face and totally full
of attitude.
Throughout the album you can hear a bit
of AC/DC here, a bit of Aerosmith there. The
band are also obvious fans of Guns ‘N’ Roses
and there are a bunch of other influences in
there but this quartet have put their own
stamp on these tunes and produced a fine,
no frills Rock and Roll album. Final song on
the album is titled ‘Get It Right’, and boy
have they just gone and done that.
Az Chaudhry

MAIEUTICA
‘R.E.S.’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

I have to admit I’d never heard of
Maieutica before their sophomore effort
landed on my doorstep. The band were
formed in the North-East of Italy in 2007.
Their target was not world domination,
but “to create an original sound alongside
profound lyrics”. The band wanted their
ideas and songs to be not only emotional
but reflective too. So have they succeeded? I
have no darn idea as they sing in their native
tongue and I have no lyrics for their songs!
Maieutica’s debut album ‘Logos’ was
released four years ago and apparently,
according to the promotional bumph, was
“one of the best Progressive Rock/Metal
ISSUE 75

KISSIN’ DYNAMITE – ‘GENERATION GOODBYE’ (AFM)

HARD ROCK

Hold the front page… “Great Modern-Day
Eighties-Style Rockers That Aren’t Scandinavian
Shocker!” It’s true – hailing from the Swabia
region of southern Germany, Kissin’ Dynamite,
now on their fifth full-length release, deliver
the kind of Hard Rocking, updated Sunset
Strip sound that the Swedes in particular have
marked as their near-exclusive territory for the
past decade or so.
Visually, twenty-four year old KD front-man
Johannes “Hannes” Braun brings to mind
current H.e.a.t singer Erik Grönwall thanks to
his similarly blonde, wiry, tattooed frame, while vocally Braun’s impressively
distinctive timbre has shades of Shogun Messiah’s Tim Skold about it.
One doesn’t need to refer to AFM’s press-release in much depth to ascertain
that there’s a loose concept to ‘Generation Goodbye’ – certainly on its early
tracks – that concerns the disconnect between modern man and the world
that surrounds us due to the prevailing addiction to mobile devices and online
“status” – it’s a shrewd observation, particularly from such a young band.
The title track kicks-off in a very Grönwall-fronted H.e.a.t fashion with the
rousing opening “hey” chant seguing into a powerful, keyboard bolstered
chorus, while heavier second track ‘Hashtag Your Life’ tellingly refers to
“cyber-cocoons” as Braun parts with the blunt couplet “spare me your abuse,
keep all your views” – amen!
As a four-stringer, I’m always a fan of a bass-driven riff and Steffen Haile
excels on the truly biblical ‘Flying Colours’ – a surging, anthemic beauty, it’s
arguably the best new song I’ve heard so far this year and is the spiritual sibling
to ‘Running Free’ from KD’s last album, 2014’s ‘Megalomania’.
The downside of listening to the aforementioned number is that however good
the remainder of ‘Generation Goodbye’ is, the bar’s been set almost impossibly
high. Nevertheless, ‘She Came She Saw’ is a fun, Reckless Love-style paean to
a formidable female, complete with stuttering, effects-laden solo and hammy
ad-libs – it works far better than the Love’s thematically similar ‘Monster’ from
this year’s ‘Invader’.
The atmospheric ‘Masterpiece’ benefits from a fine male/female duet but
lacks the killer chorus it’s crying out for, while album closer ‘Utopia’ would
easily find a home reverberating from one of Europe’s great stadiums as the
official song to a sporting event.
Entirely worthy of being mentioned in the same breath as their northern
neighbours; Kissin’ Dynamite, I raise a stein of Schlenkerla Rauchbier Märzen
to you – Prost!
Caesar Barton
albums to come out of Italy in 2012”. So how
does follow-up ‘R.E.S.’ compare? The album
is a ten-track affair and is an ambitious
concept about the quest for immortality
by man and creating something which will
stand the test of time and posterity.
Confusingly, the album’s opener is called
‘Sahara (Part 3)’ and comes across as a
hybrid of Vanden Plas and Fates Warning,
with crunching guitar riffs (courtesy of
Matteo Brigo and Riccardo Zago) and, after
a brief acoustic interlude, a John Petrucci
style solo. Vocalist Thomas Sturaro has a
powerful voice, which is a little harsh at
times and takes a little getting used to,
not being helped by the song being sung
in Italian. ‘Sidawa’ is dedicated to the
leader of Burkina Faso who was murdered
in a coup almost thirty years ago (amazing
what you can find out with the help of the
internet). It is very aggressive and has a Rap
section and ends up sounding like Rage
Against The Machine at one point!
‘Sesamo’ is a slower number which
features keyboards – not sure who is playing
them as the band does not have a keyboardist
– and a softer vocal from Sturaro. ‘Sahara
(part 2)’ is an Iron Maiden/Dream Theater
style instrumental which you’ve heard plenty
of times before, however, it still gets the air
guitar going. ‘Spezie’ has Sturaro speaking/
narrating for a while over a solid beat from
drummer Mirco Zilio before the band join in
and a heavy riff emanates.
Overall, I enjoyed several numbers on the
album but as a whole I did struggle with the
vocals and as a result I doubt if I will play
‘R.E.S.’ on a regular basis.
Az Chaudhry

MANTRA VEGA
‘THE ILLUSION’S RECKONING’
(Independent)
ROCK

The Mantra Vega project is the brainchild
of Mostly Autumn’s former lead singer
SUMMER

Heather Findlay, and Sound Of Contact mainman, Dave Kerzner. ‘The Illusion’s Reckoning’
is their first (and likely only) album and has
been almost two years in the making since
Findlay and Kerzner first got together. I guess
the overall sound is not a million miles away
from that of MA, maybe a little less Rock
with more emphasis on atmospheric moods
and subtleties.
‘Island’ is the proper album opener and
has also been chosen as the first single. It
has a great commercial edge and flows like
a Stevie Nicks song, though I have to admit
Findlay sounds uncannily like Kate Bush at
times. There is also a Bush feel about ‘Veil
Of Ghosts’. The low-key intro gives way to
a crashing chorus before settling back into
the almost lullaby nature of the pre-chorus.
The song features some excellent lead guitar
work alongside hard-hitting drums from Alex
Cromarty (MA). Findlay’s are the primary
vocals during the course of the album’s ten
tracks but there are some male contributions
to add an extra dimension to the sound and
instil an element of light and shade. ‘In A
Dream’ features some relaxing woodwind
work and, alongside an infectious hook,
there is some more neat guitar and drums
interplay. The ten-minute title track brings
things to a close, encapsulating everything
that has gone before. It is expansive and
beguiling, with an epic quality that brings
Pink Floyd to mind. The core performers are
Findlay, Kerzner, Cromarty, Chris Johnson
(guitar), Dave Kilminster (guitar) and Stu
Fletcher (bass), but there are a number of
guest contributions from the likes of Troy
Donockley (Nightwish), Arjen Lucassen
(Ayreon/Star One) and Angela Gordon (MA/
Odin Dragonfly).
‘The Illusion’s Reckoning’ is essentially
a Progressive concept that moves naturally
from one track to the next. Although
intended to be absorbed as a whole, each
track has enough of an identity to be
appreciated singularly. It will appeal to fans
of MA (naturally), PF, Bush and Findlay’s solo
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work, though the commercial nature of the
material opens it up to anyone willing to give
it a chance.
Dave Bott

MARAUDER
‘BULLET HEAD’
(Pitch Black)
HEAVY METAL

After my quick, initial listen to Greek
Metal mob Marauder, I was rather excited
about their traditional eighties Metal
sound. When I came to listen to the album
‘Bullet Head’ properly though, that initial
excitement quickly died as it is a very
average album, and the promise I heard in
my preview listen was not realised. Now I’m
not saying it’s a bad album, far from it, but
it’s a little underwhelming and some of the
songs have great potential, but lack a killer
chorus or hook that would make them pop
out at you; instead, they fade quickly into
mediocrity.
The strong New Wave Of British Heavy
Metal feel will make the album appeal
strongly to the denim and leather crowd
and I think many genre fans may enjoy
the album far more than me, given its
“strong and traditional without being fully
retro” style. There are plenty of chunky
guitar riffs to give it some boom and
lots of soaring melodic guitar licks that
scream Iron Maiden. I feel they have a
strong Americanised sound and the album
veers more towards the Rock end of the
NWOBHM spectrum as opposed to Metal,
so sits comfortably on the radars of Biker
Rock fans.
I do like the vocalist’s gruff and
powerful tone and it gives the large
gang choruses some real kick but, as I’ve
previously stated, the chorus itself, not the
vocal, lacks a hook or melody to entice you
into the song.
Overall I found the album plodding and
the mid-paced songs unsurprisingly even
more so, and as the album flowed I found
very little to ignite my interest. Some of the
faster-paced songs held a little more fire but
were let down by unimpressive choruses.
Just because I found the album a tad
uninspired may not mean those who enjoy
traditional NWOBHM won’t find lots here
to entertain as it does tick all the requisite
boxes for the genre and its rabid fan base.
So if you like big chunky riffs and booming
chanting gang choruses this one could be
right up your alley!
Paul Woodward

METRO CHUCKS
‘JUST GO’
(Recordjet)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Berlin Pop Punk four-piece Metro Chucks
offer a nifty take on the genre that seems to
run and run.
Here, the band appears to be enjoying
themselves on their debut album, but it’s
not quite as straightforward as things would
first appear. Firstly, there are some neat
arrangements that avoid the oft-used clichés
of the genre. Secondly, the vocalist – the
oddly named Normen – sounds like a mixture
of Butch Walker and Glenn Tilbrook, giving
the whole proceedings a Squeeze-meetsearly-Marvelous-3 quality.
‘Just Go’ comes across like the
aforementioned artists but with a quirkiness
reminiscent of the B52’s, whilst the infectious
‘Infection’ thunders along like a Germanic
Fountains Of Wayne.
Admittedly, The Metro Chucks can’t hold
a torch to some of their more celebrated
counterparts, yet there’s plenty to enjoy with
the Blink 182-tinged ‘Don’t Look Back Girl’
or the hugely melodic ‘In The Afternoon’,
giving the feeling that you are listening to
something good but not essential.
Mike Newdeck
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LITA FORD – ‘TIME CAPSULE’ (Steamhammer/SPV)

HARD ROCK

Grammy-nominated “Queen Of Hard Rock”
Lita Ford has brought together a collection of
recordings from the late eighties (her most
successful era to date), showcasing what
happens when a group of musicians kick back
and have a blast. British born, Ford’s career and
personal associations read like a “who’s who”
of Hard Rock, and big names are found here too.
Audio imagery is created straightaway where,
in the Ford household, an angry Chris Holmes
(W.A.S.P.) is looking for his car keys, only to
discover Ford driving off in his ‘Ford’! Then
‘Where Will I Find My Heart Tonight’ kicks in – bearing similarities to ‘Close My
Eyes Forever’, this could have been penned around the same time, and has Jeff
Scott Soto dueting with the leading lady on this fine song.
Take Rock organ, hard-hitting riffs, heartfelt lyrics, vocals oozing heartache
and pain, and, just to ensure this ballad is top notch, add Billy Sheehan (bass),
Dave Navarro (mandolin) and Cheap Trick’s Robin Zander and Rick Nielsen
(backing vocals), and the recipe for the pure class of ‘Killing Kind’ is complete.
The heavier sound of ‘Black Leather Heart’ with its whammy bar wizardry
and deep groove conjures up images of a kick-ass leather clad Ford throwing
shapes with a low slung BC Rich Bich.
Reminiscent of eighties’ Kiss with its badass groove comes ‘Rotten To The
Core’. No great surprise here as Gene Simmons and Bruce Kulick guest on this
track. The result, however, is infectious top quality Arena Rock.
There are two instrumentals which illustrate that Ford is not just a Rocker
but also one of the most under-rated guitarists around. The slow Heavy Blues
playing on ‘Little Wing’ is of the highest standard with fluidity and feeling. Ford
also gets harmonics jumping off the fret-board to a rhythm of neat bass lines
and gated drums in ‘On The Fast Track’. Ford’s vocal talents on ‘King Of The
World Wind’ sees a gentler performance which gives air and space to this song
which has a sound akin to Heart.
Ford has endured much personal and musical hardship over the years, and
maybe without that these songs would never have been written with such
conviction, but when it comes to raunchy, riffing Rock with attitude… she is
hard to beat. This is Lita Ford at her best – a stellar performance!
Paul Sabin
MGT
‘VOLUMES’
(Oblivion/SPV)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Mark Gemini Thwaite, or MGT for short, is
best known for his tenure in British Gothictinged Rockers The Mission. With time spent
working with Pete Murphy (Bauhaus),
Tricky, Gary Numan, P.J. Harvey, Red Hot
Chili Peppers, Ministry and Prong, however,
he’s not only built up an impressively
diverse CV, but an equally eclectic contacts
list. Both are put to good use on ‘Volumes’,
his first solo album.
A guest-list featuring names from The
Wonder Stuff, Republica, The Awakening, All
About Eve, Dead Guitars, PIG, and Sex Gang
Children may not be one to get your average
Fireworks reader frothing at the mouth. That
said, Wayne Hussey of TM, Ville Valo of HIM
and Ricky Warwick of Black Star Riders/Thin
Lizzy, however, will more likely pique the
interest. With the style as varied as all the
above suggests, but still held together by a
Goth Rock/Pop heart, the results are much
more readily accessible than you might
initially believe. It’s the cover of Abba’s
‘Knowing Me, Knowing You’ with Valo at
the helm that grabs early attention; the
surprisingly dreamy mix of floating keys and
strident power chords doing a strong job of
staying true to, but pushing the boundaries
of what could, in the wrong hands, have
been utter cheese.
Warwick provides one of the best
turns with ‘Drive And Forget’, a beautiful
acoustic-led number that allows his voice
to shine brightly, while Hussey delivers an
enigmatic vocal to the restrained but rifffuelled Industrial/Electronica of ‘Another
Snake In The Grass’. Surprisingly, TWS Miles
Hunt proves more than capable of taking
on the eighties’ Arena-Pop of ‘You Can’t Go
Back’, while Ashton Nyte (TA) is the perfect
Billy Idol aping foil on The 69 Eyes’ like ‘The
Reaping’.
I have to admit that after I’d seen the
guest-list for ‘Volumes’, I wasn’t really
sure what to make of it. Having put those
concerns aside, however, the varied but
cohesive collection of music MGT has asked
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his guest stars to sing will satisfy anyone
who likes their catchy, intelligent Pop music
to possess a strong hint of Goth, Electronic
and Rock.
Steven Reid

M.I.C.
‘6th SENSE’
(Independent)
ROCK

There ain’t a lot of bio information
on this band, particularly to explain how
they came to start life in China and then
relocated to Canada. They are apparently
influenced by the likes of Cheap Trick, KISS,
Thin Lizzy and AC/DC, and having listened
to ‘6th Sense’ (their sixth outing, who’d
have thought!), I think that the CT label is
nearest the mark.
This, without question, unashamedly falls
into the Pop Rock genre. The latter half of
the seventies and through into the eighties
was the time for the MTV Pop Rockers and
if M.I.C. had been around at that time, I
suspect they would be gigging under the
nostalgia acts flag right now. I can picture
them with eighties mullets, stripy T-shirts
and espadrilles on sockless feet. Actually I
looked up some videos on YouTube and one
of them was wearing exactly that, complete
with Captain Sensible beret… insert a 21st
century smiley face icon here.
The musicianship is more than
competent and Yvon Serre’s vocal has
the authentic eighties’ Pop sound. There
is no new ground broken with the songs,
but I don’t believe that is the intention. If
you heard ‘I Need Your Love’ on the radio
you’d be wracking your brain trying to
remember which band it was that sang it,
so well does it achieve the style. ‘Blast Off
To Mars’ could quite happily slip onto a ZZ
Top album without having its identification
asked for, whilst ‘Take Me To The Stars’ is
huge fun; you’ll want to roll up the trousers
of your wrinkled linen suit and chase a drug
dealer in a powerboat.
If you like your Rock heavy this album
isn’t be for you, but you know what, I kinda
liked it.
Helen Bradley Owers
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MIDNIGHT ETERNAL
‘MIDNIGHT ETERNAL’
(Inner Wound)
SYMPHONIC

So…another day, another Symphonic
Metal band. This one comes from Richard
Fischer and Boris Zaks of Operatika
(always with the K’s these bands) who
have drafted in vocalist Raine Hilai for
another stab at what is becoming a rather
overpopulated genre.
American rather than European, Midnight
Eternal should keep any fan of the genre
happy if not ecstatic. Hilai has a good voice
and does the job but lacks the power and
passion that the likes of Floor Jansen can
deliver. The thing about this album is that it
does absolutely nothing wrong. Twelve tracks
of well-played, well-constructed Symphonic
Metal are delivered in a fine state, and they
even make the final track twice the length
of the rest because, well, that’s what you do.
And that’s the problem really – Midnight
Eternal fails to stand out in just about every
conceivable way because there’s absolutely
nothing here that you don’t already own.
Bizarrely, the most notable track is a two
minute instrumental that really Rocks. On
the plus side, there is plenty of really sweet
guitar play throughout and the whole thing
has a nice mix that allows all the instruments
to have their glory.
If you love a bit of Female-Fronted
Symphonic Metal, my advice here would be to
try before you buy, as the track ‘Signs Of Fire’
is on YouTube and is a great representation
of the band. Whilst the band is undeniably
competent, ‘Midnight Eternal’ will ultimately
stand or fall on people’s tolerance for more of
the same in a crowded marketplace.
Alan Holloway

MORNING DEW
‘PRISONER OF DREAMS’
(Eisenengel Tattoo)
HARD ROCK

Hailing from Bavaria, Morning Dew bring
Heavy Rock to a lovely high with ‘Prisoner
Of Dreams’ which is actually the band’s
comeback work. The group was formed
back in 1989, spearheaded by guitarist Doc.
Daufi and made inroads from day one. MD
saw some line-up changes, yet kept going
with their musical vision intact. Tragedy also
touched the band and finally, in 2006, the
group split.
Still believing in that musical vision, Daufi
embraced a solo effort in which he invited
ex-members of MD alongside many musical
friends. In 2013, they playing a charity
festival and that performing spark turned
into a flame, and since then the group hasn’t
looked back.
‘…Dreams’ is both a comeback and a
fiery collection of new music from original
members of the group, along with new
vocalist, Liz Merschroth; guided by Daufi, and
long standing MD performers, this album just
Rocks!
Alongside Daufi and Merschroth, the band
is completed by Manu Strohner on rhythm
and second lead guitar, Mannne Hӓusl on
drums and Ernst Hofbauer on bass; together
they have created an album that is rather
fresh and one that sounds like the group’s
debut! It has a sound that is tight, melodic
and razor sharp from a band that plays in
exactly the same way… and yet can perform
a beautifully rendered love song with heart
melting tenderness! ‘Prisoner Of Dreams’ –
both song and album – is full of surprises;
a varied and stylised collection with a solid
Rock backbone.
This is a comeback that could propel
this Bavarian powerhouse up towards the
top of the pile! You want Rock? You got it!
You want Southern-flavoured Rock on top
of that? You got that too!! And with a twin
attack on lead guitar, well, you know how
exciting that can be!
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Morning Dew are back, and back with
a bang!
Bruce E.J. Atkinson

MOUNTAIN OF POWER
‘VOLUME THREE’
(Grooveyard)
ROCK

As the title suggests, this is the third in
a series of projects by Overdrive, Constancia
and Grand Design guitarist Janne Stark,
on which the celebrated journalist/writer
gathers together a sizeable guest-list to
cover unusual or obscure seventies cult
classics. Stark shares my love of Canadian
Rock and this time half the twelve tracks
originated in Canada with the remainder
from the US.
In most cases Stark takes the opportunity
to merge two or more songs by the same
artist, and with drummers Peter Svensson
and Peter Hermansson, and Danish singer,
guitarist and mixer Martin J. Anderson
(Blindstone), he does a great job of paying
homage to the originals whilst adding
something of his own.
Of the US selection, gritty Rockers
Diamond Reo are indicative of the Bluesy
Riff Rock on offer with their ‘It’s A Jungle
Out There/Power’ hybrid, the wonderful Amy
Douglas takes no prisoners on the Mother’s
Finest Rocker ‘All The Way’ and the much
under-rated Captain Beyond provide the
inspiration for a well-arranged medley based
around ‘Raging River Of Fear’. Both Cain and
Boomerang were unfamiliar to me, but both
are classic sounding seventies Hard Rock, the
latter with Chris Catena on vocals. The album
ends with a ten minute Kansas medley based
around ‘Death Of Mother Nature Suite’
and ‘Child Of Innocence’, with Anderson
and GD’s Pelle Saether channelling Robbie
Steinhardt and Steve Walsh respectively.
The six Canadian tracks could be divided
into three well-known and three relatively
obscure. Kicking off with Anderson nailing a
great Neil Merryweather vocal on the latter’s
‘Give It Everything We Got/Kryptonite’
and Merryweather himself sounding great
singing Walter Rossi’s ‘Hey Serena/Wheel Of
Fortune Turning’. Coney Hatch’s Carl Dixon
makes two appearances, one sounding
uncannily like Myles Goodwyn on April
Wine’s ‘Silver Doller’ and on The Hunt’s
wonderful ‘She Flew Freely/If Only We Had
Tried’. Thomas Vikstrom does a great job on
Triumph’s ‘Be My Lover/Little Texas Shaker’,
whilst perhaps the most unusual choice is
Rush’s ‘Under The Shadow’. The middle part
of ‘The Necromancer’ from ‘Caress Of Steel’
has Anderson doing Neil Peart’s spoken intro
and a decent stab at Geddy Lee from singer
Magnus Ekwall, taking in several other Rush
riffs and perhaps a few solos too many.
Stark handles most of the guitars and
bass duties as well as producing to a high
standard with Joe Romagnola. I think the
obscure nature of some of the songs may
limit its appeal, but for those with a wide
knowledge of Hard Rock it’s certainly an
interesting and enjoyable listen.
Phil Ashcroft

MYRATH
‘LEGACY’
(earMUSIC)
PROGRESSIVE

Gaining distribution for most of Europe
through the growing earMUSIC organisation
can be seen as a huge step forward for
Myrath, the quintet who started their career
as Death Metal then as a Symphony X cover
band in their native Tunisia. Over the course
of their three previous albums, or four if you
count their 2005 album under the name
X-Tazy, Myrath have rapidly grown in style
and substance to the point where their
traditional Eastern influences and Western
Progressive Metal side are blending perfectly
to form something original and stunning,
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along similar lines to Israeli pioneers
Orphaned Land.
Interestingly, Myrath means “legacy”
in their native language so maybe this is
seen as a self-titled album of sorts, but
either way it has ten wonderful songs and
a short dramatic intro, and uses strings and
traditional instruments alongside the band’s
considerable instrumental skills and Zaher
Zorgati’s amazing vocals.
To this day they still claim SyX as their
biggest influence, and in the speedy riffs
of ‘Get Your Freedom Back’ it’s undeniable,
but in Zorgati’s rich delivery and the soaring
melodic chorus it seems closer to Roy
Khan-era Kamelot; it also has a Funky bass
and drum breakdown for good measure.
‘Believer’ and ‘Storm Of Lies’ bookend
the album with Eastern melodies over
sumptuous Symphonic Metal, and the hugely
atmospheric ‘Nobody’s Lives’ also benefits
from the sweeping orchestral instruments,
whilst ‘The Unburnt’ still Rocks out despite
its marmite melodies and instrumental
twists. At the top of the pile, I would put
the sparser ‘Through Your Eyes’ with its Jorn
Lande-style vocals and mesmerising guitar
solo from Malek Ben Arbia, or the quirkily
arranged ‘Dust’, but the mellower semiballad ‘I Want To Die’ and the thundering
‘The Needle’ would be up there too.
Despite the many layers of sounds that
go into ‘Legacy’, the production is clean and
powerful and doesn’t seem cluttered, which
is emphasized by the stunning clarity during
the lighter, sparser moments. A European
tour with their US idols has already been
completed to promote the album, and with
many more headline shows planned in the
coming year, it’s onwards and upwards for
Myrath. The reviews and reaction to this
album so far has already taken this classy
outfit to the next level.
Phil Ashcroft

NEMESEA
‘UPRISE’
(Napalm)
HARD ROCK

Dutch trio Nemesea have managed to
carve out a fairly successful career so far
in their short life with three well-received
albums to their name. Even the shift in
direction, when they stepped out from
the mire of Female-Fronted Symphonic
Metal bands to pursue a more Electronic
direction, earned them numerous plaudits
along the way. I still keep seeing references
to Evanescence mentioned, but the only
similarities I hear to Amy Lee & Co. are the
occasional darkly Gothic undertones.
With the sound still revolving around
the amazing, higher-pitched, soaring vocals
of Manda Ophius (the trio completed by
guitarist HJ and bassist Sonny Onderwater),
album number four ‘Uprise’ sees Nemesea
continuing on that upward trajectory with a
concise, ten-song opus containing a myriad
of styles that prevents the band from being
pigeon-holed into one genre.
Lively opener ‘Hear Me’ is straight-forward
Contemporary/Alternative Rock, with an
almost Punk-driven guitar riff, but it’s the
mid-tempo second track ‘Twilight’ that sees
the slightly Gothic undercurrents beginning
to emerge under the subtle, bubbling synth
line. ‘Forever’ is a hit-single in the making,
with the clever combination of Alternative
Rock, Electronica, Gothic and Symphonic;
the latter especially during the choral middle
section. The stunning ‘Let It Burn’ is more
ballad-orientated with a slightly Bluesy
rhythm and a soaring vocal that somehow
sees Nemesea sounding very similar to their
Dutch counterparts Within Temptation. This
facet continues into the bouncy Alt/Pop/
Rock of the catchy-as-hell ‘Time To Make
It’, complete with a key-change for the final
chorus when you think Ophius can’t push
that stunning voice any further.
‘Can’t Believe It’ is closer to the Punky
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direction of the opening track, but the
Symphonic-sounding, choral interludes
lift the song way above the average. It’s
followed by the quite beautiful ‘Light Up The
Sky’, a gently-building ballad with sweeping
string textures and a lilting piano breakdown before the whole thing erupts into
life as it reaches its crescendo. By contrast,
‘Get Out’ sounds almost frantic with its lively
guitar riff, while ‘Bones’ is the heaviest, most
Contemporary Rock-sounding inclusion, and
closer’ Hold On’ teases with its quiet, gentle
opening that powers into life at the chorus.
Nemesea took something of a risk by
stepping away from the highly popular world
of Symphonic Rock, but it’s a move that
has been truly justified if they continue to
make music of this diverse and entertaining
quality.
Ant Heeks

that opens ‘When It’s All Over’, not to
mention the heavyweight riff that kicks off
the album in ‘Shadowland’.
Again, however, like ‘Limnotapes’ the
cold, lifeless production tends to flatten
the good ideas, reducing their impact. At
times, the musical passages come across
as clunky and contrived instead of exciting
and inspired. Falk Ullmann’s unusual vocals
are also something of an acquired taste and
despite numerous attempts these ears still
have not acquired that taste.
It is a shame that the negatives tend to
outweigh the positives as there does seem to
be a decent band in there trying to get out,
but four albums in, you’d hope for something
better. Unfortunately, with ‘Nero’, Neronia
won’t be challenging DT for their crown any
time soon.
Mick Burgess

NERONIA
‘NERO’
(Independent)

NO BROS
‘METAL MARINES’
(Pure Rock)

PROGRESSIVE

HARD ROCK

The Prog Metal market place is
getting somewhat crowded with acts
of an increasingly high calibre. With the
roots going back to the days of vintage
Rush and an updating with the arrival
of Queensrÿche, it was arguably Dream
Theater who grabbed those influences
and blended an intoxicating mix of the
intricate musical passages of Progressive
Rock, the melody and commerciality of
Pomp Rock with the aggression and punch
of Heavy Metal. DT may still undoubtedly
be the genre`s figurehead, but the likes of
Vanden Plas, Circus Maximus, Kamelot and
Pain Of Salvation are all close by in their
slip stream, and with up and coming bands
such as Defecto snapping at their heels,
there is no shortage of quality coming
through the ranks.
Germany’s Neronia return with their
follow-up to ‘Limnotapes’. Like ‘Limnotapes’,
‘Nero’ shows some flashes of inspiration,
whether it’s the sublime, dreamy guitar solo
by Rüdiger Zaczyk during the breakdown in
‘Cold and Strange’, or the melodic refrain

I’m guessing that a vast majority of readers
haven’t heard of Austrian Hard Rockers, No
Bros? Neither had I, until a couple of years
ago when I crossed paths with an all-star
project called Schubert In Rock, put together
by Austrian guitarist, Klaus Schubert, with
members of Deep Purple, Rainbow, Black
Sabbath, Krokus and Saxon, amongst
others. It seems that Schubert had been the
mainstay of Austria’s most successful Rock
band and they supported all the big names
whenever they played there in the eighties,
leaving a legacy of well-received releases
between 1981 and 2006. The first couple of
No Bros albums were re-issued last year and
I had wrongly assumed this was another in
the series, but closer inspection reveals this
is a brand new album that features Schubert
and original singer, Freddy Gigele.
I doubt the band will be breaking any
sales records outside of their native land
with ‘Metal Marines’, but for what it’s
worth it’s a well put together and tuneful
Hard Rock record that doesn’t do their
reputation any harm whatsoever. Good riffs,

MASSIVE – ‘DESTINATION SOMEWHERE’ (Earache)

HARD ROCK

With Rock bands hailing from the Land Down
Under there must be something in the proverbial
water. Whether we think of classics such as
AC/DC and Rose Tattoo, or newer acts like
Airbourne, the main feature all of them seem to
share is the imponderable energy behind their
act and the characteristic rough, gritty sound.
This year has brought us another portion of
Aussie music like this, as the Melbourne-based
quartet Massive returns with their trademark
raw power captured in a finite number of ten
songs. They haven’t changed much from their
‘Full Throttle’ days, so to speak.
After the release of the aforesaid debut, Massive shared the stage with their
label mates Blackberry Smoke. Although the Land Of Oz and the Deep South
don’t seem that much alike, there’s enough of the American Blues circulating in
the blood system of the Aussie outfit to put them on the same stage as Southern
Rock acts. ‘Destination Somewhere’ is clear proof of this from the very opening
– the bass-laden, dynamic piece ‘One For The Road’.
Further into the album, the four-piece have no intention to slow down their
streak through that American-flavoured, energy-driven sound they’re so eager
to explore. In their songs the pure energy of AC/DC blends with Motörheadesque nonchalance, all soaked with a contemporary Bluesy vibe against
cascades of blazing guitar licks. A skilful listener will be also able to pick up
other influences, as within the slow, lumbering verses of ‘The Fall’ that is so
dangerously close to the aesthetics pursued by no one else but Tony Iommi
and the pack. Occasionally, the band gets a bit more mellow as well (‘Made
Of Stone’ or particularly the great ballad-ish and Bluesy track ‘Beaten Dog’).
Many bands, from Australia and beyond, have tried to recapture the raw
power of AC/DC but failed miserably, dismissed as nothing more but the
copycats of Angus Young and his gang. Massive, however, are not interested
in cheap imitation of their homeland’s greatest. Instead, they reveal a rich
variety of influences – both classic and modern – on their second album, all
complemented by feisty performances and instrumental skilfulness. A portion of
sound that is nothing but massive indeed, ‘Destination Somewhere’ proves their
band name wasn’t an accidental choice. And whatever the titular destination of
this group is, be sure you’ll love every second of the journey towards it.
Alexandra Mrozowska
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some nice Hammond Organ from Andy J.
Brunner, and the punchy rhythm section of
Andy Marberger (bass) and Bernie Welz
(drums) are some of the attractive features.
Gigele sounds as good as ever on the midpaced opener ‘Legends Of The Eighties’, the
autobiographical ‘Back Again’ and the gritty
‘Devil With An Angel’s Face’. A couple of
decent instrumentals and two tuneful ballads
break up the Euro Rock, with the old-school
Rocker ‘Dance Of The Black Tattoo’, the
catchy commerciality of the imaginatively
titled ‘Song Number Nine’ and the infectious
boogie of ‘Runaway Girl’ showing the band
in their best light.
Apart from the corny lyrics that threaten
to spoil both ‘Metal Marines’ and ‘A Night In
Tough City’ (“Let’s get obscene, you know
what I mean?”), it’s a solid, mature and good
sounding album that befits a band with such
a long history.
Phil Ashcroft

record is the production by Ben Kaplan, who
had previously worked with Biffy Clyro and
Shakira. Some of his mixing sounds a bit
harsh to my ears – on some tracks Rennison’s
vocals sounds slightly distorted. Perhaps this
was an intended effect, but it happens too
frequently for my ears, and on songs like
the opening salvo of ‘One More Time’ it’s
a bit too noisy, the high frequencies of the
guitars cutting through a bit too harshly,
busy percussion and the sound being a tad
too bright for my taste.
That personal opinion aside, No Sinner
have delivered a very strong follow-up
which keeps everything that was great about
their debut and adds to it. A distinctive and
impressive blend of Rock, Soul and Blues
with a quality vocalist at the helm.
James Gaden

NO SINNER
‘OLD HABITS DIE HARD’
(Provogue/Mascot)

PROGRESSIVE

BLUES

The follow-up to the 2014 debut album
‘Boo Hoo Hoo’, which impressed not only me
but many others including Classic Rock and
Bob Harris on Radio 2, ‘Old Habits Die Hard’
sees the big-voiced Coleen Rennison trying
to build on her band’s entertaining mixture
of Blues, Rock and Soul.
Despite only being in her twenties,
Rennison has a monster voice which sounds
far older than she is, drawing comparisons
from Janis Joplin to Etta James. ‘All Woman’
gives her plenty to shout about, with a
powerful, infectious chorus. ‘Leadfoot’ turns
up the heat, a jumble of thumping drums and
searing guitars with Rennison’s voice cutting
through. The jangly ‘Trying’ allows her a bit
more room to breathe and you can hear the
quality of her voice much better, but it is all
topped by the celebratory ‘Saturday Night’, a
driving Rock ‘n’ Roll anthem with Rennison
sounding gritty and sassy from the first bars
to the last.
All the elements from the debut make
their presence known here, with the soulful
refrain of ‘Hollow’ providing the vocalist with
a platform to really show her quality, and the
bass groove on ‘Fading Away’ underpinning
a more contemporary vibe, while the fuzzy
attack of ‘When The Bell Rings’ and the piano
ballad ‘Lines On The Highway’ showcase how
comfortable the singer is switching styles.
The material here is very strong, much
like the vocalist. My one criticism of the

OKTOPUS
‘WORLDS APART’
(Independent)
Birmingham’s
Oktopus
(originally
Progoktopus) have slimmed down to a
three-piece after singer Jane Gillard left the
band. Not wanting to replace her, Oktopus
decided to become a Progressive Power trio
instead, with guitarist Alistair Bell taking on
the vocal duties. This switch from male to
female vocals has given the band not only
a different sound but one that, I think, will
impress those of you who get to listen to this
passionate and highly Melodic Prog album.
Bell himself has a clear, high-pitched vocal
delivery that really suits the music found on
‘Worlds Apart’ and, on the evidence of this,
their first proper album, you can immediately
hear why Oktopus have a bright future
ahead.
Bit of a rant first though. Truth be told,
this album is somewhat short in length,
clocking in at about thirty-five minutes with
five songs and three short instrumentals; that
said, the five songs that make up the bulk of
this album are wonderful.
As the riff of ‘Eyes Open’ begins, its
aggressive power and melody immediately
grabs your attention. The bass and drums
of Samuel C. Roberts and Tim Wilson work
closely together to lay down the song’s solid
foundations and Bell’s harmonious guitar
work and vocals build on this base to great
effect. ‘Worlds Apart’ has an almost Jazz-like
riff underpinned by a heavy bass and drums.
Again the band blend these differing musical
styles with ease and the song has many
facets to explore.
‘The Adventures Of Jerry Troutmonto

MASSIVE WAGONS – ‘WELCOME TO THE WORLD’ (Off Yer Rocka)

HARD ROCK

Lancashire band Massive Wagons have been
one of the darlings of the independent Rock
radio stations and festivals for a few years now.
On several occasions they have been TBFM
Radio’s track of the week and they have received
acclaim for their live performances at Hard Rock
Hell too. Chic Festivals record label Off Yer
Rocka wisely took notice of the love and signed
them in 2014, with ‘Welcome To The World’ being
their second outing on the label.
On first listen you can see why; they are a
quality, hard-driving Rock band that are perfect
styling for the live arena. Listen out for title track ‘Welcome To The World’, as
it’s a ballsy, sass of a song and as hooky as a Captain fearing a ticking croc; it
will stick in your head all day. ‘Ratio’ is just head-bangingly heavy, guaranteed
to have gig-goers spilling their beer whilst keeping the beat like human
metronomes. ‘Shit, Sweat, Death’ is fast, fast, fast, whilst ‘Fighting Jack’ ups
the ante and could well be their future air-punching arena song; it’s undoubtedly
Modern Wave with a grooving Southern Rock feel. I guess ‘Aeroplane’ is the
ballad of the album, but it’s really just slow and heart-felt.
They often appear on the same bill as Trucker Diablo and their similarities will
make for a great line-up – try and catch them if you can. This is a no frills, full-on
sass, no nonsense, Hard Rock album. It’s going to be great for summer driving as
it has all the right requirements – memorable riffs and melodies to sing along to
and plenty of groove to power you along the open road.
This album is worth putting your hand in your pocket for; it will give you the
soundtrack to summer 2016.
Helen Bradley Owers
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(Part I)’ is a true Prog instrumental, with
Jazz, Rock, Metal and ambient sounds all
thrown into the mix. For me though the
song that epitomises Oktopus, is their epic
ten-minute album closer ‘Minotaur’. This is
heavy Melodic Prog as it should be played
and sung; dark guitars are overlaid with a
highly melodic refrain and the light, almost
Poppy, vocals of Bell drive the song along
with stunning results. The track is beautifully
written and arranged and this song on its
own makes me very excited for what’s to
come next from this band.
Oktopus have a debut album they can
be proud of and I think if they can continue
to write songs (not short instrumentals) like
‘Minotaur’ and ‘…Open’, then the UK will
have a new young and very talented Prog act
that it can be pleased with.
Ian Johnson

OLIVER MONROE
‘POWER TO THE MUSIC’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

In what could be considered something of
a coup, Oliver Monroe, lead singer of Munichbased Meroe, has secured underrated
guitarist Tracy G (WWIII, Dio) for five tracks
on his debut solo album.
Opener ‘Don’t Waste Your Time’ is
reminiscent of Dokken’s nineties material
in the way that it combines an eighties-ish,
tightly-picked riff with a moodier, lower key
chorus – though it wasn’t a successful recipe
for the aforementioned quartet and nor is
it here. ‘Wasted White Boy’ really highlights
Monroe’s similarity – particularly on the high
notes – to Saxon’s Biff Byford, while the track
itself is driven by a chugging foundation
overlaid by a vintage Iron Maiden-esque
twin-guitar harmony.
English isn’t Monroe’s native tongue but
that still doesn’t excuse the ropey couplets
that litter the Joan Jett/The Quireboys-like
‘Yeah Yeah’ – with “hangin’ around ‘til the
sun comes up, get a drink and drink some”
just one of numerous offenders never to
be heard by these ears again. Elsewhere
the title track is an uninspiring mid-tempo
chugger that is further hamstrung by poor
song-writing, while ‘Break The Law’ could
actually get away with committing a crime,
so unmemorable is its passing.
‘They Keep Their Eyes On You’ is easily
the best track on ‘Power To The Music’,
especially the haunting guitar lick that
shadows every verse, thanks to a finely
judged sense of menace, a strong chorus
and a scorching solo courtesy of Mr G. Put
it this way, it would have been the second
best track on Operation Mindcrime’s
otherwise disappointing ‘The Key’ (after
‘Re-Inventing The Future’) and would have,
both stylistically and conceptually, fitted that
album perfectly.
Sadly, the quality once again dips with
the tritely-titled ‘Motherfuckerer’, while the
album’s final trio of numbers range from the
“baggy-beat” of ‘Don’t Love Me’ through
to the wistful, acoustically-driven ‘Hey You’
and rounding off with ‘You Make It’, an uptempo, piano-driven parting step-up in form.
Despite having just the one (particularly)
excellent track, ‘Power To The Music’
nevertheless hints at a potentially decent
opening act that, on this showing, remains
the best that Oliver Monroe can aspire to
for now.
Caesar Barton

ONE LAST RUN
‘UNBREAKABLE’
(Drinkwater)
HARD ROCK

Ever since discovering just how good
Halestorm are, I’ve been on a quest to find
another Contemporary Female-Fronted
band of a similar ilk that would make an
alternative listen – something our illustrious
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Reviews Ed has been trying to assist me with.
Obviously, finding a band that can hold a
candle to the sheer panache and lyrical nous
of Lzzy Hale and Co. isn’t exactly an easy
search, so the hunt continues unabated, but
it’s encouraging to learn that the best I’ve
found so far hail from the UK – Manchester
to be precise.
Although Halestorm are an obvious
reference point (circa the more concise,
straight-forward nature of the debut), One
Last Run are no mere copycat band, with
scything riffs that nod to Alter Bridge and
the Arena Rock attitude of Shinedown,
while constantly retaining a thoroughly
British grittiness. The “ace in the hole” is
the amazingly confident, powerhouse voice
of Becky Roberts; her range is perfectly
demonstrated on the album’s more balladorientated material, such as her goosepimple-inducing, soaring delivery on the
slow-burning ‘Run And Hide’, or the almostOperatic touches on the beautifully strippedback and mature-sounding ‘Given Up’. The
latter sees Roberts duet with Glamour Of The
Kill vocalist Mike Kingswood.
Elsewhere, adrenaline-fuelled opener
‘Unbreakable’ revolves around a frenetic
guitar riff, while ‘Casanova’ and ‘Creatures
Of The Night’ take a more groove-orientated
direction. The slowed-down but heavy (and
slightly Grungy) ‘All You Need To Know’ –
and to some extent ‘Rise (Or Fall)’) – has
me thinking of a Female-Fronted Furyon,
while ‘Addiction’ alternates between a
grinding, raunchy groove and a lively gangstyle chorus. On the more commercial side
is ‘Reckless’ that gravitates towards Pop/
Rock territory with its big chorus, but is kept
in check by the grinding riff and the neat
instrumental breakdown that highlights
the skill One Last Run have with their
arrangements.
‘Unbreakable’ is a phenomenally strong
debut from a band that has the ability to go
far, with clever arrangements and amazing
performances throughout. There are people
that were disappointed with Halestorm’s last
release ‘Into The Wildlife’ (not me I hasten to
add) that may find solace with this album.
Definitely one to watch.
Ant Heeks

PEARL HANDLED REVOLVER
‘IF THE DEVIL CAST HIS NET’
(Independent)
ROCK

The Doors reincarnation that is Pearl
Handled Revolver are back with their third
album, ‘If the Devil Cast His Net’. With their
love of everything that is Psychedelic, this
album goes beyond the meaning of the
word abnormal; they have managed to
explore the darkest of depths of this musical
genre that no-one ever knew existed. This
album is a complete success in everything
that is eerie, unnerving and undeniably
bizarre. You just cannot stop listening to it.
The ambience of their music, their poetic
and hypnotic lyrics create an energy that
seems to grabs you tightly with a grip that
would never let you go.
The playfulness of the tempos and
volume creates an in-depth sound that
creates a strong perception of a journey,
from the opening track ‘Don’t Throw It
Away’ right through to their final song
‘Into The Blue’. ‘Walk The Streets’ is a
perfect illustration of this; the strings used
are barely audible, but this track would be
completely lost without them.
This album can also replicate a persona
that is on the verge of going mad or with
a multi-personality disorder. They are
extremely clever at using constant repetition
to create the feeling of madness, like with
a simple vibraphone or vintage Hammond
keys chord over and over again like on the
album’s title track. You could say it also
has the fundamentals to be a creation from
Edwyn Collins.
FIREWORKS

MOTÖRHEAD – ‘CLEAN YOUR CLOCK’ (UDR)

HEAVY METAL

There is no doubt that the death, on New
Year’s Eve 2015, of Ian “Lemmy” Kilmister left
a massive hole in the Heavy Metal universe.
He was a man who lived by his own ethics and
morality, and stayed true to the same until the
end of his seventy years on this mortal coil. It
had often been said that he would die on stage,
in his trademark cowboy boots and hat with his
beloved Rickenbacker bass wailing feedback
into eternity… and so it almost proved.
Six weeks before his death, Lemmy’s record
company took what now seems a prescient
decision to record two back-to-back shows in Munich in mid-November 2015.
It was indeed a fortuitous move, as these are the last ever recordings of the
maestro in action. Forty days after the tapes stopped rolling, he would fall silent
forever.
What is extremely obviously from the early moments of these recordings is
the extreme state of ill health in which Lemmy was in at the time. There is just
something missing. But there is also something omnipresent. The songs are
played slower, almost with that sense of impending doom hanging over them,
but there is still a deep sense of vibrant energy lurking within them. There is a
hollowness to Lemmy’s vocals, but also a longing within it to live up to the old
showbiz adage that “the show must go on”, reflected in the set-listing, which
does not reflect the wish of a dying man to go out on an egotistical high but just
deliver to his fans the typical Motörhead set they had come to see.
At one point, between ‘Rock It’ and ‘Orgasmatron’, Lemmy remarks “there you
go”; it was perhaps a prophetic utterance, a declaration of determination by the
ultimate Rock ‘n’ Roll outlaw to prevail. What is also extremely evident is the
will of the band to stand behind their leader and to help him to put on the best
show possible under the most intimidatingly adverse circumstances possible
– knowing that their front-man quite possibly (as it proved) was entering his
last days.
This is perhaps not the best possible tribute to Lemmy or his especially iconic
role as one of the greatest exponents of the Heavy Metal art-form. That perhaps
is still to come. In the meantime, this serves as a superb reminder of his place
in Metal folklore.
Mark Ashby
‘If The Devil Cast His Net’ is an album you
have to fully immerse yourself in, there has
to be no disturbances and full, undivided
attention. It is an album you want to listen
to from start to finish and you will find
something new every time you listen. It is
peculiar and you will be curious but it is
irrefutably a cool piece of music.
Lara Kisel

PEO
‘WELCOME TO THE PARTY’
(AOR Heaven)
MELODIC ROCK

Twenty-one years after the release of his
debut solo album ‘Look What I’ve Started’,
the talented Swedish musician and producer
Peo Pettersson is back with his sophomore
solo album ‘Welcome To The Party’. This
time Pettersson (Leviticus, Axia) has teamed
up with fellow Swede Roger Ljunggren
(T’Bell & Grand Illusion) in the song-writing
department (Ljunggren also plays guitars
on the album); they are joined by American
drummer Tony Morra.
Pettersson has been in the music
business for many years and involved in
over two hundred and fifty recordings (to
date) of varying musical styles, however,
what we have on ‘Welcome…’ is pure AOR/
Melodic Rock, leaning towards the former,
and exemplified by the catchy title track
that kicks off the eleven song album. ‘The
Promise’ continues in the same vain and
reminds me personally of the excellent
Metropolis (Stan Meissner and Peter
Fredette). ‘You’ve Got It Going On’ has
a slightly harder edge and some furious
soloing courtesy of Ljunggren and, similar to
the mid-paced ‘It’s All Coming Back to Me’,
has an Asia/ Intelligent Music Project vibe.
Pettersson also handles the production,
mixing and mastering of the whole album
and it is obvious that he knows what he is
doing by the quality on offer.
Songs like ‘Coming Out’, ‘Break Another
Heart’ and ‘Sweet Dreams’ are typical of
the genre that fans of bands like Dalton,
Find Me and Alien are going to adore. The
keyboard-centric ‘Eilene’ precedes the pure
AOR of ‘Love A Woman’ whilst ‘The Apple’
FIREWORKS

has a West Coast feel with some more
intense shredding. This is another album
that saves the best to last with the Melodic
Rock gem that is ‘Dangerous’ and sounds
like a long lost cult classic from the eighties;
crunching guitars and a huge chorus with
masses of harmony backing vocals.
‘Welcome To The Party’ will appeal to all
lovers of well-polished, classic AOR.
Mark Donnelly

PHANTOM 5
‘PHANTOM 5’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

After thirty years fronting one of
Germany’s premier Rock bands, it came
as something as a surprise to find out that
Claus Lessmann had been unceremoniously
booted out of Bonfire in favour of former
Bangalore Choir singer David Reece. It was
inevitable that Lessmann would resurface
at some point and, thankfully, the wait
hasn’t been too long.
Phantom 5 was initially viewed as
a project band initiated by Frontiers
President, Serafino Perugino, who
contacted guitarist, singer, writer and
producer Michael Voss (Casanova, Mad
Max, Michael Schenker, and of course
Bonfire at one point), with a wish-list of
artists to form a German “super-group”.
Lessmann was the first name, and the lineup was completed with the addition of
guitarist Robby Boebel (Frontline, Evidence
One), bassist Francis Buchholz (Scorpions,
MS) and drummer Axel Kruse (Jaded Heart,
MM). Music-wise, the only stipulation was
that it had to be Melodic Rock – mission
accomplished!
It seems too easy to describe the
P5 sound as an amalgamation of the
previous bands of the two principal
writers, but that’s exactly what you get,
with Casanova’s blend of US Arena and
European Melodic Rock meeting the
riff-driven Melodic Hard Rock of the
magnificent ‘Fireworks’ era Bonfire thanks
to Lessmann’s warm rasp. The album is
big on melody throughout, and while the
actual choruses aren’t exactly immense,
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there is enough there to keep drawing
you back in for repeated listens. Naturally,
considering the calibre of the personnel
involved, the musicianship is superior; in
particular, Boebel’s lead guitar work is
amazing and the neat rhythm interplay
between himself and Voss brings to mind
prime-time Scorpions and Gotthard, and
it has to be said that Voss’ production is
simply colossal.
Though Lessmann is lead vocalist, Voss
(a vastly underrated singer in my opinion)
gets to sing a few lines of his own on ‘They
Won’t Come Back’, a touching tribute to
some fallen heroes of our beloved Rock
music, while elsewhere the slick Rockers
‘All The Way’, ‘Frontline’, ‘We Both Had
Our Time’, the rousing ‘Blue Dog’, the
obligatory-but-still-brilliant power ballad
‘Since You’re Gone’ and the simply
awesome ‘Someday’ are highlights of a
cracking album totally devoid of filler.
With the featured artists involved in
other projects it’s hard to tell if Phantom 5
will ever be more than just a project band,
but on the strength of this debut here’s
hoping they can!
Ant Heeks

PJ FARLEY
‘BOUTIQUE SOUND FRAMES’
(MelodicRock)
ROCK

Don’t mix him up with the similarly
named female Art Rocker PJ Harvey. The
Trixter bass player steps out from the
shadows and into the spotlight on his first
solo disc.
For starters, this doesn’t sound like
Trixter. It has a mellower feel and the
sound owes more to Rock artists of
the nineties than the big Hair bands
of the eighties. This is music for when
you’re coming down, unwinding, and
finding some shade from the sun, rather
than music for pumping you up for the
weekend. The songs have a bassy Pop
Rock backbeat that gently throbs through
the record. Over the top PJ Farley shows
he has a good enough voice to carry the
project, adopting a confessional approach
on verses and picking it up for the nagging
hooks.
The reason it feels more nineties is
the lyrics, and PJ Farley’s voice possesses
some of the melancholy that a lot of
bands exhibited in that decade. Many of
the songs seem to address that stage in
a relationship when things are falling
apart and someone’s walking away. It
has a bittersweet quality due to the
juxtaposition of the whispered heartbreak
lyrics with the honeyed Rock hooks.
The songs were written over a ten year
period so it can’t be accused of sounding
rushed. What is surprising for a record
spanning such a long time is how similar it
is stylistically. There are some neat Power
Pop songs on here. ‘You Stick Out’ is the
kind of Pop Rock that Rick Springfield
specialises in, and it would have been
a stronger opening song than ‘Take It
Straight’. ‘Ain’t No Good’ is Beatles-like
with a playful Rock ‘n’ Roll undertone.
‘Suckerpunch’ has one of the biggest hooks,
a dark song that sounds like drowning but
is an album standout. ‘Vow’ is a great deal
like The Gin Blossoms, and ‘What You Do’
isn’t a million miles from Matchbox Twenty
or Toad The Wet Sprocket. There are a few
guests on there too such as his fellow
Trixter, Steve Brown, who adds a good solo
guitar on ‘The Afterglow’.
It’s a cool side project and obviously a
labour of love, it’s different enough from
Trixter but with some of the same Pop
sensibility that might appeal to fans of
the band. This is a record for those times
when you want music to gently knead your
shoulders rather than slap you in the face.
Duncan Jamieson
SUMMER

PLANET OF ZEUS
‘LOYAL TO THE PACK’
(Ihaveadrum)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Since forming in 2000, Greek Rock band
Planet Of Zeus have released three albums
(‘Eleven The Hard Way’, ‘Macho Libre’ and
‘Vigilante’) and opened for the likes of
Clutch, Pentagram and Monster Magnet
during several treks around Europe. The
band’s brand of Stoner Rock/Southern Metal
is not the kind of music one would normally
associate with Athens, clearly indicating that
genre definition need not have geographical
boundaries.
I haven’t heard any of the previous
releases, but if Babis Papanikolaou (lead
vocals/guitar), Serapheim Giannakopoulus
(drums), Stelios Provis (guitar) and Giannis
Vrazos (bass) were aiming to generate an
American feel with their music, they certainly
have the style nailed on ‘Loyal To The Pack’.
The eleven songs have a hard-edged groove
and some of the arrangements have a lot
in common with Clutch and MM. The more
restrained numbers sit nicely next to those
with more tempo and, consequently, the
album has a good balance.
The dreamy, slow pace and Bluesy vibe
of ‘Retreat’ is the musical equivalent of a
lazy afternoon in the sun whilst ‘Devil Calls
My Name’ has a big fat dirty riff at its core
screaming to be washed down with a hosepipe. ‘Sea Bastards’ starts off like the distant
cousin of Thin Lizzy’s ‘Emerald’ but settles
into a gritty ZZ Top-influenced workout,
featuring another meaty riff that drives the
song through five infectious minutes.
It is always refreshing to hear a proper
band rather than a homogenised, overproduced studio project and the sound on
‘Loyal…’ is both retro and contemporary in
equal measure. The performances are raw
and unfussy and have a distinct live feel,
as though some of the ideas were jammed
and recorded in the studio simultaneously.
I only have a couple of negative comments
and they don’t really impact on the overall
enjoyment. Firstly, the vocals are lost in the
opening title track’s poor mix and, secondly,
the harsh vocals during ‘Scum Alive’ are
unnecessary and sound forced and out of
place.
I can’t see ‘Loyal To The Pack’ changing
Planet Of Zeus’s profile to any degree and
that I suppose is a shame as there is a lot
to admire. Support slots on major tours may
be all they can hope for but if they can make
the most of those chances then I can see
them extending their fan base at least.
Dave Bott

POVERTY’S NO CRIME
‘SPIRAL OF FEAR’
(Metalville)
PROGRESSIVE

Like many others no doubt, I had thought
German Progressive Metal band Poverty’s
No Crime had called it a day several years
ago. Formed way back in 1991, the quintet
have been ominously quiet since the release
of their sixth album ‘Save My Soul’ in 2007,
so to have the Reviews Editor offer up a new
album for review nine years later was a very
pleasant surprise. It seems the band never
gave up hope and were prioritising other
aspects of their lives before loosely hatching
a plan to record new music. The most
endearing aspects of PNC are still present
today; the usual stellar musicianship and
expansive arrangements associated with
the genre, tempered by a strong melodic
sense, clean, smooth vocals and the wisdom
to reign in the excesses and create relatively
concise musical statements, even within the
framework of some quite long songs.
Like fellow countrymen Vanden Plas and
the much missed Dreamscape, the most
striking things about Poverty’s No Crime
are their seemingly effortless song-writing
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skills and the restraint to avoid the generic
pitfalls that can turn a promising band into a
mind-numbing shred-fest. At the core of this
is singer/guitarist Volker Walsemann, whose
expressive vocals and dense harmonies
permeate everything the band do, so that
even when the machine-gun double-bass
drums, vicious (seven string?) guitars and
furious keyboard arpeggios are in full flow,
there’s always a tuneful chorus seconds
away – like on opener ‘The Longest Day’.
The title track and ‘Dying Hopes’ are
awash with brilliant instrumental melodies,
vocal hooks and clever arrangements that
all blend together seamlessly. ‘Fatamorgana’
is a little less busy but has another stunning
chorus and great guitar/keyboard interplay.
The latter is also a feature of the punchy
instrumental ‘The Fifth Element’, but to take
things to a melodic extreme ‘The Ballad Of
‘91’ is the lightest of all and the simpler
structure of the infectious ‘A Serious Dream’
suggests that somewhere there’s an AOR
band trying to get out; particularly in the
‘Cold As Ice’-like piano chords.
‘Wounded’ is the longest track and
provides a slightly darker feel at the end of
the album, but also has a long instrumental
break that’s positively inspired. It may have
taken them a while to get around to it, but
the crystal clear vision of Walsemann and
company is alive and well, and living up to
their impressive legacy.
Phil Ashcroft

PROGSTONE
‘UNPLUGGED’
(Chamosound)
PROGRESSIVE

It’s unlikely that Swiss, unplugged and
Grunge are the most welcome three words
you would hope to see when reading about
a band you’ve probably never heard of.
Progstone’s 2014 debut album ‘Out From
There’ was very well-received (by those who
discovered it) with a more melodic take on
the Pearl Jam, Audioslave sounds of the
nineties. So for Progstone to try and build
on their reputation through the complete
contrast of unplugged could be seen as a
brave move at best.
Comprising of five new songs and five
re-workings from ‘...There’, the album
opens with ‘All’ and right from the start the
standard is set with the acoustic guitars
of Julien Broussett and Alban Wirthner
providing stripped down, open rhythms
with a hypnotic feel that draws you into
the song. The addition of a violin and cello
provide the melodies and harmonies that
combine delightfully with guitars to give a
full and rich sound to the proceedings. The
strengths of the debut such as ‘Blackout’
and ‘Alone Together’ remain highlights, the
new versions simply highlighting that a
great song will remain so when treated with
such care.
The
arrangements
are
excellent
throughout. There is balance between the
guitar and strings, each in turn taking the
lead, and there are no heavy drums but
the percussion, though always there in
your head, becomes a seamless part of the
rhythm. Broussett’s vocals are the defining
character though; rich, soulful and packed
with an emotion and passion to deliver
what feels like a very personal performance.
That adds a tension, an almost uneasy feel,
to the experience (at times) but one that is
ultimately so rewarding.
You could say doing something so
different is one way of overcoming that
“disappointing second album” syndrome
as ‘Unplugged’ in no way can be labelled
as disappointing. There’s always a place for
quality and passion in music and this is proof,
if ever it was needed, that you don’t need
big, heavy guitars and riffs to be powerful.
One of those times when it definitely pays
to be brave.
Ian Parry
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PAUL GILBERT – ‘I CAN DESTROY’ (earMUSIC)

ROCK

Even though he is the guitar player in Mr Big,
as well as Racer X, Paul Gilbert is also a prolific
solo artist and ‘I Can Destroy’ is no less than his
eighteenth solo album.
Gilbert is a guitar genius and one of my
favourite players of all time. Those who wanted
to hear him shred were disappointed by his
debut solo release ‘King Of Clubs’ which saw
a collection of original vocal songs boasting
Cheap Trick and The Beatles style Pop hooks.
Subsequently, he’s covered a variety of genres
including Rock, Metal, Classical, Jazz, and Pop;
he’s even covered The Spice Girls. Usually you expect the unexpected, but with
‘I Can Destroy’ the album is very much centered around Rock.
After several instrumental albums, Gilbert is back to full-vocal songs,
bolstering things with the addition of his cohorts Freddie Nelson and Tony
Spinner, both singers in their own right, to help out with guitars and vocals.
With Kevin Chown on bass and Thomas Lang on drums providing the rhythm
section, and producer Kevin Shirley overseeing everything, this Gilbert album
has an extra vocal dimension.
‘Everybody Use Your Goddamn Turn Signal’ is the perfect taste of what’s to
come, featuring Gilbert’s riffs, his distinctive humorous lyrics, and the new
three-part harmony he can achieve with Spinner and Nelson. ‘I Can Destroy’
is thumping Rock driven by Lang’s double-bass drumming, topped by the super
catchy and amusing ‘Knocking On A Locked Door’ which sees Gilbert, Nelson
and Spinner all taking a turn on lead vocals to great effect.
After the initial opening salvo of Rockers, Gilbert adds some different flavours,
incorporating his love of Jazz into the guitar line of ‘One Woman Too Many’.
‘Gonna Make You Love Me’ is a brilliant foot tapper, featuring a duet of Nelson
and Gilbert, while ‘I’m Not The One (Who Wants To Be With You)’ is another out
and out Rock effort with a cheeky nod to the title of MB’s signature hit.
‘Blues Just Saved My Life’ is textbook Blues, ‘Make It (If We Try)’ is breezy Pop
and ‘Love We Had’ is an acoustic effort that makes full use of the harmony work.
The album closer – a blistering cover of Ted Nugent’s ‘Great White Buffalo’ –
is superb. A fitting way to round off what I consider to be Paul Gilbert’s most
cohesive album for many years.
James Gaden
Q5
‘NEW WORLD ORDER’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

‘New World Order’ is the knock-on
effect of what was due to be a “one-off”
appearance by Seattle’s Q5 at the Sweden
Rock Festival in 2014. Such was the response
to their return that a fresh new line-up was
formed, now minus Floyd D. Rose (yes the
locking tremolo inventor!) but still with a
classic twin guitar sound courtesy of Rick
Pierce and Dennis Turner, Jeffrey McCormack
on drums, Evan Sheeley on bass and vocalist
Jonathan Scott K.
This album is, perhaps, what should have
followed their highly acclaimed ‘Steel The
Light’ debut, instead of the synth-heavy
‘When The Mirror Cracks’. Newcomers to
Q5 could easily be led to believe that this is
some multi-talented “super-group” formed
from many big name bands, such is the
quality of the song-writing and performance
exhibited here. But, in fact, although the
line-up consists of several Fifth Angel & TKO
members, none are household names so
the songs are a testament to their musical
prowess & great final production.
‘We Came Here To Rock’ and ‘Just
One Kiss’ are stand out tracks and have
all the hallmarks of the best Rock/Metal
originating in the eighties – twin guitars
laden with whammy bar acrobatics &
hammer-ons, chorused chants and catchy
lyrics all reside here.
Many of the tracks have strong audio ties
to some of the NWOBHM masters – ‘Halfway
To Hell’ has the raw power and menace of
Judas Priest whilst ‘A Warrior’s Song’ has
elements of early Iron Maiden. But the most
striking is Scott K’s vocal tone & delivery; on
‘One Night In Hellas’ and ‘Tear Up The Night’
which is akin to Saxon’s Biff Byford.
Sitting slightly out of place to their
surrounding songs are ‘A Prisoner Of Mind’,
a much slower and darker outing, and
‘Unrequited (A Woman Of Darkness And
Steel)’ which doesn’t seem to go anywhere.
However, the rest of the album more than
makes up for these minor blips.
Lyrical hooks delivered with power and
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style, chugging riffs and stratospheric guitar
solos drenched in wah-wah and harmonic
bliss are all here to caress the listener. An
album of this class and content should
certainly see Q5 reaping the benefits of this
release and may well stand the test of time
just like ‘…Light’. Let’s hope it’s not another
thirty years before the next one!
Paul Sabin

RAGE
‘THE DEVIL STRIKES AGAIN’
(Nuclear Blast)
HEAVY METAL

It’s ironic that it’s taken the departure of
two thirds of Rage for the veteran German
Metal outfit to make a convincing return
to their previously trademark Thrashier
sound. Gone are guitarist of some sixteen
years Victor Smolski and drummer since
2007, André Hilgers; Venezuelan/Belgian
fret-burner Marcos Rodriguez and German/
Greek drum-destroyer Vassilios “Lucky”
Maniatopoulos joining original singer and
bassist Peter “Peavy” Wagner to proclaim
‘The Devil Strikes Again’.
With some success, Rage have often
sought to utilize strings and Symphonic
elements to augment their gutsy Metal roots.
However, with the changing of the guard, so
the focus moves back to the classic approach
that made this band’s name. In fact, there’s
nary a suggestion of bells or whistles on ‘…
Again’, never mind choirs and orchestras.
This is head-banging, hair swirling, sweat
flinging, blood and thunder Metal of the
old-school. Wagner is still a charismatic, if
honestly straightforward singer, his rasping,
gritty bark perfect for the thunderous ‘Ocean
Full Of Tears’, or chanting ‘Deaf, Dumb And
Blind’. However, with Rodriguez given the
room to inject some seriously refined solos
into the mix, don’t be fooled into thinking
these tracks aren’t crafted.
The lead cut from recent EP, ‘My Way’, also
makes its presence felt here, the similarity in
places to Metallica’s ‘For Whom The Bells
Tolls’ clear (if hardly a problem), while the
mid-paced stomp of ‘Times Of Darkness’ also
utilizes that sound, but this time not quite so
blatantly. As ever from Nuclear Blast, there
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are a host of variations for this album; your
choices being vinyl, single CD, double CD
and even triple CD (containing a live disc,
three extra studio cuts and three covers.
I’m seriously intrigued to hear this lot take
on Rush, Skid Row and Y&T!). However, the
important thing is that the main event itself
makes the lasting impression it does.
It wouldn’t be fair on their previous
albums to suggest ‘The Devil Strikes Again’ is
a return to form from Rage. That said, it is a
welcome revisiting to their roots and one that
does their considerable history proud.
Steven Reid

RAINBOW
‘BOSTON 1981’
(Cleopatra)
HARD ROCK

Like the Joe Lynn Turner live album
reviewed elsewhere this issue, Cleopatra
have unearthed another gem featuring this
vocalist, again recorded in Boston. This time
it’s fronting the legendary Rainbow, and the
resulting recording is a sparkling testament
to what was the beginning of the band’s
most commercially successful period.
While the departure of vocalist Ronnie
James Dio had upset a lot of fans, the
band’s legendary leader Ritchie Blackmore
had managed to assemble a killer new
line-up fronted by Graham Bonnet (to read
more about their impact see the ‘Live At
Donington’ review below). Despite a great
tour and hit songs like ‘All Night Long’ and
the classic ‘Since You’ve Been Gone’, Bonnet
soon departed, followed in quick succession
by the mighty Cozy Powell. A lesser band
would have folded, but Blackmore chose to
rebuild again.
Recruiting Turner on vocals and Bobby
Rondinelli on drums, Rainbow became more
“radio-friendly” with Turner’s soaring voice
gracing well-chosen material, such as the
hit ‘I Surrender’. Hitting the road to promote
‘Difficult To Cure’, the band played songs
from all previous Rainbow eras, as well as
a nod to Blackmore’s past with Deep Purple,
so this recording offers a varied and exciting
set-list.
The new line-up kick things off by tearing
through ‘Spotlight Kid’ which gives Turner a
chance to set out his stall before he tackles
the Bonnet era track ‘Love’s No Friend’. It
works well and after delivering a blistering
‘…Surrender’, the band perform two Dio era
tracks in the shape of ‘Man On The Silver
Mountain’ and ‘Catch The Rainbow’ – the
latter of which Tuner handles extremely well.
Blackmore is in excellent form throughout,
and after the thunderous pairing of ‘Can’t
Happen Here’ and ‘Lost In Hollywood’, he
steps forward for his take on Beethoven with
the showpiece ‘Difficult To Cure’.
When Turner returns, it’s to lead a rousing
rendition of ‘Long Live Rock And Roll’ before
the band closes out with the Purple stalwart
‘Smoke On the Water’. This great ten song set
has been meticulously edited, cutting out the
keyboard and drum solos to fit the show on
a single disc, while leaving the songs intact.
The result is a pristine sounding, high energy
show. It was a new line-up, a new sound, and
a new era, and the enthusiasm and energy
this created are obvious. A welcome release
which Rainbow fans should lap up.
James Gaden

RAINBOW
‘MONSTERS OF ROCK 1980’
(Eagle/Universal)
HARD ROCK

Even though Rainbow only made
one album with Graham Bonnet as lead
vocalist (the magnificent ‘Down To Earth’),
they did embark on a successful tour with
him and that culminated in their historic
headline concert at the very first Monsters
Of Rock show at Donington. This release
marks the first official release of that
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concert, as a CD and DVD set.
While Rainbow fans may have
begrudged the departure of Ronnie James
Dio as vocalist, there can be no doubt that
this line-up of Bonnet, Roger Glover (bass),
Cozy Powell (drums), Don Airey (keyboards)
and the legendary Ritchie Blackmore on
guitar, was a world beater of a band.
Kicking off with ‘Eyes Of The World’, the
group set their stall out early, opening the
show with new material and basing the
bulk of their performance around it. ‘Since
You’ve Been Gone’ goes down a storm,
before Bonnet is tasked with his first Dio
track, the epic ‘Stargazer’. I think he does a
creditable job on what is a majestic song so
synonymous with Dio, but he’s better still
on ‘Catch The Rainbow’.
‘Lost In Hollywood’ is a real powerhouse,
before the obligatory solo spots from Airey,
Powell and Blackmore which range from the
impressive to the tedious, as it eats up about
twenty minutes of the set. Things get back
on track with a brief breakneck rendition of
Deep Purple’s ‘Lazy’, before ‘All Night Long’
explodes. This allows Bonnet to engage in
some crowd participation.
Blackmore loved Bonnet’s cover of ‘Will
You Still Love Me Tomorrow’ from the singer’s
self-titled solo album (which is reviewed in
the Re-issues Section), and a version of that
is included here, albeit it in much heavier
form, before ‘Long Live Rock ‘N’ Roll’ brings
things to an end. Sadly, the renditions of
‘Man On The Silver Mountain’ and ‘Love’s
No Friend’ are missing, as is the instrumental
rendition of ‘Kill The King’ (I would have liked
to have heard Bonnet try his hand at that)
which originally closed the show.
The DVD portion is less exciting, because
like some of the audio, much of the original
footage has been lost. Presented here is the
surviving thirty minutes, cleaned up and
restored, although presented in a totally
different order to the actual set. In all
honesty, apart from the fireworks intro, the
only thing of note worth seeing is Bonnet’s
attire and appearance, which is completely
at odds with the band and their music.
Blackmore himself was said to have been
furious Bonnet had cut his hair and the

singer, decked out in a red shirt and trousers
with white jacket, presents an unlikely image.
Fortunately, he has that voice to make up
for it! You also witness Glover and Airey
contributing backing vocals on some tracks,
but their frail voices are so far down in the
mix, they might as well not have bothered.
Those issues aside, for any Rainbow fan,
this is a great historical performance, which
has been restored very well. It’s a pity some
songs are missing, but regardless of that,
this is a great document of a short lived, but
superb era of a legendary group.
James Gaden

RAVENIA
‘BEYOND THE WALLS OF DEATH’
(Inner Wound)
HARD ROCK

Formed in 2013 around the core of
vocalist Armi Paivinen and guitarist Samuli
Reinikainen with the aim of combining their
love of film soundtracks with a passion for
Metal, Finland’s Ravenia soon bolstered their
line-up with bassist Toni Hintikka and Veikko
Ringvall on drums, joining a five-piece string
section as full-time band members, giving
them something of a unique constitution
compared to other bands of their ilk.
Following the release of ‘Wingless’, a
two-track EP in 2014, Ravenia, bolstered by
their new, extended line-up, hit the studio to
record their full-length debut album in the
Lunamy Creations Studio in Helsinki.
‘Beyond The Walls Of Death’ is an
ambitious place to start their recording
career, but Ravenia have indeed made an
impressive start. From the tribal drumming
and sweeping orchestration of opener ‘For
Those We Foresakened’ to album closer ‘We
Stand As One’, the vision of the creators has
been matched by the final result, and with
singer Paivinen possessing a silky, haunting
Soprano voice they have their ace up their
sleeve.
The sweeping soundscape of ‘We All Died
For Honor’, with its shimmering mid-section
complete with haunting electric violin, could
almost be the backing to a panoramic view
from ‘The Last Of The Mohicans’, while the

PRIMITAI – ‘NIGHT BRINGS INSANITY’ (Independent)

HEAVY METAL

For Fireworks #75 I have reviewed a number of
great albums by up-and-coming British bands; it
is extremely satisfying that this genre of Rock
and Metal (in whatever connotation you prefer)
that we all love is still producing home-grown
quality bands that bodes well for the future,
while still maintaining its integrity – and it’s only
right, we invented this style of music! One such
band is Primitai.
Undoubtedly at the heavier end of the
scale of what we cover in Fireworks, yet still
warranting inclusion thanks to the strong
melodies that pervade throughout, ‘Night Brings Insanity’ is album number
four from the Berkshire-based quintet. Since 2013’s ‘Rise Again’ release, their
line-up has altered; new bassist Scott Miller and drummer Jonathan Warren
coming in to join the nucleus of vocalist Guy Miller and guitarists Sergio Giron
and Sjrdan Bilic.
Though undoubtedly standing confidently with one foot each in the New
Wave Of British Heavy Metal and Classic Heavy Metal camps, there are
numerous modern elements and dexterous arrangements scattered throughout
to prevent Primitai being a mere Retro act. Of course, Iron Maiden influences
can be discovered in the twin guitar melodies but that’s certainly no bad thing,
however, when the enormously talented pairing of Giron and Bilic let rip with
many of their searing, paint-stripping yet melodic solos, they demonstrate an
individuality that’s completely refreshing.
Fist-pumping, adrenaline-fuelled Metallic Anthems are the order of the day;
opener ‘Black Rider’ takes off in the double-time, frantic pace that you expect
from a Metal album, but slows down somewhat with just the occasional burst
of speed (mostly during the awesome guitar solo), so it’s down to second
track ‘Savage Skies’ to romp off in the raging, more conventional Power Metal
direction. Elsewhere, ‘My Last Escape’ and ‘Power Surge’ revolve around tricky
arrangements but benefit from catchy choruses, ‘Night Hunter’ is a pulsating,
hard ‘n’ heavy Rocker that will be a real treat during a live set, while the epicsounding ‘Conclusion Forgone’ is the perfect example of a Power Metal ballad,
and probably the album’s crowning glory.
Assisted by an immense, pounding production, ‘Night Brings Insanity’ is an
album that is screaming out to be cranked up to eleven!
Ant Heeks
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PUNKY MEADOWS – ‘FALLEN ANGEL’ (Escape)

MELODIC ROCK

Like the proverbial bus, you hear nothing
from members of the legendary Angel for the
whole of this millennium, then hot on the heels
of singer Frank Dimino’s debut album comes
Punky Meadows’ debut release, ‘Fallen Angel’.
The good news is that not only has Meadows
been totally unaffected by musical trends since
Angel called it a day, he’s also put together
a kick-ass band that includes several guys
who should be very familiar to Melodic Rock
aficionados, including former Angel/707 bassist
Felix Robinson. It seems like only yesterday that
Meadows had posted pics on social media of him in the studio, but the album
has hit the streets already and features almost enough material for two albums.
How does it stand up, you ask? After all, it’s thirty-seven years since
Meadows last played on a full studio album (Angel’s ‘Sinful!’), and seventeen
since his sparse guest spots on the Led Zeppelin-esque ‘In The Beginning’ by
the Dimino/Brandt version of the band. Refreshingly he’s made a great, oldschool Rock ‘n’ Roll album built around catchy riffs, memorable choruses and
a huge feel-good vibe.
You can’t help but smile when the album starts with the legendary Angel
introduction ‘Descent’, complete with a wall of synths from Shotgun Symphony/
Skin Tag/Radio Exile man Charlie Calv. The singer on fifteen of the seventeen
tracks is ex-Talon/Outloud vocalist Chandler Mogel, who lends his considerable
range to catchy Rockers like the harmony-filled ‘The Price You Pay’, the killer
commercial Hard Rocker ‘Lost And Lonely’ and the upbeat ‘Home Wrecker’.
At the lower end of Mogel’s range there’s ‘Searchin’’ and ‘Summertime Love’,
the former with its typically brilliant Punky Meadows’ riff and the latter pitched
more at Countrified Pop/Rock, then there’s the truly memorable ‘Shake, Shake’
and Monster Magnet drummer Bob Pantella’s heavy Queen/Joan Jett beat on
the pounding ‘Shadow Man’. For a bit of variety, rhythm guitarist Danny Farrow
adds his deeper voice to the acoustic-based ballad ‘Leavin’ Tonight’ and the
bonus track ‘They Don’t Like My Ways’.
The irresistible riffs of ‘Straight Shooter’, ‘Loaded Gun’ and many others are
immediately recognisable, but when you add in unique solos that are hummable
tunes themselves, it’s obvious this is a classy, original player and not a mindless
shredder. A sharp production and a nice, organic feel help to take you back to a
simpler time when talent had nothing to hide behind. Welcome back!
Phil Ashcroft
dramatic, foreboding Eastern-tinged ‘When
Darkness Reigns’ builds up a menacing
atmosphere.
Although ‘Beyond The Walls of Death’
could do with a punchier production,
especially on the drums, this is a very
satisfying debut and shows much promise to
build on with the next release. If they could
pen a song as significant as ‘I Wish I Had An
Angel’ or ‘Mother Earth’ then Ravenia may
well find themselves reaching the next level
sooner rather than later.
Mick Burgess

RAY WILSON
‘SONG FOR A FRIEND’
(Jaggy Polski)
ROCK

Ray Wilson’s fifth solo album finds him
very much in a reflective mood. Known for
his part as singer of a major band or two
back in the annals of Rock history, he seems
to have come to terms with his solo career
with ‘Song For A Friend’; a chance to explore
a more up close and personal style of songwriting and storytelling.
This time round he’s worked chiefly
with long-time collaborator, guitarist Uwe
Metzler, whose low key and restrained guitarscapes provide the ideal accompaniment to
Wilson’s lyrics. Looking back on friendships,
relationships and digging into his own
emotional psyche, he’s fashioned a set of
songs which might initially appear mellowed
and warming, yet veer into the occasionally
harsh and most certainly into the anguished
and candid.
Grab a pin, close your eyes and jab it in the
direction of the lyric book and you’re likely
to come up with a telling word or phrase.
They’re everywhere; “parallel souls that
never seem to meet”, “are you living with
regrets” and “brace yourself for the storm”.
The lyrics are the stars. Stories of friends who
quit on you when you need them compete
with narratives of jealousy, bitterness and
resentment plus a dose of Ray Wilson’s own
more spiritual philosophy on life.
The context of suicide and an attempt to
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empathise provide the key pairing of the title
track and its response in ‘How Long Is Too
Long’ with some understated Hammond from
Kool Lyczek. It’s the centrepiece of the record,
yet it’s not all despair and desperation.
Lifting the spirits through music and
learning to trust your judgements are vital.
Tellingly, ‘Old Book On The Shelf’ opens the
album with a message of accepting yourself
for what you are and finding inner peace. On
the other hand, he’s turned to his old Prog
background as a safety net in the past and
to close the album, he has a go at The Floyd’s
‘High Hopes’ but you can forgive him that
as it fits the feel of the album perfectly and
gives, as it says on the tin, a philosophical
ray of hope at the end. The claim that life’s
a journey and ‘Song For A Friend’ is the
soundtrack is pretty close to the mark.
Mike Ainscoe

REBELHOT
‘REBELHOT’
(Metalapolis)
ROCK

Apart from the fact they are “soaked” in
the seventies, there’s not a lot of info about
RebelHot so I haven’t a clue what else they’ve
done, or even where they come from. What I
can tell you is that they deliver the sort of
Bluesy Rock that used to be associated with
bands like The Black Crowes and Cry Of Love,
and even feature COL’s Jason Paterson on
one track.
Likened to Free and Jimi Hendrix in their
press release, RebelHot are definitely more
like the former, but without the standout
vocals of Paul Rodgers. Instead they have
Husty (I know, just don’t…) who certainly
has the right kind of throaty, dirty voice for
this type of music, but is always going to
come second against the greats.
Over the ten tracks (and an acoustic reworking) they show a fair flare for Southern
Blues, but there’s nothing to make them
stand out in the genre and, to be totally
honest, the album seemed to go on forever.
It’s another album that stylistically does
nothing wrong, and indeed contains some
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ROB MORATTI – ‘TRANSCENDENT’ (Escape)

MELODIC ROCK

Despite the odds being stacked heavily
against them, there’s a never ending supply
of would be “Rock stars” more than happy to
throw their hat into the ring in a bid to achieve
global fame and fortune.
About thirty-five to forty years ago it took a
modicum of talent to even get a foot in the door,
but increasingly, since the dawn of the eighties
and the advent of media oversaturation, it seems
to be all about sensationalism and image and
zero to do with anything approaching aptitude
or skill. Of course, you only have to flick through
YouTube to discover a near limitless proliferation of self-delusion, but as fans
of any marginalised genre of “real” music will tell you, there’s enough genuine
talent out there that deserves a far better shake of the dice… take Rob Moratti
for example.
A hugely talented Canadian singer, Moratti first appeared in the dark days of
the mid-nineties fronting Moratti – both their albums are worth searching out
– before joining forces with Von Groove guitarist Mladen in the equally notable
Final Frontier. His big international break came when his was the voice chosen
to replace that of Michael Sadler in Saga, their sole album together (2009’s
‘Human Condition’) a fine advert for his talents and indeed something of a high
for the band themselves. Inevitably, Sadler returned to the Saga fold leaving
Moratti out in the cold, but undeterred he hit back with the excellent ‘Victory’
in the summer of 2011.
Now, he’s teamed up with guitarist Torben Enevoldesen, keyboard player
Fredrik Bergh, bass legend Tony Franklin and drummer Stu Reid to record what
many are already calling a career highlight. Entitled ‘Transcendent’, his second
solo set proper is a joyous celebration of everything that is great about classy
AOR-fuelled Melodic Hard Rock. Clipped guitars, driving keyboards, pumping
rhythms, svelte emotions and soaring vocals reign supreme; the range of moods
and styles covered by tracks such as ‘Within Your Eyes’, ‘Answer Of Life’ or ‘I’m
Flying High’ a much needed breath of clean air in a genre in mortal danger of
stagnating… even former Saga colleague Ian Crichton has been drafted in to
add extra gravitas to the joyous ‘I’m Back’, not that it needs it though!
Brash, uplifting mid-Atlantic Melodic Hard Rock shot through with vibrant
AOR melodies, ‘Transcendent’ is as bold as it is infectious!
Dave Cockett
catchy songs and great guitar at times from
(wait for it) Paul, it just doesn’t do enough
to excite the listener, to make them want to
grab people and tell them about this great
new band.
RebelHot won’t disappoint anyone
looking for a Retro Blues Rock fix, but by the
same token they’re unlikely to make much of
a splash in the swamp.
Alan Holloway

RED BAZAR
‘TALES FROM THE BOOKSHELF’
(White Knight)
PROGRESSIVE

When I heard that Peter Jones of Tiger
Moth Tales fame had been brought on board
by the hitherto instrumental Red Bazar for
this, their fourth album, I had preconceptions
of how it would sound. I couldn’t have been
more wrong. Had I not known it was Jones
singing I’d never have guessed because
here he demonstrates a new side to his
considerable talent.
Take, for example, the tracks ‘Queen Of
The Night Parts 1&2’ where he alternates
between a Bluesy Jim Dewar (Robin
Trower), a quasi Paul Carrack then almost
surprisingly Jorn Lande at his most dynamic
and powerful. These are just two of the eight
brilliantly constructed tracks, all based on
Jones’s favourite books (hence the album’s
title). ‘Part 1’ runs for six and half minutes
of well-crafted music that runs through
multiple phases, light and shade, heavy and
soft but still hangs together superbly. The
album closes with the twelve-minute ‘Part 2’
which rounds out the tale.
The instrumental ‘In The Beginning’ opens
the album in fine style, having a Pink Floyd
vibe to the synths but with a more aggressive
guitar motif than Dave Gilmour would
produce. ‘Calling Her On’ is another lengthy
number that starts quietly then builds into
something much heavier before returning to
the original theme.
‘City And The Stars’ takes things down a
notch or two, but it’s no less compelling. The
guitar solo is sublime and the presence of a
traditional chorus (several of the tracks don’t
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have one) is perfectly timed. ‘Lights Of Home’
has an opening sequence redolent of Peter
Gabriel before it ramps up and makes me
think of a Saga/Spock’s Beard hybrid.
‘Sunset For A New World’ is another
multi-faceted song that sweeps majestically
between various feels and tempos, while
‘Almost Over’ has a wonderful menace to
it; again I’m kind of reminded of Gabriel in
places. The pattern of low key start then into
powerful piece is repeated. The recurring
guitar motif is simple but brilliant.
So, hats off to Jones, Andy Wilson (guitar),
Paul Comerie (drums), Mark Wilson (bass)
and Gary Marshall (keyboards – and no not
me!) for producing a captivating album full of
terrific songs, splendid playing and fine lyrics.
Another “Album Of The Year” contender.
A comparison? Imagine a heavier Big Big
Train with little hints of Dream Theater and
you’re not far off the mark.
Gary Marshall

REVENIENCE
‘DAEDALUM’
(Sliptrick)
SYMPHONIC

Another new, young band out of Italy,
this time from Bologna. It seems like
Rhapsody Of Fire and Luca Turilli’s version,
with their Symphonic leanings, are creating
a ripple effect in their wake, and the land
of high fashion and exotic cars, not to
mention Opera, is starting to wake up to
new possibilities.
What I particularly like about Revenience is
their refusal to jump on the straight-forward
Symphonic bandwagon when that would be
the simple thing to do to get noticed. They are
quite happy to go down the Gothic route but
add little bits of Electronica, Symphonic and
Progressive to augment their sound.
Featuring the vocals of Debora Ceneri,
her voice having the tonality to suit the
Gothic ambience of the music in the same
way Amy Lee’s suits the Gothic atmosphere
of Evanescence, alongside guitarist Michele
Di Lauro, whose axe-work adds plenty of
dark heavy riffs to the proceedings, and
keyboardist Pasquale Barile. The rhythm
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section comprises of Fausto De Bellis on
bass and guitars and drummer Simone
Spolzino who combines his sometimes
intense drumming with male growls. Where
these (said growls) don’t work, for instance,
is in the song ‘Flail’. It has an almost PopRock feel with a lovely melodic flow carried
on the back of a lilting vocal line from
Ceneri, and wonderful synths from Barile,
before the whole mood and flow of the
song is interrupted by Spolzino’s growls as
the melody line ceases. A rather good and
interesting song spoilt methinks.
However, that’s not to say the growls are
misplaced in this band. Spolzino’s grunting
work well with Ceneri’s vocals on ‘A-Maze’ as
the heavy, dark riffs intertwine with Barile’s
impressive synth work, allowing a mellow
mid-section to offer a respite before a dramatic
end. I have to say that Barile is Revenience’s
ace in the pack with his clever use of synths
and Electronica allied to a Classical feel and
understanding of dynamics within the song’s
framework. His piano work is his forte, such
as on the ballad ‘Lone Island’ and the short
but mellow ‘Revenant’. However, he adds
clever swirling synth work to create dramatic
soundscapes that give the songs an extra
dimension with additional clever piano work
on the intense ‘Shadows And Silence’
The first single and video (‘Shamble’)
is dramatic and full of riffs and is as good
an indicator of their sound as any. As debut
albums go, this is a pretty decent effort.
Carl Buxton

RICK WAKEMAN
‘STARSHIP TROOPER’
(Purple Pyramid)
PROGRESSIVE

With over one hundred titles to his
name, Rick Wakeman could never be
accused of resting on his laurels. So the
question I’m asking here is, does the world
need another Wakeman album? And a
compilation at that (all will be revealed at
the end of this review).
Rather than this being a new release
with original material, what we have here is
a coming together of tracks that Wakeman
has been a “guest” on over the years, and
featuring a veritable “who’s who” of Prog’s
great and good with names such as Gong’s
Steve Hillage, Yes’s Billy Sherwood, Steve
Howe and Tony Kaye, Colin Moulding, Jerry
Goodman, Nik Turner, Carmine Appice and
many more! There is also maybe the not so
good... I give you William Shatner (?!?!),
although the track he features on ‘Change’
isn’t too bad at all!!
The main selling point of the album are
two unreleased tracks – one being a cover
of Tool’s ‘Sober’ – and also some delightful
cover versions of some of Rock’s classic
tracks. Particular highlights being a stirring
version of Supertramp’s iconic ‘Crime Of
The Century’, and Pink Floyd’s ‘Great Gig In
The Sky’. Other tracks, such as 10cc’s ‘I’m
Not In Love’ and The Doors ‘Light My Fire’,
maybe don’t work quite as well but there is
sufficient great material to keep me, at least,
satisfied.
Being a Purple Pyramid release, this has
Sherwood’s stamp all over it. Essentially
what we have here is Wakeman being asked
to play on various tracks and then Sherwood
and the aforementioned musicians adding
their own fairy dust to proceedings. This
release does give one an insight into how
Wakeman interprets other people’s work
and it’s easy to identify his rich, dexterous
keyboard work.
Whether this release should be classed as
a “Rick Wakeman” album is a moot point,
but whatever moniker it comes under, it’s a
worthwhile release. It probably won’t win
over any new fans, but will satisfy those
Prog-heads who love their music well-crafted
and beautifully executed.
Malcolm Smith
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ROBIN GEORGE AND
DANGEROUS MUSIC
‘PAINFUL KISS’
(Angel Air) ROCK
My first taste of Robin George was
1985’s ‘Dangerous Music’ album and
his subsequent support slot on the REO
Speedwagon tour; I thought he was going
to be a megastar, whilst never hitting those
lofty heights I have always followed his
career through Notorious, Life and now
back with Dangerous Music and countless
others in-between. Dangerous Music, the
band named after his first solo album, brings
George back into the power trio format;
along with the main himself (guitar, vocals)
are Charlie Morgan (drums) and Charley
Charlesworth (bass) with the album mixed
by Klaus Bohlmann.
The first song is the title track, a haunting,
mystical offering full of Eastern undertones
played beautifully by George’s guitar, the
sound envelops you completely as if George
was a snake charmer. ‘Lonesome Daze’
follows with a strong beat and chorus
that will be in your head all day. The heavy
guitar of ‘Catarina’ is complemented by the
wonderful Mel Collins (King Crimson/Dire
Straits) on saxophone, producing another
tune that will grab you and not let you go
without a struggle.
The album continues with quality song
after quality song until you reach, for me, the
album’s highlight, ‘The American Way’ – the
song starts with Morgan’s drums beating
out a Red Indian rhythm followed by some
wonderful slide guitar from George. The
song was originally recorded and on the
‘Cocoon’ album by Life, although it began
as a collaboration with Glenn Hughes in the
early nineties, but this is by far the superior
version. The beautiful lyrics of the penultimate
track ‘Heaven’ are a joy and a reminder of
George’s immense writing talent. The final
track ‘Oxygen’ contains the finest harmonies
on the album and is the right track to finish
this superb collection of songs.
George has created a fantastic release
here that truly showcases not just his, but the
band’s collective talents. The performance
of all parts is what makes this release truly
special. The songs are beautifully written
and the arrangements are of the highest
order; roll the clock back thirty years and
this Dangerous Music could be the natural
follow-up to the album ‘Dangerous Music’.
With a few breaks in the right direction who
knows how huge Robin George could have
been when you see some that made it.
Mick Parry

ROBIN TROWER
‘WHERE ARE YOU GOING TO’
(V-12)
BLUES

Bluesman/guitarist Robin Trower returns
with studio album twenty-one. It’s a slightly
Rockier affair than last year’s ‘Something’s
Going To Change’, but it is also a much
more lyrically personal album, with two of
the ten new tracks dealing specifically with
the death of Trower’s wife. Trower himself
states that “this new record is a continuation
from the last album, in fact the only reason
I stopped recording in the studio was to go
on tour”. So it’s fair to say that if you’re a
fan of this fine guitarist’s previous work,
you’ll probably know just what you’re going
to hear. Well, maybe for the most part that’s
true, but here and there on the album, we see
Trower throwing in the odd monkey wrench
to confuse fans of old (which I’ll explain
further on).
First up, there’s the wonderful Blues
delights Trower has given to us in the shape
of ‘When Will The Next Blow Fall’, ‘Back
Where You Belong’ with its Jimi Hendrixlike guitar riff, the Southern-tinged Swamp
Blues of ‘Jigsaw’ and the laid back, late night
workout ‘Ain’t No Use To Worry’. Alternatively,
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there are the “monkey wrench” offerings;
namely the Funky ‘The Fruits Of Your Desire’
and ‘Delusion Sweet Delusion’ where we not
only get Trower’s superb guitar work but also
his take on a James Brown vocal style, that
works so well with these two songs.
The most striking and poignant tracks,
however, are the two dedicated to the
memory of Trower’s late wife. ‘We Will Be
Together Someday’ and ‘I’m Holding On To
You’ have beautifully written, heartfelt lyrics
(as you would expect), which dare I say are
joined to some of Robin Trower’s best guitar
playing ever. He wrings so much emotion
from his instrument during these songs, that
it leaves a catch in your throat as you listen
to him play.
If Blues is a genre you have a liking for
and therefore follow, then ‘Where Are You
Going To’ has a lot of songs on it that you’ll
want to get to know. All of them beautifully
arranged and produced, with the added
bonus of having one of the best guitar
players in the world performing on them.
Ian Johnson

RUNNING WILD
‘RIDING THE STORM’
(BMG)
HEAVY METAL

‘Riding The Storm’ is a compilation
album from German Metal Act Running
Wild, comprising of tracks taken from
albums released on The Noise record label.
These guys were apparently the original
“Pirate Metal” band, so we know who
to blame or congratulate depending on
your own personal thoughts on that very
unique sub-genre. This is my first taste of
the band and normally “best of” albums
are a great way for the uninitiated to get
a feel for a band with a long history. The
track-listing, bar a few exceptions, also
runs chronologically which is something I
like, especially in times when I want to buy
specific albums afterwards.
This is a real mish-mash of an album and

if I’m honest I found myself struggling with
it – the quality of the songs and especially
the production values are extremely varied
throughout. Obviously the first album has
very dated values, but throughout I found
some poor production let the flow of some
tracks down. There are some good, meaty
gang-vocal choruses and chunky guitar riffs
to crank up, but overall for me it’s a fifty/
fifty album as some of these songs just fail
to impress.
Lyrics are not always important, but I
do find some off putting and I have always
struggled with concept albums. I do feel the
nautical theme on many of the songs does
nothing for me, but the band aren’t a one
trick pony and they do spread their wings
lyrically, unlike many bands in the Pirate
Metal genre. Also, musically the band veer
more towards chunky leather and denim
Rock ‘n’ Roll akin to Judas Priest and Saxon,
rather than far more obvious nautical and
Power Metal tones of modern day Pirate
genre. Songs like the MTV hit ‘Bad To The
Bone’ are more my type of thing and have
a strong old-school Metal flavour that would
appease most eighties Metalheads, but as a
collection it is extremely hit and miss.
One of the great things about this
collection is the liner notes by Malcom Dome
and the accompanying interview titbits from
band members which I found extremely
intriguing. Whilst there is absolutely nothing
controversial mentioned, if you read
between the lines you can see the tension
between the band and the label over various
matters, including pushing the band in a
more commercial direction.
Paul Woodward

SALEM
‘DARK DAYS’
(Pure Steel)
HEAVY METAL

This release by Hull’s Salem, formed in
1979 and then re-formed in 2010, is only
their third full album, but having played at

SALTATIO MORTIS – ‘LICHT UND SCHATTEN: BEST OF 2000-2014’ (Napalm) ROCK
The universality of music can be heard and felt
right here on this double-album! Saltatio Mortis
are from Germany, and their majestic music is,
as could be expected, sung in German. Yet when
listening, you kind of know what they are singing
about and the messages they are conveying –
well, mostly! Some say that German is a hard
language to put into song, after hearing this,
I don’t think so; it flows perfectly and even
inspires me to want to learn the language! Oh…
the power of music!
Regardless of the language, the borders have
been smashed as these minstrels from the heart of Europe totally merge varied
musical styles and signatures in to a unique and powerful statement filled with
emotion and conviction! A group of musicians that are just as comfortable
laying down the heaviness of molten rock as they are with Powered Folk. And
all with such harmonious flourishes and anthems that will stay with you for a
long time!
This double album, their “best-of”, is certainly the finest way to get to know
SM! Spanning some fourteen years of the group’s fifteen years of existence, it
is all here; every influence, every high creative moment and every emotional
river of sound. All captured beautifully!
Overall, this German force is steeped in Heavy Medieval musical expressions,
with sprinklings of serious and Melodic Folk Rock, all wrapped up with a 21st
century attitude and underlined with the power of musicians of the highest
order! SM consists of eight very creative souls who are highly accomplished
musicians and multi-instrumentalists! A vast array of instruments creates their
unique and powerful sound. From Medieval instrumentation to modern day
electric, SM possess an arsenal to work and create from… and work they do!
Every aspect – from song-writing, arranging and recording – results in
a canopy of sonics that form a masterful wall of sound, one that resides on
the harder edge of the spectrum, bristling with energy and one that is never
burdensome! Taking themes from the Middle-Ages and tying them to modern
issues, also gives us a glimpse of musical depth and social concerns. This
is music with universal themes, all performed with emotion, intelligence and
passion. Also included in this epic double release are three brand new tracks,
just letting us know that there is still loads of life still in SM!
As for me, I’m going to begin a new musical journey – one that will see me
immerse myself in the group’s entire collection, such is the power and majesty
of this powerhouse German group of musicians known as Saltatio Mortis!
Bruce E.J. Atkinson
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many festivals around the world over the
years, they’ve honed their Melodic Metal
music creation to perfection.
Opener ‘Not Guilty’ sees twin guitars
singing in synchronicity, broken up by quieter,
soulful passages before really kicking into
gear. This song Rocks hard, is beautifully
constructed and will get stuck in your head.
What a way to start! ‘Nine Months’, despite
its eight minute runtime, illustrates what
great feeling guitarists Paul Macnamara and
Mark Allison put into their playing – both
in the airy acoustic intro piece and when
in full-tilt electric mode. There is a Middle
Eastern feel running through the song which
is most apparent mid-track, perhaps due to
the haunting guitar melodies akin to Steve
Hackett in places.
‘Complicated’ slows things down, but
at the same time gets heavier whilst still
holding its own. ‘Lost My Mind’ heats the
pace up once more and gets things jumping
with perfect harmonised vocal imagery and
a driving guitar backbone that’s accentuated
by a light, muted riff which adds a new
dimension. Title track ‘Dark Days’ doesn’t let
up and pumps out some Classic Hard Rock
with an AC/DC meets Saxon flavour; Simon
Saxby’s powerful vocal delivery is truly
exhilarating here.
Saxby’s voice is definitely one of the
band’s biggest assets offering power and
flexibility to the outfit. His phrasing and tones
gets close to Ozzy Osbourne on ‘Tormented’
which is a darker track with an Ozzy/Black
Sabbath feel to it throughout. Not ones to
be stereotyped, Salem divert into lighter
AOR territory with ‘Toy Story’ and ‘Prodigal
Son’. The latter carries an Eddie Van Halen
style chorused intro and a polished vocal by
Saxby which keep things Rocking and fits
in nicely in the context of the album. Final
track ‘Tank’, which was a collaboration with
ex-Nazareth member Manny Charlton, has a
real “feel good” vibe and exhibits some fine
slide guitar playing, providing a fitting end
to the album.
There’s not a single bad track to be
found here and, by means of varying tempo
and intensity, things are kept vibrant. Its
lyrically beautiful and has been well put
together. Salem is so much more than a
NWOBHM band and deserve success based
on this outing.
Paul Sabin

SCARLETH
‘THE SILVER LINING’
(The Leaders)
SYMPHONIC

It’s hard to know what to make of the
second album from Ukrainian Metal outfit
Scarleth. They’ve had line-up changes so
frequently that ‘The Silver Lining’ was actually
recorded by only two of the current members
of the band; Victor Morozov (guitar) and
Oksana Element (extreme vocals). The rest of
the line-up would appear to have comprised
of sessions musicians, the results initially
being released last year; although with a
renewed push behind the album it feels right
to treat ‘…Lining’ as a new release.
Stylistically little is straight forward;
a Symphonic basis used as springboard
into (slightly extreme) Melodic Metal,
Power Metal and occasional forays into
Progressive and even Oriental territories. As
you’d maybe expect from a band seemingly
in constant turmoil, and from a region
not known for delivering top notch Metal
outfits, where ‘…Lining’ can stumble is in
the production department.
However, Morozov’s sharp compositional
skills make it possible to view that issue as
a diversion rather than a dead end, while
clean singer Irina Makukha proves a deep
distraction of the best kind. Her performance
on the atmospheric sweep of ‘The Gates Of
Dark Sun’ is mesmerizing, while the energy
and verve she brings to album highlight
‘Voices’ makes the sort of impression that’s
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virtually impossible to ignore. The song
itself veers from uplifting anthem to growlinfested Symphony, all the while the key
ingredient – mighty and bristling guitars –
keenly play against more Classical elements.
It may not sound (on paper, or in practice) like
the most original concoction but that doesn’t
mean it won’t sweep you clean off your feet.
Admittedly the overly maudlin ‘Dying Alone’
and the cack-handed Nightwish meets
Gloryhammer via Folk Metal of ‘One Short
Life’ allows the momentum the early tracks
built up to slip away, but not to the extent
that you lose interest.
With an almost completely new band
now working under the name Scarleth, it’s
difficult to know how well ‘The Silver Lining’
actually represents what they’re currently
all about. However, taken on its own merits,
the majority of what you’ll find here sits well
above average in the incredibly-crowded
Symphonic arena.
Steven Reid

SCORPION CHILD
‘ACID ROULETTE’
(Nuclear Blast)
HARD ROCK

Scorpion Child are an American band from
Texas, they formed in 2006 and released their
self-titled album in 2013. Extensive touring
has given the band a solid reputation on
the live circuit. I was lucky enough to catch
them with Blues Pills and Orchid, where they
impressed from the go with their live energy.
With a recent support slot with the mighty
Monster Magnet and an appearance at this
year’s Download Festival, it looks like 2016
could be the year the band really make their
mark on the music scene.
“The whole album has a theme”, explains
vocalist Aryn Jonathan Black; it chronicles
the trials of a travelling man who was
imprisoned for a murderous crime, forced
into confession by his wife… she leaves him
for her lover and he is left to be sentenced.
Each song focuses on the many seasons he
experiences in that year.
‘She Sings, I Kill’ is a terrific song title;
musically, it sounds like a tornado about to
demolish a town with a whirlwind of crashing
riffs and screeching vocals. You can barely
catch your breath before ‘Reaper’s Danse’
and its driving riff shoots off into an explosive
finale of guitar blasts and banshee wails.
‘My Woman In Black’ is a monolithic
brooding noise; Black sounds like Steven
Tyler possessed by dark forces and each
lyric is sung with intensity and heart.
Clearly Scorpion Child have a true sense of
conviction in the delivery of their songs, ‘Acid
Roulette’ is the bastard son of The Doors,
shaman vocals push chaotic musical ideas
in all kinds of directions as keyboardist A.J.
Vincent is let loose musically. The words
of ‘Séance’, a spoken word piece, echo an
eternal note of sadness.
Old-school Stoner Rock is the template
used for ‘Blind Man’s Shine’, it is a rich
bass-soaked number that howls at the wind,
‘Tower Groove’ has plenty of Tony Iommiinspired riff work while ‘Addictions’ hints at
Led Zeppelin.
This is a rock-solid album from a band
happy to experiment but without losing
the foundations they built with their
debut album.
Ray Paul

SECRET RULE
‘MACHINATION’
(Scarlet)
SYMPHONIC

If you like bands that prefer to mix up
genres, then Italy’s Secret Rule could be for
you. It’s essentially Symphonic Metal but
they dabble in everything. There’s a Gothic
air that permeates the tracks, but they also
throw in Industrial Metal with Electronic
elements, Prog Rock keyboards and Metal
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shredding. Angela Di Vincenzo’s voice has a
Classical slant and there’s even a smidgeon
of Pop too amongst the odd growl.
I’d say there are four things that define
their sound; Andy Menario’s heavy guitar,
competent if a little familiar, the drumming
(provided by Sander Zoer – ex-Delain) that
keeps the energy levels up, Di Vincenzo’s
vocals and the keyboards that are willing to
dip into lots of genres – and suggests Henrik
Klingenberg from Sonata Arctica must have
a broad taste in music. Di Vincenzo’s got a
good range; Operatic, Rocky and Poppy, but
the voice is quite heavily accented at times
and as a result won’t win everyone over.
‘Ex-Machina’ has a quirky, dark
Industrial sheen and ‘The Saviour’ heads
in a more Electro direction; it’s fast with
lashings of heavy guitar. ‘Dolls’ is the
heaviest track, growly with light keys and
shows Di Vincenzo’s a gutsy singer. ‘I Will’
has Heavy Metal riffing with a keyboard
sound that gives it an air of a computer
game soundtrack. The tune might have an
otherworldly sound but the lyrics are more
grounded, with Di Vincenzo basically torn
between life on the road in a band and
being forced into convention and marriage
etc. ‘Foolish Daisy’ has growly vocals and ‘A
Mother’ goes acoustic.
The production requires a lot of skill to
wrap up all these disparate influences into a
cohesive singular identity and, for the most
part, does that reasonably well. They do
have a distinctive angle which is important
in the increasingly populated world of
Symphonic Metal. The biggest hurdle for
them to overcome is to craft choruses that
stick. While a lot of the intros and lead-up
to the hooks are solid and often inventive,
the hooks themselves fail to leave a lasting
impression. This is diverting for those who
like bands such as Lacuna Coil and Delain
and are looking for someone willing to take
chances.
Duncan Jamieson

SECTION IV
‘SUPERHUMAN’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

From the opening strains, this Norfolk
group shows themselves as something
totally different! Yes, this five-piece that hails
from Norwich have Progressive leanings and
lots of it, but they are also steeped in Rock!
Their musical forays take on different routes
– giving way to some very sonic surprises!
‘Superhuman’ is their debut, and a brilliant
one at that! A very well-refined and sterling
production, which brings to the forefront
their mighty musicianship.
A concept album, well maybe not so
in the way we think concept albums are,
more of an intelligent, fantastical story – a
musical movie if you will. A story that has
vivid images painted by these five. The
music creates the images, the vocals further
defining those pictures, enabling the listener
to close one’s eyes and visualise their unique
kaleidoscope of sonic journeys!
Returning to their Progressive leanings,
one can hear their influences both collectively
and individually. We hear elements from the
great Progressive Rock bands of yore, but
wait… Section IV’s interpretations are truly
unique. The group have gone beyond the
established borders and actually have broken
new ground! ‘Superhuman’ is an extravagant
musical statement, with lengthy movements,
always bright and energetic yet never selfindulgent. Nine selections that clock in at
just over seventy minutes!
Although a continuous story, each
selection can stand totally on its own. When
listened to as a whole musical piece, the
impact is just that much more intense and
full of diverse musical currents, that we
are constantly moved from one plateau to
another.
Section IV has set the “bar” of modern
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Progressive Rock so much higher – this
is a group definitely worth listening to
and supporting. A group that promises to
continue to explore musical plateaus that are
both exciting and breath-taking… further
stretching the style of modern Progressive
Rock much higher!
Bruce E.J. Atkinson

SHINY BLACK ANTHEM
‘UNBREAKABLE’
(Sliptrick)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Shiny Black Anthem are a Female-Fronted
quartet from Italy offering a Paramore-ish
take on Alternative/Contemporary Rock/
Metal, whose selling point is that their
vocalist Sarah Moon is also a fashion model.
A Contemporary Rock band with a female
singer who likes to reveal some flesh will
undoubtedly draw comparisons to Taylor
Momsen and The Pretty Reckless, but SBA,
much like TPR, prove that underneath the
risqué antics lies a fairly decent band.
However, there is a lot more to the SBA
sound than most of their contemporaries.
Sure, the “radio friendly” Alt-Rock approach
(that occasionally leans towards a darker,
Gothic/almost Emo direction), the pretty
singer and the occasional shouted vocal will
make ‘Unbreakable’ appeal to the kids, but
there is plenty for the more mature listener to
enjoy here. The band demonstrate a deeper
lyrical prowess than most bands of this ilk,
while musically there are some interesting
arrangements.
As a big Melodic Rock fan I’m naturally
drawn more towards the songs that display
that character, such as ‘Give Me More’,
‘Broken Smile’, the two-part ‘Love Is Dope’
and the ballads ‘Crawling Back Home’ and
‘Alone In My World’ (a duet with Hopes Die
Last front-man Daniele Tofani), while the
lively Pop/Punk of ‘Chasing Shadows’ is a
potential hit-single-in-the-making.
‘Unbreakable’ will certainly divide
opinions within the regular Fireworksreading fraternity, but those who appreciate
the modern approach may want to give Shiny
Black Anthem a try.
Ant Heeks

SHOTGUN
‘LIVE: DOWN DECADENCIA
DRIVE’ (Cargo)
HARD ROCK

Shotgun consists of fifty percent of
Shotgun Messiah’s original quartet (hence
half of their moniker), alongside a pair of
established musicians who also happened to
be long-time fans of the band.
‘Live: Down Decadencia Drive’ was
recorded at a concert in Gothenburg and
features eight of the nine numbers from
the parent band’s 1989 eponymous debut;
the exception being ‘The Explorer’ – an
instrumental shred showcase.
Ironically, the SM duo represented here –
singer Zinny J. Zan and drummer Stixx – were
the first two to depart the band, leaving just
bassist Tim Skold (latterly vocalist too, having
taken on Zan’s role) and guitarist Harry Cody
remaining for 1993’s Hair Metal/Industrial
masterpiece (and swansong) ‘Violent New
Breed’. Taking Skold’s and Cody’s places
are fellow Swedes Chris Laney on bass
alongside current Danger Danger six-stringer
Rob Marcello. Laney’s also responsible for
the extraordinary mix which quite rightly
flatters the superb musicianship on display
here, with the bass sounding especially
textured; something many Hard Rock studio
recordings, let alone live albums, often fail to
capture.
On opener ‘Squeezin’ Teazin’’ Zan
displays fine vocal dexterity, ranging from a
hybrid Brian Johnson/Tom Keifer tight-strides
yelp to a deeper, gritty snarl. ‘I’m Your Love’
features strong backing vocals reminiscent
of fellow glossy Sleaze stalwarts Ratt, while
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‘Bop City’ has a strut and swagger that the
aforementioned LA outfit would have happily
called their own. ‘Dirt Talk’ opens with
Laney’s pulsating bass before the delightfully
dexterous Marcello peppers proceedings
with some seriously tasty embellishments,
whereas ‘Nervous’ kicks off with a choppy
George Lynch-style lick before segueing into
one of the record’s Poppier choruses. The
Rap Rock of ‘Shout It Out’ is a rare misstep,
happily though the rebel-rousing set closer
‘Don’t Care ‘Bout Nothin’’ ends proceedings
on a high.
On the evidence presented here, Shotgun
would do well to set their sights on a studio
follow-up to this bang-on-target treat.
Caesar Barton

SHOWBIZ
‘ENJOY THE RIDE’
(MelodicRock)
MELODIC ROCK

Andrew McNiece’s MelodicRock Records
is now a well-established entity, and it
continues to focus on delivering an eclectic
range of bands from a varied demographic.
Showbiz is the label’s latest contribution,
and whilst they didn’t grab me initially,
after copious spins I can see why the label
gave them a platform from where they can
develop further.
Originating from Spain, the band are
spearheaded by Albert Maroto (lead vocals,
guitar) and ably supported by Xone Aranda
(bass) and Nacho Arriaga (drums). Very
little background information is available
about the band and its members, however,
the promotional blurb equates them to
Hair Metal-era stalwarts Danger Danger,
Firehouse and Brighton Rock. Whilst not
totally in agreement, I’d like to also offer up
Canadians Harem Scarem and Emerald Rain,
plus fellow MRR stablemates The Radio Sun
as influential sound-alikes.
Maroto is a self-confessed fan of Hard
Rock music, and his passion is evident
straight from the opening chords of ‘What
U See Is What You Get’; it’s the perfect
opener and with its organic delivery, bouncy
tempo and catchy chorus what’s not to like?
‘Everybody’s Got A Chance’ continues in a
similar vein, and I can see why these two
were chosen to commence proceedings;
but sadly the album then starts to go a little
insipid.
‘Succubus’ (“a female demon believed

to have sexual intercourse with sleeping
men”!!), ‘Keep On Singing That Song’ and
‘Six String Mad’ do their best to keep the
momentum going, but fall short in the
“hook” department. Thankfully, Maroto’s
guitar histrionics enlighten the songs
wherever and whenever they appear. It’s the
up-tempo songs that undoubtedly shine the
brightest, trying their damnedest to impress,
but once the pace drops I’m afraid songs like
‘My Big Mistake’ and ‘This Time’ tend to slip
regressively into “plodding” territory. ‘Find
Your Way Home’ is a decent semi-acoustic
ballad, whilst ‘Ticket To Nowhere’ replicates
the strength of the opening two songs and
thus produces a strong finish.
Despite my apathetic demeanour, ‘Enjoy
The Ride’ will probably be enjoyed by some
of you out there. The problem I envisage,
with regards to the band making an impact
within the Melodic Rock scene, is that the
bar has recently been set rather high in
terms of song-writing, musicianship and
promotional acumen; hence I think the band
may struggle somewhat… but, I’m afraid,
that’s Showbiz!
Dave Crompton

SILVER MAMMOTH
‘MINDLOMANIA’
(MS)
HARD ROCK

Coming out of Brazil, Silver Mammoth
describe themselves as being influenced by
the British bands of the seventies and the
fusing together of the Psychedelic, Hard and
Progressive Rock genres of that time.
‘Mindlomania’ is in fact the band’s third
album and deals with, according to the band,
the psychological issues of an individual
alienated from the music of today and
sending said person back to the Classic Rock
of days gone by.
It certainly boasts an authentic sound
from the period that the band clearly adores,
with its crisp mix of guitars and keyboards,
namely the trusty Hammond and Mellotron.
The playing throughout is tight and
precise and has a real depth to it. Opener
‘Bewitched’ and the title track both show the
bands dexterity off very well and are both
sturdy Rockers. I must at this point admit to
not being over enthralled with the vocals,
which tend to be slightly one dimensional;
I also could really do without the repeated
profanity in ‘Liars’, but I digress.

SHOTGUN REVOLUTION – ‘ALL THIS COULD BE YOURS’ (Target/Mighty) HARD ROCK
What? All this could have been mine and
nobody told me?? What were they thinking??
I mean, how the hell are Denmark’s Shotgun
Revolution on to their third album and yet I’m
blissfully ignorant of their existence? Somebody
somewhere isn’t doing their job, because if
there’s one thing sure to get my knickers twisted
round my particulars, it’s the stench of The
Answer being laid thick on top of a Black Stone
Cherry chug-a-lug as the Backyard Babies cry
over their toys being well and truly stolen.
SR do all of those things, they do them
well and they even have the temerity to have guitarist Martin Frank roll up in
Kentucky and write a tune with the BSC guys, before smuggling the results
through customs and onto this very album! That the great ball of riffage that
emanates from ‘City Of Fire’ in no way intimidates the rest of ‘…Yours’ is the
perfect illustration of just how damn fine an album we’re dealing with. ‘Don’t
Stop That Grind’ lives and dies by its very name, the groove hammered down
so deep that it just about reaches the earth’s core, allowing the song to tower
majestically on a huge smack of guitars and Ditlev Ulriksen’s character-soaked
and whiskey-stoked vocals; both a constant feature of this album.
‘Rise To Power’ and ‘S.O.B.’ confirm the power-packed punch, however what’s
most impressive is how easily SR mix things up; ‘River Of Dreams’ an almost
Tyketto-like acoustic strum whilst ‘God’s Damned Poetry’ strides confidently
down an aggressively majestic Magnum path of pomp authority – I mean, who
saw that coming? In fact, the only thing that’s hard to believe on ‘…Yours’ is the
story line of ‘Suzie’, the school glamour queen stealing the virginity of a mild,
meek SR for a bet (they’ve recovered from the shock, don’t worry). Mild and
meek? This lot? Not a chance! The song’s another belter though.
When Shotgun Revolution tell you ‘All This Could Be Yours’, listen hard and
listen carefully. It may be one of the best offers you get all year.
Steven Reid
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The band have obviously worked hard
on the lyrics and tried to get the album’s
message across and the use of English for
the lyrics is an area the band seemed to have
paid a lot of attention to, as being from Brazil
and English not being their mother tongue, I
give them kudos for a brave effort.
The songs arrangements are where the
band seem to be at their strongest, always
inventive and imaginative, letting the songs
breathe and allowing them to take shape
effectively, and where they take on the
different styles they use the instrumentation
to good effect for that genuine seventies
vibe. Album closer ‘Shock Therapy’ is the
best example of this with rich, expansive
textures and running the gamut of all of their
professed influences.
Aside from my reservations in the vocal
department, this is overall a decent release.
Silver Mammoth, I believe, have enough
in their armoury to produce an album that
delivers on the promise they show with this
release.
Malcolm Smith

SIMPLE PLAN
‘TAKING ONE FOR THE TEAM’
(Atlantic)
ROCK

Buoyed by the success of ‘Summer
Paradise’, it was predictable that Simple Plan
would repeat the formula at least once on
this new offering. Sure enough on ‘Taking
One For The Team’, the band’s fifth album
produced impeccably by Howard Benson, we
get ‘Singing In The Rain’; a song more Pop
than Punk and drippier than a washing line
full of wet socks. Add to that the mawkish
sop of ‘Perfectly Perfect’ or ‘Problem Child’,
the dreary R ‘n’ B of ‘I Dream About You’,
featuring former Automatic Loveletter
vocalist Juliet Simms, and the Good Charlotte
sounding pop of ‘I Don’t Wanna Be Sad’, and
it would seem that SP would rather be a
well-tuned chart machine than a blue chip
Pop Punk outfit.
Horn sections and Funk-inspired
arrangements find their way into the upbeat
Pop, none more noticeably than on the
cringe-worthy ‘I Don’t Wanna Go To Bed’,
and it’s apparent from listening that SP
would like to be all things to all men. The
recognised Pop-Punk does make itself known
on opener ‘Opinion Overload’, ‘Farewell’
and ‘Everything Sucks’, but its presence
feels diluted, tainted and forgettable, even
if the frantic ‘Nostalgic’ goes some way to
redressing the balance.
It’s evident from ‘Taking One For The
Team’ that Simple Plan see their goal as
being diverse with tangible crossover appeal,
as such they can probably be considered the
Nickelback of Pop Punk.
Mike Newdeck

SISTER ROSE
‘SISTER ROSE’
(Independent)
HEAVY METAL

Ramsbottom’s Sister Rose (named after
a Manchester brothel) have been plying
their trade in various shapes and sizes since
1978. So that’s around forty years of Rocking
experience that they have under their
collective belts. What’s funny then, is that
this self-titled release (apart from a five track
EP) is their first official album.
As you would therefore expect, from
musicians who have been working for as
long as they have, they are as tight as the
proverbial duck’s behind and have polished
their songs to a diamond-hardened edge.
What immediately struck me on hearing
this album for the first time, was not just
the depth and range of the band’s songwriting and musicianship but the top notch
production that hammers home all that
is good in SR’s take on Metal. Personally, I
can hear a lot of (unsurprisingly) NWOBHM
FIREWORKS

SOTO – ‘DIVAK’ (earMUSIC)

HARD ROCK

Everything that can be said about Jeff Scott
Soto has already been said… recurrently.
However, one thing needs accentuating.
Whether it be his early work with Yngwie
Malmsteen, Talisman and Axel Rudi Pell, through
to his latter-day performances with Journey,
Soul Sirkus, Trans-Siberian Orchestra and
W.E.T. (not forgetting his solo albums), there is
absolutely no denying that this man epitomises
the terms “consummate” and “longevity”;
incessantly delivering vocal performances
better than most of his peers could only dream
of. An artiste of this calibre deserves more than just being a “voice-for-hire”,
therefore, nobody could deny him creating a band that is his and his alone.
‘Divak’ is the second Soto album, and one could say it’s a natural progression
from the heavier ‘Inside The Vertigo’ debut. That said, ‘…Vertigo’ was deemed
a little too heavy by some followers, and this appears to have been rectified
somewhat within this record’s thirteen track soundscape. Jorge Salan (guitar),
David Z (bass), BJ (keys, guitar) and Edu Cominato (drums) all match Soto’s
vocal prowess with their exemplary musicianship throughout.
Commencing with the instrumental title track, it’s abundantly transparent that
this album doesn’t intend to take prisoners; a short, intense, yet Symphonic
overture that embodies all that is about to follow. My only grievance is that it’s a
stand-alone piece, and doesn’t seamlessly segue into ‘Weight Of The World’, a
barnstorming song with labyrinthine tempos and a rhythm section heavier than
a crash of pregnant rhinos! If thunderous Rock isn’t really your thing, fear not,
as the melodies suitably compensate from start to finish. ‘Freakshow’ keeps
the pedal to the metal with its tribal nuance, whilst ‘Paranoia’ and ‘Unblame’
maintain the power surge; ‘Paranoia’ in particular is a gem, and reminds me of
early Pink Cream 69… on amphetamines!!
‘Cyber Masquerade’ is perhaps my personal fave; its riffing so reminiscent
of Threshold at their best. By the time ‘In My Darkest Hour’ comes along you
will be pleading for breath, and possibly an all-over body massage; it’s an epic,
melancholic ballad that Soto delivers as only he can. ‘Forgotten’ and ‘Sucker
Punch’ are two more Threshold-esque songs that immediately return the tone
back to hard and heavy. ‘The Fall From Grace’ and ‘Awakened’ both ensure an
explosive finish.
‘Divak’ certainly isn’t W.E.T. – it’s a tinder box ready to self-combust! Essential
for fans of Melodic Hard Rock and Jeff Scott Soto in particular.
Dave Crompton
influences going on during the songs, but
there’s also some AC/DC, a lot of US Hard
Rock/Metal (especially in the guitar work)
and, surprisingly, I can hear a bit of Primal
Fear; particularly in some of the vocals of
Peter Nicolson, who at times reminds me of a
gruffer Ralf Scheepers.
‘City Of Thieves’, ‘King Of Cabaret’, ‘The
Devil’s Hand’ and ‘Under My Skin’ are the
opening barrage of songs that SR hit you
with, and boy do they Rock and get those
Metal Juices flowing (ooerr missus). They
then continue to pummel you with their
brand of old-school Metal with the likes
of ‘You Got My Love’, ‘Shame On You’, the
groove-laden ‘Rattlin’ Bones’ and ‘Shake
Your Snake’ which all hit that Metal heart
you’ve got nestling within your chest. SR will
never get awards for originality, but really
who cares, when Metal is played this well
and with this much belief and conviction?
Out of all the items I’ve been privileged to
review for this issue, the Sister Rose album
is easily one of the releases I’ve played the
most. So that in itself must say something
about their music. Metal played and sung
the way it should be and hopefully we
won’t have to wait another forty years for
another album. ‘Sister Rose’ is available at
www.sisterrose.co.uk (Thanks to Paul
Gilligan for the heads up).
Ian Johnson

SIXX:A.M. – ‘VOL 1: PRAYERS
FOR THE DAMNED’
(ElevenSeven)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Sixx:A.M. is back with their fourth
album, released in tandem with the band’s
#ReasonToRise campaign. The album itself
though is a welcome continuation of SAM’s
signature blend of atmosphere, tormented
lyrics and ghoulish Rock music.
‘Rise’ is much heavier and dirtier than the
band’s previous work but there is also a lot
going on; not what you’d call straightforward
or clear. It’s familiar, nevertheless, with
guitarist DJ Ashba shredding all over
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the canvas, and immediately giving the
impression that this music would be at home
on a film soundtrack.
‘You Have Come To The Right Place’ has
more of the melodic catchiness that makes
for a more “commercial” track, but the
backing sometimes detracts from the power.
Nikki Sixx’s bass lines are hard to pick out,
a little disappointing in such a heavy album.
‘I’m Sick’ has fun changes of tempo and
harmonies. Prepare for similar lyrics from the
other albums covering “misguided hope”
and “blackest of ways” before Ashba spirals
into thundering layers of shredding. The
guitarist features significantly more than he
did on the last album, ‘Modern Vintage’ and,
in general, the sound is more suited to that
of ‘This Is Gonna Hurt’.
Title track ‘Prayers For The Damned’
will sound the most familiar. There’s a
good balance of heavy guitar, whispers
of minor notes, an anthemic chorus and
shiver-inducing tormented lyrics. Ashba is
in his element here – it’s a dark solo but
restrained; intense without the spiralling
fury of the other tracks. James Michael’s
preachy style of vocals dominate in ‘Better
Man’ but it’s a weaker track in terms of
melody and punch.
The latter half of the album sadly follows
this. Highlights include the interesting guitar
licks curling around Michael’s voice on ‘Belly
Of The Beast’ but it’s synth strings in ‘Can’t
Stop’ and nothing too distinguishing on the
final three tracks.
Michael has done a clean and polished
job on the production, but one can’t help
feeling it is over-produced with the sound
sometimes so crowded it’s hard to tell where
the “real” music ends. The heavier sound
marks this album out from the others and
there is more coherence than ‘…Vintage’.
Do the band play well? Sure, but I wouldn’t
necessarily look to this album for raw, paireddown playing and great hooks.
Ultimately, it can be embraced for what
makes it so Sixx:A.M. – the unexpected,
anguish and atmosphere.
Sophie Brownlee
SUMMER

SONS OF SOUNDS
‘IN THE CIRCLE OF THE
UNIVERSE’ (Fast Ball)
HEAVY METAL

“Hey Mister, what’s wrong?” “Life,”
comes the reply. And so the scene is set for
Sons Of Sounds’ musical journey of a figure
who wants the material goods of life yet is
encouraged by that young voice to look for
the magic inside of his heart for everything
he wants. It could well be the premise to a
Disney film – with heavy guitars naturally,
but you can’t fault the ambition – both in
concept and in length.
The concept is established lyrically with
the “What do you want? What do you
need?” refrain in the opening ‘Magic’, and
followed by what sounds very much like an
Iron Maiden Metal gallop in ‘The Machinery’,
combined with a dollop of similar Maideninspired aspirations in trying to combine
their Rock and Metal leanings with more
elaborate song-writing and arrangements.
Cue shifts in tempo and dynamics and
opportunities to blend songs with slightly
extended formats, plus an accompanying
soundbite which serves to either clarify or
confound the story.
Out of the ballad Rock of ‘The Change’
comes the monster, riff heavy ‘Exousia’ – the
latter vying quite early on for the highlight
of the record despite closing with a bleeping
heartbeat which fades into flat-lining. The
album progresses, full of lyrical reflections on
the main character’s life with several songs
being addressed from the first person. ‘Rock
‘N’ Roll Monster’ is a bass heavy, battering
reflection on overcoming demons, typifying
the constant struggle which runs through
the album until the final piece ‘Sirius And
Mars’, where there’s finally some element of
fulfilment and redemption at the culmination
of the journey through darkness and
personal torments – as they sing “Stardust
fills my lungs as I realise I’m home”, the time
of isolation and the search for contentment
is over.
Any attempt to follow and make sense
of the concept might take some time to
bed in and become clear, yet there’s enough
musically from Roman, Wayne and H Beselt
(the brothers who make up the band) to
demonstrate and realise their single-minded
vision with their third album. Attempting to
pull off something larger scale shows that
you’ll never know if you don’t try.
Mike Ainscoe

SOUTHERN EMPIRE
‘SOUTHERN EMPIRE’
(Giant Electric Pea)
PROGRESSIVE

Southern Empire is the band gathered
by Sean Timms after the disillusion of his
previous outfit, the wonderful Unitopia.
Rather than trying to recreate Unitopia,
he’s come up with something different. His
former band would represent Classic Prog
but SE have a more modern twist, dipping
toes in Prog Metal waters as well as several
other sub genres, combining classic and
modern extremely well in the process.
This is amply demonstrated on second
number ‘Forest Fire’, where the solos are
into Dream Theater territory. ‘Hold’ opens
in similar manner but the body of the song
puts me in mind of a Harem Scarem/Circus
Maximus hybrid. The former comparison
being due to Danny Lopresto having touches
of Harry Hess in both timbre and phrasing.
The change of feel and tempo half way
through is superb as are the vocal harmonies.
It ends with a Middle Eastern vibe and more
great riffing from Cam Blokland.
Consisting of just six tracks tells you
that these guys are into epics. Next up is
‘How Long’ which opens with an extended,
mellow, solo from Blokland. The Jazzy sax
stays the right side of tolerable before the
vocals arrive and boy do I like this? A quite
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superb melody, fabulous chorus and a vocal
arrangement to die for. There’s a change
midway, the piano work here is redolent of
the late, great Keith Emerson. The doubled
guitar at the end is splendid.
The album’s “epic epic” is ‘The Bridge
That Binds’ which clocks in at twenty-nine
minutes and comprises of nine sections. It
melds melodic passages with the power of
Hard Rock and Prog Metal. Despite its length,
the track never falters or wanders. I couldn’t
believe how quickly it passed; Blokland
shows his ability to play many different
styles. Some might find the Jazzy sections a
little challenging, but they’re short interludes
rather than lengthy passages. The influences
they claim (DT, IQ, Transatlantic, Steven
Wilson and Karnivool) are most obvious on
this number.
The relatively short, ‘Dreams & Machines’
closes out the album; after the glorious
bluster of the preceding track, this is
delightfully calm, highlighting the vocal
qualities of the band.
I purchased this album without any other
information other than Timms’s involvement;
I’m so glad I did because it’s terrific and
will be vying for a place in my end of year
selections.
Gary Marshall

SPACECREAM
‘PTERODACTYL SKY’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

SpaceCream describe themselves as a
Glam, Progressive & Art Rock band which
to me doesn’t quite fit with the music I’m
hearing; for me they’re a Hard Rock band
with elements of Blues, Psych and Goth.
A four-piece from Hollywood comprising
of Savannah Pope (vocals), Dizzy Joan
(guitars), Saul Slotnick (bass) and Zak
Ryan (drums), they have apparently gained
career momentum since winning the ‘LA
Battle for Vans Warped Tour’ contest in
late 2014.
What they certainly have in the shape
of Pope is one hell of a singer, boy has this
girl got some pipes! As soon as I played
this album it struck me, Ann Wilson (Heart);
I’m talking the Wilson from the band’s
formative albums (‘Dreamboat Annie’,
‘Little Queen’) and before their subsequent
transformation into the AOR/Melodic Rock
giants, when they were raunchy and sassy
– a format that has returned on their more
recent output. If there’s a Heart tribute
band out there in need of a vocalist, they
need look no further than Pope, she has the
power, the clarity and she definitely has the
phrasing and those nuances. Her similarity
to Wilson could, of course, be a doubleedged sword in either attracting punters
because of it or driving them away on the
basis of being a copycat. The latter stance
would be regrettable as any self-respecting
Hard Rock fan will probably not want to
miss out on her terrific performance.
Opening number ‘Killer’ is rooted in
the Blues, while ‘Feel The Light’ gives
the first real hint at the inevitable Heart
comparisons. It could so easily be a leftover track from one of their aforementioned
albums. ‘Space Cream’ comes across like
a long lost track from the ‘Rocky Horror
Picture Show’, I fully expected it to segue
into ‘The Time Warp’ at any moment; I leave
it up to your imagination what the lyrics
mean, as is the case with the wonderfully
titled ‘Nefarious Lothario’. The PR blurb says
“…Rock ‘n’ Roll told from the point of view
of a sex-positive feminist revolutionary”.
Need I say any more?
Another great song title is ‘Leave Dracula
Alone’ and for a while it was bugging me, of
what does this remind me? Then it hit me,
Grace Slick from Jefferson Airplane and their
track ‘White Rabbit’. Overall, a more than
decent debut.
Gary Marshall
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STAR DANCER
‘WELCOME TO MY WORLD’
(Independent)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

‘Welcome To My World’ from Robert Star’s
Star Dancer is quite possibly one of the most
oddball albums I’ve ever listened to, yet it’s
so addictive at the same time. This often
quirky and offbeat collection of songs is
generally so commercial it’s hard not to love
this “very American” Pop Rock opus. There
are elements of eighties Hard Rock in the mix
(especially in the guitar riffs), a soupcon of
Classic Rock (at times) and a definite cheeky
nod towards The Cult – so you can definitely
hear some of Star’s base influences.
That said, this album isn’t a throwback
to those times though, to me it has a strong
nineties American Pop Rock vibe emulating
a sound made popular by some of the
Alternative Rockers and College Rock acts
of that time, like the Gin Blossoms and a
little later by the likes of Butch Walker (and
everyone he worked with).
The band’s genius lies in its commercial
song-writing ethic which keeps you compelled
regardless of the bizarre nature of many
the songs. It’s extremely upbeat with a
summertime flavour and a couple of songs
that leave an indelible mark on you. For
example, songs like ‘She’s In Love With Joan
Jett’ and ‘Sexpectations’ are instant radio
gold and would have fans of the Fountains Of
Wayne’s ‘Stacy’s Mom’ in fits of joy.
Balancing out some of the more
unsurprisingly trippy tracks like ‘The Weed
Don’t Lie’ is the emotional Power Pop
ballad ‘Annie’ – it really clicked with me
and I enjoyed the additional female vocal
which gave the lyrics of the song a deeper
resonance. The only song that really threw me
is their odd cover of EMF’s ‘Unbelievable’; for
me it didn’t flow and they cut the swearing
out… yes exactly… they cut the hook out
of the song! It just lacks the energy and the
rebellious nature of the original. But you can
overlook this blip though when TC-inspired
Pop Rocker ‘Earth Mother Dancer’ and the
unrelenting and bizarre ‘Intravenus Fly Trap’
get stuck rattling around in your head!
Definitely an album for fans of modern
American Alternative Pop Rock with a
throwback to the late nineties era. Don’t let
the initial offbeat and weird vibe put you
off, if you like American Hi-Fi and BW, you’ll
quickly get into the weirdo groove.
Paul Woodward

STATEMENT
‘HEAVEN WILL BURN’
(Mighty/Target)
HARD ROCK

I was honoured to review these Danish
Hard Rockers’ debut in 2014, and now
Statement have released their second
‘Heaven Will Burn’ – and the honour is being
repeated. The group’s first foray turned heads
all over the world, and this release will likely
be no different!
Returning with eleven burning tracks,
‘Heaven…’ shows a great deal of musical
maturity. Each song displays a new side
of each member, expanding their talents
individually and collectively. Take ‘Benefit
My Time’ as an example – the great
strength of Statement is still dominant, yet
set in a musical ballad that shoots straight
to the heart.
Each of the eleven performances
continues the exploration of Hardened Rock,
with a melodic element that is both muscular
and, at times, soaring, bringing the heaviness
to new heights; each with something new
and interesting. A more varied album, yet
keeping the thematic atmosphere we heard
from their first. As I said in the group’s debut
– we keep moving from strength to strength.
As before, Jannick Brochdorf’s vocals are
strapping and the lyrics are just as sensitive
and poetic as they were in the debut.
SUMMER

These guys do not shy away from sensitive
or controversial subjects; their collective
statements are pure, bold and clear.
Statement are not playing it safe here,
instead of riding over old and safe ground,
this Danish five-piece are pushing their own
limitations, displaying their mastery and
expanding their interpretations.
What we have here is a serious set of
Heavy music, both musically and lyrically. The
title track itself, is an intricate musical journey
that shows the groups depth, razor-sharp
execution and power. ‘Heaven Will Burn’ is a
high level, energised and varied collection of
hard-hitting Rockers from a growing, shining
light in the Rock heavens… and they are
collectively known as Statement.
Bruce E.J. Atkinson

STEVE THORNE
‘THE ISLAND OF IMBECILES’
(White Knight)
PROGRESSIVE
In my mind Steve Thorne had called time
on his involvement with the music industry
after his fourth album (‘Crimes & Reasons’)
in 2012, but I’m delighted he’s returned
with a truly wonderful album; I’ve played it
repeatedly, so much have I enjoyed it.
It’s difficult to ascribe a genre to his
music but it probably fits into the NeoProg sector; the risk of using the P word
is that some people will bypass an album
they will undoubtedly enjoy. That would
be a shame as the songs are melodic
gems, whatever the genre.
‘In The Frame’ has an addictive beat
and a memorable melody, setting the bar
high from the outset. Thorne plays all the
instruments on this and following track,
‘Animal’, demonstrating prowess on them
all, although I suspect the drums are
programmed. ‘Animal’ is melancholy but
nonetheless captivating; the theme belies the
lyrics. The processed vocals are just right in
this context. Thorne is a true songsmith and
his lyrics are wonderfully crafted.
‘Colours Of Torment’ is another superb
song with more wonderful refrains and an
excellent chorus; Nick D’Virgilio’s drumming
is terrific (as he is elsewhere on the album),
and Tony Levin’s resonate bass is absolutely
splendid as are the various synth bursts.
‘Don’t Fear Tomorrow’ is driven by acoustic
guitar and more delicious beats from
D’Virgilio. Thorne has composed a great tune
and a chorus that any band would give their

right arm for. Robin Armstrong’s guitar solo
is short but sweet, full of melody and no
unnecessary flash.
The title track has a fine piano refrain
augmented by Mellotron and bass; I defy
anyone not to enjoy the chorus. ‘Dear Mother
Earth’ is jaunty that hints at Big Big Train.
Imagine BBT crossed with Jadis and you’ve a
reasonable approximation of Thorne’s style,
albeit with shorter songs than BBT. He has
an expressive voice that shines throughout
which makes him distinctive and not run of
the mill.
‘Let Me Down’ maintains the quality and
tunefulness and Armstrong delivers another
terrific solo. ‘Ancestors’ grabs you from the
opening bars and never let goes; toe-tapping
to it is inevitable. ‘Ashes’ and closer ‘They Are
Flesh’ are probably the album’s Proggiest
tracks; I’d not have ended the album with ‘…
Flesh’ as it’s great but a little downbeat.
Definitely another contender for my
albums of the year.
Gary Marshall

STITCHED UP HEART
‘NEVER ALONE’
(Another Century)
ROCK

Looking into the background of US Rock
outfit Stitched Up Heart, theirs is a tale of
hard knocks taken and dues well and truly
paid; label disinterest in the face of rave
live reviews exacerbated by promoters
and venues ripping the band off at every
opportunity. While this used to be the norm,
the tale of a group honing their sound in
the face of ever growing adversity isn’t so
common now. However, road-hardened and
with a “Stitched Up Heart” on sleeve, this
dedicated outfit finally convinced Another
Century Records to give them the shot in the
arm they needed. Believe me, the music will
do the rest.
Having fired out two early EPs under their
own steam, SUH stride comfortably into their
debut full-length set of songs with an already
rounded sound and confidence levels many a
veteran act would envy. Front-woman Alicia
“Mixi” Demner has a lot to do with that
brash boldness; this young lady is the proud
owner of a voice that’s set for stun whether
hitting high, sweet notes, or emitting a
piercing, screaming growl. Leaning heavily
on the likes of In This Moment and then
adding a slick, Evanescence sheen, ‘Catch Me
When I Fall’ strikes a fine balance between

SUNSTRIKE – ‘READY II STRIKE’ (AORHeaven)

MELODIC ROCK

AORHeaven are another of those labels who
consistently fly the Melodic Rock flag and keep
the genre alive. A couple of years ago, they
released the debut album from Sunstrike and
very impressive it was too! Now, in 2016, the
band are back with another quality album, made
even better by the help of Erik Mårtensson in the
mixing department.
The band was formed by guitarist Joachim
Nordlund (Astral Doors) and drummer Johan
Lindstedt (AD) with singer Christian Eriksson
(Twilight Force, The Theander Expression)
alongside keyboardist Fredrik Plahn (Prey),
guitarist Mats Gesar (Thalamus) and bass player Björn Lundqvist (TF), so they
clearly have the qualifications as musicians. Add the fact Scandinavia seems to
be a hotbed for Melodic Rock and I think we have scored a home run here.
For the purposes of this review we have had to give this release a label, but to
simply describe this as Melodic Rock doesn’t really do the album justice. ‘Ready
II Strike’ is “powerful” Melodic Rock. Here we have eleven tracks, all of a very
high quality and not a filler amongst them. From the opener ‘Head Over Heels’ to
the finale ‘Sail Away’, the release oozes quality.
‘Ready II Strike’ is full of keyboards (loads of them), great guitar work, catchy
harmony vocals – especially on the choruses – and, if you listen carefully, you
can grab elements of Power Metal, which considering the pedigree of musicians
involved is not surprising.
Pace wise, the album is well laid out and the running order is spot on. From “in
your face” Rockers like ‘Firework’ to the excellent ballad ‘I Stand By You’, this
really is an album you will not be disappointed to own.
I’d love to see these guys live and I hope their normal band roles allow them the
time to get out there and take these tunes to the live stage at some point.
Steve Price
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SUSAN AQUILA – ‘MISS CONDUCT’ (Original Kitchen)

HARD ROCK

Whilst the name may not be familiar, New
York-based artist Susan Aquila is actually a
Broadway star and has also performed with the
likes of Deep Purple, Steven Tyler and Roger
Daltrey. Here, on Aquila’s second album, she
combines a diverse, almost Symphonic, musical
arrangement overlaid on to a Heavy Rock
backbone with stunning vocal work, harmonies,
thoughtful lyrical content and violin (yes, violin!).
‘Dirty Delicious’ sets the stage with a heavy
rhythm and a voice that is reminiscent of Doro
Pesch. Turning from pussycat to tiger in the
blink of an eye – this girl bites! We are also treated to the first electric violin
solo here which sits really well in the mix and certainly adds something special.
‘Miss Conduct’ continues the aural assault with its fast-paced attack of guitar,
violin breaks and a vocal delivery which is approaching light speed in places.
‘Twisted’ has a style and delivery that could so easily have been lifted straight
from Wendy James’ Transvision Vamp era. Aquila’s sexy Punky vocal weaves
its web and captivates the listener with its Metal-tinged Rock ‘n’ Roll. ‘Lightnin’’
and ‘Why’ again illustrate how Aquila can move smoothly from soulful and
passionate to an anger-filled, growling delivery. Rob Tomaro, meanwhile, lays
down an iron clad set of power chords on these tracks and the violin work
accomplished by Aquila is simply stunning.
Atmospheric sound effects and the dark riff of ‘The Wall’ combine with
intricate violin parts and some heartfelt singing which all adds up to an epic
track and leaves you wondering whether you’ve been kicked in the teeth or
kissed all over! ‘Sooper Gurl’, on the other hand, sounds like the result of
Punk going to the movies – but it works! A well-constructed commercial hook
sandwiched between good narrative verses and slightly quirky musical timing
ensures this is ear-worm territory.
Susan Aquila and her Flying V-shaped violin have ventured into a genre that
is perhaps staid in its ways and has brought something fresh to the table. Her
sultry, husky vocal talents are undeniable and the violin adds another facet to
what is a captivating, energetic, if heavy sounding album. Listen with an open
mind and Aquila will soon get under your skin and may even convince you that
distorted electric violin is the future of Metal!
Paul Sabin
sweet aggression and aggressive angst,
while ‘Finally Free’ explodes with bombast
and threat. However, it’s through the album
highlight ‘Monster’ that the true potential
of this outfit comes to fruition; a melodic,
atmospheric swirl giving way to powering
guitars and vicious vocals that careen from
layered melody to staccato outbursts. Factor
in blast beats a-plenty and an abundance
of classy keyboards and SUH prove a match
for any of the more established acts in this
genre.
The plan now is for this quartet of classy
rabble rousers to hit the road and spread the
word of their debut, ‘Never Alone’, far and
wide. If they land in a town near you, prepare
to be knocked sideways; such is the power
and potency of Stitched Up Heart.
Steven Reid

STRATOVARIUS
‘BEST OF’
(earMUSIC)
POWER METAL

The band known as Stratovarius released
their first album ‘Fright Night’ way back in
1989. I know… it doesn’t seem that long
ago at all does it? And from that small
beginning they have become one of the best
and most respected Power Metal acts in the
history of Heavy Metal. If Stratovarius have
passed you by for some strange reason, then
this new double (or ‘Special Edition’ triple)
CD is a great way of getting to know this
superb band.
The regular version boasts twenty-eight
tracks, spread over two discs, with songs
taken from right across the band’s recorded
history. The likes of ‘My Eternal Dream’,
‘Eagleheart’, ‘Speed Of Light’, ‘S.O.S’,
‘Forever Free’, ‘Break The Ice’, ‘I Walk To
My Own Song’, ‘Destiny’, ‘Paradise’ and
‘Hunting High And Low’ all appear like old
friends to say a fond hello. There’s also the
addition of an excellent new track entitled
‘Until The End Of Days’.
However, the magic only really starts to
happen when you opt for the “bells and
whistles” ‘Special Edition’ version of this
collection. Three discs, the first two being the
same as the regular version, with the third
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supplying us with eleven fantastic songs,
all taken from Stratovarius’ appearance
at last year’s Wacken Festival. After the
introduction you will be treated to the band
in their element – live onstage playing to
an audience who love them and sing, clap
and chant along to every word and note that
they play. So all you have to do is turn up the
volume and join in with them as the band
run through ‘Black Diamond’, ‘Eagleheart’,
‘Against The Wind’, ‘Dragons’, ‘Legions Of
The Twilight’, ‘Paradise’, ‘Shine In The Dark’,
‘…Light’, ‘Unbreakable’ and their signature
track ‘Hunting…’. And by the end of this disc
I expect you’ll have a big daft grin on your
face, as you enjoy some of the best Metal
songs ever recorded (in my opinion that is).
Stratovarius have been around for over
thirty years in one form or another and this
‘Best Of’ shows just why that is. Great songs,
musicianship and a love for what they do can
all be found on this album. Excellent.
Ian Johnson

SUNSTORM
‘EDGE OF TOMORROW’
(Frontiers)
MELODIC ROCK

The original concept behind the Sunstorm
project was envisioned when Frontiers heard
some of vocalist Joe Lynn Turner’s demos
from his prolific writing period in the eighties.
Many of these gems were unreleased, so the
idea was to take these songs, get a killer
band and a great producer to give them
some sonic beef and have Turner front and
centre singing them. The debut Sunstorm
album was then completed with tracks from
composers like John Parr, Jim Peterik and Van
Stephenson, and was a triumph.
The follow-up ‘House Of Dreams’
repeated the formula with similar success,
before the third effort, ‘Emotional Fire’. This
sadly lacked any Turner compositions and
suffered because of it, despite the inclusion
of some vintage Michael Bolton tunes to
retain some of that Sunstorm vibe. Turner
commented that perhaps a trilogy was a
good place to leave it, but now we have a
fourth instalment, which changes things up.
The album features all new material,
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penned mostly by Frontiers in-house writer/
producer Alessandro Del Vecchio with help
from guitarist Simone Mularoni. Turner
himself then chose from the stockpile, acting
more in the role of producer. His vision was
to take the original sound of Sunstorm and
toughen it up to bring it more in line with
what he was doing with Rated X, so don’t
go in expecting big eighties style AOR hooks,
because this Sunstorm doesn’t offer that.
That’s not to say hooks aren’t there
at all – there are. ‘Don’t Walk Away From
A Goodbye’ has a classic Frontiers sound
about it, and the title track blends more
thought provoking lyrics with a Modern
Melodic Rock feel. ‘Tangled In Blue’ is one
of the most memorable choruses and ‘Angel
Eyes’ is a ballad that Turner delivers in his
trademark style.
Elsewhere, Del Vecchio’s orders to make
Sunstorm hit harder are achieved on the
boisterous ‘Heart Of The Storm’, ‘You Hold Me
Down’ and the energetic ‘Everything You’ve
Got’. While it’s not as immediately catchy
as the first couple of Sunstorm albums, and
I miss Turner’s writing, ‘Edge Of Tomorrow’
does take the Sunstorm brand name forward
in a new direction. The new album needs a
little more investment than its predecessors,
but is nevertheless another typically strong
Frontiers release, fronted by a legendary and
consistently good vocalist.
James Gaden

TAX THE HEAT
‘FED TO THE LIONS’
(Nuclear Blast)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Tax The Heat is a UK four-piece who burst
onto the scene in November 2013 with their
debut EP before embarking on hot-shot
support slots with bands such as Black Star
Riders, Europe and Masters Of Reality. Now
their debut album is here, packed with retro
guitar sounds, edgy vocals and straight-up
Bluesy Rock ‘n’ Roll.
‘Highway Home’ had hints of Rage
Against the Machine in its beat but, if like
me you prefer the older stuff, don’t let it put
you off. ‘Animals’ builds in texture with dirty
guitar, but not the Sleazy kind. The sound
is pretty dry, laid-back, even sarcastic in its
delivery.
In ‘Under Watchful Eye’ you can definitely
hear elements of bands like Goldfrapp
and The Graveltones; perhaps since their
producer, Evansson, produced the former.
Though not as commercial, it gives you a
flavour of the kind of original sound you can
expect. Vocalist Alex Veale slips in and out of
Jack White-esque licks, oozing attitude but
clearly so in command of the melody he can
wander in and out as he pleases.
The title track is a catchy mix of different
tempos, rhythms and sounds despite the
guitar kicking in and out; these guys have
nailed the ultimate challenge – knowing
when not to play. ‘Hit Me Hard’ is a little
more Alternative, smoother in delivery but
with some Poppy “aah” layered backing
vocals. Veale doesn’t have an extensive
vocal range but his casual delivery is
refreshing, the rough-edged higher notes
charming.
‘Devil’s
Daughter’
has
messier
production for the edgier track. Tax The
Heat are rarely what you would call
“melodic” but that doesn’t mean there
aren’t catchier, simply straight-forward in
staccato, punchy rhythms. They embody the
meaning of diversity and are creative and
energetic song-writers, ruthless in their
relentless delivery. ‘Caroline’ is a corker
with a Western/Country slant and lilting
vocals with a soaring chorus.
‘Your Fool’ is back knocking out punchy
hooks but all in a very open, wide sound
which suits Veale’s vocals very well. Closing
track, ‘Lost Our Way’ errs on the heavier side
but with cruising vocals that contrast well,
the solid rhythm section hammering away at
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the riff before bringing the album to a fading,
misty end.
This album conjures up seventies’ flares,
small-town Rock and energetic performances
that own a stage. The variety is impressive,
the innocence disarming; the album
delightful.
Sophie Brownlee

THE 69 EYES
‘UNIVERSAL MONSTERS’
(Nuclear Blast)
HARD ROCK

Having, in recent years, meandered
from the signature Goth ‘n’ Roll sound they
created across the acclaimed ‘Blessed Be’,
‘Paris Kills’, ‘Devils’ and ‘Angels’ albums,
Finland’s The 69 Eyes have once again joined
forces with the producer of that cracking
quartet, Johnny Lee Michaels. The result,
‘Universal Monsters’, is a tightly-focused
album that swipes aside the less individual
‘Back In Blood’ (2009) and ‘X’ (2012),
confirming T69E as the force we know they
can be. Think Billy Idol smooching with Type
O Negative as they nod admiringly to The
Cult, The Stooges and New Model Army and
you’ll immediately grab an armful of what
this album lays down.
The deep, resonating tones of Jyrki
69 are unmistakable. That he sets these
mesmerizing dollops of syrupy goodness
over breathtakingly energetic bursts of
dark atmosphere, such as ‘Dolce Vita’ or ‘Jet
Fighter Plane’ (T69E go political? I’d suggest
so… they’d beg to differ), is captivating in
the extreme. As if the atmosphere wasn’t
heady enough, sample a slice of ‘Blackbird
Pie’; strings and clanging bells combining a
Led Zeppelin swirl to a Doors Psychedelicism
via the considered thump and grind of
Goth ‘n’ Roll. It’s this ability that producer,
keyboard player and (crucially) arranger
Michaels has, of adding huge variation while
always retaining the key signature sound of
T69E, that really sets apart the albums he
collaborated on. ‘Universal Monsters’ proves
no different; ‘Miss Pastis’ putting the pedal
to the floor, hi-hat pummelled as a pulsating
accordion break sets a strangely intoxicating
tone, while ‘Jerusalem’ almost slides and
slithers as though The Pet Shop Boys had
discovered a big dangling pair of Heavy
Metal balls! However, that it all sounds like
no one else other than T69E, is why this
album hits the heights it does.
The 69 Eyes are back and with their first
album in four years, they sound as good as
ever… if not better. If that praise seems
monstrously high, I have no qualms in stating
it is universally deserved.
Steven Reid

THE BULLHOUNDS
‘TO ROCK & TO SERVE’
(Target)
ROCK

Just because the Georgia Satellites were
great, doesn’t mean that the offshoots will be
just as good. Step forward, The Bullhounds.
When Dan Baird went one way, the Satellites
continued and now this, the offshoot with
mate Erling Daell and Satellite Rick Richards.
Didn’t like the debut much… not much
has changed. Daell has the same issue,
with a flat, dispassionate delivery akin to
narration that pales within two songs. The
offer is dirty Rockabilly which, at its best, is
reminiscent of Hanoi Rocks and, at its worst,
is… well… reminiscent of TB debut.
There is some okay stuff here, but not
much. ‘Peace Of Mind’ has a Spaghetti
Western feel, ‘The Easy Way’ possesses an
easy grace but Daell’s attempt to inject some
emotion needs a warning. ‘Dirty Pool Player’
relies on robust Status Quo riffing, but this is
more or less all.
It’s not awful. Nah, some people will like
that basic, Rockabilly-based, Punky attack
and good on ‘em, for that is what you have
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TARJA – ‘THE BRIGHTEST VOID’ (earMUSIC)

SYMPHONIC

Tarja (Turunen) presents ‘The Brightest Void’
as a prequel to the August release of ‘The
Shadow Self’; the nine tracks showcased
here include a studio version of ‘Witch Hunt’
(her ‘Beauty And The Beat’ song with Mike
Terrana and the Bohuslav Martinu Philharmonic
Orchestra), two covers from Shirley Bassey and
Paul McCartney, a new mix of ‘Paradise (What
About Us’) – her duet with Sharon den Adel on
Within Temptation’s ‘Hydra’ – alongside five
other original songs.
One of the most interesting for me is her duet
with Hanoi Rocks front-man Mike Monroe on ‘Your Heaven And Your Hell’, a
straight-ahead Rocker with Monroe also contributing harmonica and sax,
particularly in the Jazzy mid-section, and Tarja singing in an unbelievably
low register devoid of all her trademark pitch, tone and timbre – although the
(studio) switch to her high Soprano in the song will probably be difficult to do
live. It’s an incredibly brave attempt at a contemporary Rock ‘n’ Roll tune, and
has Monroe’s stamp all over it, and for the most part it works very well.
‘No Bitter End’ is the first video release and should be familiar to fans. A dark,
heavy down-tuned guitar sound in keeping with previous solo albums with a
soaring voice that embellishes a good melody on the chorus.
McCartney’s ‘House Of Wax’ is also interesting as its temperate beat
meshes with a piano ostinato that bears a slowed down resemblance to Gary
Jules’ version of ‘Mad World’. It’s a beautiful, haunting piece with a typically
gorgeous vocal. Tarja’s cover of ‘Goldfinger’ has a slightly dark edge to it and
is considerably different. She’s created her own intro and what I particularly
like is the very subtle mimicking of Bassey’s clipped delivery in places, whilst
putting her overall unique stamp on the song.
As for the new mix of ‘Paradise…’, the guitars have been turned down and
the bass appears to have been taken out to give more clarity to the vocals.
The resonance of the Toms has been pared back too, whilst a single violin has
replaced the orchestration in places when the instrumentation is at rest, with
just the vocals A Cappella.
There are a multitude of musicians involved in both projects but for the most
part Tarja’s regular band are the main protagonists, although it’s also worth
mentioning that Red Hot Chili Peppers’ Chad Smith played drums on the ballad
‘Eagle Eye’.
Carl Buxton
here and so little else. It could be said that
this is the foundation which Motörhead
based a lot of their sound on, to which it
could be relied that Iron Maiden based their
stuff on Skiffle.
The Bullhounds do serve, and there’s
honour in that. But they have to serve the
listener too...
Steve Swift

THE GOLDEN GRASS
‘COMING BACK AGAIN’
(Listenable)
ROCK

This is the second album by Brooklyn trio
The Golden Grass with the guys continuing to
tap into their sixties/seventies Rock influences.
Opening track ‘Get It Together’ reminded me
of Ted Nugent’s old band The Amboy Dukes.
There is a distinct Southern flavour throughout
all of the delightful six songs on offer here.
Guitarist and lead singer Professor Plum
Brandy adds a large dose of charisma to
‘Reflections’, the Psychedelic harmonies
and beautiful guitar work delivering a
euphoric sound. It is credit to any band that
can hold your attention for close to eight
minutes; ‘Shadow Traveller’ takes you on a
ride full of fuzz-tone guitars and pounding
bass lines, before the song loses its shackles
and goes berserk.
The dreamlike quality of ‘Hazy Daybreak’
gives the album a mid-period breather, it
sounds like a couple of guys playing on the
porch while drinking a little moonshine. We
are treated to some dirty guitar playing in the
style of Blue Cheer and early Black Sabbath
during ‘Down The Line’, the song bounces
along in a mindless orgy of good time energy.
Jimi Hendrix’s frayed Rock ‘n’ Roll style is
all over ‘See It Through’; it’s little more than
a stonking Blues Rock workout and, to these
ears, is a little too predictable, especially
considering the more sophisticated songs
that came before.
The Golden Grass stands proud with their
influences, and slot nicely into the category
of Retro Rock.
Ray Paul
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THE INTERNATIONAL SWINGERS
‘THE INTERNATIONAL SWINGERS’
(All The Cats)
ROCK

Now, who would have thought that the
original bassist from The Sex Pistols and
the drummer from Blondie would combine
musical paths and create a new musical
sensation? Well, actually, they had a little
help! Guitarist James Stevenson (Billy Idol),
has joined Glen Matlock and Clem Burke
along with vocalist Gary Twinn, and formed
The International Swingers. This self-titled
debut is a no-nonsense Rock record!
Oh, yes we hear that Punk style as well,
the first wave of which these four proudly
call theirs. But as the group name alludes
to, these veteran Rockers have created a
rollicking and swinging foray into modern
Rock ‘n’ Roll! Contained within the grooves
of this debut are catchy chorus and straightforward verses, complete with driving beats,
great vocals and energy to spare!
Just picture yourself at a sixties Junior
High “sock-hop”, dancing the night
away, and then cruising down Main
Street in the mid-seventies on a Friday
night listening to the number one single
from your over-powered car radio; that,
my friends, is TIS!
These four musical mates perform to
perfection and have fun doing so. Maybe too
much fun! Each song Rocks and Rolls along,
some full of teenage angst, others with a tad
more serious subject but all with a no-holds
barred attitude that is infectious. A “get
down and party” atmosphere – this is Rock
‘n’ Roll plain and simple!
The International Swingers; Twinn,
Matlock, Stevenson, and Burke, sound
rejuvenated, and injecting some fresh,
straight to the point, solid Rock. Played in
that energetic, rollicking, Rocked-out way
and all tracks in just over three minutes
each! Just what Rock radio needs in the
21st century – the true number one single
is back and on this debut; every song is
a contender!
Bruce E.J. Atkinson
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THE JELLY JAM
‘PROFIT’
(Music Theories)
PROGRESSIVE

For those wondering where they’ve heard
that name before, The Jelly Jam was a studio
project formed early in the last decade by
King’s X guitarist and singer Ty Tabor, Dream
Theater bassist John Myung and Winger/
Dixie Dregs drum monster Rod Morgenstein.
They released a self-titled album in 2002
on the InsideOut label, followed by the
imaginatively titled ‘2’ a couple of years later,
and seemingly that was that. However, a third
album, ‘Shall We Descend’, crept out almost
unnoticed in 2011, self-released and with
very little budget for promotion, prompting
the band to go back to a recognised label for
album number four.
The cover features a prophet holding
scales with the world on one side and gold
on the other, signifying a loose concept
on the cost to the earth of the quest for
money; it isn’t obvious on every track but
is a definite theme on others. Musically,
the band have spent more time on ‘Profit’
than previous ones, with more layered
guitar overdubs and a wider aural palette
making them sound a little less like Tabor’s
contributions to KX, although his pure
singing voice and writing style sometimes
make a comparison unavoidable. His beefy,
down-tuned guitar riffs are all over the
mid-paced opener ‘Care’, the bass-driven
Rocker ‘Memphis’, and ‘Stop’ with its
powerful stop/start groove, power chords
and catchy chorus. At other times there’s
more of a contemporary Pop/Rock style on
offer with the acoustic guitar-based verse of
‘Stain On The Sun’, the syncopated rhythm
and ringing tones of ‘Ghost Down’, or the
simply lovely ‘Heaven’, which fades out and
fades back in again as ‘Permanent Hold’ for
an extra three minutes of subtle guitar solo
over the same tune.
Other highlights include ‘Water’ with its
gentle intro, slowly building verse and offkilter chorus, and closing track ‘Strong Belief’;
loads of atmosphere and a dramatic chorus.
Strangely, ‘Mr. Men’ channels their obvious
Beatles influence but is so chunky and upbeat
that it ends up sounding more like Enuff
Z’Nuff. Throughout the album, the playing
is impressive but tasteful, with the carefully
selected notes of Myung and Morgenstein
benefitting the songs and steering well away
from any overplaying. Clear sound and an
unfussy attention to detail makes ‘Profit’ the
most accessible album The Jelly Jam have
recorded thus far.
Phil Ashcroft

THE ORDER
‘ROCK ‘N’ RUMBLE’
(Massacre)
HARD ROCK

This is the fifth album from this Classic
Rock band from Switzerland and it’s a nicely
rounded, enjoyable offering with a mission –
“to bring Rock music back where it belongs”.
It’s got all the “up for it” attitude of AC/DC
and raspy Rock ‘n’ Roll vocals that Bon Scott
would approve of, combined with melodies
and guitar redolent of bands like Dokken as
combined on opener ‘Play It Loud’.
It’s unashamedly nostalgic for the high
point of popular Hair Metal and ‘Rock ‘N’
Rumble’ is effectively a tribute to the scene
at that time. ‘Diamond Dave’ (Lee Roth) gets
a mention and indeed the cyclical melodies
of that song are vaguely reminiscent of Eddie
Van Halen’s style of playing.
‘No One Can Take You Away From Me’
is a fine AOR love song, boldly pre-nineties
in attitude and it has all the innocence and
purity of songs of that period; uplifting
and heartfelt with more hooks than Velcro.
Back from the time when music was feel
good and relationships were not considered
disposable. Halcyon days indeed.
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However, to stop things getting a little too
nice Rockers like ‘Fight’ and ‘Gimme A Yeah’
are designed to be good live song followups… as is the song ‘Womanizer’, just in case
you thought masculinity had been tamed.
The slightly cringingly, obvious caveman
nature of the lyric aside (sometimes we guess
there’s a trade-off, this is music coming from
a pre-PC era after all) there is something to
be said for their straightforward honesty.
Mercifully perhaps, we get back to
another epic styled ballad ‘Turn The Pages’,
the slightly Teutonic sounding ‘Wild One’
with a touch of slightly harder eighties Metal
(a la Scorpions meets a bit of Iron Maiden
or Judas Priest) and closers ‘Reason To Stay’,
another decent Rocker, and ‘Karma’ which
is heavier and more Modern/Nu Metal
sounding.
This album got more and more enjoyable
as it became familiar so do give it a few
spins; it will repay the attention. Not a perfect
offering, but definite high points make this a
worthwhile acquisition for the eighties fan.
Dawn Osborne

THE RACK DOLL
HOT CITY’
(O.R.A.)
ROCK

Combining the sass of Joan Jett and
the attitude of Finnish Blues-soaked Glam
Rockers Hanoi Rocks, The Rack Doll is giving
Finland another reason to rejoice. While
performing as a duo under the moniker
The Acoustic Lady, Minna (Vocals) and Kari
(Guitar) Ora joined forces with members
from Remu And The Hurriganes, resulting
in TRD. With a history dating back as far as
1993, the band’s debut ‘Hot City’ was both
a long time coming and anything but simple
to complete.
Over the course of recording, Minna
Ora fought a battle with breast cancer.
Unperturbed by her condition, she not
only conquered her illness but used her
determination and strength to make ‘Hot
City’ a reality. She delivers a classy vocal
performance on each of the album’s dozen
tracks. From the laid back groove of ‘100
Miles Away’, reminiscent of The Rolling
Stones, to the up-tempo, ZZ-Top boogiewoogie of ‘Shorai Shorai’, TRD has recorded
a thoroughly consistent and stylistically
authentic album.
‘Long Cool Woman (In A Black Dress)’
is a stark highlight (and personal favorite),
bringing to mind Denmark’s Razzmatazz and
contains some handy guitar work. ‘Pain In My
Heart’ is a soothing ballad with a soul born
out of Nashville, the city often regarded as
the mecca for Country music. Kari Ora again
delivers some tasteful guitar work complete
with elements reminiscent of timeless pedalsteel and slide playing.
TRD is one of those bands that is hard
to find fault with since their sound is so
genuine. Enjoyable songs, well-executed
vocals and inspired playing makes for a
winning formula. Although a bit more
intensity would be welcome, this is nothing
but a minute detail considering the overall
quality of the music and maturity of the
band. Coupled with Minna Ora’s vocal
charm, The Rack Doll’s perseverance has
paid off with ‘Hot City’ and those with an
affinity for groove-based Blues Rock should
take notice.
Brent Rusche

THE RECORD COMPANY
‘GIVE IT BACK TO YOU’
(Concord)
BLUES

This is music that sounds like it was
dreamed up in a boxcar while hoboing
across the US. The three-piece from LA play
Blues that harks back to the early pre-electric
Blues days in terms of discernible influences,
but manages to sound contemporary thanks
FIREWORKS

to good song-writing and a plugged-in
approach.
There’s a lovely warmth to the
production on this release. The bass sound
is fat and full, acting as the spine for these
songs in much the way the double bass used
to, making it a lead instrument at times. In
the background, the drums shuffle and, at
times, have that laid back swing that made
Jimmy Reed records so affable. Front and
centre, Chris Vos’ voice is clear and carries
some great melodies, while the guitars can
be acoustic, electric or slide in turn.
That slide guitar conjures up Elmore
James on the likes of ‘Off The Ground’
or the casual ‘This Crooked City’ where
it sounds like sunshine glinting in a hot
Californian morning. The down-on-yourluck vibe of the Blues seeps through tracks
like the Black Keys-sounding ‘On The
Move’. On ‘Rita Mae Young’ Vos takes a
high-pitched approach that gives the song
a plaintive Son House feel.
‘Feels So Good’ has an infectious singalong melody whilst ‘Turns Me Loose’
broods like Junior Kimbrough or R.L.
Burnside before it boogies home more like
John Lee Hooker. ‘In The Mood For You’ has
a touch of raunch, combining Hooker again
with the Chicago strut of a lusty Howlin’
Wolf. There’s a “live in the studio” feel, with
the handclaps and gang-chanting backing
vocals on the likes of ‘Don’t Let Me Get
Lonely’ and the Gospel feel of ‘Hard Day
Coming Down’, that sound like the band
were joined in the singing booth by the
janitor, tea-lady or anyone in the hood.
It works a treat and you sense this record
would come to life in a small, sweaty bar.
Rootsy and cool without the pretension of
some contemporary Blues outfits, this is one
for those who want a Blues album about
songs rather than guitar histrionics.
Duncan Jamieson

THE RIDES
‘PIERCED ARROW’
(Provogue/Mascot)
BLUES

It seems the norm now for musicians to
have additional bands/projects which they
can venture into on their time off from the
“usual” job and The Rides is no exception.
Stephen Stills (of Crosby Stills & Nash
fame) has teamed up with guitar maestro
Kenny Wayne Shepherd and keyboardist
Barry Goldberg. Goldberg has played with
the likes of Muddy Waters, Otis Rush and
Howlin’ Wolf so clearly knows the Blues.
‘Pierced Arrow’ is the follow-up to their
2014 album ‘Can’t Get Enough’.
Clearly with the likes of these three
gents involved, it’s unlikely you are going
to get substandard product and that is the
case. ‘Pierced Arrow’ contains ten tracks
from out and out Rockers to soulful ballads
plus a couple of well-chosen covers. Vocals
on the album are split between Stills and
Shepherd.
‘Kick Out Of It’ opens proceedings and
could easily be a Mick Jagger/Keith Richards
composition; a pure Bluesy Rocker with a
nice, dirty edge to it. There’s a feel to it that
suggests it may have been recorded, more
or less, live in the studio. Well done but not
too clinical. The second track ‘Riva Diva’ is
much along the same lines, albeit in this
case more reminiscent of Chuck Berry.
‘Virtual World’ is a reflective ballad with
Shepherd and Stills dueting throughout, a
la CSN, and is a song lyrically designed to
make the listener take a look at themselves
and the life/lives we currently lead. Another
atmospheric tune in ‘By My Side’ follows
before we riff up again for ‘Mr Policeman’.
‘I’ve Got To Use My Imagination’ is the
first of two covers on the album. This was
a hit for Gladys Knight & The Pips and was
written by Goldberg and the late Gerry
Goffin. It was also recorded by Bobby Bland
(Whitesnake fans might know of him) and
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it’s the Bland version (slower) they have
selected as the basis of the cover.
‘Game On’ and ‘I Need Your Lovin’’ pick
the pace right up before we get to the
soulful ‘There Was A Place’. Finishing off
with a cover of Willie Dixon’s ‘My Babe’, a
song that is the complete opposite of the
usual “my baby left me” Blues lines as it
puts women in a positive light. Overall, a
fine Blues/Rock album worthy of anyone’s
collection.
Steve Price

THE SECURITY PROJECT
‘LIVE 1’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

I’m not a big fan of cover band/tribute
album stuff, but I have to say that I was
intrigued when this landed, as it features
an ex-member of King Crimson (Trey Gunn)
and Peter Gabriel’s original drummer Jerry
Marotta. But the thing about Gabriel is that
he has a very distinctive voice and, unless
the songs are done differently (as with
Steve Hackett’s ‘Genesis Revisited’), then I
couldn’t see this working.
So, I put this on and first track ‘Lay Your
Hands On Me’ immediately had me checking
to see if vocals were in fact done by Gabriel
or not. They’re not. The vocalist’s name is
Brian Cummins, and he does a bloody good
job… for the most part (There are a couple
of words, “fishes” and “dishes”, where he
tries a bit too hard and made me smile as
I thought of Brian Pern). It also becomes
more obvious that it’s not Gabriel on ‘I
Don’t Remember’ and ‘No Self Control’, but
he brings it back with ‘The Family And The
Fishing Net’ (which was never one of my
Gabriel favourites to be fair).
I suddenly became aware that I was
listening to this album purely on how
convincing the vocals were at sounding like
the man himself, which made me think that
they should have gone for the more varied
interpretations of the songs. Having said that,
their versions of ‘Intruder’, ‘San Jacinto’ and

‘Biko’ are excellent, as is ‘Here Comes The
Flood’, which is probably the track that is
most different from the original.
Interestingly, there is a Genesis song
on here, in the shape of ‘Back In N.Y.C.’,
and it is also the one which sounds least
like Gabriel. Oh yes, and having said ‘Biko’
was excellent, I think it was a big mistake
for Cummins to say ‘The rest is up to you’
towards the end of the song, when the
audience were obviously not mic’d up, so
you could not hear them singing.
For all the positives, I’m still not sure
why these things are done; if you have the
albums, then listen to the albums. And if the
person is still alive and performing, then go
see him live and performing.
Andy Brailsford

THE SENTON BOMBS
‘MASS VENDETTA’
(7Hard)
HARD ROCK

It’s been a few years since I enjoyed the
last album from The Senton Bombs, and it
was a pleasant surprise to see they’re still
plugging away and even improving with
this, their fourth full-length release. Hailing
from Blackpool, TSB are a band that seem
to be forever under the radar, getting great
reviews but more often than not greeted
with a hearty “who?” when their name is
mentioned. ‘Mass Vendetta’ is yet another
attempt to bring their brand of music to the
huddled masses, and if you like your Rock
infused with a definite roll, some Sleaze and
a splashing of Punk, they might be right up
your alley.
You’d be hard pushed to find anyone who,
at first listen, thought TSB were a UK band.
They sound as American as apple pie, mostly
thanks to vocalist Joey Class, who has the
sort of voice that makes you think he trains
it by licking New York pavements until it’s
just the right blend of throaty and melodic.
Musically, they’ve definitely matured, with
their songs having definite identities that
set them apart from each other.

TED POLEY – ‘BEYOND THE FADE’ (Frontiers)

MELODIC ROCK

Ted Poley is one of the best front-men/
vocalists in Melodic Hard Rock… period.
His voice is instantly recognisable and on all
recorded output, his silky tones usually add
the magical fairy dust that many bands, despite
having the songs/producer, just fail to achieve.
If I were to be in any way critical, I would
criticise the fact that despite possessing one of
the most recognisable and superb voices in the
genre (aside from his work with Danger Danger
and a couple of decent Bone Machine efforts),
Poley has, for the most part, lacked the material,
rather than the ability to deliver; with ‘Beyond The Fade’, wrongs have been
righted, big time.
Anyone will tell you, it’s all about the material (take a bow Tom and James
Martin/Alessandro Del Vecchio); after all you can’t make a silk purse from a
sow’s ear can you? Fronting DD, Poley has been spoilt working with the Bruno
Ravel/Steve West partnership that churned out high quality Melodic Rock
easily. Poley, whether intentionally or unintentionally, has steered ‘Beyond…’
out of the meatier realms of power chords and “whoa whoa” territory into what
can best be described as a more “mature” release chock full of superb FM
melodia.
The opening hat-trick of ‘Let’s Start Something’, ‘Everything We Are’ and
‘Hands Of Love’ (from the Blonz 1990 self-titled album) sets the tone for the
remainder. Three top drawer tracks given the treatment – wonderfully
produced, slick slices of pure AOR that immediately make you wish for more.
‘The Perfect Crime’, featuring the wonderful Issa, is balladry of the highest
order and the US Adult Contemporary Chart would explode if the song is given
the exposure it deserves. ‘You Won’t See Me Cryin’’, with its effortless groove
and insanely memorable chorus, vies for top honours along with the monstrous
‘We Are Young’ and the up-tempo strut of ‘Sirens’. Special word for “Super”
Mario Percudani (Hungry Heart, Lionville, Mitch Malloy), his playing further
cements his reputation as not only a super player, but someone that plays with
touch, dexterity and class.
Despite 2006’s ‘Collateral Damage’ and 2007’s ‘Smile’ standing head and
shoulders above any of Ted Poley’s previous solo output, they fade into the
background when compared with ‘Beyond The Fade’. Amazingly, it has taken
his entire career to come up with an album that genuinely warrants the label of
his best solo work… and it is – bloody marvellous!
Kieran Dargan
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Whilst the full-speed-ahead ‘Train Wreck’
stands out as the albums spit-in-yer-face
Punk and Roller, they are just as happy
to throw in the atmospheric mid-paced
‘Out West’, which has had one reviewer
comparing it (not unfairly) to Tesla of all
bands. ‘Pretty Tricky’ is another full-on
Rock and Roller that kicks off with a killer
guitar widdle, whilst ‘Wedlock Horns’ could
be a lost Cinderella song (without so much
screeching, thankfully). What I’m trying
to say here is that TSB refuse to be stuck
in a single category, and revel in variety
throughout the album.
As Blackpool’s least Blackpool-y band,
The Senton Bombs will challenge what you
think you know about them, and ‘Mass
Vendetta’ should give existing fans a new
appreciation of just what they can do. It’s
not perfect – ‘Avalanche’ and closer ‘Apex’
I can do without – but this album may
represent a turning point for the band as
they lift their heads up from the racing
guitars and realise they can also do songs
with a little more heart.
Alan Holloway

THE VIRGINMARYS
‘DIVIDES’
(Spinefarm)
ROCK

Follow-up to 2013’s debut album ‘King
Of Conflict’ sees the Macclesfield Punk trio
treading familiar ground. Punk-tinged Rock
is the order of the day on ‘Divides’, with the
requisite melody harnessed by producer Gil
Norton with the help of quality song-writing
from the band themselves.
Pitched somewhere in-between Royal
Republic and Danko Jones, there’s plenty
to admire in songs like the chipper duo ‘For
You My Love’ and ‘Halo In Her Silhouette’, as
well as the more raspy balladry of ‘Walk In
My Shoes’ or The Beatles sounding ‘Moths
To A Flame’. ‘Falling Down’ and ‘Motherless
Land’ shows an appreciation of The Jam, but
at the same time the latter has a nod toward
Blue Collar Rock in perhaps the same way as
The Gaslight Anthem. That’s the attraction
of ‘Divides’; it’s a tuneful warts and all Rock/
Punk album where honest songs are given
the benefit of clear, yet organic sonics.
With enormous crossover appeal, The
Virginmary’s are further evidence – if any
were needed – that Britain time and time
again produces Rock bands of true quality.
Mike Newdeck

THE WILDHEARTS
‘NEVER OUTDRUNK, NEVER
OUTSUNG – PHUQ LIVE’
(Round) ROCK
By the time the second Wildhearts
album arrived in 1995 the band had already
been embroiled in much controversy
and shenanigans such as destroying the
Kerrang! offices after a lukewarm EP review
– the norm. Possibly less wise was royally
pissing off their own record label by insisting
the follow-up to the ridiculously good ‘Earth
Vs The Wildhearts’, would be a double disc
affair. A fan club album later, (‘Fishing For
Luckies’ would provide more label/band
hatred for many years after) and the single
disc ‘P.H.U.Q.’ (pronounced fuc… you get
the idea) landed with an almighty explosion.
Maybe not quite as gloriously tough or
snarly as its predecessor, the glistening
hooks, stonkingly memorable choruses and
fantastically nimble size twelve to the arse
‘P.H.U.Q.’ provided was quite jaw dropping.
That it all happened just over two
decades ago makes me feel old and
wrinkled, or at least it did until the twentieth
anniversary celebration rolled into town last
year, sell out audiences greeting it across
the UK. ‘Never Outdrunk, Never Outsung –
PHUQ Live’ is the result and smash me over
the head with a shattered pair of drumsticks
if it doesn’t act as a juddering fist of proof of
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just how good this band are on stage. Ginger
Wildheart, CJ Wildheart and Rich Battersby
reunited is a thing to behold and, flanked
this time by bassist “Random” Jon Poole,
their powerful, furious, precise, good time,
attitude-infused Rock ‘n’ Roll may never have
sounded better.
Sticking to the original album’s running
order (incidental between song music (which
is turned into an expletive-laden sing along
here) included) surprises by becoming the
perfectly-paced set; ‘I Wanna Go Where
The People Go’, ‘Just In Lust’, ‘Nita Nitro’,
‘In Lilly’s Garden’ and the other nine songs,
simply fantastic. With the crowd pleasingly
high in the mix, the chants, shouts and cheers
that are so much a part of any Wildhearts
show genuinely allow you to feel the energy
and excitement of being in the crowd, while
the band are faultless throughout.
This leaves ‘Never Outdrunk, Never
Outsung – P.H.U.Q. Live’ to be a stunning
document, of a stunning band, playing a
stunning live show.
Steven Reid

THOSE BLACK MARKS
‘DARWINIAN’
(Independent)
ROCK

This decent enough album from
Dublin four-piece sees the band offering
an accessible brand of “radio-friendly”,
nineties-influenced Alt-Rock that appears
to tick all the right boxes. A good singer,
radio ready songs – check out ‘She Said’ or
‘Take Me Away’ for proof – and polished
production add to the idea that Those Black
Marks could be going somewhere.
‘Lost And Found’ – a song that seems
ready made for The Script – the punchy Rock
of ‘Saint And Satellites’ and the Celtic Rock
of ‘Fish Out Of Water’ give the album enough
eclecticism without loss of accessibility, a
factor that shouldn’t be underestimated
when competition is fierce.
Mike Newdeck

THROW THE FIGHT
‘TRANSMISSIONS’
(Bullet Tooth)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Throw The Fight are a Modern Rock
six-piece (three guitarists) hailing from
Minneapolis, Minnesota. They formed in
2003 and have toured with such high-profile
acts as Papa Roach, Bullet For My Valentine,
Black Veil Brides, Avenged Sevenfold and
Sevendust. ‘Transmissions’ is their third
full-length album and all the bands just
mentioned are a good indication of Throw
The Fight’s musical style, with BFMV being
the most obvious.
‘Transmissions’ contains ten tracks of,
primarily, brash and “in your face” uptempo songs. It took two or three plays for
the hooks to sink in but when they did they
became quite addictive and the conservative
thirty-four minute running time means a
repeat performance comes around quite
quickly.
My main concern relates to the vocals
of lead-singer James Clark. The incendiary
nature could prove too extreme for those
of a more reserved musical disposition, but
when he relaxes and sings with a cleaner
style, usually during the chorus, it proves
to be far more accessible. ‘Drown With Me’,
‘Gallows’, ‘No Surrender’ and ‘The Broken
Youth’ typify the overuse of harsh vocals, but
he has enough of an edge in his delivery for
the more intense material without resorting
to the caustic singing and initially it becomes
something of a distraction.
Album highlight for me is ‘Passing Ships’.
The aggression is tempered and in the
process showcases a more mature writing
ethic. The use of strings and keyboards adds
an extra dimension to the sound and when
the full band kicks in towards the end of the
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TEN – ‘BATTLEFIELD: THE ROCKTOPIA RECORDS COLLECTION’ (Rocktopia) HARD ROCK
As the world slowly emerged from the cloying
tide of Grunge that had swept all before it in
the early nineties, the face of the Hard Rock
scene was dramatically different from what it
had been just a few short years before. Most
of the bands a whole generation had grown up
with in the late eighties had vanished, and those
that did survive the onslaught found themselves
with none existent media or label support. It
was into this particularly harsh and unenviable
landscape that Ten first emerged.
Once touted as “the great white hope” of UK Melodic Hard Rock, there’s no
doubt that they did lead the clarion call for a while, their knockout combination
of deft musicianship, killer hooks and wonderfully addictive songs winning
them deserved praise from all quarters. From a purely commercial perspective,
they probably peaked with the glorious ‘Spellbound’ album at the tail end of
the nineties, but as an admirer of both Ten the band and Gary Hughes as a
song-writer, there’s little to choose between their ‘Ten’ through to ‘Babylon’ five
album run.
As the new millennium dawned, however, Ten’s fortunes stalled somewhat,
a series of line-up changes and a dearth of live activity ultimately seeing
opportunity slip from their grasp. Hughes has, of course, kept the Ten flame
alive with a string of unswervingly good albums throughout, but in the last
couple of years activity on the Ten front seems to have ramped up once again.
As the title implies, ‘Battlefield: The Rocktopia Records Collection’ isn’t a
new studio album as such, but a rather tasty collection of everything the band
has recorded thus far during their tenure with Rocktopia Records – and I do
mean everything. Not only does it include the magnificent (and now out of print)
‘Albion’ and its svelte follow-up ‘Isla De Muerta’, but it also adds the recent ‘The
Dragon And Saint George’ EP non album tracks, as well as exclusive Japan only
bonus tracks ‘Good God In Heaven What Hell Is This’ and ‘Assault And Battery’.
I may be a little partisan to the Ten cause, but from a personal perspective
I think these last couple of studio albums represent some of the best work
they’ve done since ‘The Name Of the Rose’ and ‘The Robe’. Tracks like ‘Albion
Born’, ‘Die For Me’, ‘Karnak/The Valley Of The Kings’ and ‘The Dragon And Saint
George’ are quintessential Ten – soaring melodies born aloft on emotionally
driven riffs… Hughes’ song-writing at its bombastic best! A must for any
serious Ten fan!
Dave Cockett
song, it has a big impact. The closing title
track is also worth a mention. Reminiscent
of Anberlin at times, it has a Pop sensibility
that tips a nod towards mainstream radio
play. Drummer Jeff Baustert puts in a notable
performance throughout and adds some
nice fills that underpin the powerful music
without having a dominating effect. I think
an occasional guitar solo may have benefited
some songs and given them more of an
identity, but that is a personal opinion that
may not be shared by everyone.
‘Transmissions’ would have a wider
appeal if a more restrained approach had
been taken towards the vocals, but it has
been on constant rotation in the car for a
week and proved an enjoyable listen despite
my misgivings.
Dave Bott

THUNDERSTONE
‘APOCALYPSE AGAIN’
(AFM)
POWER METAL

The Finnish Power Metallers are back,
after a few line-up re-shuffles, with an album
that is as good as anything that’s gone
before. The most significant change is singer
Pasi Rantanen’s return after separating
from the band and being absent on the
previous ‘Dirt Metal’ record. Drummer Atte
Palokangas also joins the ranks and the band
sound re-energised and full of ideas.
There’s something distinctly old-school
about their sound. The band is happy to
let the guitars and keyboards fight it out
on the likes of ‘Walk Away Free’ where the
keyboards swoop in and out, giving them
an added Prog feel. The keyboard sound has
a classic Hard Rock feel, displaying Deep
Purple or Uriah Heep influences and, at other
times, the songs often have the noble air of
Dio pulsing through their veins; Rantanen
can sound like a higher pitched Jorn Lande
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in places too. Of course the band bring with
them the more modern thump of Power
Metal in their delivery too.
Rantanen is a damn good vocalist. He
doesn’t over egg it, but his voice is capable of
the range and power necessary for this kind
of music and he’s also able to bang out some
choice melodies that add a Melodic Metal
tag to their overall sound. The slow big ballad
‘Through The Pain’ would plod in the hands
of a lesser singer, but Rantanen brings a
powerful performance to hold your interest.
The title track whips along at race-horse pace
and houses a fine choral arrangement on
the chorus, while ‘Higher’ surprises with an
added horn and organ sound that is almost
Funky (not a sound you often associate
with Power Metal), before it slows into a
more traditional Dio style Rocker. ‘Days Of
Our Lives’, with its stabbing keys and slow
insistent riff, has a Kashmir feel, and ‘Barren
Land’ rounds the disc off mixing a bare
keyboard sound with full-on Power Metal
and a distinctly Finnish sounding hook.
Assured Metal, guaranteed to please
those who have picked up their previous
output and also a winner for anyone who
likes solid Metal with a show of bravura.
Duncan Jamieson

TILES
‘PRETENDING 2 RUN’
(Laser’s Edge)
PROGRESSIVE

Tiles are one of those bands that’s been
around for some twenty years and produced
five studio albums prior to this, but never
made the big break-though. This is down
to what I think of as a peculiarly American
Prog Metal trait of inserting muscular and
somewhat off-kilter riffs and solos into
otherwise very decent tracks.
Often compared to Rush (not least
because Terry Brown is their producer),
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which I can see to some extent, albeit Rush
are more melodic and seldom challenge the
listener in the same way as Tiles. Clearly they
are well connected as the album features a
host of guest performances – far too many
to list here.
As a double disc concept album, clocking
in at around ninety minutes, the band may
have over-reached themselves a bit with
twenty-one tracks telling the story of a man
dealing with betrayal.
The title track is Modern Prog with layers
building over a dark but satisfying theme
before picking up pace with that Rush-like
quality. ‘Shelter In Place’ has one of those
angular riffs, while ‘Stonewall’ puts me in
mind of Blue Öyster Cult on the up-tempo
sections; these being juxtaposed with hippyish slow parts. Instrumental ‘Voir Dire’ is
probably technically very proficient but the
guitar soloing is rather frantic and that’s one
of the reasons I can’t fully embrace Tiles. I
like solos to flow and have a melody one can
hum along to, that’s rarely possible with this
band. ‘Drops Of Rain’ is a fine track, aside
from the solo, and it also has a fine chorus.
There’s some great bass motifs across the
album, none better than that which opens
‘Taken By Surprise’ which then develops into
a vigorous instrumental workout with Adam
Holzman (Steven Wilson Band) providing the
keyboards; vocals arrive some six minutes
into the piece. ‘Refugium’ is an unexpected
choral passage, whilst bass is to the fore on
‘Small Fires Burning’ courtesy of Colin Edwin
(Porcupine Tree).
Ian Anderson (Jethro Tull) lends his flute
to the haunting ‘Midwinter’; it’s my favourite
track from the album which demonstrates
that when they rein in the harsher elements
of their style, they produce quality music.
If you are a fan of Tiles, then this is going
to tick every box and you’ll love it. However,
if like me you’re in the undecided camp, then
nothing here is about to change your mind.
Gary Marshall

TIME HORIZON
‘TRANSITIONS’
(Melodic Revolution)
PROGRESSIVE

Passed to me by our esteemed Reviews
Ed, who’s hit the nail firmly on the head yet
again by suggesting I might like US band
Time Horizon’s rich hybrid of Prog, Pomp and
AOR. ‘Transitions’ seems to be a debut album,
although judging by the sheer number of
guitarists and drummers listed alongside
bassist Allen White and keyboardist/vocalist
Ralph Otteson – along with no less than
eight recording studios in five US States –
the album seems to have been many years
in the making. TH have a distinct Christian
leaning and an endearingly dated, synthheavy sound, bringing to mind other lesser
known exponents like Cryptic Vision, Everest,
Tradia, Lightspeed, and even early Saga.
Interestingly, it’s been co-produced by current
Yes bassist Billy Sherwood, who thankfully
hasn’t tried to modernise things and even
brings in ex-Yes keyboard player Tony Kaye
to add his unmistakable Hammond B3 to
‘Prisoner’, the disc’s longest epic.
Opener ‘Only One Way’ tells you exactly
what Time Horizon are about, which is
tuneful Pomp/AOR with a punchy chorus,
smooth vocals from drummer Bruce
Gaetke, grandiose arrangements and a nice
atmospheric middle section. Gaetke also
handles vocals on the catchy ‘You’re All I
Need’ and a great version of Sherwood’s
classic World Trade anthem ‘The Moment Is
Here’, on which Sherwood himself plays lead
guitar. To my ears the other vocalist, Rich Relf,
is even better, adding his Michael Sadleresque tones to the Spacy ‘Only Today’, the
multi-hued epic ‘Prisoner’ and the relatively
simple power-ballad ‘River Of Sorrows’.
The three instrumentals are all varied, from
the more guitar-based ‘About Time’ and
the uplifting keyboard piece ‘Only Through
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Faith’, to the beautiful acoustic guitar and
piano tune ‘Water Girl’, which evokes the
atmosphere of Saga’s ‘Images’. The cream of
the crop is closer ‘Love Is Here’, a Kansas-like
epic complete with violin and vocals from
Jake Livgren, nephew of Kerry Livgren.
Old-school synths and inventive time
changes are all over this release and
it’s been sympathetically produced and
mixed, although it does sound more like
an expensive demo than a polished album,
and in a way that adds to its charm. There
are no modern touches at all and if it had
been released thirty years ago it would be a
cult classic by now. Unfortunately, it seems to
have taken a long time to put together so I
doubt we’ll get another one in the very near
future.
Phil Ashcroft

TODD RUNDGREN
‘BOX O’ TODD’
(Purple Pyramid)
ROCK

One of two new additions to the frequent
Todd Rundgren live release schedule, this one
is available officially for the first time after
mostly doing the rounds on the tape-trader
scene. The expansive ‘Box O’ Todd’ consists
of three discs of radio broadcasts from early
in his solo career (1971 to 1973), and whilst
it’s a must-have for a Rundgren fanatic like
myself, there are drawbacks that will prevent
it from appealing to all but the most devoted
followers.
All three discs are of decent sound quality
given their two-track tape origins, the first
two mixing one-man performances with
full band versions featuring Rundgren’s
compatriots at the time, as well as the
distinctly Rundgren-esque Hello People. If
you read the track listing you could easily
get excited about the amount of unfamiliar
material, I’m afraid the bad news is that
they aren’t unreleased Rundgren songs,
they’re mostly by the HP, who also sing their
own songs with Rundgren playing guitar or
piano. The first disc dates all the way back
to 1971 in Philadelphia, the highlights
being the piano and vocal ‘Believe In Me’,
a raucous ‘Broke Down & Busted’, a true to
the original ‘Be Nice To Me’ and a solo ‘The
Ballad (Denny & Jean)’ on which Rundgren
forgets the words to much hilarity. The most
interesting track is a pre-release run through
of the classic ‘It Wouldn’t Have Made Any
Difference’, whilst the best of the HP songs
are the Bluesy Rocker ‘Rock All Over Again’
and the Funky ‘I’m Feelin’ Better’
Disc two is more of the same, recorded
at Ultrasonic studios a year later, it includes
a lot of the same songs but with a rawer
sound. The version of ‘I Saw The Light’ is
great and Rundgren pauses to explain each
verse of ‘Piss Aaron’, even changing the word
to ‘Pzzz’ to get past the US radio censors, but
more of that later. Of the non- Rundgren
songs, the best are ‘Feels So Good To Be
Alive’ and the quirky, nine minute ‘Mad Red
Ant Lady’.
The final disc should, potentially, have
been the most interesting as it’s by Rundgren
and the original six-piece Utopia line-up,
but apart from a few good solo numbers
by Rundgren at the piano, the band seem
sloppy and under-rehearsed. Recorded at
Counterpart Studios in Cincinnati a few
months before the release of the first Utopia
record in early 1974, Rundgren starts on
his own with ‘…Light’ and a sublime ‘A
Dream Goes On Forever’, but a lengthy ‘…
Aaron’ is ruined by the station bleeping
out the word (and the music behind it!)
every time. He tries hard to keep up with a
backing track of Gilbert And Sullivan’s ‘Lord
Chancellor’s Nightmare Song’ before the
band join in for the patchy ‘Hello It’s Me’, a
really sloppy ‘Utopia Theme’ and an equally
mistake-riddled ‘Black Maria’. The best
part of the Utopia section is the brief Todd
Rundgren solo song ‘Hungry For Love’ and an
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instrumental section of ‘The Ikon’ that runs
for less than a third of its eventual thirtyminute length.
To make this box seem like a better
deal they’ve added photos, a guitar pick,
collectable badges and a backstage pass,
along with detailed liner notes, but unlike
the fairly recent ‘Todd At The BBC’ 3CD/DVD
set, ‘Box O’ Todd’ isn’t essential and has a
curiosity value only.
Phil Ashcroft

TONY PATTERSON
‘EQUATION OF MEANING’
(Esoteric)
PROGRESSIVE

Tony Patterson is best known as front-man
of renowned tribute band ReGenesis thanks
to his vocal similarity to Peter Gabriel. It
would be easy to review this album, his fifth
solo outing, as being a Genesis/Gabriel hybrid
but it would be both inaccurate and unfair
because there’s far more to it than that.
Certainly he sounds quite like Gabriel, but
I don’t get the feeling he’s accentuating that
in the same way he does with ReGenesis.
Also, most of the songs aren’t of the Genesis
style, although they are fabulous. The overall
feel is somewhat melancholy but there’s
no disguising the quality of the writing,
wonderful melodies and terrific, lush,
arrangements. Using multi-tracked vocals, if
deliberate, is inspired as it serves to negate
those Genesis comparisons, as do the short
atmospheric instrumental tracks interspersed
throughout the eleven tracks.
The aptly haunting instrumental ‘Ghosts’
is split into Genesis and Pink Floyd parts
whilst ‘The Magdalene Fields’ is redolent
of ‘Wind And Wuthering’ era Genesis with
its chiming guitars, whispering synths and
Mellotron; vocally and lyrically Steve Hackett
comes to mind.
‘Each Day A Colour’ evokes Big Big Train
comparisons on its verses, the guitar solo is
a delight and ramps up the pace for the first
time. ‘Cast Away’ is short but sweet and it’s
followed by the album’s longest track, ‘The
Angel And The Dreamer’, formed of three
wonderfully contrasting sections. Essentially
an instrumental, there’s so much going on, yet
it remains entirely cohesive and like any good
instrumental, the melodies maintain interest.
‘Beneath A Perfect Sky’ has Modern
Prog traits with a circular piano refrain; the
layers created are incredible but far from
distracting. ‘Sycophant’ is the most “Gabriel”
track with programmed and edgy synth
work. Processed vocals on the bridge/chorus
simply highlight the comparison.
‘Pilgrim’ is a slow burner, I’m not a big
fan of brass instruments but the horn and
sax work of Fred Arlington bring a lovely
dimension to a superbly constructed piece.
The piano and flute instrumental ‘As The
Lights Go Out’ is beautiful. The album
closes with ‘The Kindest Eyes’, what a way
to conclude? It builds and has a memorable
melody, the guitar solos are perfect and not
too flashy while Nick Magnus’ keyboards are
exquisite.
A very pleasing album that I believe will
appeal to anyone with a liking for the Prog
genre, whether Classic or Modern.
Gary Marshall

TREMONTI
‘DUST’
(Fret12)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

When Mark Tremonti entered the studio
with producer Michael “Elvis” Baskette in
the early part of 2015 to begin work on his
band’s second album, he never envisioned
the sessions would be so fruitful. More than
twenty songs were created and recorded,
certainly too many for a single album, so
it was decided they should be split and
released twelve months apart. The first set
of songs featured on 2015’s ‘Cauterize’ and
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continued the trend that the 2012 debut ‘All
I Was’ began; heavier than Alter Bridge for
sure, but by no means shirking any melodic
responsibilities. I was fortunate enough to
speak to Mark Tremonti last year and he was
keen to stress that the songs due to appear
on ‘Dust’ were held in the same regard as
those on ‘Cauterize’ and not merely B-sides
or left-overs.
‘My Last Mistake’ gets things under way
in great fashion and contains a beast of an
opening riff. Mark Tremonti’s love of Speed
Metal was the catalyst behind him starting
his own band and he has surrounded himself
with like-minded musicians, namely Eric
Friedman (guitar), Garrett Whitlock (drums)
and Wolfgang Van Halen (bass). The Speed
Metal reference is actually something of a
misnomer when approaching a Tremonti
release because musically it is basically Rock
music with a cultured Metal edge.
‘The Cage’ and ‘Once Dead’ both have
huge riffs at their heart and some of the
subtle time/tempo changes would not sound
out of place on a Progressive Rock album.
Though not a ballad as such, the reflective
nature of the title track showcases an
imaginative writing ethic as well as providing
the light and shade that an album needs to
keep the interest levels high. Mark Tremonti
has stepped into the lead-singer shoes with
a comfortable ease and his unfussy delivery
style suits the material perfectly. I also like
the fact ‘Dust’ contains just ten tracks
because it makes a repeat play automatic.
After so much success with Creed and
the huge fan-base AB has built up, there
is nothing really to prove yet Tremonti are
not all about fuelling and massaging egos.
The focus is on the songs and the calibre
of the players is just a bonus. No frills, no
gimmicks and none needed. Another great
release for 2016.
Dave Bott

TRICK OR TREAT
‘RABBITS HILL PT 2’
(Frontiers)
POWER METAL

This is one of those bands that have been
around for well over a decade yet are barely
known in the wider Metal community. And
that is a travesty! It seems bizarre that a
band as good as Trick Or Treat, who have
toured Europe with the likes of Helloween,
Stratovarius and Sonata Arctica, can remain
relatively unknown, particularly in the UK.
Hailing from Modena in Italy, hopefully
signing to Frontiers will gain much needed
exposure to a wider audience. Vocalist
Alessandro Conti is also established in
Luca Turilli’s Rhapsody and that too will
help further their career. This is their
fourth full album and is the second part of
their adaptation of Richard Adams’ novel
‘Watership Down’ – a Heavy Metal Rabbit
Opera if you like!
Conti’s voice is remarkably similar to
Michael Kiske’s and they even got Kiske to
sing on their second album ‘Tin Soldiers’. In
places Trick Or Treat remind me of Helloween
in an alternative universe where Kiske stayed
with the band and they made more ‘Keeper
Of The Seven Keys’ albums.
Leaving that aside, founding guitarist
Luca Cabri (who had played on all previous
releases) has left and been replaced by Luca
Venturelli and the band have secured three
guest singers to duet with Conti. SA’s very
own Tony Kakko expands his ever growing
guest vocal list to sing on the closer and first
video release ‘United’; it’s a great song with
a catchy melody and serves as a great album
introduction. Ex-Judas Priest, Iced Earth and
Malmsteen singer Tim “Ripper” Owens sings
as General Woundwort on ‘They Must Die’ –
a dark, Progressive song with Black Sabbath
dramatics – and the wonderful Ancient Bards
Soprano Sara Squadrani portrays Hyzenthlay
on the power ballad ‘Never Say Goodbye’.
The Speed Metal dramatics of early
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Helloween are showcased on ‘Inle (The Black
Rabbit Of Death)’ with fast Arpeggio strewn
solos, ‘The Great Escape’ with Progressive
elements and a sing-along chorus, and the
riff-led ‘Efrafa’ with superb musicianship.
Think Avantasia story-telling with Kiske’s
vocals on the ten minute plus epic ‘The
Showdown’ whereas great song-writing and
melody are encapsulated in ‘Cloudrider’ with
its glorious chorus.
This really is an album that grows with
each listen, and the acoustic ‘Together
Again’ showcases Conti’s voice admirably.
Guido Benedetti and Venturelli make
guitar heaven whilst bassist Leone Villani
Conti and powerhouse drummer Luca Setti
hold it all together. Quite honestly an
outstanding album!
Carl Buxton

ULYSSES
‘LAW AND ORDER’
(Black Glove)
ROCK

In addition to sporting an array of
splendorous 18th century Gregorian
architecture, the city of Bath is soon to play
host to a musical renaissance with the debut
album by Ulysses, a band whose brand of
Pop Rock sits squarely in days of the past.
Although very different, they share immense
similarities with fellow Brit-Rockers The
Darkness. While the latter embraces a
bold and brash aesthetic established by
Queen, AC/DC and Mountain, Ulysses has
much more in common channeling the
muses of The Beatles, The Monkees and The
Partridge Family.
Intensity aside, both bands deliver solid
riffing and easily digestible hooks. There is
also a congruence with regard to each of
the band’s image and lyrics. Tracks like ‘Song
That Needs To Be Sung’ and the Psychedelicinspired ‘Crazy Horses Ride The Snake’
show that both possess the same affinity
for cheeky British humor. Furthermore, their
images are an integral part of each band. For
Ulysses, those fashions are rooted firmly in
classic trends, flaunting worn fabrics, brash
colour/pattern combinations and Charlie
Chaplin-esque bowler head-ware. However,
that is where such comparisons end. Firstly,
Luke Smyth’s voice bears an uncanny likeness
to that of Paul Stanley (Kiss) which will
leave many a listener in absolute disbelief.
A dubious combination indeed, that voice
juxtaposed against a late sixties Pop vibe
makes for a rather enjoyable experience.
There is something intriguing about a
band that eschews trends and seemingly has
loads of fun in the process, something that
makes ‘Law And Order’ so very refreshing.
Although the songs are undeniably simple
and catchy, they have a tendency to be
short in duration and somewhat repetitive.
However, if the mission is to resurrect a
sound largely forgotten and present their
musical agenda in the span of three minutes,
then they succeed in spades. If Ulysses has
more to deliver in the future, than this debut
has certainly given them the platform to
grow. Regardless, if late sixties Pop Rock
nostalgia comes knocking, there might not
be a better example than Ulysses.
Brent Rusche

UNIVERSAL MIND PROJECT
‘THE JAGUAR PRIEST’
(Inner Wound)
POWER METAL

Guitarist and composer Michael
Alexander created the Universal Mind Project
in 2012. His idea was to get together likeminded musicians who would collaborate on
a concept album; one with a strong storyline
and powerful compelling Metal music.
To aid him with this idea he asked Elina
Laivera and Henrik Båth (Darkwater) to help
out on vocals, Michael Alexander to join
him on guitars and growls whilst adding
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Alex Landenburg (Luca Turilli’s Rhapsody)
to complete the mix with his dynamic
drumming.
To help with the multiple characters from
the story, Alexander has also used the talents
of Nils K. Rue, Mark Jansen, Charlie Dominici,
Diego Valdez, Alessandro Bissa, Mike LePond,
Emanuele Casali and Johan Reinholz to flesh
out the band’s sound. Now, having a list of
musicians as good as the ones mentioned
above would be of little use if the songs
and concept didn’t stack up to scrutiny.
Thankfully, ‘The Jaguar Priest’ is a superb
slice of Melodic Power Metal, brimming with
superb performances, memorable songs and
a strong forceful production from DGM’s
Simone Mularoni.
Picking out a few songs to highlight is
easy, even though this is a concept album,
because each track can be taken out of
context from the full body of work and
still be successful as an individual song.
The standouts include the first two tracks,
‘Anthem For Freedom’ and ‘Truth’, which
show off just what UMP are all about. Two
intense Melodic Metal tracks, played by
musicians who have a real feel for this style
of Rock. When you then have singers who
have the power, depth and range to carry off
this style of Power Metal, you know you’re in
for an audio delight.
Others to check out are the epics
‘Awakened By The Light (Universal Mind)’,
‘The Jaguar Priest’ and ‘The Force Of Our
Creation’. Each song is filled with potent
musicianship, dramatic vocals and melodies
by the bucket load. My personal favourite
though is the emotional ballad ‘A World That
Burns’, where Laivera gives a jaw droppingly
good performance that sends chills down the
back of your neck.
Melodic with just the right amount of
heaviness, powerful and well-played, with
a vibrant production, Universal Mind Project
has everything a Melodic Power Metal fan
could ask for and more. A fine debut and no
mistake.
Ian Johnson

VAN CANTO
‘VOICES OF FIRE’
(earMUSIC)
ROCK

Many considered Van Canto’s A Cappella
Metal a novelty act, much in the same way
as Babymetal – but they’ve just recently
headlined Wembley Arena! In the past,
Metal music was somewhat constrained into
certain parameters and bands like Manowar
kept that certain pureness and ideology
by singing about “death to false Metal”,
nowadays almost anything is possible,
and VC have proved that theory by having
continued success.
Van Canto’s music works best in the live
arena, but for album number six they’ve
collaborated with German fantasy novelist
Christoph Hardebusch and delivered a
concept album that intertwines with his new
novel ‘Feuerstimmen’ (‘Firevoices’).
Based on an ancient terror, the fifth
dragon, that was hidden, and almost
forgotten from mankind in the depths of
the sea, who wants to subjugate the world
– something he was unable to do centuries
ago. Young Queen Elena tries everything to
protect her people, but the bard Aidan learns
about his special gift – the chant of magic
– needed to fight the dragon. Each song is
followed with narration from the story by
Welsh actor John Rhys-Davies – known
principally for his portrayal of “Sallah” in
the ‘Indiana Jones’ films and “Gimli” in ‘The
Lord Of The Rings’ trilogy. With competing
kingdoms, epic battles and dragons it’s not a
million miles away from ‘Game Of Thrones’,
and I dare-say both Hardebusch and Van
Canto lead vocalist Dennis Schanke have, to
a degree, been influenced by both the novels
and HBO series.
With fellow lead vocalist Inga Scharf,
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the combination of her voice allied with
Schanke’s on their duets shows a fabulous
compatibility from their decade long
collaboration. Mixed with world renowned
London Metro Voices, there is substance
and style to the songs that weave uptempo bombastic choir-led compositions
with darker-edged numbers and fast-paced
dramatic pieces. Male and female vocals
interweave on many of the songs, with the
mid-paced, Folky, anthemic (and first video)
‘Bardcall’ and the Symphonic sounding ‘The
Oracle’, with its double bass drumming
courtesy of Bastian Emig, being the pick of
the bunch.
A children’s choir from Dortmund adds
an interesting element to ‘Dragonwake’,
but Jan Moritz has replaced original bass
vocalist Ingo Sterzinger for this album, the
first to not feature a cover version, although
Ross Thompson and Stefan Schmidt are still
ever present with their higher and lower
Rakkatakka vocals. The limited edition
version of ‘Voices Of Fire’ features a short
bonus track called ‘Hymn’.
Carl Buxton

VARDIS
‘RED EYE’
(Steamhammer/SPV)
HEAVY METAL

After the tragic death of bass player
Terry Horbury last year, Vardis recruited
Martin Connolly (Rick Wakeman, Paul Fox)
to join guitarist and singer Steve Zodiac and
drummer Joe Clancy. The band played their
first successful show with the new line-up at
the Up The Hammers Festival in Greece.
I find artwork on so many new releases
all suffer from the generic look of Photoshop,
Vardis are to be applauded for using
famed artist Graham Humphreys, who had
previously produced artwork for Hammer
Studios, Nightmare On Elm Street and Evil
Dead – high pedigree indeed!
What is clear from opening number ‘Red
Eye’, is Vardis have finally captured their live
sound on a studio release, so many of their
previous efforts suffered terribly from poor
production, ‘The Worlds Insane’ being one of
the worst examples.
At first, the gritty vocal and foot stomping
guitars sound a far cry from the Boogie Rock of
past that the band used to deliver, though as the
song gets its teeth into you… it’s a welcome
change in direction. ‘Paranoia Strikes’ double
bass drum clout and brittle guitar are closer to
some of Rory Gallagher’s latter day work; it’s an
infectious groove shuffle.
It is not until we get to ‘I Need You Now’
and’ Lightning Man’ that we arrive at more
familiar vocal tone and super-charged Status
Quo riffs that made Vardis a name in the
eighties. ‘Back To School’ is a full-throttle
Rocker in the style of ‘If I Were King’ – it takes
us back to the band’s NWOBHM roots.
I especially enjoyed the updated
‘100MPH’, now re-named ‘200MPH’; nearly
seven minutes of pure unadulterated guitar
bliss and a reminder of how proficient a
guitarist Steve Zodiac still is. The bonus
tracks are a new version of the classic ‘Living
Out Of Touch’, which despite missing the
youthful approach of the original, still retains
its charms, and a reprise of ‘200MPH’.
Having followed Vardis since their eighties
heyday, I can safely say for sheer Rock ‘n’ Roll
power, this is the bands best release since
their classic debut album ‘100MPH’.
Ray Paul

VARGAS BLUES BAND
‘HARD TIME BLUES’
(Santo Grial)
BLUES

Javier Vargas has been around for over
twenty years and has recorded as many
albums during that time. The much respected
Spaniard has collaborated with many artists,
most notably with Carlos Santana who
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achieved global success with Vargas’ track
‘Blues Latino’, and this gives you a clue as to
the feel of the ‘Hard Time Blues’.
In fact, the album is a mixed bag of
songs; the first two, ‘Welcome To The World’
and ‘King Of The Latin Blues’, are most
definitely a smoochy fusion of Blues and
Latin rhythms – Vargas’ guitar is sublime.
However, third track ‘Ibiza Moon’ takes
a different tack entirely, featuring Paul
Shortino, it is decidedly more Country Rock
and certainly shows a versatility of guitar
styles. ‘Burning Shuffle’ is a wailing Blues
instrumental followed by the boogielicious
‘Bottleneck Blues’ demonstrating that
Vargas’ influences and playing styles are
wide ranging and eclectic.
We take a trip to Stevie Ray Vaughn
country with the next pairing of songs, ‘Down
By The River’ and ‘Playing At The Crossroads’,
but at this point I find that the use of
different song styles and different vocalists
is somewhat disjointed – the album feels as
if it’s having an identity crisis. There are a lot
of instrumentals on the album, ‘Space Jam’
is a change in style again (it would make a
great soundtrack), and ‘Avenida De Mayo’
is dripping with searing Blues guitar. The
album closes out with a Blues-Funk version
of ‘Tobacco Road’ which I’m not sure adds
anything to the proceedings.
Vargas is a deservedly revered guitarist
and, in isolation, I enjoyed each song, but, for
me, the song choices were so eclectic it lacked
focus. Definitely worth checking out though.
Helen Bradley Owers

VINDRA
‘MOURNFUL BOY’
(Vindra)
HARD ROCK

Swedish quartet Vindra have been doing
their Hard Rock thing for ten years, their
new album having been in gestation since
2011; abandoned and restarted with extra
of an emphasis on a more atmospheric
and heavier Rock direction. With the music
written by bassist Richard Sundstrum and
guitarist Daniel Castman, it’s left singer Cliff
Ljung to focus on the lyrics which follow a
theme of his childhood struggles – indeed
he may well be the mournful boy of the
album title.
Announcing their arrival with the crash
of a gong, a persistent guitar riff drives a
healthy slab of Hard Rock while an Eastern
flavouring drifts on top, evoking the ‘Shangri
La’ of the title. It’s brooding and intense,
combined with a heroic feel through short
atmospheric passages. A song which is
typical of the full and dense sound of the
album, it sets the scene perfectly as an
appetiser for the main course.
Rather than strictly adhering to the
charms of Melodic Rock, Vindra skirt around
the more Alternative Post Rock soundscapes.
‘Cold Eyes’ is an early example – where
AOR/MOR meets the more Experimental
with huge guitars chiming and echoing in
reverb around a vast space. Same with ‘In
The End’ proving that just when you think
that a song is going along an expected route,
there are unexpected developments in the
arrangements. They stick to the tried and
tested with ‘Dreamless’, the album’s power
ballad, and the more straightforward Rock of
‘In Life And Death’ where the songs follow a
more predictable path.
‘The Depths Of Vanadis’ is an interesting
instrumental diversion – a title sounding
like it would fit perfectly on the mouthfillingly titled, debut album ‘Heroes Of The
Unfinished Symphony’ and not far from the
intense and expansive Prog Rock of the likes
of Anathema. Rounding off with the contrast
of ‘Distant Traveller’, a dramatic guitarcentred piece which drifts into a melancholy
and sombre finish with the aptly titled
‘Escape Into Darkness’.
In trying to expand their Rock roots there
may be a feeling that it results in keeping
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their song-writing parameters quite narrow,
with the outbreak into big choruses and
changes in mood being commonplace.
Ultimately though, ‘Mournful Boy’ is an
intriguing release where Vindra have boldly,
and let’s face it, successfully endeavoured to
blend their Melodic Hard Rock core with a
coat of more Contemporary Post Rock cum
ambient/atmospheric gloss.
Mike Ainscoe

VIOLET JANINE
‘BETWEEN RED & BLUE’
(Lion’s Pride)
MELODIC ROCK

Violet Janine are a new Swedish
(naturally!) AOR/Melodic Rock outfit. Now
that in itself should be enough for you
to consider buying this release. However,
they are also one of the most exciting new
acts I’ve heard in quite some time. With an
album that is full of captivating and hookladen songs, VJ are going to set a few hearts
fluttering when they finally get to hear this
release. Comprising the talents of Janine
Nyman, Palle Hammarlund, Daniel Palmqvist,
Basse Blyberg and Ian Brunnberg, the band
have recorded nine of the strongest and
most exhilarating AOR songs that it’s been
my pleasure to listen to this year.
A revving motorcycle engine sets
everything rolling and from this ballsy start,
you’re then treated to some of the most
infectious songs your likely to encounter
in 2016. ‘Heat On The Highway’, ‘Devil
In Me’, ‘Tell Me’, ‘Everyday’s A Fight’ and
‘Shut Up’ charge out of the starting gate
with unbridled gusto and hit you head on,
driving their memorable choruses deep into
your soul. In addition, there’s the stunning
duet ‘So Much More’, featuring legendary
Black Sabbath/solo artist Tony Martin. It’s a
mid-paced Bluesy Rocker which shows the
range and depth of Nyman’s voice as she
complements those whisky-soaked vocals of
Martin.
‘Better This Than Nothing’ and ‘Story Of
My Life’ follow; ‘Better…’ is an attitudefilled Rocker full of great musicianship whilst
‘Story…’ is a stunning ballad that really
shows just what this band are truly capable
of. Finally, we come to what is fast becoming
my favourite song of the year, the absolutely
jaw-droopingly good ‘Down On My Knees’.
This song is why I love Rock music so much.
It’s powerful, fun and just makes you happy
when you listen to it and I’ve listened to it
a lot. Again it’s a duet with Nyman but this
time joined by Pontus Snibb of Bonafide and
it’s the way their voices combine and the
sheer joy that the band wring from every
note that makes this song so, so special.
How to sum this album and it’s music is
easy – one word easy... wow!
Ian Johnson

VISIONATICA
‘FORCE OF LUNA’
(Dr Music)
SYMPHONIC

Visionatica are an ambitious young
German Symphonic Metal band led by
Classically-trained Soprano “she-wolf”
Amara Avodem. The rest of the band
consists of her well-trained cubs – Manuel
Buhl (guitar), Michael Wolnitza (bass) and
Gerhard Spanner (drums) with ‘Force Of
Luna’ being their debut album.
Cinematic in scope, ‘…Luna’ seeks to
combine power and melody, attempting to
mesh virtuoso guitar, the driving aggression
of the rhythm section and the sweetness
of Avodem’s eerily precise vocals with
orchestral parts and epic arrangements.
The result is a big sound that, from the first
strains of the atmospheric opener ‘Visions’
to the closing bars of the ultra-melodic and
movie-score focused ‘Never Will Die’, will put
fans of the genre at ease.
Lyrically, and in keeping with Avodem’s
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VIVALDI METAL PROJECT – ‘THE FOUR SEASONS’ (Pride & Joy)

SYMPHONIC

Remember ‘Hooked On Classics’? For anyone
who does, it’s surely a painful memory –
Classical movements played over a robotic beat.
The attempt to tie Classical music to Rock has a
variable history, but we might be closer than we
ever were. The Symphonic Metal community
fuse few holds barred Metal with synths and
Folk-tinges, often with female vocals, to ferment
a usually heady brew; you know that, of course.
But Mitheria is not content with that; he has
set out to put all the movements of Vivaldi’s
‘Four Seasons’ to Metal, but with strings and
a choir present too… and has added lyrics by the estimable Douglas Docker.
He has also roped in a veritable talent agency of helpers; deep breath now...
Ailyn (Serenia), Fabio Lione (Rhapsody Of Fire, Angra), Marc Boals (Royal Hunt),
Rob Rock (Impellitteri), Chris Caffery (Savatage), Rolf Pilve (Stratovarius), Mike
Lepond (Symphony X), Ruud Jolie (Within Temptation), Mark Cross (Firewind,
Scorpions), Mark Wood (Trans-Siberian Orchestra), Victor Smolski (Rage,
Almanac) and many others.
So you can see how appealing this has been; the sweep alone could bring
you to the party and, if Symphonic Metal floats your boat, there will be loads
to love from the interplay of male and female vocals and the sharp riffing and
double kicks, to the twinkling synths and sweeping strings. Just take a look at
the drama of ‘Escape From Hell’, the almost Operatic ‘The Illusion Of Eternity’,
violin and organ solos (‘Euphoria’) and the ramming together of the Bluesy and
the Classical on ‘The Age Of Dreams’. Edu Falaschi adds Bluesy pipes to this,
Iliour Griften coaxing warmth out of ‘Vita’ whilst also working well with Katerina
Simeonova on ‘Immortal Soul’
The ramming is a bit of an issue, actually, as it can be a bit of a fatigue, this is
never going to go anywhere but the parameters it has set itself at the outset, but
there is often so much of it that it’s crowding out its own good work.
Alternatively, this could be seen as one of the most flamboyant projects
undertaken in a good while, delivering breath-taking brouhaha and many
minutes of fun. Certainly worth immersing yourself in, if only for the
audacity.
Steve Swift
preoccupations, much of the album deals
with wolf mythology (‘Totem’, ‘She Wolf’),
though other topics are explored too. ‘Lilith’,
for example, detects church skulduggery in
the concealment of the story of the first wife
of Adam, while ballad ‘The Thorns’ is a tale
of salvation from the Valley Of Death which
includes a duet with Winterstorm singer
Michael Liewald.
Elsewhere, ‘Certainty Of Benevolence’, a
musical highpoint, blends influences from
Oriental and Balkan cultures and serves as an
exhortation to belly dancing (the first Metal
track of its kind, I wonder?). ‘Imprinting Lies’
is one of many tracks to benefit from superb
keyboard contributions (in this case a cool
organ interlude and nice music box touches)
though curiously no keyboard player is listed
in the press bumpf.
The band hope that the album will appeal
to fans of Within Temptation, Nightwish and
Xandria, and I’m sure that it will. At the same
time, there have been some superb releases
recently by the likes of Leaves Eyes, Almanac
and Luca Turilli’s Rhapsody, and I’m not sure
‘…Luna’ is quite in that league. Despite the
big sound, in relative terms it lacks the hooks
and depth of some of those other releases.
Arguably, Visionatica need to find a harder,
less cutesy edge if they’re really going to run
with the pack.
Nevertheless, ‘Force Of Luna’ is a
promising and enjoyable first effort. It might
well “make the wolves dance under the
blood moon”, though next time out they
need to show more teeth.
Michael Anthony

WALTER PIETSCH
‘ONCE YOU ROCK, NEVER
FORGET’
(SAOL) ROCK
The debut Axxis album ‘Kingdom Of The
Night’ (1989) and follow-up ‘II’ (1990) were
two of the best German Melodic Metal
albums of the period. Sure, Bernhard Weiss’
nasal vocal style was rather distinctive, but I
loved it. However, from third album onwards
things seemed to go into a steady decline
until fifth album ‘Voodoo Vibes’ (1997) really
reached a personal nadir and I gave up on
them. Then guitartist Walter Pietsch left and
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the band roared back into form with the
revitalised ‘Back To The Kingdom’ (2000). So
safe to say I put my declining interest in the
band down to the aforementioned Pietsch.
Now, many years later, Pietsch has
resurfaced with a solo album where he also
takes control of the mic. Now, there are many
wonderful guitarist/vocalists in the Hard
Rock genre; Sammy Hagar, Ritchie Kotzen,
Eric Clapton… too many to mention. Pietsch
is not one of them! True, he freely admits this
in the album notes when he says, “Some
who recognise me from earlier may say
wow, you’ve become a singer too. But hey,
no doubt I didn’t. We’ve just got vocals”. I’m
sorry, but even with such a mea culpa, there
is no excuse for releasing an album with
such weak vocals. Sure, some of the songs
are clearly decent, and when he has female
back-up vocals, such as on ‘Rule The World’,
it’s actually listenable. But for the majority of
the album the vocals just suck the life from
the songs; the cover version of Axxis’ ‘Fire
And Ice’, even though deliberately done in
a different style, simply highlighting the gulf
in class.
On opening track ‘Deep Inside’ Walter
Pietsch sings, “I can feel it deep inside,
I’ve got the kingdom back”. Sorry, but you
haven’t. It’s as far away as it ever was.
Bruce Mee

WALTER TROUT
‘ALIVE IN AMSTERDAM’
(Provogue/Mascot)
BLUES

If you have any love for the genre of music
called the Blues, you will then, of course,
have heard of guitar legend Walter Trout.
His fifty-year love affair with this style of
music has translated into a career spanning
forty-two albums and record sales in their
hundreds of thousands.
However, you’ll also know that Trout
was stricken with liver failure and Hepatitis
C in 2013; his prognosis was, to say the
least, very grim. Thankfully Trout underwent
a successful liver transplant in early 2014
and after a period of rest and recuperation
returned to the music scene with the release
of last year’s wonderful autobiographical
‘Battle Scars’ album.
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He then made a triumphal return to his
first love, which is live shows, and to celebrate
this return to performing, Trout and his band
decided to record a new live album. One that
he hoped would show his new found fire and
joy of life. The venue for this celebration was
the Royal Theatre Carre in Amsterdam and as
Trout remembers himself “I hadn’t felt this
‘Alive’ onstage for quite some time and we
just tore the roof off that place”.
My advice then is that if great guitar
playing is your thing, sit down, pop this
double disc release in the player and revel
in what is a master-class in how to play the
Blues. It is also a master class in how to
wring emotion and delight out of each note
and the sheer pleasure of playing music just
for the love of it.
As for the songs, after a short intro from
his wife Marie, it’s all systems go for Trout
and his excellent band who hit us with
glorious renditions of ‘Help Me’, ‘I’m Back’,
‘Say Goodbye To The Blues’, ‘Almost Gone’,
‘Tomorrow Seems So Far Away’, ‘Haunted By
The Night’, ‘Fly Away’, ‘Rock Me Baby’ (where
son John Trout joins him onstage for a guitar
duel) and the stunning ‘Marie’s Mood’; this
track wasn’t originally in the set but when
a member of the audience shouts out for it,
Trout says “Yeah, why not?” and launches
into a breath-taking version of the song. And
that’s only some of the story, as there are
another six tracks to contend with.
As a long-time fan of the man I found this
to be a very emotional album to listen to. Not
just because it shows that you can overcome
adversity and conquer it, but because it also
shows that music does have healing powers.
That, along with the love of his family and
friends, is the main reason why Walter Trout
is back today. A cracking album from one of
the true gents of music.
Ian Johnson

WHITE MILES
‘THE DUEL’
(Long Branch/SPV)
ROCK

Tyrolean duo White Miles feature Medina
Rekic (guitar/vocals) and Hansjorg Loferer
aka Lofi (drums). During the last two years
they have toured Europe with Eagles Of
Death Metal, Blues Pills and The Answer.
‘The Duel’ is their second full-length release
and is produced by Micko Larkin (Courtney
Love, Hole).
The WM format of guitarist/vocalist and
drummer will bring obvious comparisons to
The White Stripes, regardless of the nature of
the material. The WM sound is raw and dirty
and has a distinctly live feel. The arrangements
are very loose and, at times, just come across
as extended jams. I have to admit that after
several plays, both lyrically and musically,
the songs are uninspiring and make very
little impact. The ideas are overly repetitive
and underdeveloped and this is a frustrating
aspect throughout each of the eleven tracks.
The performances of both Rekic and Loferer
are basic and in-keeping with the nature
of the songs. There are no real highlights
to mention and the lack of originality and
downbeat nature of the music proves to be
too much when heard several times.
I can imagine White Miles being an
interesting prospect in the live environment
and that may be where their strength lies.
Unfortunately, on the basis of ‘The Duel’ they
are not an act I will be searching for with any
great endeavour.
Dave Bott

WICKMAN ROAD
‘AFTER THE RAIN’
(AOR Heaven)
MELODIC ROCK

Well, right now it seems that I can’t go
a week without seeing a new name coming
out of Sweden, playing their very particular
brand of AOR/Melodic Rock. I’m in no way
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denigrating the scene, but it does seem (to
me at least or am I just imagining it?) that
there is a proliferation of bands from this
country at the moment. Add to this fact that
the bar in the recent past has been set pretty
darn high with top quality releases by bands
such as JoNo, A.C.T, Houston et al. So it begs
the question, is Wickman Road going to keep
up the high standards set by said bands?
To start with, this group are young and
have time on their side, and what we have
here is a solid but on occasions slightly safe
set of songs which, in truth, did take me a
while to really get to grips with.
The album finds the keyboards well to the
fore in the mix and complimenting rather
than dominating the sound and there is still
plenty of room for some nifty guitar work
and tasteful harmonies to keep proceedings
mainly on track. Without doubt there is
potential here, with a crisp, clear production
which serves the songs well, of which they
only really get going with ‘I Believe In You’
after a somewhat sluggish start. ‘I Can’t Wait
Anymore’, with it`s neat little guitar motif
and driving chorus, really does see the band
hitting their stride.
‘All Alone’ is the big ballad which they
pull off with great aplomb and the rest of
the album sees Wickman Road dividing their
very obvious talents between mid-tempo
Melodic Rockers and slower ballad-like
tunes, which did at some points find my
attention drifting somewhat. But the good
definitely outweighs the “not so” moments
which are evident in the superb ‘Now When
You’re Gone’ and album closer ‘Time’.
As a debut it’s a very credible release,
I’d just like to see the band explore some
slightly different avenues and go out on a
limb a little more. These guys definitely have
a future and they can take their rightful place
with the aforementioned acts and are a very
welcome addition to the ever-expanding
ranks of quality Swedish Melodic Rock.
Malcolm Smith

WIKKID STAR
‘COLLISION COURSE’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

Originally formed by vocalist Toney
Richards (D-ZIRE, Road Angel, Pistol Whip)
and guitarist Ashlyn Childs (Suicide Alley,
Darling Dead Suicide) – veterans of the
local underground Glam scene in Hollywood
– this album has that old-school, raggedy
charm of early records from acts like Poison
or Tigertailz. That means, of course, that
attitude and style may be more important
than individual musicianship; however,
highlights of such albums can give you that
“rebel spirit” feeling in the same way that
Punk can and that maybe the most polished
AOR can’t.
It also means that some songs may
be better than others. So cutting to the
outstanding track ‘Karma’, it has all the late
eighties, take no prisoners, Metal attitude
you’ll ever need. Remember when Mötley
Crüe used to pose and thrust flick knives
in their videos… yeah channel that! Shout
along, catchy chorus, “don’t you fuck with
me” music designed to get the blood up
and allow you to let loose in the same way a
good Twisted Sister record will.
‘Feed Me’ appears to be a vampirethemed love song, it has something of an
Alice Cooper crossed with L.A. Guns kind of
feel. Horror themes also appear elsewhere on
the album in ‘Rip You To Pieces’ and ‘Zombie
TV’; cue live stage theatrics a la Monsignor
Cooper and W.A.S.P.
But there’s a lighter side to the album
too, with the instrumental ‘New Beginning’
which is a fresh feeling interlude segueing
into ‘Shooting Star’ – time for the lighters to
be held aloft and waved. There’s some nice
guitar work as well from Giorgio De Lamus
Bankells (Guitar Lounge) and harmonies
reminiscent of the sweeter angelic style
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vocal work from Tigertailz. ‘Feels So Right’ is
another ballad in the same vein, although a
little Rockier in places with great guitar from
Brian Abretske (Gutter Boys).
Aided by “local Hollywood icon” Josi the
Cat (Piss Ant) on backing vocals and German
guitarist Marcus Platner (Kashmir) ‘Get it,
Got it, Good’ is a party ending, sounding
like a combination of The Beastie Boys and
D’Molls; it’s rough around the edges with
some fine shredding guitar to finish.
Essentially, you know if you wanna attend
a Glam Rock party or not. Once the taste for
it is acquired, it’s never lost. If you’re one of
the military capped, leopard and polka dot
clad faithful, don’t look any further.
Dawn Osborne

WILD RIVER
‘BURN YOUR CHAINS’
(Independent)
ROCK

According to the blurb, Wild River
came about in 2014, but it is surprisingly
difficult to find ANYTHING about them
on the internet; no Facebook presence
and their website gives little info, so
you’ll have to forgive me if some of this
is incorrect, it is pieced together from
supposition. This four-piece group are
Italian and hail from Rome with the
band made up of Roberto Spagnoli
(vocals), Andrea Bonifaci (Guitar),
Francesco Patane (bass) and Ludovico
Lovecchio (drums).
Their roots are very much in the
seventies and eighties, and the intro
song ‘Another Day’ sounds promising;
heavy with a Funky groove and a vocal
style that seems to be Ian Astburyinspired. ‘Under The Bad Signs’ may have
Ritchie Blackmore knocking on their
door as on the intro I thought it was a
cover of ‘Stormbringer’, yet the title
track, ‘Burn Your Chains’, is decidedly
more Bluesy with the slide guitar giving
it a Southern feel. ‘Here You’ is a Blues
ballad with a Cult-like melody which jars
somewhat. Overall, the album is heavily
ballad-laden which makes it a disjointed
listening experience.
The bio states they come from
different musical backgrounds and
this is very apparent – I’m not sure
they always meld seamlessly. There are
undoubtedly Blues and Classic Rock
influences, but the melodies don’t
always seem to sit right within that
context, often seeming laboured and
immature. The musicianship is sound
but gets a bit lost in the quality of the
“Happy Shopper” production. All in
all, ‘Burn Your Chains’ is a good debut
album and well worth a listen, but I do
feel they have thrown all their musical
influences at the wall and some of them
didn’t stick. However, given time to
develop their style I think they could be
a band to keep an eye on.
Helen Bradley Owers

WITHEM
‘THE UNFORGIVING ROAD’
(Frontiers)
PROGRESSIVE

Unleashing their second album, their
first for Frontiers, the press release that
accompanies Norwegian Progressive
Metallers
Withem’s
latest
opus
describes them as being influenced
by Symphony X, Pagan’s Mind, Dream
Theater and Circus Maximus, and whilst
I would say they’re far less heavy and
Neo-Classically orientated than Michael
Romeo’s troupe, the others pretty much
hit the nail on the head. Featuring
guitarist Oyvind Voldmo Larsen, bassist
Miguel Pereira, drummer Frank Nordeng
Roe and melodic singer Ole Aleksander
Wagenius, the band seem to have lost
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keyboard player Ketil Ronold since their
2013 debut, but with no replacement
being mentioned (or included in
the promo pics), rest assured that
wonderful piano and synth textures
are still a very major part of Withem’s
infectious sound.
Unlike a lot of bands in the genre,
Withem have only been together since
2011 and have matured rapidly up to this
point. Like fellow Norwegians PM and
CM, they have that distinct Norwegian
flavour that can’t be disguised and also
walk the line between Progressive and
Power Metal, attaching everything they
do to a strong sense of melody. They
frequently lighten-up mid-song, with
‘Exit’ going from a Hard Rocking verse
to a piano-led chorus before throwing
in a Neo-Classical guitar solo here or a
furious drum beat there to balance light
and shade.
Featured video song ‘The Pain I
Collected’ is a mix of straight Metal
and intricate, stabbing guitar parts,
the peculiarly-named ‘Arrhythmia’ is
short, sharp and melodic and ‘The Eye
In The Sky’ has a soaring chorus that
many a Melodic Rock band would
have been proud of. Sometimes they
almost drop the busy instrumentation
and heavy guitar altogether, letting
you concentrate on Wagenius’ rich
vocals as on the multi-hued ‘Riven’, the
varied ‘C’est La Vie’ and the saccharine
melodies of ‘In My Will’, despite its
sinister last line.
‘In The Hands Of A God’ is also very
melodic and has a stunning solo from
Larsen, who frequently shares the
limelight with the unnamed keyboard
player. The band use all their many
tricks on ‘Unaffected Love’, a song with
so many different vocal parts that it’s
hard to tell if it’s a verse, chorus, bridge,
or all at once.
The switch to Frontiers should see
Withem reach the larger audience they
deserve, and with the depth and variety
of ‘The Unforgiving Road’, they’ve
certainly kept their end of the bargain.
Phil Ashcroft

WOLF HOFFMANN
‘HEADBANGER’S SYMPHONY’
(Nuclear Blast)
INSTRUMENTAL

Accept’s Wolf Hoffmann has always
been a fan of Classical music; not
content with slipping such pieces into
Accept songs such as ‘Metal Heart’,
he actively pursued the theme back in
1997 during an extended hiatus from
the band, when he recorded ‘Classics’,
an album of his interpretations of some
of Classical music’s most loved tracks.
Now, almost twenty years later,
Hoffmann has released a follow-up,
‘Headbanger’s Symphony’. Using a
different approach to his previous
release, on this occasion he decided to
record the album with a full orchestra
to create a more bombastic sound – and
for sure he has succeeded.
This time around he has also chosen
some less well-known tracks, but on
many occasions the listener will detect
a sure familiarity, whether it’s Mozart’s
bombastic ‘Symphony No. 40’ or Bach’s
more gentile ‘Air On The G String’.
But don’t be fooled into thinking
these are merely Classical music covers
in the traditional sense – there are
many instances of guitar shredding,
such as on opening track, Beethoven’s
‘Scherzo’, and Russian composer
Modest Petrovich Mussorgsky’s ‘Night
On Bald Mountain’. In fact, Accept
producer Andy Sneap was so impressed
when he heard Hoffmann’s version of
‘Scherzo’ he insisted the riff was used
SUMMER

for Accept, eventually becoming the
foundation for ‘Teutonic Terror’ from the
‘Blood Of The Nations’ album.
Rock artists doing Classical covers
is nothing new – Rainbow turned
Beethoven’s 9th into ‘Difficult To Cure’
back in 1981 – and Hoffmann has
created another wonderful collection of
Classical tracks re-imagined through the
Rock prism. You want to hear completely
different versions of ‘Madame Butterfly’
or ‘Swan Lake’? Look no further. This
project was a labour of love for Wolf
Hoffmann, and that love shines through
on every second of this release.
However, I’m not sure exactly who
the target audience for this album
will be. I certainly hope it finds one as
these wonderful musical interpretations
deserved to be heard.
Bruce Mee

WOLFSHADE
‘HELL ON THE WESTERN LINE’
(Independent)
HEAVY METAL

Eugenio Apparuti (vocals and piano),
Piero Portelli (bass), Luke Fortini (guitar),
Emilio Pardo (guitar), Gabriele Biondi
(drums); names that sound so familiar
to me. Just like their Italian stories; you
start playing in a cover/tribute band in
your small village bar where all of your
friends and relatives gather together to
support, even if they’re not interested
at all, but at least their presence
can get you and your band mates a
catering reward consisting of a plate of
overcooked spaghetti.
Then, after you become fed up
with playing the same old stuff that’s
making your idols richer and richer
and sending your self-esteem falling
deeper and deeper, you decide to go
your own way and make your own
voice heard. Of course, not all of these
attempts succeed, but at least you’ll
have something to tell your grandsons
about and you can always tell yourself
“I tried”.
Wolfshade is no exception to the
rule and you can clearly see these

people have been playing most of the
Iron Maiden repertoire until a couple of
months ago. The influence of the band
from my (almost) home-place Stratford
is so preponderant in this self-produced
debut that even the production sounds
like Martin Birch’s, with its bass line
surgically, yet loosely, underlined.
There is also some pseudo-Power Metal
conceptualization, which characterizes
songs like the title-track, supposedly a
three-part suite about the World War I
inspired by the novel of E.M. Remarque
and G. Ungaretti’s poetry. ‘Sceptre Of
The King’ and ‘The Partisan’ instead dive
into the epic imaginary of bands like
Manilla Road and Cirith Ungol, though
with no such emblematic results.
Some naivety is almost mandatory in
these musical circumstances, but overall
Wolfshade doesn’t bite that much. That
is especially true regarding the flat and
sometimes tedious vocals which don’t
help that much and leave a wide gap
between the powerful lyrics and the
way they are interpreted which can be
quite dramatically felt, even after the
first two or three songs. Intuitions rarely
miss, but these Heavy Metal gladiators
should endow themselves with more
convenient and incisive arms.
Enrico Navella

WONDERWORLD
‘II’
(Key)
HARD ROCK

Wonderworld return with their
sophomore release simply entitled
‘II’; the follow-up to 2014’s self-titled
debut release. Wonderworld evolved
from being Ken Hensley’s (Uriah
Heep) backing band and take their
name from one of the Heep’s classic
tracks. The power trio consist of Italian
vocalist Roberto Tiranti (Labyrinth)
and a talented pair of Norwegians;
guitarist Ken Ingwersen (Street Legal)
and drummer Tom Fossheim (Live Fire).
Ingwersen was also responsible for the
album’s production and he was ably
assisted by engineer Jock Loveband.

ZAKK WYLDE – ‘BOOK OF SHADOWS II’ (Spinefarm)

ROCK

I remember talking to Zakk Wylde quite
a few years ago, after he released the first
collection of songs under this title. At that
time, I said to him that people would probably
be surprised that he had so much melody
in him, he replied that he actually wrote all
the melodic stuff for Ozzy Osbourne, such as
‘Mama I’m Coming Home’, ‘No More Tears’
etc. So it’s no surprise that he has brought
the second volume of ‘Book Of Shadows’ out.
This second offering contains sixteen
tracks (including two bonus songs), which
sit in the Country/Western (‘The Levee’) and Southern Blues/Blues Rock
crossover camp. It also shows the many sides of Wylde’s guitar playing,
being divided between acoustic-based (‘Tears Of December’ and ‘Useless
Apologies’), clean (‘Autumn Changes’) and dirty (‘Lay Me Down’, ‘Sleeping
Dogs’ and ‘The King’ – which could also be described as the only real
ballad on here).
Wylde also incorporates orchestration (‘…Changes’), and cello (‘…
King’), and the two bonus tracks which appear at the end, ‘…December’
and ‘Lost Prayer’ (yes, they do appear earlier on the album), this time
feature no guitar at all, just Wylde and a piano. This isn’t so surprising as
he did just this on his last tour. The whole album demonstrates clearly how
good a voice Wylde has, covering a wide range of emotions when he’s not
Black Label Society-ing it out.
As far as my personal opinion goes, the best tracks on here are ‘Darkest
Hour’ and ‘…Dogs’ which, in a very small section, reminds me of something
Richie Blackmore did – see if you can spot it! – along with ‘…King’ which
is quite stunning, and should be played live at every opportunity.
It’s always hard when somebody like Zakk Wylde brings this kind of
album out as some of the brethren may be a little narrow-minded and just
want to hear the power and screams, but if they open themselves up, just
a little bit, I’m sure they will like this.
Andy Brailsford
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The album kicks off with the Bluesy
Hard Rocker ‘Forever Is A Lie’ and gives
the listener a definite taste of what
is to come. Tiranti’s deep vocals are
really top-notch and deliver both a
raw and emotional feel; also standing
out is the fantastic arrangement which
gives Ingwersen’s guitar work a huge
presence, and this is just the start. The
tracks gain in momentum as you travel
through this release and you pick up the
bands influences as there is a definite
Whitesnake/Badlands vibe to the music.
The songs are a great showcase for the
trio’s talents who are, on current form,
on top of their game.
The ballad ‘It’s Not Over Yet’ is a
personal favourite and features an
emotionally-charged vocal from Tiranti;
this would have been a radio smash a
couple of decades ago. Other standout
moments are ‘Echo Of My Thoughts’
which contains some fabulous fretwork again from Ingwersen, ‘Evil in
Disguise’ with its up-tempo sound and
‘Memories’ which again highlights the
trio’s intense but controlled power.
Wonderworld’s ‘II’ is a fantastic slab
of Hard Rock, chock full of outstanding
guitar work, a superb vocal performance
from the highly talented Tiranti and not
forgetting the fantastic rhythm section
gelling the whole project together. The
band have been touring for the last
eighteen months and this set of songs
is the result of their labours, long may
they continue. Don’t be afraid to visit
Wonderworld; it’s full of great musical
rides and you won’t regret it. A must for
fans of Classic Hard Rock.
Mick Parry

WYTCH HAZEL
‘PRELUDE’
(Bad Omen)
ROCK

Wytch Hazel guitarist and vocalist
Colin Hendra studied Medieval dance
and sacred vocals during his musical
studies, and it is clear this has had
a huge influence on the WH music
and look, which the band describe as
“battle ready”.
Ex-Purson multi-instrumentalist Ed
Turner was used as producer, and has
certainly given the band a very seventies
sound. Despite the band getting pigeon
holed with the Occult Rock scene, much
of the lyrical work is aimed at a more
Christian themed style of writing, some
even deemed the bands previous EP
offensive because of this.
The influence of Welsh legends
Budgie is all over the guitar work of
‘Freedom Battle’, this is certainly a
plus, although the rather ham-fisted
lyrical work does take us off into Monty
Python territory in my opinion.
A strong Celtic melody runs through
‘Fight’, the duelling guitar work is quite
accomplished, and it is the musical
sections of the song that are strongest.
This is why title track ‘Prelude’, an
elegant instrumental, stands out from
the rest of the songs.
‘Dark Ages’ is an acoustic number
that just sounds thrown together just
to offer an acoustic-based number;
ideal for your Pagan empire. I enjoyed
‘More Than Conquerors’, the song has
real depth of structure and builds to an
impressive end.
Personally I enjoy what is termed
“Medieval Music”, though it may be
the Wytch Hazel influences are worn a
little too prominently on their sleeves
for some.
Ray Paul
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REISSUED ALBUMS
ALCATRAZZ
‘THE ULTIMATE FORTRESS
ROCK SET’
(Store For Music) ROCK
This has been a very Graham Bonnet
friendly year so far. Alongside Cherry Red’s
re-issues of the Graham Bonnet solo and
Alcatrazz albums, this box-set has just been
released which contains pretty much every
official Alcatrazz release plus more.
Going through the contents of the
handsome clam shell style box, the first
disc contains the first studio album, ‘No
Parole From Rock ‘N’ Roll’, with additional
instrumental-only demos of the songs. These
are keyboard heavy but, without the powerful
vocals, they allow Yngwie Malmsteen’s
incendiary playing to be enjoyed to the max.
Disc two contains the 1984 ‘Live Sentence’
album, a version complete with ‘Lost In
Hollywood’ and others which were not on
the original release. The accompanying DVD
is contained on the sixth and last disc along
with a live set of the band with Steve Vai
onboard performed later that year. This also
has an added attraction as it contains the
high budget ‘Island In The Sun’ video along
with the more basic videos for ‘Hiroshima
Mon Amour’ and ‘God Blessed Video’.
The third disc of this box-set contains
‘Disturbing The Peace’ with the young Vai
in tow. In addition, it contains the strangely
placed, but gladly received, tracks that
Bonnet sang with the band Tomorrow’s
Outlook in 2008.
The fourth disc contains the underrated
‘Dangerous Games’ album with Danny
Johnson on guitar, an album that has a
sleeker and more Pop-like vibe to it. One
of the bonus items is a version of ‘All Night
Long’ with George Lynch on guitar and it is
certainly a more raucous version than the
original. Also on this disc are two songs
from the star-studded ‘Wind In The Willows’
in which Bonnet played the Badger. These
tracks contain Zak Starkey, Peter York, Jon
Lord as well as Don Airey and are well worth
a listen, as is the full album.
Also thrown into the mix is the fifth disc
which is ‘Alcatrazz & The Graham Bonnet
Band Live’ (with Malmsteen on guitar for
the former). This is a live recording from
California in 1983 with things then brought
back to the present with a GBB recording
from last year featuring Alcatrazz, Rainbow
and solo tracks. That’s a gap of thirty-two
years and shows Bonnet is still going strong.
New guitarist Conrado Pesinato clearly
knows all the chords and the band is well
formed with Beth-Ami Heavenstone on bass
and Chase Manhattan on drums.
There is a comprehensive booklet about
the band and tracks, an official Alcatrazz
sticker and, apart from the kitchen sink, I
can’t think of anything else the package
could contain!
The music within is a vital addition to
the mid-eighties Rock heritage and I must
say stands up very well to this present
day. A band with a line-up of Malmsteen,
Vai and let’s not forget Johnson, plus the
constant Bonnet, Gary Shea, Jan Uvena and
Jimmy Waldo is formidable for any period.
The band had a purple patch in Japan for
a while but in retrospect deserved much
more attention; it’s not too late, so give this
Alcatrazz box-set a listen.
Rob McKenzie

ANTHONY PHILLIPS
‘SIDES’
(Cherry Red/Esoteric)
PROGRESSIVE

The cascade of Anthony Phillips’ back
catalogue continues apace with this album
from 1979. As usual, Esoteric have done
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a fine job and put together a very nice
package, although one has to question the
inclusion of a poster, particularly one that is
folded and therefore won’t look any good for
hanging or framing.
For your money you get four discs; the
original mix re-mastered, the 2016 re-mix,
bonus material (essentially instrumental,
single and alternative mix versions) plus the
obligatory 5.1 Surround Sound mix plus a
reasonably extensive booklet.
Phillips may have been the original
guitarist in Genesis, but there’s not a great
deal of similarity in his work here. Genesis
aficionados may well dissect certain guitar
parts and tell you they’re the same or similar
to this or that bit of an earlier song, but for
me the material has more in common with
10CC or City Boy.
I like the fact the opening song ‘Um
& Aargh’ is based on conversations with
Record Company A&R (Artist & Repertoire)
Executives. It conveys a similar comedic feel
as much of the aforementioned 10CC’s work.
‘I Want Your Love’ is a singer/song-writer
style Pop song, while ‘Side Door’ has a Funky
vibe redolent of eighties Pop. ‘Sisters Of
Remindum’ comes over as an amalgam of a
Steve Hackett and a Tony Banks solo track,
while ‘Bleak House’ has a fine piano delivery.
Anthony Phillips completists will lap this
up, but I am not sure there’s much to attract
a new audience.
Gary Marshall

APRIL WINE
‘CLASSIC ALBUM BOX-SET’
(Caroline)
ROCK

One of the bands that started the
Canadian Rock revolution alongside The
Guess Who and Bachman Turner Overdrive,
Montreal’s April Wine had already been on
the go for over a decade when they first
became known in the UK via The Old Grey
Whistle Test and 1980’s ‘Harder… Faster’
record. Amazingly that was actually their
eighth studio album and their tenth in all,
heralding their most commercially successful
period, especially in Europe where they
became a regular touring unit. This six album
box-set (not re-mastered as far as I can tell!),
is a timely reminder of a wonderful band
who boasted a quality song-writer in vocalist
and guitarist Myles Goodwyn – one of three
great guitarists alongside Brian Greenway
and Gary Moffet, as well as drum monster
Jerry Mercer and the much under-rated Steve
Lang on bass.
AW had dropped their lighter, Bluesbased tag with 1979’s ‘First Glance’, the
three-guitars ripping through opener ‘Get
Ready For Love’, the infectious ‘Hot On The
Heels Of Love’ and the US hit ‘Roller’ (one of
Zakk Wylde’s favourite songs), but they still
had a lot of subtlety on offer in the crossover
hit ‘Rock ‘N’ Roll Is A Vicious Game’ and the
wonderfully evocative ‘Silver Dollar’ among
its nine choice cuts. They refined their sound
even further the following year with ‘…
Faster’, Goodwyn co-producing with famed
engineer Nick Blagona at the legendary Le
Studio in Morin Heights. Preceded in the UK
by clips of the band playing the singles – the
classic ‘I Like To Rock’ and the Greenwaysung power ballad ‘Before The Dawn’ – the
album created quite a stir, prompting a
UK tour and an appearance at the very
first Monsters Of Rock. Pretty short at just
eight songs, the album also includes stage
favourite ‘Ladies Man’, the band flexing their
considerable chops on their version of King
Crimson’s ‘21st Century Schizoid Man’, and
Poppier offerings like the irresistible ‘Say
Hello’ and ‘Better Do It Well’
If their 1980 breakthrough album did well,
1981’s ‘Nature Of The Beast’ did even better
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and contains eleven top tunes, including
kick-ass Rockers ‘All Over Town’, ‘Future
Tense’ and ‘Crash And Burn’, lighter radio
hits ‘Just Between You And Me’ and ‘Sign
Of The Gypsy Queen’, and the unbelievably
catchy ‘Caught In The Crossfire’ and ‘Big City
Girls’. The version here also tagging on live
versions of ‘Roller’ and ‘…Rock’ from the
Hammersmith Odeon DVD shoot. Whilst
their popularity started to wane, Goodwyn’s
great song-writing and likeable voice didn’t,
filling the 1982 release ‘Power Play’ with
infectious grooves, killer choruses and great
guitar solos. ‘Anything You Want, You Got It’
and ‘Enough Is Enough’ would become stage
favourites, whilst ‘Doin’ It Right’, ‘Waiting
On A Miracle’, ‘Blood Money’ and ‘Runners
In The Night’ are all under-rated Wine songs
that match the classics. ‘What If We Fall In
Love’ is the big ballad, whilst ‘If You See
Kay’ (think about it!) is a great song with a
tongue-in-cheek chorus.
If ‘…Play’s sales had been slightly
disappointing, the 1984 follow-up ‘Animal
Grace’ would spell the end of their heyday,
which is a real shame as it’s a cracker. ‘This
Could Be The Right One’ and ‘Without Your
Love’ should have been radio gold and
the bombastic ‘Sons Of The Pioneers’ and
straight Rockers ‘Gimme That Thing Called
Love’, ‘Hard Rock Kid’ and ‘Rock Tonite’
are all highlights of one of their strongest
albums. On top of the five classic albums,
there’s also a live disc from the BBC’s ‘Rock
Goes To College’ series that, although a little
raw, does at least show what a good live
band they were. It’s made up mainly from
songs on their 1979 and 1980 albums, but
also starts with the oldie ‘Oowatanite’ and
has ‘Don’t Push Me Around’, as well as a
short Mercer drum solo during ‘…Man’. I still
cringe when Goodwyn shouts, “Are you sure
you guys aren’t at a disco?”
The set is reasonably priced and the discs
are housed in the usual cardboard sleeves in
a box format, but unlike the myriad of multidisc sets out there, you also get a booklet
with all the information you would need
about the albums, plenty of cool photos and
a fairly detailed essay by Malcolm Dome. If
you don’t already own these albums, you
now have no excuse.
Phil Ashcroft

BACHMAN TURNER OVERDRIVE
‘CLASSIC ALBUM BOX-SET’
(Caroline)
ROCK

There is a lot to be said for the advice to
under promise and over deliver, that way
it’s well within your talents and there are
no disappointments. Doesn’t work in sales
of course, but it worked for Bachman Turner
Overdrive.
Formed from the ashes of The Guess Who,
Randy, Tim and Robbie Bachman with Fred
Turner produced easy on the ear albums with
enough crunch for bikers who wanted a little
Canadian charm. This eight album box-set,
lovingly recreated with a gorgeous book of
notes and pics, shows their easy nature and
rolling groove that pleases, as well as the
development when Randy Bachman had
left and the band tried something new, with
mixed results.
The self-titled debut shows them trying to
find their sound, sometimes a little ordinary,
but often containing all those elements they
wrangled into a popular sound; ringing
guitars, sweet screaming solos, Glammy
stuff, cowbells etc. But by the time of ‘II’
in 1974, which peaked at Number 4 in the
States, there was the acoustic/electric feel on
the building ‘Let It Ride’ and the Barroom,
Funky, Country-inflected, ragged party tune
‘Takin Care Of Business’ scoring hits and
the blue collar appeal was working with its
laidback fun.
By the time of their most popular album,
the follow-up ‘Not Fragile’, Tim Bachman
had departed, replaced by Blair Thornton, the
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title perhaps a riposte to Yes’ ‘Fragile’ – yes,
we have ‘You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet’, an
afterthought for an album with no hits and
perhaps cruelly written about his stuttering
brother, but there is also the more monolithic
and dramatic fare of the title track and great
easy listening on the Marc Bolan-esque ‘Blue
Moanin’’, propulsive ‘Givin’ It Away’ and
rolling ‘Rock Is My Life’.
Momentum continued with the two
releases in 1975. ‘Four Wheel Drive’ and
‘Head On’ were comparative hits. The former
including ‘Hey You’, sounding like the big hit
in the verse but very summer-like, along with
a sexy bass in tracks like ‘Flat Broke Love’
and the sassy ‘Quick Change Artist’. The
latter contained the wonderful lounge-like
‘Lookin’ Out For #1’, different vocal choices
working well and pushing new sounds into
the tracks, along with some Folk on ‘Average
Man’, balladic gentleness in ‘Woncha Take
Me For A While’ and Funky bongos on ‘Away
From Home’.
It’s here that the problems started.
Follow-up ‘Freeways’ didn’t do good
business and the music, mostly written by
Randy Bachman, was a different kettle of
fish, obvious in the very Disco glitter of ‘Can
We All Come Together’ and some Vaudeville
horns on ‘Just For You’, plus a nice calm
Country title cut to finish; bit of a downer
it might have been seen as, but the change
in feel is welcome, adding some energy
and really chasing the feel of ‘77. Randy
Bachman was to leave after this release,
asking for time to record a solo disc and
not receiving it, but the others carried on,
shortening the name to BTO, and produced
albums which might be overlooked but are
lovely to hear.
John Clench (ex-April Wine) filled the
Bachman shoes and ‘Street Action’ was
supposedly a return to old sounds; it was
fun and uncomplicated stuff, blue collar
Country Rock (‘I’m In Love), languid guitar
and Santana solo (‘A Long Time For A Little
While’) and a sax among the smudgy Blues
of ‘Madison Avenue’ all make this a prime
slice of fun. The last album in the set, ‘Rock
‘N’ Roll Nights’ from 1978, is a grab-bag of
influences and although really fun, is not
really a Bachman Turner Overdrive album;
what we have is a bit of New Wave Knack
nonsense in ‘Heaven Tonight’, a Sleazier,
even chart possibility on ‘Wastin’ Time’, Toto
piano for the syrupy ‘Amelia Earhart’ and
even a Sweet Faces ragged ballad in ‘End Of
The Line’ – it is all a fine listen, just without
a coherent whole.
Eight albums taken in one hit is a bit of a
trial, but visited over a few days, breezy, basic
but brilliant in parts and very enjoyable; as
they say, they’re ordinary people with their
names in lights, perhaps the basis of their
appeal. If you only the visit the big hit, you
really ain’t seen nothin’ yet…
Steve Swift

BLACK FATE
‘DELIVERANCE OF SOUL’
(Ulterium)
POWER METAL

‘Deliverance Of Soul’ is the third full
album by Greece’s Black Fate, and it was
originally released in 2009, so why the remastering? Well, if you’ve heard the original
release then you’ll know that as good as the
songs were/are, the production lacked a bit
of punch and, after BF signed to Ulterium
Records, it was decided to do something
about that problem.
So, enter Erik Tordsson (End Of September)
who has done a masterful job in bolstering
the sound from the original recordings, and
giving the guitars, bass and drums a much
needed audio upgrade. However, what I love
the most about the re-mastering is the way
singer Vasilis Georgiou’s vocals have come
out; his Roy Khan-like delivery is now centre
stage (as it should be) and this breathes new
life into this almost seven year old album.
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If you’ve never heard BF’s music before
then you’re in for a treat. Coming across
with a strong identity of their own, the band
add in little bits of Conception and Kamelot
to augment their sound. BF therefore, are a
band that have a lot of stuff going on and
one which Metal/Rock addicts will love.
The guitars of Gus Drax are amazing, with
fluid solos moulded with powerful riffs and,
when his playing is joined to the vocals of
Georgiou, we have a band to be reckoned
with. Songs like ‘Angry Silent Scream’, ‘Rain
Of Paradise’, ‘If The Silence Was Grey’,
‘Thorn In My Hand’ and the brooding ‘Inner
Warning Of My Soul’ all have this very
interesting juxtaposition of heavy guitar
riffs coupled to light, catchy, almost Melodic
Rock-like choruses. It’s this odd, but very
pleasurable form of song-writing that keeps
you listening to this album.
As an introduction to Black Fate’s music,
this a fine place to start; it has the songs
and musicianship to keep you more than
cheerful. If you do like what you hear, then
you can move on to their latest album,
2014’s ‘Between Visions And Lies’, and
from there, Drax and Georgiou’s new band
Sunburst (reviewed in Fireworks #74).
Ian Johnson

DEEP PURPLE
‘LONG BEACH 1976’
(earMUSIC)
HARD ROCK

Originally available under the offbeat
title ‘On The Wings Of A Russian Foxbat’,
this recording at Long Beach captures
a live performance of the ill-fated Deep
Purple MK IV, featuring David Coverdale
on vocals, Glenn Hughes on bass and
vocals, Jon Lord on keyboards, Ian Paice
on drums and newcomer Tommy Bolin
on guitar, who had replaced the recently
departed Ritchie Blackmore.
The Bolin era only spawned one studio
record, the overlooked but now often
lauded ‘Come Taste The Band’. Despite the
strength of that record, Bolin’s reputation
was tarnished due to the abysmal ‘Last
Concert In Japan’ album, which saw him
attempt to play with an arm that was
paralysed from injecting heroin prior to
the show. The album was woeful, and
while the release of ‘Phoenix Rising’
(which included tracks from this show as
well as Japanese performances) helped
give a better overview of what Bolin was
capable of live, this presents a complete
concert with which to judge.
MK IV kept only three songs from
the Gillan era in the set, namely ‘Lazy’,
‘Highway Star’ and ‘Smoke On The Water’.
Even the MK III era is only represented by
‘Burn’ and ‘Stormbringer’, with the rest of
the show being made up from ‘Come…’
plus a cover of ‘Georgia On My Mind’ and
‘Homeward Strut’, from Bolin’s brilliant
‘Teaser’ album.
It’s a mixed bag of a show, frankly. The
audio quality is really good, and Paice is
the star here, delivering some quite superb
percussion. Lord underpins everything
with his usual class and Bolin does a very
creditable job. Ironically, the two vocalists,
who I’m such huge fans of, are the weak
links. Coverdale is not at his best, sounding
average on the Gillan era material, while
Hughes goes the other way, over-singing
and shrieking his way through most of
the set. It’s not all bad, Coverdale sounds
much happier on the newest material
like ‘Lady Luck’ and Hughes is great on
‘Getting Tighter’ and ‘This Time Around’,
but Coverdale howls his way through ‘Love
Child’ and Hughes destroys ‘Georgia…’
with some ridiculous histrionics.
There are bonus tracks from Springfield,
which was originally recorded, but
the recordings were damaged so Long
Beach was taped instead. That was a
good thing, as Hughes is even worse on
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the bonus version of ‘…Star’, basically
sobbing his way through his parts, and the
alternate version of ‘Georgia…’ is equally
overblown. Long Beach showed Bolin,
despite the tedious ten minute solo spot,
could do the job and the band still had
some spark, but unfortunately drugs and
Bolin’s premature death ensured that MK
IV would be short lived.
This is the best live document of what
they could have been – far better than ‘Last
Concert…’ but not without its faults.
James Gaden

GAMMA RAY
‘INSANITY AND GENIUS’, ‘LUST
FOR LIVE’
(earMUSIC) POWER METAL
The next batch of re-issues in
earMUSIC’s Gamma Ray series has arrived.
First of this pairing is ‘Insanity And Genius’
which was first released back in 1993, it
was the band’s third album and the last
to feature Ralf Scheepers as lead vocalist
(Kai Hansen would take over from here).
During the months before pre-production
began on the album, Uli Kusch and Uwe
Wessel (drums and bass respectively) left
the band and were replaced by Thomas
Nack and Jan Rubach, which left GR mainman Kai Hansen in an experimental frame
of mind.
He decided to try writing some songs
with a more Spacey feel to them and also
to try to give the songs a different type of
arrangement that didn’t just stick to the
usual Metal ones from the past. There is
no need to worry about this fact, because
GR still knew how to Rock with the best of
them and ‘Tribute To The Past’, ‘No Return’
and ‘Last Before The Storm’ are all bonafide GR Metal classics and start the album
off wonderfully. The Spacey sound Hansen
experimented with can be found on the
mid-paced ‘The Cave Principle’ and the
Jazzy ‘Heal Me’. Slower than ninety percent
of GR’s output, and with a guitar sound
Jimi Hendrix would have been proud of,
Hansen and his cohorts pull these songs
off with ease and show that they are more
than just a straight-ahead Metal outfit. As
with all the other re-issues, this one comes
with a bonus disc that features eight tracks,
including live, demo and cover songs.
The second GR re-issue to recently
appear is ‘Lust For Live’. Originally this
was a VHS/DVD and for the first time
it’s being released in CD format with
an excellent re-mastering job from Eike
Freese (Deep Purple). The show dates back
to 1993 when GR played to a fanatical
hometown Hamburg crowd, with their
new line-up for the first time; as you’ll
hear, they were on fire. Running through
songs old and new, the band could do no
wrong that night. ‘…Past’, ‘Space Eater’,
‘Insanity And Genius’, ‘…Storm’ and
‘Changes’ are all given everything by the
band and the audience lap it up. If you’re
a Helloween fan, there’s also a medley
of that band’s classic songs to enjoy as
well. During the set Hansen duets with
Scheepers on ‘Heal Me’, hinting that he
was soon to take over from him because
he would be leaving soon to go and
found Primal Fear a few months later.
If you’ve already got the DVD of this, I
think you’ll still get a kick out of owning
this on audio version for the first time
because the re-master has improved the
sound quality immensely.
GR fans of old will already have these
releases on order, but for those of you
looking for a slice of Classic Power Metal
you could do little wrong in checking out
these two albums (and the previous ones)
that have in their favour, great songs,
strong musicianship and new production
values that enhance the already fantastic
music of Gamma Ray.
Ian Johnson
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GRAHAM BONNET
‘BACK ROW IN THE STALLS’,
‘GRAHAM BONNET’/‘NO BAD
HABITS’, ‘LINE-UP’
(Cherry Red/HNE)
ROCK

Cherry Red Records has completed its
forensic examination of Graham Bonnet’s
post-Marbles and pre-Rainbow career
and have created two expanded re-issues
covering that period from 1972 to 1978. In
addition, it has also released an expanded
version of ‘Line-Up’ which Bonnet recorded
after he left Rainbow and before he joined
Michael Schenker Group.
First up, the detailed booklet with minibiographies by Malcolm Dome tell the story
of Bonnet’s album that never was, ‘Back
Row In The Stalls’. Although full of finely
crafted songs, it appears to have been
shelved because label RSO (run by Robert
Stigwood) wanted to focus on films (to be
fair he did come up with ‘Saturday Night
Fever’ and ‘Grease’ later on). Recovered by
producer Kaplan Kaye, this is available on
CD for the first time and it covers a variety
of styles. It has to be listened to in its preRainbow context; Bonnet was essentially
an R&B singer and to some extent a bit of
crooner and this recording shows that. It
also covers a bit of Reggae and I have to say,
Bonnet does have a soulful voice; the album
is a mixed bag and at the time it must have
been hard to pin down what the market was
intended to be. This also contains songs from
the film Bonnet was in (‘Three For All’) with
his wife Adrienne Posta (quite famous at
the time), Richard Beckinsale and a host of
seventies well-known British faces. One for
the collector and a good nostalgic recording
(strangely, there is a very late sixties vibe to
a lot of the songs even though they were
mainly recorded in 1973).
The next release is a double offering of
my personal favourite, the 1977 ‘Graham
Bonnet’ album and the following year’s
‘No Bad Habits’. Both albums were hits
in Australia and New Zealand but not so
much elsewhere. Shades of Rainbow can be
heard in ‘Soul Seeker’ and Bonnet also does
an admirable version of Al Green’s ‘Tired
Of Being Alone’. Also included is ‘Will You
Love Me Tomorrow’, which he later sang
at the Donnington Festival with Rainbow
(reviewed in the New Releases section).
I have heard that it was considered for
the third single from the ‘Down To Earth’
period and I think it would have been a
hit and with ‘I Surrender’ as the follow-up,
who knows what would have happened.
Returning to 1977, the single from this
album was ‘It’s All Over Now Baby Blue’,
written by Bob Dylan and it has some nice
slide guitar work by Mickey Moody (and
possibly a talk box which he subsequently
used with Whitesnake). Another standout is
‘Goodnight And Goodmorning’, previously
recorded by Hall & Oates. In summary, this is
very much an easy listening album.
‘No Bad Habits’ has the Australian hit
‘Warm Ride’, penned by the Bee Gees, and
is very Disco-oriented (check out the date –
1978); sung perfectly but a song very much
of the period. Bonnet’s voice is highlighted
in the ballad ‘Is There A Way To Sing The
Blues’ and on hearing this you could imagine
Bonnet going down the Tom Jones route as
opposed to the Heavy Metal highway. The
package also includes single edit versions,
B-sides and some demo tracks from this
period. This double album offering is packed
to the rafters and is excellent value.
‘Line…’, which was recorded in 1981,
is famous for including the hit ‘Night
Games’ and comprised a star-studded set of
musicians (in fairness his previous recording
all contained “names”). This one though has
Cozy Powell, Jon Lord, Moody, Neil Murray,
Rick Parfitt, Francis Rossi and so on. Things
could have gone differently if the followup single was the superb ‘S.O.S’ (penned
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by Russ Ballard) as opposed to the darker
‘Liar’ (also penned by Ballard). If ‘S.O.S.’
had been the single, it would undoubtedly
have charted higher and ‘Line-Up’ might
have sold better rather than sinking without
a trace quite quickly. The album is very
listenable with strong Pop Rock songs such
as ‘Out On The Water’ and ‘Set Me Free’.
The re-issue is completed by a collection of
B-sides and single edit versions; a definitive
version of the album.
Rob McKenzie

HUMAN FORTRESS
‘DEFENDERS OF THE CROWN’
(Massacre)
POWER METAL

When it comes to delivering Power Metal
brimming with confidence and intensity,
few do it better than these denizens from
Deutschland. With an overwhelming nod to
the sound and approach of legendary acts
like Iron Maiden and Dio, Human Fortress’
sophomore album is a tour-de-force for the
style which takes no longer than a song to
justify the re-issue of this brilliant album.
Originally released in 2003, the band’s
sophomore album is getting a renaissance
complete with two bonus tracks, both of
which feature the return of original vocalist
Jioti Parcharidis. If you missed it the first time
around, now is your chance to experience
HF at their most artistically fertile and when
Parcharidis suffered none of the ailments
that would ultimately truncate his singing
career.
The opening riff of ‘Mortal’s Sinful Wrath’
pays homage to Jake E. Lee’s riffing on
the classic track ‘Bark At The Moon’ and
keeps the intense pace throughout. With a
penchant for the dramatic, they deliver in
spades. ‘Colloseum’ is a short, Gregorianstyle chant that plays as an introduction
to ‘Gladiator Of Rome’, an intense and
impassioned song with a soaring chorus
that, like ‘Schattentor’, would fit seamlessly
in Maiden’s discography.
In lieu of any explanation provided by
Massacre as to the decision to only reissue ‘…Crown,’ it was a prudent choice
considering the impressive material
contained within. As for the bonus material,
tracks ‘Human Fortress’ and ‘We Are Legion’
are every bit as good as the original tracklist and their inclusion adds additional value
to an already superb disc.
Human Fortress represents everything
a European Power Metal band should
be; rabid tempos, memorable hooks and
musicianship aplenty. They embody a
maturity that speaks well above their age,
especially considering the original release
date of ‘Defenders Of The Crown’. Going
on thirteen years since it first came out,
time is completely transparent since it still
sounds as fresh and current as ever. The only
downside is that new fans as a result of
this re-issue might be disappointed to learn
that the band in its current state comprises
of completely different personnel – most
notably in the vocal chair.
Brent Rusche

JANI LANE
‘CATCH A FALLING STAR’
(Cleopatra)
ROCK

Previously released as the compilation ‘Photograph’ on Cleopatra/Deadline
Records in 2007 – now with the addition of
new track ‘Electric Eye’ – this is a collection
of Rock songs from well-known artists
performed by the now sadly deceased
vocalist Jani Lane (Warrant) with other
guest musicians such as Chris Holmes
(W.A.S.P.), Jake E Lee, Erik Turner and Jerry
Dixon (Warrant and Alice Cooper).
Controversially, it depicts Lane on
the cover in a gesture which could be
interpreted as a mime of the pistol to the
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head, it could also be seen as Lane in a
gesture of thinking or alluding to what’s
going on inside his head. People will always
put their own matrix of meaning onto stuff
and it should not distract from the main
business – the music.
What should be the function of cover
albums? Arguably, either to produce better
or substantially different versions from the
originals, to have some fun as a tribute to the
original artist or to showcase the performer
with material other than their own. It cannot
be said, hand on heart, that the covers here
are better than the originals, but with tracks
from artists like Cheap Trick, Led Zeppelin,
Bon Jovi and Van Halen at their peak, it
would be a high bar. It’s perhaps most likely
that it’s a bit of fun and demonstrates how
much Lane loved Rock and admired other
Rock artists and wanted to show he was
capable of performing their material.
It’s very tempting to say this is for real
Warrant or Lane fans only, those who are
greedy for anything he produced due to his
cult of personality or, perhaps, maybe for
collectors of the other big artists appearing
on the album. In fact, the songs chosen are
eighties favourites, so fans of the genre
would probably listen to something like
this, as opposed to say Rap or Reggae, so
possibly the market for it is wider than that.
The counter argument, I guess, is why not
listen to the originals?
Ultimately, it’s release is probably a
tribute to Lane himself. Keeping him in the
public eye so people don’t forget.... it is
somewhat niche and as such it’s unlikely to
be a big money spinner. And seen from the
point of view of a memory of Jani Lane, I
am sure he would have approved. However,
there is no doubt that his finest hour belongs
with tracks like ‘Cherry Pie’.
Dawn Osborne

KANSAS
‘ALWAYS NEVER THE SAME’
(Store For Music)
PROGRESSIVE

Before I start this review let’s get one
thing straight, I adore Kansas. In the highly
unlikely event I were to be a guest on
‘Desert Island Discs’ I’d be very hard pressed

not to include one of their songs in my eight
selections.
That said, it doesn’t mean I won’t be
critical where necessary and I have to invoke
that right in this case. What’s the point of
re-recording your own songs unless it’s
either a copyright issue or to improve them?
Have any of the songs been made better
than their original incarnation by being rerecorded with an orchestra? In my opinion
the answer is no, in the same way that most
cover versions are seldom stronger than
the one we have come to know, love and
revere. The signs that both Steve Walsh and
Robby Steinhardt’s voices are on the wane
is evident from time to time and for me that
detracts from some previously iconic songs.
Diehard Kansas fans will, I suggest, only
be interested in this release (in case they
didn’t buy it when it was first issued) for
the new songs the band created for it; ‘In
Your Eyes’, ‘The Sky Is Falling’ and ‘Need
To Know’. There’s also a rather superfluous
cover of The Beatles’ classic ‘Eleanor Rigby’,
which I assume was recorded in homage to
the Abbey Road Studios where the Fab Four
made their music and which Kansas used
for this album through September 1997 and
February 1998.
None of the three new songs can be
considered as indispensable Kansas;
although none are terrible, they’re just
not special. ‘…Eyes’ starts promisingly
with a simple but effective guitar riff,
plus Steinhardt’s violin. The verses are
reined in with the chorus being uptempo. Really not sure about the short
orchestral break though.
‘…Falling’ begins like the music over a
start of a movie, big, blousy and orchestral;
it then pares back to a solitary guitar which
builds in intensity with other instruments
joining gradually. Two minutes in a riff
finally arrives and the song gets going; the
chorus is memorable but I don’t think the
orchestra works or sounds integrated with
the Rock aspect. Walsh gets a bit shouty
towards the end of the track.
‘…Know’ opens as a ballad and ends
with a big overblown section, both of which
expose Walsh’s burgeoning vocal frailties;
which is a huge shame as I consider him one
of the great singers.

JETHRO TULL – ‘AQUALUNG: 40TH ANNIVERSARY ADAPTED EDITION’ (Chrysalis) PROGRESSIVE
First released in 2011 as an eighty-six track
monster, this was originally housed in a 12x12
box including a vinyl LP, four discs, and large
booklet. As is now customary with the Jethro
Tull re-releases, this version comes in a book
format, complete with four discs, and at a
more affordable price tag.
Steven Wilson (Porcupine Tree, Storm
Corrosion) has overseen all the re-mixes with
Ian Anderson’s approval. I won’t go over the
minor changes, aside from the fact that there
is the addition of the ‘Life Is A Long Song’ EP.
The first disc is the classic, original album
in all its Folk/Rock glory, songs like ‘Aqualung’, ‘Crossed-Eyed Mary’ and
‘Locomotive Breath’ are rightly regarded as some of Anderson’s greatest
compositions. Lesser known moments such as ‘Wond’ring Aloud’ and
‘Mother Goose’ are beautiful Folk songs infused with a strong lyrical
content. There is a theme of religion running through a few of the songs,
though to class this as a concept album is incorrect. What really stands
out in these mixes is John Evan’s Hammond Organ; it not only drives each
song, but sinks in between the cracks of each and every instrument.
Disc two features various new mixes, plus alternate versions of the
original album, also included is the ‘…Song’ EP and a radio advert. The EP
has Anderson truly blossoming as a song-writer, offering a more heartfelt
lyrical approach, as opposed to his previous quirkier style of song-writing.
The final two discs are in DVD format where audio buffs can now
experience JT in glorious surround-sound, plain flat stereo or quad mixes.
There is a promotional film of ‘Life Is A Long Song’, with Anderson looking
very much like the TV character Catweazle, though you will need to be over
forty for that to mean anything to you! Some more video content would
have made this a more attractive package, as there are only so many times
you can listen to the same songs with different mixes.
As an introduction to the music of Jethro Tull or for long-time fans
looking to reacquaint with this classic, this is now certainly a value for
money package.
Ray Paul
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If you’re yet to discover Kansas, don’t
start here, pick up their live album ‘Two For
The Show’ to hear them at their peak.
Gary Marshall

OPETH
‘LAMENTATIONS: LIVE AT
SHEPHERD’S BUSH EMPIRE’
(Music For Nations/Sony)
PROGRESSIVE

Starting life as a Death Metal band with
Progressive tendencies, Sweden’s Opeth
have had a career with several different
phases, the most recent one seeing them
drop the guttural vocals of mastermind
Mikael Akerfeldt for the clean, pure and
tuneful voice that he has always had but
never aired enough. They also abandoned the
heavy riffs in favour of a more complex and
tuneful musical landscape. ‘Lamentations’
was originally released as a live double
album and DVD back in 2003 and was built
around three albums, the recently re-mixed
companion pieces ‘Deliverance’ (2002) and
‘Damnation’ (2003), and their much revered
‘Blackwater Park’ from 2001. The live album
is re-mixed here primarily for release as a
3LP vinyl set.
Featuring the whole of ‘Damnation’,
their lightest album sounds stunning from
the opening ringing notes of ‘Windowpane’
through the wonderful ‘Death Whispered A
Lullaby’ and ‘Hope Leaves’, to the closing
‘Weakness’. The album is broken up near the
end by the inclusion of the beautiful ‘…Park’
song ‘Harvest’, but all benefit greatly from
the clean vocals and sparse instrumentation.
Akerfeldt and the band are on fine form
throughout, and whilst the leader is light
on his usual witty introductions, he does
say after ‘Ending Credits’ that he blatantly
ripped it off from Camel, and that everyone
should check them out.
After the mostly acoustic first set, the
second features just five songs, all of which
are very heavy, feature Akerfeldt’s death
grunt and each is over ten minutes long.
Killer guitars from Akerfeldt and Peter
Lindgren, ethereal keys from Per Wiberg, and
the constantly evolving rhythms of bassist
Martin Mendez and drummer Martin Lopez
all shift into another gear for ‘…Park’s ‘The
Drapery Falls’ and ‘The Leper Affinity’, but
it’s the title track and the mellower ‘A Fair
Judgement’ from ‘Deliverance’ that carry the
most weight.
I’m not sure how many copies of the
LP they’ll sell, after all it’s a medium more
suited to studio work, but it’s one of the
better sounding live albums out there and
should do well if the price isn’t too high.
Phil Ashcroft

PAIN OF SALVATION
‘REMEDY LANE RE-VISITED
(RE;MIXED AND RE:LIVED)’
(InsideOut) PROGRESSIVE
Before they became the most
adventurous, diverse and unpredictable
Progressive Metal band in the universe,
Daniel Gildenlow and his fellow Swedes
Pain Of Salvation had already mastered the
genre as we know it. Building a reputation
through the albums ‘Entropia’ (1997) and
‘One Hour By The Concrete Lake’ (1998),
they hit the dizzy heights not once, but
twice, with ‘The Perfect Element, Part 1’ in
2000 and this album two years later. Like all
Pain Of Salvation’s releases, ‘Remedy Lane’
is a concept album; this time dealing with
Gildenlow’s feelings and emotions through
thirteen tracks of stunning, powerful music
and passionate vocals. I actually reviewed
the original release for Fireworks way back
in issue #8, and whilst I liked it and gave it
a positive review, I don’t think I had quite
grasped the genius of it all.
Covering subjects like depression,
suicide and losing his virginity at the age
of ten, it’s obvious now that Gildenlow is
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lyrically challenging and a master of different
genres, be it the stirring and epic Prog Rock
of ‘Beyond The Pale’, the heartfelt ballad ‘This
Heart Of Mine (I Pledge)’, the Folky ‘Chain
Sling’ or one of the more expected technical
workouts like ‘Ending Theme’, ‘A Trace Of
Blood’ or the wonderful ‘Waking Every God’.
Everything on this album has its place and is
beautifully realised by Gildenlow’s brilliantly
expressive voice, his and Johan Hallgren’s
duelling guitars, Fredrik Hermansson’s varied
keyboard sounds and a rhythm section who
could play anyone under the table – consisting
of Daniel’s bassist brother Kristoffer Gildenlow
and drummer Johan Langell. Whilst the
original mix was good, Jens Bogren’s re-mix
is sensational, giving the instruments greater
separation and bringing to life the sparser,
more tuneful sections.
As a bonus you also get the whole album
live, albeit not exactly in the original order,
but it’s played beautifully and it’s sometimes
hard to distinguish any difference from the
studio version. If you’re a fan then it’s a nobrainer, but if you’re new to the band then

it’s as good a place as any to start. There are
also separate versions of the two discs and
various vinyl options to keep you occupied
until the long-awaited new studio album
later in the year.
Phil Ashcroft

RICH ROBINSON
‘PAPER’, ‘THROUGH A
CROOKED SUN’, ‘THE
WOODSTOCK SESSIONS VOL.3’
(Eagle) ROCK
In the nineties, I was still in my teen
days when a guy who used to play guitar
picked me outside my school and asked me
if I wanted to be the singer of his band. The
reason why? Because I looked like Chris
Robinson from The Black Crowes! I couldn’t
have received a better and accomplished
compliment than that. TBC were the only
band that faced Grunge and all the following
trends with an uncontaminated music style
that was completely out of time; a mixture
of Southern Rock, Blues and sixties greasy,

SCORPIONS – ‘RETURN TO FOREVER: TOUR EDITION’ (Sony) HARD ROCK
Okay, if you are like me, you absolutely
abhor buying a brand new album, only for a
“Collector” or “Tour Edition” to pop up some
months later. Now in saying that, I completely
understand the reasons for it commercially,
however, I have to admit it’s a rough one
for hardcore fans to accept, especially
having to shell out more hard earned cash
for bonus tracks, DVD additions etc. For the
purpose of this review, I’ll concentrate on the
bonus material (of which there is a veritable
mountain of) as the review of the basic album
has already appeared in a issue #68.
This is a triple disc set consisting of one audio disc containing the entire
‘Return To Forever’ album plus all seven bonus audio tracks which, up until
now, were only available on various different “editions” of the original
album. Of these bonus tracks, ‘The World We Used To Know’ is, well
how shall we say, pretty bland, whilst ‘When The Truth Is A Lie’ is rather
good – typical Scorpions balladry, done exceptionally well. ‘Dancing With
The Moonlight’, despite its awfully cheesy lyrics, is a rather decent little
ditty and ‘Crazy Ride’ (one of the best of the bonus tracks) is your usual
Scorpions fare; chunky riff, quitter chorus and a decent sing-along chorus.
However, ‘Delirious’ nails it, and just like Ronseal, does exactly what it
says on the tin.
The two bonus discs are both live DVD’s packed out with extras. The first
is a show from New York on September 15th 2105, featuring a real mix and
match of classic Scorps; ‘The Zoo’, ‘Coast To Coast’, ‘Blackout’, ‘Dynamite’,
‘Big City Nights’, ‘Still Loving You’ and a “Holy Shitballs Mom” moment
(for those of you who watch YouTube) where a twelve year old kid called
Brandon Neiderauer joins Rudolf Schenker and Matthias Jabs on guitar
for a rip through of ‘No One Like You’. Despite looking a little like a deer in
headlights, the kid acquits himself very well, making his way confidently
through the song on a Gibson SG that’s almost as tall as himself. ‘Going Out
With A Bang’ and ‘We Built This House’ (from ‘Return…’) slip in seamlessly
to the set, making for an hour forty-two minute live performance well
worth viewing. As part of the added features, the music videos for the two
aforementioned songs from ‘Return…’ are included as well as a couple
of lyric videos and a track by track commentary for all seventeen songs
offered by Schenker, Jabs and Klaus Meine.
Disc three, recorded at Hellfest in France (the Scorpions’ biggest
market in Europe), was recorded on June 20th 2015 and sees the band
perform a similar set-list to the previous show with a few subtle changes.
The addition of ‘Crazy World’ and, of course, the seventies medley of
‘Steamrock Fever’, ‘Top Of The Bill’, ‘Speedy’s Coming’ and ‘Catch Your
Train’ being vociferously welcomed by the partisan crowd. Again rounded
out by a commentary by the band on ‘Return…’, disc three just adds a little
extra spice to the entire package.
As I said at the outset, I have never been a fan of these “Tour Editions”
being released some months after, but in all fairness it’s extremely difficult
to pick any holes in this release. It is one of the most complete value for
money packages that you will ever come across. I’m not sure if the band
have had a hand in ensuring this edition is right up there with the “50th
Anniversary Editions” currently available, or if this is something Sony have
dreamt up on their own, but either way it is, and I say this with begrudging
admiration, a complete fan package that any Scorpions fan simply must
have in their collection.
Having personally splashed out on all the “50th Anniversary” offerings
and basically the expanded versions of those albums that were not
covered in those, ‘Return To Forever’ sits perfectly among its siblings, as a
true gift from the band and their label. This should be the benchmark that
all others refer to when considering re-issues or “special” editions of any
album. Fantastic package and fantastic value. The band are indeed “going
out with a bang”.
Kieran Dargan
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Hippie Rock ‘n’ Roll that still sounded so new
and original.
The Robinson brothers shaped the cult
status back then and their brotherhood has
represented one of the most relevant Rock
bands in history till today. But sometimes
even the tightest blood-bound brothers need
a break from each other, like the one that
involved Rich Robinson after the release of
‘Lions’ (2001), when he formed a band called
Hookah Brown. Basically the first piece of
this series of re-issues by Eagle Records,
‘Paper’, is nothing but the outcome of that
project but partly revised.
This is because when Robinson signed
the new record contract with Eagle Records,
who would be releasing a new album for
2016, as part of the deal there was also
the agreement he would release ‘Paper’.
The point was that in 2012 Hurricane
Sandy hit New York and the surroundings
areas, so the masters of ‘Paper’ were
flooded and actually destroyed. What you
listen to today are the original basic tracks
featuring new vocals and, every now and
then, different lyrics.
But, no matter what, hell or high water,
this album still shines like the springtime
sun. ‘Begin’, ‘Words Of The Chosen’,
‘Walking By Myself’ and ‘Forgiven Song’
are pure poetry, a remote chant from
an indefinable land of peace and light,
songs that sound wisely whispered and
not shouted, penned with that incredible
guitar touch which this amazing musician
is capable of. That’s no surprise when you
realize you’re listening to someone who also
helped a band to sell more than thirty million
albums without any attempt to sound
popular or to pathetically follow any greedy
major company’s direction. Rich Robinson’s
solo albums would care even less about
reaching the masses, not even in his most
remote thoughts. This is a lovely family affair
and by family I mean all those people who
would still enjoy the warm, cosy sound of a
slide Telecaster guitar played between four
walls, seating on a crumpled carpet, while
incense candles burn away. However, there
are still tracks when some rugged moments
of heavy grooviness can be experienced, as
in ‘Places’, the longest lasting song of the
album with its seven minutes at a tripping
pace, that almost recalls a Psychedelic
Southern Stoner in between Vanilla Fudge
and The Allman Brothers.
More studied and carefully assembled than
‘Paper’, Rich Robinson’s second full-length
solo album, ‘Through A Crooked Sun’, was
conceived amidst an extended break from TBC
and it was released in 2011. It even featured
guest appearances by Warren Haynes, John
Medeski, Karl Berger and Larry Campbell
and represented his definitive consecration
as a solo artist. All of the varied and multicoloured style palette is displayed, from the
cool Jazzy ‘It’s Not Easy’ to the profound,
heartening phrase of ‘Lost And Found’, from
the unplugged refinement of ‘I Don’t Hear The
Sound Of You’ to the electric progression of
‘Standing On The Surface Of The Sun’.
‘The Woodstock Sessions Vol.3’ complete
this fantastic set of re-issues, this being an
extraordinary live experience shared with an
intimate audience at Applehead Studios. It
was recorded over two days with two sets
per day (one acoustic, one electric) and you
can definitely feel and hear the presence and
the interaction between this special human
being and the lucky witnesses of his art. With
this and the other re-issues, now you can be
one, too.
Enrico Navella

RICK WAKEMAN – ‘JOURNEY
TO THE CENTRE OF THE EARTH’
(Universal)
PROGRESSIVE
Most discerning Rock fans should
be familiar with Rick Wakeman’s 1974
Symphonic Rock classic. Now given the full
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treatment, in a set containing 3CDs and a
DVD, although said DVD unfortunately didn’t
come with my preview copy. Nevertheless
that didn’t deter me from once more
luxuriating in the splendour of this groundbreaking album.
The three discs in this set comprise of
the original album, now fully re-mastered
complete with the unreleased ‘Pearl And
Dean Piano Concerto’ and two other versions
of ‘Journey To The Centre Of The Earth’; one
recorded in Boston in 1974 and the other in
Buenos Aires in 1993.
The original album, with suitably stately
narration from the now sadly departed
renowned thespian David Hemmings, still
exudes the wonder and charm that it had for
me back in the heady days when Prog Rock
truly ruled. It would be nigh on impossible
for an album such as this to hit Number 1
nowadays, which this did back in the day.
Newly re-mastered, this release once more
comes to life and it’s fair to say it’s never
sounded so good. Yes, it’s very much of its time
and it’s all too easy to scoff from the distance
of some forty odd years, but back then this was
quite “the happening thing, man”.
The second disc, recorded in the same
year in Boston, does suffer from a relatively
poor sound quality and I’m assuming is
taken from a radio broadcast, but one can
still marvel at the musicianship on offer
from the assembled company. The thought
of taking this type of production out on
the road back then must have a daunting
prospect to say the least, so to pull it off
was no mean feat.
Disc three is a recording that benefits
from Wakeman’s updated keyboard
sounds and gives the whole piece a more
contemporary feel, and sounds akin to the
work of Anderson, Bruford, Wakeman and
Howe with whom Wakeman had worked
with some few years earlier, which is no bad
thing in my book!
Rick Wakeman himself comments about
‘Journey To The Centre Of The Earth’ in that
it is very much representative of that era, a
time capsule if you like, and I tend to agree
with him. I can remember only too well
this coming out at the time and being the
somewhat fledgling Prog Rock fan, I lapped it
up. This re-release is, for me anyway, a timely
reminder of simpler times but paradoxically a
time when the music was anything but, and
also from a time when musicianship really
did seem to matter.
This is a most welcome and long overdue
re-issue/re-mastering of one of Prog’s
landmark albums. If your budget won’t
stretch to this “Deluxe Edition”, there is
always the standard release which comprises
the original 1974 album and DVD.
Malcolm Smith

SAGA
‘PLEASURE AND THE PAIN’
(earMUSIC)
PROGRESSIVE

The fifth in a series of post major label
Saga re-masters, ‘Pleasure And The Pain’,
is probably the most contentious release in
a varied back catalogue that has seen the
Canadian Prog masters constantly striving
to reinvent themselves, but occasionally
alienating their loyal fan base. For many
the album was a stylistic failure, with
sparser keyboard work and louder distorted
guitar, but lacking in the bright vocal and
instrumental hooks that had made them so
popular. Striving to re-invent themselves to
fit in with the post-Grunge nineties, singer
Michael Sadler describes it in the sleeve
notes as “a time of trial and error”, and
whilst there are definitely a few errors, this
punchy new re-master paints the album in a
slightly better light.
Tracks like the great opener ‘Heaven
Can Wait’, ‘How Do You Feel?’ and the
Poppy ‘Gonna Give It To Ya’ have plenty of
recognisable Saga traits among the bottomFIREWORKS

heavy grooves, raw guitar and almost total
lack of Jim Gilmour’s trademark synths.
However, the odd ‘Welcome To The Zoo, the
semi-instrumental ‘Where’s My Money?’
and the pretty dull ‘You Were Made For
Me’ all have a feel that’s altogether too
Industrial for Saga. Whilst the cover of The
Beatles’ ‘Taxman’, the re-used acoustic
backing for the title track and a more
aggressive take on their own 1979 classic
‘You’re Not Alone’ might suggest a writer’s
block, they’re actually three of the album’s
better offerings.
Despite the better sound of the re-mix,
the album is outshone by the two live tracks
from the 2015 tour tagged on at the end.
The rarely played Pomp classic ‘Time To Go’
and the original arrangement of ‘…Alone’
display everything about Saga that the main
album is lacking. They’ve also somehow
managed to mess up the sequencing of the
end of the album, which isn’t the same as the
cover, or indeed the original album. Mine’s
a finished copy so it isn’t the usual promo/
download glitch and I’m guessing it’s too
late to change it.
Phil Ashcroft

STEVE HACKETT
‘THE CHARISMA YEARS 1975-1983’
(Universal/Virgin)
PROGRESSIVE
Eight months after the comprehensive CD/
DVD box-set ‘Premonitions’, vinyl junkies can
now get their fill with ‘The Charisma Years
(1975-1983)’ box-set. The mammoth release
features eight LPs and a 12” EP; when the
postman delivered my present it was like
being whisked back in time via the ‘Back To
The Future’ movies to the early eighties when
I discovered Steve Hackett in earnest.
The LPs are faithfully re-produced with
the original inner lyric bags, and ‘Defector’
even includes the live poster which was
given away with the Top Ten album in
1980 (my poster still has pride of place in
my man cave!). So to the detail; we have
Hackett’s six albums that were recorded
for Charisma during those eight years. They
have all been newly re-mastered from the
original master tapes. 1975’s ‘Voyage Of The
Acolyte’, which Hackett recorded whilst still
a member of Genesis, is classic Prog and
contains the wonderful ‘Ace Of Wands’, ‘Star
Of Sirius’ and ‘Shadow Of The Hierophant’.
Maybe my ears are playing tricks on me, but
I’m sure I can hear instruments and noises
that I’d not heard previously. There is a rich
feel to the sound.
‘Please Don’t Touch’ from 1978 has
Steve Walsh singing on ‘Narnia’ and his
vocals shine through, as do the late, great
Richie Havens’ on ‘Icarus Ascending’.
‘Spectral Morning’ contains my two alltime favourite Hackett tunes; the awesome
instrumental title track and, of course, ‘Every
Day’ – they both sound better than ever!
The aforementioned ‘Defector’ contains the
live favourites ‘The Steppes’, ‘Slogans’ and
‘Jacuzzi’ and all of them have been given
a new lease of life. ‘Cured’ upset a lot of
Hackett aficionados with its Pop sensibilities,
I for one enjoyed the diversity on this album
and once again songs such as ‘Hope I Don’t
Wake’ and ‘Funny Feeling’ come across
as fresh sounding. 1983’s ‘Highly Strung’
is the final album in this set and it is great
hearing ‘Camino Royale’ booming out of the
speakers and the minor hit ‘Cell 151’… ahhh
the memories.
Now to the jewels in the crown and what
the collectors have been waiting for; firstly,
there is a previously unreleased full show
recording of Hackett’s concert at Oxford’s
New Theatre in July 1979 which sounds
great and is beautifully presented in a lavish
gatefold sleeve. ‘Please Don’t Touch’, ‘Every
Day’ and ‘…Wands’ are only three of the
numerous classics on this special set. Next
we have ‘Live At Reading’ from Hackett’s slot
at the 1981 festival (I still have the recording
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on cassette from ‘The Friday Night Rock
Show’). ‘The Air Conditioned Nightmare’
is even more powerful now and ‘Clocks –
The Angel Of Mons’ has thousands of fans
joining in with the countdown. Again this is
presented in a wonderful gatefold sleeve.
Finally, we have an EP of lost (but now
found) tracks from the second leg of the
‘Spectral Mornings’ tour featuring the
Genesis favourite ‘I Know What I Like (In
Your Wardrobe)’ and three tracks recorded at
the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. ‘…Wands’ is
mind-blowing.
So there you have it, a fantastic, complete
package including a definitive live recording
all of which Steve Hackett audiophiles will
love to bits. Christmas has come early!
Az Chaudhry

THE ANSWER
‘RISE: 10th ANNIVERSARY EDITION’
(Tap Music)
ROCK
Northern Ireland’s The Answer made big
waves back in 2006 with the release of their
‘Rise’ album – which to celebrate its tenyear anniversary has been re-mastered and
re-issued.
It’s a genuine standard for the modern
Retro/Classic Rock revival and deserves all
the praise that surrounds it. The Classic Rock
genre has become somewhat bloated, bland
and overpopulated with mediocrity in recent
years, but ten years on… ‘Rise’ showcases
what a cracking album it was and even now,
it still stands tall and proud when compared
to many of today’s releases.
After a solitary spin, it is easy to hear
why they were at the forefront of said
movement a decade ago and why they are
still an exciting and vital act within the
genre. Wearing their love of Led Zeppelin
and The Black Crowes firmly on their
sleeves, ‘Rise’ is full of groove-laden guitar
licks and gritty, soulful vocals. One of the
things that makes this album stand out is
just how commercial it is, not a word you
generally associate with Classic Rock, but
here that mass appeal helps make the band
stand out amongst other similar acts. It is
full of energy and extremely memorable
hooks; songs like ‘Sometimes Your Love’,
‘Come Follow Me’ and ‘Be What You Want’
are bona fide modern day genre classics.
This re-issue also comes with a bonus
disc of “goodies”. Now I’m usually very
sceptical about bonus discs and I tend to
see them as cash-ins and the offcuts, demo’s
and re-mixes tend to fail to excite me. If you
don’t already own the album, it does indeed
make it a worthwhile purchase, although
the sheer awesomeness of the actual
‘Rise’ album more than makes it value for
money regardless. This disc is mainly for the
established fans who will find enough here
to enjoy (and complete their collection with)
to warrant repurchasing the album. Whilst
I’m underwhelmed, I do have to admit I
prefer the original demo version of ‘Always’.
Given ‘Rise’ is, for me, genuinely one of the
best albums released in the Retro Rock revival
of recent years, any genre fans who don’t
already own this well-respected and much
loved album… now is the prime time for you
to get your dirty little mitts on it – you won’t
be disappointed. It’s like they stepped straight
out of the seventies with a big bag of weed
and an arsenal of groove to lay down!
Paul Woodward

TODD RUNDGREN
‘LIVE AT THE FORUM LONDON ‘94’
(Cherry Red/Esoteric)
PROGRESSIVE

The latest release in Esoteric’s Todd
Rundgren Archive Series is actually a hard
one to adequately describe given the nature
of the ground-breaking concert tour in
support of his unique 1994 ‘No World Order’
album. In a career of firsts that will probably
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not be adequately recognised in his lifetime,
Rundgren made a challenging album that
not only mixed Rock, Pop, Electronica and
Rap, but was playable on a computer with
options to change the mood, tempo and
style of each song, theoretically giving you
a different album every time you listened.
Transferring this idea to his live concert
was equally inspiring, with Rundgren
controlling backing tracks, singing and
playing guitar and keyboards atop a circular
stage set, while traffic lights changed to
signal dancers and even the audience to
come up and join him, sometimes playing
drums or even guitar without any prior
rehearsal or even Rundgren’s knowledge of
whether the participants could play or not.
Incidentally, my good lady wife was one of
the drummers at his Manchester Academy
show, but I digress…
This double album is a re-mixed version
of the Kentish Town Forum show previously
made available by Rundgren himself back
in 2002, it mostly showcases the ‘…Order’
album but also squeezes in a few classic solo
songs and a couple from Utopia. For the most
part it’s very enjoyable, the songs merging
into each other and creating a non-stop,
mostly upbeat, feel-good experience, but
there are times when Todd Rundgren’s witty
storytelling or the interaction with the crowd
doesn’t work as well without the visuals.
Highlights from the album are ‘Worldwide
Epiphany’, ‘Property’, ‘Fascist Christ’ and ‘Day
Job’, all of which use Rap and Hip Hop in a
catchy way that a lot of the “true” exponents
of the genre can’t seem to. Of his other songs,
it’s great to hear the likes of ‘International
Feel’, ‘Chant’, Utopia’s ‘Feel Too Good’
and the acoustic encore ‘One World’, but
quite why he chose to hand his guitar out
to strangers during the otherwise excellent
‘Secret Society’ is beyond me, as only one
of the four participants had any idea what
to do. Sound-wise it’s a big improvement
on the original “official bootleg”, but whilst
I still play ‘…Order’ regularly, ‘Live At The
Forum London ‘94’ will just be an occasional
reminder of a great evening.
Phil Ashcroft

VIRGIN STEELE
‘THE HOUSE OF ATREUS: ACT I & II’
(Steamhammer/SPV)
SYMPHONIC

You cannot put a price on workmanship,
elegance and inspiration (although politicians

are trying) and now Steamhammer/SPV have
given us all both acts of the extraordinary
‘The House Of Atreus’ from Virgin Steele
in a sumptuous three disc digi-pack with
extensive booklet containing all lyrics, the
story as it develops and some new photos.
David DeFeis never confirmed to any style;
his vision took in drama, musical theatre,
Classical training and banging Metal – he
calls it “Barbaric Romanticism” – and he
might be right.
To speak to him is to find an openness
which he will not curtail, a wish to see where
his musical journey can take him, skipping no
parts of the itinerary. To visit the VS canon
is to jump into a turbulent, effervescent
and heady brew which will leave your head
spinning but your blood pumping. In fact,
taking all of these three discs together
can make you feel like having a table of
beautifully prepared dishes – you want to
try everything but can only eat your fill –
remember, these two acts came out originally
as separate albums a year apart.
The standouts? Impossible to say, as
this works as one piece, each musical
foray feeding the story. What you will get
is hammering Metal with double kicks,
plaintive piano pieces, raised choral voices,
synth strings fanfare and church organs,
plus an undeniably Melodic Rock sensibility
which informs the music and makes it a little,
well, edgy. Look out for opener ‘Kingdom Of
The Fearless (The Destruction Of Troy)’ which
pushes along but has room for piano and
synth strings, ‘A Song Of Prophecy’, a simple
piano solo with classical inclinations and
‘Flames Of Thy Power (From Blood They Rise’
(third disc) with all those musical theatre
pretensions welded to a memorably soft
Melodic Rock harmony.
This even comes with a bonus, the ‘Magick
Fire Music’ EP, not just a throwaway, more
of the same excellence, wallowing Metal
thwack abounding in an alternative version
of ‘Great Sword Of Flame’. As a product, it
has just enough bells and whistles for it not
to unbalance the core music, but because of
the overwrought nature of this project, it fits
beautifully – the label has done these albums
proud.
Can you have too much of a good thing?
Lying in hospital many years ago, I had
to admit that you can. This might give you
Metal fatigue and Musical Theatre malaise
in one sitting, but immerse yourself in the
whole thing and there is so much to enjoy.
Steve Swift

The official home of Fireworks Magazine on the web - if
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copies of Fireworks in either paper of PDF format
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DVD and BLU-RAY
AYREON – ‘THE THEATER EQUATION’ (InsideOut)

SYMPHONIC

‘The Theater Equation’ is a DVD/CD package that offers a
unique 2015 live performance of Ayreon’s 2004 album ‘The Human
Equation’ and the brainchild of Arjen Lucassen. In short, it’s a Rock
Opera of stunning breadth and ingenuity, performed here by an
all-star cast.
While some of Lucassen’s more space-enthused science
fiction might have more limited appeal, ‘The Theater Equation’
is more grounded in everyday human significance. The story
goes something like this – a cut-throat business type is involved
in a mysterious car accident and falls into a coma. His condition
induces a twenty day psycho-drama, with various emotions and
facets of his character playing out a complex inner struggle as our
victim and hero tries to come to terms with who he is, his family past, his relationships, his
life choices, betrayal and infidelity. At stake is his will and determination to emerge from the
coma and resume life as a stronger, wiser and better man. Each day of the struggle is marked
by a different track, as we move from ‘Vigil’ and ‘Isolation’ to ‘Realisation’, ‘Disclosure’
and ‘Confrontation’. The album’s twenty tracks run together and are presented here in two
seamless and flowing acts.
Lucassen has managed to reassemble many of the album’s original vocalists, including
James LaBrie as the lead character, Marcela Bovio as his wife, Heather Findlay as ‘Love’,
Magnus Ekwall as ‘Pride’, Irene Jansen as ‘Passion’, Devon Graves as ‘Agony’ and Eric Clayton
imperious in his Geoff Tate-like delivery of ‘Reason’. In some interesting changes from the
original, Mike Mills is extremely entertaining in the dual role of ‘Rage/Father’, while Mikael
Åkerfeldt is replaced by Anneke van Giersbergen who brings her incomparable talents and a
neat gender switch to the role of ‘Fear’. Lucassen passes up his own role as ‘Best Friend’, his
place taken by a chilled looking Jermain van der Bogt.
Musically, Lucassen has assembled a fine band around long-time collaborator Ed Warby
(drums), with guitars provided by Marcel Coenen and Freek Gielen, keyboard and synth
duties shared by Erik van Ittersum and Ruben Wijga with Johan van Stratum on bass. Jeroen
Goossens (flutes and woodwinds) reprises his studio role, with the band completed by Maaike
Peterse (cello) and Ben Mathot (violin). The band is held constant for the full performance,
without the numerous cameos of the studio version. Strings, flutes and woodwind instruments
blend perfectly with more conventional Rock instrumentation, producing a passionate and,
at times, beautiful musical tour-de-force – a typical Lucassen blend of Classic Rock, Prog,
Folk and Metal.
There are superb performances throughout, and the production is extremely well
staged. The whole set is open to view, and there is always something interesting going on,
whether musically, vocally or visually; at times, there’s even a touch of ‘Les Misérables’ about
proceedings. The band occupy a fixed position at the back of the stage, while the multi-level
set is supported by back screen visuals. Also compelling here is the contribution of a nineteen
strong rabble-rousing “Epic Rock Choir”.
Lucassen himself finally puts in an appearance at the end, looking a bit like a Garth stunt
double from Wayne’s World in a suit that could be taken for a pair of sparkly pyjamas. He’s
clearly his own man, and I guess ours is not to reason why. The human equation, indeed! Fans
of Lucassen and Ayreon will lap this up. Those unfamiliar with his work are encouraged to
check out this intriguing “musical” which has the potential to open up a whole new world of
cognitive and aural discovery.
Michael Anthony

DORO – ‘STRONG AND PROUD; 30 YEARS OF ROCK AND METAL’ (Nuclear Blast) HEAVY METAL
Doro celebrated her 30th anniversary of performing live
throughout much of 2013/14 and three special shows were filmed
in celebration; Wacken, followed by two sold out shows in her
hometown of Dusseldorf.
Available in Blu-Ray, DVD and gatefold vinyl, the music spans
this legendary Metal singer’s career from Warlock to her present
day solo work. The Wacken show in particular really gives you a
feel of a momentous occasion, the sight of eighty-five thousand
Metalheads singing along and giving the horned salute is quite a
sight indeed, every angle filmed in close up detail to give you the
feel of almost being there on the night.
The first song of the Wacken show, ‘Anthem (We Are Metalheads)’, has a group of lucky
fans on stage with Doro playing some enthusiastic air guitar as she high fives them in
celebration. It is a tight set including such classics as ‘Burning The Witches’ and ‘Hellbound’,
and Motörhead guitarist Phil Campbell joins proceedings for a run through of the Judas Priest
classic ‘Breaking The Law’ which is one of many Metal classics given the Doro treatment
throughout these shows.
The “Classic” billed show is backed by an orchestra (who at times though were drowned
out by the band on certain songs) which makes for interesting viewing. Former Accept frontman Udo Dirkschneider joins Doro for a terrific version of the Accept classic ‘Princess Of The
Dawn’ and the duet ‘Dancing With An Angel’, while Lordi, in full monster outfit, also makes an
appearance for ‘Hard Rock Hallelujah’ where it looks, at certain moments, like he’s not sure if
he wants to sing to Doro or eat her!
The “Rock Night” show is just the band running through a similar set, minus the
orchestral element – this for me, without the clutter of the orchestration, works better. Doro’s
enthusiasm and love for her craft is evident from the smile on her face and how she interacts
with the audience, jumping into the pit and offering the microphone to them to sing with
her. Saxon singer Biff Byford steps up for the classic ‘Denim And Leather’ while Wolfsbane/
Iron Maiden singer Blaze Bayley, Scorpions guitarist Uli Jon Roth and Savatage guitarist Chris
Caffery also make appearances.
The two hour documentary ‘Behind The Iron Curtain, Inside The Heart Of Doro’ is sadly
the only let down on offer here, with no vintage footage or real Metal legends to add to the
story; it screens like a very long interview with Doro in her native tongue, German, complete
with subtitles.
That minor disappointment aside, the package as a whole is an absolute essential
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purchase for fans of this legendary singer. The quality of filming throughout the shows is
exceptional, plus the many guests included adds a real sense of occasion.
Ray Paul

ORDEN OGAN – ‘THE BOOK OF OGAN’ (AFM)

POWER METAL

For those amongst you that have already fallen for the charms
of Ordan Ogan, this beautifully put together box-set, consisting of
2CDs and 2DVDs plus a lovely forty-page booklet, is an absolute
must have. Why?
Well to begin with, if we just take the audio discs, the first
offers a fourteen track ‘Best Of’ that spans their output from 2008
to the present day. All the fan faves you could want are here;
‘F.E.V.E.R’, ‘Farewell’, ‘We Are Pirates!’, ‘Ravenhead’ etc. However,
it’s the second disc which is the most interesting part of this audio
package, featuring the seven track ‘Testimonium A.D.’ demo that
first brought OO to the attention of the Metal world. Songs such
as the dramatic ‘Ethereal Ocean’, ‘Angels War’, the epic ‘Golden’ and ‘The Step Away’ show
why this bunch of Metal warriors have gone on to much bigger and better things.
That would be good in itself, but my favourite part of this box-set is the two DVDs, which
between them have a running time of over six hours. The first disc boasts an interesting
documentary about the band that takes you from their humble beginnings in 1996 right up
to 2015. Then, after the documentary, we get the band’s eight music videos in chronological
order, starting with ‘…War’ from 2004 and finishing up with 2015’s ‘F.E.V.E.R’. And if that
wasn’t enough, there’s bonus content of a “making of” video for the ‘To The End’ album and
a tour report by the band from their shows with Rhapsody.
The second DVD also impresses. It has two full OO live shows filmed last year at Rock
Harz Open Air Festival and the Brose Arena, Bramberg. Again fan faves are everywhere
with ‘…End’, ‘Ravenhead’, ‘F.E.V.E.R’, ‘Deaf Among The Blind’ and ‘…Pirates!’ all here for
your enjoyment. I have to say that the band are on fire during both shows, with the crowd
participation at fever pitch throughout both sets. Then, because OO want to give the best that
they can to their fans, we again have a raft of goodies in the shape of more bonus material
that just keeps on coming. Firstly, there are two more live songs to bang your heads to – ‘…
War’ and ‘Easton Hope’ – which were filmed at Summer Breeze and Waken respectively. Then
we have an animated comic called ‘Rites Of Vale’ to entertain and finally, to round things off,
we get three band interviews.
I guess then that if you’re a fan of this band, that even before you’ve finished reading this
review you’ve already ordered this box of delights, but what a wonderful way for the curious
amongst you to get to know the superb Metal music of Ordan Ogan. Four discs, housed in a
box with some stunning artwork and almost eight hours of audio and visual treats for you to
discover. What’s not to like?
Ian Johnson

MICHAEL SCHENKER’S TEMPLE OF ROCK – ‘ON A MISSION: LIVE IN MADRID’ (Inakustic) HARD ROCK
As far as content and performance goes, I knew I wouldn’t
have any complaints about this release as I have, for a long time,
been an admirer of Michael Schenker’s sound and style. There are
twenty-two songs in total on this DVD (the same with the 2CD,
Blu-ray and limited “Deluxe Editions” which are also available),
which includes material from across Schenker’s UFO, Scorpions,
MSG and Temple Of Rock career.
I suppose it’s quite brave to open up with what is probably
your most celebrated song, but ‘Doctor, Doctor’ is first out of the
gates, while other UFO songs such as ‘Lights Out’, ‘Too Ho (that’s
what it says on the cover) To Handle’, ‘Only You Can Rock Me’
and ‘Rock Bottom’ are spread out nicely across the set. Scorpions’ ‘Love Drive’ and ‘Coast
To Coast’ are played together, while ‘Rock You Like A Hurricane’ comes three quarters of the
way through. Some MSG classics like ‘Victim Of Illusion’ and ‘Attack Of The Mad Axeman’ are
also dusted off, but as he does these days, he mainly plays the later stuff from his catalogue.
As expected, Schenker has still got it and is as good as he ever was. The thing I like about
this film is that it has quite a few close-ups of the man’s fingers as he makes his excellent lead
breaks look absolutely effortless.
If I have a criticism of this DVD it’s that you will need a reasonably good 5:1 sound system
to get the best out of it. I first played it on one machine, in stereo, and the sound was very
woolly, to the extent that I could hardly discern Michael Schenker’s guitar in the mix. Once I
swapped player and put it on 5:1, the whole thing came alive.
As is often the case, there are extras available and these include some footage from the
sound check and outside the venue; the queue is filmed but not spoken to, strangely, until
Doogie White appears to ask them who they are queueing to see, which is also a little on the
strange side if I am honest.
This collection is available now, apart from the BD 4K version, which will be
available soon.
Andy Brailsford

STEVE HACKETT – ‘THE TOTAL EXPERIENCE: LIVE IN LIVERPOOL’ (Sony/InsideOut) PROGRESSIVE
Steve Hackett has been highly prolific over the past seven
years; three excellent studio albums, a second ‘Genesis Revisited’
album and three live DVDs (all recorded in London). Hence Hackett
decided that his latest tour promoting the wonderful ‘Wolflight’
release and Genesis Revisited (again) would be filmed outside the
capital. Hackett enthused, “Liverpool is an extraordinary city and
the Philharmonic Hall is an extraordinary venue. Besides it’s not as
if there’s ever been a good band from Liverpool, ha!”
I was lucky enough to see four shows during last autumn’s
tour including the Liverpool one. So what do we get on this
2DVD/2CD package? It is a multi-camera shoot, the picture looks
great and is superbly edited; the sound is fabulous and we are promised that very little
tinkering went on.
The two-and-a-half-hour show was split into two halves; the first half was Hackett’s
solo outings and the second half devoted to some lesser known Genesis songs, most
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of which were not played on the previous Revisited tours. I recollect feeling enthralled
watching the shows last autumn and that experience is repeated watching the DVD.
‘Spectral Mornings’ is a great way to open and from the off the you can tell the band are
enjoying themselves. Next up are a couple of new tracks from ‘Wolflight’; ‘Out Of The Body’
and the atmospheric title track.
Amanda Lehmann enters the fray for my all-time favourite ‘Every Day’ adding vocals
and some nifty guitar work too. She also adds some great backing vocals to the atmospheric
‘Love Song To A Vampire’ and the very catchy ‘The Wheel’s Turning’. Things slow down for the
acoustic ‘Loving Sea’ with great harmonies from drummer Gary O’Toole who comes down the
front for this track, and Rob Townsend plays some lovely woodwind. Hackett’s brother John
makes a guest appearance playing flute on an acoustic version of the wonderful ‘Jacuzzi’ and
the crowd lap it up with a standing ovation.
Vocalist Nad Sylvan makes a special guest appearance during the first half for the rarely
played ‘Icarus Ascending’ and does an amazing job at sounding like the late Richie Havens,
followed up by channelling Phil Collins for ‘Star Of Sirius’. The 40th Anniversary celebration
of Hackett’s debut album ‘Voyage Of The Acolyte’ continues with stellar performances of ‘Ace
Of Wands, ‘A Tower Struck Down’ and finally the full version of ‘Shadow Of The Hierophant’
for which Lehmann returns to the stage to add the haunting vocals. The crowd goes wild…
‘Get ‘Em Out By Friday’ opens the second half of the show with Sylvan doing his best
Peter Gabriel impersonations. There’s also an appearance of the very rarely played ‘Can-Utility
And The Coastliners’ by which time Roine Stolt has switched from his Rickenbacker bass to
rhythm guitar. ‘The Cinema Show’ features a brilliant Roger King keyboard solo (close your
eyes and you’d think it was Tony Banks). There are several more rarely played classics and
then we’re into the encores which the crowd lap up; ‘Clocks’ and ‘Firth Of Fifth’ with “that
guitar solo”.
A bonus disc featuring a couple of documentaries and video singles wraps up an excellent
package and memento of a truly fabulous evening.
Az Chaudhry

THE ROLLING STONES – ‘TOTALLY STRIPPED’ (Eagle/Universal)

ROCK

This is perhaps the culmination of some excellent Rolling
Stones DVD releases recently; live gigs from the seventies, into the
eighties and just into the nineties, showing the ramshackle glory
of the troubadour years, the designed arena glory and the moneyhoovering, smoothly rolling recent times. This is slightly different
though, as this is the Stones’ attempt to go back to their early days,
before they lost contact with the sweat, the fear, some might say
the excitement, of a cramped club – this is mid-nineties smaller
gigs, not acoustic, still with a horn section, backing singers and
a full band.
The documentary is okay, showing the usual talking heads stuff
about why they did it, Mick Jagger being a bit curmudgeonly about the cramped space, lots of
shots of them jumping into cars from hotel to the gig and fans sleeping out for hundreds of
hours to get a ticket. It is fun to see the backstage stuff, including their focused sound-checks
and everyone is having a great time, but we don’t really learn anything except the mundanity
of superstardom. But it is good to spend time with and get close to the people who seem to
inhabit the stratosphere.
The real pull here are three concerts – Paris, London and Amsterdam. These are similar
sized venues – Brixton Academy proportions – and they absolutely slay. Keith Richards
throws his cool shapes, Ronnie Wood smiles all over his craggy face and Jagger, well, despite
concerns about the stage size, he controls that space, strutting, preening, getting among
them, teasing us, loving every second of a connection he has eschewed in favour of stardom.
The keys are an old style cabinet and sound beautiful throughout, the standards are produced
with sass and sweat, there are some surprises (‘Shine A Light’ for example) and the semi

acoustic sections are compelling too, plus check out Jagger’s duet with Lisa Fischer – she has
the voice and attitude to match, no wonder he’s smiling!
All three gigs are filmed lazily and that’s to their credit; it is not cleaned up, the colours
bleed in, the edges blur and that gives us all the warmth of the night, it drops us in the middle
of the crowd and we can smell the sweat. The shots are varied and the sound is clean and
clear.
You’d expect a quality product from The Rolling Stones, but this is ballsy, to leave it alone
and show the warts, the love, the band “stripped” so that we can see each part working
perfectly. It looks like it did in the seventies; that takes some doing. Kudos galore to them and
Eagle/Universal for this wonderful package.
Steve Swift

C O M P E T I T I O N
FIREWORKS has FIVE copies of the spectacular DVD from
Michael Schenker’s Temple of Rock, reviewed opposite, to give
away, thanks to Inakustic.
Featuring the German axe-man and his band featuring Doogie
White, Francis Buchholz, Wayne Findlay and Herman Rarebell,
the band tears through a cracking collection of material from
Schenker’s impressive career, covering his own material,
Scorpions and UFO tracks!
To win a copy, email the answer to the following question, along
with your name and address to fireworksmag@ntlworld.com,
putting ‘Competition’ as the subject line.
Question:
Which two former Rainbow vocalists have
recorded albums with Michael Schenker?
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Steven Reid reviews new
EPs and shorter releases
You know, there are simply too many excellent EPs to squeeze in this issue, so
let’s get straight to it with Mike Newdeck telling us all about an excellent new English
band…
Everything about Canterbury Modern Rock outfit THE
ALCHEMY reeks of class on their debut EP, ‘MODERN AGE’.
From the chunky production, electronic enhancements, Rhys
Taylor’s phenomenal vocals, through to the catchy melodies
– check out the purring title track – everything points at a
bright future. Add in a potential crossover format single in
the quite brilliant ‘Black Hole Passenger’ and it’s clear that
these boys are going places. The only disappointment is that
it’s only four tracks long, although it clearly demonstrates
that Canterbury has more to offer than simply the Archbishop.
Flying the flag for Scottish Modern Rock come BANSHEE, a band desperate
for you to ‘SAY MY NAME’. This first release under a new moniker (they were
previously known as Life On Standby) finds an interesting take on the Modern
Rock sound hitting through an Electronica vibe and Pop twist. Front-woman Erin
Donnachie has a powerful set of pipes, but it is her ability to eschew Operatic or
aggro histrionics and just get on with the business of making ‘Eagles’ and ‘One
Step Behind’ dramatically memorable that makes her stand out. Nevertheless, it’s
the title track that really pins Banshee’s catchy melodic colours to the mast, and
stunningly impressive they are too.
What with the strength of the Polish Prog scene and the apparent nod to Pink
Floyd through the band name ATOM HEART, what you don’t expect ‘INTO THE LIGHT’
to be is a Bluesy slice of confident Classic Rock. However, that’s exactly what you
get through the strutting Led Zeppelin riff of ‘Madness Of Weakness’ and more
Country-tinged ‘Sofia’. It’s authentic stuff but not in the self-consciously reverential
manner you often find. Instead the vibe is loose and honest, and when you factor in
some seriously top notch musicianship, what these four young lads have cooked up
becomes all the more exciting.
Having been thoroughly impressed by their ‘Two
Worlds’ EP, catching up with the follow-up release ‘CYNICS
PLAYGROUND’ from PATRIOT REBEL is a no-brainer. Using
the likes of Shinedown and Black Stone Cherry as a launch
pad for their sound, this Nottinghamshire five-piece have set
about adding a harder edge and welcome punch of UK grit to
the mix. The results remain slick and smooth but with a more
grandiose Avenged Sevenfold roar. Pleasingly aggressive
and confident, ‘Digital Mannequin’ and ‘Dying Breed’ not
only show the strength of what this band have to offer, but also the diversity of how
they choose to present it. They may be steeped in the current US sound, but PR prove
that given the chance a Brit band can bring their own personality and style to the
party. It’s a welcome deviation.
DesertFest is fast becoming one of London’s most memorable weekends, this
year’s celebration of the Stoner/Desert sound, which took place in April, being the
fifth. Just as they did twelve months ago, the festival have produced a two track
‘split’ 7” single. This year’s release finds ‘HALFWAY TO HELL’, a track from the
forthcoming ‘Lost Ritual’ album from UK outfit RAGING SPEEDHORN nestling neatly
alongside ‘HALLUCINATION BOMB’, a song initially released by US Stoner titans
MONSTER MAGNET on their 2010 album ‘Mastermind’. Both these monstrous slabs
of towering guitars, atmospheric vocals and ground shaking drums may already be
available elsewhere, but there’s no denying this limited to three hundred and fifty
copies seven-incher is a thing of rifftacular beauty.
Continuing down the comeback trail, LAST GREAT DREAMERS turn their
Psychedelic sixties Pop meets seventies Glam spotlight on the ‘GLITTERBALL
APOCALYPSE’. A steady, glistening stomper with tasty hooks, it magnificently
maintains the momentum earlier single ‘Dope School’ built up. The jangle slap of
‘The Way We Collide’ seals the deal, energy and attitude wrapped neatly round a
melodic gift that keeps on giving. Looks like the long awaited album due later this
year could be something special.
I’m not always keen on my escapism becoming political. Nonetheless, with
‘CRUEL BRITANNIA’ delivered with a keen sense of humour,
alongside an all too accurate portrayal of big business,
greed and political deception, KNOCK OUT KAINE pitch it
just right. An utterly British piece of foot-stomping Rock,
the title-cut is a great EP introduction, while ‘Love The
Way You Hate’ carries an almighty upbeat thwack. ‘Goin’
Down’, on the other hand, feels like Little Angels covering
Showaddywaddy in big thick dollops of Glam, although in a
complete about-face, ‘Copperhead Road’ finds KOK doing a
fine job with one of Steve Earle’s best moments. It’s a clever change of pace from a
very clever band.
It’s amazing to think LIONIZE are ten years old; this most diverse of US Rock
‘n’ Roll acts still something of an unknown quantity here in the UK. Recent support
slots with Clutch and Less Than Jake (told you they were diverse) have started to
put that wrong right, as has a collection of heavy groovin’ accessible songs. ‘THE
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VOYAGE’ is the second of four EPs the band plan to release,
the six tracks it houses showing just how much ground they
cover. Working round some seriously Rocked up eighties
Pop vibes, ‘Anacostia’ is catchy in the extreme, while ‘Cold
Nelson’ leans on less meaty Clutch grooves. Personally I
could do without the Reggae foundation of ‘Underwater’ but
the confident strides of ‘Sleeping Giants’ allows this voyage
to reach a glorious destination.
There’s no denying the status of DORO as ground breaker and genre definer.
Heading towards three and half decades as the Queen Of Metal she’s still going
strong and making vital new music. Unfortunately, it’s a stretch to suggest that
the power ballad ‘LOVE’S GONE TO HELL’ deserves that accolade, the mid-paced
piano-led and Symphonic-infused themes finding Doro following a sound rather than
forging her own. Of the three versions presented here, the piano-less, Scorpionsish, demo is by far the strongest, although vocally the lady herself is on top form
throughout. In addition, you also get the aptly titled ‘It Still Hurts’, a slow heartfelt
duet Doro sang with Lemmy Kilmister on her 2012 album ‘Raise Your Fist’. Two live
cuts, which set the scene for the ‘30 Years Of Doro – Strong And Proud’ DVD, which
is released later this year, close things out in fine style. Proving that when this lady is
playing to her strengths, few can beat her.
Melodic Doom masters CANDLEMASS return once more with Mats Leven at
the helm and the cheerful thought of ‘DEATH THY LOVER’.
Amazingly, given the number of line-up reshuffles over this
outfit’s three decade-plus time together, the early intensity
of the band remains, while the clever mix of gigantic riffs
and memorable motifs that infused their sound as time
went on, are stronger than ever. Four tracks, including the
instrumental ‘The Goose’, ably demonstrate why this band
are so revered. With ‘Sleeping Giant’, ‘Sinister ‘N’ Sweet’
and the title cut all incisively sharp in the lumbering manner
only Candlemass can provide, ‘…Lover’ is a mighty return.
A desire to return to their roots results in VISIONS OF ATLANTIS combining ‘OLD
ROUTES – NEW WATERS’. Having shed all but drummer Thomas Caser since their
2013 album ‘Ethera’, old favourites return in the shape of bassist Mickael Koren,
guitarist Werner Fiedler and keyboard player Chris Kamper, while completing the
band come new arrivals in the shape of vocalists Clémentine Delauney (ex-of
Serenity and Whyzdom) and Siegfried Samer. The old and new analogy also works
in terms of this re-imagined band doing likewise to five tracks from their past. I have
to be honest and say I count myself as one of the number who found Delauney’s
Operatic approach to be an unwelcome intrusion on the Serenity sound, and I find
the same again here. At times through ‘Seven Seas’ and ‘Winternight’ it’s almost
as though she’s not locked in to what the band are hoping to achieve, although on
the heavier ‘Lost’, she suddenly comes into her own. Samer, on the other hand, is
majestic, the Dragony front-man a perfect fit throughout. So it’s a mixed bag for
the VOA return, but the real test will come with their first full-length album in this
configuration.
The acclaim thrust upon UK Modern Rock quarter SKARLETT RIOT since their
debut album ‘Tear Me Down’ and EP ‘We Are The Brave’ has been well-earned. If
anything, ‘SENTIENCE’ ups the ante, the band diversifying their sound and daring to
be darkly different. If you have a hat, put it on and tip it in their direction, each of the
five tracks presented, impressively assured. Young Skarlett herself sounds utterly
in control whether dripping with emotion on ‘Feel’, or spitting it out on ‘Scream At
Me’. That neither overshadow the bounce-off-the-walls hit of ‘Voices’ or controlled
aggression that is ‘Wounded’, is proof that SR are ready to storm into the big leagues.
The current Black Star Riders and Thin Lizzy guitarist, and one-time Alice Cooper
sideman, DAMON JOHNSON, offers up ‘ECHO’, an eclectic, five track EP. Amazingly,
with time also spent in Brother Caine and Slave To The
System, this release marks Johnson’s first electric solo
release. Opening pair ‘Dead’ and ‘Nobody Usin’’ hit hard,
Johnson’s AC past pitted against the vocal intricacies of
Alice In Chains, while ‘The Waiting Kills Me’ adds a Cheap
Trick-like Pop sheen. ‘Scars’ goes further down that road,
a simply irresistible chorus revealing Johnson’s excellent
vocals, however, it’s his scintillating guitar work that he’s
best known for, the Country-tinged ‘Just Move On’ showing
his tasteful, colourful playing to the full. With producer Nick Raskulinecz behind the
desk, ‘Echo’ is nothing short of superb.
‘DANCIN’ ON CHAOS’ is both a good name for a debut EP and spot on
description of a band re-booting the Sleaze Punk sound. Many acts bandy about
names like W.A.S.P., KISS, Ratt and Mötley Crüe as influences, but TWISTED
(bonus points for taking their name from a Vinnie Vincent Invasion song!) somehow
seem able to take that framework and Sleaze the hell out of it. Singer Philip DeVille
oozes accent free attitude, while guitarist Bob J Riot (hmmmm… that’s not good, is
it?) makes loose vibes feel tight and vital. If Sleaze with a Modern outlook is what
you like to get your teeth into, then ‘It’s Over Now’ and ‘Give Me Hell’ should be the
tipples to wash it all down.
Returning with the majestic ‘TUTANKHAMUN’ come Scottish Trad-Metal
specialists VANTAGE POINT. Teaming up with vocalist Caroline Connell for what is
one of the band’s most considered slices of roaming bass and sharp riffs, VP, with
the help of the fantastic Connell, deliver their most mature moment to date. ‘Book
Bus’ hits a more expected gallop, suggesting good things lie ahead for the band’s
forthcoming album.
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‘COBAIN ON COBAIN
NICK SOULSBY (Omnibus Press)

‘JOURNEY INTO BEATLEDOM, THE FABULOSITY OF
THE FOURSQUARE GOLEM’ – JOE ROBINSON (Guido Books)
Written by scholar Joe Robinson, this book takes the
reader through multiple arguments that the band has had
a bigger historical and spiritual legacy than anyone could
imagine. I don’t really want to, or am able to, summarise the
points made in the book; all I can say is that it is written using
grandiose wording and any given page would score highly in
a well-known word-based board game.
The book is interesting in parts but hard to fully
understand by mere mortals, but does benefit from the easy
to consume song by song approach where Robinson gives
his views on the meaning and/or importance of each song.
There are lots of historical and political theories and rhetoric in this book but
if you are a Beatles completest, this book will be of interest to you – certainly
not one for the casual or timid reader.
‘TRAGEDY, THE BALLAD OF THE BEE GEES’
JEFF APTER (Jawbone Press)
Jeff Apter has written a very entertaining book about the
Bee Gees, one of the biggest selling bands ever. His engaging
style and turn of phrase lays out the three careers of the
BG. Firstly, the period up to the mid-seventies when the Gibb
brothers had the hits such as ‘New York Mining Disaster’
and ‘Massachusetts’ before they lost favour with their early
audience. The book tells how they had a small taste of fame
in Australia before setting sail with Dad as their manager
to the larger market of the UK. Marriages and excess took
place even in this period, which are relayed quite candidly.
The book charges on with the relaying of the second career of the BG. This
was when they picked up, with the help of Atlantic Records, the Disco vibe and
in effect reinverted the scene with the soundtrack to ‘Saturday Night Fever’
which is the biggest selling film tie-in ever with over forty million copies sold.
This was followed up by supplying the title song to Grease (sung by Frankie
Valli) and the massive hit ‘Tragedy’ which made the band truly huge in that 77-79
period. The book also covers Andy Gibb’s career from superstardom to bust in
that same purple patch as the BG trio (by the way, the Bee Gees name came
about by the initials of their early managers and Barry Gibb himself being BG –
hence the BGs/Bee Gees).
The post-Disco years are then covered, with the BG reinventing themselves
again with ‘You Win Again’ and being song-writers of choice for resurrecting
the careers of Diana Ross and Barbara Streisand. The more sombre untimely
deaths of Mo and Robin are covered with Barry being the last brother and still
holding the flame.
An easy to read and comprehensive story about the Gibbs brothers.
‘STICK IT!, MY LIFE OF SEX, DRUMS AND ROCK ‘N’ ROLL’ – CARMINE
APPICE WITH IAN GITTINS (Omnibus Press)
A hugely entertaining autobiography by the legendary
drummer, Carmine Appice. Do note, however, the “Parental
Advisory Explicit Contents” label as per the Guns ‘N’ Roses
albums back in the day.
The story is simply told and Appice’s early life in Brooklyn
and enlightenment regarding the art of drumming shows
a steady rise in fame and fortune to his big gig in Vanilla
Fudge. Brushings with organised crime figures are told
with reverence and indeed he did come across Henry Hill
as immortalised by Ray Liotta in ‘Goodfellas’. His comradery
with fellow Rock drummers John Bonham and Mitch Mitchell plus his respect
of the Jazz/Big Band drummers, such as Buddy Rich and Gene Krupa, show
he is devoted to the art. However, much of the book is devoted to non-musical
escapades (hence the previously mentioned warning label).
Moving on from the Fudge to “proto-super-group” Cactus, Appice tells of
his focus on moving into more powerful musical territory. This is brought to the
fore when the power-trio Beck, Bogert & Appice is formed; a short-lived outfit
who’s ending, according to Appice, was down to Beck. His affection for Rod
Stewart is also apparent and I learnt that he co-wrote ‘Do Ya Think I’m Sexy’
and ‘Young Turks’ when he was in the RS band. At this stage, Appice tells of how
he became a personality rather than a drummer and his instructional book and
drum clinics turned him into a brand. In the background, Appice tells of the rise
of his younger brother (by eleven years) Vinnie Appice – what a dynasty!
Chronologically later on, but told at the start of the book, Appice’s rise and
fall with Ozzy Osbourne is told when it would appear he fell from favour with one
of the Osbournes.
Following the story of King Kobra and finding the love of his life, the book
takes us to the present day, where Appice is clearly content with his life;
reflecting back he’s had quite a trip.
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The latest in the Omnibus Press series of transcripts from
music magazine, TV and radio interviews is about Kurt Cobain.
Actually that is somewhat inaccurate; the interviews on the whole
are with Nirvana. Furthermore, some of the interviews (towards the
end of the band/book) are without Cobain.
The book is full of transcripts dating from pre-fame 1989 to
Cobain’s last interview in 1994 and, within these five hundred
and sixty-eight pages, you get to understand Cobain a bit better.
It’s not clear whether it’s because it’s Cobain, the Nirvana leader,
or if he really was deep and level-headed, because most of what
he says appears wise, humorous and perceptive. You can tell from the dynamic of the
interview transcripts that Cobain thought about his answers to the questions and didn’t
shoot from the hip. The change of media attention from fanzines and student mags in
the latter eighties to global obsession clearly changed the band, especially Cobain, in
their approach to the interviews. However, even though the band was known for being
“difficult” towards the end, all of them come over in this book very well. Chris Novoselic
and Dave Grohl seem affable and all three are largely polite throughout.
This book is a testament to the short career of Cobain and a definitive collection
of his interviews with the media. Thoughtfully put together by Nick Soulsby who also
incorporated the views of the interviewers who met and spoke with the band in that
short period.
‘THE ROAD IS LONG... THE HOLLIES STORY’
BRIAN SOUTHALL (Red Planet)
The Hollies were remarkably successful in the sixties; second
to the Beatles in many categories. However, a lot fewer books
have been written about the Manchester-based band than their
Liverpudlian counterparts. Essentially, this well-presented book by
Brian Southall is written in three parts; the first being about the
formation of the band from the many early disparate parts. The
second part being after Graham Nash had left to form Crosby, Stills
& Nash (and later Young!) and the final part bringing us up to date
with the band after lead singer Allan Clarke left.
Written in a matter of fact of way and taking everyone’s point
of view, the book culminates in the band’s induction into the Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall Of Fame
in 2010 by Steve Van Zandt.
Points of interest are the band’s name was probably inspired by their affection of
Buddy Holly and that pre-10cc Graham Gouldman wrote the big US hit ‘Bus Stop’. Of
course, the band is still going strong with two members left from the sixties heyday –
Tony Hicks and Bobby Elliott. After further exploration, I came across the band’s family
tree at http://www.hollies.co.uk/pdfs/tree.pdf and it makes fascinating reading.
In summary, a concise biography of the group covering the band members and their
recordings with some great photographs of the various line-ups.
‘LEMMY, THE DEFINITIVE BIOGRAPHY’
MICK WALL (Orion)
Mick Wall is the obvious candidate to write the definitive biography
of Lemmy Kilmister. Their friendship goes back decades and as a
result, much of this book is transcripts of actual chats with the great
and already sorely missed Rock star. The book does contain a lot of
insight into the man himself and (to a certain extent) the other side of
the story, especially Fast Eddie and the former longstanding manager
Douglas Smith. Even though a few people have undoubtedly been left in
the wake of Lemmy’s singlemindedness to keep the Motӧrhead brand
alive, they, without exception, thought and spoke highly of him.
The story starts with Lemmy’s childhood and an errant father
is quickly dismissed in the story. His school career came to a crunching end with his
headmaster having the tables turned when dishing out corporal punishment. All are firsthand reminiscences and so you can almost “hear” Lemmy’s characteristic voice and delivery
style in the written word. The pre-Motӧrhead days are not quickly discounted and we are
given a good view of the successful Rockin’ Vicars days and, of course, Lemmy’s part in
Hawkwind. His exiting of the band is quite well known but this book certainly puts a bit of
meat on the bones and gives a good picture of Lemmy having to start again from the bottom.
His determination and reputation played a good part in setting up Motӧrhead and the glory
days of the three amigos are relived – of course, they were a big selling band in the UK. The
book tells of the implosion of the trio and the short-lived “Red Robbo” days quickly moving to
the four-piece variety of Motӧrhead. The move to the States is told as a defining moment for
Lemmy with The Rainbow being his spiritual home, a few yards from his apartment.
The book tells of Lemmy’s relationships and obsession with war memorabilia from a first
hand and matter-of-fact perspective. What is harder reading, is the gradual descent into a
health crisis and regular cancellations of gigs. The 70th birthday party with many Rock A-listers
is portrayed as the swansong of his life before his quick succumbing to cancer soon after.
Reading this book takes you closer to what made Lemmy Kilmister tick, clearly a complex
character and one of a kind.
‘LEMMY KILMISTER: LIFE BEYOND MOTӦRHEAD, COLLATERAL
DAMAGE’ – ALAN BURRIDGE (Iron Pages Books)
Alan Burridge is the organiser of the Motӧrheadbangers
fan club, a friend of Lemmy Kilmister and the band and a vital
biographer of the group. This book contains the story of the man
himself and Burridge’s experiences with him but its key purpose is
something else. The book covers Lemmy’s work outside Motӧrhead
which totals over one hundred and fifty film, writing or recording
performances. Incredible really, but bear in mind Lemmy mentioned
he made more from writing for Ozzy Osbourne’s ‘No More Tears’
album than he made from Motӧrhead!
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Interspersed with Lemmy’s Rock ‘n’ Roll odyssey, Burridge fits in chronologically
ordered snippets of Lemmy’s extra-curricular activities. All these are illustrated with
the associated album or video cover and contain comprehensive notes on Lemmy’s
contribution. These snippets, of course, comprise not only his collaborations with
the great and the good of the Rock world, but also the couple of albums he did with
the Rockabilly band Head Cat and his pre-Hawkwind and more mellow foray with
Sam Godal. There is literally too much to cover as Lemmy had a truly eclectic career
outside Motӧrhead, but after reading this book you can be sure to conclude that Lemmy
Kilmister liked to keep himself busy. I also forgot to mention that Doro gives a very
heartfelt introduction to the book.

Supertramp (his brother-in-law is the drummer Bob Siebenberg), fortune prevailed with
Gorham joining Lizzy instead.
‘Jailbreak’ is covered fully as you would expect and the perennial question as to
whether ‘The Boys Are Back In Town’ was seen as the obvious single is raised. I’ll let you
read the book to find out. As mentioned, ‘…Fox’ is covered for completeness and quoted
as being just as good as ‘Jailbreak’ but not as Pop-orientated! Popoff covers music on the
whole but there is a fair bit on the antics of the band, so expect stories of excess and a bit
of fighting added to the mix.
Complete with a gig-list and photos of the band in its various guises, Popoff has
delivered again.

‘WIND OF CHANGE, THE SCORPIONS STORY’
MARTIN POPOFF (Wymer Publishing)

‘THE ULTIMATE GUITAR SOURCEBOOK’
TONY BACON (Race Point Publishing)

There have been few books on Scorpions (please note it is not
The Scorpions!) and this is a detailed and wonderful one at that
by Canada’s Martin Popoff. Quite surprising as the Scorps are the
most famous Rock band from Germany (of course West Germany
when they started in the late sixties) and one which has produced
countless studio albums and notable live albums.
The story is told album by album, packed with quotes from all
band members interviewed by the author himself. There are facts
aplenty in the book; for example, the font of the Scorpions logo is
that used in the James Caan version of Rollerball – check the date
when the logo changed from the original basic font. Also, there is a nice retelling of the
football rivalry between Scorpions and Rainbow and I suggest you buy the book to see
who won!
The occasion when Scorpions had the most world attention was, of course,
following the fall of the Berlin Wall and its accompanying soundtrack, ‘Wind Of Change’
in 1991. Although being their biggest hit, the band wanted to move away from being
known solely for power ballads. However, the book also tells how important the song
was emotionally to the band and its fellow country folk.
The book is interesting in as much as Popoff admits initially he was less keen on the
material post ‘Blackout’. However, it becomes clear that his view changed somewhat
and as a result all albums are well represented. This re-issued book brings the reader
up to the date with the stories of the ‘Comeblack’ album which for a while was the
swansong of the band (although an interesting album, many saw it as anticlimactic), the
Unplugged album and the final album (for the time being!) ‘Return To Forever’.
So whilst we are waiting again for any potentially new material from the band, this
book will take you down memory lane for a while.

There are many published books on guitars, but this is a
particularly nice one. Written by the prolific Tony Bacon, it is a
colourful and informative hardback tome on the most important
guitars produced to date. To call it a catalogue does it a disservice
because the book is an item of beauty, but it does lay out guitars
in order. The order being classical guitar, electric guitars with subcategories such as Fender, Gibson etc. and so on. There are also
useful sections on British and other European guitars and of course
Far Eastern companies such as Ibanez from Japan.
Each page contains a forward on the guitar make or model in
question and a multitude of miniature photos of the guitars with some individual reference
information. In total, there is a wealth of information in this two hundred and eighty-eight
page book. By the way, for completeness, the book ends with a section on basses for
four-string aficionados.

‘SEX & DRUGS & SAUSAGE ROLLS’ – GRAHAM GARRETT
& CAT BLACK (Face Publications)
This book is really special; first of all, it is lavishly bound and a
limited edition (five thousand). Secondly, it intersperses high-end
recipes into the story of a Rock star who then became a Michelinstarred chef.
The chef/ex-Rock star in question is Graham Garrett who
started off as a drummer in Dumb Blondes which featured Phil
Collen before he left to join Girl. Garrett then moved to bands
Panache and Ya Ya. Not household names, but they certainly did
their time touring in all parts of the compass. Each story of a tour
in an exotic location is accompanied by inspired recipes from
that area. Going back further, his childhood food memories such as beef dripping are
accompanied on the next page by a recipe on how to make it 2016 style. Needless to
say, the recipes are authentic and the photographs by Adrian Franklin are exceptionally
high quality; just to confirm this is a high quality book, full stop.
The story of Garrett unfurls and although surrounded on all sides by food, is of
interest to those interested in the music business. Stories of recordings, line-up changes
as in many a good Rock autobiography are contained within.
The move from the Rock world to starting at the culinary bottom at the age of
thirty-one is impressive; more so his purchase of a country restaurant (West House in
Biddenden, Kent) in 2002 and a Michelin star two years later. The two worlds have their
parallels, in some ways the celebrity chefs are the Rock stars of the present time; so
previously playing with Collen, Garrett is now a peer of Gordon Ramsey.
This book stands up on its own as a slice of late seventies to eighties Rock, with the
fifty recipes added (and some don’t look too hard), this has twice the appeal.
‘FROM DUBLIN TO JAILBREAK, THIN LIZZY 1969-1976’
MARTIN POPOFF (Wymer Publishing)
Wymer Publishing has Rock-writer extraordinaire Martin Popoff
on board with an exceptionally detailed book about the recordings
of Thin Lizzy from the early days with Eric Bell to ‘Jailbreak’. Well, to
be honest it goes beyond that, to ‘Johnny The Fox’, but I guess the
title would not be as snappy!
As we have grown to expect, Popoff has got the story first hand
from recent interviews with band members, manager, recording
engineers and producers. That list includes views and memories
from the late Gary Moore, Scott Gorham, Brian Robertson and Bell.
With this input from the key people in the story mixed with
Popoff’s engaging style, this is a fascinating read. Not for the faint-hearted though,
because the book goes deep into the detail of the tracks. However, as the stories of the
albums and songs come from all and sundry, the book has flow to it and does not come
off as repetitive. The story contains quotes from Phil Lynott himself and mixed with the
representative views of the guitarists and, of course, drummer Brian Downey, a three
dimensional view of proceedings is garnered. The path from what could have been a onehit wonder band with ‘Whiskey In A Jar’ to a band that inspired so many is relayed warts
and all. The departure of Bell is told even-handedly with Bell giving his view of accounts.
Of course, following the in and out of Moore, the cosmic partnership of Robertson and
Gorham is relayed in full. I learnt that Gorham came to the UK with the hope of a gig with
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‘TEENAGE KICKS, MY LIFE AS AN UNDERTONE’
MICHAEL BRADLEY (Omnibus Press)
The Undertones will forever be remembered first as New Wave/
Punk lads regularly appearing on ‘Top Of The Pops’ and more
importantly writing and performing DJ John Peel’s favourite ever
song, ‘Teenage Kicks’. With those credentials in place, Michael
Bradley, the bassist of the band from Kerry, Northern Ireland, has
told the story which will be of interest to many.
Bradley has a nice turn of phrase and the book is written in good
humour and earnestly relays the point that the band were a little bit
embarrassed by their success; even with the hits and the extensive
tours, they were still a down-to-earth bunch. In terms of credentials,
The Undertones supported The Clash and Thin Lizzy and were known to The Ramones.
However, it would appear that Bradley and friends were never financially in control of their
destiny, although they had a good time over the course of four albums. Overall though,
most stories dwell on the joy of discovering elements of the high life (whether that is a
McDonald’s or not having to sit longwise in a van). Any band which is starting to make it in
the business would surely benefit from reading this book and learn to enjoy the moment as
it may not last forever. Surely enough, on the back of a less successful fourth album and
the hits drying up, singer Feargal Sharkey left the band. The book tails off pretty quickly
at this stage and in the last few paragraphs tell of an aborted attempt to get a new singer
before the almost inevitable implosion (no ‘Back In Black’ followed).
Told with aplomb and very few regrets, this is a fine book on the short early life and
times of The Undertones formed as a school kids in the seventies to their breakup in 1983.
Please note the band is still touring (they reformed “sans” Sharkey in 1999).
‘TIME AND A WORD, THE YES STORY’
MARTIN POPOFF (Soundcheck Books)
Martin Popoff has hit his half-century (apologies North America
for a cricket expression) of Rock-related books. This is a poignant
book for this milestone as it covers the story of Yes, of which Chris
Squire, the only constant feature of the band, sadly passed away
last year.
Using his tried and tested chronology method, Popoff charts
the founder members of the band and their initial groups where they
crossed paths often and eventually merged into Yes. Each album is
relayed by countless quotes from the band members; Popoff’s list of
personal interviews with the band is impressive and includes most
members of the many versions of the band. The book also covers the offshoot bands, most
notably Asia, which is very welcome as it’s the most information I have read about this
band in a single place.
The period of turmoil when Jon Anderson became ill and was apparently quickly
replaced is told in an even-handed way with quotes from both sides of the story. Rick
Wakeman, who is always good value, is quoted often and the famous curry whilst on stage
story is also mentioned (apparently he didn’t order the curry to be had during the show, his
request was misheard by a roadie!).
The story of Yes from proto-Prog band to stadium Rockers (with Trevor Rabin) through
to Rock survivors is told as always in an entertaining way by Popoff with some colour
photos of the band and the odd illustration to help set the mood.
Popoff takes the reader through to 27 June 2015 when Chris Squire passed away – as
described by his wife “the heart and soul of Yes”.

BOOKEND

Just in but unfortunately too late for cover in this issue are the following books:
‘Agents Of Fortune, The Blue Ӧyster Cult Story’
by Martin Popoff (Wymer Publishing)
‘The Stooges, Head On, A Journey Through The Michigan Underground’
by Brett Calwood (Music Press)
‘Seasick Steve, Ramblin’ Man’ by Matthew Wright (Music Press)
Full reviews of the above and many others will feature in the next issue
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Ant Heeks compiles our writers’ top picks where Messrs. Ravel, Laine and Marcello Defy everything except the odds to take the Top Spot.

The Defiants
‘The Defiants’

1

(Frontiers)

Dare – Sacred Ground
Danger Zone – Closer To Heaven
Drive She Said – Pedal To The Metal
Kissin’ Dynamite – Generation Goodbye
Vega – Who We Are

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Beyond The Black – Lost In Forever
Stitched Up Heart – Never Alone
Primitai – Night Brings Insanity
Ecliptica – Ecliptified
Saltatio Mortis – Licht Und Schatten: Best Of

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

James Gaden
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Michael Hayes – Off The Streets
Jerry Lawler – Sings
Jorn – Heavy Rock Radio
Paul Gilbert – I Can Destroy
Sunstorm – Edge Of Tomorrow

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Robin George – Painful Kiss
Gandalf’s Fist – The Clockwork Fable
Frost* – Falling Satellites
Haken – Affinity
Blueminded – Seize The Day

Dare – Sacred Ground
Phantom V – Phantom 5
Dan Reed Network – Fight Another Day
J.R. Richards – Honore Et Amore
Ted Poley – Beyond The Fade

Treat – Ghost Of Graceland
David Foster – Dreamless
Ted Poley – Beyond The Fade
Vega – Who We Are
A.C.T. – Trifles And Pandemonium

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dead Letter Circus – Aesthesis
Circa – Valley Of The Windmill
Love And A .38 – Nomads
Epic – Like A Phoenix
Yes – Drama

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hands Like Houses – Dissonants
Dynazty – Titanic Mass
One Last Run – Unbreakable
Decyfer Down – The Other Side Of Darkness
Skillet – Unleashed

Santana – IV
Cold Truth – Grind Stone
First Signal – One Step Over The Line
Hinder – Stripped
Treat – Ghosts Of Graceland

Tarja – The Shadow Self
Tarja – The Brightest Void
The Defiants – The Defiants
Vega – Who We Are
Phantom V – Phantom V

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Defiants – The Defiants
Treat – Ghost Of Graceland
Grandhour – Bombs & Bullets
Dion Bayman – Don’t Look Down
Featherstone – Northern Rumble
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Vega – Who We Are
Gene The Werewolf – The Loner
Ted Poley – Beyond The Fade
Blaze Bayey – Infinite Entanglement
Dan Reed Network –Fight Another Day
Michael Anthony

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Purson – Desire’s Magic Theatre
Long Distance Calling – Trips
Ramones – The Sire Years 1976–1981
Magnum – Sacred Blood “Divine” Lies
Rikard Sjoblom – The Unbendable Sleep
Dawn Osborne

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reckless Love – Invader
The Defiants – The Defiants
Wild Rose – 4
Cold Truth – Grindstone
Diamond Head – Diamond Head
Ian Parry

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Toseland – Cradle The Rage
Vega – Who We Are
Progstone – Unplugged
Judas Priest – Battle Cry
Magnum – Sacred Blood “Divine” Lies
Mick Burgess

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mark Donnelly

Phil Ashcroft
1.	 Frost* – Falling Satellites
2.	 Fates Warning – Theories Of Flight
3.	 Punky Meadows – Fallen Angel
4.	 Myrath – Legacy
5.	 Poverty’s No Crime – Spiral Of Fear
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Alan Holloway

Carl Buxton

Az Chaudhry

Vega – Who We Are
Magic Dance – Haunting Me EP
Ted Poley – Beyond The Fade
The Defiants – The Defiants
Epic – Like A Phoenix

1. Prince – Hit N Run Phase 2
2. Vega – Who We Are
3. Andy Frasco And The U.N. – Happy
Bastards
4. The Struts – Everybody Wants...
5. Spiritual Beggars – Sunrise To Sundown

Duncan Jamieson

Dave Crompton
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mike Newdeck
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ace Frehley – Origins Vol.1
Katatonia – The Fall Of Hearts
The Defiants – The Defiants
Ecliptica – Ecliptified
Dan Reed Network – Fight Another Day
Bruce E.J. Atkinson

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Haken – Affinity
Knifeworld – Bottled Out Of Eden
Frost* – Falling Satellites
Katatonia – The Fall Of Hearts
Jadis – More Than Meets The Eye
Helen Bradley–Owers

Treat – Ghost Of Graceland
Dan Reed Network – Fight Another Day
Tremonti – Dust
The Defiants – The Defiants
Lacuna Coil – Delirium

Blues Pills – Lady In Gold
Ace Frehley – Origins Vol 1
Brian Wilson – Brian Wilson And Friends
Billy Satellite – 2
Vardis – Red Eye

Mike Ainscoe

Woody

Ray Paul
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Defiants – The Defiants
Ted Poley – Beyond The Fade
Treat – Ghost Of Graceland
AOR – L..A. Darkness
Resurrection Kings – Resurrection Kings

Steve Swift

Dan Patlansky – Introvertigo
Dan Reed Network – Fight Another Day
Paul Gilbert – I Can Destroy
Supersonic Blues Machine – Supersonic
Blues Machine
5. BlackRain – Released

Rob Mckenzie
1. Graham Bonnet – Line Up
2. Alcatrazz – Disturbing The Peace
3. Southside Johnny & The Asbury
Jukes – Men Without Women Live
4. Kasim Sulton – 3
5. Night By Night – NxN

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dave Bott

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ant Heeks
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Big Big Train – Folklore
Red Bazar – Tales From The Bookcase
Steve Thorne – The Island Of Imbeciles
Southern Empire – Southern Empire
Anderson/Stolt – Invention Of Knowledge

(Frontiers)

Alexandra Mrozowska

Mónica Castedo–López

Steven Reid
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fates Warning – Theories Of Flight
Violet Janine – Between Red And Blue
Southern Empire – Southern Empire
Rob Moratti – Transcendent
Epic – Like A Phoenix

Treat
‘Ghost Of Graceland’

3

(Frontiers)

Gary Marshall

Dave Scott
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2
Ian Johnson

Bruce Mee
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Vega
‘Who We Are’

Cheap Trick – Bang Zoom Crazy Hello    
Gin Lady – Call The Nation   
Jorn – Heavy Rock Radio                             
Saltatio Mortis – Best Of 2000 – 2014                         
Section IV – Superhuman
SUMMER

1. Vargas Blues Band – Hard Time Blues
2. T Rex – Best Of
3. Massive Wagons – Welcome To
The World
4. Hans Zimmer – Pirates Of The
Caribbean Sountrack
5. M.I.C. – 6th Sense
Mick Parry
1.
2.
3.
4.

Treat – Ghost Of Graceland
The Defiants – The Defiants
July Reign – Here Comes The Flood
Night Flight Orchestra – Skyline
Whispers
5. Phantom 5 – Phantom 5
Paul Sabin
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Susan Aquila – Miss Conduct
Lita Ford – Time Capsule
Saxon – Denim & Leather
Romeo’s Daughter – Spin
The Treatment – Generation Me
Caesar Barton

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Jorn – Heavy Rock Radio
Unruly Child – The Basement Demos
Killing Joke – Night Time (remastered)
Kissin’ Dynamite – Generation Goodbye
Wilson Hawk – Wilson Hawk
Mark Ashby

1. Dan Reed Network – Fight Another Day
2. Magic Eight Ball – Richest Men In
The Graveyard
3. Tremonti – Dust
4. Tax The Heat – Fed To The Lions
5. Diamond Head – Diamond Head
Malcolm Smith
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Punky Meadows – Fallen Angel
Maglev – Overwrite The Sin
The Defiants – The Defiants
Martina Edoff – Unity
New England – Live At The
Boston Paradise ‘81

Simon Ramsay
  
1. Manic Street Preachers – Everything
Must Go 20
2. Goo Goo Dolls – Gutterflower
3. Zac Brown Band – Uncaged
4. Dan Patlansky – Introvertigo
5. Sturgill Simpson – A Sailor’s Guide
To Earth
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Interview by Wolf Gant.

When it comes to German Power Metal, there are few more dedicated brethren than Piet Sielck, the man behind the band Iron Savior.
Founded by Piet, Kai Hansen (Gamma Ray) and Thomen Stauch (Blind Guardian) in 1996, originally as only a studio project, this band has
endured the toughest of musical times and changes. Now, with a beautifully balanced, dedicated team behind Sielck and a stream of great
album releases that began in abundance again back in 2011 with the album ‘The Landing’, the band is once again on the move. The latest
release is the album ‘Titancraft’, just released here through AFM Records, the company the band has been with ever since their re-birth. So
it’s time once again to hook up with Piet and find out just what continues to drive this great Teutonic Power Metal machine.
Piet, just give us an idea firstly of where this album sits in relation
to ‘Rise Of The Hero’ (2014), which given the release of ‘Megatropolis
2’ (a re-recording of a classic 2007 record) and the ensuing live album
‘Live At The Final Frontier’, was really the last full, new studio album?
Well, ‘Titancraft’ is basically an attempt to keep up the quality without
recycling the old, and, although we’re not straying too far from our usual
bases, keep things fresh and interesting. That’s not an easy task, I’d say, but
somehow we made it. ‘Titancraft’ is pretty much in the same vein as the
‘Rise…’ and ‘…Landing’ albums, but this time we have dug out some more
progressive influences from the earlier days. All in all, I think this is the
strongest album in our history.

really like the fact that ‘The Landing’ and ‘Rise….’ covers have been done
by the same person. It gives us real consistency.

What do you put this line-up strength down to?
The answer is simple: friendship. Friendship is based on fairness, trust
and understanding. Those are key factors in any line-up, but for us it really
works and this line up has lasted for such a long time now. We share a deep
personal relationship. It sounds like a total cliché, but we’re definitely “One
for all and all for one”.

Which other tracks would you direct listeners to if asked? What
themes are explored?
Basically you’ll find all kinds of themes on here. Of course I love sci-fi
but on the other hand there is a lot of other stuff that moves me. The key is
that my lyrics need to create emotions and pictures in my head, I need to be
moved by them in order to interpret them in a way that will also hopefully
move the listener. I think the most important song for me is ‘Beyond The
Horizon’, which is almost like the heart of this album. It deals with the
personal reflections of a soldier fighting a war far, far away from home; his
fears, wishes and ultimate goal to return home to his loved ones. That really
moves me...
Besides that we pull out some old Wild West atmosphere with
‘Gunsmoke’, a tragic horror story with ‘The Sun Won’t Rise In Hell’, a
continuation of the ‘Savior Saga’ with the title track and ‘Brother In Arms’,
some good old ‘knight-sword-battle’ stuff with ‘Way Of The Blade’ and a bit
of rebellion in ‘Rebellious’, where we talk about rules that need to be broken
every once in a while.

Let’s look at some of the tracks. We loved ‘Way Of The Blade’ and
‘I Surrender’, both very different songs in their own right. You credit
guest Daniel Galmarini for ‘I Surrender’. What was it that drew you to
that track?
During the drum recordings, Daniel called me and asked if we would
be interested in a piano ballad. Even though we had made up our minds
already to omit a ballad this time, we thought it only fair to give him a shot.
He recorded a little video of himself playing the thing live on his piano. The
minute we saw this, we knew: okay, we will have a ballad!
It’s a real family affair isn’t it? Your daughter guests on it and you’ve
“I really like the song; it’s not completely new ground for us but the way
once again produced it?
it’s delivered and especially the lyrics that come with it – it’s a true love song
Indeed! We have been playing together with this line up for such a long – make it something really special that hasn’t really been suitable to us thus
time now that Iron Savior has become like home for everyone. Of course, far. I had my doubts initially as to whether it’s cool to have such lyrics on a
it makes me really proud to have Pippa on this album, on backing vocals.
Metal album but now I am really happy that I had the guts to do it.

And I noticed one other thing on the inner sleeve; it can’t be many
bands that credit substitute members who are ready to go if their own
guys are not available for live work?
Well, we started to basically work with subs in order to be more active
live these days. Since all of us have jobs it is unfortunately very likely that
one or two are not going to be available for every show we’re offered.
Without our subs, we would probably have to turn down at least 30-40%
of all possible gigs. Like this we manage to have much more presence than
before. Honestly, no one in the band is offended if one of the subs takes his
place. It’s a real team.
Once again the cover is an epic, very much in the vein of ‘The
Landing’. Now, you’re well known for your love of science fiction
themes and the cover and the title suggest this hasn’t changed. But
how do you keep each image fresh? How do you direct artist Felipe?
The really weird thing is that Felipe basically comes up with all these
great art pieces with actually very little input from me. I give him the basic
story line of the ‘Savior Saga’ and, bang! It’s as if he were reading my mind.
He comes back with something that is exactly as I imagined it, just better. I
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Finally, where can you see yourself going from here? The band has
had a very productive period since coming back in 2011.
Well, the rest of this year is dedicated to the various live shows we
already have booked and we’d love to get back to see you guys, but there is
already a cool idea for next year in mind and AFM also thinks this is not so
bad... so stay tuned!
‘Titancraft’ is available through AFM Records now.
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‘Acid Roulette’ chronicles
the life trials of a man
imprisoned for a crime; did you
have the music written prior to
the lyrical story?
Some of the musical ideas
had come to fruition prior to its
conceptual alignment. I think it’s
important to consider how each
song comes about and how it fits the
overall feel of a record. Every song
is unique in that it is written from
somewhere that is independent to
the one before. Granted we have
songs that have inspired others
as any songwriter can attest to,
but in the case of this record, the
songs took shape individually. Later
on it was interesting to see how
all of the moods happened to fit
so brilliantly. I feel like this album’s
music and concept were married
at birth without us knowing. The
experience has never happened to
me before but I certainly hope it
happens again!
Would you describe this
release as a concept album?
I would describe every release
as a concept. I feel that every album
should have story. I’m sure many
albums do that aren’t necessarily
billed as such. When I see songs
develop in my mind as shapes,
colours and moods, it offers what
will become a great platform for a
story to unfold. Perhaps one day
I will discover it doesn’t always
happen that way. When we are
rushed to make a release it might
sacrifice the album’s ability to come
together in such a way, but I really
hope that never happens. There
are many layers to this Rock band.
It might seem meat and potatoes
to some musicians and that’s fine
and well, but what we see is an
incredible opportunity to tell a story
with sounds and words.
One of the strangest
moments on this release is the
spoken word ‘Séance’. What
can you tell us about this?
You ever read the satanic
bible? Well it’s a bit more than just
that as there is a great deal going
on in the imprisoned character’s
mind. Rather than just an album
based on what one might think a
dark sentence behind bars might
be like, there is a tremendous
amount of added coloration in the
emotions conveyed by our subject.
Coming back to the ‘Séance’, as a
mid-winter segue, his mind sought
out manipulation as therapy. He
imagined the mighty power of
words and how it could have such
a profound effect on like minds. Like
FIREWORKS

Ahhh, we were babies figuring
out what we wanted out of life haha!
The lineup has changed since that
tour. A fun tour that was, however,
there was a lot we had to work out.
I couldn’t be happier with where this
band exists nowadays. All of us are
so grateful to be on stage together
every night. There are things we can
do now that we couldn’t previously,
especially with the addiction of AJ’s
organ fingers. We feel like taking it
as far as we can possibly take it at
this point.
Any plans to capture your
live show on DVD or CD?
I certainly hope so. In the future
I would like to record some shows
in key venues. We have done some
live recordings in the past years
that didn’t really pan out. A friend
in Switzerland just handed me a
performance of us that he recorded
so I can let you know if that does
some justice. I really like playing in
churches, theatres, cathedrals etc.
Any other ideas?

Interview by Ray Paul

How would you describe
your music to someone that
Texan Hard Rockers Scorpion Child are about to had never heard of you?
release their second album ‘Acid Roulette’, which
A pissed off Deep Purple. That’s
was recorded at the Bubble, Austin Texas with Chris honestly the best description we
‘Frenchie’ Smith (The Answer, You Will Know Us have heard! It was a young kid in
By The Trail Of the Dead), who also produced and Norwich, England who made the
arranged the band’s debut album. Fireworks had a epic remark. It’s honestly for now
the best way. For someone who
chance to get beneath the surface with singer Aryn isn’t familiar with Deep Purple, I’m
Jonathan Black, discussing the band’s career to date, truly sorry that they haven’t been
plus some of the bizarre lyrical ideas contained in exposed. Heavy ethereal Rock n’
Roll. My roommate just said, “Y’all
their new release.
just have that sound that’s not
starting a cult. In this case, he had finally been imagined appropriately dated, man.”
always been a good person. A true on this album. Fans find it an
soul so to speak who was subjected interesting piece. Its Doom-like
You
collaborated
with
to a tremendous amount of mental fabric is very powerful when met photographer Max Taylor and
trauma in being locked away from with unconventional lyrical phrasing. graphic designer Rob Kimura,
his wife and children. All he knew The point was to create a great can you tell us what you were
and loved stripped away at once. introductory song going into the trying to project with the
Whether falsely imprisoned or not, Autumn season that begins the cover?
this is something that real people album. Traditionally we always
I’ve never met Max but I’m sure
experience. It sounds like the worst ended the sets with it, so why not he’s a nice gent! Rob Kimura is really
nightmare one could experience. start the record it? Right now about rad and has done great art layouts
People who identified with his 70% of the sets are new material, like most recently Carcass ‘Surgical
story would join his outspoken which helps us get to know our new Steel’. The cover art is interesting. It
personality in a quest to make songs better in a live sense. They are represents the many dimensions of
change or attempt to resist and/or still evolving tremendously which life: beauty, evil, colours, emotions,
escape from this problematic world adds to the live set. The other 30% nature, shapes, freedom, disguise,
they currently exist in. It is a segue are older songs that existing fans heaven, hell, earth, humiliation,
that can apply to so much of what’s enjoy singing along to.
emptiness, flattery etc. It’s all
going on in the present.
discussed visually. We are very
I first caught you guys proud of it.
‘She Sings I Kill’ is a terrific playing a London show with
title and song and sounds like a Orchid and Blues Pills, now you
Will you be heading out as a
sure live favourite. How much have a slot at the prestigious headline act on your on tour in
of this album are you going to Download festival, not to the future?
include in the future set?
mention the recent support
We hope to have more support
‘She Sings…’ is a song that we tour to Monster Magnet. Are slots for the time being, then head
have been attempting to shape for you happy with the progress of out as a headline when we hear the
several years now and I feel like it’s the band on live front?
raven’s call!
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Following
up
‘Strange
Nostalgia’ was no easy task, but
proof be known, I think you
did just that with ‘Wonderful
Anticipation.’ It is every bit as
polished as its predecessor and
consistent from the first note to
the last. The commonly regarded
philosophy is that you have your
entire life to write your first record
while all subsequent albums are
completed under some sort of
time constraint. Was ‘Wonderful
Anticipation’ any more difficult
to write and record as compared
with ‘Strange Nostalgia’ and did
you feel any additional sense of
pressure when gearing up to write
and record?
Wow, everything you say is
absolutely true. I did have many
years to make the first album but
it wasn’t that difficult to make a
follow up. I was actually writing
for different musical projects that I
was anticipating, but all the songs
ended up becoming ‘Wonderful
Anticipation.’ I am always writing
music with my “partners in crime”
and it all came to me pretty naturally
so it wasn’t that difficult.

on drums, wanted to try someone
new in the vocal spot for my band
and thought it turned out very well.
We also co-wrote the lyrics for the
songs he sang on as well. When it
comes to my own singing, I have
always been singing in one way or
another and always record the demo
vocals for every track. When it came
time to record vocals for ‘Into The
Valley’ for instance, it worked pretty
well with my voice and when the
others heard it they said, “Who is
singing this one? It sounds pretty
good!” So we ended up keeping
the vocals I recorded myself which
also included ‘The Loner’ and ‘State
Of Flow’ where I am singing the
low parts and Christian is doing the
higher harmonies in the chorus.

Brent Rusche interviews Andree Theander

Also, Michael Ottosson and
Linus Abrahamson did not
reprise their roles on keyboards
and bass respectively, which
were largely performed by you.
Were logistics to blame or was the
decision influenced by budgeting
concerns for the album?
Um, no. I wanted to try and see
how far I could take things on my
own. Much like Boston and how
they did their first album. Tom
Scholz was a huge inspiration for
this album because he pretty much
did everything on his own…the
keyboards, guitars and most of
the bass tracks as well. I wanted
to try and do something like that
on my own.

The last time we spoke, you
suggested that The Theander
The supremely gifted multi-instrumentalist Andree
Expression might be put on hiatus
Theander returns to the scene with ‘Wonderful
while you pursued other musical
Anticipation’, the second from the band sporting his
endeavours. Have you worked
with other artists or bands in the namesake, The Theander Expression. Those familiar with
years between the first and second
the impressive ‘Strange Nostalgia’ back in 2012 would
albums?
easily welcome a follow-up. The wait is finally over
Unfortunately, nothing really
and
happily worth every minute because The Theander
happened with any of those projects
So, it was ultimately a personal
Expression
serves up another blissful collection of West challenge?
that I had in mind. It is hard to
understand that it has been four
Yeah, but it is even that much
Coast AOR. ‘Wonderful Anticipation’ is an effortless
years since we last spoke...time
progression in the life of the band and possesses all the more impressive since he did it
goes very, very fast. I gathered earmarks which made the debut so memorable. Fireworks back in the ‘70’s in his own studio.
the best songs that I thought I had,
[laughs] For me, doing that sort of
was given the opportunity to conduct another interview thing now is much easier.
finished them and made them into
with Andree to discuss the latest release
another Expression album. I was a
bit worried about the different styles
Well, that certainly is a classic
of the songs. I don’t know if you can hear that or because he is a good friend and great drummer album and a great one to gain inspiration from.
what your thoughts are, but I think some of the and everything works very well with him. It is not How did it materialise for Erik Martensson
songs are a little more Pop-oriented while some because I felt Hermin couldn’t perform on those (Eclipse, W.E.T.) to contribute backing vocals
are a bit more Hard Rock.
tracks but i just wanted to try something different on that same tune?
and in the end, enjoyed Bengan’s performance.
We recorded Christian’s vocals at Erik’s studio
This time around, you worked with almost
(Blowout Productions). So, it was natural that he
completely different personnel. While some
Additionally, you employed all different contributed to the album with some background
of the drumming features returning member vocalists this time around: Christian Erikkson, singing on those tracks. In addition to ‘Someday...,’
Hermin Furin (Work Of Art), the drum Christoffer Sarnefalt and even yourself, of Erik also contributed backgrounds for ‘You
throne also features Bengan Andersson. Was which ‘Into The Valley’ is a personal favourite! Always Ran Away’ and ‘Never Surrender.’
this because Hermin’s schedule prevented What influenced your decision to use new talent
him from performing on all tracks or did you instead of bringing back Christian Hedgren
What is on the horizon for Andree Theander,
specifically choose a drummer whose style you and Goran Edman and what inspired you to will you pursue other musical outlets or start
felt was most appropriate for the song?
take on some of the vocal duties?
working with other musicians?
It was mostly to fit the song. I thought
Firstly, Christian Eriksson is the same Christian
Yeah, I will try to do that once again and do
Bengan’s playing was more appropriate for some Hedgren that sang on the first album. Since the not think it will end up as another The Theander
of the tracks. He owns a studio close to where I last album, he has returned to using his original Expression album. Honestly, I’m really tired right
live and where I recorded all but the instruments surname, so like Herman, makes a return for this now because nothing really has happened with this
for ‘Wonderful Anticipation.’ However, I also album. As for using Christoffer, I performed a project. But I am always happy and grateful when
wanted to try something new and get a different couple of gigs which were all cover songs and was I hear something positive or someone seems to
sound. I wanted to continue to record with Hermin amazed by the way he was singing and like Bengan like it very much.
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PUNKY MEADOWS
Interview by Phil Ashcroft

There are few moderately successful bands who can claim to still inspire devotion in their followers over thirty-five years
after their career effectively came to an end. One such band is Angel, who with a legacy of six great albums, larger than
life personalities and legendary, special effects-laden shows, still nestle in the hearts of fans and top many a discerning
listener’s reformation wish list. Sadly, only keyboard player Gregg Giuffria went on to have any success with his bands
Giuffria and House Of Lords before retiring from the music business. Guitarist Punky Meadows and bassist Felix Robinson
were unheard of for many years, whilst singer Frank Dimino and drummer Barry Brandt put together an Angel line-up
(including Lillian Axe mastermind Stevie Blaze!) to play sporadic shows and release a largely un-Angel like album in 1999.
However, following on from Frank Dimino’s recent solo album, Punky Meadows – the subject of the Frank Zappa song
‘Punky’s Whips’ – has also returned with a great new album called ‘Fallen Angel’. During a long phone-call to his home in
Charlotte, North Carolina, the positively buoyant guitarist had a lot to say…
“I left L.A. in 1988 because I
hated the music business,” states
Punky in his inimitable quickfire
delivery. “I love playing music but
I never liked the business side; it’s
cutthroat and musicians get taken
advantage of with publishing and
everything, you know how that
story goes? I got tired of it, and
also the music scene had changed
a lot, so I came back to the East
coast and started my own business,
and I was successful with that
and just washed my hands of the
whole music thing. I never stopped
playing, I’m a guitar player and
music’s in my blood. I play the
guitar every single night and I
love doing it, even when I wasn’t
recording or playing professionally
I would sit on the couch every
night with my guitar and write
songs. I got into Country music
for a while and I’ve always been
a Blues player. I grew up on the
English Blues guys and that was
my schooling: Jeff Beck, Page,
Clapton and Gary Moore, those
were my heroes. I just had a great
time playing and my business was
successful too, so I wasn’t stressed
out with any kind of financial
problems, it was a good change for
me.”
Like a lot of old-school
musicians, the internet has played
a large part in Punky’s acceptance
of his past. “About eight years
ago I got on Facebook and started
seeing how much all these fans
loved Angel and one guy started
an Angel fans group page, so it
was really cool to see that and to
see how many people we inspired.
People would say it was because of
me that they started playing guitar,
and before social media you didn’t
know about things like that. Back
when we were on the road I’d play
a gig and then afterwards you’d
meet the fans, they’d say we were
great and shake our hands and then
we’d move on to the next town.
After that was over I didn’t really
speak to anyone about the band or
my playing for many years, you
just think you were one of a million
bands that those fans met and said
nice things to. Then coming on
Facebook they were all coming
forward saying how much they
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loved the band and our playing,
and seeing all the pictures and
seeing their comments made me
realise that maybe we were a pretty
cool band. I’d washed my hands of
Angel and the whole music scene,
but seeing all that kinda opened my
eyes and inspired me and made me
realise just how much we affected a
lot of people. I didn’t have any pipe
dreams about making music, it’s
hard to get back into the business
when you’ve been away for so
long. I didn’t want to put together
a cover band and go out and play
other people’s music in clubs, I
wanted to play my own songs. So
two DJs, Keith Roth and Danny
Farrow Anniello, asked me to do
an interview on their radio show in
New York City called The Electric
Ballroom. They advertised it on
Facebook and when I went to do
the interview there were so many
people tuning in from all over the
world that the website crashed, but
after they got it back up again all
these people started posting that it
was great to hear me, and Keith
Roth said that in seventeen years
of interviewing every rock star
imaginable he had never seen that
happen before. I was dumbfounded
myself, I guess it was just because
nobody had heard from me in years
so it was a mystery and everybody
wanted to find out what I was all
about. Because of that I started
getting offered record deals and
people asking me if I would like to
do an album.”
He continues, “I’ve been
friends with Danny for a long time,
he was a big fan of mine and we
used to correspond through letters,
before Facebook. He asked, “Do
you wanna do a solo album?” and
I said, “Yeah, I would love to!” I’d
been writing a lot of songs and I
got really excited about it. Danny
flew down from New York to my
home in Charlotte, we got together
in my music room and we started
putting the songs together. We both
loved the same kind of stuff, so I
said if we were going to make an
album I’d like to incorporate a lot
of different styles – I wanted it
to be an album of songs, I didn’t
want it to be a Heavy Metal
album with the guitarist widdling
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all over the neck at ten thousand
miles an hour and the singer up
in the stratosphere; I wanted to
have songs with melodies that
people could sing along to but they
would still kick-ass. If you listen
to the songs they’re very melodic
and commercially oriented, like
the songs from the sixties and the
seventies, whereas Heavy Metal
music today is all about trying to
impress people with your manual
dexterity and not about the feeling
of the song. I would say, “Don’t
impress me, inspire me!” When
I hear Stevie Ray Vaughan or
Gary Moore play, I’m inspired
and it makes me want to play.
That’s what I wanted to do with
this album, and sure the guys are
kicking ass but Chandler’s a great
singer and there are big harmony
vocals, and that’s what’s coming
across in the reviews, everyone
that’s heard it is really getting what
we were trying to do. I’m really
excited about that, we knew we
had a good record and the reviews
are confirming that. I actually like
listening to the record, I’m very
proud of it and I’m also very glad
I got to do this now. People only
heard me thirty years ago but I
want to show what I can do now
because I think I’m a better guitar
player and songwriter now than I
was then. Even Eddie Trunk said
he was worried if I could still play
because a lot of guys are coming
back years later and they don’t
play as well or they try to make
a record that’s too modern and
doesn’t appeal to their fan base, but
after he heard the first track he sat
back and smiled and said I nailed it.
I’m excited about it and it’s selling
pretty well on pre-sales. It went on
pre-sale two months ago and I paid
the record label back in the first
week, and it’s still selling well so
I hope it’ll chart and be the record
that will bring Rock back!” laughs
Meadows with his tongue firmly
in his cheek. “It was the first time
I’d produced an album too and I’m
pretty proud of that, so after years
of sitting around playing my songs
in my music room and fantasising
about making an album again, it
all ended up coming together so
naturally. Danny and I put these
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songs together really easily and it
flowed so well, it was such great
fun to do.”
“Before I started recording the
album I didn’t even have a band,”
says the guitarist. “So I started
auditioning people, I knew I was
going to have Felix (Robinson)
from Angel play bass because he
would always be my first choice;
he’s a killer bass player and he can
play anything – Rock, Pop, Heavy
Metal, Soul, Country, just about
any form of music imaginable. I’d
known Danny Farrow since about
1998, he came down from New
York to see me, he was a big Angel
fan and he brought me photos and
memorabilia that he had, and he’s
also a really good sculptor and he
brought a figure of me that he’d
made. So we got in touch again
through Facebook a few years
ago, by which time I’d sold my
Tanning Salon chain and retired
to North Carolina and I’d invested
the money I’d made in property.
He came down to North Carolina
and we played guitar and wrote
songs. It soon became obvious
that we made a good song-writing
team, he’s a good guitar player and
a great singer too, so we got Felix
and drummer Bobby Pantella, who
plays with Monster Magnet, and
Bobby also had a recording studio.
Danny and Bobby knew each other
because they both live in New
Jersey, so we all had a conference
call together and talked about how
we were going to do things. It was
funny for me because I was so out
of the loop with how things are
recorded. Back in the old days we
would play together in the studio
and work towards the best take
of the basic track, but nowadays
you record on your own and play
to a click track and you build in
the drums and bass and rhythm
guitars. I said “What? There’s no
way that would work. It would
be terrible, how would you get a
groove going?” and they said, “I
promise you, this is how we do it,
it’s going to be okay!” So I said I’d
try it and I flew up to New Jersey
and Danny, Bobby, Felix and
myself rehearsed for three days.
I showed them the tunes and then
we went into Bobby’s studio with
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the click track and put down my
guitars for seventeen songs in two
days, and then Bobby put all the
drums down in the next two days.
He came in and he kicked ass. I
knew he was a hell of a drummer
but to remember all those songs
after a couple of rehearsals, I was
so impressed! Felix came in the
day after and got all his bass tracks
down and it sounded fantastic. I
came back home and put all the
solos and acoustic guitars down at a
studio here, so then we had to start
auditioning singers so we put a call
out and got loads of audition tapes
and photos. Danny had this guy he
knew called Chandler Mogel who
sang with a group called Outloud
from Greece. So we had Chandler
sing on ‘Straight Shooter’ as an
audition. I wasn’t sure when I first
heard him, he sounded a bit too
eighties for me and in the band he
was in he was singing real high all
the time, which is cool but I wasn’t
sure that was where we wanted
to go with the record, but he sang
‘Straight Shooter’ the way it should
be sung and I knew he was our guy.
So I said, “Dude, you’re in!” and
he was thrilled; some of his idols
had auditioned for the gig and he
got it. I went up to Jersey to meet
him and he had a friend called
Charlie Calv, and Charlie had said
to him, “You’re going to play with
Punky? I love Angel, I know every
keyboard part Gregg Giuffria
ever did, he’s one of my biggest
influences. I would really like to
get this gig!” So I said, “Bring him
in, let’s try it!” and he put down all
the keyboard parts in two days and
created a lot of great stuff. He was
a super nice guy too and had all
kinds of tricks. Then the next time
I was up we recorded all the vocals
and harmonies in about four or five
days. I wanted a lot of back-up
vocals on this record, I didn’t want
it to be just one singer, I wanted
harmonies like The Eagles. This
album is very diversified, all the
songs are different so every time
you turn a corner you’re going to
get a different kind of song. I loved
bands like The Beatles and Queen,
where you put the album on and
go, “I wonder what kind of song
we’re going to get next?” A lot of
the Heavy Metal bands now, you
hear the first song, you’ve pretty
much heard the whole album. All
the guys in the band were great and
adapted to whatever style I wanted
to do, they really put their heart and
souls into everything.”
Most of the songs are brand
new but Punky has a wealth of
material to choose from. “There’s
nothing left over from Angel,” he
says, anticipating my question. “A
couple of the riffs and ideas I’d
recorded when I was playing in
my music room over the last few
years, I just see what comes out
and if there’s something I think
is interesting I’ll hum it or play it
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into a tape recorder. Sometimes
you write a whole song because
it just takes off on its own and
pretty much writes itself, but once I
knew I was going to do this album
I sat down and started working
on new songs. Parts of ‘Shadow
Man’ I’ve had hanging around for
years. I used to play that riff when
I was in bar bands as a kid; it was
a Soul/R&B song back then, so I
updated it and made it more of a
Rock song. The verse, bridge and
breakdown were all new. Stuff like
‘I Wanna Be Your Drug’ is almost
a bubblegum song that I came
up with in the studio, but I grew
up on The Monkees so I have no
shame. Other songs I put together
pretty quickly, we ended up with
seventeen songs on the special
edition. Everyone was saying we
had nearly enough songs to make
up the next album but I’m pretty
quick once I get down to work and
I wanted to give fans their money’s
worth. I have songs already for
the next album and Danny has
some too. I just do what I love and
hopefully others will love it too.
The worst thing you can do is try
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to be something you’re not and try
to please everybody, if you do what
you love and other people don’t
dig it, well, at least you pleased
yourself,” he laughs.
Inevitably,
I
steer
the
conversation around to the five
members of Angel all getting
together to receive a Rock Legends
award in Las Vegas last month,
recently deceased original bass
player Mickie Jones was also
honoured. “It was really exciting!”
says Meadows, “we got the biggest
standing ovation of the night. That
was neat and everything’s falling
into place right now. When I walk
around town here everybody
knows I was a Rock star, I never
cut my hair or changed the way
that I dressed. My hair is still black
and long and sticking out like a
crow on top. I was never one of
those guys who changed when
they came offstage and took off
their costume and cut their hair, I
was never that kind of guy so it’s
great to be hanging out again with
other people from my tribe. When I
was at the awards show everybody
looked like me, all these eighties
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rockers were coming up to me and
telling me how much I inspired
them to learn the guitar and make
music, and how much they love
Angel and that they’re glad I’m
back. I’m so glad to be back too.”
“We got to walk the red carpet,
and people were screaming and
taking pictures,” he continues. “I
hadn’t done that since the seventies,
it was like a dream. People were
shouting our names, then we got to
sit in the audience while there were
bands playing and people got their
awards, but before each one they
had two huge TV screens where
they would show a synopsis of the
band. Eddie Trunk gave a speech
and he did a great job, and then
introduced us, everybody gave us
a standing ovation and just went
wild, It was nice to be recognised
because Angel never made it really
big, for different reasons. I think if
MTV had been around then we’d
have had a better chance, we’d
have been a perfect MTV type of
band because we were very visual.
Before MTV you had to go out
and tour every little town in the
States in order to build a following
unless you had a hit record, in
those days they weren’t playing
Kiss and Angel, although Kiss
had ‘Beth’ eventually and became
a national act, radio stations were
playing Fleetwood Mac and Peter
Frampton, a lot of Soft-Rock stuff,
but Angel could never get any
airplay. At first we were too heavy
and progressive with our first two
albums, so we were encouraged to
get more commercial, but Angel
broke up before that elusive hit
because Casablanca Records fell
apart, and before MTV you had to
tour relentlessly to be seen, whereas
when it came in, MTV could
break bands all across the country
overnight. It was exciting to finally
get some credit at the awards show
because we were among the first
Hair Metal bands; us, Aerosmith,
Kiss and Cheap Trick were the
first bands doing that kind of
commercial Hard Rock stuff. We
caught on in Japan alongside all
those, when we went there it was
like Beatlemania, it was crazy. So
finally having someone in our own
country telling us how much they
appreciated us was a great thing.
We didn’t make any money but
at least we made a lot of people
happy, and that’s important to all
of us.”
Going back to Punky’s
solo band, exciting things are
happening. He says, “As you know,
we’re doing B.B. Kings on July 4th
in New York City, that’s our release
party and we’re rehearsing for that
right now, but soon after that we’ll
get a booking agent and hopefully
go on tour. Escape Music was
talking about us hopefully doing
some festivals in Europe. That’s
the plan so far but I’m taking things
one step at a time.”
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Ray Paul interviews Elin Larsson and Dorian Sorriaux

Blues Pills are about to unleash ‘Lady In Gold’, the band’s second studio release and by far their most accomplished
recording to date. Having toured endlessly, including successful tours with Rival Sons and a whole host of festival
appearances, the band now have the confidence to take the next step in their musical evolution. Fireworks had a chance
to sit down with singer Elin Larsson and guitarist Dorian Sorriaux discussing the new album, Elin’s incredible voice and
the band’s future touring plans.
Can you Explain the title of the new
album ‘Lady In Gold’, Elin?
It a character I made up, a powerful woman
who is beautiful, deadly and wicked. I was
inspired by the second season of the US TV
series American Horror Story; there was a
deadly angel, that when she kissed you it took
you to the other side.
Tell us something about the wonderful
artwork on the new album?
We have again used Marijke Koger-Dunham,
who did the artwork on our first album and
the live record. In this case the original was in
black and white, she kindly added colour. It is
an inspiring design which also complements
our music, yin, yang and male and female, also
the evil and good side to life. She has worked
with so many great artists: The Beatles, The
Move, Eric Clapton. It was an honour to have
her work with us again.
I noticed the production is bigger
on ‘Lady In Gold’, you have also added
keyboards and strong backing vocals.
Whose idea was this?
We noticed live we missed some
elements in our sound; when Dorian did
his guitar solo we had no rhythm guitar to
back him. Plus when Elin was in the studio
she was playing piano a lot while creating
the songs. We added a lot more soul to
the record, and most of the best soul has
keyboards. Now we have got to know our
producer Don Alsterberg more he has
understood our music and capabilities.
Then Elin started to have ideas for a choir
to be added. So I picked out a few singers
I knew in Gothenburg and added them to
the mix, creating a more broader sound for
Blues Pills.
Will you be taking a keyboard player
on tour with you now?
We will use the same guy who played on the
record, he knows us well and has toured with
us in another capacity. So next time you will see
him on the stage playing with us.
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Can you tell me something about
‘Little Boy Preacher’, which to my ears
has a gospel flavour to it?
It’s a fictional character that is a sect leader
that gains a following and uses all his subjects
to get the worst out of them. The song came
about through a jam the band did in the studio,
everything came together so easily and it was
quite strange.
‘I Felt A Change’ is just yourself, Elin
and a keyboard. I noticed Elin doing
some new things with her wonderful
voice. Was this deliberate?
Thank you. I have developed my voice quite
a bit over the years, though I had problems with
my vocal chords many years ago so I had to
learn to use my voice more carefully. In doing
this I developed new and better ways of singing.
How long ago did the writing for this
album begin?
The end of 2014 we began writing but due
to the amount of touring we were doing we
had little time to really develop the songs,
so it was a lot of stopping and starting. Time
was against us, short of sleeping in the studio
we could not finish the songs. As soon as the
touring was over we were able to focus on the
new music.
How many of these songs will you be
added to the live set?
It’s always difficult to know what to add
or leave out. We have played all the songs live
and they sound great. Elin wants to try and
play a little keyboard as well, if she can get the
courage. So we will try most of them out and
see which ones work out the best.
This album, more so than the first,
has a variety of influences: Soul, Rock,
a little Funk, Blues…are you branching
out musically?
The first record we focused mostly on
Blues Rock. During our touring we discovered
so much new music so we just took on a lot
of new influences and new sounds. Sometimes
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you can get yourself stuck in one box of music,
we don’t want to do that so for this one we
really stretched out, but at the same time we
kept the Blues Pills sound intact.
What song took the longest to come
together?
‘Bad Talking’ for us took the longest; we had
to completely rearrange the song as Elin could
not find a melody to fit the mood. Originally I
thought it was one of the weakest songs we
had but after the new arrangement I thought
it became one of the strongest! We have still
got about five songs which did not make the
album which we have not decided what we are
going to do with, so they may turn up on the
next album.
Is ‘Rejection’ the first danceable Blues
Pills song?
[Laughs] Elin thinks it has a Bonnie Tyler
vibe. We got a little inspired by Marvin Gaye,
so that’s maybe were the danceable groove
came from.
Tell us about your touring plans?
We have about 30 festivals, in total about
a 100 shows coming up. We are in the UK in
November and we also play the UK Steelhouse
festival in July. We have Kadavar doing a great
many shows with us also.
Finally have you a special moment
from your careers that you would like to
share with Fireworks readers?
Elin: We did a festival in Austria called Lovely
Days, which also featured John Fogerty, Chicago
and one of the last shows Johnny Winter ever
played. We were the only unknown band on
the bill. It was just a great atmosphere for me,
and a terrific line up.
Dorian: Without a doubt Hellfest. It is a few
hours from where I grew up in France, and it is
a huge festival, and to play alongside such bands
as Black Sabbath was a huge honour. Elin was
incredibly nervous [laughs]. It was a huge stage,
so that was a pretty special moment for me,
and for the band too.
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Interview by Dave Bott

The early part of 2014 proved to be something of a transitional period for Lacuna Coil. With
the release of ‘Broken Crown Halo’ imminent, drummer Cristiano Mozzati and guitarist Cristiano
Migliore both announced their departure, the band’s first line-up changes for almost 16 years.
American Ryan Blake Folden (Burn Halo, This Is She) was brought in to occupy the drum-stool and,
operating as a five-piece, a world tour ensued. Now with a new album on the horizon, ‘Delirium’,
press photos indicate they are down to four again. Fireworks managed to grab half an hour inside
Cristina Scabbia’s head to find out about ‘Delirium’ and the changes in personnel.
“We’ve seen in reviews that people are
calling this the heaviest Lacuna Coil record
so far. It’s a direction we wanted to go in
because, especially during the live shows,
we really enjoy the energy of the heavier
songs in our catalogue. We didn’t actually
demo any songs before we sat down to
write because we wanted to be at home in
our own environment to compose the new
music. We just went with the flow and the
heavier direction was the one we liked best.
We didn’t want any boundaries or barriers
when it came to writing and there was
nothing pre-determined.”
Lyrically especially, ‘Delirium’ is
very dark and though there have
been moments in the past when the
band have ‘turned to the dark side’
it has never been to this extent. The
seriousness of the lyrics seems to
go hand in hand with the music but
fortunately they are not revealing any
disturbing areas of the Lacuna Coil
psyche.
“Lyrically ‘Delirium’ is a combination
of things. We created a fictional asylum in
Northern Milan which was inspired by a real
sanatorium that we visited. It meant we were
able to draw on some of our own personal
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experiences after visiting somewhere that
takes care of people with mental illnesses.
There is no denying that we have all gone
through things emotionally, things that took
us into dark places and even people in the
band have experienced panic attacks and
depression. The word ‘Delirium’ just seemed
to bring everything together so easily.”
The album is not strictly a concept
piece but all the songs are linked
by similar themes. Cristina is keen
to stress that each song has its own
identity and that makes them impact
even more.
“It is not a concept in the sense that
you have to listen to the album as a whole.
Each song can be taken as an individual
story if you like. We actually envisioned the
album almost like a play, where each song
represents a story told by a patient in our
fictional asylum. The overall theme relates
to craziness/insanity and every song can
be applied to personal experiences. I’m
not sure if we would ever consider doing a
full concept album. I don’t normally like to
concentrate on one specific theme. I like
the freedom to take things in a different
direction. It’s always good to let the listener
draw their own conclusions about the
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meaning of a song and I think everyone in
the band feels the same.
Once again the melodies and hooks
are unmistakably Lacuna Coil in
structure and sound. I can’t think of
another band that sounds the same
and these days that is quite a unique
trait.
“The melodies and hooks just come
naturally, really. Basically because the same
people write the songs in Lacuna Coil and I
guess we incorporate part of ourselves in the
music. It would just be too uncomfortable to
write something that didn’t come naturally.
I like the fact we don’t sound like any other
band and have managed to keep if fresh all
this time by incorporating new elements,
yet at the same time keeping our signature
sound. A few people have heard ‘Delirium’
and said it reminds them of ‘Comalies’. It
clearly shows that the music we have created
in the past has had an impact because it is
still remembered so well.”
The lead vocals in Lacuna Coil are
shared between Cristina and Andrea
(Ferro), who handles all the male
parts. He seems to be singing with
even more menace in his delivery
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(obviously to mirror the new material)
but Cristina believes this could be one
of his best performances so far.
“The heavier vocal style is very
comfortable for Andrea and to be honest he
has had to adapt his style in the past to sing
in a ‘cleaner’ way. He has a very distinctive
voice and when he really goes for the heavy
stuff it’s like a punch in the face.”
The departure of a long-time band
member can sometimes be a difficult
subject to talk about but Cristina
embraces change, even though it
means losing someone who has
become almost like a family member.
There are times when changes in
personnel can be distracting, with
albums to write/record and tours
to arrange but it appears to be part
of the lifestyle, regardless of any
relationships that have developed.
“Well obviously when we finished
‘Broken Crown Halo’ Criz and Cris decided
to leave. The wounds from their departure
were still quite fresh when Maus decided
he didn’t want to be in the band anymore,
before we started work on ‘Delirium’.
Of course it is sad to see people go who
have become almost like brothers after so
long but I understand them wanting to try
something new and having different goals in
life. We were in a similar position in 1998.
Back then Andrea, Marco (bass player) and
myself were the core of Lacuna Coil but we
found a way to move on. It was just such
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a long time until the line-up changed again
so it was a little harder to take. Marco
recorded all the guitars on ‘Delirium’ and
our sound engineer played on some songs
as well. We managed to get Mark Vollelunga
(Nothing More) and Myles Kennedy (Alter
Bridge/Slash) to play solos for us, on ‘Blood,
Tears, Dust’ and ‘Downfall’ respectively. We
thought having guests might add a different
edge to the Lacuna Coil sound. Years ago
I re-recorded an Alter Bridge song with
them called ‘Watch Over You’, almost like
a duet, and Myles and I have kept in touch
ever since. He’s an insane singer but also
a fantastic guitarist. He is always so busy
and is in the middle of writing a new Alter
Bridge record so we were expecting him to
say no when we asked. Luckily he was cool
about it when we sent him ‘Downfall’ and
he sent it back straight away. Actually Myles
and our drummer Ryan are both from the
same city in Spokane. I’m lucky to have so
many special friends but I never look upon
them as celebrities, they’re like colleagues
who are fantastic to work with. Although it
always worked really well I don’t think we’ll
be going back to two guitarists again. We can
change the arrangements to our songs when
we need to and Marco programmes all the
keyboard parts that we use in the shows.
With one guitar the music is more in your
face and has more punch.”
With Ryan in mind I ask if he was
involved in any of the writing for
‘Delirium’
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“Ryan did contribute a few ideas to some
of the new songs but mainly they were
written by Marco. Marco wrote all the drum
parts and Ryan came over to Milan to work
on them with him. He stayed at Marco’s
place while they were working and he has
actually started to learn how to speak Italian.
Our language can be so complicated and it
doesn’t help that we always speak very
fast. Sometimes Ryan doesn’t know if we’re
fighting or just having a normal conversation
[laughs].”
‘Delirium’ was produced in-house
and even the album cover was designed
by Marco. Cristina likes the fact they
have been the orchestrators of their
own destiny this time and finishes by
elaborating.
“We thought producing it ourselves
would be a challenge and it was the right
time. We had clear ideas and we knew the
sound that we wanted to achieve. Whenever
you work with someone from outside the
band, great as they may be, compromises
have to be made. We’ve worked with
producer Don Gilmore (Linkin Park) in the
past and were really happy with the way
things turned out with him. It is good to
get advice and different opinions, especially
when you become so attached to the songs
after spending time with them for so long
but we still wanted a change. This time no
compromises were made. We kept it quite
raw, we kept it exactly the way we wanted.”
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THE JELLY JAM

Ty Tabor interview by Phil Ashcroft. Photo by Shutter Rose Photography.
In the early part of the noughties it became de rigueur for musicians from different bands to
form supergroups, usually involving at least one member of Dream Theater and bankrolled
by the German/US label Inside Out Music. However, unlike Liquid Tension Experiment,
Transatlantic, O.S.I., Platypus et al, The Jelly Jam shied away from the usual Prog direction and
played the kind of straight-ahead, groove-oriented rock associated with singer and guitarist
Ty Tabor in his day job with King’s X. Joined by Dream Theater bassist John Myung and Dixie
Dregs/Winger drummer Rod Morgenstein, the trio have survived a largely unnoticed, selfreleased third album to join the respected Mascot Records roster for a new album entitled
‘Profit’. Ty Tabor explains that not only have they delivered their strongest record to date,
they’re about to enter unknown territory with their imminent US tour.
“Well, the main problem is that we’re pretty busy with our
other bands and it’s really tough to find a time where our
schedules align enough to give us a chance to get together,”
explains Tabor of their protracted absences. “We do it about
as often as we can but we do have long periods of time where
it’s impossible for us all to be off at the same time. I just
write music all the time and I don’t really think about where
it’s going to get used, I just write and write and write and I
record demos, just to have options for all occasions. When
we get together we all bring out ideas we’ve been working on,
and that’s where we get started usually.”
Ty goes on to explain their collective creative process.
“I guess we’ve just fallen into a groove where we get
together, we listen to each other’s parts and ideas and it’s
pretty easy for us to determine which ideas we want to work
on. The process is we will take these fragmented ideas and
work them into a full song, we’ll come up with music first,
but usually during that process where we’re coming up with
music, I start coming up with melodies and lyric ideas, so
sometimes that will steer what we do with the music. The
music usually comes first and then I will fit things to it if I
haven’t had ideas already on it.”
It seems the sequence isn’t much different from the way he
works in King’s X.
“Not really,” he agrees, “I just write what I write and those
guys write the stuff that they write, and that causes a bit of a
different flavour. Of course the King’s X style is in there just
because I also do a lot of the writing for King’s X and I do
some of the vocals, so singing and writing and playing guitar
comes out a bit King’s X-ish just because that’s the way I
write. When John and Rod get a hold of it and interpret it
the way they do, it just becomes a different thing because we
all play differently together and we have different ideas. No
matter who I work with, if it’s a different group of people it
just morphs into something of its own based on the people
that are involved and giving input.”
Unlike previous albums there’s a common link running
through a lot of the songs.
“It is in fact a concept album,” explains the softly-spoken
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frontman. “On the cover there’s a prophet and he’s holding
a scale that has the world on one side and gold coins on
the other, so what we were trying to portray is the struggle
between trying to do the right thing in the long run for the
earth, and the battle of the headlong rush into the massive
consumption of the world and the eating up of the world’s
resources, The album is really about the battle against big
business that doesn’t really care about the future, it only
cares about immediate profit. We’ve put a lot more time into
it and we’ve recorded more music for this one than we usually
do so that we could have some choices, and because of that
I really believe that we came out with a stronger offering this
time around, it’s a more complete album.”
It’s fair to say that there are many more layers and varied
guitar sounds this time out.
“Absolutely! When we were recording we weren’t really
worrying about whether we could play it live, it’s been hard
enough aligning our schedules to make another album so we
weren’t even thinking about doing a tour. So I just started
building parts and sounds and things because I just felt like it
was what was needed without any thought for doing it live.
Now we have quite a bit of a challenge ahead of us,” laughs
Tabor.
The album is released through the Mascot Records
subsidiary Music Theories Recordings, now run by an old
friend of the band.
“It was basically through Jim Pitulski, our A&R guy at Inside
Out Music in America,” Ty confirms. “Jim just called me up
one day and told me what was going on with his new label,
and asked what we were up to. In fact we were talking to a
couple of other labels and just weighing up our options and
trying to decide what we were going to do. We knew we
wanted to go back to a real label this time and try to get more
exposure for us, so when Jim called it was just like working
with someone we know and someone we liked working with
in the past, so it made it a pretty easy decision. In terms of
the music and the final product I wouldn’t add anything to it
at this point, but if I could change anything, we recorded it
with a kind-of seventies vibe so it has a real organic nature to
the way we recorded it, so if I were to make any changes it
would be maybe modernising the master a tiny bit. I actually
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tried doing that and it kinda took away from the sound, so we
backed it down to where it is, so I’m not sure I’d even do that.
It was probably the best album we can do.”
With the band about to embark on a US summer tour,
their first ever live shows in sixteen years of existence is
something Ty feels was necessary to validate The Jelly Jam as
a real band.
“It’s very exciting!” he says. “Right now we’re all at the
studio here and we’ve been rehearsing for a few days.We
decided to put in a week of rehearsals ahead of time to get
ahead of the game, we’ve been here all this week and it’s really
coming together. We feel like a real band finally, it’s like playing
live legitimises the whole thing. We’ve always wanted to build
this into something and keep it going, so that’s exactly what
we’re trying to do and what all our efforts are geared towards
this year. It’s a bit scary to be honest, no matter how good
any individual musician is, a band is a different thing. Being in a
real band is really gelling together, and grooving together and
feeling it all together, and because we’ve only been recording
albums up to now it’s a completely new thing to be rehearsing
for a tour. All of us are very excited about it and up for it, and
rehearsals so far are going great, it sounds killer.”
For three players renowned for musicianship and
improvisation to make music so concise is quite striking, a
fact not lost on the band themselves.
“I think we all overplay at times, but in this band it hasn’t
really been a problem,” says Tabor earnestly. “There hasn’t
been one occasion over the four albums where one of us has
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looked at another and said, “Hey, can you not play so many
notes!” We’ve never done that, we let each other find their
way and everybody recognises what the goal of the song is and
what’s right for the song, and that’s all that matters. We don’t
recognise what we’re doing as showing off, we just simply
concentrate on the song, and sometimes straight-ahead and
simple is the best thing for a song. I’ll tell you a secret. For us,
playing the simple stuff is the hardest!” he laughs heartily. “A
lot of people don’t understand that. Making simple be good is
a lot harder than playing a lot of notes and being impressive,
much harder! For us the big challenge is just trying to find the
groove that is right for the song, no matter what it does to us
in terms of our playing.”
There are no current plans to bring The Jelly Jam to Europe
at the moment, but it’s heartening to learn that things are
going well for Tabor’s main band, King’s X.
“We’re touring fairly regularly in the US at the moment,”
beams the enthusiastic guitarist. “We’re playing most
weekends, we have seven shows next month. We’re not killing
ourselves but we are getting out there playing, and things have
actually been growing a lot for King’s X in America. We’ve
been moving up into bigger venues and bigger crowds and
it’s been going that way for about four years straight now, so
we’re on an upward swing as far as concerts and attendances,
So, because of that we’ve been talking about the possibility
of doing another album. Right now we’re just talking about
it, but we’ve got some great legitimate offers and I would
say there’s a good chance we might be doing an album in the
next year.”
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TH E L A ST VEGAS
Interview by Wolf Gant. Photo by Frank Grumeretz

The Last Vegas as a live entity here in the UK are possibly quite new to some of you, but the band that started out back in Chicago in 2005
and now has seven albums to its name is pretty well-known by aficionados of Hard Rock all around the world and has touched the hearts
of many here in the last two or three years. As the band prepares to bring new album, ‘Eat Me’, to the UK later in the year, Fireworks asks
guitarist Adam Arling his thoughts, as the album drips relentlessly into the UK’s consciousness and the band are announced for this year’s
Hard Rock Hell extravaganza in November.
‘Eat Me’ is getting some great
reviews is it not?
The reaction to this has seen
the strongest audience and critic
reaction we’ve had to an album since
‘Whatever Gets You Off’, which had
the thumb of Nikki Sixx on it. I think
the secret is in that awesome, limpwristed cake photo on the cover. After
that, we could really do no wrong on
the music side of things, right? Every
band thinks their latest album is the
best, we think it’s just a great kick-ass
record. It’s nice to see some people
agree out there. We owe ya a drink!
What was AFM’s reaction to
the album cover?
Let’s just say AFM was sold on
the music before seeing the album
artwork. What are we supposed to
do; put out a cover with us trying to
look all tough, up against a fence or
sitting in a pub? Boring, been done
a million times, even by us and it
never worked! TLV are not some
sleazy, 80s wanna-be’s. We’re all,
dare I say, half-way cultured, creative
guys. We’re okay with a rainbow
cake. We embrace it. And we call
the album ‘Eat Me’ – done deal! That
was Chad and Nate’s idea so in case
anyone hates it, take it up with them.
AFM were super cool with the art, as
they’ve been with everything.
You’ve talked a lot about the
speed of the recordings. It really
sounds so natural. How did you
manage that?
Honestly, after jamming with
these guys for so long we just mapped
out the songs then went into the studio
and executed it hard, fast and tight.
We jumped around from guitar to
bass, recording some tunes full band,
some just guitar and drums, just to get
the right foundations. Since we could
only afford one and a half days in the
studio, you need to get songs done
pretty fast. Once you have a proper
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foundation rhythmically to a song
all the rest is fun and easy, and we
tracked the solos, vocals and crazy
extra stuff at our TLV home studio.
Sweden’s finest engineer Chris
Laney then made all the ingredients
pop out and come to life.
Several songs have a real
Aerosmith-like vibe to them. I’m
thinking ‘Hot Fudge’ and ‘Along
For The Ride’. And do I sense an
AC/DC touch in there too?
Guilty as charged. That kind of
70s Boogie Rock is just what The
Last Vegas are all about, and it’s cool
to see now where the grooves are
going in this band. We’re no longer
trying to explode on stage; now we’re
getting more into the sensual hard
beat vibe, and being comfortable
with that.
You’ve dipped your toes into
Europe, particularly the UK in the
last few years. The tour with Skid
Row was a highlight but we hear
you’ll be back in November with
an appearance at Hard Rock Hell
and UK dates. How important is
that to your plans?
TLV has always had a soft spot
for Europe. Those are some of the
best memories of our lives; travelling,
spreading some American musical
vibe and meeting some incredible
people from different cultures. It’s
important for artists in today’s day
and age to embrace our differences
and find the middle ground. There’s a
lot of crazy shit going on in the world
today, and music is more important
than ever in reminding us of our
collective humanity.”

and I at least have long been massive
Blues fans, play in a local Blues band
in Chicago and feel that is the most
important ingredient to Rock. All this
modern new Rock stuff, the melodies
are so ‘white’. We need some Muddy
Waters in that ass!
The reaction to the new material
has probably been stronger than
to all the songs in our set. All these
fans have come up with hand-written
notes on which songs they’ve heard,
then ask what albums the songs are
on. Needless to say, we’ve been
selling a lot of ‘Eat Me’ records
because of that.
In the label bio, guitarist Bryan
Wilkinson
describes
mixing
engineer Chris Laney’s enthusiasm
for the music as ‘almost as
infectious as your own’, so we need
to give him a big credit here, don’t
we? Did the songs change much
with Chris’ input?
What was most important for us
was that Chris really had fun with the
songs. He kept saying how different
they were for him. As long as both
parties, band and engineer, are having
fun the chances are your album is
going to be a winner with the fans.
TLV put all songs together in
Chicago. I have a little project studio
with enough halfway decent gear
to get some tones and set up the
sessions. Then Chris just brought
the songs to life in the mix. He’d
add some cool parts like organ on
‘Voodoo Woman’ or that killer piano
line on ‘Hard To Get Over’. He’d say,
“I’m hearing a Lenny Kravitz vibe
on this one” for example, and we
told him, “Hell yeah, do it.” I don’t
think either of us said the word “No”
once in the whole process. What he
did with ‘From Hell’ was probably
the wackiest thing ever, but ‘wackyawesome’ at the same time.

from the earlier albums. This
album has a bit of a more relaxed,
ethereal feel to it…
Yes, the earlier albums had more
of an energetic, revved-up vibe,
agreed. But let’s be honest, we were
younger. We’re aiming now to go
out and get classy like Tom Petty,
not look like we wish we were still
18, trying to be all high-energy when
the body just doesn’t move like that
anymore. We were so wasted for so
many years that the shows were all
just a manic blur, and the albums and
our lives on and off the road reflected
that. No-one wants to go back to that
time where everything’s a mess but
it is fun in your 20s and you should
do it. We’re much more chilled these
days, enjoying the ride, and making
music which reflects that pace and
tempo. I mean c’mon though, this
ain’t Coldplay, give us a little credit.
I always felt the band had a
bit of a Galactic Cowboys edge to
it. How does the new material fit
into the set alongside the ‘Sweet
Salvation’ and ‘Bad Decisions’
grittier stuff?
The TLV set list now is pulling
the best from all of the albums and
some real deep cuts, which are fan
favourites as well. If you’re a TLV
fan, you’re going to really like it. On
some shows we play over 90 minutes
without really stopping. The tempos,
the songs, just kind of flow in and out
of each other and it’s really hippy,
voodoo-soupy kinda stuff. Honestly,
the band has never sounded better
live, and it’s a great time to come out
and “EAT ME” on tour now. We’ll
be announcing five or six UK shows
very soon to go with Hard Rock Hell
and we’ll be on tour for four to five
weeks in Sweden, the UK, Spain, and
Germany, so see you soon.”

This album displays a real
Bluesy touch to the band in my
opinion, and I think you agree.
Who was the catalyst for that and
what’s the reaction been to the new
‘Eat Me’ is available now
material live?
For me, part of the ‘big factor’ through AFM Records and Hard
Man, we’re from Chicago, home in TLV’s popularity is the driving Rock Hell takes place on 10th –
of the Electric Blues. My brother Nate nature of the material, particularly 13th November 2016.
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